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Alan William Entwistle
THE RASA MANA'KE PAPA OF KEVALARAMA 
A MEDIEVAL HINDI TEXT OF THE EIGHTH GADDI OF THE VALLABHA SECT
Abstract
Rasa mana ke pada is the title given to a compilation of 
lyrics attributed to Kevalarama, a seventeenth century gosvami of 
a branch of the Vallabha sect (or Pustimarga) which is referred to 
as the ’Eighth Gaddi' (Hindi: Astama/Athavi Gaddi). The lyrics, 
composed in the literary Braj dialect and dealing mainly with 
aspects of the love between Krsna and Radha, are representative of 
a body of literature preserved in a collection of'manuscripts 
which were copied in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries in and around Dera Ghazi Khan, a town on the banks of 
the Indus where, until 19^7» the main temple of the Eighth Gaddi 
was situated.
Since no account of the author and his sectarian background is 
available in English, the relevant historical and biographical 
data are presented in extended introductory chapters. Orthography 
and metre are examined in detail in order to show how the archaic 
inflections and tadbhava forms of the Ur-text, which were preserved 
by the relatively conservative scribe of the oldest extant version, 
were altered by later scribes who tended to Sanskritize the 
language, albeit with the retention of certain traits derived from 
their regional speech. Conclusions reached concerning the 
presumed archetypal language of the text and principles formulated 
for dealing with variant spellings have wider implications for the 
editorial treatment of early Hindi texts in general.
Grammatical forms are listed in a section which summarises the 
linguistic features of the poems (including three which are written 
in Panjabi), and an index provides etymologies, glosses and cross- 
references for all words occurring in the text. A literal English 
translation is provided and the bibliography includes detailed 
descriptions of all manuscripts consulted.
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. Preface
For Sanskrit and Hindi terms the standard method of transcribing 
Devanagari has been adopted. Arabic and Persian words are 
transcribed according to the system used by J. T. Platts in his 
Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi and English. Anglicized
spellings are given for place names and names of languages, scripts
and contemporary personages (apart from authors listed in the 
bibliography). Dates are given according to the Gregorian calendar 
unless stated otherwise (viz. Hijri and VS for Vikrama Samvat).
In the footnotes references are made either to the title of a work 
or to the author's name, accompanied by the date of publication 
in cases where more than one work by a single author is cited.
Full details of publications are given in the bibliography. A few 
titles are referred to by abbreviations which are listed at the 
beginning of section four of the bibliography. Manuscripts are 
referred to by sigla as given .in the descriptive list which 
comprises the first section of the bibliography.
I must record my gratitude to the gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi
for the encouragement and keen interest they have shown in the 
progress of my research. Particular thanks are due to Goswami 
Ratan Lai, Goswami Shyam Lai, Goswami Shravan Lai and the late 
Goswami Bankey Lai for providing manuscripts and other materials 
and for patiently answering my many enquiries. I am also grateful 
to Shri Devi Dayal, President of the Goswami Sati Kewalramji 
Memorial Society, for the warm hospitality extended to me during 
visits to Bohrianwala Thalia (New Delhi) and for his help in 
locating additional source materials. While studying at the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, and afterwards as an 
external student, my work was supervised by Professor J. C. Wright 
and Doctor R. D. Gupta, to:whom I am greatly indebted for their 
valuable guidance throughout the course of my research. Thanks 
are also due to Doctor C. Shackle for his helpful comments on 
the Panjabi poems which are included in the text.
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I
SOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF THE EIGHTH GADDI AND THE WORKS OF
KEVALARAMA
1.1 Manuscripts of the Eighth Gaddi
The poems included in the Rasa mana ke pada of Kevalarama 
are found in a relatively unknown collection of manuscripts 
preserved by gosvamis living in Vrindaban who belong to the ’Eighth 
Gaddi’ (in Hindi Astama Gaddi or Athavi Gaddi) of the Pustimarga, 
the sampradaya established by Vallabha and his descendants during 
the sixteenth century. The Pustimarga is usually referred to as 
having seven branches (called gaddi. pitha or ghar) which were 
established when Vitthalanatha, the son of Vallabha, presented each 
of his seven sons with a deity. A compilation of stories dealing 
with the disciples of Vitthalanatha mentions his having adopted a 
boy who became known as Sri Lalaji to whom he also gave a deity with 
the instruction that he form a branch of the sampradaya in Sind.
The Eighth Gaddi which Sri Lalaji established at Dera Ghazi Khan has 
been overlooked in most accounts of the history of the Pustimarga 
because it stood apart from the other seven gaddis since it was 
geographically remote and was not founded by a member of the Vallabha 
family. Furthermore, its manuscript literature was never widely 
circulated and its structure and following have suffered from 
disintegration and dispersal since the partition of India and 
Pakistan in 1947 which obliged Hindus to abandon their homes in 
West Panjab.
Although the Rasa mana ke pada could well be studied as an 
isolated text, one cannot ignore the fact that copies are found in a 
collection of manuscripts which have a common origin and contain 
other works attributed to the same author and members of his gaddi. 
Examination of the collection as a whole and extraction of the 
meagre historical data contained in the texts provide valuable clues 
as to the date and origin of the Rasa mana ke pada. The manuscripts
-12-
now available for study were brought to Vrindaban in 1947 by 
three descendants of Sri Lalaji, namely Goswami Bankey Lai, his ' 
son Goswami Ratan Lai and his uncle Goswami Shyam Lai. They are 
senior gosvamis from the temple at Dera Ghazi Khan who inherited 
the manuscripts and have shown interest in their study and 
preservation. The circumstances of the flight from Pakistan were 
so chaotic that only these three gosvamis managed to bring any 
manuscripts with them, and even then, since the amount of luggage they 
could bring was limited, they could only make a hasty selection from 
their library, leaving other manuscripts and records behind. The 
gosvamis from other Eighth Gaddi temples at Bahawalpur and Dera Ismail 
Khan also fled to India with their deities and possessions, but none 
of them seems to have brought any manuscripts while, since their 
departure, all the abandoned temples have been occupied by Muslim 
families or taken over by the government with the inevitable result 
that their contents have disappeared.
The manuscripts which the three aforementioned gosvamis brought 
to their temple in Vrindaban (now called Sri Gopinathaji ka Mandira 
or Sukkhan Mata Kuftja) are thus our only primary sources for the study 
of the gaddi1s literature. Some secondary sources, such as the District 
Gazetteers, provide a certain amount of circumstantial or background 
information relevant to the gaddi1s history and development. In recent 
years the gosvamis have donated several of their manuscripts to the 
Vrindaban Research Institute (a manuscript library situated in 
Vrindaban), in general retaining those specifically Eighth Gaddi texts 
of which they possess only one copy. A survey of what remains of the 
Dera Ghazi Khan manuscript collection enables one to form an idea of the 
literature with which previous gosvamis and their associates were 
familiar and allows one to arrive at a date for the manuscripts of the 
Rasa mana ke pada.
In all about seventy-five manuscripts were brought to Vrindaban 
from Dera Ghazi Khan (a descriptive list of twenty-three manuscripts 
containing works attributed to Kevalarama or providing information on 
the history of the gaddi is given below in the first section of the 
bibliography). There is no list of the manuscripts which formerly belonged 
to the library of the Dera Ghazi Khan temple, but from those which
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survive it appears that the collection consisted of works written 
by the Eighth Gaddi gosvamis and their sevakas as well as other 
texts current among the Vaisnava sampradayas in general and the 
Pustimarga in particular. Since the non-Eighth Gaddi texts in the 
collection give no information about the gaddi and its gosvamis. 
apart from indicating their tastes in reading, it is not necessary 
here to describe them in detail. Several of the manuscripts are 
anthologies which partly contain work by authors who did not belong 
to the Eighth Gaddi but which may be classified as Eighth-Gaddi 
manuscripts since they appear to have been compiled and copied in 
West Panjab under the auspices of, the gosvamis if not by the 
gosvamis themselves.
1.2 The 'non-Eighth Gaddi* manuscripts brought from Dera Ghazi Khan
The majority of these manuscripts seems to belong to a period 
spanning the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and appears to 
have been collected by the gosvamis while on journeys to Vrindaban 
and other parts of North India. Most of them have been donated to 
the Vrindaban Research Institute by GosWami Ratan Lai (V.R.I. 
accession numbers 9599-9601, IO842, IO844-IO848, IO85O-IO859, 11316- 
11335, 11338-11340). Some have colophons indicating their date and 
place of composition, viz. Kavitta samgraha dated VS 1845 (acc, no. 
11316A), Prasnatantra VS 1853 (acc. no. IO846), Jaiminiya-asvamedhaparva 
copied at Vrindaban in VS I87O (acc. no. IO845), Caurasi vaisnavan ki 
varta copied at Gokul in VS 1878 (acc. no. 11319), Ramayana VS 1893 
(acc. no. IO848), Rasamagjari mula by Bhanudatta VS 1905 (acc. no. 
11331B), Raghuvamsa copied at Vrindaban in VS 1907 (acc. no. IO856) 
and ^ikgapatra of Hariraya with Gopesvara's Braj commentary VS 1935 
(acc. no. IO842).
These manuscripts mostly contain the sort of literature one 
would expect to find in a Pustimarga library. Sanskrit texts include 
the Sodasagrantha of Vallabha (with Narayanopanisad. Purusasukta and 
other short works, acc. no. 11321) and similar compilations of stotras
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etc. (acc.nos. 11332 and 11333), as well as Sampradayapradipa of 
Gadadhara (acc.no.11324) and the aforementioned Siksapatra of Hariraya. 
Among the Braj texts are several Pustimarga varta manuscripts (acc. 
nos. 11317, 11319, 11323, 11330, 11335), Surasagara (acc.no.11326), 
Rasapagcadhyayi of Nandadasa (acc.nos. 9601A and 11320B) and anthologies 
of other verse by Astachapa poets (acc.nos. IO85O, 10853, 11339). There 
are also a couple of genealogies of Pustimarga gosvamis (acc.nos.
11321A and 11322), Bavan vacanamrta of Kaka Vallabhaji (acc.no.10852), 
Vallabhakhyana of Gopaladasa (acc.nos. 9599A and 11338) and some 
padas and short doctrinal texts in prose by Hariraya, including 
Bhavabhavana (acc.nos. 9599B, 96OIB, 11340).^^
Among non-Pustimarga texts, apart from those mentioned above, 
are such random Sanskrit works as Santiparva with Moksadharma tika 
(acc.no.IO844), Dravyasuddhi of Purusottama and Mahakarmavipaka (acc. 
no.11318), Sarasvatacandrika (acc.no. IO847), Balacikitsa ( acc.no.
10857) and Rasabodhacandrodaya (acc.no.10859). Non-Pustimarga Braj
texts include anthologies of padas (11316, 11327, 11331A),
Ramagitavali of Tulasidasa (acc.no,11334A, with the Rama poems from 
Surasagara in 11334B) and a work on prosody by Muralidhars Kavibhusana 
entitled Ghamdohrdayaprakasa which was copied for Gosvami Ranachoraraya 
in VS 1839 at Dera Ghazi Khan.^
1. The manuscripts containing padas of Hariraya (two of which have 
been donated to the V.R.I., acc,nos. 9599B and 96OIB) are referred 
to by_P.Mital, 1962(2), pp.2-5, who used them for his book Sri 
Harirayaji ka pada-sahitya. He believes that they were all copied 
from the same manuscript and found that they provided variant 
readings and some additional verses which were not given in other 
manuscripts he consulted. V.Caturvedi also discusses manuscripts 
of works by Hariraya from Dera Ghazi Khan (pp. 88, 117-21 and 225), 
stating that one Eighth Gaddi manuscript contains two short prose 
works which are not found elsewhere (viz. A(d) and (g)).
2. This manuscriptA belonging to Goswami Ratan Lai, has been edited by 
Visvanatha Prasada and published by the K.Munshi Institute, 
University of Agra. At the end of the work the author gives its 
date of_composition_as VS 1723 (AD 1666) and names his patron as 
Maharaja Hrdaya Narayanadeva of the fort at Garha (in Jabalpur 
district). The first and last folios of the manuscript axe 
reproduced at the end of the introduction to the published text.
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These manuscripts give the impression that the Dera Ghazi 
Khan gosvamis used to study the simpler Pustimarga doctrinal and 
devotional texts rather than such larger philosophical 
commentaries as Vallabha’s Anubhasya. Subodhini and 
Tattvarthadipanibandha and Vitthalanatha's Vidvanmandana. They 
also collected some Sanskrit texts of general interest and a 
selection of Braj poetry which included a certain amount of 
verse by poets who were not associated with the Pustimarga (such 
as Kabir in acc.no,113l6B).
1.3 Manuscripts containing works by Eighth Gaddi authors
Manuscripts belonging specifically to the Eighth Gaddi form 
a category distinct from those mentioned above since they consist 
partially or entirely of material written by Eighth Gaddi authors 
and are all bound volumes having certain scribal characteristics 
in common. Those manuscripts with colophons giving information 
about their date, scribe and place of composition, and comparable 
manuscripts which do not provide such data, indicate that they 
were written in West Panjab during the period when the 'non-Eighth 
Gaddi1 manuscripts were acquired. Ten manuscripts have colophons 
supplying the following information:
MS siglum. date (AD) place scribe and other information
F 1788-93 records the birth of Harideva 
in 1793.
P 1791+ written for Ranachoraraya.
C 1797 Lakki written by Rupacanda Puskarana 
for Ranachoraraya and Harideva.
A 1819 Leiah Mulacanda Josi, copy of MS_com- 
piled by or for Bake Bihari.
N 1866 Rama Tarneja (for himself).
S 1887 Dera copied from_a MS written in 1798 
by Mukundadasa for Ranachoraraya.
MS siglum date (AD) place scribe and other information
0 1893 written for Sundaralala.
T 1896 written for Jivanalala.
R 1926
L copy of a MS written at Dera Ghazi 
Khan in 190A by Krsnadasa Gururr 1 « • • • *
(= Garuda)#
It is evident from the colophons that the oldest extant Eighth 
Gaddi manuscripts were written in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century for Gosvami Ranachoraraya. Names of other gosvamis 
mentioned in the texts and comparison of handwriting enable us to 
give approximate dates for other manuscripts which do not have 
informative colophons.
The present Eighth Gaddi gosvamis. as is usual for such families, 
particularly in the Panjab, are able to give the names of all the 
important agnatic descendants of £ri Lalaji. In most cases they can 
also give traditionally accepted dates of birth and death which are 
mentioned either in songs in praise of their ancestors (stutis) or 
in genealogies (vamsavalis). Besides vamsavalis which the present 
or recent gosvamis have compiled there are lists in two manuscripts 
(I ff.38-9, W(c) f.73>) of the gosvamis from £ri Lalaji to Ranachoraraya, 
though no dates are given. A manuscript of £ri Lala caritam and 
Dvadasa bhakta katha by Dayalu Candra jSarma gives the names and dates 
of the senior gosvamis up to the present century (U f.3/V), the 
author stating that his list is based on information supplied by 
gosvamis of the temple at Dera Ghazi Khan. Most of the stutis were 
written in a manuscript which has been lost or mislaid in recent years, 
though P.Mital was able to inspect it and include some of the 
information it provided in his article on the Eighth Gaddi and its 
literature.^ He quotes some of the verses from the stuti manuscript 
which give dates of birth and death of some of the gosvamis. but on 
the basis of similarity of style and language he concludes that the 
stutis were all written by the same person, not by the various
3. P.Mital 1963, PP. 20, 22-6.
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gosvamis and sevakas whose chapa they contain. He says that 
the volume contained stutis of gosvamis from Sri Lalaji to 
Harideva and had a colophon dated AD 1834, after which a stuti 
for Baladeva had been added in a different hand. Stutis of 
Mathuranatha, Aniruddha and Dharanidhara are found in manuscript B, 
while G contains several verses in praise of Sri Lalaji. After 
collating the information given in the stutis and vamsavalis a 
genealogy may be constructed as illustrated in table no.l.
Although there is no external evidence to confirm the dates 
given in the genealogical table they provide a feasible chronology 
and may be taken as at least approximate. Sources for the dates 
of gosvamis from Sri Lalaji to Kevalarama are discussed in detail 
in the following section of this introduction. The dates of the 
gosvamis who came after Harideva are found only in the vamsavalis 
while dates for those who preceded him are found in both the 
vamsavalis and the stutis. but with some discrepancies as 
indicated below:
source for stuti stuti dates alternative/additional
dates from vamsavalis
Madanamohana Mital PP. 21-22* b.1644 d.1695
Pradyumna Mital PP.21, 1672-1717
Aniruddha B f.!55v 1692-1725 b.1662
Brajabhu§ana Mital PP.21, 24 1676-17** 1664-1752
Dharanidhara B f.l65v d. 1738
Caturbhuja Mital PP.21, 25 d. 1768 1679-1764
Bake Bihari It PP.21, 26 d. 1790 b.1705
Visvanatha II ii 1749-1790
Ranachoraraya M P. 21 b.1765
Harideva II it b.1793 1765-1835
* i.e. article by Mital, 1965* _0n p.26 he gives the 
date for the death of Bake Bihari in figures as 1780,
but the lines quoted from the stuti clearly give the 
date as 1790.
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Table 1: GENEALOGY OF THE EIGHTH GADDl GOSVXMlS
Sri Lalaji 
(1551-1618)
Mathuranatha 
(1588- )
Gokulanatha
I
Madanamohana 
(16.4/f - 1695)
I I
Giridhara Bhagavan Gvala
Kevalarama 
(1617- )
Jagannatha 
(1651 - )
Pradyumna 
(1672- )
Aniruddha 
(1692-1725)
Brajabhusana 
(1676-17^ )
Dharanidhara 
( 1 1738)
Muralidhara Caturbhuja 
( -1768)
Bake Bihari 
( -1790)
Ranac horaraya
(1765-' )
Harideva
(1793-1835)
Vi6vanatha
(17^9-1790)
Baladeva 
( 1815- 1882)
Kunjalala 
(1863-1928)
Sundaralala 
(1878- )
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The alternative dates given in the vamsavalis do not seem 
preferable to those found in the stutis. If 1672 is accepted 
as the date of birth of Pradyumna then 1662 must be rejected as 
a date of birth for his son Aniruddha and assumed to be written 
in error for 1692 (i.e. VS 1719 for 17*f9). The year l6Sk as a 
date of birth of Brajabhusana would make him older than his elder 
brother Pradyumna, whose date of birth is given as 1672 in both 
the vamsavalis and the stutis. If 1676 is accepted as the year of 
birth of Brajabhusana then 1679 is an impossible date for the birth 
of his son Caturbhuja and seems rather early in relation to a 
vamsavali date of l66i* for the year of birth of his father. Bake 
Biharifs year of birth as 1705, while consistent with vamsavali 
dates for his father and grandfather, seems somewhat incongruous if 
1676 is accepted as the year of birth given in the stuti for his 
grandfather Brajabhusana. It seems more likely that he was born 
nearer the year 17^ -9 which the stuti gives as the date of birth of 
his younger brother Vi^vanatha. The vamsavali date of birth of 
Harideva is contradicted both by his stuti and by a record of his 
birth found in one of the manuscripts (F f.l28v). The stuti 
dates of birth for Ranachoraraya and Harideva fit in well With the 
dates given in the manuscript colophons referred to above.
If the dates given in the genealogical table are accepted as 
being accurate, or at least approximate, then one may deduce the 
age of two of the manuscripts which do not have dated colophons. 
Manuscript B cannot be older than 1738 since it contains a stuti 
mentioning the death of Dharanidhara. Manuscript D cannot be 
older than the early nineteenth century' since it contains part of 
a work entitled Virahabhedavivarana written by Harideva.
Examination and comparison of the scribes who compiled the 
anthologies also allow us to arrive at an approximate date for some 
of the undated manuscripts. The scribe of manuscript C, Rupacanda 
Puskarana, has a hand distinctive for its thick and bold letters, 
apparently written with a broad-nibbed pen. Exactly the same
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handwriting appears in manuscript D with, on folio 17 , the same kind 
of circular design as is found in the centre of four folios in 
manuscript C. Rupacanda is thus the scribe of several of the folios
I*of D, including the ardas hymn on folio 1^6 . On some folios in D 
his handwriting appears alongside that of another scribe where he has 
either written over some lines obliterated with an ochre-coloured paint 
(f.56V) or where the other scribe has written a., poem between verses 
copied by Rupacanda (ff. 88V and 93V). The person whose handwriting 
appears alongside that of Rupacanda on these folios in D is clearly 
the scribe who copied the first section of Kevalarama*s Ratnasagara 
(ms.K). It is thus evident that manuscripts D and K were copied by a 
contemporary of Rupacanda who copied C in 1797. D contains an 
extract from Harideva*s Virahabhedavivarana. a work which he is not 
likely to have written before about 1815 since he was born in 1793.
It appears therefore that Rupacanda was active in the last years of 
the eighteenth century and the first few decades of the nineteenth, 
the period when the scribe of D and K must also have been active.
Other scribes show orthographical similarities but not 
consistently enough to allow for positive identification of any 
particular scribe whose hand appears in more than one manuscript.
The overall impression, taking into consideration handwriting and the 
kinds of inks and papers used, is that manuscripts B, E, G, H, and 
probably I and J, all belong to the same period in which the 
manuscripts dated 1788-1819 were copied. It appears that the 
gosvamis Ranachoraraya and Harideva showed particular interest in the 
literature of their gaddi and encouraged scribes to copy manuscripts 
in order to build up a library at Dera Ghazi Khan.
Two of the manuscripts written in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century were copied by the same scribe, namely S and T 
which are dated 1887 and 1896 respectively, the former reproducing 
a colophon in the form of two kavittas written in 1798 by an earlier 
scribe named Mukundadasa who says that he copied the manuscript for 
Ranachoraraya. The two manuscripts of Kevalarama*s JHanadipaka 
also belong to this period, the earlier onfe (N) having been copied 
in 1866 by Rama Tarneja for his own use and the other (0) for
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Gosvami Sundaralala in 1895. The most recent dated manuscript 
is a copy (R) of £ri Lalaji I. g Saptagranthi. Dharmasamvada and 
Sahasranama together with Harinamamala of Nandadasa which is dated 
1926. The handwriting, ink and kind of paper used for manuscripts 
M (Snehasagara of Kevalarama) and Q (Ekadasa catuspadi of Sri 
Lalaji) give the impression that they belong to the latter half 
of the nineteenth century, while a verse in the manuscript of a 
varta dealing with Ranachoraraya (V f.'139|r) gives the date of 
composition of the work as 1870.
The earliest gosvami recorded as having compiled or commissioned 
a manuscript is Bake Bihari, the father of Ranachoraraya, who is 
mentioned in the kavitta with which the scribe Mulacanda Josi 
concludes manuscript A. Some of the manuscripts have evidently 
been rebound (e.g. B, H and K) since the folios have been sewn 
together out of sequence. One anthology (F) was compiled over
a period of at least five years and, from the nature of its
miscellaneous contents, served as a notebook in which gosvamis or 
their associates copied items of interest to them. Other anthologies 
(e.g. D, H and i) may have been compiled in the same way and some 
(e.g. B and E) may have been made by binding together folios from 
more them one original manuscript, as is indicated by the irregular 
foliation, variety of scribes, use of different kinds of paper and 
inconsistent drawing of margin lines. Alternatively, such 
anthologies were written in volumes made by sewing together blank 
leaves of different kinds of paper since no portions of text have 
been lost in the process of binding and trimming the folios to a 
uniform size. Some manuscripts, such as G, were bound or rebound
with blank leaves at the beginning and/or the end which have since
been used by later owners or other scribes for copying additional 
poems or notes, some added quite recently as is indicated by the 
use of blue-black fountain pen ink or modern pens.
The various stutis. doctrinal texts and other compositions by 
the gosvamis and their followers contain occasional references or data
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which have been examined below in the account of the Eighth Gaddi's 
history and the life and works of Kevalarama. Two manuscripts 
belonging to Goswami Ratan Lai (Madanamohana1s Bhagavatadasamaskandha 
and Harideva's Virahabhedavivarana) and one in the Vrindaban Research 
Institute (acc.no.11336 containing thirty-three battisi poems by 
Baladeva written in the latter half of the last century) have not been 
referred to or described since they do not contain material relevant 
to the history of the gaddi or to the works of Kevalarama.
Some anthologies contain works by poets who did not belong to 
the Eighth Gaddi, either interspersed with verses by Eighth Gaddi 
writers or in separate sequences. Most of the 'non-Eighth Gaddi' 
verses in the anthologies are by poets of the Astachapa, others whose 
poems are occasionally included are Hita Harivamsa, Rasakhana and 
Suradasa Madanamohana. One manuscript (J) contains verse by later 
poets of the riti kala such as Kesava, Deva, Jana, Senapati, Ganga, 
Vrnda and Alam. One anthology (H) has a certain amount of Panjabi 
verse while two others (F and j) contain Persian gazal, rekhta. bait 
and rubaci verses written in Devanagari script with appropriate 
diacritical marks. There are some short prose texts by Hariraya 
in one anthology (A) and, in the same and other anthologies (C, F and 
i), some selected Sanskrit slokas and short texts such as 
Garbhitastotra, Navagrahavidhi. Satpadi of Vitthala, Bhavanyastaka. 
Svapnadhyaya of Brhaspati, Gangamahatmya. Yamunastaka and a 
Balalila attributed to Sankaracarya.
Apart from these Dera Ghazi Khan manuscripts there is another (w) 
in the Houghton Library of Harvard University which contains work by 
various bhakti poets. The first text in this manuscript, written in 
a different hand from the other two, is the Caurasi pada of Hita 
Harivamsa. This is followed by Namamala of Nandadasa which, according 
to the colophon, was copied by Harirama Ravala in 1803. This scribe 
then added a pada samgraha which is unfinished and has no colophon 
but which is evidently an Eighth Gaddi compilation since it contains 
a list of ancestors and descendants of Sri Lalaji up to Ranachoraraya 
as well as a poem in praise of Krsna as Gopinathaji with the chapa
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1Madanamohana1 and several verses with Sri Lalaji's chapa 
'Laladasa' and Kevalarama's chapas 'Kevala' and 'Kevalajana', some 
of which appear in other Eighth Gaddi anthologies described above.
The existence of two Eighth Gaddi manuscripts was recorded in 
the Nagari Pracarini Sabha's 'Khoj Report* on the search for Hindi 
manuscripts for the years 1932-3*+. One of these (no.ll/f, p.208) 
is a copy of Kevalarama's Rasa mana ke pada described as having 
forty folios written in Devanagari script and as being pracina.
It was found in the library of Devakinandanacarya at Kamaban (Kaman) 
in the temple of Gokulacandramaji, seat of the fifth gaddi of the 
Pustimarga. The beginning of the manuscript is given as:
atha sri rama mana ke pada sri kevalarama gosaiji krta li§ate
The reading rama is presumably a misprint since the heading for the 
entry gives the title as Rasa mana ke pada.
The other manuscript (no.162, p.255) is a copy of 3ri Lalaji 
ko janam caritra by Paramananda containing seven folios in Devanagari 
script and also described as pracina. It was found among the 
manuscripts collected by Pandita Mayasankara YajHika kept at the 
fourth gaddi's temple of Gokulanathaji at Gokul. The beginning and 
end of the work as given in the description show that this is the 
same text as is found in Dera Ghazi Khan manuscripts A and I. The 
verses giving the dates of birth and death of 6ri Lalaji are 
quoted, the latter in a corrupt form (cf. below II.2 note 80). The 
manuscript is also said to contain a work not found in other sources 
called Sri Lalaji ki vamsavali written in verse by Motidasa in 175*+.
No scholars who have so far studied the Eighth Gaddi refer to these 
entries in the 'Khoj Report' or to any other manuscripts apart from 
those which were brought from Dera Ghazi Khan to Vrindaban. Enquiries 
made at the temple of Gokulacandramaji elicited the information that 
all the manuscripts had been sent to Kaman, both gaddis having had the 
same tilakayat (head gosvami) since the time of Vallabha, who 
succeeded Devakinandana earlier this century. Repeated letters 
and visits to Kaman have so far failed to obtain access to this
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temple library, its custodian spending most of his time elsewhere and 
the library remaining closed in his absence.
From time to time the gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi have published 
texts by 3ri Lalaji for circulation among their followers, a list of 
which is given below in a separate section of the bibliography. There 
have been two editions of Kevalarama*s Jflanadipaka which are described 
below in a section dealing with works attributed to the author (cf.
III.2.?).
One might also mention here a series of seventeen portraits by a 
single artist which are in the possession of Goswami Ratan Lai. They 
depict the senior gosvamis from Sri Lalaji to Harideva as well as 
Visnusvami and two gosvamis of the Gaudiya sampradaya named Syaraaji 
and Krsnadasa GuHjamali who were active in West Panjab. The style 
of the paintings and the fact that Harideva is the last gosvami depicted 
indicate that they were probably commissioned by him in the first half 
of the nineteenth century.
I.^ External sources
There is reason to believe that fresh information on the history 
of the Pustimarga as a whole, and perhaps even some data on the relation­
ship to it of the Eighth Gaddi, may be available in sectarian archives 
and libraries, such as those belonging to the temples at Nathdwara, 
Kankaroli, Jatipura and Govardhan. However, as one writer has already 
had occasion to remark, authentic records are not generally made 
available to researchers since the sampradaya likes to keep the history 
of its temples shrouded in mystery, any efforts to trace the origin of 
its idols being likely to go against the ethics (maryada) of the sect.^ 
It is not unusual for members of religious sects to be suspicious of 
outsiders who are likely to subject their archives to critical 
examination, an attitude which presumably arose as a result of the 
discrepancy between Mughal and Hindu 'history1. Members of the 
Pustimarga tend to be more defensive than usual, their greater degree
if. R.Jindel, p.l8.
of distrust and suspicion being attributable to the adverse 
accounts of the sect which appeared for several decades following 
the sensational revelations and scathing denunciations published 
in 1865 by Karsendas Mulji in his anonymous History of the Sect of 
the Maharajas. Furthermore, in recent years, some of the 
hereditary spiritual leaders have been obliged to defend their 
interests and status in a series of legal battles with the 
government or groups of dissatisfied followers. Judgements have 
tended to go against them, with the result that they have lost 
their traditional claims to exclusive ownership of idols and 
temple property and have been declared merely managers or 
custodians subject to Boards of Trustees.
Such reticence to open temple archives accounts for the lack 
of any notable progress in study of the history of the Pustimarga 
since Kanthamani Sastri 'Visarada' published his Kamkaroli ka 
itihasa in 1939- He presents the dates and other information given 
in sectarian literature concerning the establishment of the 
Pustimarga in Braj and the history of the third gaddi up to the 
twentieth century. His sources, most of which have been published, 
include the collections of eighty-four and two hundred and fifty-two 
vartas. Srinathaji ki prakatya varta and other vartas attributed to 
Gokulanatha and Hariraya, Sampradayakalpadruma by Vitthalanatha 
Bhatta, Sampradayapradipa by Gadadhara and Vallabhadigvijaya by 
Yadunatha. Only Sampradayakalpadruma and Do sau bavan vaisnavan ki 
varta mention Sri Lalaji, which implies that once he had left Braj 
to settle in Dera Ghazi Khan he had little contact with the rest of the 
sampradaya whose senior members, for their part, probably had no 
interest in promoting a gaddi which was so remote and which was not 
held by a member of the Vallabha family. Dinadayalu Gupta gave 
an account of the early history of the Pustimarga in Astachapa aur 
Vallabha-sampradaya (I9if7), discussing some of the sectarian sources 
in more detail than Sastri, while Hariharanatha Tandan examined the
7 • • •
authorship, contents and dating of the varta texts in Varta sahitya.
published in I960. Prabhudayala MTtal in his Braja ke dharmasampradayo 
ka itihasa (1968) gives the history of the Pustimarga and all its 
gaddis (including a brief section on the Eighth Gaddi) which enlarges 
upon the account he had given earlier in Astachapa paricaya (19^ -9) and 
relies on the same sources used by other scholars but offers a more 
acceptable interpretation of the conflicting accounts given in some 
texts of certain episodes in the early history of the sect. Richard 
Barz drew upon the aforementioned studies and sources for the 
introduction to his translation of four vartas in The Bhakti Sect of 
Vallabhacarya (1976), and Rajendra Jindel has described the 
development of Nathdwara, citing some fresh documentary evidence for 
its later history, in Culture of a Sacred Town: a Sociological Study
of Nathdwara (1976). Charlotte Vaudeville has begun to re-examine 
the origins and early history of the cult of Srinathaji (cf. her 
article on ’The Govardhan Myth in Northern India', 1980), giving more 
consideration to the Bengali and other non-Pustimarga sources than 
earlier scholars. The chronology which emerges from the sectarian 
literature is partly corroborated by firmans issued by the Mughal 
rulers to Vitthalanatha and his descendants which were published with 
English and Hindi translations by K.M.Jhaveri in Imperial Farmans
(1928).
These sources provide a chronology and sectarian background 
against which the Eighth Gaddi's own account of its origins and early 
history may be examined. In addition there is a certain amount of 
information available in the District Gazetteers, H.A.Rose's A Glossary 
of the Tribes and Castes of the Panjab and the North-West Frontier 
Provinces and in the accounts of various travellers (e.g. Pallas, 
Elphinstone, Tod, Postans, Mohan Lai and Burton) which helps to throw 
light on the social environment and status of Hindus in the trans- 
Indus region, some of the authors referring specifically to followers 
of Sri Lalaji. There are also two books in Urdu giving some 
information on Kevalarama and the Eighth Gaddi, namely Qismat Derail 
Jat by H.St.G.Tacker and CaraHjit Lai, and Hamara Derail IsmaCil Khan 
by Jaswant Ram Ailawadi. None of these non-sectarian sources has 
been referred to in previous studies of the Eighth Gaddi and its 
literature.
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An intriguing but questionable source of information 
concerning the cult of Srinathaji is found in a work entitled 
Srinathaji ki katha by Vaisnavadasa, the text of which was 
published in 1965 by Yamunavallabha Gosvami of Radhamadhava temple 
(Dusayat Mohalla), Vrindaban. He says that his edition is based 
on 'an old manuscript' which he threw in the Yamuna after publication 
because it was in such poor condition. The same gosvami has 
published other works which he claims are authentic editions of 
manuscripts he inherited, but these are viewed with suspicion by 
local Vaisnavas because they so overtly substantiate his claim that 
he is a direct descendant and spiritual successor of Jayadeva, 
author of Gitagovinda.
If ^rinatha.ji ki katha really is a faithful edition of an old 
text, then it is of interest because of its account of the early 
history of the temple at Govardhan. Apparently the work was 
commissioned by the Maharaja of Alwar, the colophon stating that it 
was copied in 1673 by Chajurama Brahmana and that the author, 
Vaisnavadasa, was a disciple of Radhikanatha who was a sevaka of 
Ramaraya, a descendant of Jayadeva. A doha on page 80 states that 
Vaisnavadasa wrote the section of the work dealing with Vallabha 
in 1593, the account of subsequent events being added later. Its 
version of the establishment of the worship of Srinathaji combines 
the traditional Gaudiya and Pustimarga accounts, stating that 
Bengalis originally conducted the seva of the image under the guidance 
of Madhavendra Puri until they were forcibly expelled by Krsnadasa, 
the adhikari appointed by Vallabha. The work is divided into 
different sections dealing with the life stories (carita) of 
Ramaraya, the most prominent figure in this account, Madhavendra 
Puri, Caitanya, Vallabha and Vitthalanatha. Sri Lalaji, who is 
mentioned in the carita of Vi££halanatha, is said to have been a 
Sarasvata brahmin from Sind whose name was originally Tulasirama.
He was adopted by Vitthalanatha and fetched water from the Yamuna 
at Mathura for use in the seva of Srinathaji until he was 
eventually given the deity Gopinathaji.
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Since the published edition should be regarded with a certain 
amount of caution £rinathaji ki katha is not referred to below as a 
source of information on the relationship between Sri Lalaji and 
the Pustimarga. However, it might be useful to record here the 
chronological data which the published text has to offer. Ramaraya 
was born in H+83 and spent his childhood in Lahore where the deity 
(Radhamadhavaji) of the gaddi of Jayadeva had been taken by his 
ancestors. In 1513 the deity was brought to Vrindaban after the 
death of Ramaraya’s parents. Madhavendra Puri's date of birth 
is given as 1^09 and he is said to have settled at Govardhan in his 
old age. The discovery or appearance.(pragatya) of Srinathaji is 
said to have happened in 1/+85 and the year of its installation in 
the temple is given as 1513. The dates of birth of Vallabha’s 
sons Gopinatha and Vitthalanatha are given as 1511 and 1515 and 
Vallabha is said to have first seen Srinathaji in 1519. Gopinatha’s 
son Purusottama is said to have been born in 1530, the same year in 
which Vallabha died. Gopinatha is said to have retired to Puri 
after being upset by the dispute with the Bengalis over the seva 
of Srinathaji and Vitthalanatha is said to have died in 1585.
There is no external evidence or any reference in early 
standard Gaudiya literature to support Yamunavallabha Gosvami’s 
claim that Ramaraya was a descendant of Jayadeva and a pupil of 
Nityananda. P.Mital has discussed the works attributed to 
Ramaraya and conveys some of the information imparted to him by 
Yamunavallabha Gosvami.^
1.5 Theses and published studies on the Eighth Gaddi
The literature of the Eighth Gaddi does not appear to have 
attracted the attention of scholars until after its manuscripts 
had been brought to Vrindaban. The first notification of the 
existence of these manuscripts was given in 1956 by Baba
5. Cf. P.Mital 1962(1), pp.1^1-5, 167, 303-6.
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Kanhaiyadasa in a short article contributed to the periodical 
Braj a Bharat i entitled Braj a sahitya ke eka navina bhandara ka 
paricaya. In the following year the same author contributed an 
article on the life and works of Sri Lalaji in a short-lived 
periodical called Dharma.jyoti. published in Vrindaban but not 
widely circulated. Krsnadatta Vajapeyi, in his Braja ka 
itihasa (1958, cf. second volume pp. 2Zfl, 287-8, Jf90) referred to 
the most important Eighth Gaddi writers in a section dealing with 
miscellaneous poets of the bhakti period. He gives the 
traditionally accepted dates for Sri Lalaji, Mathuranatha,
Kevalarama and Madanamohana and the names of six of Sri Lalaji's 
disciples who wrote poetry. He says that Sri Lalaji wrote a 
simple commentary on the Bhagavatapurana and about a thousand padas 
dealing with lila. srngara and upadesa. Kevalarama's three long
works are mentioned (JHanadipaka. Snehasagara and Ratnasagara. the 
latter said to contain about five hundred padas whereas in fact it
contains about three hundred) as well as 'hundreds of chamdas' on
- - -
siddhanta and lila and several poems in his local dialect. He says 
that Kevalarama is considered to be in the highest class of bhakti 
poets, illustrates his work by giving a pada found in manuscripts C 
and F, and identifies him with the Kevalarama mentioned in 
Nabhadasa's Bhaktamala. Madanamohana's Dasamaskandha is mentioned
as well as his majh verses and padas on viraha and siddhanta.
The second appendix to the volume, contributed by Satrughnadatta 
Dube, begins with a mention of the vartas dealing with the disciples 
of Sri Lalaji written by Premadasa, quoting a few sentences and 
stating that it was written in Dera Ghazi Khan in the seventeenth 
century, but without offering any evidence to substantiate the date.
H.Tandan mentions Sri Lalaji, by the name of Tulasidasa, in his 
Varta sahitya (I960, pp.285-6).
Two theses were accepted by the University of Agra in 1958 for 
the degree of M.Litt. One of them, by Ramesa Candra Jain, was 
entitled Sri Kevalaramaji krta 'Jrianadipaka' ka vaijhanika
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pat hanusamdh ana. This gives the text of Jhanadipaka with some 
notes on the language and glosses on some of the more obscure 
vocabulary and terms used, but it hardly deserves the epithet 
'scientific (or critical) text edition' since it is based only on 
one of the available manuscripts (0) and makes no reference either 
to the other extant manuscript (N) or to the lithograph edition 
published by Gosvami Kunjalala. The introduction gives an 
account of the sectarian background and life of Kevalarama 
based on information supplied by the gosvamis and some of the 
available manuscripts, relates the work to the sakhi tradition of 
the Santa movement and discusses its philosophical outlook and 
literary merit. The other thesis, Sri Laladasa ke gramthS ka 
vaijganika pathanusamdhana by Ramesa Candra Mehrotra, gives the 
edited text of four works by Sri Lalaji (Bhagavadgitamahatmya. 
Namamahatmya. Sahasranama and Bhagavatamahatmya) found in manuscript 
P. The introduction gives a biography of Sri Lalaji and a 
description of the language used in his writings with an appraisal 
of their thought and literary qualities and with some indication 
of the Purana sources from which the content of the edited texts 
has been derived. Both these scholars arranged for the 
manuscripts they consulted to be photographed (viz. mss. 0, P, S 
and T), the microfilm being deposited at the K. Munshi Institute, 
University of Agra. . Neither of them has dealt with other works 
by the authors with whom they are concerned, this being outside the 
scope of their studies, hence they did not make use of the anthologies 
and other extant- manuscripts.
A broad survey of the contents of the Eighth Gaddi manuscript 
collection was given by Prabhudaya]a Mital in an article entitled 
Vallabha sampradaya ki athavi gaddi aur uska sahitya. published in 
Braja Bharati in 1965. The article serves as a general introduction 
to the Eighth Gaddi, giving the dates of the gosvamis as contained in 
a manuscript of stutis. Most of the Eighth Gaddi writers are 
mentioned, the majority of them being introduced with a few sentences
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followed by some lines of verse as a sample of their work. In 
his Braja ke dharmasampradayg ka itihasa (1968, pp.296-8 and 525) 
Mital briefly mentions the Eighth Gaddi (1 Lala.ji ka ghar1) in 
the general context of the structure and history of the 
Pustimarga. Dr.Satyendra also refers to the Eighth Gaddi poets 
in his Bra.ja sahitya ka itihasa (pp. 160 and 680-1) published in 
1967, but he simply mentions the most prominent authors and the 
titles of some of their works.
The most detailed study of the Eighth Gaddi, based on an 
examination of all the extant manuscript material brought from Dera 
Ghazi Khan, is the Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University of Agra 
in 1971 by Surendra Sarma entitled Vallabha sampradaya ke astama 
pithastha sahityakarff ka adhyayana. After a lengthy introduction 
giving the sectarian, cultural and literary background of the Eighth 
Gaddi the author gives a chronological survey of the writers whose 
works appear in the manuscripts with appropriate samples of their 
verse. He has extracted all available biographical details from 
the manuscripts and gives a fair appraisal of the various writers. 
His external and secondary sources are restricted mainly to Hindi 
publications and, like other scholars mentioned above, he does not 
make use of Urdu and English sources which give supplementary 
information and provide a picture of religious and cultural life 
ih West Panjab and the role played by the Eighth Gaddi gosvamis.
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II
HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL DATA RELATING TO KEVALARAMA AND THE
EIGHTH GADDI
II.1 The Foundation of the Eighth Gaddi and its relation to the rest of 
the Pustimarga
Although the Eighth Gaddi is regarded by the other seven as a
subsidiary branch of the Pustimarga there is little mention of it in
sectarian literature. Its founder Sri Lalaji appears in Do saubavan
vaisnavan ki varta. a collection of stories about the disciples of
Vitthalanatha, the son of Vallabha. There are no manuscripts older
than the mid-eighteenth centurythough the tales it contains are
said to have been passed on by Vitthalanatha's fourth son Gokulanatha
(2)
who told stories about the disciples of his father and grandfather.
It appears that Hariraya (born in 1390), a nephew of Gokulanatha,
compiled and edited the two hundred and fifty-two vartas. adding his
— —, (3)
own comments in the form of a bhavaprakasa.
Sri Lalaji makes his appearance in the vartas under his original 
name of Tulasidasa.^ The basic story says that his father was 
appointed by Vitthalanatha to the task of fetching water from the 
Yamuna for use in the service of the temple of Srinathaji at
1. Authorship and mss. of the vartas are discussed by D.Gupta pp.129 f. 
and H. Randan pp. 102-11, 121+ f.
2. Sampradayakalpadruma (SK), written by Vitthalanatha Bhatta in 
1672 (date of composition given in the work itself, XII. 31 and 39, 
pp. 180 and l8l) mentions the fact that Gokulanatha composed 
vartas dealing with Vallabha and Vitthalanatha, but without 
mentioning Caurasi vaisnavan ki varta (8i+V) and Do sau bavan 
vaisnavan ki varta (232V) as such. XI. 10 p.IZfl. The oldest varta 
ms. is said to be dated 16^ +0 and gives the vartas of Vallabha's 
eighty-four disciples and the four Astachapa poets initiated by 
Vitthalanatha.
3. The date of birth of Hariraya is given in SK X.30 pp.116-7.
k. 252V varta no.239 pp.232-if (Kankaroli edn.), no.2Jf6 pp.352-3
(Mathura edn.).
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Govardhan. Both his father and mother died, however, and so the 
orphan Tulasidasa grew up in Vitthalanatha's household and played 
with his sons. Vitthalanatha treated him like one of the family 
and used to call him lala.ji. an affectionate appellation by which he 
used to call his own sons. When the seven boys grew up and were 
each given a deity by their father Tulasidasa was disappointed at 
not being given one as well. Krsna, being aware of his 
disappointment, instructed Vitthalanatha to give Tulasidasa a 
deity since he was destined to lead many souls to salvation. 
Vitthalanatha duly gave Tulasidasa a deity called Gopinathaji and 
told him to go to Sind and initiate the people there. Thus 
Tulasidasa went to Sind and there began seva of Gopinathaji. The 
varta concludes by saying that he became famous as 'AthamS Lalaji1 
('The Eighth Lalaji'), that his lineage survives and that his 
descendants still initiate the people of Sind.
The bhavaprakasa added to this varta states that Lalaji's 
father was a Sarasvata brahmin from near Delhi who came to Braj 
with his wife and son. They met Vitthalanatha, who was in Mathura 
at the time, and were initiated by him. The father was poor and 
asked if there was any work he could do and so Vitthalanatha gave 
him the task of jalaghariya seva (jalaghara being the pitcher in which 
water for the temple was fetched). The bhavaprakasa also says that 
Tulasidasa was five years old when his parents died. The only other 
mention of Sri Lalaji in standard Pustimarga literature is a 
reference in Sampradayakalpadruma. written in 1672, to his having been 
sent to Sind by Vitthalanatha after receiving the mantra of 
initiation. ^
Among the manuscripts belonging to the Eighth Gaddi are some 
prose vartas. songs in praise of Sri Lalaji and a janma caritra which 
give more detailed information about him. These sources are all 
unanimous in saying that he was born in Sind on Magha suklapaksa 7
5. nama mantra upadesa kiya ayusa dai dvijaraya
jala sevaka dvija lala k8 simdhuhi harasa pathaya 
SK VIII.14 p.72.
1551, a date which fits in well enough with Pustimarga chronology, and
- - * * —  (6)
that he was the son of Ajju (also spelt Aju) and Devaki. The
statement in Do sau bavan vaisnavan ki varta that he was born twenty 
kosas from Delhi may perhaps be taken as a surmise of Hariraya or
some other writer who was influenced by the tradition that
-  -  -  (7)Suradasa, another Sarasvata brahmin, was also born in that area.
One may assume that the Eighth Gaddi has preserved more accurate 
information about its founder and that any disparity with the 
standard Pustimarga account is the result of a lack of exchange of 
information between the eighth and the other gaddis at the time the 
vSrtis were written.W
One of the verses in praise of Sri Lalaji says that he was
(9)born in the Lalari lineage. His descendants today bear the
6. The year and date are given in Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra 
A f. lZf6r:
utaraina ke same magha saptama sudi hoi
vara naksatra anupa joga jane sabha koi
dvija aju grha praga^a nama srilala dharayo
soraha saha athotare prabha avatara ayo
The same date is given in verses by Madho in G(a) nos. 9 and 
lif. Sind is given as the place of birth by Madho, Krsnadasa, 
no.17, Premadasa f.78r and by Prabhudasa in S f.62r. For 
further remarks on the name of Devaki cf. below notes 67 and
75.
7. Stated in the bhavaprakasa on the varta of Suradasa, 84V 
no.8l p.401.
8. Dayalu Candra Sarnia's version of Dvadasa bhakta katha states 
that Sri Lalaji left Sind in 1568 at the age of 17 after his 
parents had died.(U f.2r). This information, however, is 
not given in any older Eighth Gaddi sources, while the 
statement in 252V that he was orphaned at the age of five 
while his parents were in Braj fits in better with the story 
of his having been adopted by Vitthalanatha.
9 — , , — —
laladi vamsa srilala pragatyo
St —
dasa disa mahi bhayo ujayaro
Verse by Madho in G f.79r.
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family name of Bali and belong to the Takhat Lalari branch 
of the Kausala gotra of Sarasvata brahmins. The Sarasvatas, who 
claim that their clan originally lived on the banks of the 
mythical Sarasvati river, are the most numerous group of brahmins 
in the Panjab and Takhat is one of four sub-divisions of the Lalari 
group whose members traditionally acted as priests (vatisars) for 
the Aroras. The Balis are one of a group of five (paHcajati) 
Muhyal brahmins, a name said to derive from muhin, the sum of money 
given to them at weddings by Bhat and Jajak families. Sri
Lalaji's family was perhaps already Vai^nava before he or his 
parents were initiated by Vitthalanatha since he is said to have 
inherited the seva of a family deity called Nagaraji, an astadhatu 
image of Krsna playing the flute in tribhangi pose. ^
The Eighth Gaddi manuscripts state simply that Sri Lalaji was
born somewhere in Sind, but the gosvamis say more precisely that he
came from Sehwan in Larkana district and that his baithak or gaddi
was maintained in a house belonging to members of the family which
was occasionally visited for worship on some festive occasions.
The town had a sizeable population of Hindu traders and at the time
of Sri Lalaji's birth was comparatively free from strife under the
(12)rule of Tarkhans and Afghans.
10. Information on the caste supplied by Go. Ratan Lai. _Cf. also 
H.A.Rose Vol.Ill pp.116-27, where the spellings Munhial, Munhal 
and Wateshar are given, the latter said to derive from vritesvara.
11. This deity was given a temple in Dera Ismail Khan (see below II.3 
p.&9) and has been in Kanpur since the partition of India and 
Pakistan. Dayalu Candra Sarma, U f.2r, records that Sri 
Lalaji had a younger brother called Raghava from whom he 
collected the deity and his share of their inheritance on his 
return to Sind. The same text, ibid., lists the ancestors of 
Sri Lalaji as Sripati, Savala, Sambhu, Mattana^ Magana Chagana, 
Ratana, Pokhara and Khokhara, the father of Aju. W(c) f.73 
gives the names of Sri Lalaji's ancestors as Mattana, ChattanaA 
Ratana, Khakhara and Aju, and also names his younger brother Raghava.
12. Sind Gazetteer pp.103-5. There is a possibility that Sri Lalaji's 
association with Sehwan arose on account of the existence there . 
of the tomb of the celebrated Qalandar saint Pir Lai Shahbaz, built 
on the site of an old Hindu temple, which attracted large_riumbers 
of Hindu and Muslim pilgrims who both worshipped a salagrama there. 
The Hindus regarded the place as the shrine of Raja Bhartrhari,
the wandering prince of Ujjain and brother of Vikramaditya. See
below note 67 for an example of conflation of local cults and 
legends about Sri Lalaji.
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It appears that, between 1556 at the earliest and up until 15&+ 
at the latest, 3ri Lalaji was working as a sevaka in Govardhan and 
became regarded by Vitthalanatha and his sons as almost one of the 
family. During much of this time, however, Vitthalanatha would 
have been travelling around busily initiating disciples in order to 
establish himself as head of the Pustimarga and collect funds in 
order to expand the sect and found temples. His father Vallabha 
had first come to Braj in the last decade of the fifteenth century 
and, until his death in 1550, had been laying the foundations of 
the Pustimarga by initiating disciples and writing philosophical 
works in Sanskrit. Although he had adopted Srinathaji of 
Govardhan as his principle deity, had helped to organise its 
worship and had arranged for a temple to be built, he in fact
(13)
spent most of his later years at Adail near Allahabad.
Initially the seva of Srinathaji was shared by followers of 
Vallabha and Bengali Vaisnavas who had begun to settle in Braj.
Since there was a conflict between these two groups following 
the death of Vallabha they each present a different account of 
the discovery of the deity and how its worship was initially 
organised. It appears from these accounts that Bengali Vai§navas 
were appointed to perform seva of the deity while followers of 
Vallabha were responsible for more peripheral duties such as 
administration and organisation of offerings and music headed by 
Krsnadasa as adhikari. a disciple of Vallabha who became one of the 
Astachapa group of poets.
13. The most important sources of information, albeit largely^ 
hagiographical,_on the_life of Vallabha are 84V, Nijavarta. 
Gharu varta. 6rinathaji ki prakatya varta and SK. All of 
these texts give 1530 as the year of his death at the age of 
52.
1^ . grigovardhananathaji ke prakatya ki varta. or simply
Srinathaji ki prakatya varta." (SPV), describes events from 
the time the deity first emerged from the Govardhan hill 
until its arrival at Nathdwara during the reign of 
Aurangzeb. The varta of Krsnadasa, 8ZfV no.8/f, gives 
information about his appointment as adhikari and disputes 
with the Bengalis and Vitthalanatha.
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Vitthalanatha was born at Chunar, near Varanasi, in 1515 and 
• • 1 »
was between three and five years younger than his elder brother
_ _ (15) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Gopinatha. From grinatha.j i ki prakatya varta and the varta of
Krgnadasa in Caurasi vaisnavan ki varta it seems that friction
between the Bengalis and followers of Vallabha increased as
Gopinatha and/or Vitthalanatha became old enough to assert their
authority. Although no exact chronology emerges from the sources
it would seem that the Bengalis were not forcibly expelled from the
temple at Govardhan until about 1550 while Vitthalanatha's de facto
custodianship of the temple does not appear to have been officially
(16)recognised until several years later. Further difficulty in
determining the exact sequence of events during this period in 
Pustimarga history arises from the suspiciously confused accounts 
in sectarian sources of the untimely deaths of Gopinatha and his son 
Puru§ottama. At one point Vitthalanatha had such a disagreement 
with Krsnadasa that the latter banned him from entering the temple 
of Srinathaji for a period of six months. It appears that Gopinatha 
died while his son Purusottama was still a minor and so Vitthalanatha 
assumed leadership of the sampradaya. The banishment of Vitthalanatha 
from the temple might then be attributed to the fact that
15. The date of birth_of Vitthalanatha is given in SK VI.12-14,
p.44 and Ni.javarta p.67, as well as in other Pustimarga sources. 
Various dates are given for the birth of Gopinatha; SK VI.11 and 
Ni.javarta p. 66 give 1510, which is accepted by D. Gupta, ip.72. 
P.Mital, 1968, p.247 and KKI pp. 11.51 and 84 give 1511, though 
the latter says 1512 is also found, the year given by R.Barz 
p.52. Chunar appears as Caranata in the texts.
16. The chronology of events is confusing but P.Mital, 1968, p.251 
makes the plausible suggestion that the dispute was a protracted 
affair which began in around 1533 and culminated in the 
expulsion of the Bengalis in 1550. The firmans issued by 
Akbar (cf. below note 28) imply that eventually Vitthalanatha's 
status as head of the sect and its temples was officially 
recognised.
Purusottama's mother began to fight for her son's right to
succeed. The death of Purusottama at this crucial point allowed
Vitthalanatha to assume leadership without further opposition and
to appease Krsnadasa. The theory given in some sectarian
histories that Gopinatha outlived his son and retired to Puri
after handing everything over to Vitthalanatha appears to be a
later version of events designed to alleviate suspicion that
(17)rivalry within the family was behind all the trouble.
By 1550 Vitthalanatha's leadership of the Pustimarga was 
probably, no longer a matter of contention and the conflicts with 
Krsnadasa and the Bengalis had been resolved in such a way that 
he was able to modify and expand the organisation and worship of 
the sect as he saw fit. Although his father had formulated a
basic devotional ideology and praxis, Vitthalanatha himself did 
much to enhance the popular appeal of the Pustimarga, increase 
its membership and promote Braj, especially Govardhan and Gokul, 
as a spiritual centre of the sampradaya.
The middle decades of the sixteenth century were years of 
fervent religious activity among the Krsna sects in Braj. 
Followers of Caitanya were establishing temples and religious 
communities under the leadership of the 'Six Gosvamis', of whom 
the most important were Rupa, Sanatana and Jiva; the Nimbarka 
sampradaya, already long associated with Braj, flourished under 
the leadership of Harivyasadeva while the 'poet-saints* Hita 
Harivamsa and Svami Haridasa were each attracting a following 
of devotees. The main characteristics of these religious 
movements were evocation of devotional sentiment and emotion 
(rasa and bhava) derived from contemplation of the lilas of 
Kr§na as they are described in the Bhagavatapurana. creation of 
a sense of participation in such lilas through their daily and 
seasonal re-enactment by means of service (seva) of a temple or
17. Here again P.Mital, 1968, p.255, offers the most plausible 
chronology, viz. that a dispute_over succession began in 
1545 following the death of Gopinatha, culminated in the 
banishment of Vitthalanatha in 1548 and was resolved in 
1549 after the death of Purusottama.
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private deity, use of the Braj dialect as a medium of poetic 
expression (especially for kirtana in the temples) and an attempt 
to create a suitably sacred geographical environment for such 
religious activity by 'reclaiming' or 'rediscovering' the sacred 
sites in Braj where Krsna was thought to have actually performed 
his various lilas.
Vitthalanatha is said to have performed the circumambulation 
(parikrama) of Braj three times, visiting all the newly discovered 
sacred hills, trees, wells, ponds, groves and thickets, thereby
helping to establish a route for an annual pilgrimage which is still
- (l8)undertaken by.large numbers of Pustimarga devotees. Other
Vai§nava saints and devotees were engaged in the same pursuit, but
the Pustimarga was particularly interested in locating those sites
which were associated with the childhood of Kr§na. Over a period
of about forty years Vitthalanatha spent much of his time travelling
extensively in order to visit centres of pilgrimage and build up a
following. He must have been aware of the financial advantages of
winning converts from among the rich trading communities of the
Western provinces. He appears to have made six pilgrimages to
Dwarka during which he regularly stayed at Ahmedabad and gradually
visited almost every important town in Gujarat, an area where the
Pustimarga remains popular to this day, particularly among the
mercantile castes.
Vitthalanatha is credited with having elaborated the temple 
worship of the Pustimarga in order to recreate in more detail the 
atmosphere, Bentiments and emotions which could be evoked by 
contemplation and reenactment of the lilas of Kysna. He is said to
18. Cf. P.Mital 1966 pp.88-90, 1968 p.265.
19. Cf. D.Pocock and N.A.Thoothi. The vartas depict the <■>- 
association of Vallabha and Vi11halanStha with the vaisya 
community. Dates of Vitthalanatha's main tours of the 
western provinces and elsewhere and the places he visited 
are given in KKI III.111-13, and SK skandhas VII and VIII, 
from Which it appears that he was travelling frequently 
between 1543 and 1581.
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have introduced the pattern of astayama seva which involved
providing the deity with food and ornaments appropriate for each
of the eight services of the day. He is also renown for having
formed the Astachapa, a group of eight poets, four of them initiated
by Vallabha and four by himself, who were later imagined to have
been appointed to sing in turn at one of the eight services.
Whereas followers of Nimbarka, Caitanya, Hita Harivamla and Svami
Haridasa were primarily concerned with the amorous lilas of
Ky§na and the erotic religiosity nsnociated with his love for
Radha, the Pu^imarga concentrated more on the childhood of Krsna
with a view to cultivating the kind of parental affection
(yatsalyabhava) which was experienced by Kona's foster mother
Yasoda. was visualised as a miraculous infant who
performed astonishing feats to protect the people of Braj from
demons and other evil forces, yet was at the same time a
delightfully mischievous child who would get up to such pranks
as stealing curd and butter while Yasoda's back was turned.
In order, therefore, to evoke the appropriate bhava among the
devotees, the worship performed in Pu§£imarga temples centred
around the concept of the deity representing the infant Krsna.
Vitthalanatha introduced elaborate guidelines for a more
grandiose seva of the deity by enlarging the number of sevakas.
increasing the quantity and variety of foodstuffs offered and
by adding more vestments and ornaments to the deity's wardrobe.
An indication of the increase in activity at the Govardhan temple
is given by a mention in £rinathaji ki prakatya varta that a
large number of cows were donated for which Vitthalanatha built
(21)cowsheds and employed four herdsmen. He is also said to
have elaborated the festival calendar by, for example, 
initiating a car festival (rathayatra) and by organising grand
20. Vitthalanatha's elaboration of seva is_referred to 
specifically in SPV pp.29 f. and the varta of Krsnadasa, 
84V no.84.
21. SPV pp.29-30.
offerings of fifty-six preparations from a chosen kind of flour
(chappan bhoga) for Srinathaji and other deities worshipped by
(22)members of his family.
Vitthalanatha's travels, preaching and elaboration of temple
worship seem to have resulted in considerable expansion of the sect
during his lifetime. The vartas of two hundred and fifty-two
of his disciples, though somewhat naive, inconsequential and lacking
in historical detail, give an impression of the kind of people he
attracted and of the way in which the Pustimarga appealed to its
followers. Most of them were vaisyas. whom one might call the
'bourgeoisie' of their day, but (despite the antipathy shown by
some present members of the sampradaya to 'unclean' castes and non-
Hindus) Vitthalanatha is also said to have initiated members of the • •
lower castes and even Muslims. Names of his disciples given in the 
vartas include Madhuridasa Mali, Meha Dhimar, Rupamaftjari Vyadha,
Mohana Bhangi, Pirzadi, Dhondi, Rasakhana, Alikhan Pa^han and his 
daughter, and even Akbar's begam Taj Bibi and his court musician 
Tansen. Although much Of the material in the vartas must be 
considered fanciful, the fact that such people were thought to have 
been acceptable initiates shows a willingness to admit people from 
different social backgrounds. Another factor which must have 
added to the appeal of the Pusijimarga was the fact that it did not 
recommend renunciation or asceticism but offered householders a 
religion in which they could enjoy their prosperity and the good things 
of life, provided they first made a token dedication of them to 
Krsna. It allowed lower status groups and those engaged in dubious 
businesses to achieve social status and provided, in the words of 
D.Pocock, 'an arena in which the wealthy merchant classes could
22. Initiation of the rathayatra festival is mentioned in KKI j
pp. III.99-100. The first chappan bhoga is said to have been 
staged at Govardhan in SK VII.86-8, p.64.
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(23)display their wealth and earn at once distinction and merit1.
The vartas also suggest that Vitthalanatha found favour in 
aristocratic circles. Among nobles he actually initiated were Raja 
Asakarana of Narwar and Rani Durgavati of Garha who endowed him with 
property and arranged his second marriage. Other royal personalities 
whose names appear in the vartas are Raja Ramacandra Baghela of 
Bandhogarh,Madhavasima (son of Raja Manasimha of Amber), Raja 
Jodhasimha, Raja Parvatasena and such figures in Akbar's court as 
Todarmal. Birbal. Manasimha (darbari). Prthvisimha and Raya
• # 1 , * 7  • 7 • • V
(24)Purusottama. Association with the ruling classes helped
Vitthalanatha acquire donations and grants of land, the most
important of which relate to Gokul which he apparently began to
_ (25)
develop as a Pustimarga centre some time after 1560.
Although he had secured control of the temple of Srinathaji
and must have spent periods of time in Braj between his travels, the
vartas give the impression that Vitthalanatha continued to maintain
the family home at Adail. It is possible that he finally decided
to make his permanent home in Braj in about 1562-63, a period when
(26)there was political unrest and insecurity around Allahabad.
Gokul, on the opposite side of the Yamuna from Mathura and a few
kilometres downstream, is where Vallabha is said to have stayed
when he first came to Braj and where Krsna instructed him to begin
(27)initiating disciples with the brahmasambandha mantra. The
23. D.Pocock p.117. _Vallabha himself berated asceticism in favour
of devotional seva in the short texts Bhaktivardhini and 
Samnyasanir&aya (included in the Sodasagrantha).
24. The initiation of Asakarana is also mentioned in SK VII. 36 p.57 
and that of Durgavati in SK V.114, p.42.
25. According to F.S.Growse p . 284 he settled there in 1565. D.Gupta 
p. 14, D.Parikh p. 8 and VKP give 1571 and R.Barz p. 54 gives 1572.
26. KKI p.III.102 and R.Barz, ibid. _ _
27. Described in Nijavarta pp.11-12, SK V.24-7 pp.29-30, the varta 
of Damodaradasa Harasani, 84V no.l, and at the beginning of 
Caurasi baithak caritra. The date is consistently given as 
1492.
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goddess Yamuna appeared to Vallabha and revealed Gokul to 
him as the place where Krsna had grown up in the house of Nanda 
and Yasoda, hence it was a site with particular appeal for
followers of the Pustimarga. ’ Between the years 1557 and 1581 
Vitthalanatha acquired from Akbar various firmans giving him the 
right •' raze cattle in Braj and to hold land rent free at
helped him to lay the foundation of the first haveli and a temple
(29for the deity Navanitapriyaji was begun in the following year.
temple at Govardhan then his contact with Vitthalanatha would have 
been intermittent on account of the amount of time the latter spent 
travelling around the country. He would have had more regular 
contact with the elder sons of Vitthalanatha who might have spent 
longer periods in Braj while their father was busy elsewhere. 
Vitthalanatha had six sons by his first wife, born between 1540 and 
1558, and a seventh, born in 1571, by his second wife.^^ Eighth 
Gaddi tradition maintains that Sri Lalaji, after receiving primary 
initiation (saranamantra) from Vitthalanatha, was given secondary 
initiation (brahmasambandha) by the eldest son Giridhara, who was 
eleven years older, and that he studied Bhagavatapurana with the 
fourth son Gokulanatha, who was the same age as him. Worshipped
alongside the Eighth Gaddi’s deity Gopinathaji are a small image of 
Kysiia as Navanitapriyaji and a Govardhan stone which are said to have 
been presented to Sri Lalaji by Giridhara and Gokulanatha respectively.
28, Text and translation of the relevant firmans are given by K.M, 
Jhaveri. See also KKI pp.III.102-6, D.Gupta p.32, P.Mital
1968 pp.259-61.
29. D.Gupta p. 14, Caturbhujadasa (Khata rtu varta) p.51
30. Dates of birth of the sons are given~*in VKP pp.57-8,Dvarakesa ji 
pp.16-18, SKVII.29, 40, 64, 74 and VIII.79 PP.56-73.
31* These details are not found in any source older than D.C.Sarma 
(ms.U).
Gokul, In 1570 a disciple of his father named Yadavendradasa
If during these years Sri Lalaji was working as a sevaka in the
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While all the events outlined above were taking place Sri Lalaji, 
as the jalasevaka for Srinathaji, would have left Govardhan early 
every morning after the mangalarati service in order to fetch 
water from the Yamuna at Mathura which had to be brought back to 
the temple in time for utthapana. the first service of the after­
noon, in all a round journey of some twenty-six kilometres.
As the end of his life drew near Vitthalanatha arranged that
the flourishing sect which he had worked so hard to expand and
develop should be carried on by his sons as virtually a ’family
(32)business'. Some time before his death in 1585 he called his sons
together and presented each of them with a Krs$a deity which they were 
to worship independently in their households, thereby establishing the 
tradition of seven gaddis. Gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi point out 
that, with the additional presentation of a deity to Sri Lalaji, a 
branch of the Pustimarga was formed which catered for Vaisnavas 
living in the eighth direction (viz. the north-west) and which made 
the total number of gaddis correspond to significant octads in the 
sampradaya. namely the eight syllable mantra of initiation, the 
astayama seva corresponding to the eight praharas of the day, the 
eight sakhas of Kr§na and eight sakhis of Radha and the eight poets 
of the Astachapa.
According to sectarian tradition the deities which Vitthalanatha
(33)distributed, probably in 1583, had been acquired by him and 
Vallabha during their travels. The seven deities are referred to 
collectively as the saptasvarupas and are held to be of divine 
origin because, like Srinathaji and some of the major deities 
worshipped by other Vaisnava sects, they are believed to be self-
32. 1383 is the year given in all sectarian sources except SK 
VIII.168 f. pp.94-5_which implies that he died in the spring 
following the Annakuta festival held for the seven deities in
1387.
33. Eighth Gaddi sources say the deity was given to Sri Lalaji on 
the full moon day of the month of Agahan, S f.53v. P.Mital, 
1968 p.276, gives the year as 1383, KKI p.Ill 108 says 1378, 
while SK VIII. 107-8 pp. 85-6 gives 1381+. Cf. below note 84.
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created (svayam prakata) rather than man-made, hence miraculous
stories are told of their origin or discovery. Giridhara, the
eldest son, was given the svarupa of Mathuresaji (also called
Mathuranatha or Mathuradhisa) which is said to have been discovered
by Vallabha near the Yamuna and was entrusted by him to his
disciple Padmanabhadasa with whose family it remained until it
(34)was returned to Vitthalanatha. The second son, Govindaraya,
was given the deity called Vitthalesaji (or Vitthalanatha) which
was discovered at Chunar and was first served by a sadhu who later
(33) “ “ Tgave it to Vallabha. The deity Dvarakadhisaji (also called
Dvarakanatha) was given to the third son Balakrsna, whose
descendants wrote a varta giving an account of how the image first
revealed itself to Brahma and was then served by a succession of
rsis followed by Yudhisthira and Pariksit, eventually finding its
way into the hands of devotees of Vallabha who gave it to
Vitthalanatha. Gokulanatha, the fourth son, was given a deity
called Gokulanathaji which is said to have been worshipped by the
(37)family of Vallabha's wife. The fifth son, Raghunatha, was given
Gokulacandramaji which had been found by a ksatrani of Mahaban on 
a bank of the Yamuna known as Brahmanda Ghat and was entrusted by
• • • V
Vallabha to a devotee who lived at Mahaban. The same woman is also
said to have discovered another image called Navanitapriyaji in
the same place which she gave to Vallabha who passed it on to a 
devotee from Agra who looked after it until it was returned to
- (38) -Vitthalanatha. Yadunatha, the sixth son, received a deity called
34. The discovery of the deity is related in the bhavaprakasa of 
the varta of Padmanabhadasa, 84V no. 4 p.39.
35. P.Vairagi pi86.
36. Go. Brajabhusana, pp.2-46. _The introduction to this edition of 
the prakatya v5rt5 of Dvarakadhisaji explains that the original 
version was written down in the eighteenth century.
37. Ni.javarta p.65.
38. This deity is now worshipped alongside Srinathaji at Nathdwara.
An account of the discovery of_Gokulacandramaji and Navanita­
priyaji is given in Mahabana ki eka ksatrani ki varta (84V no.15 
pp,120-l2; further details of the_worship of the former are given
in vartas of Narayanadasa Brahmacari (84V no.14 pp.110 f.) and 
Gajjan Dhavan (84V no.13 pp.107-9).
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Balakrsnaji which had been found in a well at Gokul and served by the
" * ? 7Q) —
family. The youngest son was given Madanamohanaji which Vallabha
had inherited from ancestors on his mother's side.^^ Giridhara, 
as eldest son, was also given custody of Srinathaji and Navanitapriyaji, 
and his descendants are regarded as the most senior gosvamis in the 
Pustimarga (being referred to as tilakayat or tikait/tiket). The 
seven gaddis. also called pithas or ghars. are referred to as first, 
second, third etc. according to the seniority of the son of 
Vitthalanatha from whom they derive.
The origin and history of Gopinathaji, the deity given to Sri 
Lalaji, are narrated in two of the Eighth Gaddi manuscripts. It is 
said to have appeared first before Vajranabha on a mountain in the 
south. He took the deity to Govardhan and it was thereafter 
worshipped by Kamalasana, Bilvamangala Kesavapuri, Vallabha and
(i.l)
then his eldest son Gopinatha before being acquired by Vitthalanatha.
The implication of the above stories is that the deities, apart
from the two acquired by Vallabha from his wife and mother, were
either donated by disciples or perhaps, in some cases, commissioned
- - (42)from them by Vallabha or Vitthalanatha. The vartas suggest that 
four which were once worshipped together by Vallabha's family at 
Adail were Navanitapriyaji^ Vit^halanathaji, Gokulanathaji and 
Madanamohanaji, all of which are made of golden coloured metal 
(presumably astadhatu). are roughly the same size and represent 
Krsna as standing, apart from Navanitapriyaji which, like Balakrsnaji
39. SK V.110 p.41 and D.Parikh ppi47-8.
40. SK ¥111^113 p.86 and Nijavarta p.63.
41. £ri Gopinathaji ki vartlL. A(r) ff.137 -145 , and padas in
S ff,12v-13r, one of which bears the chapa of Srx Lalaji and 
begins:
daksina giri t? pragata bhae
gopinatha purana purusottama jaga samtapa gae.
The varta relates that after Gopinatha the deity was served by 
the wife of Giridhara, Vitthalanatha's eldest son.
42. Nijavarta p.65; cf. P.Mital 1968 p.527.
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(much smaller than the other svarupas). depicts him as a baby 
crawling on his knees and holding a lump of butter in his right 
hand . Madanamohanaji and Gokulanathaji depict Krsna playing the 
flute, the latter having two extra arms which hold a conch and a 
lump of butter. The other deities are black in colour and 
(apart from Gokulacandramaji) appear to be carved from a similar stone 
with a polished finish. Srinathaji, the largest deity (almost a 
metre and a half in height), and Mathuresaji and Dvarakadhisaji 
(about half its size), all depict Krsna in a standing pose and are 
carved in relief against a background panel containing various 
supplementary figures. Srinathaji is in the pose of lifting up 
Govardhan with his left hand while the other two are four-armed 
figures. Gokulacandramaji (a wooden image) and Gopinathaji both 
depict Krsna playing the flute in tribhangi posture (bent at the neck 
and waist with the right leg crossed over the left and resting on the 
ball of the foot)*
After the death of Vitthalanatha the structure of the Pustimarga 
began to change as the gaddis gradually became more independent, 
particularly after the svarupas were moved out of Braj. Initially the 
seven sons and their families lived with their deities in havelis at 
Gokul and Jatipura, the village beneath the temple of Srinathaji 
which Vallabha had built on the Govardhan hill. However, in the 
latter part of the seventeenth century the Pustimarga svarupas. along 
with major deities of the other Vaisnava sects based in Vrindaban, 
were moved to areas controlled by Hindu rulers, an exodus which is 
attributed to Muslim hostility towards Hinduism which began with 
the advent of Aurangzeb. Two svarupas. those of the third and sixth 
gaddis. had in fact been taken away from Gokul shortly before this 
situation arose as a result of conflict over their custody between 
members of the family. The third gaddi * s deity, Dvarakadhisaji, 
was taken to Kankaroli in Mewar, while Balakrsnaji ended up at Surat
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on the coast of Gujarat. Srinathaji was taken away from
Govardhan in 1669 and after a journey lasting over two years eventually 
settled at a village near Kankaroli where Dvarakadhisaji had arrived in 
1670.^^ The town which grew up around the haveli of Srinathaji 
became known as Nathdwara and is the most important place of 
pilgrimage for followers of the Pustimarga. The svarupas of the 
other gaddis also sought the protection and patronage of rulers of 
princely states which now form part of Rajasthan. Vitthalesaji of 
the second gaddi joined Srinathaji at Nathdwara, while the deities 
of the fourth, fifth and seventh gaddis settled eventually in Jaipur 
where they remained until the middle of the last century when 
Gokulanathaji was brought back to Gokul and Gokulacandramaji and 
Madanamohanaji, after spending a few years at Bikaner, were brought 
to Kaman, a small town in the part of Braj which falls within 
Rajasthan. Vitthalanatha's eldest son Giridhara gave separate 
custody of Srinathaji and Mathuresaji to two of his sons. The 
descendants of the son who inherited Mathuresaji took the deity 
first to Bundi and then on to Kotah where it remained until it was 
brought back to Jatipura in recent years.
This migration of the svarupas contributed towards the expansion 
of the sect in areas to the west of Braj. As a result of the 
patronage of Hindu rulers and rich merchants, and with the division 
of the gaddis into subsidiary lineages as the number of descendants 
increased, several new temples were established, especially in 
Gujarat and Rajasthan. Although the Tilakayat of Nathdwara was 
regarded as the supreme authority in the Pu§£imarga as a whole, the 
other temples were primarily associated with a particular gaddi of 
which the senior gosvami was considered a more immediately authoritative
43. Circumstances of the dispute over inheritance and custody of 
these deities and an account of their removal to Kankaroli and 
Surat in 16?0 are given by Go. Brajabhusana pp.52-66 and in 
KKI pp.IV.132-44.
44. The story and dates of the journey of Srinathaji from Govardhan 
to Nathdwara are given in SPV pp.42 ff. Cf. R.Jindel and 
P.Vairagi for an account of the growth of Nathdwara as a centre 
of pilgrimage.
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figure. Some of the gosvamis began to live in pontifical 
luxury and built for' themselves havelis which can only be 
described as palatial. A problem inherent in any hereditary 
system of religious leadership is the lack of any guarantee that 
later incumbents will possess the requisite spiritual qualities.
Attacks on some of the gosvamis on account of their degeneracy 
and licentiousness culminated in a famous libel case held in 
Bombay in 1862 which considerably damaged the reputation of the 
Pustimarga. Often gosvamis were adopted by one gaddi from
smother in order to maintain the hereditary lineage, sometimes there 
was argument and litigation between branches of the family over the 
rights of inheritance and succession. In recent years, however, 
some gosvamis have lost their claims to private ownership of the 
deities and havelis and are recognised simply as custodians 
responsible for supervision of seva while real control and administration 
have been vested in Boards of Trustees.
Although the gaddis spread out over a wide area after leaving 
Braj, a common desire to maintain a sense of unity between them is 
exemplified by intermittent attempts to gather the deities together 
for celebrations called saptasvarupotsavas. Vitthalanatha had 
brought the deities together to celebrate the chappan bhoga feast, 
a practice repeated occasionally by his descendants almost as if 
they were promoting the idea of a family of deities as being 
complementary to the family of gurus who were all descendents of 
Vallabha. The svarupas at Nathdwara and Kankaroli could occasionally 
be brought together without much difficulty, but reunions of all the 
deities were a more complicated affair. Some reunions of the
lf5. Karsendas Mulji gave a full account of the trial in History of 
the Sect of the Maharajas.
Jf6. For further details cf. All India Reporter (JfO) 1953 Bombay, 
pp.153-6^ (Ranchoddas v. Mahalaxmi Vahuji) and (50) 1963 
Supreme Court, pp.1638 f. (Shri Govindlal v. State of Rajasthan). 
V7. The date is given as 1583, cf. P.Mital 1968 p.259 and H.Tandan 
P.303.
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svarupas and other deities belonging to senior gosvamis were 
organised a few times during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
and even as recently as 1966, but not all of the seven original 
svarupas were always able to attend owing to disagreements over
ft Q \  _  _
their custody and order of precedence. Gosvamis of the
Eighth Gaddi never seem to have been invited to bring their deity 
to any of these joint celebrations, perhaps because, living far 
away not being members of the family, there was a lack of 
communication even though they maintained their allegiance to the 
Pustimarga and upheld its teachings.
The most significant difference between the Eighth Gaddi and 
the other seven is that its gosvamis were not descendants of 
Vallabha, a distinction which was reinforced by the way their 
right to give initiation was regulated. Other Vaisnava sects 
have hereditary gurus, but none of them has such a highly 
developed notion of a divine family as the Pustimarga. Gopesvara, 
in his commentary on the £iksapatra written by his elder brother 
Hariraya, states that the three greatest families of the past 
three eras, in which avataras have been born for the salvation of 
their devotees, are the lineage of Raghu into which Rama was born 
in the Tretayuga, the lineage of Yadu, into which Krsna was born 
in the Dvaparayuga, while now, in this degenerate age of Kaliyuga, 
we have the lineage of Vallabha^^ referred to as the Vallabha 
kula. Vallabha is referred to.as mukhavatara since he is 
considered to be a form of the divine fire which emerges from 
the mouth of Krsna as Purusottama, thus he' had the power to 
intermediate between Krsna and the human soul just as Agni inter­
mediates between gods and men by transmitting offerings made in
Jf8. Details of these reunions are given in KKI pp. IV. Iif8, V. 165-6, 
VII.278-88, and VIII.61, P.Vairagi pp.18-29 and R.Jindel 
pp.73-*t.
Zf9. giksapatra. commentary on VI. 2, p. 91.
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the sacrificial fire. The role of the guru is not so much
to arouse potentialities within the initiate as to act as a 
channel or medium through which divine grace (krpa, anugraha or pusti) 
is bestowed upon the receptive soul. Followers of the Pustimarga 
believe that the divine power of Vallabha is transmitted to his 
agnatic descendants and that nobody from outside this unique family 
can attain comparable status, whatever his degree of learning or 
spiritual attainment.
There are two stages of initiation in the Pustimarga, the first
being performed when the guru whispers a mantra of eight or sometimes
five syllables (sri krsna saranam mama or krsna tavasmi) three times
into the initiate's ear and gives him a string of tulasi beads to
wear round his neck and the right to wear the red sectarian forehead
mark (tilaka). This ceremony, referred to as 'hearing the name',
mantropadesa or saranamantra. takes place within the first few years
of the life of a child born into a family of devotees. The
secondary initiation, referred to as brahmasambandha or atmanivedana.
occurs when the child is at least old enough to repeat the relevant
Sanskrit formula (the normal age for boys being about twelve). The
initiate, holding a piece of tulasi in his left hand, is made to
repeat a mantra of eighty-four syllables in which he declares
himself to be a servant of Kr§sna and vows to take refuge in him and
dedicate or offer to him his mind, body and wealth. The brahmasambandha
is intended to remove all faults from the soul of the initiate, to
(51)restore him to Kr§na and make him eligible to receive his grace.
50. Vallabha is referred to in the bhavaprakasa of Nijavarta. p.7, 
as a manifestation of the adhidaivika svarupa of the agni which 
emanates from the lotus face of Purusottama. SK II.1 p.9 and 
11.37 p.Uf refers to him as agnikumara.
51. As stated by Vallabha in Siddhantarahasya. The text and 
translation of the brahmasambandha mantra are given in F.S.Growse, 
cf. pp.285-8, and in the introduction p.vi of M.T.Telivala's 
edition of Siddhantarahasya. K.Mulji, pp.80 f., also gives the 
text of the mantra and reveals how it came to be misinterpreted 
by some degenerate gosvamis.
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Although Vallabha himself nowhere stated that only his agnatic
descendants may impart the brahmasambandha initiation, such is the
practice which has been established by them. Moreover a myth arose
that Vallabha had been instructed to have a son by the deity of
Pandharpur called Vithoba or Vitthala because he, the deity, wished
'I (52)
to become incarnate as Vitthalanatha. This gave additional
strength to the belief that Vitthalanatha was a partial or even 
full incarnation of Krsna and that this divinity is present in his 
descendants. This has led to an often excessive reverence of the 
hereditary gurus of the Pustimarga. Senior gosvamis are referred 
to by the regal sounding title of ’Maharaja Sri* and are regarded 
with awe and treated with extreme deference by their devotees who 
may even serve them as if they are svarupas. Festival calendars 
published by the Pustimarga list the birthdays of Vallabha, Gopinatha 
and Vitthalanatha. as well as those of his seven sons and their• • 7
contemporary descendants, though these are only celebrated by 
followers of their respective gaddis. Some worship is also 
performed at a number of shrines called baithaks where Vallabha, 
Vitthalanatha or other prominent gosvamis like Gokulanatha or 
Hariraya, are said to have sat and preached or performed some 
memorable deed.
The gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi, not being descendants of 
Vallabha, could never attain a status in the Pustimarga comparable 
to that of a so-called kula maharaja. Their subordinate status 
has been continually reinforced by observance of the rule that, 
although they may receive the saranamantra from a member of their 
own family, they must take the brahmasambandha from a descendant of 
Vallabha. Each generation of Eighth Gaddi gosvamis has therefore 
had to renew its power to give initiation into the Pustimarga by 
first receiving brahmasambandha from a kula maharaja, customarily 
from a head of one of the other seven gaddis. A contemporary 
descendant of the Vallabha family has remarked that:
52. SK V,8l-6 pp.37-8.
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In our sect, it is a point of dispute whether other
persons can become a Guru or acharya or not. But as
the tradition exists there is only one outside case: 
the son of Vallabhacharya adopted an outsider and 
asked him to preach and teach our sect; they are not 
direct descendants of Vallabhacharya but they are 
Gurus in our sect.(53^
The.Eighth Gaddi gosvamis say that when Sri Lalaji left Braj with 
the deity Gopinathaji he was given a copper plate by Vitthalanatha 
which conferred upon him the right to impart the brahmasambandha. 
the only practical arrangement if the Pustimarga was to be spread 
in such remote areas as Dera Ghazi Khan. The gosvamis say that
they used to do pu.ja of this copper plate because it bore the
signature of Vitthalanatha, but that it was unfortunately lost 
during the flight from Pakistan.
This arrangement meant that the Eighth Gaddi gosvamis had to 
maintain some kind of periodic contact with the rest of the 
Pustimarga. Either they had to travel with their sons to the 
location of one of the other seven gaddis in order to receive 
brahmasambandha. or they had to invite a kula mahara.ja to visit 
them in Dera Ghazi Khan. Such isolation from the rest of the 
Pustimarga contributed to the fact that, although Vallabha was 
recognised as founder of the sampradaya as a whole, Sri Lalaji 
acquired special status as a guru within the Eighth Gaddi and was 
even proclaimed an avatara in his own right.
53. Shyam Baba of Bombay as quoted by P.Brent, p.192, in the course 
of a discussion on the status of the guru in the Pustimarga. _ 
Goswami Ratan Lai says that a senior member of the Eighth Gaddi 
family would usually give the primary initiation to a child 
eleven days after its_birth at the time of the cola samskara.
He was the first gosvami of his gaddi to receive his secondary 
initiation at Nathdwara and is of the opinion that the idea of 
taking this initiation from a senior member of the Vallabha 
family became a fixed practice only in later years when 
communication was facilitated. They had no special links with 
any particular gaddi among the other seven but were most 
frequently in contact with the 'maharajas' of Kotah and Surat.
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II.2 Sri Lalaji in Dera Ghazi Khan
When he left Govardhan Sri Lalaji would have been about thirty- 
two years old, according to the dates given for his birth and the 
distribution of the svarupas by Vitthalanatha. According to the 
Eighth Gaddi festival calendar he arrived at Dera Ghazi Khan on 
the day of Vaisakha samkranti, four and a half months after receiving
v  ■ i ■ • — i ■■ 7
the deity of Gopinathaji. The town lies to the west of Multan
on a narrow plain stretching about three hundred and seventy
kilometres between the west bank of the Indus and the barren and
precipitous Sulaiman mountains which are impassable in an east-west
direction except at certain points which give access to valleys
running north-south between the ranges. It had been founded during
the late fifteenth century at a time when Baloch tribes were settling
(55)in the area between Sitpur and Kot Karor. Here the Baloches,
elsewhere scattered in occasional colonies, were to form, 
politically and socially, a preponderating element in the 
population, while mixed tribes of Jats formed the next largest group.^
Muslim incursions into the area began in the eighth century.
After being taken by Mahmud of Ghazni early in the eleventh century 
the area was governed from Delhi by the dynasty of Shfhab ud-din Ghori,
54. S gives the date for celebrating the presentation of Gopinathaji
to Sri Lalaji as Agahan purnima. ff.53v-54rt of their arrival in
Dera Ghazi_Khan as VaisSkha samkranti. f.78r, and the prakatya of 
Gopinathaji as Bhadrapada krsnapaksa 11, f.121’. A pada with the 
chapa of Kevalarama is provided for the festival of Gopinathaji's 
arrival in Sind, beginning:
aja ae sri gopinatha
simdhu desa dera pattana me sabha jaga kiya sanatha 
vaisakhi dina jana punya vara ravi uce ghara ayo 
tahi dina paga dharye simdhu mg jaga samtapa nasayo.
55. The Muzaffargarh Gazetteer of 1883-4 p.24 says that Dera Ghazi 
Khan was founded in Hijri 887/AD 1484.
56. The Gazetteer of Dera Ghazi Khan p.59 says that in 1891 the
Baloches formed about a third of the population and that before
their arrival the area had probably been inhabited by a few 
scattered tribes of Jats who depended on cattle for their 
subsistence.
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followed by the Khaljis and Tugluqs. In 1398 Pir Muhammad,
grandson of Timur, laid siege to Multan after which thp province
became independent under a family of Langahs who managed to
maintain semi-independence from 1445 until 1526 during the rule of
the Lodis from Delhi. In about 14&9 Sultan Husain, son of Qutb
ud-din, gained control of the government of Multan and enlisted
the help of Haji Khan and Malik Suhrab in a campaign against hill
robbers who were causing trouble in the area and duly rewarded them
with tracts of land on the west bank of the Indus. Both of them
originally came from the Dodai Baloch tribe, Haji Khan from the
Mirrani branch and Suhrab from the Hot branch. On the succession
of Sultan Husain's grandson, Mahmud, Haji Khan managed to establish
independent authority over the greater part of what is now Dera
Ghazi Khan District and founded the town of Dera Ghazi Khan which
(57)was named after his son who died in 1494.
In 1526 Babur conquered the area and the Langahs of Multan 
lost whatever independence they had. On the death of Babur one of 
his sons, Kamran, received Kabul and the area west of the Indus, 
while his other son Humayun gained control of the rest of the 
territory in India. In Akbar's reign Multan was incorporated in 
the Delhi empire as a province, though it is known from general 
history that the area was ruled sometimes from Delhi and sometimes 
from Kabul, neither powers having much effect on internal 
developments, local chiefs being left to carry out public
improvements or indulge in skirmishes with local tribes without
(58) -
interference from outside. It was during the reigns of Babur
and Humayun that the Baloch tribes moved into India and Mekran and
settled in Dera Ghazi Khan and surrounding areas where they became
allies of Humayun. All Baloch tribes recognised the Mirrani rulers who,
for several generations, were named alternately Haji Khan and Gazi Khan.
They accepted the sovereignty of Akbar and remained subject to his
57. The details given here are from Dera Ghazi Khan Gazetteer 
pp.l8-22. On p.6 it is said that the town was originally built 
on an island in the Indus but that the creek to the west later 
silted up.
58. Gazetteer of Multan District p.26.
successors but, on regular payment of a quit rent, their powers were
(59)practically uncontrolled.
Besides the fact that the area was relatively peaceful and 
nominally a part of Akbar’s empire, a probable reason for Sri 
Lalaji's decision to settle in Dera Ghazi Khan was that other 
Vaisnavas had also managed to establish themselves there. Two 
Gaudiya Vaisnava saints who were probably already active in the area 
were Syamaji and Krsnadasa GuHjamali, both disciples of Caitanya’s 
close companion Nityananda. Krsnadasa GuHjamali was born in Lahore 
and was a Sarasvata brahmin of the same Bali sub-caste as the 
family of Sri Lalaji. He came to Vrindaban as a youth, took 
initiation from Nityananda and was given the title of gosvami by the 
latter's successor Virabhadra Bhatta. Later GuHjamali returned to 
his homeland where he founded a temple of Govardhananathaji and 
established a following. His main gaddi was at Tulamba (Jhang
District) and there were temples in Lahore, Bahawalpur, Multan, 
Montgomery and Muzaffargarh, the latter three being mentioned by
Rose as places where considerable reverence was paid to the shrine
— — — (6l)of GuHjamali in Multan city. It is also said that he went to
Braj as a boy and was given a post in the seva of Srinathaji by
Madhavendra Puri, a saint associated with the Gaudiya sampradaya
who is acknowledged, even in Pustimarga sources, to have been the
first person to serve the deity on the Govardhan hill. He
59. Dera Ghazi Khan Gazetteer p.22. The Imperial Gazetteer of India
Vol.XI p.270 says that they retained their supremacy until the 
eighteenth century when they became vassals of Nadir Shah and 
Ahmad Shah. _
60. Priyadasa’s Bhaktirasabodhini commentary (kavitta no.^15 p.656) 
on the Bhaktamala of Nabhadasa mentions his having settled at 
Lahore. Other details about GuHjamali have been supplied by Go. 
Rat an Lai. The deity Govardhananatha j i is now in Vrindaban.
61. H.A.Rose, Vol.I p.388.
62. Syamadasa, p .185 gives the story of GuHjamali. Madhavendra Puri 
appears to have been a follower of the Madhva sampradaya and is 
mentioned in SPV pp. 7-8, 23-7 as having been entrusted with the
. education of Vallabha for which as daksina he asked to be able 
to serve the deity which he prophesied that Vallabha would 
discover at Govardhan. The deity, however, would accept only 
milk until Vallabha arrived. SPV says that Madhavendra Puri was 
appointed mukhiya in charge of the Bengali sevakas, which is 
unlikely since he was not alive when the temple was built, his 
lifespan being probably lif20-90 (cf. F.Hardy’s article in JRAS 
I97*f, p. *+0). Later Pustimarga vartas appear to have tried to 
underplay the role of Madhavendra Purl and the Bengalis in the
(Contd. on next page....)
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| might then have been one of the group of 'Bengali' sevakas which
was expelled from the temple by Krsnadasa and replaced by followers 
of the Pustimarga, one of whom was the young Sri Lalaji.
The other Gaudiya Vaisnava was Syamaji, or Syamadasa, who was 
born in the village of Dipalpur in Montgomery District and was the 
son of a ksatriya devoted to Krsna. He is said to have gone to 
Vrindaban in his youth and spent many years there before returning 
to West Panjab in 15^ +3 where he spent some time in a nearby village 
before being invited to Dera Ghazi Khan. There he founded a temple 
of Giridharaji and attracted many followers. Several stories are 
told about the contests he had with local pirs which are similar to 
those told about Kevalarama. It is also said that he made a living 
by sewing caps since, as a ksatriya. he was unable to accept gifts. 
He is said to have worked a miraculous cure for a young Baloch boy 
who later became his disciple and helped him to spread his teachings 
in Kohat, Bannu, Kabul and Kandahar. At the age of thirty-five he 
married and so began a line of hereditary gurus, notably his son 
Laladasa and grandson Thakaray Khan, who took initiation from the 
gosvamis of the temple at Srngara Vata in Vrindaban. His branch of 
the Gaudiya sampradaya became the dominant Vaisnava sect in the 
town of Dera Ghazi Khan while the Eighth Gaddi predominated in the
t (63)rural areas.
(...contd. from previous page)
establishment of the cult of Srinathaji. If the story of 
GuHjamali having been a sevaka is true then he might well have 
left Govardhan and returned to Lahore following^the expulsion 
of the Bengalis from the temple, after which Sri Lalaji became 
a sevaka and was later sent by Vitthalanatha to proselytize in 
the same area where GuHjamali and Syamadasa had begun to 
establish a following.
63. Details given here are from Syamadasa pp.l8/+-7. Additional 
information_may be found in G.Rose Vol.I pp.388-9 who says 
that Syamaji arrived in Vrindaban at the age of_twelve and was 
given the blessing of a senior gosvami named Dvarakadasa. Both 
Rose and the Gazetteer of Muzaffargarh p.61 give the year of his 
return to his homeland as 15*t3. Other temples_of his gaddi were 
established at Dera Ghazi Khan (Navanitapriyaji, now at Gurgaon, 
and Ramarayaji), Dera Ismail Khan, Kot Sultan, Kot Addu, Multan 
and Leiah, cf. Rose ibid., Dera Ismail Khan Gazetteer p.106 
and Muzaffargarh Gazetteer ibid.
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successors but, on regular payment of a quit rent, their powers were
(59)practically uncontrolled.
Besides the fact that the area was relatively peaceful and
nominally a part of Akbar's empire, a probable reason for Sri
Lalaji's decision to settle in Dera Ghazi Khan was that other
Vaisnavas had also managed to establish themselves there. Two
Gaudiya Vaisnava saints who were probably already active in the area
were Syamaji and Krsnadasa GuHjamali, both disciples of Caitanya's
close companion Nityananda. Krsnadasa GuHjamali was born in Lahore
and was a Sarasvata brahmin of the same Bali sub-caste as the
family of Sri Lalaji. He came to Vrindaban as a youth, took
initiation from Nityananda and was given the title of gosvami by the
latter's successor Virabhadra Bhatta. Later GuHjamali returned to
his homeland where he founded a temple of Govardhananathaji and
established a following. His main gaddi was at Tulamba (Jhang
District) and there were temples in Lahore, Bahawalpur, Multan,
Montgomery and Muzaffargarh, the latter three being mentioned by
Rose as places where considerable reverence was paid to the shrine
of Gunjamali in Multan c i t y . I t  is also said that he went to
Braj as a boy and was given a post in the seva of Srinathaji by
Madhavendra Puri, a saint associated with the Gaudiya sampradaya
who is acknowledged, even in Pustimarga sources, to have been the
( 62 )first person to serve the deity on the Govardhan hill. He
59. Dera Ghazi Khan Gazetteer p.22. The Imperial Gazetteer of India 
Vol.XI p.270 says that they retained their supremacy until the 
eighteenth century when they became vassals of Nadir Shah and 
Ahmad Shah.
60. Priyadasa's Bhaktirasabodhini commentary (kavitta no.lfl5 p.656) 
on the Bhaktamala of Nabhadasa mentions his having settled at 
Lahore. Other details about Gunjamali have been supplied by Go. 
Ratan Lai. The deity Govardhananathaji is now in Vrindaban.
61. H.A.Rose, Vol.I p.388.
62. Syamadasa, p .185 gives the story of GuHjamali. Madhavendra Puri 
appears to have been a follower of the Madhva sampradaya and is 
mentioned in SPV pp.7-8, 23-7 as having been entrusted with the 
education of Vallabha for which as daksina he asked to be able 
to serve the deity which he prophesied that Vallabha would 
discover at Govardhan. The deity, however, would accept only 
milk until Vallabha arrived. SPV says that Madhavendra Puri was 
appointed mukhiya in charge of the Bengali sevakas. which is 
unlikely since he was not alive when the temple was built, his 
lifespan being probably 1^20-90 (cf. F.Hardy's article in JRAS 
1974,P.*f0). Later Pustimarga vartas appear to have tried to 
underplay the role of Madhavendra Puri and the Bengalis in the
(Contd. on next page....)
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down the river in Sind proper. The river was worshipped mainly
on Sundays with water and lamps and sometimes the deity was thought
of as being distinctly anthropomorphic. The Hindus believed that
he became incarnate early in the eleventh century in response to
Muslim domination of the area. He was a miraculous infant who
emerged from the Indus as a sword-bearing horseman similar to such
folk deities of Rajasthan as Goga, Pabu, Ramadeva and Teja. The
Hindus had prayed to him for protection against a qazi of Thattha
who had ordered them all to adopt Islam, thus he came to be
regarded as an heroic defender of their faith. This incarnation,
known to Hindus as Udero Lai, Amar Lai, Dulan Lai, Ralhal, Purak,
Darya Sahib or Jinda Pir, was, on the other hand, worshipped also
by Muslims who had alternative legends and ritual, identified him
““ C67)with Khwaja Khizr and sometimes referred to him as Shaikh Tahir.
The Hindu version of this cult had temples in the town and
district of Dera Ghazi Khan and also in Alipur (Muzaffargarh
District) where it has been said that along with the gosvamis of
Syamaji and Lalaji the priests of the river worshippers received
(68)
more respect than other brahmins.
Besides the cults of various pirs. discussed below with reference 
to Kevalarama, the worship of Sanicara, the Saturday deity, was also 
popular among Hindus, as is evident from his continued recognition
67. Cf. U.T.Thakur pp.130-3 and R,Burton 1877 pp.294-5. Thakur says 
that he emerged in 1007, shortly after Mahmud of Ghazni had taken 
control of the area around Multan. On__p.l33, however, he gives 
the date of the shrine of Udero Lal/Khwaja Khizr at Sukkur as
952. For the worship of Goga (Guga77Zahir Ptr cf. Ja'far
Sharif p.202, who also gives some details about the worship of
Khwaja Khizr. Thakur points out that a Rajput dynasty had been
in power in the area for five generations with its capital at Alor 
prior to the Muslim invasion, which may account for the 
similarity between legends of Udero Lai and those of Rajasthani 
divine heroes. Cf. Thakur p.21 for the worship of Darya Pir 
among the Lohanas of Gujarat. Thakur says that Udero Lai's 
mother was called Devaki, the name also given for the mother of 
3ri Lalaji, perhaps an example of conflation of legends about the 
two and a desire to associate them ultimately with Krsna.
68. Gazetteers of Dera Ghazi Khan, p.51, and Muzaffargarh tl884)
p.61.
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among people from that area now settled in India. Outside the larger 
towns Saivism does not seem to have been widely represented and Devi 
worship was less common than it was around Lahore and in central 
Pan jab. In Sind and neighbouring regions the term ’Gosain1
(derived from gosvami and used also in the Pustimarga for descendants 
of Vallabha) referred to Saiva mendicants in general or specifically 
to Yogi followers of Gorakhanatha who had centres in West Pan-jab from 
early times, their main centre being at Tilla near Jhelum.
Guru Nanak visited West Panjab and Sind late in the fifteenth
century and quickly established a following. In the north, around
Muzaffargarh, there were devotees called Sanwal Shahis, named after
the disciple Nanak appointed to preach in that area. Further to
the south, in Sind, there were many so-called Hindus known as Nanak
Shahis who, although followers of the Sikh guru, were not initiated
into the Sikh communion nor were they strict observers of its
ordinances. They observed Hindu rites, wore the sacred thread and
(71)used brahmin priests yet also wore beards.
Such was the religious environment in which Sri Lalaji set out 
to spread the teachings of the Pustimarga. Among the Eighth Gaddi 
manuscripts is a prose account of Sri Lalaji*s twelve main 
disciples which, like the vartas dealing with the disciples of 
Vallabha and Vitthalanatha, contains edifying stories illustrating
the saving grace of the guru and the appropriate attitude a devotee
(72) -
should adopt. His chief disciple was Dvarakadasa Khatri who
became adhikari of the temple at Dera Ghazi Khan. He was
69. Multan Gazetteer p.115.
70. Cf. Sind Gazetteer pp.183-4, H. A.Rose__Vol. I  p. 289. U.T.Thakur 
p.114 says that further south the Yogis were found mainly 
around Hyderabad and had their main temple at Shikarpur.
71. Muzaffargarh Gazetteer p.6, Sind Gazetteer pp.164-5. _
72. Details given_of the sevakas are taken from the ms. Sri Laia 
bhaktavara dvadasa katha by Premadasa. T(b). Sometimes there 
is confusion over the exact_names of the disciples. P.Mital, in 
his article in Bra.ja Bharati p.l6, takes Dandi Bhagavatadasa as 
the name of one disciple rather than as names of two separate 
ones, and includes the name of_Premadasa, author of the stories 
about twelve sevakas. Premadasa is mentioned as a thirteenth 
disciple in a list found in C f.147 which omits Dandi and 
gives instead the name Devadasa. Premadasa says that the 
twelve sevakas were reincarnations of pauranic characters and 
rsis such as Uddhava, SaHjaya, Punyasila, Ambarisa etc.
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originally a worshipper of Devi but she recommended that he become • 
a disciple of Sri Lalaji since it was not in her power to grant him 
liberation. Another important disciple was Ucirama Kalara, who 
angrily rebuked Sri Lalaji for trespassing on his land when he first 
arrived in Dera Ghazi Khan. On his return home Ucirama fell 
violently ill with stomach pains and seemed about to die, but Sri 
Lalaji, after being approached by members of the family, effected 
a miraculous cure. This resulted in the conversion of Ucirama 
who donated money for the construction of a temple for Gopinathaji 
of which he became the mukhiya.
Hita Jagadisa Traneja was the son of a poor farmer who, after 
becoming a disciple of Sri Lalaji, went to Khorasan and there 
managed to accumulate wealth and impress the Pathans with the power 
of his guru’s name. Khemadasa Puskarana left his native town of 
Phalodi because of famine and came to Sind as a beggar in search of 
food. At Fateh Khan he met. Sri Lalaji who instructed him in how 
to develop renunciation (vairagya) since it was not fitting for a 
brahmin to be obsessed with finding food. Paramananda, a Sarasvata 
brahmin (and perhaps the author of Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra), was 
originally the disciple of a samnyasi before being converted by Sri 
Lalaji. Rasa Jagadisa, originally called Kapura Khatri, was a 
revenue officer from Thattha who worshipped one of the pirs. He 
attempted to extort taxes from a group of devotees of Sri Lalaji 
who were on a pilgrimage to Dwarka but they managed to impress him 
with Sri Lalaji’s miraculous power with.the result that he and his 
family became disciples.
Paramananda Sacadeva, who had come from the north in search of
a guru, was sent to Gokul to deliver ornaments, clothes and wealth as
’a gift from Sri Lalaji to Sri[natha]ji', which duly impressed the
'gusai' (presumably Vitthalanatha or one of his sons). Kalyanadasa
Puskarana was born into a family of learned brahmins but was himself
a dunce until he sought refuge in Sri Lalaji and became wise. Dandi
(also called Krsnadasa Dandisvami or Dandirama) lived in a village • •• •• •• 0
near Dwarka and used to associate with people from the Bhil tribe who
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robbed and killed pilgrims. Eventually he was reformed after
taking initiation from Sri Lalaji who sent him to the north where he
led an ascetic life and began to help people possessed by evil
spirits. He helped to reform Hindus of Khorasan who had lapsed in
their orthodox religious practices as a result of becoming disciples
of Saiva yogis. He established an ascetic order in the hills at
Mari which eventually developed into a householder sect specialising
in exorcism. His descendants, loosely related to the Eighth Gaddi,
became known as the Garulala gosvamis. among whom the senior gosvami
used to remain celibate. They had a temple of Dvarakadhisaji at
Leiah which was visited by people requiring exorcism or magical
(73)
cures, especially during the two annual navaratra festivals.
Another disciple was Bhagavatadasa Pambu who came from Sind
and whose father and grandfather were disciples of the Vrindaban
saint Svami Haridasa. Santadasa Puskarana and his wife were
* • «
drunkards who were always quarreling with each other. Eventually 
his wife left him. and returned to her father’s house where she came 
into contact with a group of Vai^navas staying in the neighbourhood 
who were on their way back from a pilgrimage to Dwarka. They 
invited her to join their bhajana sessions and she became purified 
by singing the name of Sri Lalaji. When Santadasa came to find 
his wife he was so impressed by the change in her that they set out 
together to meet Sri Lalaji, prostrating themselves all the way, 
and were duly initiated. The twelfth disciple was Viru Valeca, 
son of a sevaka of Sri Lalaji called Manirama.
Although the tenor and style of these tales are reminiscent 
of the vartas of the disciples of Vitthalanatha and Vallabha, they 
are significantly different in that the miraculous element is 
attributed not to the intervention of ’Thakuraji’ (Krsna) but to 
the magical power of Sri Lalaji's name. The disciples, simply by
73. Details of the Garulala gosvamis are from H.St.G.Tacker p.175 
and Go. Ratan Lai. Their-present temple is at Panipat.
invoking Sri Lalaji or repeating his name, are said to have brought 
about the instant conversion of non-Hindus, caused rain to fall, 
recovered lost money, endowed a pauper with wealth, extinguished a 
fire, given a barren woman a son, restored someone else’s son to 
life and pacified a man-eating tiger. Unlike other Pu§£imarga 
vartas. they do not dwell on the intricacies of serving a deity or 
on the obsequious respect and hospitality which should be shown to 
the guihi.
Of the above mentioned sevakas Hita Jagadisa, Paramananda,
Rasa Jagadila, Paramananda Sacadeva, Kalyanadasa, Ehagavatadasa, 
as well as Premadasa the supposed writer of their stories, appear 
in the Eighth Gaddi manuscripts as poets. Hita Jagadisa*s chapa 
was ’Jagadisa1 while Rasa Jagadisa's was ’Sundara'. Viru and 
Khemadasa also appear as writers of a few verses in praise of 
Sri Lalaji. These and other writers of the Eighth Gaddi express a 
veneration for their guru which is different from that shown to 
Vallabha or Vitthalanatha in the rest of the Pustimarga. Through 
their belief in the power of a divine name they perhaps show 
influence of the Santa tradition. Repetition (japa) of the name 
of Sri Lalaji has the power to lift fallen souls and help them cross 
over the ocean of worldly strife. They are also far more
unequivocal in their exaltation of Sri Lalaji as a full avatara 
of Vi§nu than are other writers of the Pustimarga in their 
eulogies of Vallabha and Vitthalanatha. Since they stood apart 
from the other gaddis of the Pustimarga, the followers of the 
Eighth Gaddi were free to claim special divine status for Sri 
Lalaji in contrast to the view that he was no more than an adopted 
agent or intermediary. He is hailed as an avatara born to relieve 
the souls of north-west India from the woes of Kaliyuga and whose 
birth was accompanied by great rejoicing in heaven and on earth,
74. E.g. verses in G by Trilokinatha (no.42), Navanita (no.44),
Premadasa (no.76), Krsnadasa (no.12^2 and several by __
Paramananda on ff.84 f., and Kevalarama’s Sri Lala paclsi. 
J(a).
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(75)the gods themselves sending down showers of flowers. His
eldest son Mathuranatha wrote Avataranibandha which praises him 
as an avatara of Visnu, a sentiment repeated by Kevalarama in Sri 
Lala pacisi and in a kirtana written for his grandfather's
:— :— (76)nanmotsava.
The Eighth Gaddi writers do occasionally mention Sri Lalajifs
role as a teacher of the Pustimarga, In a work attributed to
Sri Lalaji himself entitled Ghar ki paddhati it is stated that he
maintained the teachings of Vallabha and, along with the Bhagavata-
purana. Vallabha1s Subodhini and Anubhasya commentaries are named
(77)
as authoritative scriptures. Some also praise him as a
75. E.g. verses in G by Paramananda (no.l, also on f.77r) and 
Madhojana (no.9), as well as in the description of the birth 
given in Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra. Paramananda1s verse 
in G begins:
aja bhutala m3 mamgala cara
phuna pragatye srikrsna rupa prabha lala nama subha dhara 
je puraba vasudeva bhae aba te ajju hui ae 
mata devaki bhai devaki sabhana sukha varakhae 
jaise dvapura jiva udharye taise kalayuga mahi
76. Sri Lala pacisi. doha 17, J f.2V, and kirtana in S f.6lV.
Avataranibandha is included in some editions of 
Saptagranthi. but there is no ms. older than R, dated 1926.
77. References to Sri Lalaji and the Pustimarga are made in some 
poems in praise of him, e.g.:
nigamasara gopijanavallabha so muja nama batayo
pustimaga mata sri bhagavata ko phuna seva rasa svada
braja lila sumdara ko anubhava sri murali ko nada
sri purusottama ko adharamrta anamdamaya varakhayo
lala krpalu krpadrgahu t? gamgadhara phala payo
(verse by Gangadhara, G f.l8r V)
jaya jaya jaya sri vallabha nati
astama lala sri vitthalaji ke
bhakti prakasaka sabha agha ghati
(verse by Khemadasa, G (a) verse no.3l)
veda pamtha matha bhajana suvidhi ko kino anika prakara
apuna janana kara diyo niramtara pustamaga ko sara
(verse by Gangadhara in S f.62r)
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- - (78)
preacher of the Bhagavatapurana and the ninefold path of bhakti.
while the manuscript of Utsavaratnamala. ostensibly written in
part by Sri Lalaji and enlarged by his great-grandson Madanamohana,
gives details of all the festivals to be celebrated during the
year. Besides festivals common to the whole of the Pustimarga,
including the birthdays of Vallabha, Gopinatha, Vitthalanatha and
his eldest son Giridhara, all to be observed with special seva
of the deity featuring appropriate music, food and decorations
(raga. bhoga and srngara). there are such specifically Eighth Gaddi
festivals as the birthdays of Sri Lalaji, his sons Giridhara and
Mathuranatha, and Kevalarama as well as celebration of the appearance
(prakatya) of Gopinathaji and the days he was given to Sri Lalaji
and arrived in Dera Ghazi Khan.
In 1584, the same year that the temple of Gopinathaji was
founded, Sri Lalaji married Tulasi, the daughter of a local brahmin
named Visnudasa, and subsequently had four sons named Mathuranatha,
(79)
Giridhara, Bhagavan and Gvala. The two younger sons appear to
have died without any heirs since they are not recorded as having 
any descendants. The dates of birth of Mathuranatha and Giridhara 
are given in vamsavalis maintained by their descendants as 1588 and 
1590 respectively.
Among verses praising Sri Lalaji as a teacher of_the Ehagavata 
and such bhakti practices as kirtana. katha, seva and bhoga 
are those in G by Kalyana (no^l^), Navanita (no.47),
Rasikadasa (no.49) and Premadasa (f.78r).
apa t? cara svarupa lalani ke pragatae
mathurapura ke natha navala giradharaji ae
bhajana heta bhagavana pragata sri gvara gusai
catura rupa vapu dhara lalaji sahaim
(Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra. A ff,174V-148r).
The stuti for Mathuranatha by Kevalarama, B f.95rA names his 
mother as Tulasi. The gosvamis also say that Sri Lalaji had 
a daughter named Thari, a name which occurs as a chapa in a 
few verses occurring in the ms. anthologies. Some padas are 
also attributed to Bhagavan and some majh in Multani to Gvala.
78.
79.
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Sri Lalaji is said to have died in I6l8 at the age of sixty- 
seven. According to the traditional account preserved orally by
the present gosvamis. his death occurred in Vrindaban at the place 
where his samadhi now stands. He is said to have retired to Vrindaban 
to spend his last days there, bathing in the Yamuna every morning and 
doing parikrama of the town. During the last week of his life he 
attended a recitation of the Bhagavatapurana and took only holy water 
(caranamrta) and a few morsels of prasada. His second son Giridhara 
was with him and was secretly observing his father even though he had 
been requested not to. They both took prasada at the end of the 
week-long recitation, after which Sri Lalaji is said to have vanished 
as he made a final prostration before the Bhagavatapurana. The 
samadhi. a fairly large example of its type, stands beneath a banyan 
tree on Praskandana Ghat (close to the temple of Madanamohana founded
by Sanatana Gosvarai) and is surrounded by smaller stones commemorating
» , . , . . (81) 
many of his descendants.
In the janma caritra Sri Lalaji is quoted as instructing his 
followers to serve his four sons and nominates Mathuranatha as head
— (82) - -of the temple seva. As in the other gaddis of the Pustimarga
80. Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra. A f.l^O
bhadra paramapunita ma sasti sudi hoi 
sSmat soraha sai sathe dasa pamca mahi 
lala deha taja calye bhayo jaikara tahahi 
• • •
varsa satha aru sata rahe bhuloka udhare
• •
The person who described the Gokul manuscript of this text for 
the 'Khoj Report' of 1932-34 (no.162 p.255) either misread the 
text or made an accurate transcription of a less satisfactory 
reading of the second line quoted above, viz.:
or qj
s&mat soraha sai isathe veda sapamcama mahi
81. The story of Sri Lalaji's death may derive from an account in
Nabhadasa's Bhaktamala of the death of_a certain Laladasa who
expired at the end of a Bhagavata saptaha held at a place called 
'BSgherai' (cappaya no.I64, pp.860-1;. Since 1947 the samadhi 
of Sri Lalaji has been taken care of by gosvamis from Dera Ismail 
Khan._ _
82. Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra. A f.lZ+8
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there arose the notion of a spiritually endowed lineage or kula 
the merits of which are expressed in a few Sanskrit siokas and a 
pada occurring in one of the manuscript anthologies, in which the 
family is likened to the divine wish-giving tree in the shade of
(Q-z)
which devotees find refuge from the troubles of the world.
The works attributed to Sri Lalaji, all in Braj, are either 
translations of Sanskrit scriptures or short texts dealing with 
the basic principles of Vaisnava bhakti. as well as a number of 
padas. They do not stress any specifically Pustimarga points of 
doctrine and, being simple and direct in style and language, were 
evidently intended for a popular audience. The most widely 
circulated collection of his shorter works is known as 
Saptagranthi. though the contents of different versions of this 
collection are not always the same. All of them contain Namaratna 
(also called Purugottama-astottarasatanama) and Lagfru pacisi. and 
add variously five texts from among the following: Krsnastotra.
Saptasloki gita (a pada translation of seven slokas from the 
Bhagavadgita). Gurustuti. Bhagavatstuti. Istabhava. Vinayachanda 
(in sixty-six caupais dealing with the svarupa of Krsna and the 
devotee’s attitude of vinaya). Siksa pacisi. Ghar ki paddhati and 
Dasamaskandha (a resum£ of the tenth book of the Bhagavatapurana in 
which the date of composition is given as 1587). Ghar ki paddhati 
■is the only work which clearly states that Sri Lalaji was following 
the principles laid down for the Pustimarga as a whole by 
Vallabha and Vitthalanatha, but no manuscript of the work has been 
tracedj the only available version of the text being in printed 
versions of the Saptagranthi. Other works in this collection deal 
with the merits of bhajana. namasmarana. seva of Krsna and the guru, 
and similar basic devotional practices. Two versions of the 
Saptagranthi include Mathuranatha*s Avataranibandha.
83. F ff. 10lfV-105V, entitled Sri Lalaji surataru catuhsloki.
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A separate work is entitled Ekadasacatuspadi. a sequence of eleven
verses extolling the importance of Gopinathaji as istadeva, exclusive
devotion and self-sacrifice to Krsna, veneration of the guru, avoidance
of worldly pleasures and the importance of vrata. dana and the samdhya
prayers etc. His versions of pauranic texts are Dharmasamvada.
Bhagavadgitamahatmya (a version of the dialogue between Brahma and
Narada from Brahmapurana), Bhagavatamahatmya (based on the last book of
Brahmapurana) and Ekadasivratavidhi (from Padmapurana) which is
supplemented by mahatmyas of the jayantis of Krsna, Vamana, Rama and
Narasimha. The same manuscript also contains Namamahatmya, culled
from various sources and elaborated by Sri Lalaji, and Sahasranama
which appears to be an original work the date of composition being
(
given in the text itself as 1612.
Apart from the aforementioned works and the verses included in 
Utsavaratnamala. there exist over two hundred padas in various 
manuscripts which bear the chapa *Laladasaf and are either didactic in 
tone or deal with the lilas of Krsg.a. Two works of Sri Lalaji which 
are said to have been lost during the flight from Pakistan were Braj 
versions of the Bhagavadgita. left behind at Dera Ghazi Khan, and of 
the Bhagavatapurana. which is said to have been begun soon after he 
settled at Dera Ghazi Khan and was modelled on the Surasagara of 
Suradasa. This existed in the form of an illustrated manuscript 
which was thrown in the Indus when the gosvamis left for India.
II.3 Kevalarama
The manuscripts give hardly any information about the sons of 
Sri Lalaji. Mathuranatha, according to a stuti bearing the chapa of
8*f. Date given in caupai no. 388, P f.75r. The ms. contains
Bhagavatamahatmya. Bhagavadgitamahatmya. Ekadasivratavidhi. 
Namamahatmya and SahasranSma. all of which, apart from 
Ekadasivratavidhi. were edited_by R.C.Mehrotra for his M.Litt. 
thesis. The date of Bhagavadgitamahatmya is given in doha 3*+, 
f.Z*7v, as 1581, which means that it was either written at 
Govardhan or soon after his arrival in Dera Ghazi Khan (having 
been presented with his deity in advance of the seven sons of 
Vitthalanatha, unless the distribution took place before 1581).
his son Kevalarama which hails him as an avatara of Krsna and the 
very form (niju sarupa) of Sri Lalaji, was born in Sind and travelled 
widely with followers and members of his family in order to spread
(8s)Vaisnavism and visit all the places of pilgrimage. In addition
to Avataranibandha he appears to have composed some padas dealing 
with lilas of Krsna which are found in some of the manuscript 
anthologies. He presumably succeeded to his father's gaddi and 
took over custody of Gopinathaji while his younger brother was given
the deity of Nagaraji which he took to Dera Ismail Khan where he
* (86) founded a temple.
Dera Ismail Khan, a place with which Kevalarama was to become
associated, lies about two hundred kilometres north of Dera Ghazi
Khan and is the chief town in the northern part of the plain which
extends between the river and the Sulaiman mountains. Malik Suhrab,
leader of the Hot branch of the Baloches who settled in the area 
late in the fifteenth century, founded both Dera Ismail Khan and 
Dera Fateh Khan which were named after his two sons. The Hot chiefs 
controlled the area from Dera Ismail Khan for a period of about
three hundred years and, from the time of Babur until the invasion
of Nadir Shah in 1738, the district was nominally a part of the
Mughal empire. The proportion of Baloches in this area decreases as
one moves northwards while Jats, descendants of earlier settlers.• 7 t
become more numerous. During the period of their ascendancy in the 
area the Hots were engaged in constant fighting with Pathan tribes
85. The stuti is in B, ff.92v-97r:
sri mathuranatha niju sairupa sri lala ke (ff.92v-93r) 
adi svarupu sri lalajiu kiyo jagata udharu 
mathurapati lila karana krisna liyo avataru (f.93V) 
sabha karaja kine simdhu desa mo janamu le 
pavana kari line jiva jamtra kaliyuga vise (f.9
sabha tiratha kie loka kajpumbi sathi bahu (f.96r)
r r —  —
S, ff.91 -92 gives details of the celebration of Mathuranatha1s
birthday on the full moon day of the month of Agahan (Margasirsa)
including vidhi verses and a kirtana with the chapa of Kevalarama.
86. The ms. anthologies contain about fifty padas attributable to 
Giridhara whose birthday is celebrated on Asarh sudi 6, for which 
vidhi verses and a kirtana with the chapa of Kevalarama are 
supplied, S ff.89r-90r.
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(87)
inhabiting the hills to the north and north-west. Despite such
local skirmishes the relative stability which Mughal hegemony brought 
to the area was conducive to an increase in the flow of trade with 
Central Asia, largely conducted by Hindus, and brought prosperity to 
those towns which were situated on the caravan routes.
The Nagaraji temple which Giridhara established at Dera Ismail
Khan became the Eighth Gaddi's second most important centre of worship.
His elder son Bhagavan inherited this temple and the younger, named
Kamalanayana, went south to Bahawalpur where he founded a temple of
Giridhariji. At Bahawalpur, besides a temple of the Gaudiya
followers of GuHjamali, there was also a temple of Brajamohana, an
idol believed to have been worshipped by Namadeva and now housed at
Kaladhari Mandira, Vrindaban. The Bahawalpur branch of the Eighth
Gaddi is mentioned as having comprised the leading Sarasvata brahmins
of the town who were called locally Lalji de potre and are said to have
settled there during the reign of Nawwab Muhammad Bahawal Khan II
and to have had numerous followers in the districts of Lodhran and 
(88)Kahror. Thus, by the middle of the seventeenth century, there
were three branches of the Eighth Gaddi which were each to have a 
separate lineage of hereditary gosvamis. the main branch being at 
Dera Ghazi Khan and the others at Dera Ismail Khan and Bahawalpur. 
Mathuranatha’s eldest son Gokulanatha is said to be the founder of 
a second temple of Gopinathaji at Dera Ismail Khan, but apparently 
had no direct descendants who could have inherited the seva.
The dates of birth of Mathuranatha1s two sons, Gokulanatha and 
Kevalarama, are traditionally given as 1610 and 1617 respectively.
87. Details given here regarding Dera Ismail Khan and the Hots are 
taken from D.I.K. Gazetteer, pp. 23, 30-9.
88. Bahawalpur Gazetteer p 1-156. Since partition descendants of 
Kamalanayana have settled with their deity at Rajpura (Panjab) 
while some other Bahawalpur gosvamis moved to Bikaner.
89. The deity remained in the custody of the Dera Ghazi Khan
gosvamis and after partition was taken first to Delhi and then
later was housed in a new temple in Vrindaban near Seva KuHja.
90. These are the dates given in the vamsavali of the gosvamis.
P.Mital (Braja Bharati article p.215 gives Gokulanatha's date 
of birth as l60Zf, which_seems rather early if his father was 
born in 1588. Kevalarama is hailed as an avatara of Sri Lalaji 
cf. below notes 91 and 92, but it is difficult to reconcile this 
belief with the information that he was born in the year 
preceding his grandfather’s death.
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Kevalarama became the most revered figure in the Eighth Gaddi after
Sri Lalaji himself while outside the circle of the gosvamis and
their sevakas he was to become the subject of a more or less
independent popular cult among both Hindus and Muslims. Although
there is some oral tradition surrounding the personality of
Kevalarama there is a dearth of biographical information in
manuscript sources. His date of birth is given as Caitra sudi 11,
the day on which his janmotsava is celebrated for which the vidhi
and a kirtana were supplied by his son Madanamohana and another
kirtana by Paramananda. while two more verses in praise of Kevalarama
- (91)were written by Prabhudasa. These are traditional eulogies which
praise Kevalarama as a great devotee, saint and preceptor, but give 
us very little in the way of biographical detail. Paramananda hails 
him as an avatara of Sri Lalaji and informs us that his birthday fell 
on a Thursday while Prabhudasa states that he was the son of 'Mathuresa' 
and grandson of Sri Lalaji, was a supreme yogi who wrote many poems 
(vani) for the benefit of his followers and performed daily seva for 
Gopinathaji, his chosen deity (ista).
'Kevalarama' is an unusual name for a child born in a Pustimarga
family and is exceptional for an Eighth Gaddi gosvami since, until
very recently, all descendants of Sri Lalaji have had names derived
(92)from an epithet of Krsna, usually with the suffix 'Lai'. The name
91. The four songs written in praise of Kevalarama sire given in 
Appendix I. Kevalarama's only autobiographical reference occurs 
in Snehasagara. cf. below 111.2.6 (note 28)^ .
92. The gosvamis say that_he was called Kevalarama because he was 
born two days after Rama navami. the birthday of Rama. J.R. 
Ailawadi, p.59, records the story of how Sri Lalaji,shortly 
before his death,is supposed to have told Giridhara not to 
grieve because 'I will have a second birth only in your home*
(mal kevala tumharehi ghar m*g dusara janam luga), thus the 
grandchild was named KevalarSma. Names of several gosvamis 
are given in U f.3v and S.Sarma in his appendix gives 
genealogical tables for the houses of Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera 
Ismail Khan and Bahawalpur gosvamis. Apart from Kevalarama 
there are no other names associated with Rama until very 
recently.
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'Kevnlarama* in more typical of a member of a nirguna sect or devotee 
of Rama, which suggests that he might have adopted the name later in 
life when his way of devotion and style of literary composition 
became subject to influences from outside the Pustimarga tradition.
He is said to have had two sons, Madanamohana and Jagannatha, 
who were born in l6kk and l6Jf9 (or 1651) respectively. Apart
from inferences which may be drawn from the works attributed to him 
the only source of further information about Kevalarama is the oral 
tradition of the gosvami family and his popular following. His 
younger son Jagannatha is believed to have died as a young man before 
his marriage was finalised. His fiancee, who came from a village 
near Dera Ghazi Khan, was known as Sukkhan Bai. The gosvamis say 
that she was reluctant to marry anyone else since she had already 
been betrothed to Jagannatha, despite efforts by her father and 
Kevalarama to persuade her to consider an alternative marriage. She 
wished instead to lead a pious life and so accompanied Kevalarama to 
Vrindaban where she was to spend the rest of her days and become 
known eventually as Sukkhan Mata.
93. The mislaid ms. containing stutis of several gosvamis
(mentioned above in section 1.3'contained a stuti in praise 
of Madanamohana written by Madho/Madhaudasa. When the 
gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi perform sraddha the wife of 
Kevalarama is remembered by the name Kaly&ni. However, S. 
Sarma,_p.82, quotes a couplet in which her name is given as 
Rukmini:
svati buda kevala bhaye mata rukmini sipa
mukta madanamohana pragata sobha saba te jipa
P.Mital,_1965 P.22, quotes lines which contain the caste name 
of Sri Lalaji and mention some of his descendants:
lalari vamsa udara me pragata bhaye sri lala
tihi suta mathuranathaji dinana visai dayala
tihi suta kevalaramaji kevala kevala rupa
sri madanamohana jagannathaji tina tS bhae anupa
R.C.Jain, in his M.Litt. thesis on Jrlanadipaka p.8. gives the 
year of Jagannatha's birth as 1651, citing a stuti by 
Rupacanda in the missing stuti anthology.
j
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Kevalarama and Sukkhan Mata are credited with the foundation 
of the Eighth Gaddi's Gore Dauji temple in Vrindaban. One morning 
Sukkhan Mata went to bathe in the Yamuna and struck her head 
against a stone while ducking under the water. That night Balarama 
appeared to her in a dream and instructed her to return to the same 
spot the next day where he would come to meet her. She went there 
with Kevalarama and together they discovered an image of Balarama for 
which they duly built a temple. This murti of Gore Dauji is carved 
in high relief from a slab of white marble and depicts Balarama 
standing under a canopy formed by the seven heads of the serpent 
Sesa with his right hand raised and the left holding a goblet. It 
was the main object of worship in the temple until the arrival of 
Gopinathaji from Dera Ghazi Khan in 1947 (since when it has been 
renamed Sri Gopinathaji ka Mandira). A small memorial stands in the 
courtyard to mark the place where Sukkhan Mata did her bhajana while 
the temple and adjoining living quarters are known as Sukkhan Mata 
Kunja and the narrow alley in which they stand is called Sukkhan 
Mata ki Gali. Gore Dauji has been moved to one side to give 
Gopinathaji the central place in the shrine. Until the Dera Ghazi 
Khan gosvamis and their families took up permanent residence in the 
temple the seva was performed by local pujaris appointed by them. The 
last pu.jaris were members of the Bha^a family which has a temple 
opposite the entrance to Vrindaban's Radhavallabha Ghera and is 
considered to be partly Gaudiya and partly Radhavallabhi by 
sectarian affiliation.
Sukkhan Mata KuHja must have served as a residence for later 
Eighth Gaddi gosvamis whenever they came on pilgrimage to Braj. The 
question arises as to why the Eighth Gaddi should have established a 
temple in Vrindaban rather than in the more predominantly Pustimarga 
centres of Mathura, Govardhan, Jatipura or Gokul. Possible reasons 
might have been the presence there of Sri Lalaji's samadhi. lack of 
contact with the other seven gaddis during this period or the feeling 
that anywhere else in Braj they would have felt overshadowed by them,
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or perhaps that Kevalarama and Sukkhan Mata were attracted by the 
religious life of Vrindaban and its community of Vaisnavas, many of 
whom were rasikas inspired by the poetry of Hita Harivamsa and Svami 
Haridasa.
Kevalarama is reputed to have travelled widely, perhaps
initially with his father, visiting the major places of pilgrimage
in North India as well as touring Sind and Afghanistan. He is even
credited with the foundation of a small temple at Kandahar called
Sri Lalaji Dvara. His bhajana sthala. referred to as his thalla. is
at Bilot, a village at the foot of the hills some sixty kilometres
north of Dera Ismail Khan. From the stories told about him it
appears that it was there that Kevalarama spent the latter part of
his life as a kind of ascetic, possibly after taking a vow of samnyasa.
The present gosvamis relate how Kevalarama, after the death of his
elder brother Gokulanatha, was approached by sevakas and asked to
become head of the gaddi at Dera Ghazi Khan but he suggested that
his nephew, Gokulanatha's son, should be installed. This nephew,
whose name is not recorded, is said to have died soon afterwards and
so Kevalarama was again approached to become acarya. By this time
it appears that he had become enough of a recluse or udasi not to
wish to become involved with the business of supervising the gaddi
and so suggested that his son Madanamohana should succeed Gokulanatha.
Before settling down at Bilot Kevalarama is said to have spent some
time at Dera Ismail Khan, his sojourn there being commemorated by a
baithak which stood opposite the entrance to the temple of
Nagaraji. The old town of Dera Ismail Khan was washed away by the 
(95)Indus in 1823 but a baithak constructed in the new town was
94. The village is said to be named after one of two Hindu rajas. 
Bil and Til, who were the legendary occupants of two ancient 
forts called Kaffir Kot which overlook the Indus and stand 
on small hills attached to lower spurs of the Khasor range 
(Dera Ghazi Khan Gazetteer n.25). Bil’s fort stands on one 
of the hills overlooking Bilot.
95. D.I.K. Gazetteer p.106.
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probably a replacement for one which stood in or near the original 
temple.
Although he declined to become leader of the Eighth Gaddi in 
order to pursue a pious life at Bilot, it is said that he still 
remained devoted to Gopinathaji since he did his bhajana facing 
south (as opposed to east or north) because this was the direction 
of the deity's temple at Dera Ghazi Khan. His thalla at Bilot was 
situated beneath a banyan tree close to the bank of the Indus which 
in those days apparently flowed past the village but has since 
receded to follow a course a few kilometres away. The word used 
locally for the banyan tree is bohar. whence Kevalarama has 
acquired the appellation Sati Bohariyavala (or Bohayivala), meaning 
'the truthful one (or truth seeker) of the banyan trees'. He was 
to acquire the status of a local saint, comparable to that of a pir. 
and attracted a popular following which was restricted neither to 
sevakas of the Eighth Gaddi nor just to Hindus.
Like so many other popular saints he is remembered not through 
his writings but by legends told of his miraculous powers. Most of 
these stories deal with magical contests between Kevalarama and local
96. A photograph of this baithak exists but it has been removed 
since 19^7 leaving only traces of where it once stood against 
the wall of a house. H.A.Rose, Vol.I p.290 gives a confused 
account of Kevalarama in which he states that he dwelt in a 
corner of the Gopinathaji temple at Dera Ghazi Khan where he 
spread out his thela or 'wallet' on which he sat absorbed in 
meditation. He says that this thela is worshipped and that 
Hindus come to the site to have their childrens' hair cut 
and to make offerings in fulfilment of vows. He records that 
sugar was offered to this 'wallet' and was then thrown 
amongst the gathering to be carried away. Rose appears 
either to have misunderstood his informants or to have been 
given inaccurate details since the story of Kevalarama having 
stayed at one of the Dera Ismail Khan temples has been confused 
with a description of the_fairs which took place at Bilot (see 
below) and the term thalla has evidently been misunderstood as 
thela. there being no tradition of any sacred 'wallet'.
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Muslim saints, the most prominent among whom was Pir Shah CIsa
Qattar whose shrine (dargah) is at Bilot. It is said that when
Kevalarama first arrived there he was obliged to seek this pir1s
approval before taking up residence in the nearby banyan grove.
Shah CIsa responded to his request by sending him a bowl filled to
the brim with milk, implying that the area already had its fill of
holy men and that there was no room for any newcomer. Kevalarama
replied by floating a rose (some say a jasmine flower) on the
surface of the milk and sending it back to the pir. thereby
indicating that he would live there without disturbing anyone.
Shah cIsa then sent a tiger to menace Kevalarama, a sign that it would
be dangerous for him to settle at Bilot, but the tiger showed no
aggression towards him and even sat down beside him so that he could
be used as a cushion. This is one of the most frequently told
anecdotes concerning Kevalarama and in the oldest available portrait
of him he is shown seated against a tiger with the mountains in the
(97)background and the river in front.
Unfortunately the historicity of the story of the bowl of milk 
is undermined by the fact that the same incident is related in
—  Q
connection with other saints, including Shaikh al-Sa'id Abd 
al-Qadir Jilani (AD 1077-1166), Lai Shahbaz of Sehwan and Guru
97. The portrait belongs to Go. Ratan Lai and is one of a series 
depicting Eighth Gaddi gosvamis which was probably painted 
during the time of Gosvami Harideva in the first half of the 
last century. On the back of this portrait is a couplet 
which says that Kevalarama sits with a tiger for a pillow in a 
yogic posture with mountains behind and water in front:
kehara ko upavarha dhara baithe kevalarama
pache giri age salila yogasana abhirama.
A more recent painting, showing Kevalarama kneeling on a 
deer skin wearing a turban and holding a rosary, was printed 
for circulation among devotees and served as a model for a 
murti installed at the 'Bohrianwala Thalla1 recently established 
in New Delhi.
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Nanak. Furthermore Shah Isa is reported to have settled at
Bilot in the time of Bahlul Lodi, and so if there was any kind of
confrontation between Kevalarama and a local pir it must have
(99)involved one of his descendants. Other stories of
Kevalarama's contests with rival Muslim saints may also be assumed to 
derive from a repertoire of hagiographical legends which have been 
current for a long time and are common to different religious groups. 
After the tiger incident Shah cIsa and Kevalarama are said to have 
become friends, but they still had the odd challenge whereby they 
sought to excel each other by displaying some miraculous power.
Shah CIsa, for instance, is said one day to have spread a sheet on 
the surface of the Indus and sat on it. Kevalarama outdid him by 
taking a slab of stone, placing it on the water and sitting on it.
98. The dates of Jilani (also known as Pir-i-dastagir) are given
in the Encyclopaedia of Islam (new edn.) vol.i p.69. J.P.Brown 
pp.99-101 gives the story told about him (from a Turkish ms.) 
according to which Khizr, patron_saint of travellers, directed 
him to go to Baghdad. When Jilani arrived there_the local 
Shaikh sent him a cup filled with water which Jilani sent 
back with a rose floating on it even though roses were_then 
out of season. Everyone exclaimed that 'the Shaikh Jilani 
is our rose', respectfully welcomed him into the city 
and thereafter_the Qadiris took to wearing a rose in their_ 
caps. Guru Nanak, on his arrival in Multan, was met by pirs 
bringing a cup filled with milk on which he placed a jasmine 
flower (W.H.McLeod pi35). A similar story is told about the 
arrival of Lai Shahbaz in Sehwan (J.R.Gulraj p.92).
99. H.G.St.Tacker p.l?6 states that Shah cIsa arrived at Bilot in
the time of Bahlul Lodi. From a member of the makhdum family
descended from Shah cIsa I learnt that he was a Sayyid whose 
ancestors came from Iraq and settled first at Bahawalpur. He 
also told me that they believe that Kevalarama^ despite his 
Hindu name, was a Muslim and worked for Shah Isa as a kind
of munshi helping to administer his land. The presence of 
the dargah leads local people to refer to the village as 
'Bilot Sharif' and in the Dera Ismail Khan Gazetteer, p.106, 
the makhdums are said to enjoy a jagir which has been with them 
since the days of the Mughal emperors constituting an area of 
19,81+4 acres held in perpetuity for the support of the shrine.
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This same slab, say the gosvamis. was placed in a courtyard (Govardhan 
cauk) of the Gopinathaji temple in Dera Ghazi Khan and used for the 
Govardhan puja festival. Further examples of the stories told
about Kevalarama are as follows:
(i) Shah CIsa challenged Kevalarama to see who could first place his 
hand on the other's head, thereby making him his disciple. Kevalarama 
outwitted Shah CIsa by sitting in a state of samadhi in the Indus for 
three days until the latter, tired of playing hide and seek, withdrew 
the challenge.
(ii) After they became friends Shah CIsa, who had no children, came 
riding past Kevalarama who asked him for a grain of barley from the 
horse's nose bag. There was a black speck on the grain given to him 
from which Kevalarama prophesied that Shah CIsa would have a son, but 
that for ten generations his descendants would be one-eyed. The 
prophesy turned out to be correct, but Shah cIsa was nevertheless 
pleased to have a son at last as a result of Kevalarama's blessing.
(iii) Darya-din Banha, who lived on the opposite bank of the river 
rode out to meet Kevalarama on a lion holding a cobra as a riding 
crop in order to intimidate him. On his arrival Kevalarama, 
remaining seated on a slab of stone, moved forward to meet him.
This so astonished Darya-din that he was obliged to acknowledge 
Kevalarama's superiority.
100. Information about this stone was supplied by Go. Ratan Lai. 
After Dera Ghazi Khan was inundated earlier this century 
the stone was moved to the new temple of Gopinathaji. Muslims 
also tell stories about their saints floating on slabs of 
stone, as indicated by a reference in the Dera Ismail Khan 
Gazetteer, p.9, which says that Bilot is 'famous as the shrine 
of a holy Saiyad who used to sail about the Indus in a stone 
boat. His descendant, known as the Makhdum of Bilot, has 
inherited the sanctity along with the stone boat of his 
ancestor'. There is also a story of a floating contest 
between the river deity Udero Lai and his opponent Ahu, the 
qazi of Thattha. The Hindu Darya Sevaks say that each of 
them spread a cloth or shawl on the Indus, Udero Lai managing 
to stay afloat while Ahu sank, to be duly saved from drowning 
by his opponent (R.Burton 1877 pp.294-5).
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Civ) Lai CIsa, whose shrine is at Karor on the east bank of 
the Indus» looked out of his window one day and saw Kevalarama 
floating upstream on a cloth. The pir resorted to magic power to 
try to make the cloth shake and sink, but Kevalarama caused horns 
or antlers to spring from the pir's head. Since he could not draw 
his head back through the window he had to call a truce and beg 
Kevalarama to undo his spell. No confrontation, miraculous or 
otherwise, could have taken place with the original Lai cIsa (a 
Quraishi descendant of Bahawal Haqq^ a saint of Multan) since he 
lived in the fifteenth century.
Oral tradition presents a fairly consistent account of the 
death of Kevalarama, but there is no record of the year in which it 
o c c u r r e d . D e v o t e e s  say that when he felt that his end was 
drawing near he covered himself with a cloth which he said should 
not be removed until his son Madanamohana arrived. When 
Madanamohana came and lifted up the cloth Kevalarama's body was 
found to have disappeared. As a result the last rites had to be 
performed with the cloth, but when his relatives later went to gather 
the ashes they found pieces of charred bone amongst them. The story 
has similarities with accounts of the death of other saints 
including Vitthalanatha, who is said to have disappeared into a 
cave at Govardhan leaving only his shawl behind, and Kabir and Guru
101. Imperial Gazetteer of India XV p.61.
102. R.C.Jain p. 11+ refers to a stuti by Bhopati in one of the 
missing mss. in which it is said that Kevalarama_was present 
at the .janmotsava of his second grandson Brajabhusana, whose 
date of birth is given as 1676. The fact that he is not 
mentioned as having been present at the .jarmotsava of his 
third grandson Dharanidhara (stuti by Caturbhuja, B ff.163 - 
165 ) leads him to infer that Kevalarama died not long 
after 1676. The argument is inconclusive and variation
in dates of birth and death of gosvamis of the late 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as they are given in 
the stutis and vamsavalis. does not provide grounds for 
such precise chronological speculation.
Nanak, whose Hindu and Muslim followers argued over the right to dispose 
of their guru's body. In the case of Kabir his body was covered with 
a sheet which, when removed, was found to cover only a heap of flowers, 
half of which was taken by Muslims for burial and the rest by Hindus 
for cremation. In the case of Guru Nanak each party placed a pile 
of flowers on either side of his body, it having been decided that the 
group whose flowers remained fresh should have the right to perform 
the funeral rites. His body was found to have disappeared when the 
sheet covering it was lifted while both piles of flowers remained 
fresh.
Such legends, derived from Hindu and Muslim hagiography, grew 
up around Kevalarama because, in addition to being by birth a leading 
gosvami. he became a saintly figure who attracted a popular following 
and earned the reputation of being a great udasi and yogi. There 
were many other holy men in the Indus region, most of them Muslim pirs 
but some from a Hindu background, who became cult figures and 
attracted a mixed following. Worship of local saints and deities 
by both Hindus and Muslims was a common feature of the whole of this 
area. Converts to Islam buried their dead but did not entirely 
forsake their old gods and sacred places. They buried their pirs 
within Hindu shrines and thus established dargahs where fairs 
continued to be attended by rival cults. Thus a cult of tomb 
worship developed in which it was believed that saints would answer 
the prayers of votaries who had various rites and ceremonies performed 
in the precincts of their tombs.
103. The story of the passing away of Vitthalanatha is given in SK_
VIII.168-74, PP.94-5 and in KKI p.III.111. The story of Kabir's 
death is given in C.Vaudeville 1974 pp.8-9_and that of Guru _ 
Nanak's in W.H.McLeod pp.50-1. J.R.Ailawadi p . 38 and S.Sarma
p . 78 relate the same story but with reference to Sri Lalaji, though 
all gosvamis and devotees are unanimous in saying that it 
happened to Kevalarama.
104. Cf. U.Thakur p.l8 on tomb cults in Sind. Notable_examples of 
Hindu/Muslim cults__in the Indus region are Zinda Pir/Khwaja Khizr. 
Udero Lai/Shaikh Tahir, Lallu Jasraj/Pir Manghu, Raja Bhartrhari/ 
Lai Shahbaz.
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The thalla of Kevalarama, regarded by Muslims as his grave 
and by Hindus as his place of bhajana and samadhi. became a site . 
of pilgrimage and worship for his popular following. The pathway 
leading to the thalla. situated in a relatively isolated spot a 
couple of kilometres north of Bilot, passes rubble and disused
wells which are said to be the remains of the Hindu ('kafir1)
settlement. The thalla itself lies beneath a tall pipal tree, 
the older banyan having been cut down, apparently at the time of 
partition. From a photograph taken before partition the thalla 
appears to have been a broad square platform with a low humped wall
along the north side which the Hindus used to smear with cow dung.
Nowadays the thalla has a surrounding enclosure, is occasionally 
whitewashed and has niches for lamps in the low wall or mound on 
the north side. The gosvamis of Dera Ghazi Khan were 
traditionally custodians of the thalla and used to appoint a 
pu.jari to attend to the site, but since their departure this duty 
•has been entrusted to a Muslim mujawir appointed by the Makhdum of 
Bilot.(105)
The thalla was the scene of annual fairs attended by pilgrims 
who travelled in groups carrying pennons (jhandas) and came by river 
and on foot over dangerous and difficult terrain from places as far 
away as Waziristan and Dera Ghazi Khan. Muslims visited the 
thalla in the month of Caitra which was also the main time of 
pilgrimage to the dargah of Pir Shah cIsa. The Hindu fairs were 
held on the birthday of Krsna (janmastami), from the first day of 
Caitra until the birthday of Kevalarama (Caitra sudi ll) and, most 
important of all, on Vaisakha samkranti. The latter was of extra
105. Shri Devi Dayal, the founder and President of the Goswami
Kewalramji Memorial_Society, managed to obtain a statement in 
Urdu from a patavari of Dera Ismail Khan which states that the 
gosvamis of Dera Ghazi Khan are still officially recognised as 
custodians of the thalla at Bilot. Ruins of shelters or a 
dharmasala used by Hindus stand_close to the thalla. Alongside 
the old pipal tree at the thalla is a young banyan which was 
planted there on the orders of the Makhdum who is said to have 
disapproved of the destruction of the old tree by Muslim 
fanatics in 1947.
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importance for the gosvamis and their sevakas since this was also 
celebrated as the day £ri Lalaji arrived with Gopinathaji in Dera 
Ghazi Khan. The smaller janmastami fair lasted for two or three 
days while the Caitra-Vaisakha celebrations lasted longer and were 
attended by six thousand people.
The Caitra and Vaisakha samkranti period is a popular time for 
such fairs at the shrines of many other saints in Sind and West 
Panjab, with which the fairs held at Kevalarama's thalla had much 
in c o m m o n . A  special feature of the Kevalarama festivals was 
the offering of a kind of sugar candy (misri) which the pujaris then 
threw out among the crowd of pilgrims in contrast to the normal 
practice of handing out prasada individually. Another kind of 
sweet called batasa could also be offered as well as a piece of 
cloth or food which could be used to prepare a feast. Many devotees 
would also have certain ceremonies performed in the vicinity of the 
thalla. such as namakarana (naming of a child), upanayana (investiture 
of the sacred thread), cola (dressing a child in a cloth for the first 
time) and mundana (first shaving of a child's head), the latter two
106. Attendance figure is given in H.G.St.Tacker p.176. J.R.Ailawadi 
pp.64-5 also describes the festivals saying that the gosvamis
of Dera Ghazi Khan received the offerings and gave a share to 
resident hereditary pujaris.
107. Examples are the fair held on Vaisakha samkranti at the samadhi 
of Naga Arjuna (alias Naga Uddhara) at Maniot near ruined temples 
in the Mari hills. It was attended by Hindus seeking super­
natural aid and his shrine was once in charge of Vairagi sadhus 
who had a temple outside Mari (Mianwali Gazetteer pp.76-77.The 
most renown pir of Dera Ghazi Khan district is Hazrat Zenabuldin 
who migrated from Baghdad early in the thirteenth century_and 
whose_shrine at Sakhi Sarwar is the scene of a large Vaisakhi 
samkranti fair which used to be attended by Hindus as well as 
Muslims (D.G.K. Gazetteer on.52-3). Another notable saint was 
Pir Adil who came from Mashad in the ninth century Hijri. His 
shrine was built by the first Gazi Khan nine miles from Dera 
Ghazi Khan and was the location of a fair held on Mondays in the 
month of Caitra (ibid. p.55). Another festival which may be 
compared with that of Kevalarama was the jhanda mela held in the 
early spring in Peshawar in honour of SakhT Sarwar, revered 
alike by Hindus and Muslims, Imperial Gazetteer of India (North 
West Frontier Provinces) p.196).
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being ceremonies commonly performed at the shrine of a pir. a 
Devi or a family istadeva.
Although Muslims continue to worship at the thalla it is 
visited only occasionally by some of the few Hindus resident in 
Pakistan today, though in 1961 and 1962 parties of former residents 
of the area managed to obtain permission to undertake a pilgrimage 
from India. Many devotees who came from the area of Dera
Ismail Khan were resettled in New Delhi where, at Inderpuri, they 
formed the Goswami Sati Kewalramji (Bohrianwala) Memorial Society 
in 1972. They have founded a new 'Bohrianwala Thalla1 which houses 
a painted marble image of Kevalarama (in kneeling pose and wearing 
Pustimarga tilaka) and has a banyan tree planted alongside. The 
festivals of .janmastami and Vaisakha samkranti (Baisakhi mela) are 
recreated here and attract an enthusiastic crowd of devotees who 
receive the traditional misri prasada. enjoy a feast, dance and sing 
songs in praise of Kevalarama. Some of them maintain the custom of 
having their mundana. cola and other ceremonies performed at the
108. These two parties were led by Gurdev Harbans Shah Sahib of 
Kamla Nagar Gurudwara (Delhi) who Was formerly a resident of 
Dera Ismail Khan. I have alBo met a Pathan devotee who, until 
he came to India a few years ago,,used to lead a group of 
pilgrims to Bilot from Wana in South Waziristan and still 
possesses a permit authorising him to carry arms for the 
protection of__the party.
109. The only gosvami who had any involvement with the creation of 
the new thalla was Braj Ratna Lai who came from Dera Ismail 
Khan_and settled in Faridabad. We_may assume that, besides the 
gosvamis and their sevakas. Kevalarama has always had a popular 
following of devotees who were unaware of his links with the 
Pustimarga. The Memorial Society has published pamphlets giving 
the words of songs about Kevalarama which were composed by 
devotees earlier_this century, the most_popular one beginning:
.jai hovi bohriavala teri qudrat tu qurban. The Memorial Society 
is a flourishing concern which has already managed to establish
a library, free homoeopathic dispensary and other medical 
facilities within the precincts of the new thalla.
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II.4 The subsequent history of the Eighth Gaddi
None of the Eighth Gaddi manuscripts provides biographical 
information about the gosvamis who followed Kevalarama, apart from 
the volume of conventional stutis (mentioned above, 1.3, in connection 
with their genealogy) and a narrative of the travels of 
Ranachoraraya. Most of the leading gosvamis. however, seem to have 
contributed to the literary heritage of their gaddi. There are 
about two hundred and fifty padas attributed to Madanamohana, the 
son of Kevalarama, as well as a Braj version of the tenth book of 
the Bhagavatapurana. ,He also contributed to Utsavaratnamala. a 
festival calendar containing verses by Sri Lalaji, Kevalarama and other 
early Eighth Gaddi poets, which gives details of how the deity is to be 
decorated, describes any special rites which are to be performed and 
provides poems suitable for kirtana. Two of his three sons, Pradyumna 
and Brajabhusana, also appear in the anthologies as authors of about 
twenty and fifty padas or kavittas respectively. Pradyumna's son 
Aniruddha seems to have had no heir and so leadership of the gaddi 
was assumed by his uncle Brajabhusana. He was succeeded by his 
younger son Caturbhuja who, according to oral tradition, was 
appointed to the post of local rajadhikari. In one of the series of 
paintings kept at the Vrindaban temple he is depicted seated under a 
canopy before a group of sevakas or petitioners. Like most of the 
other gosvamis in these paintings he wears a beard, a turban and 
Mughal style dress. He was succeeded in turn by Bake Bihari, 
Ranachoraraya and Harideva, gosvamis of the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries who, as is evident from the colophons of 
extant manuscripts, made efforts to expand the temple library at 
Dera Ghazi Khan.
Evidence that the gosvamis maintained contact with their temple 
in Vrindaban and occasionally visited Braj is provided by the 
existence around the samadhi of Sri Lalaji of smaller memorial 
stones inscribed with the names of Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Brajabhusana,
110. A manuscript of Madanamohana's Bhagavatadasamaskandha is in the 
collection of Go. Ratan Lai, but either it is incomplete or the 
work was unfinished. The padas of Madanamohana and other later 
gosvamis are scattered through the anthology manuscripts.
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Dharanidhara, Caturbhuja, Muralidhara, Bake Bihar i, Visvanatha, 
Kesoraya and Nandanandana (grandson and great-grandson of 
Giridhara, founder of the Dera Ismail Khan gaddi) and Navanitaraya 
(of the Bahawalpur gaddi). Although none of the stones bears the 
name of Ranachoraraya, oral tradition maintains that he spent his 
last years in Vrindaban, leaving Harideva to manage affairs in Dera 
Ghazi Khan. In 1870 a certain Govardhana Bhatta, using the chapa 
’Ananda', wrote an account in prose and verse of the travels and 
encounters of Ranachoraraya (ms. V) with particular emphasis on a 
chappan bhoga festival which he organised. It appears from this 
text that he met senior gosvamis of Nathdwara and Kankaroli and so 
perhaps helped to re-establish links with the rest of the 
Pustimarga which might possibly have been neglected by his 
predecessors.
Harideva is reputed by oral tradition to have been a scholar 
and, like his father, a patron of the arts. Besides a few verses 
in Multani he wrote a long work entitled Virahabhedavivarana 
containing two hundred and twenty-five padas arranged systematically 
according to their respective ragas and raginis. H e  was 
succeeded by Baladeva, author of several padas and a series of 
battisi verses (V.R.I. ms. acc.no.11336), who in turn had six sons. 
The seva and property of the Dera Ghazi Khan temple were until his 
time inherited by one leading gosvami. but following the death Of 
Baladeva they were divided between two of his sons, KuSIjalala and 
Jivanalala, a division which was to lead to some confusion and 
dispute among their descendants over the rota for seva and sharing 
of temple property. It was during the lifetime of KuSijalala that 
the old town of Dera Ghazi Khan was swept away by flooding and a 
change of course in the Indus, as had happened some years previously 
at Dera Ismail Khan. He supervised the construction of another 
temple in the new town of Dera Ghazi Khan which was built on a safer
111. A manuscript of this work is in the collection of Go. Ratan 
Lai.
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site nearby. There is no record of whether any manuscripts from 
the temple library were lost at this time.
There were also a few sevakas of these later gosvamis who 
contributed to the gaddi's literature. One of these was Madhodasa 
who wrote several padas. a Danalila and stutis for some of the gosvamis 
of whom the latest was Caturbhuja. Prabhudasa, the most prolific of 
the sevakas. wrote stutis for Madanamohana and Bake Bihari, over a 
hundred padas. a work called Lala calisa and appears to have been the 
compiler of Utsavaratnamala and an anthology of verses in praise of 
5ri Lalaji. Another sevaka. of uncertain date, was Madhavottarananda, 
author of a commentary (vivarana) on Sri Lalaji's Laghu pacisi.
Works by three gosvamis from the Bahawalpur temple also appear 
in the manuscripts. Gangadhara, son of the temple's founder 
Kamalanayana, wrote a few padas as did his son KuHjabihari who also 
wrote a work entitled Neha £ata. KuHjabiharl's younger brother
Navanitaraya also wrote some padas1 and, in 1780, a work called
ir- - - (H3)Vinaya pacasa.
Throughout this period the Eighth Gaddi continued to expand with 
the result that, by the time the gosvamis and their followers had to 
leave Pakistan, temples had been established not only at Dera Ghazi 
Khan, Dera Ismail Khan and Bahawalpur but also at Jampur (deity of 
Kalyanarayaji, now in Delhi), Kot Addu (deity of Gopinathaji 
established by KuJijalala, now in Faridabad), Shikarpur (deity of
112. The stutis by Madhodasa and Prabhudasa are cited by P.Mital __ , 
196§ pp. 20, 23-3, 23-6, 29. A manuscript of Prabhudasa1s Lala 
calisa is in the possession of Go. Ratan Lai, Madhodasa's 
Danalila is in A ff.'75V-77 ', Madhavottarananda's commentary is 
in T.
113. Neha sata is in D ff.112V-135r and Vinaya pacasa in C
ff. l88^-193r suid F ff.90r-96 . Communication between the three 
branches of the Eighth Gaddi seems to have been consistently 
maintained. According to the present gosvamis from Dera Ghazi 
Khan they used to attend each others' weddings and it was the 
practice for any fees (bandhan) paid by sevakas for wedding . 
ceremonies outside the three towns to be^divided between the 
three branches, the Dera Ghazi Khan gosvamis receiving fifty 
per cent, and the other two families twenty-five per cent, 
each.
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Gopinathaji in a temple enlarged by Baladeva, now in Bombay),
Isa Khel (deity of Gopinathaji, founded in the last century) and 
Leiah (Sri Lalaji temple). Smaller shrines were also maintained 
by followers at Quetta and Bhakkar. In order to visit their 
sevakas the gosvamis would travel through these towns, sometimes 
into Afghanistan where there were communities of devotees in 
Kabul, Kandahar and other towns on the trade routes.
After their exodus in 194-7 many Hindus from the districts of 
Dera Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Khan were resettled in Delhi and 
towns in the vicinity such as Faridabad, Gurgaon and Palwal.
Others found new homes in Kotah, Gwalior, Jaipur, Kanpur, Bombay 
and several towns in the Panjab. The Dera Ghazi Khan gosvamis 
moved with their deity to Vrindaban, while those from Dera Ismail 
Khan took their deity to Kanpur and gosvamis from Bahawalpur settled 
at Rampur and Bikaner. Some refugees, mainly from Bannu and Kohat, 
settled at Hardwar where a branch of the Dera Ghazi Khan gosvami 
family established a small thalla of .Kevalarama (at Krishna Nagar) 
and gosvamis from Dera Ismail Khan founded a Sri Lalaji temple.
This dispersal oyer a wide area has considerably weakened the 
traditioiial ties between the gosvamis and their sevakas with the 
result that seva in the temples is performed on a much more modest 
scale and the gosvamis have lost much of their former status and 
patronage.
By the mid-nineteenth century the Eighth Gaddi had expanded to 
command the allegiance of a considerable proportion of the Hindus 
resident in the trans-Indus region and in the districts of Multan 
and Muzaffargarh, While even outside the immediate circle of
114« Information about the distribution of the temples has been
supplied by the gosvamis from Dera Ghazi Khan. Older members 
of the family can recall several tours they made Of the trans- 
Indus region and Afghanistan.
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sevakas the names of Sri Lalaji and Kevalarama were well known and 
frequently invoked. It is evident that the gosvamis catered for 
groups within the Hindu minority having a series of temples in towns 
where merchant communities were settled. According to census 
reports which appeared in the Gazetteers from the late nineteenth 
century onwards the Hindus formed about twenty-five per cent, of the 
population of Sind, the highest density being in the Thar and Parkar 
districts, with a smaller proportion in upper Sind and the frontier 
regions. Hindus accounted for approximately twenty per cent, of the 
population in the districts of Multan and Muzaffargarh and somewhat 
less in Bahawalpur. The proportion of Hindus decreased in the more 
northerly areas, forming almost thirteen per cent, of the 
population in Dera Ismail Khan and a slightly higher percentage 
in Dera Ghazi Khan. Further north in Bannu the number of Hindus 
fell to less than ten per cent, and in Kohat to about five per cent. 
The Bannu Gazetteer notes that Hindus were equally scattered 
throughout the district, except in Waziristan where they were very 
few, and were mainly Aroras of whom about two thirds were engaged 
in trade. Nowhere in these districts did Sikhs account for more 
than one per cent, of the population and, of the Muslims, the vast 
majority was Sunni.
Lieutenaht-Colonel James Tod and Peter Simon Pallas provide some 
indication of the state of Vaisnava Hindus in the trans-Indus region 
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. At that 
time, as is the case today, the baniya of north and western India 
was a very enterprising kind of businessman who was prepared to 
undertake long journeys and settle far from home in order to carry 
out his trade. In Jiis account of the Pustimarga's main temple ati 
Nathdwara Tod remarks that:
115. These statistics are taken from the Gazetteers of Sind (p. 154 
and its supplement B VI p. 6), Multan (p.114-), Muzaffargarh 
(1930, p.80), Bannu (p.73) and the Imperial Gazetteer of India 
vol.XI (1908, p.2632._ Hindu life in Dera Ghazi Khan and some 
of the notable gosvamis of Nagaraji temple are described by 
J.R.AilawadI pp759-S3.
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From the banks of the Indus to the mouths of the Ganges, 
from the coasts of the Peninsula to the shores of' the 
Red Sea, the gifts of gratitude or of fear are lavishly 
poured in...
The spices of the isles of the Indian archipelago; the 
balmy spoils of Araby the blest; the nard or frankincense 
of Tartary; the raisins and pistachios of Persia [etc.J... 
all contribute to enrich the shrine of Nathdwara.vllo)
He also makes what must be a reference to the Eighth Gaddi in its 
role as an outpost of the Pustimarga on the trade routes leading 
to Central Asia:
A deputy resides on the part of the high priest at Multan, 
who invests the distant worshippers with the initiative 
cordon and necklace. Even from Samarkand the pilgrims 
repair with their offerings; and a sum, seldom less than 
ten thousand rupees, is annually transmitted by the 
votaries from the Arabian ports of Muscat, Mocha, and 
Jiddah; which contribution is probably augmented not 
only by the votaries who dwell at the mouths of the Volga, 
but by the Samoyede of Siberia. There is not a petty 
retailer professing the Vishnu creed who does not carry 
a tithe of his trade to the stores; and thus caravans of 
thirty and forty cars, double-yoked, pass twice or thrice 
annually by the upper road to Nathdwara.(117)
With reference to his statement that Hindus from as far away 
as the mouths of the Volga sent donations to Nathdwara Tod cites 
Pallas, who travelled through the southern provinces of the Russian 
Empire in the years 1793-4. P a l l a s d e s c r i b e s  how he ’attended 
with pleasure at the idolatrous worship of those Indian merchants of 
Multanistan, who reside together in the Indian Court called 
Indeskoi Dvor1. He says that they bathed every evening in the Volga 
before worshipping their idols fin the chamber of their priest, who 
is not a regular Brahmin, but a Dervishe*. He remarks that, since 
an earlier visit he made to Astrakhan, these Hindus had become 
somewhat lax in their religious observances, but from his 
description it is evident that their worship followed the normal
116. J.Tod vol.II pp. 611 and 615.
117. Ibid., pp.615-7.
118. P.S.Pallas vol.I pp.254-9 and plates 8 and 9.
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Vaisnava pattern of arati and distribution of prasada and 
caranamrta. The central image in the shrine, of which Pallas 
provides a description and illustration, was evidently of Gopala- 
krsna ('small idol with a very high bonnet called Gupaledshi1) which was 
surrounded by salagramas and other idols which were mainly Vaisnava.
Tod adds that he learnt 'from the authority of a gentleman who has dwelt 
among the Hindkis of Astrakhan, that distance from their ancient abodes 
has not deteriorated their character for uprightness' and that 'the 
reputation of these Hindu colonists, of whom there are about five 
hundred families, stands very high, and that they bear a preference 
over all the merchants of other nations settled in this great commercial 
city'.(119)
Some other travellers provide further information about such
communities of Hindu traders. Mohan Lai describes the merchants of
Shikarpur of the early nineteenth century as conducting a prosperous
trade in Afghanistan, Turkestan, Khorasan and Persia, and says that their
reputation was so high that their bills of exchange (hundis) were
considered valid from Russia to Bombay. He describes the large
caravans supplying silk and horses which travelled from Bokhara
through to Dera Ghazi Khan, Dera Ismail Khan, Multan and Bahawalpur,
and in Kabul found a community of two thousand Hindus who were allowed
to keep all the privileges of their religion, though further west in
Balkh and Bokhara they spoke Persian, looked Muslim and were not allowed
to ride a horse, wear a turban or tie a cloth or shawl round their
waist. Elphinstone refers to the cloth merchants and shopkeepers
of Peshawar, Kabul, Ghazni and Kandahar as living in houses superior to
those of the local inhabitants and remarks that there was no friction
between Hindus and M u s l i m s . C a m p b e l l  described the Panjabi khatris
who ran most of the trade from Afghanistan as being staunch Hindus,
though the further they found their way into Central Asia the more
(122)
depressed and humiliating their position became.
119. J.Tod, ibid., p.6l6.
120. Cf. Mohan Lai pp.74-7, 95, 128, 393, 411, 438.
121. M.Elphinstone vol.II p.231 and appendix B pp.355-71 ('Narrative of 
Mr.Durie1).
122. Ethnology of India, cited by H.A.Rose vol.II p.506.
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It must have been largely due to the wealth which these 
merchants accumulated through their commercial activities that 
temples of the Eighth Gaddi and other Hindu sects in West Panjab 
were able to flourish. The Hindus, although they played such an 
important role in the economic life of the region, were always in 
a minority and, apart from common worship of some of the local 
saints, never integrated with the Muslim population. Perhaps 
initially, under the rule of the Gazi Khans, the position of the 
Hindus was better than it became in the nineteenth century when they 
began to feel the pressure of declining economic opportunity and 
competition between rival elites. Although in 1947 it was largely 
as a result of violent disturbances elsewhere in India that the 
situation deteriorated in.West Panjab, there had already been some 
instances of communal rioting in the area at the beginning of the 
present c e n t u r y . S e v e r a l  writers of the last century have 
commented on the alienated condition of Hindus in Sind and West 
Panjab. Some report that they were much less orthodox in matters 
of caste and ritual purity and, especially in rural areas and the 
far-flung trading towns, consumed alcohol and certain kinds of 
meat,^ though this did not apply to Vaisnava gosvamis and their 
more faithful disciples. On the whole, the Hindus formed a closed 
society, tightening caste and tabops in order to reduce the area of 
contact with Muslims while retaining a monopoly over trade in wheat, 
cotton and other commodities and providing the bulk of rural credit/125) 
As the peasant's creditor and natural enemy, the Hindu came in for 
proverbial abuse, being referred to in documents as muti-ul-islam 
(subject to Islam), and being known colloquially as kafir (infidel) 
or kirar (trader), a term which came to mean 'coward', 'base' or 
'abject' Some writers of the last century have remarked upon
123. These events are described by K.W.Jones pp.280 f.
124. E.g. R.Burton 1877 p.278 and the Gazetteers of Dera Ghazi Khan
(p.55), Sind (p.183), Multan (pp. 85 and 128).
125. Cf. M.A.Chaudhuri pp.264-5.
126. Cf. J.D.Cunningham p.11 and the Gazetteers of Dera Ismail Khan
(p.53) and Muzaffargarh (1884 p.7l).
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the oppressed status of the Hindus, forbidden to wear a turban,
permitted to ride only donkeys and bearing a reputation for cunning
and miserliness which was expressed in terms reminiscent of those used
in the West to describe the anti-semitic stereotype of the Jewish 
(127)usurer.
Most of the traders who settled in Sind and the southern part
of West Panjab appear to have been either Ramanandis or followers of
M f 128 ^
one of the Pustimarga gaddis or of Svami Narayana. In the
district of Bahawalpur the Puskarana brahmins were generally followers'
of the 'Tailanga Gokul Gosains' (i.e. one of the first seven gaddis of
the Pustimarga) while the Sarasvatas were mainly devotees of Sri Lalaji,
Gufljamali, the Gokul Gosains or the temples of Gopalaji and Kaladhariji.
The khatris of the State were sevakas of either Syamaji or the Gokul
Gosains, while the Aroras were followers of Sri Lalaji, Gufljamali, the
- - - (129)
Gokul Gosains, or were otherwise Nanak-panthis or Nanak-sevakas.
Further north and to the west there was a larger proportion of followers
of Sri Lalaji, Syamaji and GuHjamali. Towards the end of the
nineteenth century the status of the gosvamis and other brahmins was
challenged by Dayananda Sarasvati, founder of the Arya Samaja. He
had attacked the Gokul Gosains in the eleventh section (ullasa) of his
polemical work Satyarthaprakasa. taking full advantage of the
sensational revelations of the 'Maharaja Libel Case' held some years
previously In Bombay. He visited Multan in 1877 where an armed mob
shouting 'Jaya Gopala' broke up a meeting at which he condemned the
Gokul Gosains and local b r a h m i n s . D e s p i t e  such opposition the
Arya Samaja, with its regional headquarters in Lahore, managed to convert
a considerable number of Hindus in West Panjab.
127. E.g. T.Postans pp. 35 and *+0, R.Burton 1877 pp. 274 and 276.
128. Sind Gazetteer p.l63.
129. These details are taken from the Bahawalpur Gazetteer pp.182-3.
130. K.W.Jones p.40.
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III
WORKS ATTRIBUTED TO KEVALARAMA
III.l Various saints and writers sharing the name 'Kevala'
It has already been pointed out (II.3,p.71 ) that the name 
'Kevalarama* appears to be more typical of a Santa than of a 
gosvami of a sampradaya so exclusively devoted to Krsna as is the 
Pustimarga. The name is presumably to be interpreted as meaning 
'one who resorts exclusively to Rama' or 'one who relies solely on 
the name of Rama'.^ The question of the identity of the Eighth 
Gaddi's Kevalarama and the attribution of works to him necessarily 
involves consideration of other saints with the same or a similar 
name and other writers who used 'Kevala', or some variant thereof, 
as the chapa occurring in the last line of their poems as an 
indication of their authorship.
The gosvamis of the Eighth Gaddi and those scholars who have
so far studied its literature have automatically assumed that the
Kevalarama mentioned in the Bhaktamala of Nabhadasa was the grandson
of Sri Lalaji. The chappaya stanza by Nabhadasa and the accompanying
 (2)
kavitta by his commentator Priyadasa say that this Kevalarama 
purified the fallen souls of Kaliyuga and converted many people who
1, Such an interpretation, or perhaps even the origin of the 
name_itself, is suggested by a line in one of the two hymns in 
the Adigrantha by Jaidev (Jayadeva) who is usually identified 
with the twelfth century author of Gitagovinda. though there is 
no convincing evidence for such a supposition. The language 
of the two hymns is so corrupt that it is difficult to assign 
them to a specific period, but they were presumably popular or 
widely known before they were incorporated into the Adigrantha 
by Arjunadeva in l60if. The relevant line (cf. S.S.Kohli
pp.27 f.) reads:
kevala rama nama manoramam 
ba£i amrita tata miam
2. Nabhadasa chappay no_. 173A p. 875; Priyadasa kavitta no. 601, _
p . 876 (edition of Sitaramasarana Bhagavan Prasada 'Rupakala').
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had no guru and were ignorant of the teachings of bhakti and the 
Bhagavat apurana. He was pure, without desire, always kept aloof
from the material world (udasi), could perceive the true nature (tattva) 
of things and was a 'heap1 (rasi) of compassion and good conduct. He 
firmly established the use of the forehead mark (tilaka) and beads made 
from the sacred basil (dama) and imparted the doctrines of the nine-fold 
jewel of devotion and the grace of Krsna. He used to go from door to 
door begging people to apply their minds to service of Krsna and 
repetition of his name and taught those people whom he saw wearing fine 
clothes and behaving reprehensibly how to serve the Lord. He was so 
exceptionally compassionate that once, on seeing an ox being beaten 
with a stick, he felt such pity that he fell to the ground and, when 
he got up again, the mark of the stick was seen to have appeared on his 
own back, a sign of the truthfulness which filled his mind and body.
Although thdse stanzas state that he was an udasi and a preacher 
of devotion to Kysna there is nothing in them which gives any grounds 
for positively identifying this saint as the Kevalarama from Dera Ghazi 
Khan. Apart from the inconclusive nature of the stanzas there is also 
a problem of chronology. If Kevalarama was born in or around 1617, 
a date which is in accordance with dates given for the lifetimes of 
Vitthalanatha and Sri Lalaji, he would have been too young for 
inclusion by Nabhadasa in his Bhaktamala. a text which is generally 
held to belong to the first half of the seventeenth century. There 
is a possibility that the chappay is a later interpolation but, like 
so many verses of Nabhadasa, it was paraphrased by Raghavadasa in a 
Bhaktamala which he compiled on the same lines as that of Nabhadasa 
with the inclusion of other saints belonging to the Dadu Pantha. The 
paraphrase by Raghavadasa may well indicate that the Kevalarama 
chappay was part of the original text of Nabhadasa.^ If, despite
3. Cf. Bhaktamala of Raghavadasa with tika of Gaturadasa (ed. Agara- 
canda NShata) chapai no.V74 P.223 and stanza no.610 of the tika 
(which paraphrases the kavitta of Priyadasa). The year of 
composition is given at the end of the text (p.2^6) as:
sambata satraha sai satrahafttara sukala paksa sanibara
tithi trtiya asara ki ragho kiyau bicara
In his introduction (page 'da') Nahata observes that this couplet
(Contd. on next page....
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the chronological difficulty, one were still to argue that the 
Kevalarama in question is the one from Dera Ghazi Khan then an 
explanation must be given for why neither Bhaktamala makes any 
reference to his equally illustrious grandfather, the founder of 
the Gaddi.
Since Nabhadasa was affiliated to the Ramanandi sampradaya. 
and Raghavadasa to the Dadu Pantha, one is inclined to identify 
their Kevalarama as a saint of the Ramanandi or Santa traditions. 
Both authors mention a Kevala among the disciples of Payahari 
•Krsnadasa, the celebrated Ramanandi saint who lived at Galta. near
■" Citi - -Jaipur. They also mention a certain Kevala Kuba, a bhakta who
is described in more detail by their respective commentators 
Priyadasa and Caturadasa. ^  The two commentators say that he was 
a potter and a devotee of Rama who lived at a village in Mewar 
called Jhithara, was famous for his services to holy men (samtaseva) 
and had many branches of disciples. The legend they tell about him 
relates how he agreed to dig a well for a merchant in order to earn 
money so that he could feed the holy men who came to visit him.
While he was digging the earth caved in on top of him, but he 
managed to create an underground cavity for himself by arching his 
back (here the poets imply that the appellation Kuba derives from 
kubar meaning 'hunchbacked', which provides an alternative to the 
etymology from kupa > kuva meaning 'well'). After a month had 
passed the local villagers, who had assumed that he had been buried 
alive, dug him out after hearing him repeating the name of Rama from 
underground. As a result of this miraculous survival people began
(....contd. from previous page)
may be interpreted as giving the year as VS 1777 (= AD 1720),
VS 1770 (= AD 1713) or VS 1717 (= AD 1660) and decides that 
the earliest date is the correct interpretation solely on the 
grounds that later bhaktas are not included in the text.
+^. Nabhadasa chappay no.39 p.308; Raghavadasa chapai no.154 p.69.
5. Nabhadasa chappay no.lZf9 and Priyadasa kavittas 567-74. pp. 828 f.;
Raghavadasa stanzas 174-5 and Caturadasa savaiyas numbered 
188-96, pp.76 f.
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to revere him and donate money. Later he obtained from a sadhu a 
deity which he called Janaraya.
Although neither commentator suggests that Kevala Kuba had any 
connection with Payahari Krsnadasa, one editor of the Bhaktamala. 
Sitaramasarana Bhagavan Prasada'Rupakala1,indicates that he is alter­
natively known as Kevaladasa, which he gives elsewhere as the fuller
name of the Kevala mentioned in the list of Payahari's disciples,
(6)implying that he considered them to be one and the same. However,
in his study of the so-called rasika branches of the Ramanandi 
sampradaya. B.P.Simha does not connect Kevala Kuba with Payahari
Krsnadasa but states that he was the seventh acarya to succeed to the
- - . (?) Ramanandi gaddi at Chiran in the Chapra district of Bihar. The
Bhaktamala of Raghavadasa does not state explicitly that Kevala Kuba
was a disciple of Payahari, and in addition mentions a separate
Kevaladasa who worshipped Rama ('Raghava'), wrote padas and sakhis
and was a pupil of.Garibdas.^
Two apparently different saints named Kevala and Kuva are also
mentioned in Jflanabodha. a work attributed to Malukdas, while another
text entitled Bhaktamala santa sumirini by Laghujana lists Kevala 
at — (9)
Kuva and Kevalarama consecutively as three independent figures.
Unless, therefore, both Nabhadasa and Raghavadasa and their respective
commentators have written about the same Kevala in different contexts,
6. He gives the full name of Payahari Krsnadasa's disciple as 
Kevaladasa on £.308 and gives the same as an alternative name 
for Kevala Kuva on p.829.
7. B.P.Simha p.340,_where the succession is given as_Ramananda, 
Surasurananda, Madhavananda^^ Garibananda, Laksmidasa, Gopaladasa, 
Naraharidasa and Kevala Kuva Rama. On p.336 Kevala Kuva Rama's 
sakhi name is given as Krpa Aliji.
8. Raghavadasa stanzas 503-4, p.234. According to M.Menariya, p.283, 
Garibdas was the eldest son and successor of Dadu (1575-16363.
9. The bhaktas mentioned in Jflanabodha are listed in the introduction 
to Radhakrsnadasa's edition of the Bhaktanamavali of Dhruvadasa 
(page 'ca1). _The traditional date of birth of Malukdas is 1574, 
cf. P.Caturvedi p.569, which, if JYlanabodha is a genuine work of 
his, implies that the Kevala mentioned cannot be the Kevalarama 
from Dera Ghazi Khan. Devotees mentioned by Laghujana are 
listed in L.Dube p.179, who says that he consulted a manuscript
of the mid-nineteenth century.
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it would appear that there were three different saints, named- 
Kevalarama, Kevala Kuba and Kevaladasa, one of whom may also have 
been a disciple of Payahari Krsnadasa, the most likely being 
Kevalarama of the Bhaktamala. unless, of course, this disciple was 
someone else again. If the Kevalarama of Dera Ghazi Khan is 
taken as different from all the above Kevalas, as would seem to be 
the case, then there are at least four or five candidates for 
authorship of texts bearing the chapas 'Kevala', 'Kevalarama' and 
'Kevalajana'.
One of these saints is probably the author of a verse with the 
chapa 'Kevala* included in the Sarvangi of Dadupanthi Rajjab, and 
perhaps of another verse with the £ha£a 'Kevalarama' which is found 
in a manuscript anthology of verses by Dadu, Namadeva, Kabir,
Raj jab and others. Both verses are similar in content, style
and form (four rhyming couplets with a teka). which suggests that 
they are two examples of verse by a Kevala[rama] whose verse was 
occasionally included in such anthologies and who seems quite 
different from the poet Kevalarama known to us from Eighth Gaddi 
sources.
Another Kevalarama, apparently unrelated to any of the 
aforementioned persons, was the author of two Sanskrit texts (assuming 
they are by the same author), one an astrological work entitled 
Tithisarini and the other a Gangastutipaddhati which is dated 1780.
Yet another Kevalarama, born in 1699 and a son of Kesavarama Nagara,
wrote a poem called Vabi vilasa in praise of his patrons, the Wabi
(12) - 
nawwabs of Junagadh. The name Kevalarama also appears in a list
10. The pada by Kevala found in the Sarvangi and numbered 88/10 is 
referred to by W.M.Callewaert, p.Si. I am grateful to Dr.Calle- 
waert_for supplying me with a copy of the poem, which begins taba 
koi bavaro pachitai. The other pada. which begins bhali kinhi 
bhavana padhare raja rama. is found in ms. no.12378, f.92r in the 
library of the Jodhpur branch of the Rajasthan Oriental Research 
Institute.
11. Both are in the library of the Jodhpur branch of the Rajasthan 
Oriental Research Institute, the first being ms. no.3123 and the 
second ms. no.3300.
12. This work is mentioned by Satyendra, p.672 and by T.Tomar p.19.
i • -I!
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of eighteenth century writers of the Radhavallabhi sampradaya, to
- - (13)whom a padavali is attributed.
Whereas all the aforementioned poets appear in quite different
contexts from the Kevalarama from Dera Ghazi Khan, there is one poet
using the chapa 1Kevalarama Vrndavana Jivana1 (KVJ) who is the cause
of confusion. His verses, which are all in Braj and deal with Krsna,
occur in some Vaisnava anthologies. In only two instances were
poems with the chapa KVJ found to occur in the same anthology as
verses with the chapas 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana'. One instance is
the large anthology of verses compiled by Krsnananda Vyasadeva
'Ragasagara' entitled Ragakalpadruma which gives five verses by KVJ
and one with the chapa 'Kevalarama', but with no information about
(15)the sources from which the poems were taken. The other instance
is in one of the Eighth Gaddi manuscript anthologies (W) which
13. He is listed by Kisorisarana 'Ali' p.17. This poet could 
possibly be the author of the padas with the chapa 'Kevalarama 
Vrndavana Jivana' which are discussed below.
14. The following five manuscript anthologies which were consulted 
were found to contain eighteen different verses with the chapa 
KVJ:
(i) Jodhpur branch of the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute 
no.1882 called Padamuktavali and copied in Jaipur in 1762
containing one KVJ pada (no.66) on f.56 .
(ii) Jodhpur R.O.R.I. no.l890 called Padamuktavali containing 
four KVJ padas on ff* 11 , 28V, 59V and ll+lT.
(iii) Jodhpur R.O.R.I. no.9087 containing one KVJ pada on f.19 .
(iv) Vrindaban Research Institute acc.no.2847 containing six
KVJ padas (one lacking beginning) on a few extant folios of a
verse anthology.
(v) Vrindaban Research Institute acc.no.10934, also containing 
six KVJ padas (one lacking beginning) on seven extant folios 
from an anthology. _
The existence of a padavali by KVJ is recorded in the 'Khoj 
Report' for 1941-43, ed. V.P.Misra, no.33 p.53. The author is 
said to have come from Panjab, some of his verses being in 
Panjabi. The poems are said to deal mainly with prema and 
bhakti for Krsna and Radha with some poems dealing with Rama, 
HanumSn, the Ganga etc. No details of the date of the poet 
or the ms. were available.
13. The KVJ verses, found in volume I pp. 292, 446, 614, 666 and in 
volume II on p.173, are all different from those found in the 
manuscripts described in note 14 above, but deal with similar 
subject matter (viz. Krsna) and are in a similar style. The 
verse with the chapa'Kevalarama*(vol.Ill p.169, in Bengali script) 
deals with Krsna as butter thief and has not been found in any 
other source.
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contains twenty-one padas with the chapas 'Kevala1 and (more commonly)
  (16)
'Kevalajana', and one with the chapa KVJ.
The classic surveys of Hindi literature by Grierson, the three 
Misra brothers and Sivasimha Semgar do not help to clarify the 
identity of the aforementioned poets. From Krsnananda Vyasadeva's
preface to the Ragakalpadruma Grierson abstracted a list of Hindi
- - (17)authors which includes the names 'Kewal Ram' and 'Brindaban Jiban'.
He was unable to provide any information about the latter but states
that Kewal Ram is the saint mentioned in the Bhaktamala of Nabhadasa
and was a disciple of Payahari Krsnadasa, a person he confuses with
the Astachapa poet Krsnadasa by saying that he lived in Braj and
* # # /-I Q}
flourished around 1575. Since he gives no sources for these
details and does not substantiate his identification of the 
Kevalarama of Ragakalpadruma with the one described by Nabhadasa, 
it appears that he was simply assuming that they were one and the 
same or had been told that they were by some informant.
In Misrabandhu-vinoda a Kevalarama Vrajavasi is mentioned as a
(19) - -
minor poet who flourished around 1575. The epithet 'Vrajavasi'
and the date of 1575 as a floruit are presumably derived from
Grierson or the same source which the latter consulted. Sivasimha
Semgar, discussing a Kevalarama Kavi Brajavasi who was alive in
1710, says that he is the person described by Nabhadasa in chappaya
no.175 and listed among the pupils of Payahari Krsnadasa. As a
sample of his verse he gives a pada with the chapa KVJ which is also
given in Ragakalpadruma. In his review of Semgar's survey of
16. The KVJ verse in W is on ff.58V-59V and is not found in any 
of the sources mentioned above.
17. G.A.Grierson 1889, pp. 137-9.
18. Ibid., pp. 21 and 26.
19. Misrabandhu-vinoda volume I p.31+1 no. 153.
20. 5.Semgar. Sivasimha saroja (ed. T.N.Diksit), the date of the_poet 
and identification of him with the Kevalarama of the Bhaktamala 
being given on p.396 and the pada on p. 1+2 (beginning sarasa 
rasa ramga bhine navala hari rasika vara pratahi jata itarata 
sohe. as found in Ragakalpadruma vol.II p.173).
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Hindi authors Kisorilala Gupta points out quite correctly that the
date 1710 is too late for anyone who is to be identified with the 
- - - (21)Kevalarama of Nabhadasa. Because the verse given by Semgar has
the chapa KVJ Gupta assumes that he lived in Vrindaban, saying that
his dates are uncertain. He also refers to a KVJ padavali described
in the 'Khoj Report* for the years 1941-3 and assumes, presumably
on account of the similarity of name, that he is identical with the
Kevalarama who wrote the Rasa mana ke pada. a manuscript of which is
(22)
described in the 'Khoj Report' for the years 1932-34.
None of these scholars is of much help in distinguishing one 
Kevala from another since they do not give the sources for their 
identifications, appear to have made assumptions based merely on 
similarity of name and seem to have been familiar only with those 
poems which are included in Ragakalpadruma. None of them shows any
awareness of an Eighth Gaddi Kevalarama or of any works written by
him, and the later writers rely uncricitally on information given by 
their predecessors.
Despite the dearth of biographical information given about all 
these different saints and poets in the sources mentioned above, it 
seems quite certain that the Kevalarama whose works are found only 
in Eighth Gaddi manuscripts is different from the Kevalarama,
Kevala Kuba and Kevaladasa whose names appear in the Bhaktamala
texts. One could also state with confidence that the KVJ padas 
were also written by a different poet, were it not for the fact that 
one KVJ pada is found in an Eighth Gaddi manuscript (w) which 
contains padas with the chapa 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana1. The
inclusion of five KVJ padas in the first two volumes of Ragakalpadruma 
and one with the chapa 'Kevalarama' in the third volume does not 
necessarily indicate that all of the padas are by the same author, 
even though the KVJ padas have some linguistic features which are 
distinctly Panjabi (e.g. the use of da/de/di as possessive particles).
21. K.Gupta p.210.
22. 'Khoj Report' for 1932-34, ed. P.D.Barthval, no.114 p.208, and 
for 1941-43, ed. V.P.Misra, no.33 p.53.
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The entry in the 'Khoj Report' for the years 1941-3 which 
describes a padavali of KVJ also says that some of the verses are 
written in Panjabi, though the KVJ padas found in other manuscripts 
are all in Braj.
If, on the basis of his apparent Panjabi origin and the inclusion 
of one of his padas in W, one were to argue that KVJ is the same as 
the Eighth Gaddi's Kevalarama then one would be led to the conclusion 
that the KVJ padas are early poems written while he was resident in 
Vrindaban which were either ignored by the scribes of Dera Ghazi 
Khan or were not available to them. However, unless more Eighth 
Gaddi manuscripts containing KVJ verses come to light, or unless 
more manuscripts are found in which KVJ padas occur alongside those 
with the chapa 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana' the evidence for such an 
identification is very scanty. The most satisfactory conclusion 
is that a stray KVJ pada somehow found its way into W but that the 
author himself, though apparently from some part of the Panjab, had 
no affiliation with the Eighth Gaddi.
In view of the foregoing conclusions regarding the identity of 
the various saints and writers sharing variants of the name Kevala, 
only those works found in Eighth Gaddi manuscripts which bear the 
chapa 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana* are to be considered as attributable 
to the Kevalarama from Dera Ghazi Khan.
111*2 A survey of the works attributable to Kevalarama
2.1 The poetry attributable to Kevalarama is found in seventeen
manuscripts and comprises many padas and other short poems as well
_ /
as a few longer poems and two extensive works in doha metre entitled 
Snehasagara and Jhanadipaka. This output ranged from lyrics dealing 
with Krsna's pastoral and romantic adventures, which belong to the 
literary tradition of such Braj poets as Suradasa and Hita Harivamsa, 
to didactic couplets which have more in common with the writings of 
the Santas. The subject matter of these works may be classified 
into three categories, namely poetry dealing with Krsna^s lilas. vinaya
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poems which express the poet’s earnest desire for salvation, and
didactic verse which inculcates traditional Vaisnava values. The• •
language of most of the poetry is the literary Braj dialect of Hindi, 
with the didactic couplets of Jffanandipaka showing some influence from 
the Khariboli used by the Santa poets. There are also a few works 
in the poet's native dialect, or which show some of its linguistic 
features, which have been loosely referred to in the following survey 
as 'Panjabi poems'.
Throughout the ensuing survey of his work the poet has been
referred to as 'Kevalarama', the name by which he is known in the
Eighth Gaddi and which appears in some of the manuscript colophons.
The phrases 'by Kevalarama' or 'of Kevalarama' have been used for
convenience but should be treated with circumspection since there
remains doubt as to how much of this body of literature was actually
written by him. The poetry dealing with Krsna and the didactic padas
are relatively homogeneous in their language, style and imagery, while
JHanadipaka and some other didactic pieces must, if they are to be
attributed to the same author, be considered the product of a period
of his life when his interests turned away from the conventions of the
Pustimarga and moved towards the Santa school of thought and discipline,
perhaps during his later years of samnyasa in Bilot. It is feasible
that all of this literature is the work of one author, though such a
wide range of interest is indeed unusual for a Vaisnava poet of this 
. , (24)period. ■ . .........................................................
2.2 Padas and other short poems
The manuscripts consulted contain a total of 553 complete poems
23. Linguistic features of the Panjabi poems in the Rasa mana ke pada 
are discussed below, VI.17.
24. A poet whose work is comparable in its range of subject matter is 
Harirama Vyasa who came from Orchha but spent many years in 
Vrindaban in the latter part of the sixteenth century. His pub­
lished workA as edited by Vasudeva Gosvami, comprises 757 padas on 
didactic, lila and other themes, a version of the five rasa 
chapters of the Bhagavatapurana and 148 didactic sakhi couplets.
with the chapa 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana' and another three poems 
which are incomplete due either to conflation or to loss of a 
folio. This total includes all verse written in the pada, 
kavitta. savaiya. caupai. dhamara and licari forms as well as a 
few poems referred to as chanda which have four stanzas of six lines,
sometimes with intervening doha couplets. The total does not
include short didactic fragments in doha/sakhi metre which have been 
mentioned separately below (2.8).
Most of these poems are assigned to a particular raga (or ragini)
and where they occur in more than one manuscript, the scribes, with
few exceptions, agree on the assignation. Apart from the padas 
contained in Ratnasagara neither the author nor later scribes show 
signs of having arranged or classified the poems according to the 
raga in which they sire to be sung, though the anthologies do contain 
a few short sequences of poems in the same raga. All but a few of 
the padas in the ragas Bilavala, Saranga and Soratha occur in 
Ratnasagara. and in the other manuscripts a further forty or so raga 
names occur of which the most frequently used are Kedara (over fifty 
poems), Ramakali, Maru and Dhanasri (about two dozen poems each).
Most of the other ragas are used only once or twice, while Asavari, 
Puravi, Gaudi, Bihagada, Tilanga, Nata sind Kanhara are used for between 
six and thirteen poems each.
2.3 Ratnasagara
The only extant msinuscript of this compilation (K) contsdns 292
complete padas and one which is incomplete. It must originally have
had three sections (referred to here as i, ii and iii) each containing
101 padas. those in the first section being assigned to raga Bilavala
«  •
and those in the second and third to Saranga and Soratha respectively. 
In K only the second section has the full number of 101 padas. the 
third having 9*t padas numbered 2-95 and the first 97 complete padas 
and one incomplete pada which are numbered 1-101 with numbers 31 and 32 
and all but the first few words of number 30 missing (due to the loss
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of a folio) and with one pada occurring twice as numbers 4 and 39.
The first section, or sataka. has been copied by one scribe, the others 
by two alternating scribes whose handwriting is somewhat cruder'but 
who have managed to maintain a fair degree of orthographic consistency.
Approximately 170 of the padas may be classified as didactic, 
another fifty or so are vinaya poems, about twenty deal with the child 
Krsna and the rest are mainly in praise of Krsna or descriptive of 
him. There is also a sequence of padas (iii.31-46) which narrates 
the story of Dhruva as it is told in the Bhagavatapurana (IV.8-9) 
and concludes with a few padas praising the Lord (referred to as Hari 
or Madho) for interceding on behalf of his devotees. Another sequence 
(from iii.89 onwards) narrates the story of the gambling between 
Duryodhana and Yudhisthira and the subsequent maltreatment and rescue 
of Draupadi. This sequence breaks off after pada iii. 95 due to loss 
of the remaining folios of the manuscript, but three more padas which 
must have followed (i.e. iii.96-8) are to be found in B at the end of 
a sequence of ten padas (numbered 1-10 on ff.108r-112v) of which the 
first seven are the same as Ratnasagara iii.89-95.
Similarities of style and language indicate that Ratnasagara is
by the same poet who wrote the Rasa mana ke pada. his frequent recourse
to a somewhat limited repertoire of stock idioms, similes and imagery- 
being particularly noticeable in the poems which deal with Krsna. ^
25. An example of one of the poems in Ratnasagara which resemble those 
in the Rasa mana ke pada is no. i. 872
lala mukha sobha jagamaga joti
mora camdrika sisa viraje nasa latakata moti
naina aruna kanana mai kumdala mukha murali chabi pave
mamda hasana cita vita hiri lino citavi thagori lave
kati kachani khora camdana ki pitambara sukhadai
ura mot ana ki malha viraje bhusana duti adhikai
paga nupara nakha sikha sumdarata mohi liyo manu mero
kevala gopijanavallabha ko rakho caranana nero
Ratnasagara ii.2 has such phrases as cataki si lagi. thona Iona 
namda dhatona. sudhi budhi lai. ratipati nirakha lajano; ii.5 
has hoda hodi nacata gavata mudita dou rasa pumja, thori thorl 
buda parata gara.jata ghana bolata ali pika mora etc., all of 
which recurr, with slight permutations, in the Rasa mana ke pada.
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Such repetitions, while being demonstrative of the pedestrian nature 
of some of the poet's verse, at least indicate that the padas bearing 
the chapa 'Kevala' or 'Kevalajana' found in different manuscripts are 
the product of the same author. More significantly, the occurrence 
in Ratnasagara of Krsna poems alongside those of a didactic tone 
indicate that the author was content to write in a manner more 
typical of the Santa poets as well as in the saguna bhakti mould.
The way in which certain themes or phrases occur in consecutive 
poems gives the impression that the compilation of the three 
satakas of Ratnasagara was done by the poet himself since, as is 
evident from the Rasa mana ke pada. a scribal compilation tends 
to be much more haphazard. In compiling Ratnasagara the poet's 
intention seems to have been to alternate between padas descriptive 
of Krsna's form or his lilas and more abstract padas which impart 
some moral or doctrinal principles.
The first sataka opens with a series of padas in the Suradasa
tradition which deal with the child Kr^na and the parental love
(vatsalya) felt for him by Yasoda, a popular theme among poets of the
Pustimarga. The didactic verses which predominate in the rest of the
sataka are interspersed with odd poems in which one sakhi describes to
another the overpowering effect of Krsna (i.39, 72, 78, 87 and 9l) or
in which charming aspects of Krsna's childhood are depicted (i.79 and
86). The last pada of the first sataka and the first of the second
describe and praise Krsna in the form of Gopinatha, the epithet given
to the chief deity of the Eighth Gaddi, as do a few other padas
(i.29, ii.7, 14 a.nd 30). Other poems at the beginning of the second
sataka describe Krsna and his lilas. Vrindaban. the good fortune of   ■ •. • 1 1 °
the people of Braj and the virtues of Mathura (ii.13), Gokul (ii.37) 
and of residence in Braj (ii.19). Didactic and vinaya poems occur 
with increasing frequency and dominate the latter half of the 
second sataka and the whole of the third apart from the aforementioned 
Dhruva and Draupadi sequences, one pada descriptive of Krsna Ciii.2l) 
and another in praise of him (iii.29).
The deity to whom the vinaya verses are directed and whose 
worship is advocated in the didactic poems is Kysna, referred to also 
by the epithets Hari, Madho, Govinda, Guru Govinda, Nandanandana, 
Dinadayala and Dinabandhu. The only padas which recommend worship of
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Rama or the repetition of his name are four poems in the third sataka 
(iii.66, 75, 76 and 79). The vinaya verses are typical of the genre, 
being pleas for grace and salvation in which the poet stresses his 
iniquity and wretchedness (occasionally referring to himself as 
'worm1, e.g. kevala-kita in ii.l8), describes his strivings to lead a 
pious life and sometimes cites the names of others who were notable 
recipients of divine grace such as Ajamila, Ambarisa, Kubaja,
Draupadi, Tabari and Sudama. The didactic verses repeatedly 
emphasise the need for faith and single-minded devotion and the 
eradication of selfishness and such 'deadly sins' as kama. krodha, 
mada. lobha. vasana and abhimana (lust, anger, intoxication, 
covetousness, desire and pride). The merits of bhajana are extolled 
and mere outward display of piety is criticised; the devotee is 
exhorted to remain aloof from the transient material world, to avoid 
speaking ill of others and to seek the company of the righteous.
Some poems deal specifically with such themes as condemnation of 
adultery, intoxicants and meat (ii.21 and iii.88), others describe 
the role of the guru (i.64, ii.62), the woes of this degenerate age 
(viz. kaliyuga. i.45, iii.5-8, 18) and the merits of repetition of 
the divine name (ii.99 and iii.66). These are the most commonly 
recurrent themes in other didactic works of the poet which are 
described below.
Some of the Ratnasagara poems occur in the manuscript 
anthologies. Besides the sequence of Draupadi poems mentioned above 
B contains (f,124r) the first pada of Ratnasagara. which describes 
Krsna's theft of butter, and two didactic poems (ii.62 and iii.86, 
found in B on ff. 1341* and 1051* respectively). The first pada of 
Ratnasagara also occurs in C (f.1251*) as well as four poems on the 
theme of kaliyuga (iii.5-8 found in C on ff.73V-75r) and one in praise 
of the child Krsna (ii.45, found in C on f.l36V).
2.4 Rasa mana ke pada
The transmission of this compilation, the numbering of the padas 
it contains and the manuscripts in which they are found are discussed
in detail below (section IV). It contains 128 complete padas(three 
in Panjabi) and one (a cryptic kuta pada. 105.ii) which, after the 
fourth line, is incomplete in B and conflated with a didactic poem 
in A. Besides the rasa and mana themes indicated in the title the 
compilation also contains poems on other aspects of Krsna's life 
in Braj, some which sire simply descriptive of Krsna sind Radha, and 
two complete kuta padas (numbers 14 smd 32).
2.5 Scattered poems
Besides the Ratnasagara and Rasa mana ke pada compilations 
there are smother 130 poems smd one incomplete poem found in the 
manuscript smthologies A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, S and W which may 
be referred to sis 'scattered poems', a term equivalent to the Hindi 
phutakara pada. Most of these poems are on didactic or vinaya 
themes, but there sore several on rasa, mana and other lila episodes 
which did not find their way into either the Rasa mana ke pada or 
Ratnasagara. Their distribution simong the eleven manuscripts is 
as follows:
A Apart from the Rasa mana ke pada this manuscript contains only 
one other Kevalarama pada which hsis been copied by a later hand 
on a folio at the beginning of the volume. It is a pada in 
Panjabi describing Krsna's wedding procession which is also 
in S.
B Apart from the Rasa mana ke pada and thirteen poems from
Ratnasagara this manuscript contains 65 complete poems and one 
incomplete kavitta. This total includes a didactic poem (f.68r) 
of which the first five lines have been conflated in A with 
number 105.ii of the Rasa mana ke pada. There is a sequence 
of four padas in raga Bihagada (ff.129 -130 ' in which the 
gopis describe their viraha to Uddhava, and a sequence of savaiya 
and kavitta (ff.148V-150V) on the theme of mana numbered 1-8
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followed by a kavitta which is incomplete due to the loss of a 
folio. The other poems are either didactic or vinaya verse', apart 
from one pada in praise of Kevalarama’s uncle Giridhara (f.98V), 
one pada on the theme of danalila (f.102r), one poem in four stanzas 
on hindolalTla (f.114), one holi pada (f.119V), one pada 
describing the effect of Krsna’s flute (f.1241*), two somewhat
* — - > v V\
longer poems introduced as dhamala holi di (ff.124 -127 ) and six 
padas dealing with rasa and mana (ff.130v-131r, 132V-133r, 135V) 
which are similar to those included among the Rasa mana ke pada.
Of these 66 poems only three cire found in other manuscripts, viz. 
one in C and F and one each in D and W.
C This manuscript contains 44 padas of Kevalarama of which six are 
found in Ratnasagara. five in the Rasa mana ke pada and one as an 
uncollected poem in both B and F. The poems occur in two 
anthologies which form the first two sections of the manuscript.
The first is an anthology of work by various poets including 
several from the Eighth Gaddi. Apart from a few scattered 
couplets (referred to as sakhi or dohara) this anthology contains 
six didactic savaiyas in Panjabi (ff.40-53, nos. 225, 249, 250,
257, 263, 310). The second compilation (covering ff.68r-147r) 
contains mostly vinaya or didactic verse (particularly praising 
the merits of bhajana) as well as a few poems in praise of Krsna or 
descriptive of him (no.49, also in F, nos. 61 and 62, also in J, 
and nos. 88, 113 and 186), one describing the celebration of 
holi (no.129), a fragment on the theme of viraha (no.155) and a 
poem on the defeat of Kumbhakarana (no.215). There is also a 
didactic poem of four stanzas in which the language shows Panjabi 
influence (no.108). Two poems also occur in W, namely a 
didactic verse in Panjabi (no.134) and a vinaya pada (no.l88). 
Another poem (f,150r, also found in F) describes the ritual 
bathing of Krsna and is preceded by a Sanskrit text entitled 
Gurukesarasnanavidhi. one of a group of vidhi texts found in the 
third section of the manuscript.
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D There are 19 padas of Kevalarama in this manuscript which
/ r i*\
occur in a sequence of poems (ff.145 -152 ) on the themes of 
rasa and mana which includes verse with the Chapas Suradasa, 
Nandadasa, Krsnadasa and Laladasa (= Sri Lalaji ?). Of the 
Kevalarama poems fourteen are also found in the Rasa mana ke 
pada while another poem on the theme of mana also occurs 
independently in B. The remaining four padas are found in 
no other manuscript but are similar to those of the Rasa mana 
ke pada compilation.
E All seven poems by Kevalarama which occur in this manuscript 
are found among the first nine folios which contain padas 
arranged for kirtana on the caturdasi and full moon days. The 
compilation seems to be the work of one Prabhudasa since his 
name appears as a chapa in couplets which occur at the beginning 
of the anthology and between each verse, as well as in some of 
the padas themselves. Other poets whose chapas appear are 
Suradasa, Nandadasa, Paramananda, Suradasa Madanamohana,
Laladasa and Bhagavan. Five of the Kevalarama padas are also 
found in the Rasa mana ke pada while the other two, one 
describing the enchanting effect of Krsna1s flute and the other 
extolling the eternal nature of his love sport, are found in 
no other manuscript.
F : This manuscript contains seven padas of Kevalarama of which only
one, a four line-poem in Panjabi (f.65r) is found in no other 
manuscript. Of the other six padas one is from the Rasa mana 
ke pada (viz. the last verse) and the rest occur also in C.
G This anthology of verse mainly in praise of 3ri Lalaji contains
two Kevalarama poems, one praising his grandfather (f,17v) and 
the other a vinaya poem addressed to him which has four stanzas 
of three rhyming couplets (f.31V, found in no other manuscript).
H This anthology contains one pada (f.8r) which expresses the
yearning to meet Krsna ('Nandanandana') and is found in no other 
manuscript.
J Besides several sakhi couplets (cf. below 2.8) this manuscript
— / V  F\
contains only two Kevalarama padas (ff.90 and 91 / both of
which are also found in C.
S Besides a series of sakhi couplets dealing with the
calendrical festivals this manuscript contains eight Kevalarama 
padas which are intended to be sung as kirtana on janmastami 
(f.7V), the celebration of the marriage of Sri Gopinathaji (two 
padas on f.l6V of which the first, written in Panjabi, also
occurs in A), the celebration of danalila (f.38V), the birthday
of Sri Lalaji (f.6lr, also in G), the celebration of the arrival 
of Gopinathaji in Sind on Vaisakha samkranti (f.78V) and for the 
birthdays of Giridhara (f.89V) and Mathuranatha (f.91V).
W This manuscript contains twenty-one padas of Kevalarama which
are included in an anthology of various poets forming the third
section of the manuscript. This anthology begins with four 
didactic padas in raga Dhanasri on the theme of vinaya and 
other verses occur on ff. 12, 16, 17, 22, 23-9, 34, 27-8, 44,
70 and 78. Two of these are included in the Rasa mana ke pada 
(nos.126-7) while the others are didactic or vinaya poems, many 
of them extolling the merits of bhajana. of which one is also 
found in B and two in C.
Apart from these anthologies the Gosvamis say that there used to 
be in Dera Ghazi Khan a manuscript of about 200 didactic padas of 
Kevalarama which was known as JRanasagara but this has been missing 
since 1947.
Miscellaneous longer poems and didactic fragments have been 
discussed separately below (2.8).
2.6 Snehasagara
This text is found in two manuscripts, one (L) which is complete
and contains 2,092 rhyming couplets in doha metre and another (M) which
Id scontains only couplets numbered 650-1775 and 1887 -1935 (corresponding 
to L nos.650-1777, l89/fb-1942a). The complete version has a colophon 
indicating that it was copied from a manuscript written in 1904, the
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whereabouts of which is now unknown. The present copy was written 
by Goswami Shyam Lai some time before he left Dera Ghazi Khan in 1947.
The texts of the two manuscripts follow each other fairly closely but 
with some omissions and differences in the numbering of the couplets,
which is hardly surprising in view of the amount of repetition of
( 26)words and phrases for poetic effect. There are several instances
in both manuscripts where words or lines are omitted and which in L are 
indicated by an hiatus and sometimes by a note in the margin. The scribe 
of M does not indicate such omissions and, where one line of a couplet 
is missing, tends to copy the following couplet without leaving any 
space and to give all three lines a single number. In some instances 
where L indicates an omission the text of M provides a reading which 
is either obscure or metrically unsatisfactory. It is clear from the 
omissions, variants and displacement of some of the lines that neither 
manuscript derives directly from the other but that a certain amount 
of corruption was already present in an older manuscript which was the 
ultimate source of both. In the following account of the work the 
numbering of the couplets is taken from L since this provides the 
complete text and is more consistent in its numbering.
The work may be divided into three sections, the first being an 
exposition of the concept of sneha (a word which appears as neha in 
the text and in the final colophon of L). The poet deals with the 
infatuation experienced by the lover (nehi) for the beloved, namely 
Krsna, who represents the very personification of sneha. The poet 
describes the lover's constant absorption, all-consuming love, 
constant desire to behold the beloved and the overwhelming bliss 
experienced when this is achieved. This exposition of the 
relationship of the lover and loved one is interrupted only by a 
passage where Krsna is described and some of his feats are mentioned 
(36I-380) and another where he is described in detail from head to toe
26. This is most noticeable in a passage describing the distracted 
state of the gopis as they rush out to join the rasa (L 1484-92,
M 1482-87). Here the word ika is repeated several times as one 
gopi is said to do one thing and another gopi something else, 
and there are also_adjacent lines beginning kina bhojana. kina 
bhusana and ika bhusana - repetitions which have led both scribes 
to confuse lines and give them a different order and numbering. 
Both omit the second line of one couplet and each omits a line 
which is present in the other.
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(nakha-sikha varnana, 979-995). The first part ends with a 
passage warning the readers against obstacles to the experience of 
sneha. especially preoccupation with ritual and outward display of 
piety which are of no help unless one can attain a visual experience 
(darsana) of the loved one.
Alongside the reiteration of statements about the nature of 
divine love there is a considerable amount of verbal repetition.
A word introduced in one couplet is often repeated in the next in
combination with other assonant or alliterative words and sometimes 
with repetition of the last foot of one couplet in the first foot of 
the one which follows. A few lines may be quoted to illustrate 
this style:
tehi piya sS magna hai nita nita nutana prema /
tana mana dhana arapana kiyo kevala avara na nema //
aura nema sabha taja diye piya dekhana k3 nema /
piya dekhana ko nema kft kevala dina dina prema //
prema prema m?5 prema hai prema prema ntf5 prema /
jahl kevala piya prema hai taha khema mf8 khema //
khema kusala sukha sampada nehi ke piya neha /
kevala avara na rueata kachu jiu cataka k® meha //
cataka camcala baja ke sahata cuca ki pira /
kevala socata piya jina hara parata mata nira // (246-50)
The manner in which the words nema.. prema. and khema are repeated 
in this extract is sometimes sustained over as many as four 
consecutive couplets, as is the case with the words marama. dharama. 
bharama. karama and narama in couplets 700-3. This kind of verbal 
embellishment is maintained throughout the first thousand couplets 
and recurrs occasionally in the rest of the work, sometimes with 
a certain degree of effectiveness, sometimes ad nauseam.
The second part (beginning from couplet no.llOif) deals with 
Krsna's adventures in Braj beginning with Visnu's decision to accept 
the request of Brahma and the other gods to become incarnate.
Here the poet uses a more straightforward narrative style, passing 
rather briefly over Krsna's childhood lilas before dealing at length
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with his amorous encounters with the gopis. those ideal lovers who 
put their love above everything else. Here the poet closely follows 
the five rasa chapters of the Bhagavatapurana (X.29-33), an episode 
which in M begins with a colophon stating simply atha pamcadhyai 
(preceding couplet no.lifif5) while L has a hiatus in which only pam- is 
written. Both scribes conclude with the words iti pamcadhyai (sic, in 
L after l8SHf, in M after 1887). The latter part of this section of 
the work (from 1511 onwards) consists partly of a discourse on love 
in the form of an address by Krsna to the gopis which precedes the 
enactment of the rasa dance. At the end of this section, after 
mentioning the merits of hearing the story contained in the five 
chapters, the poet states that he has placed Krsna and Radha in his 
heart, the only specific reference to the latter in the whole work.
What might be called the third part of Snehasagara (1893 f.), 
deals with the all-pervading nature of Krsna, saying that he adopted 
a saguna form in order to appear on earth for the purpose of lila. 
but that ultimately his saguna and nirguna forms are the same. His 
different states and manifestations are said to be like waves of the 
sea, reflections in a hall of mirrors (sisa bhavana) or like butter, 
curd and cream concealed in milk.
On stylistic grounds the work may be held to be by the same
Kevala who wrote Ratnasagara and the Rasa mana ke pada. Passages
descriptive of Krsna or the surroundings in which his adventures
take place use some of the favourite phrases of the poet which are 
(27)
found in his padas. As in JKanadipaka there are some occurrences
of words like hu.jura. khyala. galatana. hairana. ba.jir galata and fakira 
amid otherwise Sanskritic vocabulary. The poet hints at his 
sectarian affiliation by referring to a forehead mark of kunkuma
27. The following couplets may be cited as examples:
matha mukuta virajata sumdara naina visala
kevala kumdala sravana irlS dinakara jaisl jhala (1170)
pika catika ali sakuna bahu sabda karata bahu mora
kevala ati anamda bhayo nrtata namda kisora (1463)
There are also occurrences of such phrases typical of the Rasa mana 
ke pada as bahuvidha ba.jamtra ba.jai (e.g. 1173 and 1198), laga rahi 
mana dora (1205, 131&). nirakhata bhai vihala (1206 and elsewhere), 
nirakha aghavata nahf (l38if) and nirakhata hoye lina (1270).
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(980) and to Gopinathaji as purana satfyla svarupa (1736) and in one 
passage makes a rare autobiographical reference in which he names 
(his father) Mathuranatha as his guru, says that he placed Krsna in 
his heart, learnt the method of devotion from santas (referring either 
to holy men in general or the Santas in particular) and saw both saguna
j . . . .  (28)and nirguna m  each other.
Its stress on the non-difference of saguna and nirguna in the
context of divine love suggests that the aim of Snehasagara was to
present the rasapaftcadhyayi episode (the subject of the most important 
part of Vallabha's commentary on the Bhagavatapurana) in terms which 
would appeal to a local audience familiar with the teachings of Santas, 
Bhagatas and Sufis. Thus the work forms a bridge between the poet's 
work on rasa and other lila themes and the more abstract didactic 
sakhi couplets of Jftanadipaka.
2.7 Jhanadipaka
This didactic work contains approximately 1,600 sakhi couplets 
which are arranged into an invocatory chapter (called mangalacarana 
in the printed editions) followed by 98 sections, each referred to as 
an anga. dealing with such topics as the guru, the senses, various 
states of mind, the elements, the three gunas. different aspects of 
the spiritual quest and the stages of devotion. There are two extant 
manuscripts of the work, one dated 1866 which has a few folios missing 
(ms. N), the other dated 1895 (ms. 0) in which two folios written in 
a different hand have been inserted to replace the lost originals.
In his colophon the scribe of N has given the total number of
28. This passage (2064-8) runs:
guru sri mathuranathaji krpa bhai mujhi ai 
kevala krsna hrdaye dharyo vidhi samtana te pai 
samga sadhana astamga ko kara mana liyo jora
pavana cadhayo yukti s?5 kevala bamdhana tora
sneha sneha piya m3 judyo cara bhuja tana syama 
samkha cakra gada padma se kevala nirakha visrama 
dhyana dharana piya s3 lagi acala samadhi 
samajho sutahi prakasa te kevala agama agadha
saguna m3 nirguna lakhyo saguna nirguna mahi
kahana matra ika doi hai kevala nyaro nahi
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couplets (sloka samkhya) as 1,900, which is almost three hundred more
than the manuscripts must have contained before the loss of folios
• -
containing most of angas 53-4 and 95-6. Both scribes have occasionally 
omitted half or a complete couplet which is present in the other 
manuscript, a feature which, along with other discrepancies, indicates 
that the later manuscript 0 was not copied from N. The most common 
number of couplets in each anga is ten (both agree on this number for 
39 angas and one or the other has ten couplets for a further five).
The others range in length from 11 to 38 couplets, while sadhu ka 
anga (no.73) has 60, dinata ka anga (no.68) has 1^0 and the final
m
sarva ka anga has 132. With regard to orthography the spellings 
found in N are generally more archaic than those of 0, thus the 
former, for example, writes ahalada. oti_, katacha, carna. jatana, 
jasu, jiu. dridha. mahu, rida. sarni and susa while the latter
I II. 7 11 » in I ■ 1. ■
prefers the more modernized or Sanskritized spellings ahlada. otja, 
kataksa, carana, yatna. jasa. JyS. drdha. m3, hrda. sarana and sukha.
A lithographed edition of JKanadipaka in Gurumukhi script was 
published earlier this century which, judging from the number of 
couplets in each anga. was based on 0.^  The text was again 
published by Goswami Braj Ratan Lai Das in Faridabad, the town where 
he settled after leaving Dera Ismail Khan in 1947. This undated 
edition, in Devanagari script and published in two parts which 
contain the angas numbered as 1-52 and 1-45, appears to have been 
based primarily on the Gurumukhi edition since it shares the letter's 
omissions and variants vis-a-vis the two manuscripts. Similarly, 
whereas the manuscripts have separate angas on the themes of dusta- 
samga and jutha (nos. 26 and 27), both printed editions have
29. The only copy of this edition which I was able to procure, by 
courtesy of Goswami Shravan Lai of Vrindaban, lacks its title 
page, hence no details are available of the date and place of 
publication. According to Goswami Ratan Lai it was published 
under the auspices of his great-grandfather Kurljalala, which 
would add further weight to the argument that the text is based 
on 0 since, according to the colophon of this manuscript, it 
was written in 1895 for his eldest son Sundaralala.
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amalgamated the two under the heading dustasamga. There are, however, 
some variants in the Devanagari edition which indicate that another 
source (probably 0) was consulted by the editor, but on the whole 
the text is unsatisfactory since it fails to emend errors found in 
the Gurumukhi edition and haphazardly Sanskritizes the spelling and 
substitutes Khariboli forms for those of Braj (e.g. kucha, ko, pare. 
me and _se_ for kachu, ku/ko, parye. m3 and te).
In form, style and moral tenor the work is similar to the 
didactic writings of earlier Santa poets, most notably Kabir and 
Dadu, both of whose sakhis have been collected into angas. Whereas 
the editions of their works contain 59 and 37 angas respectively. 
all of the topics covered by Dadu being found in Kabir in much the 
same sequence, JHanadipaka has a wider range of topics of which only 
a few are also discussed by the other two authors. All three 
authors are similar in their propagation of the ethos of Vaisnavism 
in the broadest sense of the term: single-minded devotion, self
control, clean living and purity of thought, word and deed. Like 
Kabir and Dadu, Kevalarama begins with an anga on the guru, who is 
said to be equivalent to Govinda, which describes his powers in 
conventional similes (e.g. he is like a touchstone). However, 
all three writers, despite having several points of similarity, 
have written works which reveal their individual or particular 
concerns. Kevalarama perhaps betrays his association with the 
Pustimarga by remarking (guru ka anga. 7)•
tana mana dhana arpana kare kevala hita cita satha
Jganadipaka has relatively little in common with most other 
writings attributed to Kevalarama since for this work the form and, to 
some extent, the language of the Santa poets have been adopted. 
Particular stress is laid upon the practice of remembering and 
repeating the name of Hari, Govinda or, most commonly, Rama, while 
epithets of Krsna such as are current in the Pustimarga or other 
saguna sects are rarely mentioned, though 'Prabhu Gopalaji' is
30. Cf. Kabir granthavali edited by Syamasundaradasa and
Dadudayala (granthaval1) edited by P.Caturvedi.
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referred to by the poet as his chosen deity (.ista) in the mangalacarana 
(doha 10). It has, however, already been pointed out that Ratnasagara 
contains both didactic and lila verse and that Snehasagara was an 
attempt to unite saguna and nirguna points of view and that therefore 
Jtianadipaka may be accepted as an extension of themes and tendencies 
noticeable in other works by the same poet.
2.8 Miscellaneous short works
Other shorter works and didactic fragments are found in 
manuscripts A, B, C, D, I, J and S. These include six poems on 
lila themes, three works relating to the Eighth Gaddi and various 
didactic pieces.
Three poems on lila are found in A of which the first (ff.72r- 
73r also found in C on ff.98r-99r) may be supplied with the title 
Jogilila. It is assigned to raga Bihagada and has twenty-two 
rhyming couplets in payara metre (two feet of 8+6 syllables). The 
poem relates the story of how Krsna, having disguised himself as a 
yogi, is approached by Radha who seeks to know how long it will be 
before her beloved comes to appease her (mana manavana). He replies 
that they will soon meet each other again but before managing to carry 
his ruse much further is recognised by one of Radhafs companions. The 
two lovers are thus reunited and a joyful dance ensues in which the 
sakhis also participate. In style and language the poem is comparable 
to the poet's other writings on Radha and Krsna lilas.
The second poem (ff.77r-80v) is called Manalila. the title being 
given in colophons at the beginning and end together with the name
of Kevalarama. It consists of twenty five quatrains in sara metre
(lines of 16+12 instants) which each have the chapa 'Kevala' in the 
last line. It tells how Radha sits sulking one autumn night in a 
bower prepared for her by her companions. One of them, who acts as 
a go-between, pleads with her to go and meet Krsna, complaining that 
she is tired of repeatedly trying to persuade her and describing 
Krsna's despondency. Eventually Krsna comes in person and the two 
are reconciled. The poet uses the same imagery and turns of phrase
as are found in padas dealing with the same theme in the Rasa mana
ke pada. which suggest that both are by the same author.
Danalila (ff.80v-84r) is also given its title, along with the 
name of its author as Kevalarama, in colophons at the beginning and 
end of the poem. There are twenty-six quatrains similar to those of 
Manalila. and like both Jogilila and Manalila it concludes with a few 
lines which extol the merits of hearing and narrating the lila which 
has been described. The poem tells-the well known story of how Krsna 
and his friends obstruct Radha and her companions, refusing to let 
them pass unless they pay a tax on the pots of curd which they are 
carrying. The first seventeen quatrains are spoken alternately by the 
two parties in the dispute, the girls demanding to know on whose 
authority they are required to pay any tax and Krsna issuing various 
threats. The altercation, which is carried on in lively and idiomatic 
dialogue, ends with the girls attacking the boys with sticks and 
managing to capture Kysna's friends and tie them up. The boys call to 
Krsna for help, which leads to a tussle between him and some of the 
girls in which they manage to snatch away his flute and he breaks all 
the pots of curd. The girls run off to a bower where Krsna approaches 
them with humility and initiates further rasa-vilasa with Radha.
Among the longer poems contained in B is a work (ff.l6r-19r) which
in a colophon at the beginning is referred to as Priya-pritama vivaha
by Gusai Kevalajana. It consists of twenty-five rhyming couplets, the
metre being indicated by the word sakhi at the beginning of the poem.
The first four and a half couplets are written on a folio which appears
to have been inserted by a later scribe, but the fact that the first
line, of the fifth couplet ends with the same two words as the
preceding line supplied by the apparently later scribe suggests that
his was not an accurate restoration of the text. The poem describes
the joyful celebration of the wedding of Krsna and Radha and uses
- (31)
expressions, similes and imagery reminiscent of the Rasa mana ke pada.
31. Couplet (sakhi) no.l8 may be compared with Rasa mana ke pada 3.22 
and 57.5; it reads:
hSbira gulala udhavahi bahuvidhi kini keli
nacata gavata prema s3 raga ragini meli
-  i i 9
The title of Rasamafl.jari (B ff.72r-74r) is given at the beginning 
of the poem and the author's chapa occurs in the last line only as 
'Kevalajanu'. It has twenty rhyming couplets in doha/sakhi metre 
preceded by a couple of invocatory lines. It describes the beauty of 
Radha using conventional imagery, similes and turns of phrase which 
the poet employs in similar passages in other works.
B’ also contains another descriptive poem in doha couplets
(ff.8lr-88V) which deals with the love between Krsna and Radha.
• • •
The first sixteen couplets are missing due to loss of folios and 
no title is given at the end of the poem, which simply concludes 
with the word sampurna after a couplet numbered 94. The chapa 
'Kevala' occurs in the second line of every couplet.
The same manuscript contains a poem called Narayanastotra 
(ff.89V-90V) which has twenty-one rhyming couplets in praise of Krsna, 
giving his various epithets and alluding to the lila associated with 
each of them. The work has no chapa and is attributable to 
Kevalarama only on the grounds that it occurs in an anthology of 
work by him, though in any event the text is of no great importance.
Also in B is an incomplete work introduced in the colophon as 
Bar a ha ml ha (ff A 3 (fC f •) written by Kevalarama. It begins with four 
lines in doha metre which invoke 'Guru Govinda' and recommend 
following the course of monthly discipline advocated in the rest of 
the poem. They are followed by ten stanzas of six lines each, the 
first two having twenty-one instants (divided 11+10) and the rest 
twenty-eight (sara metre). Each stanza recommends a particular mode 
of devotion or religious practice to be cultivated each month, 
beginning with Phalguna and continuing up to Pausa (referred to as 
pohu) without giving any description of the season or time of year.
The stanzas for the last two months are missing due to loss of 
folios. Each stanza has the chapa 'Kevalajana' in its last line 
and the first foot of the third line echoes the last foot of the 
second. A different raga is assigned to groups of four months, 
stanzas from Phalguna to Jyaistha being assigned to Dhanasri, those 
for the months from Asadha to Asvina to Ramakali and those from 
Karttika onwards to Malha-gauda (malavagauda).
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Another didactic work in B is Sara pacisi (ff.99V-102r) which 
has twenty-five doha couplets containing sin extra interjectory 
syllable re at the end of the first foot of most of the lines. The 
poem points out the need for righteous conduct and worship of Krsna. 
The title is supplied in the twenty-third couplet:
saru pa(m)cisi vidhi beili re • jo suni ulate nahi 
so manava pasa jsinie bimukha sada bhava mahi.
The poem ends with a couplet containing the poet's chapa 'Kevalajana' 
and suggesting that one place the feet of SrT LalajT in one's heart:
bhagati pai sri krsna ki re lehi sakala nistari 
kevalajema ahi nisu bhajo re lala carana ridi dhari
In msmuscript J there are three collections of didactic verse 
arranged under different headings. The first of these (ff.7 -21 ) 
begins with the heading sakhya prabodhi. though all the lines in 
this compilation have fifteen or sixteen instants, an indication 
that, for the scribe at least, the term sakhi may be used for 
didactic verse in general rather than being limited to lines in 
doha metre. Some of the verses in this compilation are found in 
B (ff.91V and 151V-152r) where they are also referred to as sakhi.
The second collection (ff.23r-42r) begins with the heading 
dohare prabodhi. though in fact most of the verses are in doha 
metre (13+11 instants) rather than dohara (12+11 instants), Some 
of the headings in this compilation are the same as for angas in 
Jganadipaka but the content is different. Both of these 
compilations include some admonitory verses with the chapa of Sri 
Lalaji. The third collection (ff.43r-48V), headed prabodhi ke 
dohare. contains twenty quatrains in Panjabi with lines generally 
conforming to sarasi metre (16+11 instants).
— — — — ^ / V
In I there is a text introduced as sakhya dinata dya (ff.3 -
T\9 ) which consists of fifteen stanzas each having four couplets 
with lines of fifteen or sixteen instants. They express the poet's 
plea for salvation on the same lines as his other vinaya verse.
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Apart from these collections of didactic verse one may also 
mention here other isolated couplets which have not been included 
above in the survey of scattered poems. There are some sakhi 
couplets included in the first section of C which bear the numbers 
256, 258, 264, 288, 291 and 302. The same manuscript also contains 
a few didactic couplets in Panjabi (ff.li4.7r-1^8r). Kevalarama is 
also thought to have composed the concluding lines of the Eighth 
Gaddi’s ardas, a hymn sung at gatherings of devotees and during 
the arati ceremony on some festive occasions, usually preceded by a 
Sanskrit invocation. The text of the hymn is given in some of the 
Gaddi's publications and is found in two manuscript anthologies 
(D f,156r and J f.89V).
Among works directly relating to the Eighth Gaddi is one called 
Sri Lala pacisi. found at the beginning of J. It consists of twenty- 
six doha couplets exhorting one to resort to Sri Lalaji for salvation, 
sing his praise and repeat his name. In Mathuranathaji ki stuti 
(found in B ff.92V-97V), the poet addresses his father as 'guru' and 
gives his chapa as 'Kevalajanu' in the last couplet. This hymn of 
praise has six stanzas, each introduced by a pair of rhyming couplets
referred to as sakhi (written in doha metre). The stanzas are
-(32) - __
. preceded by the word paudi and end with the phrase sri mathuranatha
ki jai. These stanzas consist of six soratha lines (11+13 instants
with rhyme at the end of the first foot, though here the first foot
generally has ten instants) followed by a doha couplet. Mathuranatha
is praised as a devout Vaisnava who helped to spread the faith and
a few biographical details are given (cf. above beginning of II.3).
In the text entitled Utsavaratnamala (manuscript S) there are, 
besides padas by Kevalarama included for kirtana (cf. above 2.3), 
about 130 couplets in doha metre with the chapa 'Kevala' which
32. This term,_which occurs nowhere else in any manuscript of works 
by Kevalarama, is used in the Adigrantha to refer to stanzas of 
an average of five lines which all have the same rhyme and usually 
follow one or two couplets, constituting in connexion with them a 
mixed stanza called vara (cf. E.Trumpp pp.cxxxv-vi). According to 
S.S.Kohli (pp.68-9) the term, meaning literally 'rung of a ladder', 
indicates that stanzas bearing the name carry the idea of the poem 
one stage further. He lists different forms of paudi on pp.71-6.
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introduce the different calendrical festivals and give the nirnaya 
and vidhi instructions for the birthday of Giridhara. These couplets 
appear to have been either an independent text which was later 
incorporated into Utsavaratnamala along with verses by &ri Lalaji and 
Madanamohana or was written by the poet expressly to accompany the 
original text of iSri Lalaji. Alternatively the couplets of 
Kevalarama, as well as those of 3ri Lalaji, are the work of Prabhudasa, 
a writer who appears to have given the text its present form by 
including couplets and some padas bearing his own name as chapa.
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IV
MANUSCRIPTS OF THE RASA MANA KE PADA
IV.1 The transmission of the text
The only available copy of the Rasa mana ke pada in which the 
title is given as such is manuscript A, which declares itself to 
be a copy made in 1819 of texts either belonging to or copied by 
Gosvami Bake Bihari. This older anthology was presumably written 
before 1790, the year given for the death of Bake Bihari. The 
only other manuscript containing all of the Rasa mana ke pada is 
B which, as will be shown below, is older than A but was probably 
copied after 1738 since it contains a stuti mentioning the death 
of GOsvami Dharanidhara (cf. above I.3). Comparison of the order and 
numbering of the poems in A and B reveals that the Rasa mana ke pada 
sequence as it now exists has been transmitted with a certain amount of 
accretion or interpolation. In A there is confusion in the numbering 
of the first nine poems and around number 105, but otherwise its 
numbering from 9-105 coincides with that which has been adopted for 
the edited transcription of the text. The numbering of the first 
ten.poems in A and B compared with that of the edited text is as follows:
pada no. _ no. in A no. in B
1 1 (unnumbered)
2 2 h
3 3
k k "
5 1 1
6 2 2
7 3 3
8 7 k
9 9 5
10 etc. 10 etc. 6 etc.
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The poems occur in the same sequence in A and B but the latter, 
although numbering the individual stanzas of the first four chanda 
poems, does not begin numbering the padas until it arrives at our 
number 3. In B the first four poems follow directly after a work of
Kevalarama entitled Priya-pritama vivaha without any colophon 
announcing a change of text. This gives the impression that 
originally the sequence began with the present pada 5 but that the 
scribe of A, or his predecessor, incorporated the four chanda poems 
into the sequence and adjusted the numbering retrospectively from
pada 9. onwards. However, the fact that the eighth pada is........
numbered 7 in A implies that the compiler of this version of the 
sequence incorporated the first four poems from B and then took 
the padas he numbered 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9 from a different source, as 
is also indicated by the fact that the words bina kheda in our pada 
8 are not omitted as they have been in B. The fact that the older 
numbering as 7 was not corrected suggests that at some point this 
kavitta was interpolated to extend the mana theme of the preceding 
three padas. Subsequent poems are descriptive of Radha (no.9) or 
the rasa dance (nos.10-12) and the mana theme returns with padas 13 
and li+. The B version, on the other hand, had already adopted 
consistent numbering from our pada 5 onwards.
From pada 9 onwards the numbering proceeds regularly in A, 
despite the fact that its pada 21 is an obvious conflation. The 
preceding pada is numbered 16 in B and is followed by another (in 
sara metre) which begins bacana kahata hau hari bhamuni baca-. the 
last word being written at the end of the folio (f.32V). The next 
folio in B begins with the words karata ve?nati bahuvidhi mohana 
sarada prakasi jama which form the first line of the last couplet of 
a pada in sarasi metre numbered 19. It is apparent that a folio 
containing pada 18 and most of numbers 17 and 19 is missing from B. 
The scribe of A must have been copying directly from B some time 
after this folio had been mislaid, for he first copied the words 
bacana kahata uhari bhamuna vaca karata benati bahuvidhi mShana
sarada prakasi .jama. Later he added a caret after vaca- and wrote
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in the margin the words -na kahati hff hari. sune na bata sravana de 
sa.jani atipati teva tihari. thereby restoring the first two lines of 
B's missing pada 17, presumably after consulting a different 
manuscript.
Since the scribe of A has given the number 21 to his conflation 
of B*s padas 1? and 19 the padas numbered 22-53 in A are equivalent 
to those numbered 20-51 in B. The fact that the scribe of B has 
numbered the padas only up to 31 may be taken as an indication that 
one particular sequence ended at this point and that- the subsequent 
poems were added from another compilation, though there is no abrupt 
change of theme or metre to endorse such a supposition.
Despite the lack of numbering in B both manuscripts give the 
same poems in the same sequence up to pada 72. In B pada 73 is 
found outside of the sequence on a separate folio while, where we 
would expect to find pada 73, B gives us a repeat of number 69. This 
confusion might have originated in the fact that padas 69, 73 and 7k 
have a similar opening (viz. raina ri.jhi ri mai.... ri.jhi ri.jhi rahi 
hai... and ri.jhi bikala tana...) and appears to indicate loss and 
attempted repair of text. Hereafter both manuscripts agree on 
the sequence of poems up to number 85, at which point confusion is 
brought about by the fact that the folios of B have at some time been 
bound out of order. By matching the beginning and end of the extant 
folios one is able to arrive at a partial reconstruction of their 
original order, which is best illustrated by a diagram (Table 2).
If folios 16-80 of B are read in their original sequence it is 
evident that they contain the first one hundred and nine padas in 
the same sequence as is found in A apart from the repetition of 69 
and a displacement (in terms of A) of numbers 73 and 100. The 
other folios of B cannot be rearranged in such a way as to make the 
padas 111-128 fall into sequence without including a certain amount 
of intervening material.
i In A there are two padas numbered 105 in between which the scribe
has amalgamated the beginning of one pada with the last five lines of
!t
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another, a conflation which, like 'joada' 21, must have derived from 
B. This second conflated and unnumbered * pada1. here referred to 
for convenience as lO^.ii, was abandoned by the scribe of A as he 
neared the end of the recto side of the folio. In B pada lO^.ii 
begins on f.6fjV, the last words written on this folio being 
bimbaphala satu taha. after which the rest of the poem must have 
been continued on a folio which is now missing. At this juncture 
A gives us the reading bimbaphala sata taha ra rama rage deva deva..., 
the last two words quoted being the first words of the poem which 
was abandoned by the scribe. The origin of the amalgamation in A 
of two padas is to be found by searching for the folio in B which 
once followed 65V. In B the present folio 68r begins with the words 
ramakari rage deva deva..., the ^kari of the ^ragini name having been 
inserted later in a space left between the words rama and rage.
The only way the scribe of A, or his predecessor, could have produced 
the reading bimbaphala sata taha ra rama rage deva deva etc. would 
have been by copying from B at a time when the present f.68 followed 
the present f.65, &n intervening folio having already been lost, 
and before the suffix ~kari had been added. The verse in rama(kari) 
raga which begins deva deva apana pati is given in its entirety in B 
and is followed by another didactic poem which is omitted in A, the 
scribe having abandoned the, former and omitted the latter since he 
did not consider them suitable for the sequence which he had begun to 
extend by copying additional poems from B.
In the edited transcription the second pada numbered 105 in A 
has been given as 106, thus the poems which A numbers 105, (un­
numbered conflated pada). 105-127 have been renumbered 105, lO^.ii, 
106-128.
Although the scribe of A produced his conflated padas 21 and 
105.ii by copying directly fr&m B there is plenty of evidence to 
suggest that another manuscript was available to him. It is unlikely 
that a scribe copying from B would have broken the latter's sequence
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in order to insert padas 73 and 100 in their present positions when they 
would have been found elsewhere in B. There are also instances of 
omissions in B which are not found in A (viz. bina kheda in 8, tedhi cala 
in 112, half of the first line of 119 and a whole line of 122). Such 
omissions, together with the occurrence in B of verses interspersed 
between padas 111-127 which would have been suitable for extending the 
original rasa/mana sequence but which were not incorporated in A, give 
the impression that the copier of the A text was collating from two 
manuscripts, one of which was B and the other perhaps the alleged 
manuscript of Bake Bihari. However, despite his being able to consult 
two versions of the text, the scribe of A did not manage to resolve 
metrical irregularities by collating the two, perhaps because he only 
compared them with each other intermittently.
The existence of another source for some or even all of the Rasa 
mana ke pada is indicated by the existence of twenty-one of the padas 
with variant readings in other manuscript anthologies. These padas and 
the folios on which they are found in other manuscripts are as follows:
F Wpada c D E
2 10kl
3 103
3
6 146^
7 149"
8 149"
13 lk6v
18 !45"
22 149
23 8'
25 lk7l
1
26 147
29 106v
30 151r46 !52" 3
58 152r
67 4:
105. i !45"
107 121r 148 3:
127
128 oo -p- h
78v
114 v 25v
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In pada 13 D has dusa (for dukha) where A has krodha while B has 
dusa emended to krodha. This implies that D may have copied f!rora 
B before the word was altered or that both derive from a dusa text 
while A relied on a text with the reading krodha. Since it seems 
that the scribe of A, or his predecessor, consulted B it is 
possible that he was responsible for the emendation of krodha for 
dusa.
In general the padas found in the other manuscripts appear to 
have more in common with B than with A. D, for example, omits 
bina kheda in pada 8 and in pada 22 was probably confused by the B 
text reading caka in line 5 and did not have access to the A reading 
camdraka. In 26 and 30 D shares B fs readings cukie and chabi (A: 
tukle and sabha). The poems in D, however,'and those which occur 
in other manuscripts, also share readings which are found in 
neither A nor B. Both D and E, for example, have kiyo in 25.3 
where A and B have aru. and in 107 C, D and E give the sixth 
and seventh lines in reverse order. In pada 128 manuscripts C, F 
and W all have the same variant reading for the first line. These 
other manuscripts are also in closer agreement with each other 
orthographically, being more consistent in their use of 
Sanskritizations, final -a and anusvara. These factors suggest 
that the scribes of these manuscripts copied their padas from one 
or more independent sources.
The foregoing comparison of the variant readings and pada 
numbering in the manuscripts allows for a certain amount of speculation 
as to the manner in which the Rasa mana ke pada have been transmitted. 
It is possible that at some time the padas were collected together in 
the form of a sat aka, containing perhaps 101 padas (as in each of the 
three sections of the poet's Ratnasagara) or perhaps 107 or 108. The 
exact number of padas which this hypothetical sataka might have 
contained is difficult to determine as a result of the confusion in 
numbering of the first few padas. the possible inclusion at an early 
stage of extraneous material (viz. those padas which do not deal with
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Krsna sind Radha) and the blending of two padas into one Ci.e. 105.ii). . 
It does appear, however, that the A text was relying solely on B for 
pada 105.ii, but since it is unlikely that a scribe would have begun 
to copy B at such a confusing point, he probably started to copy a 
few padas earlier at the place where his other manuscript of the 
hypothetical sataka ended. B already contained the first 110 padas
At
in the same sequence^in A (apart from 73 and 100) and then finished 
with pada 128. After copying 110 the scribe of the A text 
incorporated other padas (viz. 111-127 which deal with themes 
present in the other poems and include three poems in Panjabi) before 
concluding with 128, retaining it at the end because it was a well- 
known poem (as is suggested by the fact that it occurs in C, F and W) 
and was thought to provide a suitably didactic ending to the sequence. 
The possible evolution of the Rasa mana ke pada is illustrated in the 
following diagram:
100+
* sataka
BBG
X represents the corpus of padas and shorter works of 
Kevalarama, existing in one or more manuscripts, from which the 
various anthologies of his work derive. Y and Z represent two such
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anthologies which are no longer extant. A compilation of 
approximately one hundred poems was formed, either derived directly 
from X or put together by combining individual poems and short 
sequences. This hypothetical sataka found its way into two manuscripts, 
one of which is the present B and the other an anthology compiled by 
or for Gosvami Bake Bihari (BBG), of which A declares itself to be a 
copy. Four chanda poems which, in B at least if not in an earlier 
manuscript, preceded this sataka eventually became incorporated into 
a sequence which, with the later addition of padas from at least 106 
onwards, became known as Rasa mana ke pada.
The sequence as it is given in B contains all padas found in A 
;up to 110 which it follows immediately with the didactic pada 128.
t. _
The scribe of B also copied other miscellaneous verse by Kevalarama, 
including padas 111-127 which were not at that stage part of the 
Rasa mana ke pada sequence but had been taken from X or some anthology 
derived from it (Y) which, in order to explain the similarities between 
readings of B and the anthologies C, D, E, F and W, must also have been 
the source from which their selections of padas ultimately derive.
Between Y and C, D, E, F and W one may postulate the existence of 
another anthology (Z) in order to explain variants shared by these 
anthologies which are not found in B.
It appears that the scribe of A produced his version of the 
Rasa mana ke pada by collating B with another manuscript (presumably 
BBG) and by inserting padas 111-127 between 110 and 128 (which are 
adjacent in B) . The fact that in B padas 112, 119 and 122 contain 
hiatuses which are not found in A implies that the latter referred 
to a different source such as X, Y or Z. Alternatively, these extra 
padas had already been included in BBG. At least for the conflated 
padas 21 and 105. ii the scribe of BBG or of A was relying directly on 
B, having decided to incorporate additional poems from B and some 
other source. The question of whether it was the scribe of A or of
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BBG who extended the sequence of padas remains unresolved. The fact 
that in A pada 128 is followed by no colophon, the rest of the folio 
being left blank with a different text beginning on the verso, suggests 
that it was the scribe of A who decided to end his expanded sequence 
rather inconclusively at this point.
The manuscript of Rasa mana ke pada described in the 'Khoj Report* 
for the years 1932-3^- ends with pada 126. Since this manuscript 
appears to have had no colophon and no details are given in the 'Khoj 
Report1 about the number and sequence of poems it contained, it is not 
possible to assign it a place in the schema outlined above.
IV.2 Indication of ragas. verse forms and themes
The name of the scale (raga or ragini) in which each poem is to be 
sung is given in all manuscripts except D. The scribe of A consistently 
uses the locative form rage when giving the name of the scale, a form 
found for thirty-five poems in B (no.22 and others from no.68 onwards) 
which otherwise has ragu or, in a few instances, either omits the word 
or writes raga. The scribes agree on the assignation of the poems to 
particular ragas with the following exceptions:
A, B other mss.
pada 20 ramakali maru
75 kidaro kanhara
81 kinaro kidara
99 kadaro kanhara
107 kidaro maru kidara E: bihagara
108 kidaro kidara maru
113 bibasi bibasi todi •
128 asa asa F: ramakali
W : asavarl
The discrepancy between A and B for padas 8l and 99 appears to be 
merely the result of carelessness on the part of the scribe of the former.
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The thirty ragas and raginis featuring in the Rasa mana ke 
pada sire listed below using spellings adopted in the edited ; 
transcription on the basis of the orthography of B. Variants 
spellings are indicated as well as the Sanskrit names where they are 
available and where they are appreciably different from the tadbhava 
forms. The number of poems in each raga is given in the left hand 
column according to the assignations given in B.
1 Asavari
2 Asa
2 Kalyana 
12 Kanara 
50 Kidara
1 Kidara-Darabari 
3 Gaudi
2 Jijavamti
3 Dhola
W: asavari
A: kanaro. kanharo; B: kanhsira; Skt. kanada
A: kidaro. kedara (once only); equivalent
either to Skt. ragini Kedari or to raga 
Kedara with extended termination.
A: kidaro ~
A: gauri
Skt. jaya.jayavanti
A in one instance writes tyaulya; intended 
form may be Dola (cf. below 3»^»*0»
k Talimga A:
1 Tukhari
1 Todi Skt
k Natu• .................................... In ,
1 Pamcama•
6 Purava A:
as
2 Purya-Kanara A:
2 Basamtu• A:
h Bibhasi-Todi A:
bibasi; B: todi bibhasi. bibasi todi.
bhabhasi thodi. bibasi todi; all are taken 
as being equivalent to Skt. vibhasi todi.
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2 Bilavalu
1 Bihagada
2 Bhairo
3 Malara
U Maru
1 Maligauda 
1+ Ramakali
2 Lalita 
2 Sri
1 Suhava
A and once in B as bilavala; Skt. velavali
vihagaro
bhayaro; B: bhairS; Skt. bhairava 
malhara; B: malari. malhari; Skt.
Sorathi
Himdola
malhara or mallara
B seems to indicate a blend of Maru and 
Kidara for nos. 107 and 108; Skt. malava/ 
marava ?
Skt. malavagauda 
Skt. ramakari
A: suhaba; < subha- ?; presumably a
variant spelling of suha; Adigrantha has
suhi
A: soratha; Skt. saurastri. saurati
- — - *■ - 1 9 ~ ■ • ■ .i, -7 i i. i • — »
A: himdhola; B: hidhola. himdhola
Twenty of these ragas and raginis feature among the thirty-one which 
occur in the Adigrantha. assuming that Suhava is equivalent to Suhi, 
unless the former be a raga and the latter a separate ragini. Those 
which do not occur in the Adigrantha are Kidara-Darabari, Dhola, Natu 
(unless equivalent to Adigranthafs Natanarayana), Pamcama, Purava, 
Purya-Kanara, Bibhasi-Todi, Lalita and Himdola. In the Adigrantha 
poems in Asavari are included among those in Asa.
There is no discernible arrangement of the ragas and raginis used 
in the Rasa mana ke pada according to time of day, families or that.
The first two chanda poems are assigned to Sri, the first raga in the 
Adigrantha. and numbers 5 to 11+ are all in Kidara. There are other 
sequences of three or four poems in the same raga or ragini but no 
sustained grouping or arrangement of them. There is, however, a
certain amount of correlation between raga and subject matter. The 
dawn raga Lalita is used for two padas (13 and 16) describing Krsna 
and Radha after an exhausting night of lovemaking. A kavitta on a 
similar theme is assigned to the morning raga Bhairo (no.36), as is
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another describing the waking of the child Krsna (no.29). Three 
kavittas (nos. 39, 63, 10l) and another poem (no.113) on the theme 
of the khandita nayika rebuking her lover as he returns from having 
spent the night with another woman are assigned to the morning raga 
Bibhasi-Todi. However, Todi is used for a poem describing the 
rasa dance on a moonlit autumn night (no.35) and another khandita 
nayika poem (no.6if) is assigned to the late night raga Jijavamti. 
All four poems assigned to the late afternoon raga Natu deal with 
the nocturnal rasa dance (nos. 30, 58, 86, IO3). The seasonal 
raga Malara is used appropriately for three poems describing events 
in the rainy season (nos. 31, 80, 127) and the spring time raga 
Basamtu is used for two poems (nos. 52 and 57) which deal with the 
celebration of the Holi festival.
Along with the raga and ragini names the scribes occasionally 
give the name of the verse form. The scribe of A introduces the 
first two poems as sri raga ke chamdu while B has sri raga de 
chamda. Both scribes also give the name chamda for poems 3, A 
and 85, while A alone does so for humber 55* The scribe of B 
introduces numbers 115, H6, 120 and 12.1+ as lacari or licari. as 
does the scribe of A for the last two of these four poems. Both 
write dhamala after the raga name preceding number 70, A also 
having the words sa.jhi ki written in the margin. The scribe of 
A has written kavitta at the beginning of number 73 and the word 
rahau meaning 'refrain1, a term used in the Adigrantha. after the 
first couplet of one of the chanda poems (no.55).
The scribe of A also gives some indication of the theme of a 
few of the poems by writing, for example, ramakali rage cha[m~ldu 
mana ke at the beginning of number and mana ke kedara rage at 
the beginning of number 5. Other poems which are introduced in A 
with the words mana ke are numbers 18, 20, 25, 37, *f0, 51, 61, 65,
99 and 115. The same scribe writes srmgari before numbers 1, 10, 
15, 19, 23, 30, 38, 49, 53, 60, 62, 67, 72, 74, 79 and 122; viyogi 
before numbers 27 and 71; prema ke before number 33; samdata
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(viz. khandita nayika) before number 39 and the word kuta before 
the incomplete cryptic poem number 105.ii. The other scribes do 
not give such indications, apart from one poem in E (no.107) 
which is preceded by the words kirttana raga bihagara.
In the edited transcription only the raga or ragini name is 
given for each poem as indicated in B.
IV.3 Orthographic variants and their editorial treatment
3.1 Comparison of the spellings found in the different manuscripts 
reveals that B, which has been shown to predate at least A if not 
all the others, is most likely to have retained the TJr-text 
orthography. In the edited transcription the spellings given in 
B are generally preferred except where the scribe has made an 
obvious error (e.g. ratiprati for ratipati) or has a metrically 
or grammatically unsatisfactory reading which may be emended by 
inference or by adopting the reading of another manuscript. In 
principle B's orthographical inconsistencies are retained in the 
transcription except in cases where a line, phrase or word is 
repeated with variant spelling (e.g. lines 1.1/6 and such 
repetitions as jahfi jaha and nirisi nirasi). A tatsama spelling 
is generally preferred where the form given in B appears to be 
simply erroneous Sanskrit rather than a bona fide tadbhava. B's 
tadbhava spellings are adopted in the transcription,wherever they 
are feasible, .since they probably represent the archetypal 
orthography where other scribes have introduced Sanskritizations 
or eliminated terminations which had some morphemic value in the 
Ur-text.
3*2 Handwriting and alphabetic features
In A the scribe has produced a fair copy of the padas in a 
neat and regular hand, a feature which is in conformity with his 
tendency to adopt spellings which he must have considered more 
standard or etymologically correct. B, on the other hand, is a
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rather haphazardly written manuscript to which more than one
(1)scribe has contributed . A cursory glance at the folios of B 
which contain the Rasa mana ke pada gives the impression that 
they were copied by two or more scribes, but on closer examination 
it becomes apparent that they were written by one person with 
variations in handwriting being attributable to changes of pen 
and paper, and perhaps also to fluctuations in the degree of his 
concentration and his adoption of different postures while 
copying. Whereas the first sixty-seven padas are written in a 
fairly consistent hand the rest are copied with less attention 
paid to maintaining neatness and regular straight lines. There 
is also a tendency for the scribe's angular Kaithi style <c> 
and <v> to resemble each other and sometimes <t> and <n> are not 
clearly differentiated, which accounts for A's variant readings 
apata and jati for apana and jani (105-ii.i and 100.2).
All the scribes of the Rasa mana ke pada, like those of other
Eighth Gaddi texts, employ some graphs which differ from those
current in what might be termed 'standard' or 'conventional'
Devanagari. In all manuscripts /jh/ is written consistently as Jf
and /d/ is represented mainly by , while A, D and E have >3
for initial /o/. All of these graphs arc found in Jaina Nagari
and the formation of <£o-> by modification of <u> is also found 
/_ ( 2)
in Gurumukhi as to . However, unlike both Jaina Nagari and 
Devanagari,/kh/ is represented not by ^  but by “Ef , which is 
also used for tatsama /s/ (cf. 3*^-2). For /d/ the scribes of A 
and B occasionally use "S’ as an alternative for ^7 * and both
frequently confuse the retroflex consonantal graphs, especially 
by substituting <dh> for <d> (cf.
1. The fact that a later scribe's fair copy is not necessarily 
an improvement on an untidy original is illustrated in 
section II of the article by T. Mukherjee and J.C. Wright 
dealing with a testamentary document written by Jiva Gosvami 
in 1606/8. In an attempt to achieve clarity a later copyist 
adapted the original's 'Nagarized Kaithi' script and 
'Sanskritized Bra j ' to standard Devanagari and a form of 
hybrid Sanskrit.
2. These observations are based on the alphabetical tables given 
by L. Renou and J. Filliozat, Appendix I, pp.690-8.
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For initial /o/ B has 3\ and for long and short /i/ writes 
^  and which, with their long 'tails' are comparable to 
GurumukhI $  and . Initial ai- is written either as
(in A) or (in B), or as 3t , the latter occurring in A with
the word aiso/-e/-i and for both occurrences of initial ai- in 
D. Formation of <ai-> from the graph <a-> , as opposed to the-^" 
derived from <e-> of Jaina Nagari and Devanagari, is comparable 
to GurumukhI ^  and Gujarati axf (and is found also in the older 
Khotanese and Tibetan scripts). The forms and 3T3 which
are used for ai- and au- probably derive from Apabhramsa usage, 
as does the scribal preference for writing medial -ai— and -au- by 
combining <£i-> and <u-> with the inherent -a- of a preceding 
consonant, thus both A and B prefer and <5fT3^ T to -^ «"f and
cf&t (cf. 3.3*3).
From the above data it is clear that the form of Devanagari 
used by the Eighth Gaddi scribes has affinities with regional 
scripts which are or were current in west and north-west India.
3 .3  Vowels
3«3*1 Unstressed final -a, -i and -u
3.3*1*1 Previous studies of early Hindi texts have shown that final -i
is liable to occur in feminine nouns with historic -I, in words
derived from masculine -i stem nouns, in survivals of old neuter
plurals ending in -ani, as a reduction of the -e termination of
masculine perfect participles or, in a different category, as an
(3)addition of modern origin to mark feminine gender . Alternatively
-i may replace -a in a palatal environment, or may be a remnant of
(4)
locative or instrumental inflections . Final -u is found to
occur in masculine nouns derived from Apabhramsa forms with -o/
* ( 3)-u/-a, representing either Sanskrit -ah or an -o formed by analogy .
3. B. Saksena, p.6 7 .
R.S. McGregor, pp. 11*t, 135. 
3. B. Saksena, p.6 9 .
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It has also been noted that -u may occur with singular nouns, if
they do not have a final conjunct consonant, when they are the
(6)
sentence subject or a nominal complement . The degree to which 
these findings are relevant to the Rasa mana ke pada is indicated 
in the following survey of variant spellings found in the 
manuscripts.
3-3»1-2 Masculine -a stem nouns
Unextended masculine nouns, which occur with the terminations
-a, -u, -i, -ahi and -e, are subject to a fair amount of scribal
variation. From a comparison of the phrases kara so karu and
pala so palu as they are spelt in A and B (15*5, 39*3, 64.3, 113.3,
116.7 ) it is evident that whereas the latter consistently
differentiates between the direct case forms karu and palu and
the oblique kara and pala, the scribe of A only once maintains
such a morphemic distinction and elsewhere writes kara, kari, pala
and pali without any grammatical consistency. In B the distinction
between direct and oblique case of masculine -a stem nouns, as well
as the use of -e for locative, -i or -ahi for locative/instrumental/
dative, and occasional use of -i for direct plural, is by no means
confined to such stock phrases as the two cited above, but is
maintained with a fair degree of consistency throughout the text.
Although some -a stem nouns appear only with final -a regardless
(7)of their grammatical function , instances where final -u and
-i do occur conform to a nominal morphology directly inherited 
(8)
from Apabhramsa .
In B there is a much higher proportion of -u and -i inflections 
than in the other manuscripts where they have largely been 
replaced by -a. The scribes of A, C, D, E, F and W, like those 
of other Braj texts and most editors of printed editions, have
6. R.S. McGregor, p.133*
7. Occurrences of the different terminations in the edited text
are indicated in the word index
8. The paradigm given below in VI.2 may be compared with those
given for Apabhramsa nouns by H. Jacobi in his introductions
to Bhavisatta kaha, p.33, and Sanatkumaracaritam, p.12.
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more or less ignored an Ur-text system of inflections which 
gradually ceased to be distinguishable in pronunciation. This 
tendency, combined with their preference for Sanskritizations 
has resulted in the elimination of many archetypal Apabhramsa 
and tadbhava forms from their versions of the Rasa mana ke 
pada. Whether or not the first scribe of the poems himself 
clearly differentiated between the short vowel inflections in 
his speech, he at least maintained a formal distinction between 
.them for many of the masculine -a stem nouns occurring in the 
text.
The -u and -i inflections occur with both tadbhava and 
tatsama nouns, as well as with gerunds and the Arabic 
loanword mahala, are not restricted to any particular final 
consonant in the stem and may also occur with final conjuncts, 
e.g. samudru, and final consonants preceded by homorganic 
nasals. However, it is remarkable that some nouns occurring 
fairly frequently have -a regardless of their grammatical 
function, e.g. amsa, adhara, caina, jhala, prana, madhupa, 
manamatha, baca and syama.
The -u termination is used with nominative subjects of 
transitive and intransitive verbs and in many instances where the 
noun is the object of a transitive verb (just as in modern Hindi 
where the direct case termination -a is used for nouns in the 
accusative unless the definite object marker ko is added, in 
which case the noun has the oblique termination -e). Nouns also 
show -u, with a somewhat greater degree of regularity, when they 
are used with perfective participles (as in the modern Hindi 
ergative construction where the agent is in oblique case with the 
postposition lie). The -a termination is used consistently for 
oblique case when nouns are followed by a postposition, for 
most vocatives,and for nouns which occur as the first member of 
a compound.
Often the exact syntactical relationship between words is 
ambiguous. As heirs to a Sanskrit tradition the medieval Hindi 
poets were fond of stringing words together in quasi-compound 
formation even though their language no longer possessed an 
adequate range of inflections. The reader is left to interpret
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many lines according to his intuition and familiarity with certain 
conventional phrases, epithets and metaphors. For example, in the 
line rasa bilasa kela rasa kevala nirakhi nirakhi balihari (13*6 ) 
is Kevala seeing rasa, bilasa, kela and rasa as separate things, 
or does he see the bilasa of rasa and the rasa of kela, the 
kelarasa of rasabilasa, or simply the rasa of the rasabilasakela ? 
Sometimes a noun may be taken as singular or plural, or as being 
used substantively, attributively, adverbially (with a postposition 
left understood) , or as a nominal complement for which the reader 
has to supply words such as 'like1 or 'as if'. Although B's use of 
the -u and -i inflections sometimes helps to clarify the syntax 
there are many instances where uniform use of -a leaves the exact
interpretation uncertain. ...............................
Despite the fact that B does not have final -u in all possible 
contexts all occurrences of the inflection are, with relatively few 
exceptions, grammatically apposite. There are some instances where, 
instead of -u as given in B, a vocative -a as found in A would seem 
more appropriate (e.g. kana in 35*6). B also has -u for some 
nouns which are apparently used as the first members of a compound, 
namely badanu roca nihari and premu priti jani (4.23 and 124.21, 
unless they are intended to stand in apposition), rasu simdhu (46.4, 
rejected in transcription as a scribal error) and amtgirupatu (a 
rejected reading in 107*7) which is spelt as amtarupata in A and 
amtarapata in C , D and E, but is spelt unanimously with amtara~ 
a few lines later (108.2), the anomalous amtaru~ having perhaps been 
induced by.an occurrence of the word as a direct case noun a few 
lines previously (I05.ii.v). In the phrase lila rasu samudru 
phailayo (56.6) the spelling rasu may be an error unless the word 
is considered not as the first element of a compound but as a 
nominative yielding the meaning 'the rasu of lila spread out an 
ocean'. Other doubtful occurrences of -u in B are in the phrases 
rasika rasu kahe na jholata (108.3 ) and cibaku dhithona (116.19 
perhaps due to metathesis). On the whole, however, B's use of 
direct case -u is consistent enough for its readings to be 
preferable to those of A and the other manuscripts.
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3.3.1*3 Final -i with masculine -a stem nouns
(9)The locative/instrumental termination -i is also much more 
common in B than in A, though it is not used in all possible 
contexts. The noun sisa, for example, occurs as a locative ten 
times for which B has -i in seven instances while A has only -a. 
Besides being used with nouns designating a location (e.g. tati, 
grhi/ghari) -i is also used with parts of the body on which
ornaments are worn or in which emotions are felt (e.g. amki, amgi, 
uri, kamthi, mukhi). The word rida has, besides ridi the
I I. Ill * ■ # • » —  ■
alternative locative forms ridahi and ride, the latter occurring 
twice in the grammatically tautological but metrically appropriate 
combination ride mo (1.10, 1.16). The word mana has the locative 
forms mani and manahi used with the verb bha- ('be pleasing to'). 
Unlike final -i,the -ahi and -e terminations are not subject to 
scribal variation, the latter occurring as the locative of 
extended nouns or as a Sanskritic locative used for rhyme (e.g. 
kumje, kule, samaje and, formed on analogy from a feminine -i stem, 
kele).
Locative -i also occurs with nouns used as postpositions (cf. 
3*3*1.13). The word basi/vasi, with -i representing either 
locative case or a direct borrowing from Sanskrit, is used either 
as a noun with the verb kar- (meaning 'take possession of') or as 
a postposition (meaning 'under the control of') used with nouns 
showing a locative inflection, as in the phrase rasi basi (which 
occurs once as a rhyme as rasi basu, 128.1). An example of 
the scribe of A's carelessness or incomprehension regarding the 
short vowel terminations is found in an instance where he has 
written rasi pine (72.4) for B's rasa pine, having presumably been 
influenced by an occurrence of rasi basi two lines previously.
The form kami (42.1) shows the use of the -i termination in a 
locative/dative sense ('for my work', 'of use to me ').
9* H. Jacobi, 1918 p.32 section 5*23, notes the interchange in 
Apabhramsa of the instrumental and locative singular of 
masculine -a stem nouns, viz. use of locative nari as 
equivalent to instrumental narena/narem/nare.
I
!
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Some instances of -i in B suggest its use as a direct masculine 
plural termination, e.g. sapata suri in all but one out of eleven
occurrences and for all four occurrences of kirani. Other examples
of apparent direct plurals are basi, kani and sravani, unless the 
usage here is locative or instrumental, and juthi juthi meaning 
'in groups', unless a locative singular termination is here used
with repitition for distributive force, as is found in A's grhi
grhi (71•14, an example of a locative -i omitted in B).
Some doubtful instances of -i in B are with .dhiri (124.16, but 
dhira elsewhere), palaki ota (4.4, perhaps instrumental, though 
2.5.4 has palaka ota), manavani (37*1 and 43.1, perhaps expressing 
purpose, but occurring with -a in 2 5.1) and, perhaps because they , 
have feminine reference, nidhyani and sagari (37*3, 55.21 as an 
internal rhyme, and 72.3).
3.3.1.4 Masculine -i stem nouns
In B the final short -i is retained for all masculine -i stem 
nouns. In A however nearly a quarter of the occurrences of such 
nouns are written with final -a, and in one instance aru oo is 
given for B's ari so (14.5). A agrees with B on retention of -i 
for ahi, dadhi (whether tatsama or derived from udadhi), nidhi, 
pati and vidhi/bidhi.
3.3-1*5 Masculine -u stem nouns
It seems probable that occasional instances of final -a for -u 
stem nouns have arisen through contamination with the morphology of 
-a stem nouns. Both scribes write simdhu and sumeru with -a in 
two instances where they are followed by a postposition (1.16,
49.2), whereas in all six other occurrences of simdhu B gives the 
-u termination where A has only -a. The scribe of A similarly 
writes accusative pasa where B has pasu and cukha for direct, 
accusative and quasi-compound occurrences where B has cukhu.
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The word prabhu occurs three times in what may be construed 
as a vocative context, A having -u while B consistently gives 
prabha. Both scribes agree on the spelling imdu when it is 
either accusative or stands in apposition to a nominative, but 
write imda in compound formations (imda sama badana and imda 
badani 1.4 and 6.5). When it occurs with kota to mean 'ten 
million moons' B has imda while A gives imda in one instance 
and imdu in the other. B in most cases retains -u for benu 
(cf. 3-3.3 for variants with -ai-) while A generally prefers 
a final -a. As with the -a and -i stem nouns the edited 
transcription in principle follows B, even adopting its -a 
spellings where A gives -u.
3.3.1.6 Feminine -i stem nouns
While B retains final -i in the majority of feminine -i stem 
nouns A shows a tendency to write -a regardless of the case in 
which the nouns occur. Both scribes consistently agree on the 
spellings gati, kamti (though spelt erroneously in B as kramti) 
and rati, while A's two instances of chaba appear negligible in 
view of the many other instances where the scribe agrees with B 
on a final -i spelling. The scribes also agree on the spelling 
avadhi, a word which is masculine in Sanskrit but usually feminine 
in Hindi and is found in the text with feminine concord. The 
gender of the word mani, written consistently with -i in B but 
twice with -a in A, is not conclusively indicated in the text 
but is generally feminine in Hindi although it is masculine in 
Sanskrit.
The scribe of B has -a spellings only for keli (seventeen out 
of twenty-one occurrences) and koti ( seven out of nine) while A 
gives -a for all occurrences of these words as well as for joti, 
tripati , dristi, bu(d)dhi, bhagati, murati , rati, ri(d)dhi, si(d)dhi, 
surati. B's usage is followed in the edited transcription despite 
the possibility that the scribe may have added -i as an 
uncharacteristic Sanskritization or as a conventional termination 
for both tatsama and tadbhava feminine nouns.
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3.3-1*7 Feminine nouns with -i representing metrically shortened -l
Occasionally a final -i of feminine nouns is shortened metri
causa (e.g. kimkani, dhumari). If a scribe omits the resultant -i
termination there may be ambiguity as to whether a masculine or
feminine noun is intended. Such is the case with the word nagara/
-i, which B spells with -a or -u when it is used as an epithet of
Krsna and with -i when it refers to Radha. A on the other hand 
# # «
writes -a for all but one of the feminine occurrences and likewise 
has -a where B has -i for kisori and sumdari, but seems to be more 
accurate in having kuari for B's kuara in 20*1.
For nouns ending in -ani/-ini/-uni cf. 3*3*2.3*
3*3*1*8 Feminine -u stem nouns
The only two nouns of this category which occur in the text are 
dhenu and bahu, the latter being masculine in Sanskrit but appearing 
with feminine concord in accordance with general usage in the 
modern vernaculars. A gives final -a for one occurrence of dhenu 
where it is governed by the verb carae (114.3).
3*3*1*9 Feminine tadbhava nouns
Feminine tadbhava nouns occur with either -a or -i, neither 
vowel having any relation to the case, though some instances of 
-i may represent a locative/instrumental termination on analogy 
with masculine, nouns, (e.g. ori. ). As yrith. -i stem nouns the 
scribe of B shows a greater preference for -i spellings presumably 
as a conventional addition to mark feminine gender, using it for 
all or most occurrences of feminine tadbhavas, but for the minority 
of those of ota, bara and besara. A has -i only for jehari (spelt 
in B with -a) and some occurrences of musakani and lagani. The 
word jivani, equivalent to Sanskrit masculine jivana, occurs with 
final -i in B while A (and also D) have only -a. The word mauni/ 
muni/moni, spelt with -a in D and for all but one of the occurrences 
in A, is used with the verb le- to mean 'keep silent'. Although 
the word is usually masculine the -i used consistently by the 
scribe of B may denote feminine gender (cf. Rajasthani mun f.) or 
have been added as a hyper-Sanskritization based on mauni or on
i
j
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analogy with the absolutive -i added to verb stems when they are 
used as the first element of a,compound verb. The word nisa, 
when it occurs with a short vowel, is exceptional in having final 
-u in B for all occurrences, while A sometimes has the variant 
spelling with -a.
3.3.1.10 The oblique plural termination
The oblique plural termination for all nouns is given as -ana 
apart from two instances of -ani, namely kumjani in A (118.11) and 
batani in B (20.5), the latter being adopted in the transcription 
even though it is a relatively negligible variant perhaps 
occurring as a marker of feminine gender.
3.3-1*11 Adjectival concord
The predominant termination for unextended adjectives is -a, 
but there are some instances of final -i and -u used in concord 
with feminine and masculine nouns respectively. Final -u for 
masculine agreement is found in B for some occurrences of atura, 
sarasa and sugamdha (A also having an extra occurrence of sugamdhu 
not found in B, viz. 96.3)- Feminine -i occurs in B with kala, 
pravlna and sumdara,. and in both manuscripts with aparimiti, 
savari' (B having unmetrical -1) and bibasi (perhaps on analogy 
with basi). Some occurrences of final -i may represent masculine 
plural concord, viz. sami(9 0.3 ) and madhuri suri (6 0.3 , though 
the termination may also be instrumental, ’singing in a sweet 
tone’), as found in B, and sumdari naina in A only (47.1). 
Occurrences of -i with bhari and rljhi are probably to be
interpreted as absolutive terminations, as is also the case with
a (10)duri, unless -i here represents a locative inflection
Occurrence of -i in both manuscripts with bahuvidha and trividha
is probably a hyper-Sanskritization rather than an example of
masculine plural concord, hence it is not included in the
10. R.S. MsGregor, p.141, suggests a locative, but points out
that in constructs with kar- it may also be explainable as a
reduction from -I of the root durikr-. Both A and B write 
_  »■■■  .
duri for occurrences with kar-.
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edit ed transcription (C , D and E have ~vidha and both A and B have 
trivadha in 5 2-3 )*
Despite a discernible tendency to use the -i and -u terminations 
in concord as indicated above, the adjectives saphala, nija and 
neka (in 14.2) occur in B with -u when qualifying either feminine 
or masculine oblique case nouns. In the case of neku the final 
vowel may have arisen on analogy with the -u which occurs when the 
word is used adverbially, as seems to be the case with puranu
(cf. 3.3.1.13).
3.3.1.12 Numerals
The final -i of the numeral cari is probably a remnant of the
C11)generalised Apabhramsa neuter form , as may also be the case 
with A's variant spelling sapati (23-3)• The numeral satu retains 
its final vowel in B (written as -u, cf. 3*4.4) when it occurs 
independently and in combination with dasa.
3.3*1-13 Postpositions and adverbs
In B the postpositions and adverbs asipasi, basi, begi, pari, nali, 
upari, samgi and hiti are written with locative/instrumental -i 
in all or mast occurrences , while A usually has final ’-a. Both 
scribes agree on -i for bici, mahi, ma(d)dhi and for one out of 
thirteen occurrences of parasapara. The word ora is also written 
once in B with a locative (or feminine) -i.
Adjectives when used adverbially are usually'written with -u . 
in B where A has only -a (cf. aju, ciru, neku, puranu, bahutu and 
chinu).
The postposition derived from vina occurs twice in both A and B 
as bina., and is otherwise spelt by B only with -u (cf., Ap. vinu) 
while A also has -a.
11. viz. cattari, cf. J. Bloch, p.151. For caru cf. pada 124.4 fn.
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3.3•1•14 Verb stems with short vowel terminations
Verb stems take -i when they are used as absolutives and when
they combine with a dependent auxiliary to form a compound verb. 
The scribe of B has written -i, as opposed to -a, in approximately 
ninety per cent, of such instances, while A has -i in just over 
twenty five per cent, of of occurrences of stems used to form a
compound verb and approximately forty per cent, of those where an
absolutive is used independently.
B also has a -u termination for most of the second person 
singular imperatives while in most of the occurrences in A they 
are written with -a. B's readings are adopted in the edited 
transcription, even where A has an absolutive -i which is omitted 
in B, apart from B's anomalous raci paca (53«3) for the usual 
raci paci.
3-3«1*15 Final -a/-i/-u with imperfective participles
Imperfective participles occur in the majority of instances 
with the termination -ata, though -ati and -atu are found very 
occasionally in both A and B. A gives the spellings tajati (8.2) 
and disaravati (88.2) and B has leti (92.3), all three occurring 
with feminine subjects. The termination -atu occurs with both 
masculine and feminine subjects, both scribes agreeing on its 
presence only for lagatu and pagatu (as two of the -atu hai rhymes 
given by B in 106). A alone has niratatu (53*1).while B alone has
-atu hai for rhymes in pada 94.
3.3«1»16 ffhort unstressed final vowels in C, D, E, F and W
Although the other manuscripts generally prefer -a spellings 
in the contexts surveyed above, they are not always in agreement 
with A. Manuscript C has a slightly higher proportion of 
absolutives with -i than in A, while D and E have less. All of
the scribes of manuscripts other than A and B agree on bhata
for bhati, but otherwise retain the final vowel of -i stem nouns. 
Final -u occurs only with -u stem nouns apart from W in which
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the -u rhymes of pada 128 are retained and in the same poem a 
possibly archetypal ‘visvasu is given where A and B hava visvasa.
E offers two instances of final -i which are not found in A or B, 
namely tati bati and mukati mana (67*2 & 11).
V ■ I 9 I » I M • —  — I 0
3.3.2 Medial short vowels
3.3.2.1 Variant spellings of tatsama and tadbhava words containing 
unstressed medial -a-/-i-/-u- imply a certain amount of inconsistency 
in older manuscripts. The edited transcription follows B's 
tadbhava orthography, even though the scribe has sometimes been . 
inconsistent. For Sanskrit loan words the tatsama orthography is 
generally preferred, but where both A and B repeatedly spell a
word with a change of one of the short medial vowels their 
spelling is adopted in the edited transcription since it is 
likely to be archetypal. Sanskrit spellings are restored, however, 
for a few tatsama words which occur only once or twice in the text, 
even though the scribes agree on a non-tatsama spelling.
3 .3 .2 .2 -a- > -i-
Manuscripts A and B both have instances of substitution of -i- 
for -a-. Sometimes they agree on a particular spelling, viz.
'catika (perhaps x pika, which it usually follows), niksatra, lilata, 
sarimga, alikavali (also in C, but with final -a) and kumtila (for 
one occurrence, only B having -i- in the other). In the 
transcription tatsama spellings are given, except for the repeated 
occurrences of catika, for sarimga (repeated several times in pada 
32) and lilata (cf. Prakrit lilada and Hindi lilar ). In cases 
where the scribes disagree over substitution of -i- for -a- a 
tatsama spelling is preferred, thus the transcription rejects A's 
alisani and nagira and B fs kanika, sanikadika, balirama, madhurita 
and risala.
B ’s tadbhava spellings are preferred where they differ from the
*■ ¥ “ ▼other manuscripts, namely kachani (for A's kachina/-!), kichu
¥
(occurring once for the usual kachu), musik- (for the usual musak- , 
found in musikave and musika, the latter probably- metathesis of the 
absolutive as also found in pulika), and nirikh- (for the usual nirakh-,
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where -i- may be justified etymologically). However, A's spelling 
amgana is preferred (as an oblique plural in 111.9) since B's 
amgina is probably the result of contamination with the frequent 
locative singular amgi. The form hir- for the verb har- is adopted 
in the transcription since it occurs consistently in B (apart from 
the derivative harani) and is also common in A.
•3*2.3 -i- > -a-
The tatsama termination -ini is subject to scribal variation. 
Where -m- precedes the termination the spelling -uni is adopted 
in transcription (viz. gamuni, jamuni, damuni, bhamuni and manunl) 
since it is used consistently in B (where the other manuscripts 
have -uni, -ani, -ina, -ini and -una without any consistency) and 
may be related to an Apabhramsa form such as *bhamvanl. For other 
occurrences where B (and usually A) writes -ani the tatsama -i- is 
restored (viz. taramgini, biharini, mohini, ragini , nandini and two 
occurrences of ~vasini).
With the exception of the recurrent spelling sithala (=sithila 
X sitala ?) the tatsama -i- is also restored where the scribes 
have given the spellings aparamiti (for ~pari~), trivadha (for 
trividha, elsewhere written as trividhi), giradhar1/-ana (spelt 
with gira~ for seven out of twelve occurrences in A and also found 
in C and D, but only once spelt as such in B), nasaka,and 
chudraghamtaka (for ~ika) and saromani (in B where A has siromani).
B's istati (fo“r sthi ti) is adopted in the transcription where 
A has istiti, while other instances' of -a- for -i- occurring only 
in the latter are rejected , viz. anaka, avanasi, kokala, camd(r)aka, 
lalata and nakasata (for nikasata).
.3.2.4 Interchange of -a- and -i- in participles
Occasionally the scribes appear to have confused tadbhava 
imperfective participles and tatsama perfective participles.
Instances of substitution of one for the other are considered to 
be errors and are not adopted in the transcription. Examples of 
erroneously spelt imperfective participles are bajita (in A and B) 
and bolita (in B), and of erroneous perfective participles:
(bi )ra.jata (in A), mohata and lajata (in B) .
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3«3«2.5 Medial -u-
The spellings cibaku, kautaka/-u, kusama, nupara, mukata/-u 
are retained in the edited transcription in view of the consistency 
with which both A and B have substituted -a- for -u- in the 
penultimate syllable (apart from one occurrence of cibuka in A).
The transcription gives kutuhala where A has katuhala, which 
perhaps derives from B's katuhala ( x  kanta-/kantu- ?). Although 
all scribes agree on the spelling of gunanuvada with -anavada 
and both A and B have kaustava and (tri)bhavana for kaustubha 
and (tri)bhuvanat the scribal variants are rejected in the edited 
transcription since they are considered to be merely erroneous 
spellings of Sanskrit loanwords. The transcription adopts A's 
consistent spelling dhanusa, which B agrees with once but 
otherwise has dhanasa (also in C) and dhanisa. Although the use 
oi<s> may be held to presuppose a -u- spelling there remains the 
possibility that the Ur-text had *dhanusa or *dhanasa/-u, or that 
< s;> represents tadbhava [k*1] (cf. 3«4.2~). Other variant 
spellings of tatsama words which occur in B but are not included 
in the edited transcription are atisakumari, adipurasu and 
tribuli.
With tadbhava words -u- spellings are adopted wherever they are 
found in A and B, viz. laduli/-e (always with -u- apart from one 
occurrence of ladale in A and E, 67«3)» basurl (only D has basari) 
and slcurl (apart from one occurrence in B of sacari), or where 
they are found only in B, viz. laluni and bithuna. They are not 
adopted where they occur only in A, viz. musukanl, arusata, 
camdunl and laruka. In accordance with the editorial principle 
of following B for tadbhava words the transcription gives taturani 
even though the standard Hindi and Panjabi form is tuturani, the 
the spelling which is given in A.
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3-3-3 ai/e and au/o
The scansion of poems composed in syllabic metre shows that in 
the majority of instances a monosyllabic (or monophthongal) 
pronunciation of -ai- and -au- was intended, though the scribes 
generally prefer to write them as a combination of <a^with <i-> 
or <u-> in initial positions or of <i-> and <u-^>with the inherent 
-a- of a preceding consonant where they occur medially. The 
special medial graphs provided by the Devanagari alphabet (here 
indicated by <ai> and <au> ) are occasionally used by the scribes 
alongside the combination of short vowel graphs (here indicated 
by <a*i> and <au>) inherited from Apabhramsa, but without any 
consistent correlation with their metrical value.
In B <ai> occurs in syllabic metre only with the word balaiya 
which requires trisyllabic pronunciation (29-3? where C also has 
<ai> and A the unmetrical variant spelling balaiya). Elsewhere 
in syllabic verse the scribe of B uses only <a‘i> regardless of 
whether a monosyllable or disyllable is required. The scribe of 
A has written <ai> in some instances where monosyllabic 
pronunciation is required (jaiso -^3*3, baithi 5^*1 , kaise 5^ -*^ , 
naina 63*1, caina 63*2, maina 73*^ +, nainana so naina 106.1) 
and in one instance, in a single line (112.2)fappears to have used the 
two graphs to differentiate between metrically appropriate naina 
and nainana. The same scribe, however, has not been thoroughly 
consistent for in several instances a metrical monosyllable is 
spelt with <ai> , even in contexts where other words in close 
proximity which also require a monosyllable are written with 
<ai> (e.g. raina, naina, maina and ba'ina in 36.1/2). He uses 
the initial graph in one instance where metre requires a 
monosyllable (aisi 12^.8) but writes <a*i> for other occurrences 
of monosyllabic initial ai-. Although there are perhaps two 
instances of a metrically inappropriate <ai> in A where a 
disyllable is required (maina 9*^ and jaiso in 8.^ if the line 
is to be read kevala aiso hai thatu jaiso cikano ghatu, though 
one may consider hai to be an interpolation and read also), the
i
i
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scribe does appear to have made some attempt to introduce <ai> for 
monosyllabic occurrences of the historic diphthong.
A and B agree on the use of <£au> for some of the monosyllabic 
occurrences (viz. gaura 115*20, mauni 105*i*4, where D has 
mona, kautaka and gau 29*1 & 2, where C has kautaka and gauu, the 
latter being admissible only if sabada is read as sabda) but have 
<au> for others. Both agree on metrically appropriate disyllabic 
and trisyllabic spellings of the variants derived from bhru-, 
namely bhaua (116.14 and bhafia (9*9), and A alone gives the 
metrically suitable bhaua (124.15, where B has bhauS). Both scribes 
also write a trochaic occurrence of the word as bhaua (2 .15, where 
C has the inappropriate spelling bho), but for another such 
occurrence (68.4) they give the unsuitable form bhau.
That the poet himself regarded monosyllabic pronunciation as 
standard and that either he or the scribes did not consider the 
diphthongs to be substantially different from [ e] and [o] is 
indicated by occurrences as spondee or disyllabic rhymes of 
thaura/kisora (5 5*11/12), dauryo/boryo (32.3/4), jhakore/thore 
(85.9/10, A has thaure), chauna/-ona (114), bairi/hai rl (32.1/2) 
and the trochaic -aina rhymes of pada 16. An alternative 
disyllabic pronunciation as an occasional variant metri causa' is 
indicated by the use in syllabic metre of trisyllabic avara and 
kavana for the normally disyllabic aura and kauna (compare 54.3 
6 6.2 , 79*4, 101.2 ) and by disyllabic mahi/mahu as opposed to me/ 
mo, and the variant imperative terminations -ahu and -o (later 
confused by the scribes in 105.i*4 and 108.4).
The predominance of monosyllabic pronunciation is shown 
by the number of instances where <e> and <o> replace the older 
-a(h)i and -a(h)u terminations. Third person present tense 
terminations are written consistently as -e/-e and the extended 
masculine nominative termination usually written in Braj texts as 
<au> is written with <-o>, as are the postpositions s3 and ko, 
while ko and the conjunction have the relatively infrequent 
variant spellings kau and jau.
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The scribes agree on some occurrences of alternative spellings 
(gori/gaura, thaura/thora/-i, podh-/paudh-) but differ over others 
(besari/baisari, maura/mora, pichaurl/pichori, samo/samau, hai/he) 
and fail to distinguish between benu/-a (^venu-) and baina 
(<vadana-).
From the above data it is evident that B has tended to retain 
the traditional graphs <ai> and <au> for [e] and [o] while A has 
tended to introduce <ai> and <au> in instances where he was aware 
that a monosyllable or monophthong was required, presumably with 
the intention that <a"i> and <aii> should be reserved for instances
Where a disyllable was required.
In the edited transcription the orthography of B is followed, 
except where metrical emendation is necessary, and no distinction 
is made between <ai, aii> and <ai, au> since the latter appear 
secondary as regards the Ur-text. However, editorial emendation • 
seems justified in the case of benu,-a and baina in order to 
distinguish the two words. The third person singular and plural 
of the substantive verb is written at random as hai/hai (with <a‘i> 
apart from one occurrence in A of hai, 100.k) or he/he. Since 
the two scribes often disagree over the form used and neither of 
them is consistent the standard forms hai for the singular and
hai for the plural are adopted in the transcription (cf. 3 «3 »5*8
for nasalization).
3.3.J*
While <v> occurs frequently with tatsama words in A and 
•n
consistentlyC, D, E and F, the scribe of B prefers spellings 
with <ri> , even when followed by tatsama < s , st, sn> as in 
vrisabhana (cf. 3-^«5), dristi and krisna. The few occurrences
I % ,!■■■ ■■■■■! I —  ■■■■ • •—  i • «—
of <r> in B are found in mrga, mrnala (mis-spelt as mrdala), 
vrtha, one occurrence of vrsabhana, four of grha and in the 
oblique plural drgana (7^»3 ) contrasting with driga in the 
following line.
3.3*5 Nasalization
3 .3.5.1 The anusvara used for all occurrences of homorganic nasals also
serves to indicate vowel nasalization (anunasika), candrabindu
being absent in all manuscripts. In the edited transcription
anunasika is represented by a tilde and etymological homorganic
nasals by -m- except when the syllable in which they occur is to
be counted as short metri causa, in which case a tilde is used
(cf.V.2.3). Since the indication of nasalization is somewhat
haphazard in all manuscripts a few anomalous instances of omission
of anunasika have been discounted as being due to scribal oversight
(viz. basuri in A and B in 92.3, and cadani, bhati and sacuri
in B, and instances where ko and ko and nasalized and unnasalized
(12)morphemes have been confused . Apart from omitting scribal
indication of conditioned nasalization the transcription follows
B, though it should be borne in mind that while there is a
tendency for long vowels to develop a nasal resonance the resultant
forms are irregularly distributed and it is hardly possible to
(13)distinguish between spelling and pronunciation .
3.3*5*2 Conditioned nasalization
Both A and B frequently indicate the regressive and progressive 
nasalization of vowels in a nasal consonantal environment. Apart 
from occurrences in A of the spellings kadama and bhinya (a variant 
in 70*10) and in both manuscripts of vrahmadika and dhanya, 
conditioned nasalization is indicated only for long vowels. 
Regressive nasalization of -a- before -m- and -n- is indicated in 
about seventy-five percent, of instances in B and about seventy per 
cent, in A , while progressive nasalization of -a- following -in­
is indicated in slightly less than a half of the instances in B and 
slightly less than a third of those in A. Progressive nasalization
12. R.S. McGregor, p.126, has noted confusion of nasalized and non­
nasalized vowels, even where the distinction could be 
morphemically significant.
13* As noted by J. Bloch, p . ^6
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of -a- in the prefix maha~ is indicated by B in fifteen 
occurrences out of nineteen and by A in five. Regressive 
nasalization of -e- is indicated for most occurrences of prema/-u , 
as well as for the only occurrence of dhenu and some of benati 
and bena/-u. Regressive nasalization of -o- occurs in komala and
roma, but not in romavali where the stress falls on the second
syllable. Regressive nasalization of -o- before -n- is shown in 
most instances, while progressive nasalization of -o- following 
-n- is occasionally indicated, particularly for mano where it is 
shown for about a quarter of the occurrences in both manuscripts. 
Nasalization of -a- falling between -m- and -n- is indicated in 
slightly more than half of the occurrences in B and in about a 
third of those in A. The scribes of D, E and F do not indicate 
conditioned nasalization while C generally does (though not for 
maha-).
Where indicated by the scribes conditioned nasalization seems
to reflect the tendencies of regional pronunciation, since in
Lahnda regressive nasalization is virtually compulsory and
progressive nasalization of a final vowel is quite regular except
M i f )
when it is stressed . In principle conditioned nasalization 
is not indicated in the edited transcription since it is not 
phonemic and the exact degree of nasalization must have varied 
from speaker to speaker. Hov/ever, all occurrences indicated by 
the scribes are given among the variant readings and an exception
u v —
is made for mahi and nahi/nahina since nasalization of -a-, is 
distinct in Braj pronunciation and is frequently indicated in 
Braj manuscripts. The same applies to me and mo, but the variant 
spelling mai (also used for the nominative of the first person 
singular pronoun) is not written with anusvara, perhaps simply 
because the scribes were not in the habit of placing it above 
<i->.
ik. H. Bahri, pp. 61-2.
3•3•5•3 Nasalization resulting from vocalization of intervocalic -m-
From the variant spellings kuvari, kuara and kuari it is apparent 
that intervocalic -m- may be replaced by -v- (representing[ ^ >w/w ] ) 
or disappear leaving nasalization of a neighbouring vowel. Where 
A has the spellings siva, siva and siva ( from siman- , the latter 
variant also occurring in D), B has only the form siva (cf. Panjabi 
sivt vs. Hindi siwa). Nasalization is indicated for -a- in 
derivatives from syamala- in all but five out of seventeen occurrences 
in B, but the non-nasalized forms are not given in the transcription 
since they are not standard in Braj, . though Panjabi and Sindhi 
derivatives may have -a-.
3.3.5.^ Nasalization of stressed -a-
The stressed -a of verb stems is sometimes written with 
nasalization when followed by the -v- which is normally inserted 
before terminations. As with conditioned nasalization caused by 
the presence of -m- or -n-, the scribes, rather than transmitting 
Ur-text orthography, may simply be reflecting a tendency in their 
pronunciation to nasalize -a- when followed by-v-,though in some 
cases nasalization may be attributed to the presence of a nasalized 
termination (e.g. j§ve, javo). Nasalization of -a- in this context 
is not given in the transcription in view of its sporadic 
appearance.
Stressed -a- is also nasalized in some instances where it is 
followed by another vowel. Where such nasalization appears to be 
conditioned by a nasalized termination (e.g. Se 26.3) it is not 
transcribed, while other occurrences are given in the transcription 
since they occur as rhymes ( e.g. ai etc. in padas 23 & 2 6, and 
thau, thahi in 109.3 & 31-3) or may represent a standard Braj form 
(e.g. gal, parachai and g§i, though the latter is more typical of 
Sindhi/Lahnda).
3.3«5.5 Nasalization of pronouns
Nasalized and non-nasalized variants of the pronoun _tu and the 
oblique third person forms va/u(v)a , ja and ta occur in A and B.
As with stressed -a- the nasalization here may reflect the scribes'
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regional pronunciation . The edited transcription follows 
the orthography of B, even where tu and tu both occur in the 
same pada (viz. 90) and where it has tu against the nasalized 
variant in A and D (18.3). Nasalization of the oblique forms 
seems more likely to occur with the postpositions ko/ki/ke and 
ko than with the emphatic.suffix ~hi.
When used adverbially the oblique forms a i s e j a i s e , taise and 
kaise are not nasalized apart from two adverbial occurrences of 
kaise in A where nasalization may be held to derive from the
— —  (16)
Middle Indo-Aryan termination -ahim (28.3, 120.15)
3-3-5*6 Nasalization of noun and adjective terminations
Final -e is frequently nasalized, a feature which in some 
cases may be attributed to rhyme or the scribe's tendency to 
nasalize peripheral vowels (cf. 3«3«9). However, in many cases 
such instances may be morphemic, for example locative hie 
rhyming with the nasalized absolutive kie (115.1/2). Other 
instances of locatives with nasalized -e are kum je, thore, 
himdore and palane (the latter arguably an example of conditioned 
nasalization). A has two instances of nasalization of masculine 
direct plurals, viz. nyare and care. One of the occurrences
of kaune may be due to conditioned nasalization or an example
r (17)of the Apabhramsa instrumental termination .
3*3.5.7 Nasalization of adverbial terminations
The adverbs pache and nice occur regularly with nasalization, 
as does age apart from one instance where, both A and B agree on 
age. The adverb taha occurs several times with the variant
_ ji
forms taha and taha and the rhyming form tahi (for metrical 
reduction to taha cf.V.2.2). The interrogative kaha/kahi
15- cf. 3.3.9. G.A.Grierson, L.S.I. vol. VIII part I p.259 
gives tu as a typically Lahnda form.
16. R. S. McGregor, p. 1^ -0.
17. cf. H. Jacobi 1918 section 5*8 p.27; in his edited text 
instrumental singular terminations always have -e/-i.
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occurs consistently with nasalization. The relative adverb of 
manner jiu is only once written with nasalization (cf. modern 
Hindi jyo). For kaise cf. 3.3-5-5.
3.3.5.8 Nasalization of suffixes and postpositions
The transcription includes the few occurrences of nasalization 
of the absolutive suffix ~ke which are found in B, but not those 
of the emphatic suffix ~hu since nasalization occurs only 
sporadically in A and once in D.
The postpositions te and s_o are nasalized in almost all instances 
but 3^, normally nasalized in Braj, is found with nasalization only 
for one occurrence in A. Apart from a few insignificant scribal 
errors nasalization regularly differentiates the direct object 
marker ko from the genitive postposition ko.
3-3-5-9 Nasalization of verb terminations
Nasalization of the -e termination of the third person of the 
present tense is found with sixty per cent, of the occurrences in 
A and twenty per cent, of those in B. The reason for the smaller 
proportion in the latter is that the scribe has on the whole 
used -e only with plural subjects. The two scribes are normally in 
agreement over occurrences of nasalization with plural subjects 
and use either -e or -e when the subject is Krsna or Radha. The 
other scribes agree with B in reserving -e for plural and honorific 
contexts. In the transcription an instance in B of -e with a 
singular subject is emended (116.16) but others are retained since 
they occur as nasalized rhymes. The transcription rejects A's 
instances of nasalization of the imperative termination of ki je 
and dije but includes C's reading -ahl for the older form of the 
third person plural present tense (used for rhymes in pada 3 )j 
since the -ahl occurring in A and B is strictly a singular form.
The third person singular and plural of the substantive verb are 
spelt indiscriminately as hai/hai/he/he, the forms used bearing 
no relation either to the metre or the gender and number of the
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subject . In the edited transcription the standard forms hai 
for the singular and hai for the plural are given, even though 
the scribes indicated nasalization relatively infrequently (for 
approximately six per cent, of all occurrences in B and twenty 
per cent, of those in A). The other scribes have no instances 
of nasalization with a singular subject but are inconsistent in 
their indication of plural nasalization.
The first person singular termination of the present tense is
either -o or -u with nasalization indicated in the preceding
vowel (e.g. jau, lehu). There are some instances of -o instead 
of imperative -o, mainly occurring in A apart from one which 
which is also found in B (101.4) and is duly emended in the 
transcription.
There are some examples of nasalization of the -e. termination 
of perfectives when they are used in an absolutive sense (e.g. 
kle, dekhye), a usage which is generally agreed upon by A and B
but is not found in the other manuscripts. The spelling line
is retained in 29.7 since the nasalization may be considered
morphemic with absolutive force rather than as an instance of
conditioned nasalization.
3.3.5.10 Spontaneous nasalization
In addition to the occurrences of nasalization discussed
above there are others which may be simply the result of
careless copying, contamination, or spontaneous nasalization
occurring in the scribes' dialect. The latter probably accounts
(19)for the frequent nasalization of peripheral vowels as in 
atise, jasoda, triya, nike, pere, himdore and griva,
(also spelt as griva in B and griva in A). Some instances
18. e.g. 4-1.1 and pada 38 where different spellings are used
without any change of subject. R.S. McGregor, pp.162-3,
has noted that faint realisation of nasalization in 
unstressed positions led to scribal confusion in Indrajit's 
text. For -ai vs. -e spellings cf. above 3»3.3.
19. A typical feature of Trans-Indus dialects, as noted by
C. Shackle , 1976 p.1?.
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of nasalization reflect the common tendency of modern vernaculars 
to nasalise long vowels in general (as in A ’s hota and B's khobhi), 
especially in the vicinity of a sibilant, r(l) or a palatal ^  ,
which may account for the spellings prata, lachami, satha, soca
, (21) and saravamsa
k Consonants 
■4.1 k > g
Occurrences of tadbhava ^  g> for tatsama <k>are agreed upon by 
all scribes (e.g. agara, naraga, bigasi and bhagati). One dubious 
form is the spelling pamgaja, which is perhaps no more than a 
shared miscopying since both A and B give the tatsama form pamkaja 
for the other occurrence of the word.
.2 kh, ks , s
■ / ■ i —  • mlmmm * —
The graph <s> occurs as the first element of a conjunct 
consonant in tatsama contexts (viz. <cn, st> ) and intervocalically 
in adipurusa, dhanusa (also in the variants dhanasa and dhanisa, 
cf. 3«3«2.5)j bhusana, bhesa, vise, vises!, vrisabhana/vrsabhana, 
satu, harasu, harasata and as an alternative to <s> in some
I l f — '
occurrences of baras-. Pronunciation as historic [ §] is doubtful, 
at least in intervocalic contexts, since vises! is used as an 
internal rhyme with dekh!, barasana rhymes with words ending in 
-arasana and four occurrences of bhusana are spelt as bhuksana
11. ■■ H W H  . ■ Will —  .   ■ *  ■ ■ ■  — ■  *    I »  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  — .........................
in B. All occurrences of [ k } are also written with <:s> , except 
for a single occurrence of the standard Devanagari graph <kh> in 
D for pakhavaja (a variant for pasau in 30.3)*
Where verb stems ending with [k ] occur with the perfective 
terminations -ye/-yo the scribe of B uses the graph <ks>(e.g. 
dekse) which only occurs in its proper Sanskritic context in .
20. A phenomenon noted by J. Bloch, p.^6, which he suggests 
might be traced back to Middle Indian
21. = sarvasva, perhaps simply xvam&a, though G.A. Grierson
in .JRAS 1922 p.387, gives the comparable development: 
svabha vasya > sahavassa >  s a ha yarns a .
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naksatra (spelt niksatra). For perfeetives containing -khy- 
A has either <ks> or,, as a less frequent alternative, csy>
(also used in C and D) and for one occurrence of dekhyo (83.1) 
has a conjunct <ksy? . The graphs <ks> and <sy> thus represent 
[k*1 + j ] , the glide probably having a tendency to approximate 
to [/] (22) ? though in the spelling bhuksana <ks> is probably
r h -1no more than an orthographic hyper-Sanskritization based on a |_ k J 
pronunciation.
The above data imply that <s> eclipsed an archetypal /k / graph
" (23 )which was akin to Kaithi Gurumukhi ^ and Gujarati l>t ' .
The spelling baras- represents a Sanskritization of baras- or,
for the scribes at least, the variant form barakh- since the
perfective is spelt as barakse. In the edited text is
transcribed as -kh- wherever it represents historic /k / and as
-s- where it represents tatsama /s/, eve-n though the most likely
intended pronunciation was [k*1 ] . Similarly <ks> is transcribed
as -khy- except for its occurrence in naksatra.
3.^.3 j < y
All scribes acknowledge the prevalence of tadbhava <fj> over 
tatsama <y> , the only exception being yuga yuga in B (85.19/2*0
3.*f.4 Retroflex consonants
In A and B /d/ is represented by 7^ or 3" , as in the other 
manuscripts, or by the graph normally used for /dh/. There is a 
discernible tendency for the less frequently employed graph 3  to 
be used in contexts where the consonant was articulated as a flap, 
since both scribes use it for pighude, phodyo, bada and jadata 
(occurring with -arata rhymes) which are pronounced with flaps
22. Spellings with <sy> replacing <ks> have been noted by 
R.S. McGregor, p.12*f, viz. rasya and vrsya, implying 
palatalization of the retroflex sibilant.
23. cf. T. Mukherjee and J.C. Wright, p.300, for examples of 
graphic confusion arising from Devanagari adaptation of 
Kaithi features.
in modern Hindi, and in B it occurs with sughada, which is
(2*f )
elsewhere spelt as sughara
B substitutes <d'h> for <d> wherever it is preceded by the 
• •
homorganic nasal, as does W for pakhamda and A m  all instances 
apart from a few kumdala and mamdala spellings. B also uses <cdh> 
regularly for umad-, ud(a)-, chad-, dagaru, dora/-i, dol-, 
ladetl/-e and lada lada-, while A sometimes has spellings with 
<d> . Words containing /dh/ are normally written with the 
correct graph apart from the use of <d> in B for cad'hi and by all 
scribes except W for dridha. The scribe of A once writes d(h)ar- 
with <th> , and also has udhi and udhai for uthi and uthai 
(5*+.3 and 126.*+). For one of several occurrences of the verb 
tar-/tal- A uses <dh> and B <th’> (13-5).
Confusion over these graphs may have arisen as a result of the 
absence of /dh/ in Panjabi, and in some instances may be due to 
uncertainty over how to indicate dialectal pronunciations with an 
implosive retroflex. The spelling of Siraiki [d] with <:d> in 
dede (Sir* gede) and with <d> in asada may account for occurrences 
of the variant spellings vada, vada/bada (with ) and badha for 
the adjective derived from vadra- (Hindi bara).
Where short -u follows retroflex consonants the scribe of B 
often gives a metrically inappropriate -u, and whereas the scribe 
of A manages to differentiate between <du> and <£du> , B has a 
graph resembling A's <du> which serves for both (25).
Standard Braj forms are given in the edited transcription for 
the instances of graphic confusion indicated above, except in the 
case of the word dhitona/dhatona (which, rather than being simply 
mis-spellings of the usual dithauna/-ona, may be phonetic spellings 
of variant forms) and the verb dhar- which is an acceptable variant 
for the dar-/dal- which may originally have been intended.
2*+. C. Shackle, 1976 p.21, notes that in modern Siraiki the
contrast between /r/ and /r/ is strong in medial positions,
but that there is no such opposition in Hindu speech, 
differentiation being a major shibboleth with Muslim speech.
25. Compare A f.88r lines 11 and 13 with B f.26r last line and
26v line 2, as reproduced below, Appendix III.
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Apart from one instance where A has aruna for B's aruna, both 
scribes agree on occurrences of 4n> and <n> in words which are 
optionally spelt with either. The other scribes sometimes give 
<n> where A and B have <rn> (viz.. E: mani, and jhunakarl;
C,F,W: gunanavada). Both A and B spell mr'nala as mrdala, an 
error not incorporated in the edited transcription.
3.*+.5 b and v
All scribes exhibit varying degrees of inconsistency over the 
use of <£.b> and <v> , either as a consequence of approximation in 
pronunciation (cf. -avana/-abana rhymes in pada 66) or as a 
result of their tendency to Sanskritize the spelling. The scribe 
of B, with his preference for < b >  spellings , is more consistent 
than the scribe of A, who has to some extent restored historic 
<v>, and those of C, D and E who have given a relatively high 
proportion of < v > spellings. Despite the scribe of A's tendency 
to restore <v> he disagrees with B by writing standard tadbhava 
4b> in savaya and vada~ and gives some examples of non-historic 
<rb> (viz. tribhabana, taba, naba, nabeli and bai jamti). In one 
instance, with the word bivana, A's spelling appears more 
acceptable than B's bibana in view of Hindi bewan and Old Awadhi 
bevanu.
The general phonological principle underlying the <b> and <v> 
spellings is the tendency for [v] to approximate to [b] in 
stressed syllables, while in unstressed, intervocalic and final 
positions, and where it is inserted before verbal terminations, 
it approximates to [w] , hence the prevalence of archetypal 
initial <b> in B and the absence of such spellings as *gabana,
*teba and *upajabata.
B's spellings are adopted in the edited transcription, apart 
from instances of initial <vr> where occasional occurrences of 
<br> instead of <vr/vr>and the use of <vr> for brahmadika, 
suggest that an earlier scribe, while intending [ br ] , did not 
clearly differentiate between ^vr>and <br>. On the assumption 
that a tadbhava pronunciation was intended (e.g. brikhabhana 
for vrsabhanu and brimdabana for vrndavana), spellings with <vr> 
are transcribed as br, the line under the initial b- indicating 
editorial emendation.
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The scribes generally agree on occurrences of variant forms 
with and without intervocalic 4.v> (avara vs. aura, kavana vs. 
kauna) apart from the unmetrical variant pakhavaja given for 
pakhau by A and D. Only C offers an example of restoration of 
<sv> , viz. svarupa for the sarupa preferred by A and B. On two 
occasions A and B differ over the use of the variant forms kamala 
and kavala, in which cases the transcription adopts B's preferred 
variant with <v> .
4-.6 ^
A and B generally agree on loss of historic <y> (e.g. jai, 
naina, saina, naika, niranau, rahasa and kanua in 85.1 as opposed 
to the repeated kanuya elsewhere in the same poem) and on insertion 
of non-historic <y> (e.g. utyama, nidhyani and bhalye), though A 
has additional examples of extraneous ^ y >  in jaraya (B: jarau) 
and one occurrence each of hasyi and teryo. B gives syama for 
sama, a lexical error also found once in A. They agree on the 
presence of 2y> in gaiyana and one occurrence of coya (for cova, 
elsewhere spelt by both as coa), but A once gives ujayari for B's 
ujiart.
The scribes of C, D and E prefer the Sanskritic spelling rahasya 
and insert intervocalic <y> before the terminations of verbs which 
have a perfective stem ending in -1 (e.g. diyo, llye), a usage 
found occasionally in A but not "in B (apart from the rhyming form 
kiya). The -y- of the perfective terminations is sometimes omitted 
after consonants giving rise to ambiguity as to whether a perfective 
or present/subjunctive is to be understood (e.g. pare 3 5.3 , bole 
54-.4-)» while in one instance the imperative -le termination is 
modified to -ye for the purposes of rhyme (sidharye, 4-2.3).
For the metrical value of -y- cf. V.2.2, p. 174-).
.7 r and 1
A and B are in agreement over occurrences of words which have 
variable <r> and <1> spellings (himdole vs. himdore, gvarani vs. 
gvala), but A gives the Sa!nskritic caritra for B's carita. Cases 
of omission of < r >  in A and insertion of it in B have produced the 
unacceptable variant readings kida (4-.2 2, 5 6.5) and kramti (1 .2  
and 22).
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3. .^8 £
tatsama <s> has in all instances been replaced by <s> apart 
from the survival of the conjunct forms <sr> in all manuscripts
and <sy> in E for one occurrence of syama.
For <s> cf. 3.4.2
3.^.9 h
The scribes are neither consistent nor in agreement with each 
other over the presence of ^:h> in ca(h)u and disagree over the 
spelling of the imperative termination -ahu/-o. The -ahu 
termination is more common in B, which suggests that it was the 
standard archetypal form. A and D write -ahu but also give 
variant readings with -o, the only form found in the other 
manuscripts. In one instance an occurrence of milo in A and B 
requires metrical emendation (105•i-iv).
B spells the absolutive and third person singular present 
tense of ja- as either jahi or jai (the latter being the only 
spelling found in the other manuscripts) and both A and B use
the variant spellings kana/kanha and kanaro/kanharo (though the
former is used in the text and the latter occurs only as a 
variant for designating the raga in which some of the padas are 
to be sung). A occasionally uses the spellings malha .and lilha 
and once omits <:h> in cahyo. B's orthography is followed apart 
from an occurrence of Panjabi _e for Braj hai (73«1)»
3..10 Loss of aspiration
While acambo, kasumbe and istati may be acceptable tadbhava 
forms showing loss of aspiration of [ and [b*1] ? the form
balabadra has been emended since it is probably no more than a 
scribal error. The same may also apply to sapata and kaustava.
3.A-.11 Geminates
The scribes of A and B write utyama for uttama in both 
occurrences of the word, W also having the spelling for the 
second occurrence where C has uttama and F the unmetrical utama. 
The form is perhaps explainable with reference to Sindhi utyo.!
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The adjective bhalla- when used a;.; an exclamation to express 
blessing is spelt bhalye. An instance of metrically superfluous 
and non-etymological gemination occurs with A's spelling dhamddha.
For the metrical value of geminates cf. V.2.4.
3.^.12 Clusters
The metre sometimes determines whether two consonants should 
be written separately, as a conjunct or whether one of them should 
be omitted as a scribal Sanskritization (cf.V.2.^0 but the gana 
structure of the moric metres is usually free enough for 
conjunct consonants or separate consonants to be equally admissible.
A few tatsama conjuncts are retained or restored by the scribes, 
but without unanimity. A has adbhuta for six out of eleven 
occurrences, a spelling which does not occur in B but is found . 
in the other manuscripts, and writes sapta for the usual sapata in one 
out of three occurrences (a spelling E also uses elsewhere). The 
scribes of A, B and W agree on visvasa where C and F have visavasa, 
which seems to be the only archetypal use of a conjunct apart from 
murchita, spelt with <rch> in B for both occurrences while A once 
and C twice have the metrically unsatisfactory murachita. The 
conjunct <gy> occurs for tatsama <jn> in gyana.
All scribes tend to write -r- above a following consonant to 
form a non-tatsama conjunct, but nowhere is the resultant long 
syllable obligatory for the metre, even though cases of scribal 
agreement suggest that such conjunct formations may have been present 
in older manuscripts. B alone writes a metrically suitable nirtata, 
but also has the unmetrical spelling urjhani. The same manuscript 
also has barni for one occurrence of the word, and both A and B agree 
on conjunct <rn> in giridharna, where D has separate consonants.
A and B are reciprocally at variance over occurrences of dharani 
and dharni in a repeated line (1.1/6). The only other occurrence 
of a non-tatsama conjunct in B is nirsike (1.10), while A has four 
instances of nirs- spellings elsewhere and C, D and E agree on 
nirsa as a variant (107»7)» Other occurrences of conjuncts with 
-r- are found only in A, viz. carna/carno, tarphata, parsapara 
(also as paraspara) and biharni (possibly metrical if an 18+6 
syllabic structure is intended for 10^.1)
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Occasionally A gives a conjunct spelling which is also found 
in other manuscripts, viz. one occurrence out of fourteen of 
sarda (23.3, a spelling used once elsewhere in D, 22.5, six 
occurrences out of nine of parma- (endorsed twice by C and D, 
while elsewhere C and F have the conjunct as a variant spelling), 
and narga sarga (128.75 where F agrees on the use of conjuncts 
while C has sarga narka and B and W naraga svaraga.
Since non-tatsama conjunction of -r- with a following 
consonant is of no appreciable metrical benefit and appears to 
be no more than a sporadic variant spelling (reflecting the 
tendency for unstressed medial [a] to become zero), its 
occurrences in B and the other manuscripts are not given in the 
edited transcription.
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v
METRE
V.1 Various moric and syllabic metres occur in the Rasa mana ke pada
but, apart from a few short sequences of poems in the same or 
similar metre (11-1 9, 30-3 2, 62-6 6 , 67-72, 115-117), there is no 
pattern to their occurrence and little correlation between metre, 
raga and subject matter. Readily identifiable metres are listed 
in Appendix II and some of their distinctive features are discussed 
below (sections 3*1 and 3*2). The chanda poems (nos. 1-^ f, 55, 85) 
and others which have indeterminate or irregular metre, are dealt 
with separately (3-3 and 3*^0 • The editorial procedure for the 
treatment of recurrent metrical and orthographic inconsistencies 
is explained in the following section, while in some specific 
instances suggestions for metrical emendation are given in notes 
which follow the text of individual poems. The irregular first 
lines of several poems are transcribed verbatim except where 
slight emendation gives them a metrical value which corresponds 
to that of the feet of the subsequent lines. Spacing is used 
in the transcription to indicate caesurae, even in cases where 
they interrupt the syntax.
V.2 Metrical irregularities
2.1 Interpolations and omissions
Words or phrases occurring in both or all available manuscripts 
which are proven by scansion to be metrically superfluous, and 
therefore presumably interpolated, have been placed between round 
brackets. In a few instances a word or phrase which the scribes 
appear to have omitted is supplied between square brackets in 
order to restore the metre.
In some cases the scribes have apparently inserted words in 
an attempt to clarify the syntax or make the meaning more specific. 
Examples of such interpolations are mohi in ^ .9 and 20.2, tu and
tere in 2 2 .1/2 , siri in 3 3 *3 , subha in 49.1, ladeti, and 
mohi in 61.6, piya in 66.3 and mano and dui in 74.3* Other 
instances of interpolation seem to be the result of conflation 
of stock phrases, for example (rasa) keli krida in 4.22, (kachu) 
gani na jave mohi in 2.9 and perhaps (mata) gaja cala in B only 
in 47.2.' There are also two instances of metrically superfluous 
repetition, namely thori (thori) in 3 1 -3 and nirakhi (nirakhi) 
in 9 9-^.
Some occurrences of hai/hai with imperfective participles 
are metrically superfluous (cf. 1 2.8 , 16.5* 17.4, 24.4, 2 8.6 ) 
and in two cases its insertion may help to improve the metre 
(117»9a and 120.9a)• The metre is improved by omission of the 
oblique plural termination in 8 8 .2 and by its insertion in
\J
108.3. The honorifics sri and jiu/ji do not appear to have been 
interpolated except perhaps in 75.4, 80.4 and 108.1. In two 
instances the poet's chapa is given as kevala3ana where the metre 
would prefer simply kevala (29-4, 68.12). In some instances the 
scribes have copied the interjections ri/re and, in first lines, 
vocatives such as mai ri (1 0 3-1), aho tuma (101.1) and ho lala 
(1 27.1 ) which must have been employed in sung performance to help 
the phrasing fit the rhythmic cycle. Similarly the scribes have 
in some cases repeated words occurring in the first line which 
would have been used as a refrain, namely mohana dekhye in.47.1, 
kanaie cetaku laya in B after 68.2, and meri rasana in C and F 
after each line of pada 1 28.
Metrical irregularities in vowel and semivowel orthography
There are frequent occurrences of metrically erroneous 
spellings with the vowels -a, -u and medial and final -1- 
(for <ai> and <:a(h)u>vs. <ce> and <o> cf. IV.3-3.3). Emendation 
of such inaccuracies, where they are found in both or all 
available manuscripts, is indicated by a line underneath the 
vowel, thus baraha (1 1.2 ) denotes scribal baraha where the 
metre requires the reading baraha, .and pitambara (114.4) that 
the scribal -a- should be read as -a-.
The only word besides baraha which is written with -a for -a 
is taha, which may or may not have nasalization indicated for 
the final vowel. Only once do A and B agree on the metrically 
appropriate spelling taha (91*2), and only twice does A have 
the required periambic spelling ( -^•2^ -, 107*9) • Elsewhere
all of the scribes write a final long vowel regardless of 
metrical requirements.
Scribal -l for metrically appropriate -i is more common, 
aspecially with nahi, barani and kachani. The feminine form of 
the perfective,of the substantive verb may be shortened to bhai
The word thai (a bola term used when calling out dance steps) 
occurs in various combinations with the word tata and may have 
a metrical value of either two syllables or two or three instants. 
Only once (10.1) does the form given by A and B fit the metre, 
while elsewhere the spellings thai,thai and the! are used more or 
less indiscriminately. Spellings with -I predominate which, 
together with the fact that the spelling thai does not occur in 
B, suggests that a disyllabic pronunciation was intended,but with 
variable metrical value, as is evident from two occurrences of 
the spelling thai thai (3-27, 3 8 .1) where metre requires a total 
value of five instants.
1/ u
Medial <i> occurs regularly in piya, jiya ( < jiva) and jiu 
(< jiva) in all manuscripts, regardless of whether the metre 
requires the long vowel to be shortened. However, the form
V Tpiu as a variant for piya is always metrically appropriate, and 
the conjunction jiu is spelt consistently with metrical -i-.
In a few cases the honorific jiu requires monosyllabic 
pronunciation, in which case the transcription gives jiu 
(sometimes the form ji . is found) . Metrically unsuitable -l- 
spellings are also found before -y- (e.g. kamariya, maiya,perhaps
-T - «
gaiyana and probably the -iya rhymes of pada 97) and in the
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(1)word spelt as abira/-u . Medial -I- before -e and -o is also 
liable to require metrical shortening, though in the majority of 
cases it is the final vowel which should be counted short. Only 
in A is a metrically appropriate short vowel spelling found in 
this context (viz. dijie 107*3 ).
The indefinite pronoun spelt consistently as kou sometimes 
has to be read as kou. There are also the variants koi (which 
in 123-2 should be read as koi) and ko which probably represents 
a contraction in the same way that clo occurs as a variant for 
dou. This, numeral is spelt variously by the scribes as clo, dau,
daii, dau, dui, duha, dou and, most commonly dou, with dau
occurring once in B as a presumed error (100.4). While the dou
spelling is in some cases suitable for the metre it mainly
requires either a trochaic or periambic value, transcribed as 
dou and dou respectively even where scribes other than B offer a 
more satisfactory spelling (A: dau in 1.17 , dau in 3.13 and 
do in 4.19; C: dau in 3«5)» since their alternatives are probably 
secondary. B's spelling dou, even though the long vowels are 
sometimes inappropriate, at least conveys the need for a 
disyllabic pronunciation which seems preferable for the cadence.The 
alternative form dui, wherever it occurs in B, is appropriate for
^  w
the metre. Apart from dou and kou the only other word which
— — ii
requires reduction of scribal -u is teu, an emphatic form of the 
direct plural correlative pronoun. For occurrences in B of -u 
following retroflex consonants cf. IV.3-4.4.
.The variant spellings of the word ujari/ujiari/ujayari are not 
consistently differentiated in accordance with metrical 
requirements, thus the spellings uj, [i] ari (54.2) and uj(i)ari 
(6 6.2 ) are given in the transcription as suggested modifications 
of scribal orthography.
1 . Metre requires -i- for both occurrences. J. Platts and HiSS 
give the spelling abira, but in N. Vajapeyi's edition of 
Surasagara, pada 3^72, metrically appropriate short and long 
vowel spellings occur in consecutive lines. BBSK gives both 
spellings, defining the one with -i- specifically as a white- 
coloured powder thrown during festivals in temples of the 
Vallabha sampradaya. None of the dictionaries records an a- 
speliing; the spelling habira occurs elsewhere in B, cf.
III.2 note 3 1.
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In some cases it appears that -y- should be given independent 
syllabic value (e.g. three syllables for pyari in 37-2, pyare 
in 39*4 and pyaro or syama in 6 5.1). A disyllabic tadbhava 
pronunciation is required for the only occurrence of udaya.
The oblique case form of the remote demonstrative pronoun is 
spelt with initial < v-> , <u-> or <uv-> for which pronunciation 
as [w] must have been intended since initial u- and uv- have 
no syllabic value in scansion. Occurrences of the latter are 
transcribed as Uv-. See below, 2.5, for -v- and -y- as the 
second element in a medial cluster.
2.3 Anusvara
When used to indicate a homorganic nasal anusvara normally 
gives the syllable in which it occurs a value of two instants, 
whether the preceding vowel be long or short. Instances in 
which a syllable containing a short vowel followed by anusvara 
has a value of only one instant are indicated in the 
transcription by the use of a tilde for the usual -m-. Such is 
often the case with the words amga, anamda, namda (when combined 
with namdana) and samgi). Where anusvara occurs twice in 
adjacent words either of the two syllables containing it may be 
counted short. In such cases the transcription indicates 
metrical shortening according to the cadence or the gana 
structure of the foot (e.g. amga aga in 2.27 but agi amgi in
11.10). Most instances of scribal omission of anusvara in B and 
D occur with syllables which have a value of one instant rather 
than two.
2.4 Geminates
Occasionally in A,and more frequently in B,a single consonant 
is given where metre would prefer a geminate in order to show 
that a preceding syllable containing a short vowel has a value 
of two instants. In such cases A's spellings with geminates 
are adopted for the transcription and a double consonant is supplied 
when- it is absent in both manuscripts (cf. pal(l)ava, praphul(l)ita, 
bhaCcJcha, mat(t)a, ma(d)dhi, and laj(j)ita. Some of
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A ’s geminates are metrically redundant, which implies that such
spellings are as much a symptom of the scribe’s tendency to
Sanskritize as of his circumspection with regard to scansion,
for it is likely that his predecessors were not in the habit
(2)of writing double consonants
2 .5 Clusters
Syllables with short vowels followed by a cluster of which 
the second element is -r- have a value of one instant, except 
in a few cases where the syllable is to be counted long 
(viz. visrama 21.4, samudra 56.6 & 6 0.6 , patra 70.7 and bajitra 
in 5 8.5? a word elsewhere to be read as a tribrach, which may 
be an argument for preferring D ’s variant bajamtra). A syllable 
containing a short vowel followed by a cluster of which the 
second element is -y- is normally counted long, but optionally 
so in the case of -hy-, (probable exceptions are abhyasu 128.3 
and dhanyu 125.1). Occurrences of the spelling nitya with a 
value of two instants in 110.4.and 128.5 (as given in B,
C and F ) suggest that the -y- is a Sanskritization, since 
elsewhere periambic nita and trochaic nitya are differentiated.
The combination -sv- produces long syllables in asva and 
for one of two occurrences of visvasu (6 9.6 ), but not in the 
phrase sasa usvasa where the spelling is probably a 
Sanskritization of usasa.
In 88.4 niratata is to be read as nirtata, a spelling which 
is used elsewhere (53*1) for a verb borrowed directly from 
Sanskrit (cf. nrtata in the couplet quoted above, III.2 note 27). 
For -dbh-' and conjuncts with -r- as first element cf.IV.3*4.12.
— w
2.6 -e and -o
Many occurrences of -e and -o are to be counted short 
(indicated in the transcription by a short vowel sign), an 
option permissible according to the usual rules of scansion.
2- J. Bloch, p.89, remarking on the persistence of geminates in 
Lahnda, Panjabi and Sindhi, cites aji (< adya) which in 
Sindhi poetry keeps its long scansion.
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These vowels are often to be counted short when they occur as 
perfective terminations (-(y)e/-yo)# even when they are nasalized 
and used as absolutives. With verb stems ending in -ah, however, 
the vowels may retain their long value because the conjunct -hy- 
does not necessarily require a preceding syllable with a short 
vowel to have a value of two instants. The direct masculine 
plural termination may be shortened, as well as locative -e,
u
even when, written with nasalization (as in pache). Final -o is 
shortened for some occurrences as a masculine direct singular 
termination and perhaps also in.j_o (7 8.6 ). Short initial e- is 
found only in the emphatic form of the near demonstrative pronoun 
(ehi).
Where two or more vowels in a phrase may optionally be counted
short the transcription indicates short vowels on the basis of
the gana structure or cadence (thus ae dou rather than ae dou in ■■ •— — - -   - - —
3.14 and bharye ae rather than bharye ae in 3»18). In some cases 
two or more alternatives appear equally acceptable, as in 35-7  
for example where one may read lie brimdabana if the foot is to 
conform to the only gana structure applicable to the other lines 
of the 'poem (2+2+3+5+4 ), or lie bridabana if it is to conform to 
all lines except the nineteenth* One may also read lie, but 
then only line 19 will be found to have a similar gana structure.
V.3 Distinctive features of certain metres 
V.3*1 Syllabic metres 
8 + 6  (lacari)
Poems written in this metre contain between seven and seventeen 
rhyming couplets, are all assigned to raga Kidara and either deal
with mana or simply describe the beauty of Krs’na and Radha. Four
 ’ -  ,(3)of the poems are referred to by the scribes as lacari or licari .
The metre of these poems is relatively well preserved by the scribes,
two of them (nos. 115 E'.nd 124) requiring no metrical emendation.
3. HSS defines the term simply as *a kind of song1 and Brhat hindi 
kosa as a kind of village song current in some parts of Bihar. 
'Dvijendra1, p.156» refers to a similar Bengali metre called' 
payara
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In pada 9 four of the lines have an identical arrangement of long
and short syllables but, apart from the fact that most of the
lines of these poems end with a spondee, there is no fixed 
arrangement of ganas.
8 + 8 + 1 1
This metre, found only in pada 108, has foot-end rhyme for the 
first two feet and a third foot which is further divisible into a 
3 + 6 structure due to repetition of kahe na followed by an 
imperfective participle. In both A and B it appears that the
order of the feet in the first line has been reversed.
(8 + 8 ) +  (8 + 3-8) (kavitta or ghanaksarl )
The kavitta has four lines, the first half of each line having 
sixteen syllables, often divisible into two feet of eight 
syllables which may have foot-end rhyme, followed by another foot 
of between thirteen and sixteen syllables which may be further 
divisible into two feet of which the first has eight syllables.
The arrangement of long and short syllables is not fixed and 
several kavitta found in the Rasa mana ke pada have regular 
scansion preserved only in the last two lines.
Most of the kavitta have a fourth foot of either six or seven 
syllables at the end of each line. The best preserved examples of 
those with a last foot of six syllables are numbers 63 and 105.i, 
others which.have the same structure, allowing for emendations and 
a few irregularities,are numbers 29, 39, 33, 6 2, 66 and 101.
Five of these eight kavitta have a spondee rhyme and the others 
a tribrach; number 33 has an extra first line which has either 
been interpolated or was intended as an introductory couplet. 
Number 64 is the best preserved example of a kavitta with a last 
foot of seven syllables although, unlike others with the lines 
of the same length (apart from number 63 which may be included 
in this category if the mai rhyme is read as a monosyllable), 
it has no foot-end rhymes. Numbers 3 6, 65 and 73 have metrical 
deficiencies only in their first lines, while in numbers 43 and 
100 only the fourth line scans satisfactorily. Two other poems 
which may originally have been intended to have an 8 + 8 + 8 +
6/7 structure are numbers 48 and 75*
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Two poems which appear to have a fourth foot of eight syllables 
(with periambic rhyme) are numbers 8 and 86, though in the former 
the first line is two syllables shorter than the rest, and in the 
latter one has to read gaura with three syllables, phailyo with 
two syllables, and adopt the variant reading vrim'davipina.
9 + 7
Found only in pada 109, this unusual syllabic metre seems more 
readily applicable than a moric metre with feet of (12-14) + 10 
instants.
V .3• 2 Moric metres
12 + 10 (kundala)
There are three consecutive padas with this metre (33-35) which 
are all assigned to raga Maru and have four rhyming couplets ending 
with a spondee and an irregular first line. Another pada, also 
assigned to Maru in B, which was probably intended to have the same 
structure is number 20.
12 + 12 + 12 + 10 (haripriya)
The two padas (10 arid 46 ) composed in this metre each have four 
l i n e s  with three feet consisting of four three matra gana.1; followed 
by a fourth with the gana structure (3 + 3) + 4* Both padas have 
foot-end rhymes and a spondee at the end of each line. The first 
line of pada 46 is irregular in having the structure 12 + 10 + 12 
+ 10, 'which may be analysed as a rhyming couplet with two feet 
in each line.
14 + 10 (rupamala)
The only pada in this metre is number 7 which has six lines, the 
first being a refrain of fourteen instants. The first foot of all 
the lines may be divided into ganas o f 3 + 4 + 3 + 4  instants and 
the second into ganas of 3 + 4 + 3 instants.
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14 + 11/12
This metre is found only in pada 98 which has four lines, the 
first being a refrain of thirteen instants. However, if the final 
vowel of each line is lengthened the refrain will consist of fourteen 
instants and the other lines will yield a 14 + 12 structure (if in 
the third line amga amga is omitted and one reads.bharye/musakani).
If this was the author's intention then the lines approximate to 
the gita and gitika metres, though neither allows a final spondee.
As they stand, most of the lines are divisible into a gana structure 
7 + 7 + 7  + 4.
13 + 9/10
This metre (intended as radhika or avatara ?) is found in pada 
105.ii for which a 13 + 9 structure was probably intended since, if. 
the rhymes of lines v and vi are read as a trochee, it is applicable 
to all lines except iii and iv.
16 (■+ 16) (caupai/laghima)
There are three poems (numbers 11,.22 and 126) with feet of 
sixteen instants (which are numbered in pairs in the transcription). 
Number 11 has a first line of 16 + 12 instants followed by others 
with feet of sixteent instants which, apart from line 2, fulfil the 
requirements of caupal metre, as do all the feet of number 120,
(viz. 2 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 ) .  Most lines of number 22 have feet of 
sixteen instants but the 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 4 gana structure of laghima 
is more applicable to them.
A caupal structure of (2+4) + 4 + 4 + 2  instants serves as the 
first foot of the lines of several padas, the metres of which are 
described below.
16 + 10 (visnupada)
This metre is used only for pada 128 which has a final periambus 
instead of the iambus or spondee normally required for visnupada 
metre.
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16 + 11 (saras?)
This metre is used for ten poems which have between four and 
ten lines and the same trochaic rhyme throughout, apart from pada 
70 which has an irregular first line followed by ten rhyming 
couplets. The first line may either be equal to the others or 
divisible into two feet, the second corresponding to the second 
asymmetrical (visama) feet of the subsequent lines and the first 
providing a short phrase which, in sung performance, must have 
been repeated after each line in order to help the second foot
(4)cover a sixteen beat rhythmic cycle . Examples of this kind
of division of the teka line are:
« ——
12.1 (bara dou) nava kisora se bala
18.1 (manuni) manu kio kiha kaja
The second foot of these poems,has, with few exceptions, a 
structure of 8 + 3 (ahira) or 6 + 4 + 1 instants (the latter 
equivalent to the second foot of a doha).
16 + 12 (sara)
This metre is used for seventeen padas of between four and eight 
lines and for four longer poems which have between ten and eighteen 
lines. In most cases the second foot has a 4 + 4 + 4 structure 
which is equally divisible into 6 + 6 ,  the latter being on the 
whole more common and usually further divisible into a (2 +4) 
+ 4 + 2  structure. The lines end regularly in a spondee and 
most of the poems retain the same rhyme throughout, the exceptions 
being numbers 14, 32, the longer poems 57* 68 and 71» and 67 which 
has rhyming triplets.
Where the first lines of padas in this metre are shorter than 
the others they are usually divisible into two feet, the second 
corresponding to the second foot of the other lines and the first 
serving to fill out the rhythmic cycle (as suggested above for 
sarasi metre). Examples of this kind of division are:
4. This procedure has been described by R. Snell in his metrical
analysis of the padas of Hita Harivamsa with reference to their 
their performance in the sama.ja held regularly in temples of 
the Radhavallabha sampradaya.
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6.1 (pyari tero) musika milana piya bhave
14.1 (manuni) bisai priya kiu saje
31.1 (ho lala mai) khelata inu braja mahi
58.1 (tata thai) nacata nava gati nyari
16 + 13
Number 111 is the better preserved of the two poems which 
are definitely composed in this metre. It has a cretic rhyme 
and a first line of thirteen instants with the second foot 
structured 6 + 2 + 5  (ullala). Number 25 has four lines ending 
with a spondee, the first having twenty instants and the second 
foot of the other three having a 5 + 4 + 4 (pradosa) structure. 
Poem number 97 may also have a 16 + 13 structure unless the 
-lya rhymes are to be read -iya.
16 + 14 (kukubha)
Two padas with this metre are 96 and 110, of which the 
second feet have the structure 8 + 6  (hakali), further divisible 
into 2 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 4 .  Number 110, however, may be given a 
16 + 13 structure if the -aryo rhymes are understood.to be 
trochaic.
16 + 16 (samana savaiya)
There are fourteen padas composed in this metre, all of them 
having between four and eight lines and a final spondee, apart 
from numbers 28 and 74 which have periambic rhymes. Ten of 
these padas begin with a refrain of sixteen or seventeen 
instants, the latter being in most cases reducible to sixteen 
by slight emendation. As with other padas having feet of 
sixteen instants the gana structure is, with few exceptions,
6 + 4 + 4 + 2.
Poem number 72 has either suffered from interpolations in 
its third and fifth lines or was intended to have alternate 
lines in sara and samana savaiya metres.
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1 6 + 1 6 + 8 + 1 1
This appears to be the intended metre for the last two lines 
of pada 59. The first line has twenty-two instants, perhaps to 
be counted as two feet of eleven instants, and the second line 
has three feet of 16 + 16 + 11 instants. The last two feet of 
the longer lines have a gana structure 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 and 4 + 4  
+ 3.
20 + 11
This is apparently the metre of pada 92, though the second 
line has seventeen instants (reducible to sixteen by reading 
mohyo), which suggests that the other lines may have been
extended by interpolations. One may omit pyare from line 1
a w
and in 3 omit inu and read kou, but the first half of the
fourth line has a definite 10 + 10 structure.
V .3 • 3 The poems referred to as chanda
There are six poems with four six-line stanzas which are 
introduced by the scribes as chamda (cf. IV.2, p . 136), a term 
which is used in the Adigrantha for poems consisting mostly of 
four or six stanzas^ . The poems numbered 2 and 3 have doha/ 
sakhi couplets preceding each stanza, one couplet in the case 
of number 2 (given only in B) and two in the case of number 3 
(given by A and B but not. found in C). In all of these poems 
the first foot of the third line of each stanza is more or less
5. E. Trumpp, p. cxxxv, defines the 'Chant1 as a stanza
consisting of three couplets, each having its own rhyme 
and with each line consisting of twenty-eight mores ( 8 + 8  
+ 8 + 4 )  with a caesura after the eighteenth mora. S.S. 
Kohli, pp.80-1, says that the chanda may have one or more 
stanzas (called pada) of between four and six lines (the 
majority having six), in which the second part of the 
second line is normally repeated in the first part of the 
third (as in the Rasa mana ke pada examples). The basic 
stanza form is that of the kundaliya, viz. two doha lines 
(13 + 11) followed by four rola lines (11 + 13) with 
repetition of 2b as 3a and of 1s- as 6b . The chandas of 
the Adigrantha, however, lengthen the lines by the 
addition of surplus words.
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a repetition of the last foot of the second line. The first two
lines of each stanza are shorter than the rest, but in 85 all lines
are the same in length and in 1, 4 and 85 the last line is a repeat 
of the first. In 53 all stanzas have the same final line and in 2
and 3 the first foot of the last line of each stanza is identical.
The rhyming scheme of all stanzas is AABBAA, apart from those of 55 
which rhyme AABBCC.
The characteristics of each of the chanda poems are as follows: 
no. 1
lines 1,2,6 15 + 12 instants; first foot: 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 3
+ 2 (similar to gopl, but with final periambus 
for the required spondee); second foot: 8 + 4  
(either 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 2 o r 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 + .2 )
lines 3,4,5 10 + 10 + 17 (some with foot-end rhyme); first ,
two feet: 3 + 4 + 3  (except 17*0 ; third foot: 
3 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 4  with spondee rhyme.
no,
Iambic or cretic rhymes, but final spondee for lines 3-6 of 
the third stanza.
lines 1,2 22 instants, mostly (8 + 4) + (5 + 5)
lines 3,4,5 (7 + 7) + (7 + 5), known as gitika, butl6+11 for
line 22 (therefore omit ko and read lagyo/tabola ?)
line 6 16 + 12; first foot: caupal; second foot:
3 + 2 + 2 +  3 +  2 o r 2  + 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 
(except line 24).
no,
no,
Iambic rhyme for the third and fourth lines of each stanza,
cretic rhyme for the rest.
lines 1,2 1 1 + 1 0  (candrayana, apart from line 16 which
has 12 + 9 )? first foot 7 + 4 / 6 + 4 + 1 ;  
second foot: 5 + 5 / 7 + 3
lines 3 - 6  1 6 + 1 2  or 14 + 1 2; second foot: 3 + 2 + 2 + 2
+ 3
4
Iambic rhyme for the third and fourth lines of each stanza, 
trochaic rhyme for the rest
lines 1, 2 13 + 11 (doha)
lines 3,4 14 + 12 (gitika)
line 5 1 6 + 1 0  (gita); first foot: caupal; second
foot 3 + 2 + 2 + 3
line 6 repeat of line 1
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no. 55
lines 1,2
line 3
line k
lines 5>6 
no. 83
The first foot of the first two lines and of the last line of 
every stanza begins with the phrase meri kanuya ,jiu. All lines 
are in sara metre and end with a spondee preceded, in all but 
two lines, by a periambus.
V.^ f Poems with irregular metrical structure
Most of the poems in which no regular moric or syllabic metre 
is apparent have four lines. They contain too many mores for them 
to be classified as salok sahaskriti stanzas, such as are found in 
the bhoga section of the. Sdigrantha, which have four lines of 
unequal length with a total of ninety six mores^^. However, such 
a-metre may be applicable to pada 118 (which has lines of 14-12 
syllables and 21-29/30 mores) if it is regarded as consisting of 
an introductory couplet followed by three quatrains. The irregular 
four line poems may have been composed as loosely structured 
dhrupada verses similar to those attributed to Svaml Haridasa, and 
those which seem to have a change of metre half way through may
have been intended for performance with a change of tala, as may 
have been the case with pada 2k in which the first four lines have 
sixteen instants and the rest a syllabic ghanaksari structure.
In pada 90 the simple omission of ko from the second line 
restores a syllabic structure of thirteen syllables for the 
first line and twenty-six for the other three, though with no fixed
6. cf. E. Trumpp, pp. cxxxiii-iv.
16 + 10 for stanzas 1 and k , 16 + 9 for stanzas 2 
and three, assuming that the words lo syama combine 
with the preceding word to form a separate foot and 
accepting a caesura in the middle of anuragi in 
line '\k.
9 + 9 + 12 in all but the first stanza (where it 
has 8 + 8  + 12) and the fourth (where it has 
9 /1 0 + 8 + 1 2, depending on the length of the 
final vowel of agarI); final spondee.
16 + 12 (sara) in all but the last stanza which 
has 18 + 12, either to match the preceding line 
(in which case read paryo...taha) or because the 
repeat of rasa is superfluous.
16 + 11 (saras 1 ); the last line is the same for .. 
all stanzas.
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caesurae or gana structure. This suggests that a syllabic 
metrical pattern underlies these poems which has been distorted 
by scribes who were not aware of their structure or precise 
meaning. Alternatively, the scribes may have tampered with the 
metre in an attempt to fit syllabic metres to a moric framework. 
Since these poems may have originally had a free metrical 
structure, since the degree of scribal corruption is uncertain 
and since there are sometimes several options available for 
adjusting the count of long and short syllables, these poems 
are transcribed with a minimum of emendation.
In most cases a syllabic ghanaksarl type of metre is 
immediately apparent in the last one or two lines. They are 
often found to have two or three feet of eight syllables,, 
sometimes with foot-end rhyme, and a final foot of between six 
and thirteen syllables. However, a count of the number of mores' 
sometimes reveals that the underlying structure is in fact a moric 
one, most commonly consisting of feet of twelve instants and with 
a hatipriya metre (12 + 12 + 12 + 10) often evident in the third 
or fourth line.
Some additional characteristics of the irregular four-line 
poems are as follows: 
no. 37
A syllabic rhythm (8 + 8 + 12/13) is evident in lines 2 and 
but a moric structure is suggested by the first line (16 + 12) 
and the others which have two feet of ±11 mores and a third 
of 18-22. 
no. 76
A ghanaksari rhythm is apparent in the last two lines and the 
first two have a syllabic■structure 8 + 8 + 11 (reading mo as mahu), 
but the first lines may have an intended moric structure 20 + 16/1? 
and the others are perhaps intended to be in haripriya metre 
no. 77
Although a syllabic metre is apparent in the last line (8 + 8  
+ 8 ), feet of eleven mores may be counted for 1^, 3%  3° (omitting
c t  "b*
the repeat of phuni), k and , while line 2 has 16 + 16 instants 
and also 1 if the caesura falls between tharx and ghata.
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no. 79
A syllabic structure is apparent in the last line, but the 
underlying metre may be moric based on feet of eight, ten and 
twelve instants with a last foot of sixteen instants in each line. 
no. 81
A syllabic structure 8 + 8  + 8 + 7i s  apparent in the last line 
(reading pyarl with three syllables), but an underlying moric 
metre with feet of sixteen instants is also possible. 
no. 84
An underlying ghanaksari metre seems more likely. 
no. 8?
Syllabic scansion produces a regular count for the last foot 
of each line, with the lines having alternatively 12/13 + 10/11  
and 15/16 +11 syllables. However, an underlying moric metre with 
feet, of twelve instants may have been intended.
no. 89
The feet have between seven and nine syllables in most cases, 
but there may be an underlying moric structure based on alternating 
sara and haripriya lines. 
no. 93
A basic syllabic structure 8 + 6 is most readily apparent, 
though the underlying scheme may be a moric one with feet of ten 
and twelve instants. 
no. 9h
Syllabic metre (8 + 8 + 8 + 7) is evident in the last line, though 
the first three lines have feet of ±18 instants. 
no. 102
The lines may be read with a 16 + 18 syllabic structure after 
omission of some possible interpolations (e.g. the repeat of amga;and 
duti or chabi), but there may be an underlying moric structure of 
19 + 12 instants. 
no. 112
Lines 2 and k suggest a syllabic structure-8 + 8 +. (9 + 6 ), 
but they may also be reckoned as moric lines with (12 .+ 12) + 12 .+ 10 
instants, which is also possible for line 3 if chabi is omitted.
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no. 113
The metre is probably intended to be moric since line 3 is
w  w
haripriya if one reads nice nice. Omission of h£ and ke from 
the last foot of the last line renders it equal in length 
to the last foot of the preceding lines. 
no. 11*t
Unlike the other irregular poems mentioned above, this one 
has six lines and is written in Panjabi. It apparently has a 
syllabic basis with lines of sixteen syllables and a caesura, 
in all but the first and last lines, after the tenth syllable 
(assuming dekhi for dekhata in line 3 and reading the chapa 
as kevala). A moric structure is also possible, with alternating 
lines of 16 + 10 and 16 + 12 instants with the first two lines 
having 13 + 10.
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VI
LANGUAGE
V.1 Nouns
The use and frequency of occurrence of the different inflections 
of unextended masculine -a stem nouns, a category which incorporates 
older neuter nouns, have been summarized above (IV.3-3-1-2). The 
following inflections were found to occur with these nouns in the 
singular:
Occasionally the termination -i occurs with some of these nouns
when they are in the direct plural case.
There are a few extended masculine nouns which have -o or -a for
direct singular case (the latter occurring infrequently for
rhyme or-assonance) and -e for the oblique singular and direct
plural. Masculine -i and -u stem nouns have no distinctive
singular inflections but, like all other nouns including those of
feminine gender, have the oblique plural termination -ana (with
the rare variant -ani, cf. IV.3-3•1•10)• There is one occurrence
of -o as an ablative inflection in the phrase gharo ghari meaning
(1)'from house to house'
Feminine -i and -u stem nouns generally retain their historic 
final vowels (in B at least, cf. IV.3-3-6/8), while the gender of 
some other feminine nouns is marked by a non-etymological final 
-i (cf. IV.3-3*1.9). In the direct plural feminine nouns have 
the termination -e or, for -i stem nouns, -lya (written invariably 
with<I>).
1. J. Bloch, p .174, relating this inflection to Prakrit -ao, cites 
the comparable expressions hathohathai, 'from hand to hand', 
and disodisi, 'everywhere1 (Pali disodisam), as noted by L.P. 
Tessitori, section 61.
Direct (nominative/accusative) -a, -u
Oblique (used with postpositions) -a
Instrumental/dative
Locative
Vocative
-i, -ahi 
-i, -ahi, -e 
-a
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2 Adjectives
The limited extent to which unextended adjectives show concord 
with masculine and feminine nouns is indicated above (IV.3-3-1-11) 
Extended adjectives show masculine direct singular -o or -a (the 
latter used for rhyme only), oblique singular and direct plural 
-e, and the termination -l with feminine nouns in all cases.
The adjective-forming particle so/se/sl is used to give the 
sense of 'like*, fas if’..
3 Postpositions
As is usual in New Indo-Aryan languages, postpositions have 
largely replaced the older inflections. Most of the postpositions 
(in B at least) are spelt with a locative or instrumental 
termination, viz. age, (u)pari, karane, nali, pache, basi, blci, 
ma(d)dhi/mahi (which has variants mahu, mo, me, mai and madhya), 
vise, samgi and hiti. There are a few compound postpositions, viz.
u
ki nyai, ke pache, ke basi, ke m£hi and ke samgi. The use of the 
above postpositions is straightforward, as is that of binu/-a/-a, 
lo, lie ('for the purpose of'), the direct/accusative marker ko/ 
kau and the genitive postposition ka/ko/ki/ke. The following 
postpositions have a wider range of idiomatic uses: 
te (corresponding to modern Hindi se) is used to mean 'from’ with 
regard to places and time (kumjana te, ajahu te), 'from' or 'by' 
in an agentive sense (vahi te bani ave), 'than' in comparisons 
(sasi te ujari), 'apart from' in constructions like tuma te kachu 
auru na bhavata, and in such expressions as ika te ika ( 'one by
one'), dekhye te ('as a result of seeing'), calana te...hati
('desisted from moving'), rakhu...pakhamda te ('protect from 
impiety'), tinu vimukhana te nasu ('ruin upon those who disregard I'). 
pa(h)i/pai/pe (and the metrically shortened form pi) besides being
used for persons spoken to (kahyo piya pai) and in the sense of
'towards'/'in the direction of', also occurs with agents in passive 
constructions, as in kavana pai jave gani and mo pe barani na jai. 
so is used to mean 'with' or 'by' in an instrumental sense and 
with persons spoken to or met with, or for whom love etc. is felt, 
and in the expressions kara so karu ('hand in hand') and bhuja 
bhuja so ('arm in arm').
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Pronouns
In the following paradigms a hyphen standing alone indicates 
that the relevant form is wanting in the text, a hyphen following 
any pronoun indicates that the form occurs only with postpositions 
or an emphatic suffix. Most pronouns have an oblique form with 
the termination -hi which is used in an instrumental or dative 
sense. The plural pronouns are used mainly with singular 
reference, as is often the case in modern Hindi. Both A and B 
give the spelling una in all contexts, but B has ina and tina 
only when they are followed by postpositions or an emphatic 
suffix.
singular 
mai, hau 
mujhe, mohi, mo- 
mero/-a/-e/-I
First person 
Direct 
Oblique 
Possessive 
Second person 
Direct 
Oblique
plural
hama
hama
hamar o/-a/-e/ -1
tumaro/-e/-I
tu, tu tuma
tujhe, tohi, tuhi tuma
to-, tihare, tere 
Possessive tero/-e/-i
tihare and tere occur as equivalents for oblique case only when 
followed by a postposition (viz. tihare samgi, tere te).
Third person (proximate demonstrative)
Direct yaha, iha -
Oblique ya-, y^- inu, ina
An emphatic form of the direct singular is ehi, which occurs 
with short initial e- for both occurrences in moric metre.
Third person (remote demonstrative)
Direct vaha, uha
Oblique ua-, iuva-, uva- ,
va-, vS- una
For the metrical value of the oblique case spellings cf. V.2.2 
For possible oblique plural binu cf. 54.2 fn.
91 -
Third person (correlative)
Direct - teu
Oblique ta-, ta-, tisi, ti- tinu, tina
(?)
T .. tihi/tiha
Locative
¥ M
tisi and teu are emphatic forms and ti- occurs only in A with joi 
as a metrical contraction equivalent to tahi pe (the reading 
given by B in ^ 2.3)
Relative
Direct jo
Oblique jihi, ja-, ja-
The form jihi occurs with the postposition so and the direct 
singular j_o often occurs somewhat superfluously in such contexts 
as bhayo jo mahabilasu and sudhi jo bisari. The form jinahu 
occurs twice, apparently as a singular instrumental^^. No plural 
forms of the pronoun occur in the text.
Reflexive
The most common form is the possessive adjective apuno/-e/-I, 
especially with the verb kar- in the sense of 'make one's own'.
It is used only once with reference to the second person (viz. 
apuna pe ae (115.1)
Interrogative animate inanimate
Direct kavana kaha
Oblique kauna/-e, kavana kaha/ kahe
The oblique of the inanimate forms is used to introduce questions
(kahe na kahyo ?) and kiha (A variant: kihi) occurs in the phrase
kiha kaja ('for what purpose ?'). The use of the forms kavana
and kaune is not always clear. The form kaune occurs only once
where the context suggests direct rather than instrumental and
(if)
the nasalization may be merely be conditioned . The oblique
2. Noted as a locative form by L.P. Tessitori, section 90.
3- J.D. Smith, pp.38-9, cites comparable Marwari instrumental/
locative pronominal forms with the terminations -ina, -ini
• «
4. Apabhramsa forms noted by H. Jacobi, 1918 p . 38 section 30,
are kavanu (masc./neut. nom. sing.), kavanem (instr.), and
| kavana (used adjectivally or as a fem. nom./acc.).
!
I
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kaune is used in the phrase kaune kama (equivalent to kiha kaja) 
and in kaune ke prere ('upon whose instigation ?'). Elsewhere 
kavana occurs with a postposition (kavana pai jave gani) or as an 
adjective (nisa hai kavana).
Indefinite animate inanimate
w ^  U V
Direct ko, koi, kou kachu
— — iS
Oblique kisi , kahu kachu
The form ko occurs in negative contexts with the meaning 'nobody'. 
The oblique kisi occurs only once (71.11) in a dative context.
Siit
There are four adjectival occurrences of the forms koi/kou used 
with the noun tonoZ-a with the meaning 'some kind of spell'. The 
inanimate form kachu is mainly used adverbially to mean 'to a 
certain extent' (or with a negative particle 'not at all'). For
the feminine kai cf. below , section 17*
Pronominal adjectives and adverbs
demonstratives correlative interrogative relative
adjective eto/-i, eta 
of quantity
teta keta jeta
adjective . , ,aiso/-e/-ipf manner taise kaise
jaiso/-e/-i
adverb 
x. lu of manner .
adverb ■ ,. ,. aba 
of time
tiu
taba
kiu
kaba
jiu, jiu, 
jive
jaba
adverb
of place lha' taha, taha tahi
kahS.,
kahu * kahi
jahS
The adjectives of quantity with final -a occur only as rhymes.
Masculine singular oblique forms of the adjectives of manner
are also used adverbially. Also occurring as adverbs of place
are anata ('somewhere else '), jata kata ('wherever'), and the
emphatic form katahu. The combination jaba kaba occurs with the 
meaning 'whenever'. The pronominal adjectives and adverbs frequently 
occur withi emphatic suffixes (and iha- only so). For the metrical 
value of tahS/taha cf. V.2.2.
In addition to the above avara/auru/-a, bahu/-ta/-tu and 
sab(h)a/-e are also used pronominally as well as adjectivally.
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6 Verb stems
Several transitive and causative stems occurring in the text 
are formed by the addition of -a to the intransitive or 
transitive stem and by shortening of the stem vowel if it is long. 
Four verbs occurring with intransitive, transitive and causative
w
stems are illustrative of these three gradations, viz. jhul-/jhol-/ 
jhula- , pasar-/pasar-/pasara- , bisar-/bisar-/bisara- and mil-/mel-/ 
mila-. There are a few other stems besides jhul- which have 
synonymous stems with either a long or short vowel, viz. jag- ,
z. X - X —
dhar-, baj-, badh-, pag- and lag-.
Stems ending with a vowel have an intervocalic -v- before verb 
terminations except -i and the perfective terminations -1 and -e.
7 The substantive verb
The verb ho- is the only one in the text which occurs with an 
extended infinitive, viz. hona used as a rhyme in one of the Panjabi 
dialect poems. The third person singular and plural of the present 
tense are written a± random as hai/hai/he/he (cf. IV.3»3»5»9 and 
3«3»3)» The first person present is ho and the second person is 
hai in the singular and ho in the plural, which may also be used 
with singular subjects. There is an occurrence of the form hovo 
(in B) or hovo (in A) which may be either the first person present 
subjunctive or the second person imperative (85.23). The perfective 
participle is bhayo/bhae/bhai (showing concord with the subject and 
sometimes having short final vowels metri causa).
The present tense is used as auxiliary verb with imperfective 
participles to form a present indicative tense (e.g. karata hai), 
and with perfective participles to form a present perfect tense 
(e.g. manu kio hai, bhai hai chimasi raina).
The form hoi may function, sometimes ambiguously, as an 
absolutive, a third person singular present subjunctive or as 
a perfective equivalent to the usual bhayo/bhae/bhai and modern 
Hindi hua/hue/hui and Panjabi hoia/hoi. The perfective form
SJ
hoi occurs with feminine subjects and hoi with feminine or 
sometimes with masculine subjects , where it probably 
represents a metrical variant of hoe.
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Present tense
The present tense, which is used for indicative, subjunctive
(5)and imperative moods, has the following terminations : 
singular 1 -o, -au
2 -ahi
3 -i, -ahi, -ahe, -e(-ahi as rhyme)
plural 1
2 -o, -ahu, -aho
3 -ahi, -ahi, -e
The termination -au is found with verb stems ending in -a 
(e.g. dikhau) as an alternative to the form with intervocalic -v- 
(e.g. dikhavo). The second person singular and plural forms 
occur in the text only as imperatives (see next section). The 
third person singular and plural terminations (cf. IV.3.3.5.9 
for scribal indication of their nasalization) are used according 
to metrical requirements, thus for example either jai, jahi or 
jave may occur with bali to form a phrase found in the last line 
of several poems meaning 'sacrifices/devotes himself' (alternatively 
'sacrifice yourself' when .jahi is used). The termination -i is 
found only after a stem ending in -a
Imperatives
The second.person imperative is expressed either by the above 
present tense forms (e.g. ja(h)i, javaho, milahu or milo, for 
variant spellings of which cf. IV.3.^.9) or by the addition of 
the termination -u, or -hu if the stem ends in a vowel (e.g. calu, 
dehu). Polite imperatives with the old passive terminations -le, 
-lje and -Ijie are also found (cf. below,, section 16).
Imperatives are negated with the particles na or jina.
5-' They may be compared with the Apabhramsa forms: singular
1 karaum, 2 karahi, 3 karai, plural 1 karahum, 2 karahu,
3 karahim, as discussed by J. Bloch, p. H. Jacobi,
1918 section 5.11 p.2 8, notes that -aho represents a metrical 
lengthening of -ahu.
6. The scribes do not make the distinction between indicative 
jai and imperative jahi (with emphatic -h-) as noted for 
Old Awadhi by B. Saksena, section 303» p.259*
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10 Future tense
The only future tense forms found in the text are the first 
person singular feminine (karogi, badhogi, rahogi) and the second 
person plural (dharahuge, used with a singular subject).
11 Imperfective participles
These are formed from the verb stem by the addition of the 
termination -ta or, in only a few instances, -tu and -ti (cf.
IV.3.3.1.15). They occur independently, used as participles or 
with the force of a finite verb, or in combination with the 
substantive verb as an auxiliary to form a present indicative 
tense (karata hai, pavata hai). They are also used with the 
participles hota and jata to impart a sense of continuity 
(pragatu hota, milata jata).
12 Perfective participles
Perfective participles of most verbs are formed by the 
addition to the stem of the terminations -yo/-ye/-i (showing 
concord with the subject). A masculine singular form with the 
termination -ya also occurs, but its use is restricted to rhyming 
positions. The verbs kar-, de-, £i- and Le- have (in addition to 
the forms karI and lai) the perfective participles kio (or kiya
as a rhyming variant), dio, pio, lio and kino, dlno, pino and
lino (which show feminine and masculine oblique and direct plural
X X X X - (7)concord, viz. kini, kine and the masculine rhyming form kina) . 
The perfective participle of ja- is gayo/gae/gal (based on Vgam).
These participles may function independently as a finite verb 
or in combination with the substantive verb as an auxiliary 
forming a present perfect tense (chakye hai, kie hai). Being a 
passive participle the constructions in which it is used are 
ergative (e.g. kaha mohi kina, jori citu coryo), though the
7. The terminations -yo/-ye/-i derive from Prakrit -ia/-io 
(S.-(i)ta); kio from Prakrit kiyo/kido (S. krta-, with dio 
<*dita-. and pio and lio formed on analogy); dTno from *dinna- 
(Ap. dinnau, with kino, pino, lino formed on analogy).Cf. 
CDIAL, J. Beames part III p.144, L.P. Tessitori, section 126, 
and J. Bloch p.269. For variant spellings kiyo etc. cf.
IV.3.4.6.
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instrumental case of the agent is not always clearly indicated.
The perfective participle with an oblique termination may be used 
as an absolutive, as noted below (section 14;.
Some intransitive verbs with roots in -a, including a few which
have the vowel as a passive theme, form their perfective participles
with the terminations -ano/-ane/-ani, for example akulane and
sakucani from intransitive verbs, thagane and upajano from passive
verbs, contrasting with the transitive form thagyo and the 
(8)causative upajayo
13 Infinitives, gerunds and gerundives
The role of the modern Hindi infinitive is fulfilled by gerunds
(9)which occur with the terminations -nu and -na , both being used 
as direct case forms while -na is also used for the oblique case 
and thus occurs regularly with postpositions (e.g. kachu kahanu na 
ave, calana te). Constructions having inceptive force may be 
formed by combining the gerund/infinitive with the verb lag- , as 
in bajavana lag! ('they began to play', fern. pi.).
An example of a gerundive formed from a causative verb with the 
termination -avana is manavana, which occurs twice as manavani 
where the final -i may represent locative/dative■case ('while 
appeasing1 or 'in order to appease',).
14 Absolutives
The absolutive is formed by adding -i or -(i)ke/-(i)ke to the 
verb stem (e.g. nirakhi, nirakhike, dharike; for variant spellings 
cf. IV.3.3*1.14/3.3.5.8). The stem alone occurs in the case of the 
verb _le-, as in mathani le and muni le. Alternatively a perfective 
participle may be used, showing an oblique (originally locative) 
termination which is usually nasalized unless followed by a
8. L.P."Tessitori, section 126, citing the Sindhi participles
ubhano, vikano etc., derives the termination from MIA passive 
verbs in -amanu.
9* Derived from Sanskrit nouns of action in -anam. There are no 
occurrences of the other Braj infinitive ending in -ivo/-ibo 
(<-tavya).
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pcstposition (e.g. dekhye ratipati murachave, dekhye te na rahe ' 
dukhu).
The verb stem with the termination -i is also used with the 
verbs sagh- (as in cali saghata nahi, 'is unable to move') and 
rah- (expressing continuity, as in ataki rahyo, 'remained fixed1).
15 Compound verbs
Verb stems take the absolutive -i termination when they are 
combined with a dependent auxiliary verb to form a compound verb 
(e.g. mohi lio, cali avo, bhuli gai). The verbs a-, phaila- and 
l_e-? however, are not written with -i when combined with a 
dependent auxiliary verb. Compound verbs occurring in the text 
are:
(absolutive) stem 
cali, bani, le 
gfithi
ghati, bisari, biti , 
bhuli,. lati, surajhi
kari
ulati, giri, jagi, phaila 
a-
apuna kari, uthai, kari, 
curai, dhari, nihari, pheri, 
bini, bulai (-l for rhyme), 
meli, mohi, roki, simci, 
suni, hiri
The form lyai hai may represent a contraction of le + a - ^ ^ .  
For duri + kar- cf. IV.3-3-1-11*
-  210. J.D. Smith (in his glossary under la- ) suggests that it is
more likely to represent a modification of la- to accord with 
a folk etymology deriving it from le + a-. L.P. Tessitori, 
section 4-, notes a rare instance of -ya- written for -i- when 
the latter falls after a consonant or before a vowel: *layati 
(= lati)> Ap. lei > lii > lyai.
dependent auxiliary 
+ a- 
+ kar-
+ ja-
+ dhar- 
+ par- 
+ mil-
+ le-
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16 Passives
An isolated survival of an original primary passive is the
T T (11)
form dise (<drsyate). The terminations -le and -ljje , often 
used for polite imperatives, also retain their original passive 
meaning in a few contexts (e.g. aba kaha kije 120.1, kari llje 
32.6, na sunije 51**0 • The fact that these forms had begun to 
lose their passive force (as a result of their being used as 
imperatives) is indicated by occurrences of a secondary passive 
formation consisting of a perfective participle combined with 
the verb ja-, e.g. javata na ganl, kahl na jave, na jave toll.
The -y- in the rhymes rakhiya/lakhlya (97.2/3) suggests that 
they are to be interpreted as passive participial formations.
17 Panjabi features
Three poems included among the Rasa mana ke pada are written
in Panjabi (numbers 111, 11*f and 118 ), and some others contain
(12)features characteristic of the Trans-Indus dialects . The 
three Panjabi poems show some admixture of Braj, Hindi (Khariboli) 
and Sindhi forms which, to some extent, may simply be the result 
of miscopying, as seems to be the case in pada 114- where the 
phrase prema da khilona in the first line contrasts with namda 
ka dhatona in the fourth. Panjabi traits found in the Braj 
poems are the phrase cukhu asS do bhali (122.10), the use of 
the verbs col- (for Braj cala-) and sagh- (for Braj sak-, cf. 
Sindhi saghanu rather than Lahnda saggan/haggun), the use of
11. These are derived from Prakrit passives showing -iai/-ie or 
-ijia(i)/-ijjai (representing the Sanskrit passive verbal 
suffix -ya-). Cf. B. Saksena section 351 p.295 and J. Bloch
pp. 2A-0 8c 288.
12. The term 'Panjabi1 is used here in a broad sense since the 
data are neither sufficient nor consistent enough to allow 
the language of the relevant poems to be identified as any 
specific dialect. G.A. Grierson, LSI vol. VIII part I pp.
233 T.j used the term Lahnda for the speech of the area which 
includes Dera Ghazi Khan and Dera Ismail Khan. Other loosely 
used terms are Jatki, Multani or West Panjabi. A term which 
has since gained wider acceptance for the speech of the area 
including Dera Ghazi Khan is Siraiki, cf. C. Shackle 1976,
p.2.
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the postpositions nali and nere (uncommon in Braj but standard in 
Panjabi where the forms current are nala and nere) and kai as a 
dialectal feminine form of koi/kou.
The frequent indication of conditioned nasalization and 
nasalization of peripheral vowels, by later scribes if not in 
the Ur-text itself, has been mentioned above as a feature 
characteristic of Trans-Indus dialects (cf. IV.3»3-5*2/3»3»2.10). 
Some variant forms which are not typical of Braj, such as ruma 
for the usual roma and sagh- for sak- , may also be attributed 
to the influence on the scribes of their own regional speech.
The following distinctively Panjabi (or Trans-Indus) 
grammatical forms are found in the Rasa mana ke pada:
genitive postposition:
accusative/dative
postposition:
the postposition ute 
('upon'):
the postposition do 
(’towards'):
possessive pronouns:
imperfective participles:
present tense:
13. An unusual form, either a local variant or standard Panjabi 
nu x a, used as an object marker in the area north of Dera 
Ismail Khan, as noted by C. Shackle 1980 p.^89.
14 Siraiki dede. For orthography of retroflex consonants, 
including the forms asadi/asade, cf. IV.
prema da khilona (direct; 11A-.1)
alabela ve namda dya
(vocative; 111.1.)
suputa na gholT (118.5) ^ ^  
amgani ute (118.8)
cukhu as§. do bhali (122.10) 
maidadi jholi (118.3) 
gall asadi (111.2) 
vasi asade hona (11^.6)
auda, bhauda, jauda etc. (111) 
latakamda (as a rhyme in ^5»3)
• ■ >■
deva, jiva (first person; 118.1/2) 
thive, jive (second person; 118.4)
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VII
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE POEMS 
AND THEIR TRANSLATION
The aim of the foregoing sections on orthography, metre and 
language has been to ascertain the degree of scribal corruption 
in the manuscripts and at the same time to formulate principles 
for the editorial treatment of variants in order to present a 
text which is coherent, reasonably consistent and a fair 
representation of the presumed archetype. Readings given in the 
edited transcription have been chosen according to the 
observations and conclusions made above, the spellings and 
grammatical forms given by B having generally been preferred 
since the manuscript appears to have retained more archetypal 
features.
The poems are representative of a genre of medieval Braj 
poetry of which the most well known exponents are the Astachapa 
poets, Hita Harivamsa, Harirama Vyasa and Svami Haridasa, who 
were active during the sixteenth century. Much of this kind of 
poetry was written in Braj itself or composed by poets who were 
closely associated with the area or with one of the devotional 
sects which drew inspiration from the religious activity which 
had begun to flourish there from the late fifteenth century 
onwards. The Rasa mana ke pada, whether or not they were 
composed in Braj, were certainly written by someone who was 
well-versed in its language and literature, including all the 
conventions of Sanskrit love poetry which the Braj poets had 
inherited. The compilation contains a few poems in Panjabi, 
but most of them are in standard literary Braj with only a slight 
admixture of alien grammatical forms or idioms and with 
dialectal influence largely restricted to such non-morphemic 
and non-phonemic contexts as indication of nasalization.
What is remarkable is that, although written in an area remote 
from Braj and copied probably at least a century after their date 
of composition, the poems have preserved spellings and 
grammatical forms which are often neutralized in other more
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Sanskritized versions of Braj texts which were copied during 
the same period (i.e. from the mid-eighteenth century onwards). 
From the relatively conservative orthography of manuscript B it 
is evident that, at the time of their composition, presumably 
in the mid-seventeenth century, the Rasa mana ke pada had more 
in common with Apabhramsa than with Sanskritized literary Braj, 
even though much of the vocabulary was tatsama. The form of 
Braj preserved by scribes living in such a peripheral area as 
Dera Ghazi Khan retained a relatively high proportion of archaic 
inflections and orthographic features which are presumably a 
more accurate representation of the language of earlier poets 
than is generally available.
Though preserved by a gaddi of the Pustimarga, there is 
little in the content of the padas which is specifically 
sectarian. Some of them may have been intended for performance 
at times of darsana in the temples, thereby supplementing the 
Astachapa padavalis which were used as hymnals throughout the 
Pustimarga. The Braj dialect is held in particularly high esteem 
in the sampradaya since it was imagined to have been the language 
spoken by Krsna while he was growing up in the countryside 
around Mathura. Its role as a lingua franca in the Pustimarga 
(where it is referred to by some adherents as purusottami bhasa) 
is concomitant with the development of Braj as a centre of 
pilgrimage and religious activity. On account of its rustic 
charm and mythological associations it came to be regarded as 
the most suitable medium for describing Krsnafs pastoral and 
romantic adventures, even in areas remote from Braj.
It is evident from the existence of shorter first lines, 
and occasional scribal repetition of refrains, that the padas 
were intended for sung performance. The structure of many 
of the poems, particularly the shorter ones, in which the 
couplets present contrasting aspects of a situation, was 
perhaps designed for alternating sthayi and antara phrasing 
in sung performance, culminating in a line which stresses the 
importance of the incident described, as in the last line of 
many poems in which the delight of beholding Krsna and Radha 
is.stressed, or in the mana poems in which the negative side of 
the situation is first presented, followed by a final line in 
which the lovers are joyfully reunited.
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The main intention of the pada is to evoke an emotional or 
devotional sentiment relevant to the particular episode of Krsna 
lila which is described. The prime exponent of the ponre was 
Suradasa, though the tradition of composing padas in moric metre
which are assigned to a particular1 raga and bear the poet's name
in the last line may be traced back through Vidyapati and
Candldasa to the caryapadas of the Buddhist siddhas. Among the
Santas and poets of the nirguna school the pada was chiefly a 
didactic verse, but for the Vaisnava sects which centred7 f  i
themselves in Braj the emphasis was on evocation of rasa and 
bhava.
The Rasa mana ke pada deal primarily with the rasa dance and 
other romantic adventures of Krsna and Radha rather than with the# # 4
childhood episodes generally favoured in the Pustimarga. This may 
reflect the poet's closer contact with the sects based in Vrindaban, 
which comprised the followers of Caitanya, Nimbarka, Hita Harivamfea 
and Svami Haridasa. The rasika poets of these traditions developed 
the themes of love poetry which had previously been popular in 
other vernaculars and had been inherited from classical Sanskrit. 
They drew from a conventional repertoire of conceits, metaphors, 
similes, characterizations and themes which could have either 
secular or mystical application, the former being relevant to the 
court poets and the latter to the vernacular songs of various 
'poet-saints' who.sought to transpose human sentiments and emotions 
into an expression of yearning for union with the divine.
Krsna and Radha, although worshipped as divinities, thus came to 
be described as nayaka and nayika, depicted with attributes and.in 
situations and settings typical of erotic court poetry which had 
all been expounded and classified in technical treatises on love- 
making, of which the Kamasutra is the best known example. Krsna 
thus came to be depicted as the typical nagarika, the urbane 
aesthete with a liking for bowers, perfumes, betel, swings in 
shady groves and so forth. The poetry describing him and his 
associates borrowed well-worn similes and metaphors such as 
amorous glances being fired like arrows from the bow of the 
eyebrows, teeth like pearls or jasmine buds, eyes like fish or 
wagtails and hips swaying like those of an elephant.
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The application of themes derived from erotic poetry to the
romantic adventures of Krsna was by no means a new departure.
There were precedents in Hala and the Tamil S^vars and the rasa
episode had become canonised in the Bhagavatapurana. The great
popularity of Jayadeva's Gitagovinda helped to spread the notion
that the love of Krsna and Radha represented a form of cosmic
• « «
lila between the godhead and his §akti and was perhaps the first 
text to popularise the theme of mana whereby Krsna is deemed 
to suffer from temporary separation from his beloved and to 
become himself despondent and submissive.
In the first half of the sixteenth century the application of 
the conventions of classical love poetry to devotional sentiment 
was developed by Rupa Gosvaml who, while living in Vrindaban, 
had composed treatises in which the classical aesthetic theory 
(rasasastra) of Bharata, Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta was 
adapted in order to provide a theoretical framework for the 
emotional brand of devotional religion inspired by Caitanya.
Terms such as rasa, bhava, srngara, rasika and so on, thus 
became imbued with devotional or theological overtones for 
Vaisnava writers in whose works erotic sentiments are
9 •
sublimated into religious devotion. These poets described 
incidents in the life of Krsna with the intention of evoking 
an emotional response in their audience which would be the same 
as that felt by those who were able to witness or participate 
in them, such as a sakhi who promotes the love play of Krsna 
and Radha, or the mother Yasoda adoring her divine child.
Belonging as they do to such a collective tradition, the 
Rasa mana ke pada contain much that is stereotyped and conventional, 
particularly in the poems dealing with the rasa dance or which are 
merely descriptive of the divine couple. In view of the 
stereotyped nature of much of the content, which to some extent 
may be due to later expansion and interpolation, Kevalarama would 
be more favourably represented as a poet by a selection of his 
better poems in which ingenuity of diction, effective cadence or 
an original turn of phrase compensate for the conventionality of 
the subject matter. However, as a first attempt at retrieving 
his poetry from the manuscripts among which it is scattered, the
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more scientific approach is to present one text for detailed 
examination, hence the Rasa mana ke pada have been edited in 
their entirety, though in themselves they do not represent the 
diversity of the various works attributed to Kevalarama.
The most successful poems in the compilation are those which 
deal with the theme of mana, since they contain more lively and 
idiomatic expressions and less conventional situations than are 
depicted in the rasa poems. Even so, the mana- poems still 
conform to the traditional theme of gurumana, the severest degree 
of resentment felt by the offended woman (khandita nayika), which 
arises from her becoming aware that the lover has spent the night
with another woman. She rebuffs his advances and it is left to
the go-between (dutl) to bring the two together again by 
resorting to the six traditional ways of effecting a reconciliation, 
namely by persuading them to meet (vinaya), praising one of them 
to the other (stuti), reproaching them (ninda), telling one of 
the other's distress (virahanivedana), explaining the situation 
(prabodha) and contriving a meeting (samghatana).
Interspersed among the rasa and mana poems are two didactic 
padas (103.ii.i-viii and 128), a few padas dealing with the
boyhood of Krsna and others describing other aspects of the
sport of Krsna and Radha.
The English translation facing the Hindi text, although it is 
arranged into lines corresponding to the original text, has no 
pretensions to being a poetic rendition of the original. It is 
intended to serve primarily as a help in following the text and 
may be supplemented by referring to the word index where more 
specific or less figurative meanings of some terms will be found. 
Since the syntax of the original is often obscure and ambiguous 
the translation follows the structure of the original as closely 
as possible, with conjunctions, pronouns and other words supplied 
in brackets where they are left understood. The translation is as, 
literal as is possible within the bounds of English syntax, though 
a few idioms have been translated freely where a literal version 
would be awkward or meaningless. Footnotes are provided for some 
specific usages and ambiguities, other terms, including epithets 
and names of birds, musical instruments etc., are defined in more 
detail and with greater accuracy in the word index. The glosses
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given in the word index are not necessarily those which occur in 
the translation, since the exact nuance varies according to the 
context•
'Kevala' as the poet's chapa may in some case^ be understood 
to mean 'just' or 'only' Though it is rarely translated as such 
the reader should bear in'mind the fact that'the poet may have 
used his chapa with additional emphatic meaning. Often the poet 
refers to himself, in the role of a sakhi, with feminine 
concord, thus with the verb 'dedicate1 the pronoun 'himself' is 
given in parentheses, since the feminine form may be intended.
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r£SA MANA KE PADA 
HINDI TEXT WITH PARALLEL TRANSLATION
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1 (sri)
priya manu harani chabi dharani sri krisna rnanu mohi lina 
nirakhi chabi rupa ki karnti ko piya lakhi bhae dina 
bhae mohana dina nirakhi ho£ lina
prema badhyo ride apara pyare 
imda sama badana hai sudha ko sadana bara
prema hiti umagi trailoka vare 
amkana vasata jhala calata mada gaja cala
mamda musakani adabhuta pravlna 5
priya manu harani chabi dharani sri krisna manu mohi lina
1 A: dharni, krsna
* • •
2 A: nirasa; B: kramti• •
3 A: nirasata hoi; B: mohana, prema 
A- A: hita; B: hai, prema
5 A: adbhuta
6 A: harana, dharana, krsna mana mohi; B: praya, harana, 
dharna, mana mohi lin4* *
naina mrga taruna ali mina mana caina sabha duri kie
maina khajarita aru kavala chabi nirakhi nahi dhira hie
dhira dharata nahi vadata mana ke mahi
priya chabi rupa nahi tulya koi 
kumja mo dolahe madhuri suri bolahe
nirakhike ride mo mudita hoi 10
sakhi lalita samga karata bahuvidha ramga
kusama bana sudha mo simci lie
9
naina mrga taruna ali mina mana caina sabha duri kie
7 B: sa duri
8 A: kamala, nirasa
10 A: dholahe, sura bolahe, niras’ake; B: d'holahe, mathura, 
nirsike
11 A/B: bahuvidhi; A: simca
12 , A: manu
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HiJt bda/tef}
Sri,/captivator of the heart (and) possessed of beauty,
has enchanted the heart of Krsna.
♦ • «
Seeing the splendour of (her) beautiful form the lover,
beholding (her), was overwhelmed.
Mohana was overwhelmed, on seeing (her) he became enraptured,
, ,;uniqud'love swelled in the lover's heart.
(Her) face is like the moon, a choice abode of nectar,
elated with love (and) affection (he) offers up the three worlds.
Radiance dwells in (her) bosom, (she) moves (with) the gait of a 
rutting elephant, gently smiling, wonderful (and) adroit.
Sri, captivator of the heart (and) possessed of beauty,
has enchanted the heart of Krsna.
Eyes (like) a young deer, bees (and) fish, have driven away
all peace of mind.
Seeing (her) beauty, (like that of) Maina, the wagtail (and)
the lotus, (there is) no composure in (his) heart.
He cannot maintain (his) composure (and) says to himself,
"No one is as beautiful as (my) beloved".
(She) wanders in the grove, speaks in a'sweet tone,
seeing (her) there is joy in (his) heart.
With (her) companion Lalita, amusing herself in many ways,
(she) sprinkled the flowers with nectar.
Eyes (like) a young deer, bees (and) fish, have driven away
all peace of mind.
I
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lata so bhuja dhari bhamuni karata hai kela kumje 
satha duti catura eka taha madhupa mili bahutu gumje 
madhupa gumja mana ota llni kana
nirakhi chabi tripati nahina aghave 15 
rupa rasa simdha mo chakye hai savare
ride mo dhira chinu nahi ave 
kari taba bena dhuni lal dulahani suni
milye hai urajhi dou rasika pumje 
lata so bhuja dhari bhamuni karata hai kela kumje
13 A/B: bhamuni; A: dhara, hai, kumje 
lA- A: bahuta; B: satha
15 A/B: kana; A: guja, nirasa, tripata, aghave; B: mana
16 A: hai, china, ave
17 A/B: baina; A: dhunu, hai urajha dau,
18 A/B: bhamuni; A: hai, kumje
dou hitu jani rati mani ati calye samketa ae
bhayo anamdu sukha caina sabha kie hai manahi bhae 20
manahi bhayo kina kela ubhayo plna
neha rasa lina anamda kamda• •
banye adabhuta bhSti amki nakha sikha kamti
priya sagi rajahe krisna camda 
ehi rasu bar[a]ni nahi sake kou dhar[a]ni
sahaja niju lagani kevala sunae 
dou hitu jani rati mani ati calye samketa ae
19 A: mana; B: jani, mani
20 A/B: hai; A : anamda
21 A: manaha
22 A: adbhuta bhati amka, samga, rajahe. krsna; B: kramti
23 A: rasa barana, nija 
2.k A: hita; B: jSni, mani
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The lady, (her) arm resting on a creeper, is sporting in the grove.
There, with a cunning go-between, bees gather and hum loudly.
Aware of the humming of the bees, Kanha took shelter;
seeing (her) beauty (his) thirst is not sated.
Savare is intoxicated in the ocean of beauty's essence,
composure does not enter (his) heart for a moment.
Then (he)sounded (his) flute (and) brought the bride (to him when 
she) heard; the two supreme lovers met in an embrace.
The lady, (her) arm resting on a creeper, is sporting in the grove.
Both of them, knowing (their) love (and) strongly aware of (their)
passion, came to meet (each other).
There was complete happiness, joy (and) peace;
they did as they pleased.
They did as they pleased,.both imbibed the delight,
immersed in the essence of love, the root of joy.
(They) looked amazingly beautiful, splendour in (their) bodies
from head to toe, the moon Krsna is resplendent with (his) beloved.
No one on earth can describe this delight -
Kevala has related it with his innate devotion .
Both of them, knowing (their) love (and) strongly aware of (their)
passion, came to meet (each other).
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2 (sri)
syama salone rupa mo naina rahe urajhai 
kevala sobha nirakhike aura na kachu suhai
savari murati lala sakhi bhave mujhe 
latakata matakata naina dikhavo calo tujhe
calo tohi dikhau yaha chabi baraha sisi suhavana 5
adhara benu bajai sama suri braja vadhu mani bhavana
pita basu subasa sumdara banye jiu ghana damunl
bali jai kevala nirakhi yaha duti calata mada gaja gamuni
(The couplets preceding each stanza are found only in B)
1 B: syama salone
3 A/C: murata
k A/B: disavo
5 A/B: calo; A/C: sisa; A/B/C: suhavanS; C: 
caha (for yaha)
disau,
6 A/C: mana bhavana; B/C: vraja; A: sura; B: 
C: adhasma (? for adhara), baina, badhu
: benu, bhSvana
7 A/B: damunl; A/C: basa; C: dSminl
8 A/C: bala, nirasa; A: duta; B: gamuni; C: gamini
amga amga sobha ban! (kachu) gani na jave mohi
kevala vedhye rasa mujhe sako nahi kahi tohi 10
alakavali dhari mathe tilaku birajahe
bida banyo rasala dekhi ravi lajahe
dekhi sobha hoi lajjita kota dinakara camdrama
nirakhi kumdala sravana khobhi gayo duri mana ko srama
bhaua dhanusa banai rakhye naina bana calavahi 15
bali jai kevala nirakhi yaha duti dhira nahi dharavahi
11 A/B: alikavali; A/C: tilaka; A: birajahe; C: alikavala dhara
12 A/C: desa; A: bena (for bida), lajahi; B: risala; C: bimda
13 A/C: desa; B/C: lajita; A: koti; B: camdrama
'ik A/C: nirasa; A/B: srama; A: dura; B: kuradhala, sobhi;
C : mani
15 A/B: rakse, calavahi; B/C: dhanasa; A: vana; B: bana; C: bho
16 A/C: nirasa; B: dharSvahi; C: nahi
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(My) eyes remain engrossed in Syama's delicious form.
Kevala, on seeing the beauty, is pleased by nothing else.
Lala's dark form, (my) friend, is pleasing to me;
Come, let me show you his rolling (and) sparkling eyes.
Come, let me show you this beauty,
the charming peacock feather on (his) head.
(He) played sustained notes on the flute at (his) lip,
(which) pleased.the hearts of the women of Braj.
(With) a yellow garment (and) beautiful fragrance
(he) appeared as beautiful as cloud (and) lightning
Kevala dedicates (himself) on seeing this splendour,
moving with the gait of a rutting elephant.
The beauty which graced (his) every limb cannot be described by me
Kevala: I cannot tell you (how) the emotion pierced me.
(His) locks are arranged on (his) forehead (where) a mark
(of sandal) is resplendent;
A delicious round mark looked beautiful -
on seeing (it) the sun feels ashamed.
On seeing (his) beauty millions of suns.
(and) moons are put to shame.
On beholding the earrings in (his) ears
(one's) peace of mind disappeared.
Holding (his) eyebrows in the shape of a bow
(he) shoots out arrows (from his) eyes
Kevala dedicates (himself) on seeing this splendour
(and) cannot maintain (his) composure.
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roma roma ataki sakhi jinahu nirakhi jhala 
kevala parabasi hau bhal hiri lini nada lala
amjanu manamatha gamjanu atichabi pavahe
nasa besara moti lataki latakavahe 20
lataki mukata hiryo tanu manu bibasi prana hamare
adhara lagyo tambola ko rasu cibaku atichabi dhare
kamthi dulari pota rajita ura sohe banamala
bali jai kevala nirakhi yaha duti hiri lai braja bala
17 B: roma roma
19 A/C: amjana; C: gamdhana
20 A: besara, lataka (-ka deleted) latakavahe; C: baisara• •
21 A/B: prana; A: tana, vivasa, hamare: C: hiryo-ta-tana 
mana bivasa
22 A/C: rasa, cibuka, dhare; B: lago
23 A: vanamala; C: kamtha, poti, rajata
24 A: nirsa, hari; C: nirasa, duta, hira
dhira na ave nirakhike sobha namda kisora 25
kevala murati madhuri cita vita ke hai cora
amga aga bhusana caru biraje syama ke
ridi mo kaustubha dhari hirye sukha kama ke
hirye sukha sabha kama ke prabha aparimiti sobha banl
kachani aru chudraghamt[ik]a kavana pai jave gani 30
bajata nupara karata runujhunu yaha sarupu ride base
bali jai kevala nirakhi yaha duti mamda mamda hasana hase
27 A/B/C: syama; A: viraje; B: biraje; C: omits caru
28 A/B/C: kaustava; A/C: dhara; A/B: kama; C: rida me
29 A/B: kama, aparamiti; A/C: prabhu; C: aparamita
30 A: kachini
31 A/C: runajhuna, svarupa; A: vase; C: vase
32 A/C: nirasa; A: hase; C: bala
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(My) friend, whoever has seen (this) radiance
(feels) transfixed in every pore.
Kevala: I have become subjugated; Nanda's son has captivated (me).
(His) collyrium, confounding Manmatha, attains great beauty.
In (his) nose a pearl-ring dangles.
The dangling pearl captivated (my) body (and) mind,
my soul (was) overwhelmed.
(<His) lip is stained (with) betel juice,
(his) chin possesses great beauty,
A double strand-of glass beads resplendent around (his) neck,
a forest garland adorning (his) chest.
Kevala dedicates (himself) on seeing this splendour,
the maid of Braj was captivated.
There is no composure after seeing the beauty of Nanda’s son.
Kevala: that sweet image is a stealer of (one’s) mind
(and).consciousness.
Fine ornaments are resplendent on Syama’s every limb;
A kaustubha jewel placed on (his) chest
deprived Kama of his contentment.
Deprived Kama of all his contentment,
so attractive is the Lord’s infinite beauty.
By whom can (his) waist garment and girdle of small bells
be described ?
(His) anklets resound, making a tinkling noise;
may this apparition abide in (my) heart.
Kevala dedicates (himself) on seeing this splendour
-(he) gives a gentle smile.
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3 (tukhari)
brimdabana rasa kela ko calye do_u rasa pumja 
radha lala bilokahi phuli rahi nava kumja 
pika catika ali gumjahi sabada karata bahu mora 
kevala taha birajahi nagara namda kisora
^ w ^
brimdabana rasa rasa rasika dou khelahi 5
nana praphulita phula madhupa mili kelahi 
mili madhupa karahi kalola kautaka kokila kali dhuni rati
suni maura catika ko kulahalu calana te jamuna hati
navala kumja samlra sitala maina ko tana pelahi
bali jahi kevala jugala chabi pari mudita rasa rasa jhelahl 10
(The couplets preceding the six-line stanzas are not found in C)
1 A: vrmdavana 2 A: vilokahi phula
• •
4 A: taha virajahi; B: birajahi jaha nagara
5 A/C: vrmdavana; A/B: selahi; C: dau
6 A/B: kelahi; A: nana; B: nana; C: mila
7 A: kala; C: mila, kokala, dhuna
8 A/C: mora, kulahala; B: jamuna; C: suna, jagu na (for jamuna)
9 A/B: navanakumja (= nava nikumja ?), ko
10 A/C: jai; C: chaba para mudita rasa ko jhelahl
kumja lata hitu janike navasata saje amga
gopljana rasa karane karata parasapara ramga 
rasa mamdala ae dou bhuja bhuja pari dhari 
kevala dulaha dulahani mahapremu vistari
radha lala biloki kumja hita rajahi ^5
gopljana rasa mamdana navasata sajahi
tana Saji navasata call bhamuni plya bhuja pari bhuja dhari 
rasa bharye ae rasa mamdala prema purana ridi bhari 
tala bena mrdamga murall saja bahuvidha bajahi
bali jahi kevala jugala chabi pari kota manamatha lajahi 20
11 A/C: saje; A: hita; B: janike 18 A/B: mamdhala; .
13 A: dau* para
14 A: ~prema; B: mahSpremu
15 A/C: viloka
16 A/B: mamdhana, sajahi
A/B/C: prema; C: rida
19 A/B: bena, bahuvidhi 
bajahi; C: baina
20 A/C: bala, para; A: jai,
lajahi; B: rajahi; C: chaba
17 A/C: saja, bhSmina; A: piya; B: bhSmuni; C: para
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Heaped with emotion the two of them went to the delightful
sporting in Vrindaban.
Radha looks at Lala, the fresh grove is in bloom.
The cuckoo (and) cataka warble, the peacock makes much noise.
Kevala: Nanda's urbane son is resplendent there.
The two lovers play the delightful rasa of Vrindaban.
Various flowers are in bloom, the bees meet and play.
The bees meet and engage in mirth (and) revelry,
the cuckoo repeats (its) melodious call.
Hearing the commotion of the peacock (and) cataka
the Yamuna to flow.
In the fresh grove a cool breeze pierces the body of Maina.
Kevala dedicates (himself) to the couple's beauty
plunging joyfully into all kinds of delight.
Knowing the grove (and) creepers to be well-disposed,
(their) bodies decked (in all) sixteen (adornments),
The gopis, for the sake of delight, are amusing each other.
The two of them came arm in arm to the rasa circle;
Kevala: the bride (and) groom radiate great love.
Love is resplendent in the grove when Radha looks at Lala.
The gopis, to heighten the delight, are decked (in all)
sixteen (adornments);
The woman, (her) body decked (in all) sixteen (adornments),
walked arm in arm with (her) lover.
Full of delight they came to the rasa circle,
(their) hearts completely filled with love.
They play the cymbals, flute, drum, pipe
(and) all kinds of instruments.
Kevala dedicates (himself) to the couple's beauty;
ten million Manmathas are put to shame.
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rasika bihari bhamuni biharata hai rasa keli
nacata gavata prema so raga ragini meli
runujhunu nupara bajahi thai thai vadata gupala 
kevala khelye bhati bahu druma bell behala
biharata rasika bihara bihari bhamuni 25
latakata gavata.glta calata gaja gamuni
gaja cala calata sudhamga nacata thai thai nupara rate
rasa kela kautaku dekhi surapati naka ko nahi phiri hate
druma bela sahita anamga murchita lati gai sabha jamuni
bali jahi kevala jugala chabi pari banye jiu ghana damunl 30
21 A/B: bhamuni; A: vihari, viharata hai
22. A/B: prema; A: ramganl; B: ragani
23 A: runajhuna, madana (for vadata); B: thai. thai
24 A: vehala; B: bihala
25 A: viharata, vihara, bhamini; B: bhamuni; C: bihirata, bhamini
26 A: gSmini; B: gamuni; C: gamini 27 C: thai thai, rate
28 A/C: desa; C: kautaka, surapata, ko, phira hate
29 A/C: murachita; A: lata, jamini; B: jamuni; C: anamda,
lata rahi, jamini
30 A/B: jai, dSmuni; C: bala, juga chaba para, damini
ae kumja mahala vise rasye unide naina 
navala kuara nava laduii sukha sija kio saina 
sobha nirakhata kota ika lajjita hoi anamga 
kevala taha birajahi lala kuari ke samga
rasa bharye unide naina saina ko avahi 35
sukha sija kio saina maina murachavahi
bhae murchita maina nirakhata dou murati madhuri
gaura sSvara navala jori kumja mamdira mai duri
kanaka lata tamala druma jiu urajha ura lapatavahi
bali jahi kevala jugala chabi pari paramamoda badhavahi 40
32 A/B: laduii; A: sijja kiya 38 C: savala
33 B: lajita 39 A/B: lapatavahi; B: kanika
34 A: virajahi 40 A/B: jai, badhavahi;
35 A/B: Svahi; C: ko A/C: para, parraa-;
m _ C: bala, chaba
36 A/B: murachavahi; A: sijja kiya; C: kiyo
37 A: dau murata; B: nirasata madhura murati madhuri;
C: maina murachita bhayo nirasata madhura murata savari
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The sportive lover (and his) lady amuse themselves
in delightful play,
dancing (and) singing with love, mixing the ragas (and) raginis.
(Their) anklets make a tinkling sound,
Gopala calls out the: dance steps.
Kevala: they played in many different ways,
the trees (and) creepers were overwhelmed.
The sportive lover ‘(and his) sportive lady amuse themselves,
Swaying, singing songs, moving with elephant gait.
Moving with elephant gait, dancing gracefully,
(their) anklets repeat a ”thai thai” sound.
The Lord of the Gods, seeing the revelry of the delightful play,
does not return to (his) heaven.
Ananga swooned along with the trees (and) creepers,
the whole night was exhausted.
Kevala dedicates (himself) to the couple’s beauty;
they are as beautiful as cloud (and) lightning.
They came into the arbour, (their) eyes tired (and) watering.
The fresh youth and the fresh maid rested on a pleasant couch. 
Seeing the beauty millions of love gods were put to shame.
Kevala: Lala, with the maid, is resplendent there.
With moist and drowsy eyes they settled down to rest.
They rested on a pleasant couch; the love gods swooned.
The love gods fell into a swoon on seeing (their) two sweet forms.
The fair and dark young couple retreated into the bower,
Wrapped in an embrace like a golden creeper (and) a tamala tree.
Kevala dedicates (himself) to the couple’s beauty
(which) intensifies supreme delight.
k (ramakali)
taji hathu p_iya so bhamuni giridhara lalu adhina
begi calo gaja gamuni taraphata binu jala mina
bina jala jiu mina atura syama tuma binu iu bhae 
palaki ota bititi mano cari juga puranu gae
bali jai kevala prana pyari mahacatura pravina 5
taji hathu p_iya so bhamuni giridhara lalu adhina
A: hathi, bhamini giradhara lala; B: bhamuni
A: bega, gamani tarphata; B: gamuni, jiu (for binu)
A/B: syama; A: bina 
A: bitita, cara, purana; B: mi.no 
A/B: prana; B: maha~
A/B: bhimuni; A: hatha, giradhara lala
kumja lata mo savare tuhi citavata dhari dhyanu
maina caina murachavahi duri karo risa manu
taji manu suni baca (mohi) hathili beri kaba ki hama bhai
hati ajahu na risa tumari raina sakali ghati gal 10
bali jai kevala prana pyari calahu dije danu
kumja lata mo sivare tuhi citavata dhari dhyanu 
* >
7 A: dhara dhyina; B: tohi, dhyanu
8 A/B: murachavahi; A: mana; B: manu
9 A: mana, vaca muhi, bera; B: manu
10 A: hathi, ghata
9 9
11 A: calo dije dana; B: prana, danu
12 A: dhara dhyana; B: tohi, dhyanu
1
2
3
k
5
6
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Abandon (this) obstinacy towards (your) loved-one,.
Giridhara Lala (is) dependent (upon you).
Go quickly, (with) elephant gait
(he) tosses about (like) a fish out of water.
Without you Syama has become like a fish suffering out of water.
(For him) the blinking of an eye is like the passing
of the four ages.
Kevala dedicates (himself to one who is as) dear as life (itself),
very cunning and adept.
Abandon (this) obstinacy towards (your) loved-one,
Giridhara Lala (is) dependent (upon you).
Among the creepers of the grove Savare is looking out for you,
engrossed in thought.
Maina falls into a swoon - cast off (your) anger and resentment.
Abandon (your) resentment, obstinate woman, listen to my words,
how late it has become for us.
Your anger has not been dispelled today,
the whole night has passed.
Kevala dedicates (himself to one who is as) dear as life (itself);
go (and) give (him some) token.
Among the creepers of the grove Savare is looking out for you,
engrossed in thought.
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dina vacana suni laduii musika call bana mahi
prema nehu hitu janio urajhi milye dou tahi
milye premu badhai rasa mo keli kautaku bahu kare 15
rasika lala pravina jori rasa mamdala hitu dhare
bali jai kevala prana pyari katahu sama kou nahi
dina vacana suni laduii musika call bana mahi
13 A: suna, musaka; B: laduii
1k A/B: prema; A: neha hiti, urajha; B: janio
15 A: prema; B: premu
16 A/B: mamdhala
• •
17 A/B: prana
18 A: musaka; B: laduii
khelata mili dou rasu taha bhuja bhuja pari dhari
bahuvidha bajitra bajavahi thai thai vadata murari 20
karata thajl thai^ gana kautaku. kumja pumja anadu bhayo
(rasa) keli krida kari puranu dekhi mana ko sramu gayo
bali jai kevala prana pyari badanu roca nihari 
khelata mili dou rasu taha bhuja bhuja pari dhari
19 A: mila do rasa taha
20 A/B: bahuvidhi, bajSvahi
21 A/B: gana; A: anamda
22 A: kela kida, purana desa
23 A: badana, nihara; B: prana
2k A : dau rasa taha
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The beloved, hearing (these) humble words,
went smiling into the forest.
Realising (their) love, affection (and) devotion
the two of them met there in an embrace.
On meeting (their) love swelled with emotion,
they indulged in many kinds of joyful play.
The lover Lala, that skilful couple,
........  established (their) love in the rasa circle.
Kevala dedicates (himself to one who is as) dear as life (itself),
nowhere is there anyone equal.
The beloved, hearing (these) humble words,
went smiling into the forest.
The two of them meet and play rasa there, arm in arm
They play many kinds of instrument,
Murari calls out the dance steps.
Dancing 'thai thai' (to a) merry song,
the grove was heaped with joy.
Seeing them play the game of love to the full
the weariness of (one's) mind is dispelled.
Kevala dedicates (himself to one who is as ) dear as life (itself)
on seeing the radiance of (his) face.
The two of them meet and play rasa there, arm in arm.
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5 (kidara)
to sama ko pyaro nahi pyari
tana mana dhana tuma prana lala ke sasi jiu sudha kirani ujiari 
jiu damuni binu ghana ki sobha taise tuma binu kumjabihari 
begi manu taji milahu lala so j_iya ki jivani sobha nyari
tuma ho catura pravini laduii rupa simdhu slva na tihari
kevala rasi milu rasu upajavo uha natu tu brisabhana dulari
1 D: pyari nahi pyari
2 A/B: prana; D: kirana
3 A: damani bina, bina; B: damuni; D: damina vina, vina 
-vihari
4 A/D: bega mana, jivana; B: manu; D: taja milo
5 A/D: pravina, slva; B: laduii; A: simdha
6 A/D: rasa mila rasa, nata; A: vrsabhana; B: vrisabhana;
in D the second foot has been emended to read: pntama
so vrsabhana dulari
6 (kidara)
pyari tero musika milana pjiya bhave
maina baina tana urajhi tero jasu kumja bhavana mo gave
vrtha manu hathu kio hathlli karahu jive bani ave • . ♦ «
to si triya raci nahi racana vidhi raci paci na suhave
imda badani tuma sadana sudha ko sukha samuha upajave
kevala calahu milahu piya bhamuni bahuvidha lada ladave
—  • *
1 A: bhave; D: musaka (in margin), piya (followed by deleted ko)
2 B/D: caina (for baina); A: gave; D: urajha, jasa, me
3 A/D: mana; A: hadha, hadhili karo, ave; B: manu;
D: hatha klyo, karo ive ju suhave
4 A/B: racana; A: priya (for triya); B: triya; D: to si 
tiya raci nahi kabahu vidha supane nahi ave
5 A: badana; D: imdu vadana
6 A/B: bhamuni bahuvidhi ladha ladhave; D: bhamina
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1
Beloved, no one has a lover such as yours
You are Lala's body, mind, wealth (and) soul,
like the moon's bright beams of nectar.
Without you Kunjabihari is like the beauty of clouds
(when they are) bereft of lightning.
Quickly abandon (your) sulking, meet Lala
- (your very) lifeblood, unique (in) beauty.
You are a cunning (and) clever lover,
(there is) no limit to the ocean of your beauty.
2Meet in pure rasa , inspire rasa, he. (is) a strolling player,
you,(are) Vrsabhanu's darling child.
1 Translated on the assumption that to = tava; otherwise 
D's reading is preferable:'No one is as dear (to him) 
as you, beloved'.
2 Assuming that the author has intended the Sanskrit 
compound kevalarasa.
Beloved (your) lover is pleased by your smile
(at the moment of) meeting.
(With his) face like Maina's (and his) body engrossed,
(he) sings your praises in the bower.
(You) have sulked (and) resisted in vain, obstinate woman,
do what needs to be done.
Creation has not produced such a woman as you,
the Creator, after striving (to create one) is not satisfied,
You, moon-faced, an abode of nectar, give rise to an «^»)ctof joy.
Just go, (my) lady, meet (your) lover,
coax (him) in many different ways.
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7 (kidara)
manuni karahu raanu na eta
badana lava pata ota die syama manu hiri leta 
banani banahi banau jaiso karahu tumahi teta 
tajahu amtaru lala p^ya so kaho kahyo na jeta 
dlna mohana pamthu citavata dhari mana mo heta 
calahu kevala danu dije rahi kahi kahi keta
1 A: mana na karahu manini eta; B: manuni, manu; 
D: manina karahu mana na eta
2 A/B: syama; A/D: mana hira; D: diye
3 D : banau
k A: tajo, kahyo karo na jeta; D: amtara
5 A/D: pamtha; B: mohana; D: dhara, me
6 A/D: dana; A: calo; B: danu
8 (kidara)
sunahu lalana piya pyari na tarata tari
mana ki teva tihari jani rahi sabha
paina paratl mohi hathu na tajata tohi
kachu na calata balu javahu tumahi prabha
sama dama kahi bheda damda vaca bina kheda• <
raina sakala gal kirani pasarl nabha 
kevala aiso hai thatu jaiso cikano ghatu
jatana karata hari chipata n&hina kabCh]a
1 A: jana; B: jani; D: jana, saba
2 A/D: bala javo, prabhu; A: hadha, tajati; D: hatha
3 A/B: syama dama, damdha; A/D: vaca; B/D: omit bina kheda; 
D: syama, kirana
A/B: cikano; A/D: ghata; A: aiso; D: hatha (for thatu), 
nahina; all three have he for hai, which may be an 
interpolation, cf. IV.3«3»3»
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Reproachful lady, do not sulk so much.
Just by slightly covering (your) face (with) a veil
(you) captivate the heart of Syama.
1
Do as much as needs to be done to settle the matter ,
End (this) dispute with (your) beloved Lala;
let me speak, (I have) not (yet) said so much.
The forlorn Mohana is looking out (for you)
(his) heart filled with love.
Go, just give, a token (of affection),
how often I have pleaded (with you).
1 A comparable modern idiom uses bat (for banani): 
jaise bat bane taise banao
Listen, dear Lala, (your) beloved, (though) urged,
will not yield; she knows full well the nature of your heart.
I fall at (her) feet (but she) does not abandon (her)
stubbornness towards you; (my) powers are to no avail;
go (to her) yourself, (my) Lord.'
-]
(I have) reasoned, coaxed, argued and scolded relentlessly ; 
the whole night has passed,(dawn's) rays have spread 
(across the sky). (across the sky).
2
Kevala: such is (her) ploy - just like a smooth pot ;
(I am) exhausted with trying (but) it will not be abandoned.
1 sama, dama, bheda, danda: four traditional means (upaya) 
of winning over an adversary.
2 cikano ghatu: a smooth, glazed or oiled pot which repels 
water, used to describe someone who is impervious to all 
advice and persuasion (comparable to the expression 'like
water off a duck's back').
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9 (kidara)
thadhl hai aragana madhi rasika rasili 
rupa sudha ki siva chaila chabili
darapanu kara lino badanu nihare
mano maina ke jutha kota ika vare
jhumaka sari tana syama biri sohe 
suri nara manu hiryo mohinl ko mohe 
nasa moti jagamaga mahachabi dhare 
amjanu nainana mano khamjana vare
bhaua dhanusa madhi bimdula banayo
mano ravi udita sasi ghari ayo 
kumtala kesana madhi maga biraje 
mano siva ki jata bici gamga raje 
amgi amgi pyari chabi barani na jave 
kevala calahu lala dekhye bani ave
1 A: he; B: he
3 A: darapana, badana; B: lino
4 A: mano; B: mano
3 A/B: sylma
6 A: mohani, sura; B: mohani
7 A/B: mahS~ ; A: dhare
8 A: amjana, naina, vare; B: mano,
9 B: dhanisa •
10 A: mano, ghara; B: mano
11 A/B: kumtila; A: viraje
12 A: mSrio, raje; B: mano
13 A: amga amga, varani, jave
Ik A: calo, dekse, ave; B: dekse
10
varye
The impassioned lover is standing in the courtyard,
A fine beauty, the ultimate nectar of loveliness.
Holding a mirror in (her) hand (she) looks at (her) face,
(It is) as if hoards of love gods, a million or more,
are offering themselves (to her).
A glittering sari on (her) body, beautified by a dark earring,
Captivates the hearts of gods (and) men, enchants Mohini.
A sparkling pearl of great beauty (in her) nose,
Collyrium in (her) eyes, as if wagtails are offering themselves, 
(She has) made a round mark between (her) arched eyebrows 
As if the sun has risen (and) entered the house of the moon.
A line (of jewels) is resplendent in (the parting of her) hair 
'Just as the Ganges looks splendid in Siva's matted locks.
The beauty of the beloved's every limb is indescribable;
Kevala: go (to her) Lala - the sight is well worth seeing.
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10 (kidaro)
nacata dou rasa madala thai thai tata thal
prema umadi rijhi rijhi gavata suri thori 
ika te ika gati sudhara tana mana sama bihara
khelata rasa mai pravina radhika kisori
runajhuna nupara bisala calata hai jaisi bala
chabi dekhata bhramti maina manasa ki tori 
bhati bhati kari kela anada rasa simdhu jhela
kevala juga juga bihara brimdabana jori
1 A/B: prema umadhi; A: rijha (once only), sura; B: mamdhala
2 A/B: tSna mSna
3 A: bhramta; B: calata hai gaja jaisi cala
'V A: vrmdabana; B: anada
11 (kidara)
khelata hai mili rasa rasika dou kumja bhavana mahu baithe
lala ke baraha sisi biraje priya ki maga mahachabi chaje
p_iya ko pita pichori sohe bhamuni nilambara mana mohe
piya ke kumdala kani banae pyari sravana tatamka suhae—— • •  • «
p^ya ke nainana amjanu dlna bhamuni mohe khamjana mina 3
p_iya ke nasa latakata moti pyari besara jagamaga joti
p_iya ko badanu kavala ki nyai pyari sasi pragatyo nabha mahi
p_iya ke ura sohe banamala pyari navasata hara bisala
p_iya ke kati kachanl biraje priya ke c.hudraghamtika raje
jugala ki agi amgi chabi sohe dekhata manamatha ko manu mohe 10
chabi ki upama kahi na jave nirakhata kevalajanu bali jave
1 A: hai, mo
"> A: sisa viraje; B: maha-
3 A: ko, bhamina; B: bhSmuni
k A; kana, tatamka; B: kumdhala kani 
• • • •
5 A: amjana , bhamina; B: bhamuni, m:
6 A: vaisara
7 A: vaina (for badana), nyai, mahi
8 A omits
9 A: kachini
10 A: amga amga, sohe, ko mana
11 A: bala; B: upamS
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They are both dancing in the rasa circle- 'thai thai tata thai'-
joyful with overflowing love, singing in gentle tones.
With ever more graceful movements (and) the play of melody, rhythm 
(and) sama, the damsel Radhika gambols, skilled in love
The broad anklets jingle as (they) follow the maiden(’s movements) 
on seeing the beauty the pride of Maina's heart is broken
(They) played all kinds of games, plunging into an ocean of bliss;
Kevala: (such), from age to age, (is) the revelry of
(this) couple (in)Vri.ndaban .
Seated in the bower, the two lovers have met (and) are playing rasa.
The peacock feather on Lai's head is resplendent, the line
’( of gems)in the parting of) the beloved's (hair)
displays great beauty.
The lover's yellow garment is pleasing, the woman's blue gown
is enchanting.
The lover's earrings beautify (his) ears, earrings adorn
(his) beloved's'ears.
The collyrium applied to the lover's eyes charms the woman
(as if the eyes are) wagtails (or) fish.
A pearl dangles from the lover's nose, (his) beloved's nose ring
(is of) sparkling brilliance.
The lover's face (is) like a lotus, (his) beloved (.is) the moon
appearing in the sky.
A forest garland adorns the lover's chest, the beloved (decked
in all) sixteen (adornments, wears) a broad necklace.
A kachanl is resplendent around the lover's waist, the beloved's
girdle of small bells looks splendid.
Beauty graces the couple's every limb, Manmatha is enchanted on
seeing them.
No simile for (their) beauty can be expressed,
seeing (them) Kevalajana dedicates (himself).
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12 (kidara)
bara dou nava kisora se bala
tina mo atisumdari ika ravani mahamatta gaja cala
rama lachana tinu namu kahata hai janaka suta ju rasala
UvS ki sobha obha sabha jagu nirakhata bhae nihala
amga amga ruci parata madhuri pamkaja naina bisala
nakha sikha lo chabi uthata taramgani hiri lini mukha jhala
puravasi nara nari mohita bhae giri giri parata bihala
kevala saru taji calye hai kaha kau treta juga ke marala
1 A: vara
2 A: -sumdara; B: mahamata
4 '
3 A: tina nama; B: rama, nKmu, suta
k A: va ki
5 A: visala
6 A: hira
7 A: gira gira, vihala; B: mohata
8 A: hai kaha ko
13 (kidara)
tuma cali avo giridhari mahamanu kTo piya pyari 
mukha tere te kari venati ratata ratata hau hari 
sravani na sune citu nahl dhare dukha pave mana bhari 
jaba kaba khiji upaji tere te adabhuta teva tumari 
yaha baca suni mohana uthi a mili mana apada tari 
rasa bilasa kela rasa kevala nirakhi nirakhi balihari
1 A/D: giradhari; A: mahamana; B: mahamanu; D: cala,
mahamana kiyo
2 A/B: venati; D: benati
3 A/D: sravana; A: citta, dhare, pave krodha; B: dusa (deletei) 
and krodha added in the margin; D: cita
k A/D: sija; A: kava
3 A/B: mohana, mana; A/D: vaca; A: mila, dhari; B: ae, thari;
D: suna, utha ae mila mana apada
6 A/D: vilasa; nirasa nirasa; A: balahari
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Be dedicated to the fresh and youthful couple.
One of them is a very beautiful woman
(with) the gait of a rutting elephant.
Rima says her name to Laksmana
(she who is) the lovely daughter of Janaka.
The whole world is gratified on seeing her beauty and splendour.
There is sweet attractiveness in (her) every limb
(and in her) wide lotus eyes.
1
From head to toe beauty wells up like an ocean
captivated by the radiance of her face.
The men (and) women of the town are enchanted
(and) fall down in a swoon.
Kevala: where have the swans of the Treta age gone
(now that they have) left the lake ?
1 assuming taramgani = tarangini rather than the oblique 
plural of taramga ( 1 wave 1)
Come (to her) yourself, Giridhari,
(your) beloved is feeling very reproachful.
I have made entreaties on your behalf,
(but) am (now) exhausted with repeating (them).
(Her) ears do not hear, (she) does not concentrate
(and) feels much grief (in her) heart.
Your behaviour is very strange
whenever she feels angry with you.
Hearing these words, Mohana rose, came to meet (her)
(and) dispelled (her) baleful resentment.
Kevala, beholding the delight of (their) joyful rasa play,
pays tribute.
-23^-
ik (kidara)
manuni bisai priya kiu saje
bidhi suta ko sutu ta ki suta sabba neku darasa te laje
jala suta ko pati tisi pita ko sutu tinu priya niti na kije
srota suti suta pati suti bhedana tinu pritama sukhu dije
dadhi sutu jivani ko sutu ta suta tinu ari so akulane
nira puta jala ripa kari atura una rasa neha bikane
pavana bha[c]cha dhari ke suta bahuvidha musaki call tinu mahi
kevala umagi calye piya pyari nirakhi aghavata nahi
1 A: manani; B: manuni
2 A: vidhi, ko suta, ta ki, neka
3 A: suta tina, nlta
4 A: suta, tina, susa
5 A: suta jlvana ko suta, tina aru so akulane;
B: akulane
6 A: neha vikane; B: bikane
7 A/B: bahuvidhi; A: dhara, tina
8 A: umamga, nirasa
15 (lalita)
avata kumjana te dou prata
nisa bihara sithala manamatha bhae aruna naina arasata 
srama jala bfidi maddhi bhauana ke janu mukatavala (ki) pata 
bida ubhaya bhala sarasi mahu hamsa bha£ c ]cha kau jata 
atapati cala parasapari musakani kara so karu lapatata 
kevalajana damuni ghana avahi lie prema ki bata
1 A: prata; B: kumja, dou
2 A: vihara, arusata
3 A: bftda, janu, pata; B: madhi, mano (for janu)
4 A : mo, ko
5 A : kara
6 A: ~janu, damani,ave; B: avahi, prema
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Beloved, why have you assumed the role of a reproachful woman ?
All the daughters of the son of Vidhi's son
are abashed by just a glance (from him).
Look upon the beloved (m.) of the son of the father
of the lord of the son of water,
Bestow happiness upon the loved one of that which cleaves (?) 
the son(s) of the lord of the son of the river's daughter.
(He) is perplexed by the enemy of the son
of the son of the livelihood of the ocean's son,
Having made the enemy of the water (of) the son of water suffer
(he) has sold (himself) to the love of its rasa.
She went smiling among the manifold sons of (the one who is)
possessed of the one whose food is air.
Kevala can never be sated by the sight of the lover
(andshis) beloved moving along joyfully.
This is a cryptic poem in which the duti persuades Radha to. 
abandon her mana and meet Krsna, but no solution is readily 
forthcoming; vidhi suta suta perhaps refers to the sun (son 
of Kasyapa); nltina is probably intended for nitana, used by 
Suradasa to mean 'eye(s)', viz. nita + na = naya + na = 
nayana (cf. P. Tandan, p.4l8); jala suta pati may refer to 
Visnu as lord of Kamalai; dadhisuta may mean lotus, pearl, 
moon(light) or anything produced from the ocean; pavana 
bhaccha . dhari probably refers to Siva as one who wears a 
serpent (an'animal said to eat air).
They are both coming out of the groves at dawn.
Manmatha was weary (from) the nocturnal revelry,
(their) bloodshot eyes are tired.
(There are) drops of perspiration between (their) eyebrows
like a string of pearls,
The forehead mark on the lake of each brow ^
(is like) a swan going (in search of) food .
(They walk with) faltering steps, smiling at each other
(and) clasping hands.
Kevalajana: lightning (and) cloud are coming,
borne by the wind of love.
1 The hamsa is fabled to eat pearls.
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16 (lalita)
avata murati maina mano avata murati maina
arasa badana khirye bhusana basa maharagamage naina
kara mljhata aru deta jhabhal sithala madhura mukha baina
adabhuta chabi pyari pyare ki jiu tara sasi gaina
bahuvidha kio (hai) bilasu nisa kau pragati cihana teu caina
kevalajana jorl citu coryo rupa sudha ko aina
1 A: murata; B: mano
2 B: maha~
3 B: mljhata, jhabhal
k B : pyar o ki (?)
5 A/B: bahuvidhi; .A: klyo, vilasa, pragata
6 A: cita, ke aina
17 (purava)
aju pyari ke samgi rasika rai gupala
atichabi pavata gavata dou calata cala marala
karata bihara bilasa rasa mo mana leta karatala
kevalajana rasu badhyo (hai) parasapara druma bell behala
1 A: samga
2 A: omits gavata dou
3 A:, vilasa, tana (for mana); B: mllna
4 A: -janu, sukha (for rasu), vehala
-^37-
Coming along like the image of Maina,
coming along (like) the image of Maina,
(With) tired face, ornaments (and) clothes in disarray,
eyes saturated with delight,
Wringing hands and yawning, languorous (and) sweet words
on (their) lips.
Wonderful (is) the beauty of the lover (and his) beloved,
like the stars (and) moon (in) the sky.
In the night (they) engaged in many kinds of revelry,
(there are) obvious signs of (their) weariness.
(That) couple, the abode of the nectar of beauty,
has stolen the heart (of) Kevalajana.
Today Gopala, the king of lovers, with (his) beloved
Acquires great beauty (as they) both sing
(and) move (with) the gait of swans.
Revelling in the pleasure (of the) rasa,
clapping (their) hands in time (with the music).
Kevalajana: their mutual delight increased,
the trees (and) creepers (are) overwhelmed.
18 (kidara)
manuni manu kio kiha kaja
rahata adhina dina mohana jiu baha gahe ki laja 
tu va ki sobha sampati hai vaha tava paramasamaja 
kevala musaki milo sri bhamuni calie navasata saja
1 A/D: mana kiyo; A: manani, kihi; B: manuni manu; 
D: manani
2 A/B: mohana; A: vaha gahe; D: ji bahi
3 A/D: tu, parma~; D: sampata he tava vaha 
k A/D: bhamina; B: bhamuni; D: musaka
19 (kidara)
hasata khelata lalu ave all mero hasata khelata lalu ave 
b&ki dristi capala nainana gati mukha murali dhuni gave 
mathe mukatu khora camdana ki kati kachani chabi pave 
tana mana mi sarasu sSvare sri radha mani bhave 
amga amga ruci parata madhuri nirakhata tona lave 
tana mana prana deta nihachtvara kevalajanu bali jave
1 A: lalav all, lala ave
2 A: vSki drsta, gave
3 A: mukatha, kachina
A/B: tana; A: me sarasa savare, manu; B: mana
5 A/B: tona; A: lave
6 A/B: prana; A: ~jana bala
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Sulking woman, why have you shown such resentment ?
The forlorn Mohana remains dependent (upon you
with) the humility of (one who) grasps (your) arm (for help).
You are his beauty (and) treasure, he is your supreme companion.
Kevala: meet (him) with a smile, blessed lady,
go decked (in all) sixteen (adornments).
Lala is coming, laughing (and) playing, my friend,
Lala is coming, laughing (and) playing,
(With) sidelong glances, darting movements of (his) eyes,
sounding the flute (on his) lips,
A crown on (his) head, a mark of sandal (on his forehead),
the kachani round (his) waist looks beautiful.
Savare, delightful in (his command of) melody and rhythm,
pleases the heart of Radha.
Sweet attractiveness imbues (his) every limb,
(by) glancing (he) casts a spell.
Kevalajana dedicates (himself),
making an offering of (his) body, heart (and) soul.
-2k 0-
20 (maru)
navala kuara brisabhana ko jasu kije
ai ho jacana dvara tihare bhalo danu (mohi) dije
tini loka sama ko nahina mana ko dukhu chije
navala lala dulaha so rasa mo basi lije
chado hathu manu pyari inu batani jije
kevala rasa kela ko rasu p^ya so mili pije
1 A: kuari vrsabhlna, jasa;-. B: vrisabhana
2 A : dana; B : danu
3 A: tina, kou, manu ko dusa; B: mana ko
4 A: vasi
5 A/B: manu; A: hatha, ina batana; B: chadho
6 A: kevalajana rasa kela ko piya so mila plje
metre: 1 2 + 1 0
read 2a as: ai jacana dvara ?
21 (ramakali)
bacana kahata hau hari bhamuni 
sune na bata Isravana de sajani
bacana kahata hau hari
atipati teva tiharl • r • *
karata venati bahuvidhi mohana sarada prakasi jama 
kevala rasa rasika mili khele druma bell visrama
A: bacana kahata-u-hari bhamuna vaca*na kahati ho hari 
(the words following * and the next line are written in 
the margin witty a caret placed after vaca~); B: bhSmuni; 
omits words following baca~ and line 2
3 A/B: mohana; A: benati; B: venati, jama
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Youthful maid, uphold Vrsabhanu's reputation.
I have come begging at your door, give me some suitable gift.
No one in the three worlds is (your) equal,
alleviate the sorrow of (his) heart.
1 _
Dwell in delight with the young Lala, (your) suitor.
Beloved, cast off (your) stubbornness (and) resentment,
you spend your life (indulging) in these feelings.
Kevala: meet (your) lover and drink the essence of love's play.
1 alternatively: overpower (him) with rasa.
2 alternatively: be pleased with these words.
I have exhausted myself saying (these) words, my lady,
I have exhausted myself saying (these) words.
(You) do not listen to (my) words, lend an ear, good lady,
your behaviour (is so) erratic.
Mohana pleads in every way,
(it is) a bright (moonlit) autumn night,
Kevala: (you) should meet (your) lover and play the rasa,
the trees (and) creepers (are at) rest
(This pada is probably a conflation, cf. IV.1, p. )
1 alternatively: the lovers meet and play the rasa,
(then) rest (among) the trees (and) creepers.
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22 (talimga)
lala ko manu hirana (tu) piya pyari
catura mahaprnvlni sobha nyari 
naina mrga samani khajana laje
(tere) bhusana amga amga bibidha saje 
hamsa gaja lajai cala teri
ratipati mana bhramti sabha niberi 
nupara runujhunu mahachabi pave
sSvaro giridhara(na) lala bhave 
sarada camdrika bimala (bhai) ujari
kumja talapa syama hit! savari 
rasa rasa bihara begi klje
................  kevala milu lala ko sukhu dije
1 A: tu, mahacatura gravina; B: maha-; D: mana harana, 
omits tu, caturmahapravina
2 A/B: bibidhi; A/D: samana; A: laje; B: samS.ni;
D: vividha
3 A: niveri; B: rati prati; D: mana ki bhramta
,4 A/D: runajhuna; A: mahSchabi pave,giradharna; B: mahSmahachabi,
giridharna; D: savare giradharana lala ke mana
3 A/D: vimala, hita; A: camdraka; B: caka (for camdrika), 
sy&ma; D: sarda rasa (rasa as an emendation)
6 A/D: mila, susa; A: vega; D: vihara bega utha kije, ko
Beloved, you captivate the heart of Lala,
(are) cunning, very adept (and possessed of) unique beauty.
(At the sight of your) doe-like eyes the wagtail is abashed,
(your) various ornaments adorn (your) every limb,
Your gait puts the swan (and) elephant to shame,
destroyed all the pride of Ratipati.
The jingling of (your) anklets is extremely beautiful
(and) pleases the dark Giridhara Lala.
The autumn moon.is clear (and) bright
a couch is prepared in the grove for Syama.
Quckly (go and) indulge in the revelry of the delightful rasa;
Kevala: meet Lala (and) give him pleasure.
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23 (kanara)
navala lala brisabhana dulari 
thai thai karata rasa rasa khelata
ika te ika nautana gati nyari 
tana badhana sapata sura gavata
rijhata dekhi sarada ujiari 
kevala lala tori trinu bolye
to sama ko nahina piya pyari
1 A: vrsabhana; B: vrisabhana; E: brsabhana
• • * # •
2 A/B: thai thai; E: te, nautana
3 A/B: tana; A/E: desa; A: sapati, sarda; B: bamdhana; 
E: badhana, sapta, ujayari
4 A/E: tora trina; A: bole; E : nahina piya
24 (kanara)
kumja bhavana mo jori ban! 
syama syama amsa kara dharata
chabi upama kachu javata na gani 
hitu upajavata benu bajavata
madhura madhura suri dhuni jo than! 
rijhi parasapara gavata kanaro
garajata (hai) mano damuni ghani 
sarada camda prakasu bhayo hai mahabilasu
ura pari haru caru sobhita man! 
kevala lalana pyari sobha jo ban! hai nyari
maina caina dalu jito hasata hasani
2 A: kachu jata na gani; B: syama syama, upama
3 A: hita, bena, sura dhuna, thani/dhani (?); B: benu
4 A/B: kanaro, mano; A: rijha; B: damuni
5 A: camdra, ~bilasa, ura pati; B: maha~
S A: jito; B: he
The youthful Lala (and) Vrsabhanu's darling child
Dance (and) enact the delight of the rasa
(with) increasingly new (and) exquisite movements,
Singing the seven notes (with) melodic phrases (and) fixed rhythm, 
seeing (which) the bright autumn (moon/night) is pleased.
1 .Kevala: Lala, snapping a straw , said:
'No one is equal to you, beloved'.
1 This refers to the act of snapping a straw1 at1 the Sight of 
something beautiful in order to ward off the evil eye.
The couple looked beautiful in the bower.
Syama places (her) hand on Syama*s shoulder,
no comparison can be given for (their/her) beauty.
Inspiring love, (he) plays the flute,
producing the sound of mellifluous notes.
Delighting each other, (they) sing (raga) Kanaro,
resonating like cloud (and) lightning.
(In) the brightness of the autumn moon there was great revelry;
on: (her) breast a fine necklace adorned with gems.
Kevala: the uniquely appealing beauty
of the young lad (and his) beloved^ (as they) laughed 
(and) smiled, conquered the peace of mind of Maina's hoard.
1 alternatively: the young lad's beloved (as she) laughed 
(and) smiled...
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25 (kanara)
pyari tero manu manavana ai
rasika lala bheji karuna kari bara bara paryo pal 
eto hathu tuma kI(y)o una so aise banata hai nahi 
kevala palaka ota tumahi binu piya vyakula mana mahi
1 A/D/E: mana; A: ai; B: manu manavana
2 A/D/E: kara vara vara; D/E: bhedyl; A: pal
3 A/D/E: hatha; A/B: tumahi aru una so; A/D: vanata;
D:‘ tumahi klyo, he; E: he nahi
4 D/E: vina; A: bina; E: piya
26 (kanara)
tohl pal lalu le ai
ajahu te hathu tajahu na bhamuni kaise (ke) tohi manal 
grha ae adara na cukie samajhi soca mana mahi 
eto manu klo nahi. kabahu dekhyo sunyo na kahi 
tuma ho catura pravlni priya jjiu bata karo rasa bhal 
kevala rasi basi milye manohara anada uri na samal
1 A/D: pai; A: tohi, lala, ai; D: lale le ai
2 A/B: bhamuni; A/D: hatha, manal; D: ajahu, tajo, bhamina, 
ke deleted
3 A/B: Se; A/D: samajha; A: na tu kle; D: ae
4 A/D: mana klyo; A/B: dekso; A: suno; B: manu; D: kabahu,
desye
5 A/D: pravina; A catu (for catura); D: jl, bhai
6 A/D: ura; A: rasa vasi; B: anada; D: vasa, samal
Beloved, I have come to quell your resentment.
The lover Lala has been (so) gracious (as to) send (me),
time after time he fell at (my) feet.
(You) have shown such stubbornness towards him,
such (behaviour) is not fitting.
(If he is) without you for only a moment
(your) loved-one (is) despondent in (his) heart.
I have brought Lala to you.
From today you do not give up (your) obstinacy, (my) lady,
no matter how (you) are entreated.
Do not forget (to show) respect (to one who) has come
to (your) house, think it over in (your) mind.
Such resentment has never been shown (before),
nowhere (have I) seen or heard (the like).
You are cunning (and) adept, beloved, speak delightful words.
Kevala: under the sway of love (she) met Manohara,
the joy could not be contained in the heart.
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27 (gaudi)
birahana braja ki nari tuma binu
bikala bhai nahi rucata gyana manu ahi nisu caha tumari 
sodha telu phulelu bisari gayo grha karaja sudhi hari 
sisi dahyo dhari pucha gharo ghari kaba ave vanavari 
taji (re) simgaru bihara sutana so mahaprema hita marl 
dolata bolata nahi. sudhe maga tana te dise nyari 
roma roma rasa bidhi gvarani payo avasaru bharl 
kevala braji tumahi binu aturu begi mile giridhari
1 A: vina
2 A: nisa; B: gyana
3 A: tela phulela visara, sudha
4 . A:.sisa, gharo ghara; B; puchata gharo dhari
5 A/B: ~prema; B: mahS-
6 A: dise; B: dholata
7 A/B: roma roma; A: badhi , avasara
8 A: vraja, bina atura bega milo (emendation of mile)
giradhari
28 (suhava)
nirakhatahi manu mohi lio hari
syama sarira kavala dala locana sobha nyari namda bhavana ghari 
bibasi bhai cali saghata nahi palu
manu ulatyo na(hi) dharo kaise dhari
madhuri. murati dekhi bhulani grha suta bhule citavanahi kari 
mahaprema kari vyakula hoi calyo pravahu umadi nainana bhari 
kevala ruma ruma urajhani biraha pira sabha gal (hai) mahajari
1 A : mana
2 B: syama
3 A: bibasa, cala, uladhyo, kaise; B: dharahu
4 A/B: bhulani; A: murata desa
5 A: mahavyakula hoi ghata bhimtara , naine; B: mahaprema
umadhi
6 A/B: urajhani, maha~; A: roma roma, he; B: he
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(This) woman of Braj is desolate without you.
She is agitated, reason does not appeal to (her) mind,
day and night (her) desire is for you.
(She has) forgotten (her) scents (and) perfumes
(her) concern for household chores is lost.
Placing (a pot of) curd on (her) head (as a pretext, she goes)
from house to house asking:'When will Vanavari come?*
Neglecting (her) attire (and) amusement with (her) sons,
she is assailed by great love (and) affection.
(She) wanders about, talking, not (keeping to) the straight path,
looking strange in her appearance.
The cowherd girl is pierced with emotion in every pore,
(you have) gained a great opportunity.
Kevala: in Braj (she is) disconsolate without you,
quickly (come and) meet (her) Giridhari.
Just by looking (at me) Hari has stolen my heart.
(His) dark body (and) lotus petal eyes -
unique beauty in Nanda's house.
(I am) overwhelmed (and) cannot move for (even) a moment,
(my) mind is overturned, I cannot control it however I try.
Seeing (that) sweet image has made (me) oblivious,
(my) house (and) son are forgotten after just a glance.
Having felt such great love (I) have become perplexed,
a stream (of tears) pours from (my) overflowing eyes.
Kevala: every hair (of my body) is entangled (in this love
and I am) completely burnt up by the pain of separation.
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29 (bhairo)
jagaho gupala lala bhora mora bole
gvala bala kautaka so asipasi dole 
gau bacha sabada kari dhiraja ko nahi dhare
dudhu duho prananatha bamdhana ko khole 
mathanl le mathyo dahyo acho navanita bhayo
jagaho balaiya lehu dasi binu mole 
line balabhadra hatha uthe hai sri gopinatha
kevala(jana) sakha so mili anam’da mukha cole
1 A/C: asapasa; B: dhole; C: gopala, bhora bhora bole, gvar
2 A/B: prSna~; A/C: vacha, dudha; A: duho; C: gauu, nahi, 
sabha (for ko)
3 A/C: bina; A: balaiya levo; B: madhyo.;
C: -mathanl-, uthaho (for jagaho), levo, mole
A- A/C: mila, cole; A: line balabadra, he; B: anada; C:
C: uthye he, gonatha
30 (natu)
jori rasa madala madhi raje
amgi amgi chabi uthata jhakore purana navasata saje
tala rababa pakhau kimnari bhSti bhati suri baje 
thai thai karata sapata suri gavata jamuna pulina biraje 
sarada raina brimdabana phulyo rasa bilasa samaje 
kevala catura pravini nagari dekhata manamatha laje
A/B: mamdhala; A: madhya; D: me
2 A/D: amga amga; A: sabha (for chabi), saje; D: jhakore
3 A: sura; D: tala pakhavaja baina basari bhata bhata 
dhuna baje
I i v ^ _A/B: thai thai; A/D: sura; B: jamuna; D: pulana viraje
5 A/D: vilasa; A: vrmdabana; D: vrmdavana; hasa (for rasa)
6 A/D: pravina; D: nirasata (for desata)
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Wake up, Gopala Lala, the peacocks are calling at daybreak,
the cowherd boys are wandering about in high spirits.
The cows (and) calves are calling out, (they) cannot
maintain (their) composure; Prananatha, do the milking,
untie (their) tethers.
(I) took the churning stick (and) churned the curd -
the butter was good; wake up, let me bless you, ^
(your) voluntary servant .
Gopinatha, having taken Balabhadra by the hand,
has got up (and), meeting his friends, 2
has a bite to eat •
1 literally: without having paid a price, i.e. she serves 
him out of love and devotion, requiring no payment.
2 an idiom meaning literally: move the mouth.
The couple is resplendent in the rasa circle,
Fully decked (in all) sixteen (adornments),
waves of beauty welling up in every limb.
Cymbals, rabab, drum (and) kimnari give out their different sounds
(While they) dance (and) sing the seven notes,
sands of the Yamuna.
(On this) autumn night Vrindaban blossoms in (the presence of)
the joyful rasa gathering.
Kevala: Manmatha was abashed (when he) saw
the clever (and) adroit Nagari.
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51 (malara)
ho lala mai khelata inu l)raja mahi
larika savaya samgi sata satu dasa yaha sukhu katahu nShi 
thori (thori) buda gabhira ghora ghana mili thadhe ika th&hl 
pika catika maura bahu bolata gavata sabha mili tahi 
lakuti hathi asva lakutana ke samgi caravata gal 
dudha bhatu acavata kevalajana dolata kumjana mahi
1 A: ina
2 A/B: nahi; A: laruka sabe samga sata s'at'a, susa katahu
4 A: catike mora, mila
5 A: hatha, samga
6 A: bhata, mahi; B: dholata
32 (kidara)
sariga me rajita sariga sutu sakhi hamaro bairl 
sariga binu sariga upajo tani dukhu upajavata hai ri 
sariga te sariga upajano sariga ko le dauryo
sariga te sariga sutu kara mo sariga so le boryo
sariga ko sarigu le ayo sarigu mero chije 
sarigu vrtha jai sariga binu kaho kaha kari lije 
sariga mai. sarigu ati upajo sarigu sariga cahyo
kevalajana ae nada namdana milata paramasukhu payo
A has only the spelling sarimga; B omits anusvara for all
occurrences
1 A: suta, vairi
2 A: bina, tana dusa upajavati
3 A/B: upajano
4 A : suna-kara
6 A: bina, kara
7 A: cayo
8 A : parma-
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0 friend, Lala is playing in these cattle sheds
With all the sixteen hundred boys-
nowhere was there ever such mirth-
Assembled in one place (like) tiny drops
(fallen from) a dense (and) menacing cloud.
The cuckoo, cataka (and) peacock cry out aloud
(and) sing, having assembled there.
With sticks in (their) hands, using their staffs
as hobby horses , (they) herd the cows,
Kevalajana: eating rice (and) milk,
wandering through the groves.
1 literally: with horse sticks
The collyrium adorning (my) eyes, (my) friend, (is) my enemy.
Without (my) lover passion is aroused in (my) body ^
(and) is causing pain ,
Passion is aroused by the clouds, (I) run (to meet my) lover.
Collyrium from (my) eyes (is) all over (my) hands,
(I am) drenched in the water (of my tears).
(When) the clouds bring lightning the (cooling effect of)
the sandal paste (on my forehead) diminishes.
The night is wasted without (my) lover,
tell (me) what is to be done ?
A mass of clouds appeared in the sky,
the cataka thirsted for water.
Kevalajana: when the son of Nanda comes
(I) feel supreme joy on meeting (him).
This pada exploits the multifarious meanings of the word
saranga (cf. Monier-Williams and HSS and compare with 
similar poems which are found in Sahitya lahar'I, attributed 
to Suradasa).. The poem is therefore open to various 
interpretations; the one offered here is based on the 
assumption that it expresses viraha using typical rainy 
season imagery.
1 hai ri may alternatively be read as hairi:*0 friend’
(= haill which, according to HSS, is equivalent to 
Ap. helli, S. hala or < he + all).
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33 (maru)
savare gupala lala manu hamaro lino 
mural! bajai gai tono kou kino 
latapatl (siri) paga sohe pltambara dhar! 
latakata gaja matta cala nirikhi sudhi bisari 
sumdara mukha subhaga syama neku hasi niharyo 
naina capala bhau kamana biraha bana maryo 
loka laja kula samaja chadi pache dolo 
kevalajana eka bara bati kholi bolo
1 A : mana
2 A/B: tono; A: kino
3 A: sira, sohe
4 A: nirasa; B: mata
0 '
3 A/B: syama; A: neka hasyi
6 A/B: kamina, bana; A: viraha
7 A/B: chadhi; A: samajhi; B: dholo
8 A: vara bata khola
34 (maru)
syama dristi parye sakhl mere syama dristi parye 
mohana mukha kavala kosa madhupa naina arye
catakl si lagi rahl pagu na calyo jal
adabhuta chabi amga amga madhurata sukhadal
kachan^ kati murall kara baraha slsa raje
nirakhi prana bibasi bhae bisari loka laje 
pita basana hasana mamda citavata hiri llnl 
kevalajana lala aise merl gati kin!
A/B: sySma (bis); A: drsta...drista; B: parye...parye 
B: mohana 
A: laga, paga 
A: chaba; B: madhurita 
A: kata, varaha 
A/B: prSna; A: nirasa , visara
A: vasana, hari
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The dark Gopala Lala has stolen my heart.
(By) playing the flute (and) singing (he) has cast some spell.
A loose turban adorns (his) head,
(he) is wearing a yellow loincloth.
(All my) cares were forgotten (when I) saw (him)
swaying (with) the gait of a rutting elephant.
(When he) glanced (with) a slight smile (on his)
beautiful, handsome (and) dark face
(His) flashing eyes (and) the bow of (his) eyebrows
fired an arrow of longing.
Abandoning (my) reputation, family (and) community,
I followed after (him).
Kevalajana: for once let me speak openly.
Syama came into view, my friend, Syama came into view.
(My) eyes (like) bees were fixed
on the pericarp of Mohana1s lotus face.
(I) remained as if spellbound (and) could not move a step,
(Such) astounding beauty in every limb imparted joy (and) sweetness.
A kachanl around (his) waist, a flute in (his) hand,
a peacock feather resplendent on (his) head.
On seeing (him my) soul was overcome,
(all) sense of modesty was forgotten.
(I was) captivated on seeing the yellow garment (and) gentle smile.
Kevalajana: that is how Lala put me in such a (blessed) state.
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35 (maru)
thagori lai ri barns! thagori lai 
kadama kumja tare syama adhara dhari bajal
gokha chadi nikasi call sudhi na pare kal
dhuni suni manu ataki rahyo biraha bhiri pal 
sudhe maga pagu na pare bavarl si dolo 
grha pati mati bhuli gal kanu kanu bolo 
bedhi rasa roma roma kaha kaho mai 
kevalajana lala milye nirakhi naina sirai
1 A: repeats lai ri
2 A/B: syama
3 A: chadha, sudha; B: chadhi
A: dhuna, pira (for bhiri)
5 B: dholo
6 A: bhula, kana kana; B: kanu kanu
7 A/B: roma roma; A: vedhi
8 A: nirasa
36 (bhairo)
raina ke unide naina maina jipi ae ho
arasa rasile baina sithala basana caina
motiana lara tuti rasa lapatae ho 
abhrava mano hai syama capala subhaga bhama
premahu ki bati pari nisu barasae ho
amsa amsa bahu jori thadhe dou kumja ori
• t • • • u
kevala nirakhi chabi manu murachae ho
1 B: naina ke unide naina
3 A/B: bhama premahu; A: mano, bata, nisa; B: mSno, syama
h- A: jora dhadhe, ora, nirasa . mana
• • • • 9
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It has cast a spell, 0 the flute has cast a spell.
Beneath the kadamba grove Syama placed
(it on his) lip (and) played.
Leaving the window, (I) came out, without any concern.
(My) mind was transfixed on hearing the sound,
(I) felt the pangs of longing.
(My) feet cannot follow a straight path,
I wander about as if demented.
Forgetting (all) thoughts of home (and) husband
I cry ’Kanha, Kanha'.
Joy has penetrated every pore, 0 friend, what can I say ?
Kevalajana: on meeting (and) seeing Lala
(my) eyes are soothed.
(With) eyes drowsy from (a long) night,
you have returned after conquering Kama.
(Your) sweet voice (is) tired,
(your) clothes loose (and) bedraggled, (your) string of 
. pearls is broken, you have been engrossed in pleasure.
Syama is like a cloud, the woman (like) beautiful lightning, 
the wind of love blew, you caused rain to fall at night.
With arms around each other’s shoulders
they both stood at the edge of the grove;
Kevala: on seeing the beauty you swoon (in your) heart.
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37 (purya-kanara)
sri mohana lala syama tamala manu manavani avata 
kanaka lata pyari hlyare te nahi nyari
kahe ko etl risi upajavata 
tumahl tanu manu prana tumahi sabha guna nidhana
saravasu tuma te kachu auru ha bhavata 
kevala rasili rasi kijie apuna basi
tero pyaro pyari tere guna gavata
1 A/B: syama; A: m§na manavana; B: mohana, manu
2 A: hiya tere tenlhi, risa; B: kanika
3 A/B: pr^na; A: tana, raana, nidhyana, saravasa; B: nidhySni
h A: rasa, vasa, pyara pyari tero
38 (kidara)
nupara thai thai cala 
bhamuni ke agi samgi nacata gupala 
rasa [ mo] pravina mano jugama hai marala 
rucira caru madhuri mukha parati hai jhala
bhati bhSti sobhita chabi naina bara bisala
bajata hai mrdamga bena murali dapha tala 
karata kela rasa bihara gavata braja bala 
pasu pamkhi nirakhi beli kevala nihala
2 A/B: bhamuni; A: amga samga
3 A: mano; B: m&no 
k A/B: he .
6 A/B: baina 
8 A: pasa, nirasa bela
metre: moric 12+9
Id £l Idread: 2 gopala; madhuri; 8 behala
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Mohana Lala, dark (as the) tamala tree, is coming to appease (you).
Beloved, (like) a golden creeper (you are) not separate
from (his) heart - why then (do you) show such anger ?
You alone are (his) body, mind (and) soul, you alone
(are) an abode of all virtues, (his) everything,
nothing else pleases (him) apart from you.
Kevala: (you are) passionate in love, make (him) your own,
your lover, beloved, is singing of your virtues.
The anklets move - 'thai thai*.
Gopala dances with (his arm around his) lady's waist,
Skilled in love as if they are a pair of swans.
Radiance falls on (their) brilliant, beautiful (and) sweet faces.
(Their) fine, broad eyes are resplendent with manifold beauty.
The drum, flute, pipe, tambour (and) cymbals are sounding.
The girls of Braj are.singing, playing (with) delight (and) revelry.
The beasts, birds, creepers (and) Kevala were gratified
on seeing (them).
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39 (bibhasi-todi)
tuma pratahu ko ae lala nisu rasi basi
una adharana pika nikehi ke janye 
sakuca basana baina amjanu khiryo hai naina
kahe ko catura hota mukha alasane 
pala so lagata palu uthata jhambhai jalu
tinahu ko basi klje jahu ke bikane 
kevala pyare piya jiya kl jivani jiya
ta so bate jahi thagi jinahu thagane
1 A/B: janye; A: pratahu, nisa rasa basa; B: pika phika 
nikehi ke janye (?)
2 A: amjana, hota, alasane; B: alasane
3 A: pala, jhambh§i jala tinahu, vasa kije, vikane;
B: jhabhSI, bikane
k A: jivana, ta, jinahu thagane
-^0 (bihagada) 
javo ri javaho
priya binu hama aturu jahi kaho all mukha mere te 
sabha gopijana mamdala thadhi rasu samau ayo nere te 
jahi kahyo pyari ko taraki kari giri pari hai pere te 
kevala piya unahi so khelo sabha bate jani tere te
.2 A: bina, atura, jai; B; priya
3 A: mamdhala, rasa samo, tere te; B: rasa (?) sthala
(emended to mamdhala)
•  *
k A: jai, gira; B: all piya (?) deleted between kahyo and 
pyari, hai omitted
5 A: opi (for piya); B: jani
-2 6 1 -
You have come very early in the morning, Lala,
overpowered by a night of love; (you have been)
well acquainted with the betel juice on those lips (of hers).
(Your) clothes (and) face are bedraggled, the collyrium 
(around your) eyes is smudged, why (do you try to) be 
(so) cunning (when your) face (reveals how) tired (you are) ?
(Your) eyelids are closing upon each other, waves of 
yawning rise up, go and overpower her to whom .
(you) have been sold.
Kevala: beloved, (my) very life and soul, go (and) speak
to her, captivate (the one) by whom (you) have been captivated.
Go (to her) go.
I am distressed without (my) beloved, go, (my) friend,
tell (her this) from me.
All the gopis are standing in the rasa circle,
the time Of delight has drawn near.
(I) went and told the beloved, argued (with her),
fell down (at her) feet.
Kevala: loved one, play with her, she knows all the words
(which I have conveyed to her) from you.
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41 (kidara)
kini hai dinata bahuri piya dinl biri
citavata hai tuhi syama pyari 
kripa karo taji manu hathill eka suno niju bata hamarl
kumja kela ko lubadhu bhayo manu magu herata piya rasika bihari
kevala tuma vaha sukhu taji bhamuni vrtha manu kio hai bhari
1 In B the words between kini he and biri are illegible
due to obliteration and emendation; A: he...he; B: he (bis), 
sySma
2 A: krpa, nija; B: manu
3 A: maga; B: piya, hai adhika written in margin with caret
between bhayo and manu
k A/B: he; A: suisa , bhamina, mana kiyo; B: bhamuni, manu
42 (kidara)
ja so bhayo hitu ta ko dlje yaha biri nahi kami hamare 
tuma hama te hama tuma te chute jata kata atakye naina tumare 
buri karogi jau phiri ai jihi so bhayo hitu tipi sidharye 
kevala tuma nata aura thaura ke hama tere sabha ghata niharye
ia A tentative reconstruction of a foot which is corrupt in
both mss., viz. A: ja bhayo heta tahi ko_dije (~hi added 
in margin); B: jahu so bhayo he hitu tahu ko le dije
1 A: kSma;. B: nahi kSmi
3 A: vuri, phira, so bhayu hita; B: jahu so bhayo he hitu
tahi pe
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The lover showed humility, then gave a roll of betel,
(he) is looking out for you, beloved Syama.
Kindly abandon (your) sulking, obstinate woman,
listen to a suggestion of mine.
(His) mind is desirous of the love-sport in the bower,
the playful lover is waiting (for you).
Kevala: you, (my) lady, have renounced that happiness
(and) in vain have shown such great indignation.
Give (it) to her with whom (you) have fallen in love,
this roll of betel is of no use to me.
You and I have become separated from each other,
your eyes rested wherever (they pleased).
1*11 vent my anger if she comes again,
go to her with whom (you) have fallen in love.
Kevala: you are a strolling player from some other place,
I have witnessed all of your shortcomings.
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43 (kidara)
calahu biharl lala manu manavani
[pyari] saghana kumja mo kio hai mahahathu
ladull na mane kahyo rahi ho pliina pari
dekhyo na sunyo kabahu aiso thatu
sama dama kahi bheda damda baca [binu kheda]• *
chipata nahi [kabahu] jaiso cikano ghatu
kevala subhaga pyari tarata nahina tar!
aise baca mohi kahe ulat'i mahasathu•  %
1 A/B: he maha~j .A:, ipana manavana; B: manu
2 A/B: dekso; A: mane kahyo he, para, kabahu; B: ladull,
mane, he corrected to ho (?)
3 A/B: dlma, damdha; B: syama
4 A/B: mahS~; A: nahina
44 (kidara)
bhavani ae (hai lala) citavi prema ko magu
kripa karo taji manu hathill 
binu aparadha dosu nah_i Samajho
sabha guna purana rasika rasili 
clru meli thadho grlvB. mo
kela karo uthi chaila chabill 
kevala pyare mili basi klne
yaha sukhu dekhi kama gati dhlll
1 A/B: prema; A: bhavana, citava, ko krpa, mana; B; mi.nu
2 A: bina, dosa, samajho
3 A: mela thadhe grlva
4 A/B: kama; A: basa, susa desa
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Bihari Lila, go to appease (her).
(Your) beloved, in the dense grove, has shown great obstinacy.
(Your) loved-one pays no attention (to what I have) said,
(I) remained prostrate at (her) feet, (I have) never
..seen or heard of such a ploy.
(I have) reasoned, coaxed, argued (and) scolded
relentlessly (but her resentment) never diminishes, ^
(she is) just like a smooth pot .
Kevala: (your) pretty beloved, (though).urged(to do so)
does not yield (and) says such very harsh words to me in reply.
1 cf. notes to pada 8.
Lala has come to the house, having sought the path of love,
show mercy, abandon (your) resentment, obstinate woman.
Do not think (him to be at) fault unless (he has committed 
some) offence, the lover is full of all virtues,
passionate woman.
1He stands with a cloth placed around (his) neck ,
rise up (and) play (with him), elegant beauty.
Kevala: (she) met (her) lover (and) overpowered (him),
on seeing (their) happiness Kama's footsteps faltered.
1 A gesture of submission (as is clear from other 
occurrences of the expression, viz. Kevalarama's 
Dana lila in A f . 83v : pitambara melyo griva mahi 
paina para lapataye, and in*one of the Draupadi 
poems in B f.111v: ciru meli grivS mahu drupadl 
S 1 S U  J S L  pari rakhyo).
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^5- (ramakali)
namda ko namda khelata namda ko namda 
♦ * • •
sakha mamdali madhya birajita sri brimdabana camda 
• • 0 *
jamuna ke tati rasu banayo baraha sisi latakamda
druma bell sabha bhai praphul£l]ita bigasi rahe makaram'da 
bajata tala pakhau kimnari suri gavata mada mamda 
thai. thai vadata sabhe gopijana nacata anada kamda 
radha rasika bihari citavata parye prema ke phamda 
kevala yaha niju sukhu dekhye te bisari jahi grha dhamdha
2 A: maddhi viralita. vrdabana: B: mamdhali. omits sri
U 1 • 9 9 0 '
3 A: tata rasa, sisa
k A: sabha praphulita bahuvidhi vigasa
3 A: pasavaja (last syllable added in margin), sura
6 B: anada
7 A/B; prema
8 A/B; dekse; A: nija susa, visara jai, dhamddha
k6 (ramakali)
radha sagi rasika lala khelata [ hai] rasa pumje
asipasi phuli rahi brimdabana kumje 
amsa amsa bahu dhare rijhi rijhi umadi pare
• 0 9
kusamana kl mala so bhramara bahu gumje 
thai thai gana.karata maina caina nahi dharata
catakl si lagi rahi nahi dhyanu mumce 
bhati bhati kari kela anada rasa simdhu jhela
prema ko prasadu pai kevalajanu bhumce
1 A/E: samga; A/D/E: asapasa phula, vrmdavana; B: vrdabana; 
D: radha samga lala khelata sarasa rasa pumje; E: kumje 
(for pumje)
2 A/B: umadhi; A/E: rljha rijha; A/D/E: gumje; D/E: dhare, 
pare; A: malha; D: umagi, so (emendation of se), bhavara;
E : umamga
3 A/B: thai thai gana; A/D/E: laga; D/E: dhyana mumce;
A: dhySna; B: dhylnu; D: karta, na dharata; E: dharati
4 A/B/E: prema; A/D/E: simdha, prasada; A/E: kevalajana;
D/E: bhata bhata; B: Snada rasu; D: kevalajana (?) emended 
to lala mana (?), bhumje; E: bhumce
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Nanda's son is playing, Nanda’s son.
The moon of Vrindaban is resplendent
in the middle of (his) circle of friends.
(He has) performed rasa on the banks of the Yamuna
(with) a peacock feather swaying on (his) head.
The trees (and) creepers are all in bloom,
the flowers remain wide open.
Playing the cymbals, drum (and) kimnari,
singing in gentle tones,
All the gopis call out the dance steps,
(Krsna), the root of joy, is dancing.
When Radha saw the playful lover the traps of love were sprung.
Kevala: on seeing this intrinsic joy
home (and) livelihood are forgotten.
The lover Lala is playing with Radha -
-an abundance of delight- all around the Vrindaban groves
are in bloom.
With arms placed on each other's shoulders
they overflow with great happiness; many bees are buzzing
around (their) flower garlands.
(While they were) singing the dance rhythms Maina failed to 
maintain (his) composure (and I) remained as if spellbound ^
(my) concentration held in thrall .
(They) played many kinds of game, plunging into an ocean 
of the essence of bliss; Kevalajana receives this
(sacramental) food of love (and) eats.
1 literally: is not set free.
-268-
47 (talimga)
aju sakhl mohana dekhye (.mohana dekhye) pjLya
sumdara naina bisala 
musakani mohi lai lagi rahi catakl ataki
W  0 9
taha calata gaja cala 
baraha slsa mural! baje mukha sumdara sabada rasila 
mrgamada tilaku lilata dio hai syama subhaga tana jhala 
pita basana bhusana aga aga me uri motyana ki mala
kati kachand. nupara baji paga dhuni suni lajita marala
grha karaja sudhi bhuli gal tana nirakhi nirakhi chabi lala 
kevalajana manu samgi rahe hari sunaho ri braja bala
1 A/B: dekse (bis); A: aja, mohana...mohana, sumdari;
B: mohana (bis)
2 A: musakana, laga; B: calata mata gaja
3 B: risala
4 A/B: he syama
5 A : ura
6 A: kata kach'ini, pagu; B: lajata
7 A: sudha bhula, nirasa nirasa
1 0 9
8 A : samga
metre: 16+11, apart from la and 2a which have 24 instants, 
the latter perhaps expanded to match 1a after superfluous 
repetition of mohana dekhye. B has a double damda after 
musikani mohi lai, which suggests that the phrase is an 
interpolation and that the second line might originally 
have read:
lagi rahi catakl ataki taha calata matta gaja cala
Today (my) friend, (I) saw beloved Mohana
(with his) beautiful broad eyes
(His) smile enchanted me, (I) remained as if spellbound
(while he was) passing.by there (with) elephant gait.
(With) a peacock feather (on his) head, (he) plays the flute
(on his) lips (with) a beautiful (and) delightful sound.
(He has) drawn a mark of musk on (his) forehead,
(there is) radiance (in his) dark (and) delicate body,
(He wears) yellow garments, ornaments on every limb,
a necklace of pearls on (his) chest,
A kachani round (his) waist; the anklets (on his) feet resound,
hearing the sound (of which) the swan is put to shame
On seeing the beauty of Lala concern for household chores
(and) the body are forgotten.
Kevalajana(’s) mind remains with Hari,
0 listen (you) girls of Braj.
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48 (kidara)
paudhye hai sukha so nisu kumja ke sadana mo
apune lalana so navala piya pyari 
arasaparasa grivS bhuja siva
kuhu ki nisa ko mano bhai ujiari 
kavala kusama dala talapa raci bimala
rajita jugala rasa rasika bihari 
praci disa bhai bhora sakuni bolata mora
jagi parye syama syama kevala chabi nyari
A: hai; B: apune 
A: grlva, siva, mSno; B: mano 
A: kamala, vimala 
A/B: syama syama; A: sakuna, jaga
49 ( kidara-darabari)
odhi piri (subha) sari syama syama ko dikhave
mano sasi sumera te pragatyo manamatha kota lajave
rahe nihara chakye driga chabi mo piya kachu aura na bhave
rupa sidhu mo mina mohana manu paryo paru nahi. pave
kaha kaho alii neha adhikata vahi te bani ave
rahe bikai ladeti ke basi nayo nayo premu dikhave
saravasu hiri lino pyare ko jabahu muri musakave
kevalajana radha madho rati kaha ko‘ ika mukhi gave
1 A/B: syama sySma; A: disSve
2 A: lajave; B: mano
3 A : bhave
4 A/B: mohana; A: mana, pave
5 A : bana ave
6 A: vikai, prema, disave; B: ladheti, bamsi, premu
7 A: saravasa hari, ko, jabahu mura musakave; B: saravasu
8 A: musa gave; B: kaha
1
2
3
4
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At night the youthful beloved lies blissfully
with her loved-one in t.he bower.
Touching each other’s neck and armpit- (it seems)
as if (moon)light has appeared on (this) new.moon night.
(On) a couch prepared from white lotus petals
the playful lover is resplendent in (their) mutual love.
Dawn has broken in the east, the peacock makes auspicious sounds;
Kevala: Syama and Syama have woken, unique in beauty.
Syama shows Syama the auspicious yellow sari
(which she has) wrapped around (herself).
(Looking) like the sun rising over (the golden mount) Sumeru
putting ten million Manmathas to shame.
Staring (at her with) eyes intoxicated by the beauty,
nothing else pleases (her) lover.
Mohana's heart, fallen (like) a fish into the ocean of beauty,
cannot reach the further shore.
What can I say, (my) friend, such an excess of love
can only be inspired by her.
(He) remains sold to the power of his beloved
(as she) displays love ever new.
Everything (her) lover possesses is captured
whenever (she) turns and smiles.
Kevalajana: what can anyone, with (just) one voice,
sing about the passion of Radha'(and) Madho ?
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30 (himdola)•  •
hari pyare hari pyare hari pyare jiu
meri jivana prana hamare hari pyare jiu
pulika pulika mana istati kini !
sudhi budhi citavani so hiri lini iku palu nahina nyare
adabhuta sobha syama salone
dhlra dharave ridi mo kaune inu nainana ke tare
sumdara naina aruna alabele ,
• •
rasa kari puranu hai rasa kele baraha slsi pari dhare
sravanana kumdala pita pichori
nasa besari musakani thori sabha guna purana bhare 
«
ura.kaustubha. mani aru banamala4
benu bajave kimkani jhala atichabi pave care 
subhaga kachani nupara paga mo
nahi sama sobha jane jaga mo kevalajanu balihare
1 A/B: prana
2 A: istita, sudha budha, hari, ika pala, nyare
3 A/B: syama; A: adbhuta, salone, rida, kaune ina'naina;
B: salone, kaune
4 A: kara purana hai, varaha sisa para
5 A: pichauri, baisara / musakana; B: kumdhala
6 A/B: kaustava, pave; A: baina bajave kimkana, care; B: bainu
7 A/B: jane; A: nuparpaga, ~jana balahare
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Dear Hari, dear Hari, dear Hari, my life (and) soul, dear Hari
(I) praised (him,my) heart thrilled,(all my) concerns 
(and) awareness stolen by (his) glance, not separate
.(from him even) for a moment
The wonderful splendour of the beautiful Syama -
the light of these eyes (of mine)- who can maintain
composure in (his) heart ?
(His) beautiful, lively (and) reddened eyes
have fully experienced the delight of the game of love,
(he) places a peacock feather on (his) head
(He wears) earrings in (his) ears, a yellow loincloth, 
a pearl nose ring, (he is) smiling slightly,
completely filled with all virtues.
On (his) chest a kaustubha gem and a forest garland,
(he) plays the flute (and) small bells
-all four (items) attain great beauty.
A fine kachani, anklets on (his) feet -
nothing of equal beauty is to be known in the world,
Kevalajana pays tribute.
51 (kidara)
apune lalana so gaharu na kije 
kota imda sama badana chabili
•  0
musaki bolicalu moni na lije 
dagaru niharata barata tribhuvana
naina lagi rahe una sukhu dije 
kevala bit! hai nisu bihari jiu so rasi basi jaise
tamacara ki ban! na sunije
1 A/B: apune; A: lalana so garba na kije; B: so
2 A/B: tribhavana; A: musakani bolacala mona; B: moni
3 A: dagara, laga, susa; B: dhagaru
4 A: nisa, jiya so rasa vasa; B: ban!
52 (basamtu)
0
syama salono pyaro aju banyo mai
rajita navala pravina priya sagi kachu miti baranj. na jai
nava brimdabana kusama praphul£l ]ita trividha pavana sukhadai
khelata taha basamta sarasa rasa abira gulala udai 
• —  0
coa camdana kumkama kesara chirakata bhari picakai 
ika daurata ika khelata nacata bamsi bajitra bajai 
rijhi rahe hiti prema parasapara kanana kela badhal 
kevalajana radha madho rati nirakhata rahe lubhai
1 A/B: syama; B: salono
2 A: rajata, samga, varan!
3 A/B: trivadha; A: naba vrmdabana
4 A/B: udhai; A: taha
5 A : bhara
6 A: baisi (for bamsi)
7 A/B: prema, kanana; A: rijha, hita
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Do not keep your loved-one waiting.
Beautiful woman, (with) a face like ten million moons,
.speak with a smile, do not keep silent.
(He) is looking out (for you), sacrificing the three worlds,
(his) gaze is fixed, grant him happiness.
Kevala: the night has passed, (it seems) as if Biharl’s 
soul is (so) overpowered by emotion (that) the crowing
of the cock is not heard (by him).
The dear, handsome Syama looks beautiful today, (my) friend*
Resplendent with (his) youthful, clever beloved -
(he) cannot be fully described.
Vriudaban is fresh (and) blossoming, ^
a pleasant threefold breeze (is blowing).
There (they are) celebrating spring with joyful emotion,
throwing abira and gulala,
Squirting syringes filled with coa, sandal, kumkuma and saffron.
One runs, another plays (and) dances,
playing the flute (and other) instruments.
(They) remain happy in mutual love (and) affection,
(their) mirth spread through the forest.
Kevalajana, on seeing the passion of Radha and Madho,
remains desirous.
1 viz. sitala, mamda, sugamdha, as described in 67*5 etc.
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55 (kidara)
khelata rasu bihari lala nirtata catura braja ki bala 
hoda hodl nace gave mohana benu bajave
‘prema mud'ita mano jamuna ke kule 
rasa marndala banyo bidhi raci paci t’hanyo
mano sarovara jugama kamja phule 
madhupa imdrl lubhayo urajhi rupa samayo
chabi ke taramga bhae mano prema jhule 
kevalajana yaha sukhu nirakhi jugala mukhu
thagori lagata mano grha dhama bhule
1 A: rasa, niratatu, vraja, vala
2 A/B: bajave; A: bena,. manau; Bi give mohana benu, prema, 
mlno ■ - . ...........................................I
5 A/B: mamdhala, paca; A: vidhi, kumja phule; B: mano
4 A/B: mlno; A: urajha; B: idri (?), prema
5 A: susa nirasa nirsa jugala musa,’ mano grha kama bhule;
B: mano, dhama
5^ (kidara)
baithi hai chabill pyari ramga so ramgili
nisa blti jagi bhora kumja mo dulahani 
camda ki uj[i]ari ko uj[i]ari kari dhari
odhi ika odhani binu basi gahanl 
abha piya pari pari avara ridahi dhari
caupa kari uthi risa ridahi na sahani
kevala uthye hai lala bhamunl na bole kaise
kinl hai sapat[h]a jaba milye rasa rahani
1 A/B: he; A: ata-nisa, jagi; B: omits so
2 A: bini
3 A: udhl#
4 B: bhamuni
-277-
Bihari Lala is playing rasa
the skilful girls of Braj are dancing.
They dance (and) sing in competition, Mohana plays the flute,
as if rejoicing in love on the banks of the Yamuna.
The rasa circle looks beautiful- the Creator has established 
(it) with great effort- (Krsna and Radha are) like a pair
of lotuses blossoming on a lake.
'I
The bee’s sense is enticed, (it is) engrossed (and)
immersed (in their) splendour; there were waves of beauty
as if wafted by love.
Kevalajana:this joy (felt) on seeing (their) two faces
casts a spell, as if house (and) home are forgotten.
1 imdrl probably refers specifically to the bee’s tongue.
1The beautiful beloved sits, splendidly attired ;
the night has passed, the bride has woken in the bower at dawn#
(She has) made the brightness of the moon (seem) even brighter,
(and has) wrapped (herself) in a shawl 2
(which) he grasped forcibly .
(The reflection of her) brilliance fell upon (her) lover 
and. (he) placed (it) in (his) heart; striking (him)3,
she stood up, (her) heart unable to bear (her) anger.
Kevala: Lala stood up, the woman would in no way speak 
(for) she had made a promise (not to do so) when (she)
met (the one in whom) rasa abides.
1 The phrase ramga (so) ramgili may refer either to her 
appearance "(equivalent to chaila chablll) or to her 
emotions ('enamoured'); cf. RSK under ramgaramgilau«
2 Assuming that binu is the oblique plural (agentive) of 
vaha and that gahani is a rhyming participial form of gah-.
3 Other possible meanings (apart from 'blow' < *copp-) are
'she kept silent' (<* cuppa- ?) or 'she aroused (his) passion/ 
ardour/excitement (cf. copa, as used in 71.13, for which RSK 
gives the additional meaning 'skill/cunning', cf. cup, of 
which cop is listed as a variant).
55 (tod!)
aju rasa rasu raco rasika piya': bhamuni lo syama 
sarada sa£i naksatra khaco prakasi jamuni lo syama 
sarada prakasi paramabilasi kanana keli badhai 
grha grha te gopi sabha ai bamsl syama bajai
kumja lata bahu bhai praphul[l]ita pika ali gumjata mora 5
kevalajana bali jahi nirakhi chabi nagara namda kisora
1 A/B: bhamuni; A: rasa
2 A/B: niksatra, jamuni, syama; A: adds rahau at end of line
3 A/B: kUnana; A: ~vilasi 
k A/B: sylma; B: ai
6 A: bala jai nirasa, nagara
kusamana bini lie brimdabana gopi lo syama
bhusana gQthi kie sakala guna opi lo syama
sakala guna opi paramahita ropi ridi anamdu badhayo
dekhi kulahalu harasu bhayo ati jai jai mamgalu gayo 10
navasata saja birajita jori rasa madala ki thaura
kevalajana bali jahi nirakhi chabi nagara namda kisora
7 A: bina, vrmdavana; B: syama
8 A/B: syama; A: gutha; B: bhuksana
9 A: rida anamda
10 A: desa kulahala harasa, mamgala
11 A/B: mamdhala; A: virajita•  * '  '
12 A: bala jai nirasa; B: nagara
bahuvidha bajitra lie bajavana lagl lo syama 
atisai premu hie sakala anuragi lo syama
sakala anuragi adhika rasa pagi tana mana sugharai 15
bajata sagita gita mukha gavata kachu miti barani na jai
karata bihara sughara ghara nacata dou mahacitacora 
kevalajana bali jahi nirakhi chabi nagara namda kisora
13 A/B: bahuvidhi, syama; B: bajavana
*\k A/B: syama; A: atise prema; B: premu
15 A/B: tana; B: mana
16 A/B: bajita; A: mita varani
17 B: maha~ 18 A: bala jai nirsa
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Today the lover (and his) lady
have performed the delightful rasa, 0 Syama.
(The sky is) studded (with) the autumn moon
(and) constellations (on this) bright night, 0 Syama.
A bright (and) supremely joyful autumn (night
with) revelry spreading (through) the forest.
All the gopis came from (their) houses
(when) Syama played the flute.
Many creepers (of the) grove were in bloom,
the cuckoo, bee (and) peacock were murmuring.
Kevalajana dedicates (himself) on seeing the beauty
of Nanda's urbane son.
The gopis (in/of) Vrindaban have gathered flowers, 0 Syama
1 _
(And have) threaded (their) ornaments (and) polished (them) , 0 Syama.
(They) have polished (them and) planted supreme love,
joy increased in (their) hearts.
There was great delight on seeing the commotion,
a song of praise was sung.
The couple is resplendent, decked (in all) sixteen (adornments)
(in) the place of the rasa circle.
Kevalajana dedicates (himself) on seeing the beauty
of Nanda’s urbane son.
1 literally: polished all (their) good qualities (?)
Taking many kinds of instruments (the gopis) began to play, 0 Syama.
(With), much love in (their) hearts, all enraptured, 0 Syama.
All enraptured, steeped in extreme delight,
(displaying their) skill (in) musical phrasing (and) rhythm.
Playing music, singing songs (such as) cannot be fully described.
The two of them, great captivators of the mind, 2
rejoice (and) dance gracefully
Kevalajana dedicates (himself) on seeing the beauty
of Nanda’s urbane son.
2 ghara: the literal meaning may be ‘abode of gracefulness’, 
but ghara also has a more technical meaning, viz. 'tune 
and also the musical notation', cf. S. Kohli pp. 98-99, 
thus the phrase may mean 'dancing to graceful tunes'.
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khelata rasu taha lala samgi nagari lo syama
bhayo hai ulasu mahamudita mana agarl lo syama 20
mudita mana agari sobha sagari sabha te radha pyari 
rasa pravini rasa phaila paryo taha ramata samgi vanavari 
sura ravani cala acala mara mana lagi rahi mana dora 
kevalajana bali jahi nirakhi chabi nagara namda kisora
19 A/B: sylma; A: rasa, samga
20 A/B: sySma; A: omits hai; B: he, maha~
21 A: agani, sagara
22 A: pravina, samga
23 A/B: dhora; A: laga
zb A: bala jai nirasa
56 (sorathi)
navala plya lala ladetl gale
karata bihara rasa rasa lampata kachu (miti) barani na jale
ika te ika chabi adhika caturata sumdarata sukhadai
brimdabana mo rajita juga juga paramahetu lapatai
eka prana ika rupa deha dui niju krida kari lini
lila rasu samudru phailayo sunata sakala gati kini
yaha rasu rasikana ki ridi rakhyo bimukhana ko ruci nShi
kevalajana janata anuragi ke braja bhagatana mahi
1 A/B: ladhetl.
2 A: kara vihara, mita varani
3 A: omits sumdarata
 ^ A: vrmdabana, paramaheta
5 A/B: pr&na; A: nija, kara
6 A: lilha
7 A/B: rakso; A: rida, vimusana, ruca; B: nahl
8 A/B: janata
Nagari performs the rasa there with Lala, 0 Syama.
There was mirth (and) the heart of the foremost (of women)
was overjoyed, 0 Syama.
The heart of the foremost (of women) was overjoyed7
an ocean of beauty, Radha, the most beloved of all.
(She is) skilled in rasa (and) rasa spread all around
(while she was) sporting with Vanavari.
The minds of the gods* consorts, Mara (and all) animate
(and) inanimate (beings) were engrossed'.
Kevalajana dedicates (himself) on seeing the beauty
of Nanda’s urbane son.
Sing of the youthful beloved Lala (and his) loved one.
Sporting (and) lusting after the pleasures of love-
(they) cannot be fully described-*-
Offsetting each other’s attractiveness, extreme cleverness
(and) pleasing beauty,
(They)af*eresplendent in Vrindaban from age to age,
'embracing (in) supreme love.
(With) two bodies (but) one soul (and) beauty
(they) enact their intrinsic play.
(They) caused the ocean of the delight of (their) sporting
to spread, granting salvation to all (who) hear.
This pleasure is stored in the hearts of (its) connoisseurs,
(it has) no appeal for the ill-disposed.
Kevalajana: (either those.who are) impassioned know (it)
or (it is to be found) among the devotees of Braj.
-2 8 2-
57 (basamtu)
•
namda dularo pyaro brimdabana mahi
khelata basata mudita radha sagi yaha sukhu katahu nahi
juthi juthi sabha call gopika calo sakhi taha javo
nada namdana _brisabhana suta ko nirakhi naina sukhu pavo
abiru gulalu udavata gavata bahuvidha bajitra bajave 5
coa camdanu kumkama chirakata sahaja basamtu ladave 
• • # •
nana vidha phulye druma bell trividha pavana miti nahi 
bahu catika ali mora kokila ku ku sabada sunahi 
biharata jugala kisora rasika rasa samgi sakala braja nari 
nirakhi nirakhi jai mamgalu gayo kevalajana balihari
1 A : vrmdavana • •
2 A: vasamta, samga, susa
3 A/B: j§.vo; A: jutha jutha
4- A/B: pavo; A: vrsabhana, nirasa, susa
5 A/B: udhavata, bahuvidhi, bajSve; A: abira gulala
6 A/B: ladhave; A: camdana, vasamta # • 9 •
7 A/B: nanS vidhi, trividhi; A: phule, mita, nShi
8 A: ala, kokala, sunahi; B: sunai
9 A: viharata, samga
10 A: nirasa nirasa, mamgala, balahari
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In Vrindaban Nanda’s darling child
Joyfully celebrates the spring with Radha,
nowhere (else) is there such mirth.
All the gopis have gone in groups,
come, (my) friend, let us go there.
Let (our) eyes obtain the joy of seeing
Nanda’s son (and) the daughter of Vrsabhanu.
(They) are throwing abira (and) gulala, singing,
(and) playing many kinds of instrument,
Sprinkling coa, sandal (and) kumkuma,
spontaneously they fondle (each other in the) spring.
Various kinds of tree (and) creeper have blossomed, ^
(there is) a constant threefold breeze.
Many catakas, bees (and) peacocks are making a cooing noise.
The young couple are enjoying the delights of love
with all the women of Braj,
Kevalajana, on beholding (this) sang a song of praise
(and) paid tribute.
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58 (riatu)
tata tha_i nacata nava gati nyari
karata bilasa rasa rasa mohana samgi birajita pyari
asipasi gopijana biharata sarada raina ujiari
jamuna tati bata kumja praphulEl]ita brimdabana sukhakari
biharata mudita taha pija bhamuni bara bajitra dhuni dhari
ughatata gita sagita sapata suri sukhu upajo rasu bhari
yaha chabi nirakhi cakrita sura ramani manamatha surati bisari
juga juga rajita paramakela rati kevalajana balihari
1 B: nyari; D: thai thai nacata nava gata
2 A/B: mohana; A: samga birajata; D: karata vihara rasika 
mana mohana samga virajata pyari
3. A/D: asapasa; D: vihirata, ujari
4 A/D: tata, vrmdavana; D: jamana, praphulata
5 A/B: bhamuni; D: vihirata mudata taha piya bhamina
vara bajamtra dhuna dhari
6 A/D: sura, susa ; A: sapta, upaje; D: upajo ali bhari
7 A/D: surata; A: nirasa; D: ya chabi desa, ravani, visari
8 A: parma-, balahari; D: raja.ta, rata
59 (kalyana)
kaha kaho ri aju ae mere dhama
kari ka misa lie nada namdana
#
dudhu pio dharyo amgana mai samgi sakha balarama 
jasumati pal jaie mai kahie larika (ki) bhukhye phirata
sudhi leta nahi sada karata yaha kima 
kevalajana aba kachu na kaho kari masti rahogi jo phuni avata
grhi pagu dharata gahi badhogi syaia
1 A/B: dhtma; A: kaho
2 A: lie, dudha piyo daryo, me samga, balarama; B: balirarta
3 A/B: kama; A: pai, bhuso, sudha
4 A/B: syama; A: kevala aba kachu, grha paga
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(They are) dancing (with) new (and) different movements.
Mohana, (his) beloved resplendent with (him)
enacts the joyful delight of the rasa.
All around the gopis are amusing themselves
(on this) bright autumn night.
The banyan trees (and) groves on the banks of the Yamuna
are in bloom, making Vrindaban joyful.
The lover (and his) lady are sporting joyfully, ,
fine instruments resound.
(While they were) measuring their songs, music
(and) the seven notes ,,delightful joy arose.
The gods’ consorts were astonished to see this beauty, ^
Manmatha forgot hims"e!fcf.
The passion of that supreme love sport
is resplendent through the ages - Kevalajana pays tribute.
0 what can I say ? Today he came to my house.
On the pretext of (collecting) tax, Nanda's son,
with (his) friend Balarama, drank (my) milk (and)
threw it in the yard.
Go to Jasumati, (my) friend, say that (her) son
is wandering about hungry, always behaves in this way
(and) shows no concern.
Kevalajana: now I shall say nothing (but) will keep silent, 
if Syama comes again (and) sets foot in (my) house,
I shall catch (him and) tie (him) up.
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60 (kidara)
aju ban! lalana sagi pyari 
rasa madala mo biharata jori
jamuna pulina sarada ujiari 
thai. thai vadata madhuri suri gavata
ika te ika nautana gati nyari 
amga amga chabi baranjL na jave
urapatirapa khelata vanavari 
tala rababa pakhau kimnari
bhati bhati adabhuta dhuni dhari 
bhuja bhuja so rijhi parasapara
rasa samudra phailyo atibharl 
druma bell sabha nirakhi sithala bha^
ratipati ki mana bhramti nivar 
kevalajana dou rasika siromani
hiri lini citavana vanavari
1 A: aja, samga
2 A/B: mamdhala 
• *
3 A: madhura sura, te
A: varani, jave
5 A: adbhuta
6 A: rijha parsapara
7 A: nirasa, thakati (for sithala) •
8 A: siromana hira: B: saromani 
0 ' 0
►H
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Today the beloved looks beautiful with (her) loved-one.
The couple is moving about in the rasa circle,
(on) the sands of the Yamuna (on!) a bright autumn (night),
Calling out the dance steps, singing in sweet tones,
(with) ever more new (and) different movements.
The beauty of every limb is indescribable
(as) Vanavari performs a sprightly dance.
Cymbals, rabab, drum (and) kimnari
produce all kinds of wonderful sound.
Arm in arm, delighting each other
an abundant ocean of rasa spread around.
On seeing (this) all the trees (and) creepers became listless,
Ratipati's pride was rebuffed.
Kevalajana: (these) two (are) the paragon of lovers,
Vanavari captivated (me with just) a glance.
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61 (kidara)
navala piya pai brisabhana dulari
neku cito karuna kari sumdari magu jovata thadhe giridhari
sasa usvasa leta rasa lampata raaina caina tana surati bisar
tuhi mukha biraha bioga anamane musaki milo javo balihari 
sarada ujari kurajabiharl raci pacike taha talapa savari 
kevala (ladeti) manu taji (mohi) dije danu
tuma una so kaise banata (na) nyari
A: pai, vrsabhana; B: balu (?) for navala, vrisabhana # • 7 *
A: neka, sumdara raiaga, giradhari 
A: surata visari 
A/B: anamane, javo; A: vioga 
A : taha
A:'mana, dije dana, omits ladeti; B: ladheti, manu, danu
62 (purya-kanara)
aju dou banye rajita
mukha ki nikai mai kahi na parata
aju lo na kahu dekhi upama chabi vises!
marakata mani mano kamcana jadata 
• • #
kahu nisa bhora hota biharata otapota
nainana so naina caina bhuja so bhuja dharata 
kevalajana rasile pyari ke basi basile
rahasa kela sukhu kumjana karata
2 A/B: mano; A: lo, kahu
3 A : kahu
4 A : vasile, susa
1
2
3
k
5
6
HH
>
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Upon (your) youthful loved-one, darling daughter of Vrsabhanu,
• • •
Be so kind as just to (bestow a) glance, beautiful woman,
Giridhari stands looking out for you.
(He).takes (deep) breaths (and) sighs, craving for love,
Maina is oblivious of (his) peace of mind, body and memory.
(From) yearning (and) longing (to see) your face (he. is) dejected, | 
meet (him) with a smile, go andjpay tribute (?to him).
There (on this) bright autumn (night) Kunjabihari has,
with great care, prepared a couch..
Kevala: beloved, abandon (your) sulking, give me a boon,
how is anything to be achieved while you are separated from him?
.1 This interpretation requires the reading javo, 
otherwise the meaning is ’let me pay tribute'.
Today the two of them are resplendent,
the beauty of (their) faces, (my) friend, is indescribable.
Nowhere, until today, (have I) seen a comparison (for their)
special beauty - (they are like) an emerald set in gold.
Dawn is breaking (after this) new moon night , they wander 
arm in arm, (finding) peace in each other*s eyes.
Kevalajana: the lover (has fallen) under the sway of (his) beloved, 
in the groves (they) take pleasure in (their) secret play.
1 assuming that kahu = kuhu, otherwise the translation is 
'somewhere dawn is breaking1.
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63 (bibhasl-tod!)
nisu ke unide naina jagye piya pyari samgi
bhalye ho bhalye ho lala nlkehi so ae 
savare salone ghana barasye rasa kumjana
damuni bhamuni satha mili caina pae 
ter! catura! kai chan! nah! mo so kachu
bhorah! avanu kino kinahu sikhae 
kevalajana sujana kapat! ho kare kana
tah! pe sidharo j§ ke hita lalacae
1 A: nisa, samga
2 A/B: salone, damuni; A: varasye, mila; B: barakse, 
bhamuni mili cihana pae
3 A/Bs chani; A: nahi, kachu, avana, k!no, kinahu 
B: avanu
4 A/B: sujana; A: ho, tah!, sidharo; B: kana
64 (jijavamti)
locana nihare lala aruna unide rasa
janye ho paichanye p!ya bhamuni so jagye ho
karata bihara mara tute lara janye raohi................
adharana p!ka lag! amjana so dagye ho 
hasana lasana mamda alabel! chabi sohe
pala so na lage palu nae hita lagye ho 
pyari basi parye syama lutyo manamatha gadu
kevalajana ho Uva ke unahi so pagye ho
1 A/B: janye; B: paichanye , bhamun!
2 A/B: janye; A: vihara mala
3 A: alibell; B: lage ho
4 A/B: syama; A: vasa, lutye, unahi
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Eyes weary from the night (show that you), beloved, 
have been awake with (your) loved-one; be blessed,
be blessed, 0 Lala, you have done well to come I
The dark (and) handsome cloud has showered the groves with rasa 
(and) has found peace in the company of the woman (who is!
like lightning.
Nothing of your deceit can be hidden from me at all,
who has taught you to return at daybreak?
Kevalajana: (what) a fine fellow (you are)! - 
(how) deceitful you are, black Kanha;
go to her whose love you crave!
Lala, (I have) seen (that your) eyes (are) red (and) tired, 
you have experienced delight, (I have) perceived, b-tioved^
(that) you have stayed awake with (some other) woman.
I know that (your) necklace has been broken (while you were) 
eagerly making love, betel juice has stained (your) lips,
you are smeared with collyrium.
(Your) gentle gleaming smile is wonderfully beautiful,
(your) eyelids do not blink, you are absorbed in some new love
Syama,. (you,) have fallen under the sway of (your) beloved, 
Manmatha's spear has been stolen- Kevalajana: become hers,
(since) you are (now) engrossed in her.
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t
i
65 (jijavamt!) j
syama salono pyaro namda jiu ko nagaru
jagata ujagara pyari cahata kumjana mai i
ratata rahata radha pala so na lage palu
kahe ko muni le baisi apune bhavana mai
karahu tumari sosa una ke mana ki sabha
sudhi budhi hiri lini kamcana se tana mai»
kevalajana ladeti manu'taji begi milu
dharo citu bali javo piya ke gavana mai
1 A/B: syama salono; A: ko nagara
2 A: pala , muni; B: ratata ratata rahata radha
3 A: kaho tuma sosu aba una, sudha vidhi hira
k A/B: m&nu, javo; A: bega mili, cita; B: ladheti
66 (kanara)
thadhi kumja bhavana duri citavata piya
pyari chabili chabana 
sarada raina uj(i)ari syama sari pyari tana
hirata na sudhi pare nisa hai kavana 
hita bhai jani taha man! thakurani radha
lalita bulae baca sunye hai (piya) sravana 
kevalajana ladete lala laduli so milye
karata bihara sukha sitala pavana
1 A: dura; B: chabi (for chabana)
2 A/B: syama, he
3 A: jani taha; B: man!
4 A/B: ladhete; A: omits lala; B: laduli
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The dark, handsome lover, Nanda's urbane son,
is awake and restless in the groves longing
for (you, his) beloved.
(He), keeps on repeating 'Radha1, (his) eyelids unblinking,
why do you sit at home in silence?
I swear to you that all the awareness (and) recollection
of his mind have been captivated by (your) golden-hued body.
Kevalajana: beloved, abandon ,(your) sulking, quickly meet (him),
be resolute, offer yourself on (your) loved-one's arrival.
The beautiful beloved stands hidden in the bower,
looking out for (her) beloved.
(On this) bright autumn night the beloved (wears) a dark sari 
(on her) body; on looking (at her one)^ is not aware how
(dark) the night is.
There, knowing;the mood of love (and'that) Radha 
was aware (of it), Lalita called (him) -
the lover's ears heard.
Kevalajana: Lala, the loved-one, met (his) beloved,
(and they) enjoyed the delight of (their) revelry
(in the) cool breeze.
1 Assuming that hirata = herata
-29^-
67 (himdola)
• •
brimdabana rasa banai mohana brimdabana rasa banai
jamuna tata bata kusama praphullita kachu miti kahl na jai 
brajapati ladule ho brimdabana rasa banal
pika catika ali mora kuhamke sarada raina ujiari
sltala mamda sug^amdha pavana vahe taha thadhe giridhari 5
• * — * *
murali dhuni kinl hiri lini griha griha te braja nari
bhati bhati ai brajavasani hari darasana ki pyasi 
ulati kie bhusana aga aga mahu chadi loka kula phasi 
ramata nisamga subhaga kanana mahu ai mill avinasi
karata bihara bajavata gavata bhati bhati dhuni dhari 10
syama mukata mani agara nagara sabha te radha pyari 
tata thai tata thai tana mana mahi nupara ki jhunaklri
amsa amsa dhari bhuja parasapara naina naina ke mahi
nacata khelata karata kutuhala atirasu upajo tahi
sura ramani jaikaru karata bahu yaha sukhu katahu nahi 15
druma bell sabha nirakhi sithala bhai manamatha tad! lag! 
ataki rahl jori ki chabi mahi gopijana anuragi 
yaha lila dekhi ridi lekhi kevalajana vadabhagi
1 A: vrmdabana (bis); B: mohana; E: vrmdavana (bis),
M  £  » 9 • •
banai he (at end of line)
2 A/E: mita; B: praphulita; E: jamana tati bati, praphulata 
kacha
5 A/E: ladale, vrmdabana; B: ladule; E: omits 3
4 E: ala, kahuke, ujaari
5 A: he (for vahe), taha, giradhari; E: vahi, vanavari
(for giridhari)
6 A/E: hira; A: grhi grhi; E: grha grha te
7 A: -vasana; E: bhata bhata, -vasina
8 A: ulata, mo; B: chadhi; E: me chada, has! (for phasi)
9 A: milye avanasi; B: mata (for ramata); E: mahi
10 E: vihara, bhata bhata
11 A: syama, mana; E: mukati mana, se (for te)
12 A/B: tata thel tata thei; A/E: tana mana; A: mai, nupa;
E: tata thai thai thai, paga (for mahi), jhunakari
13 A: dhara; E: para (for dhari), nayana nayana, mahi
1^ f A: katuhala, ~rasa; B: katuhala; E: gavata (for khelata)
atarasa, tahi
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Mohana has performed the Vrindaban rasa,
performed the Vrindaban rasa.
The banyan on the banks of the Yamuna is in bloom - ,
(the scene) cannot be fully described.
0, the beloved Lord of Braj has performed the Vrindaban rasa.
hc£
The cuckoo, cataka.i(and) peacock are calling,
(on this) bright autumn night.
A cool, gentle (and) fragrant breeze blows where Giridhari stands.
(He) sounded (his) flute (and) enticed the women of Braj
from (their) homes.
The various women of Braj came, thirsting for the sight of Hari.
On every limb (their) ornaments were put on upside down,
(they had) abandoned the trammels of society (and) family,
Rejoicing, carefree, through the beautiful forest,
(they) came to meet the Imperishable One.
Amusing themselves, playing (music and) singing,
(they) produced all kinds of sounds,
(With) Syama, the crest-jewel, the foremost, the urbane,
(and) Radha, the most beloved of all.
The jingling of anklets (resounded)-*tata thai tata thai'-
in time with the melodic phrases.
(With) arms on each other's shoulders,
(looking) into each other's eyes,
Dancing, playing, making merry - great delight arose there.
The gods' consorts called out many salutations-
nowhere (else was there) such happiness.
Seeing (this) all the trees (and) creepers became listless,
Manmatha was entranced.
The enraptured gopis remained transfixed by the couple's beauty.
Seeing this sport, inscribing it in (his) heart,
Kevalajana is very fortunate.
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15 A: jaikara, susa katahu; B: nahi; E: jayakara karata 
he ya suka katahu naha
16 A/E: nirasa, bhai, tari
17 E: ataka, para (for mahi) %gopi ati anuragi
18 A/E: rida; A: lllha, kevajana badha-; B: vada~;
E: ya lila
68 (dhola) 
kanaie cetaku laya
syama sarlra kavala dala locana mathe mukat'u banaya
kumtala kaca makarakrita kumdala bhala tilaka ati sohe * • •
bhau[a] dhanusa dhari naina bana so manamatha ko manu mohe 
mamda hasani basa pita phabe aga sumdarata sukhadai 5
lola kapola adhika banl abha kachu miti kahi na jai
mukhi murali dhuni hiri lino manu griha tana surati bhulani
nirakhi nirakhi chabi ataki rahe driga binu mula moli bikani
nasa moti jagamaga joti dulari kamtha biraje
bhuja mrnala khora camdana ki kati kachani^ ati raje 10
aga aga bhusana sohe mohe paga nupara jhunakara
carana kavala taha madhupa kevala(jana) ika palu hoi na nyara
1 A: kanhaie
2 A: syama, mukata; both A and B repeat the sthayi after
line 2, A with the spelling kanhai
3 B: kumtila, kumdhala
• • •
k A: bana
6 A: mita; B: kahiya
7 A/B: lino; A: musa, hira, mana grhi,.surata
8 A: nirasa, ataka rahe, bina mula mola vikani
9 A: kamthi viraje
10 A/B: mrdala; A: raje
11 A: mohe
12 A: pala,' taha; B writes the sthayi at the end with the
spelling kanie
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Kanhaiya has cast a spell.
(His) dark body, lotus petal eyes, a crown adorning (his) head,
Locks of hair, earrings shaped like dragons,
a forehead mark beautifying (his) brow,
With arrows from (his) eyes, (shot from his) eyebrows held
(in the shape of) a bow, (he) enchants Manmatha.
A gentle smile, yellow cloth looking fine (against his) body,
delightful beauty,
The surpassing splendour of (his) tremulous cheeks
cannot be fully described.
The sound of the flute on (his) lips, makes (one) oblivious
of home, body (and) memory.
On beholding the beauty (my) eyes remained transfixed,
(I was) sold (to him) without (any) price being paid.
A pearl in (his) nose of sparkling brilliance,
a double-stranded necklace resplendent (around his)neck,
Arms (like) lotus stalks, a forehead mark of sandal,
a kachani resplendent around (his) waist.
On every limb ornaments look beautiful (and) enchant,
jingling anklets (on his) feet.
May Kevala, (like) a bee (settled) there (on his) lotus feet,
never for a moment be separated (from him).
69 (kidara)
raina rijhi ri mai dekhata hari ko rasu
jamuna thakita bhai druma bell sabha cala phuni acala akasu 
pika catika aru mora sakuni bahu ali atakye taji basu 
karata bihara sarasa rasa dou upajo mahahulasu 
asipasi gopijana thadhi piya priya karata bilasu 
kevalajana manamatha mana mohyo jori prana visvasu
(this poem occurs twice in B)
21 A: rasa; B : desi
♦
1 -  12 A/B : akasa; B : bhai
1 — 1 ’ -3 A/B : sakuna; A: mahu (for bahu), vasu; B : aatkyo, basa
1 —  —  2 *k B : -bilasa emended to ~ulasa (?); B : rasika (for sarasa)
'I  — — "i _  _
5 A/B : bilasa; A: asapasa; for piya priya B has bihari
biharani, B2 bihari biharana
-| _
6 A/B : visvasa; A: moryo
metre: moric 16+11 
2 : omit sabha or phuni
70 (gaud!)
aho piya lala ladeti gale brisabhana suta namda namdana 
sone ki si beli meli lai syama subhaga tara samga 
adabhuta chabi lapati capati sakhi gaura sSvare amga 
naina kusama mili naina kusama s o . juga ali karata bihara 
basa subasa rupa mahu urajhe lagi rahyo ika tara 5
ubhaya pana sakha so sakha urajhi surajhi nahi jata 
romavali patra pallava bara jhulata prema ki bata 
subhaga tuca adabhuta basa pahirye phula bhusana subha jhala
hita jala so latakye tahakye sakhi sumdara sarasa bisala
dui mana khaga taha lina parasapara rajita nitya bilasa 10
sobhita gamdhu sugamdhu phaila pari sabha bana kie subasa 
bolata mora kimkani nupara rahata mula ke mahi
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0 friend, the night was pleased on seeing Hari's rasa.
The Yamuna became motionless, all the trees (and) creepers
shook then (became) still (like) the firmament.
The cuckoo, cataka and peacock (made) many auspicious cries,
the bee abandoned (its) dwelling (and) Settled (there).
They both amused themselves in delightful revelry,
great mirth arose.
The gopis stood all around (while) the lover (and his) beloved
were sporting.
Kevalajana: (this) couple, the .mainstay of (his/one's) life,
enchanted the mind of Manmatha.
0 sing of the lover Lala (and his) beloved,
Vrsabhanu's daughter (and) Nanda's son,
A golden creeper entwined around a dark (and) beautiful tree,
Wonderful beauty embraced (and) entwined (itself, my) friend,
(around their) fair (and) dark bodies,
Lotus eyes having met with lotus eyes,
(like) a pair of bees disporting,
Engrossed in the fragrance of (their) beauty,
fixed (upon them as if) entranced.
Both (their) hands became entangled in the branches
(and) cannot be extricated.
Beautiful hair, leaves (and) buds
are trembling in the breeze of love,
Fine complexion, wearing wonderful garments,
the auspicious radiance of flowers (and) ornaments.
A
(They) fell into (and) dissolved in the water of love,
beautiful, delightful (and) abundant, (my) friend
(Their) two minds (like) birds were absorbed in each other
resplendent in eternal delight.
Beautiful, sweet-smelling perfume spread around
making the whole wood fragrant.
The peacock is calling, bells (and) anklets are lying
on the ground .
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pika catika pi(ya) pi(ya) dhuni upajata yaha sukhu katahu nahi
rasa madala bar! nyari chabi ati kari sobha data
jugala sarupa anupa banye taha nirakhata manu hiri leta 15
bajata bajamtra ghora ghana bana mo barasata dhara phula ,
karata bihara rasa rasa dou nata jamuna ke kula
sarada ujari manamatha tarI lagi rahi chabi dekhi
sura ramani cadhi nabha bibana mahu sama hoi citralekhi 
♦
apara apara paramasukhu bilasata kachu miti kahanu na ai 20
nirakhi nirakhi jorl citacorl kevalajana bali jai
1 A: vrsabhana; B: ladhetl, namdana
• • 9 9
2 A/B: sone; A: syama
3 A: adbhuta; B: savare 
k A: mila
5 A: vasa suvasa, laga
7 A/B: prema
8 A: adbhuta; B: phala bhuksana
9 A: taharye
10 A: tahS, rajata bhimnya vilasa; B: lina
11 A : vana, suvasa
13 A: sukha katahii
B: mamdhala
• 9
15 A: mana hira
16 A: bajitra bajamtra, varasata; B: bajitra bajitra ghora
17 A: vihara; B: tati (for nata)
• 9
18 A: chaba desa  ...............................................
19 A: bivana, citralesa; B: cadi
• •
20 A: parma~, kacha mita kahana
21 A: nirasa nirasa, bala
• # 7
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The cuckoo (and) cataka make a ’pi pi’ sound,
nowhere (else is there) such joy.
The unique beauty of the broad rasa circle
appeared extremely splendid.
The matchless pair looked beautiful there,
on seeing (them) the heart is captivated
(They were) playing instruments (while) tremendous clouds
showered streams of flowers onto the forest.
The two dancers are frolicking in the delightful rasa
on the banks of the Yamuna.
(On that) bright autumn (night) Manmatha,
on seeing the beauty, remained entranced
The gods’ consorts ascended in the sky in heavenly vehicles,
as beautiful as a painting.
Radiating extreme joy, unparalleled (and) infinite,
(they) cannot be fully described.
Watching the couple, captivators of the heart,
Kevalajana dedicates (himself).
1 tahak-: according to HSS the verb may be used as an 
alternative to tasak- which, besides 'ache/throb*, may also 
mean ’dissolve'. Alternatively, in view of scribal confusion 
of retroflex consonants (cf. IV.3»^»^) it may be read as 
thahak- ('call out') or dahak- (one of the meanings of which 
is 'be scattered/sprinkled'). A's variant tahar- means either 
'stroll about', or is equivalent to thahar- ('stay/linger').
2 mula ke mahi: alternative meanings for mula, given by HSS and 
RSK, allow for translation of the phrase as 'in the vicinity' 
or 'in the grove/bower'.
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71 (kidara)
navaramgi ho tribhamgl raohana au ghare
raina divasa mo ko nida na ave taraphata jiu jala mina
bltl avadhi kahS rahe mohana birahina ko dukhu dlna
griha bana bithuna puchati dolo kaba ave braja mahl
plu hamara sSvari murati binu dekhye sukhu nahi 5
prana hamare sri hari pyare camdu nihare mai
ehl camdu hamahl phuni dekhata niradaya kahata na kai
bhale bhal^ bhojana kaue dharo avanu avanu bole
puchi rahl babhana kl pothl avadhi na kol khole
dudha dahl makhanu mero acavata ' inu d6khata dukhu pavo 10
namda dulare vinu manamohana auru na kisi pilavo
namda jasoda nita magu citavata kaba ave vanavarl
kubaja ke basi nithura bhae hai copa na karata hamari
ae dulaha mamgala gae griha griha bhai vadhai
kevalajana harasata brajavasini mili mana tapati mitai 15
1 B: mohana
2 A: jiu; B: mo
3 A: ko dusa; B: mohana birahani
k A: grha, bithana, ave; B: puchati dholo
5 A: piya, murata bina, susa-; B: savarl, dekse, nahi
<• •
6 A: camdri
8 A: kle daro, bole
• *
9 A: pucha, sole
10 A/B: p&vo; A : masana, ina,dusa
11 A/B: pilSvo; A: bina, aura; B:“mohana
12 A: Sve
13 A: vasi nidhura, hai; B: nithura
1*f A: grhi grhi; B: bhai
15 A: mila.; B: -vasani
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0 bright (and) elegant Mohana, come to (my) house.
Sleep does not come to me (either at) night (or during) the day
(I am) tossing about like a fish (without) water.
Where have you been in the meantime, Mohana,
causing pain to those (who are) bereft (of you) ?
1 wander among the houses (and) forest lanes asking
’When will he return to Braj ?'.
There is no joy without seeing the dark form of my loved-one.
My very life, beloved Hari - (my) friend, look at the moon,
This very moon we see again, nobody accuses it of being cruel.
Place fine food in dishes, (they) say that (he is) coming.
(I) kept consulting the brahmins' books
(but) nobody could predict how long (it will be before he comes).
I grieve when I see them tasting my milk, curds (and) butter.
I shall give no one (anything) to drink, apart from Manamohana,
Nanda's darling child.
Nanda (and) Jasoda are constantly looking out (for him),
when will Vanavari come ?
Since (falling) under Kubaja's sway he has become heartless
(and) shows no ardour for us.
The groom came, (they) sang songs of praise,
there was rejoicing in every house.
Kevalajana: the women of Braj are pleased on meeting (him),
(their) mental torment is dispelled.
i-304-
72 (kidara)
mohana ladule ramga bhine
banye thanye radha pyari sagi hili mili rasi basi kine 
sobha sagari nagari aga aga musaki nihari apuna kara line 
dolata bolata pache avata prema sudha rasa pine 
chabi rasa mata madhupa namda namdana
barata dekhi bhuvana sukha tine 
rasa bilasa birajita juga juga kevala anada dine
1 A/B: ladule; A: bhine; B: mohana
2 A/B: kine; A: samga hila mila, vasi
3 A: sagara nagara, nihara, line
k A/B: prema; A: rasi pine; B: dholata
5 A/B: bhavana; A: matta, desa, tine
6 A: dine; B: anada
73 (kidara)
rijhi rijhi rahi hai sarada ki camdani
bhai hai chimasl raina pyasl darasana ki 
banl hai navala jorl lala samgi radhe gorl
khelata rasa bilasa rati parasana ki 
biharata cau ora sughara sScurl sabha
kusamana goda bhari chabi barasana ki 
kumjana mo klnl kela bhati bhati rasu jhela
kevala pari hai teva maina tarasana ki
1 A/B: rahi he; A: rljha rijha, camdunl bhai bhai he;
B: bhai e
2 A/B: he; A: samga, vilasa
3 A: cahu, bhara, varasana; B: kusama
k A: rasa, he; B: he
-305-
i
Beloved Mohana, steeped in delight,
On meeting with the beautiful (and) shapely beloved Radha,
is overpowered by emotion.
The urbane woman, an ocean of beauty in every limb,
made (him) her own (just by) looking (at him) with a smile.
(He) wanders about, speaking, following (her),
having drunk the nectar of love.
Nanda’s son, (like) a bee intoxicated by the essence of beauty,
offers the happiness of the three worlds when (he) sees (her).
The delight of the rasa is resplendent throughout the ages,
giving joy to Kevala.
The autumn moonlight is pleased indeed,
(it has been) thirsting for the sight (of them throughout)
a night which has lasted for six months.
The young couple looked beautiful, Lala with the fair Radha,
(as they were) enjoying the delight of the rasa,
embracing passionately.
All the elegant companions wandered about in all directions, 
gathering armfuls of flowers in order to shower down beauty.
^They^ sported in the groves, plunging into manifold delights,
Kevala : now (they have) acquired the habit
of making Maina suffer (from envy).
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74 (kidara)
rijhi bikala tana prema so ho pyari syama amsa pari
mano ahi camdana tara lapate 
• •
plya juga bhuja pakarike jakari 
kuhu ki nisa mo (mano) pragati bhayo
sasi bhana kamala (dui) drgana sarngi dhari 
syama cakora bhora taji kevala
camda kirani driga rahye chabi ari
1 A: rijha, prema, sySraa, para; B: pyari // syama
2 A/B: mano
3 A/B: mano; A: pragata bhana, s.amga
.4 A: kirana, rahyo
73 (kanara)
pyarl jlu ke r.upa ki catapati pari
syama bikala tana bana me dolata 
badana ki jhSI dekhi gal kahu bhuli gal
basurl kamari girl sudhi jo bisari 
hamsa gaja gamuni damuni si bhamuni *
syama ghata ci'fcavata mano ridi dhyanu dhari 
kevala lala bihala hitu janyo dulahani
kumjana mo meli lie lalit.a (jiu) rasa bhari
1 A/B: dholata; A: vikala; B: ji, syama, omits me
2 A: vadana, desa, kahu bhula, visari
3 A/B: mano; A: hasa, dhyana
4 A: vihala hita, mela, lalata
-307-
(Your) weary body is pleased with love, 0 beloved,
(as you lean) on Syama's shoulder,
Like a serpent wrapped around a sandal tree,
clasping both (your) lover's arms,
As if, on a new moon night, the sun (and) moon
have appeared, possessed of lotus eyes.
Syama (is like) a partridge (which has) forsaken the dawn
(and has its) eyes fixed upon the moonbeams (for which it thirsts).
(He) has acquired a taste for the beauty of (his) beloved.
Syama,(with) weary body, wanders in the forest.
Seeing the radiance of (her)face (he) forgot the cows,
wherever (they might be and was) oblivious of (his) flute
(and) blanket (which had) fallen (somewhere).
Syama, the mass of cloud, watches (that) woman (who is)
like lightning (and has) the gait of a swan (or) elephant,
as if contemplating (her) in (his) heart.
Kevala: Lala is overwhelmed; Lalita, full of rasa (and) aware 
of (his) love (for) the bride, brought (them) together
in the groves.
76 (kanara)
ho rasili akhiya unidi bhai
aruna capala chabi dekhi jo nai 
gal nisu blti sabha khelata kumjana mo
amga amga rasa bharl rati jo lai !
dlragha dharari bhari amjana so duti dhari
bidhi racana te nyarl piya hita sukhadai 
kevala badana sara mano juga kamja phulye
syama ali arye sudhi bhuli jo gal
A: unida 
A: nisa blta
A: darari, duta, vidhi, susadai 
A/B: mano; A: sudha bhula
1
2
3
4
77 (kidara)
sadana mo thadhi ghata si sumdari navala kisori
• • w  • i
amga amga chabi capala jaise bhamuni rajita hai cahu ori 
badana camda tare jata phuni phuni taha pragatu hota
ataki rahe mere naina sakati na chori 
kevala salone lala pyari ko nihari lije dharahuge tinu tori
1 A: sumdara, kisora• '
2 A* hai cau ora
3 A: vadana, pragata, ataka, chora; B: pragatu
4 A/B: salone; A. ko nihara, darahuge tina tora
-309-
0 (those) watery eyes are tired, (I have) seen (their)
novel, red (and) flashing beauty.
The whole night has passed (while they were) sporting 
in the groves, every limb full of the emotion which
passion brought.
1
Possessed of the beauty of collyrium, disturbing ponderous 
steadfastness, unique in God's creation, bestowing love
(and) joy (upon her) beloved.
Kevala: Syama (is) like a bee which has forgotten
all cares (and is) fixed upon the pair of lotuses blossoming
on the lake (of her) face
1 A-has darari, meaning 'split/crushed' (either as a past
participle of the verb darar- < darayati + -Hd-, or as
an adjective derived from *darakara-); the initial letter 
in B may be either dh-, t- or d- but is most probably a 
formation of the verb dhar-, as used in 116.13)•
2 Alternatively: Kevala (is like) a black bee which...
The beautiful young maid is standing in (her) abode
like a mass of cloud.
The beauty (of her) every limb is resplendent like lightning
all around the woman.
(Her) moon-like face is lowered (and then) again becomes 
visible there; my eyes remain fixed (upon her),
unable to desist.
Kevala: handsome Lala, should you look at (your) beloved ^
you will snap a straw and throw it down •
1 cf. note to 23.4
-310-
78 (gaudi)
bana te avata lalu ri mai
kara phaito le galyana pache
dhorl dhumari leta bulai
kati kachani bara basa dhusara kaca 
•  —
raathe latapati paga banai 
mora pakhu latakata mat'akata sakhi
naina capala sumdara sukhadSi 
mrgamada tilaku kanana mai kudala
uri motyana mala chabi pal 
aga aga chabi nirakhata kevalajana
manu atakyo murall jo bajai
1 A: lala
2 A: gSIyana ke pache, dhumara; B: dhorl
k A : pamkha
5 A/B: kumdhala; A: kanana, ura; B: jo written in margin
79 (kidara)
sughada rai baithe sukha so kumjana
pyari pyaro camda ki camdani mai gavata kidaro
pyaro lagata hili mili rasu rahyo . magana.lagana 
karata bilasa hasa atichabi pavata benu bajavata
naihana so naina duti adhika badana 
kevala navala jori nirakhata citu corl thagori parata
manamatha manu mohyo avara kavana
1 A: sughara; B: // sughada rai //
2 A: cagida ki, hila mila, omits second pyaro; B: cadani,
// pyarl pyaro //
3 A: baina, naina so naina duta; B: pavata
4 A: nirasa cita, mana
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0 friend, Lala is coming from the forest,
Following the cows with a scarf in (his) hand,
calling Dhori (and) Dhumari.
A kachani round (his) waist, fine garments, dusty hair,
a loose turban adorning (his) head.
A peacock feather sways (and) sparkles, (my) friend,
(his) eyes (are) flashing, beautiful (and) delightful.
A forehead mark of musk, earrings in (his) ears,
a garland of pearls looking beautiful on (his) chest.
Kevalajana's mind, seeing the beauty of (his) every limb,
was transfixed (when he) played (his) flute.
The king of elegance is seated happily in the groves.
In the moonlight the lover (and his) beloved are singing 
(raga) Kidaro; the lover embraces (her) closely - 
there was delight (and he was) immersed (in his) attachment.
(They are) flaying (and) laughing, looking extremely beautiful, 
playing the flute, (looking into) each other's eyes,
(with) much radiance (in their) faces.
Kevala, seeing the youthful (and) captivating couple (is) 
spellbound - (if) Manmatha's mind is enchanted
(then what will become of) anyone else ?
-312-
80 (malara)
e ghana ghora gaje mano imdra ke mrdamga baje
iiae (nae) badara ae sakala sura pavana sajala damunl raje
pita aruna harita mano rekha patanl samgi navasata saje
kevala pyarl (jlu) lala ko dikhavata biharata brimdabana biraje
1 A: gaje, baje; B: mano
2 A: vadara, raje
3 A/B: mano; A: pita aru aruna, samga navasamta saje
4 A: jl, viharata vrmdavipana viraje
81 (kidara)
tere siri kaca guthita aise bhamuni
mano ali milana kusama cali ae 
yaha to dekhl nal rlti prlti
jo sasi ki bhai naina saroja samgi urajhae 
besara mai cunl mukata dui
mano cakora dhama priya pae 
aisl chabi to ko sohe terl so plya pyarl
kevala ujarl duti madana ko lajae
1 A/B: mano; A: sira
2 A: rlta, bhai, samga
3 A: vaisara, priya
b A: duta; B: second ko deleted
-313-
0 the menacing clouds are thundering
as if Indra's drum is sounding.
New clouds have come, (like) all the gods,
(with) wind (and) rain, resplendent (with) lightning
(And) with (their) wives decked (in all) sixteen (adornments)
like the yellow, red (and) green lines (of the rainbow ?).
Kevala: the beloved points (them) out to (her) lover,
(both of them) resplendent (as they are) sporting
(in) Vrindaban.
The hair on your head is plaited in such a way, (my) lady,
(it looks) as if flowers have come forth to meet the bees.
This (is) indeed a novel method of love (that I have) seen,.
such as of the moon entangled in lotus-eyes
The two choice pearls in (your) nose ring
(are) like partridges (which have) attained (their)
loved-one's abode.
Such beauty befits you, I swear to you beloved;
Kevala: (such) brilliant radiance puts Madana to shame.
-314-
82 (kanara)
kaha kaho kachu kahanu na ave
teri so vrsabhana namdinl 
• « •
tava mukha sama chabi camdu na pave 
china china mo duri jata ghata mahi
nikasata paisata heri lajave 
tribhuvana mahi to si hai tuhi
kevala ratipati kaha kahave
1 A : kahana, ave
2 ^A/B:namdani; A: camda,_pave; B: taba
3 A: dura, hera lajave
4 A/B: tribhavana; A: kahave
83 (kanara)
dekhyo camdu himdole jhulata mai 
catura pravina naika pyari
aga aga chabi kichu barani na jai 
age pache kirani sScari
kumjana kusama naksatra sukhadai
• 4
yaha sukhu nirakhi nirakhi kevalajana
syama cakora catapatT lai
1 A.; deksyo, himdhole ; B: dekso, himdhole
* • 4 ' • . • «
2 A: kachu
3 A/B: niksatra; A: kirana sacuri
♦ •
-315-
What should I say ? - I am unable to speak.
I swear to you, daughter of Vrsabhanu,
(that) the moon does not achieve the same (degree of)
beauty as:your face.
Momentarily (it) hides among the clouds,
making (one) feel abashed on seeing (it) move
in and out (of them).
There is none such as you in the three worlds;
Kevala: what can Ratipati have to say?
I have seen the moon swaying in a swing, (my) friend.
The clever (and) skilful beloved nayika
(possessed of) indescribable beauty in every limb.
In front (and) behind, (her) companions (are like) moonbeams 
(and) the flowers of the grove (are like) delightful
constellations.
Kevalajana: Syama, beholding this joy, (is like) a partridge
(which Has) acquired a taste“(for the moonbeams).
-316-
8 -^ (kidara)
cari vari curlya juriya kara pyari 
mumdari amgurana mahi bajubamda gajare
jhabe makhatula ke atisukhakarT 
kasumbe ki sari amgiya lahago atilasa ko
mutyana ko haru besara sadi chabi dhar 
kevala lala gupala dekhi dekhi rijhi rahe
ujari te ujari hai brisabhana ki dulari
1 A: caru; B: juriya
2 A: amgana (for amgurana), jhave; B: bajubada
3 A: motani (for mutyana)
b A/B: he; A: desa desa rijha. te vrsabhana 
' 9 « 0 0 0
85 (maligauda)
mere kanuya j^u tere naina aruna rasa bhine
mere kanuya j_iu sabha nisu pyari j_iu vasi kine
vasi kine piya pyari apune ramga mahala mo jagye
tute bamda kama dala phodyo adharana amjana lagye
mana bhavata sabha kie kulahala bhati bhati rasa line 5
mere kanuya j^u tere naina aruna rasa bhine
1 A/B: kanua; A: aruna
2 A: nisa, vasa
3 A/B: kine, apune; A: vasa, jage 
A : lage
3 A : mani
6 B: bhl (for bhine)
H
-l
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(On each) hand the beloved (wears) a set of four choice bangles,
Rings on (her) fingers, an armlet, bracelets,
(and) most delightful silk tassels.
A saffron-coloured sari, a bodice, a satin skirt,
a necklace of pearls (and) a nose ring of simple beauty.
Kevala: Gopala Lala is pleased on seeing (her)-
Vrsabhanu's darling daughter (who) is brighter than brightness.
My Kanuya, your eyes are bloodshot.
My Kanuya, (you have) captivated (your) beloved all night long,
Captivated your beloved (and) stayed awake in the bedchamber.
The ties (of your clothes) are broken,
Kama's horde, has been routed, (your) lips are smeared
with collyrium.
(You have) indulged in all the excitements
(which) appeal (to your) mind (and have) savoured
many kinds of delight.
My Kanuya, your eyes are bloodshot.
-318-
mere kanuya jjLu ter 1 sumdari seja bichai
mere kanuya jiu coya -camdana phula banal
coya camdana phula banai sitala pavana jhakore
sabha raga mani uthye pjLya lalana bhora bhae tiha t'hore. 10
sabha guna bhare kare pyare aga aga mahu caturai
meres kanuya ji.u ter I sumdari seja bichai
) .•■■■'
7 A: sumdara, vichai; B: kanuya
10 A: mana, tihi thaure
11 A: mo
12 A: sumdara, vichai; B: kanuya
mere kanuya j^u kamcana dipaka joti ujari
mere kanuya jd.u rajita sri brisabhana dulari
6rl brisabhana dulSrl radhe navasata sija banSe 15
uttama basa bhusana pahirye aga sasi te atichabi pae
nirakhi nirakhi taha una rasa bhine mukha ki roca nirarl
mere kanuya jiu kamcana dipaka joti ujari
13 A: jota; B: kanuya
14 A: vrsabhana; B: kanuyS
15 A: vrsabhana
16 A/B: utyama; B: bhuksana
17 A: nirasa nirasa •  ♦
18 A: dlpa ujari; B: kanuya
mere kanuya ji.u yuga yuga karo bilasa murare
mere kanuya jjLu jorl jlvani prana hamare 20
jlvani prana hamare jorl nirakhi nirakhi sukhu pavo 
jiu bhave tiu karo kutuhala koti vara bali javo 
kevalajana carano raja vamchata nahi palu hovo nyare 
mere kanuya jjLu yuga yuga karo bilasa murare
20 A: jlvana; B: kanuyt
21 A: jlvana, nirasa nirasa susa pSvo;.B: p&vo
22 A/B: jlvo; A: katuhala kota; B: katuhala
23 A: carno, vamchata, pala hovo
Zk A: juga (for yuga yuga, with caret mark following and 
the number 2, indicating repetition, or the letter ra 
written in the margin above)
-319-
My Kanuya, your beautiful couch is spread,
My Kanuya, perfume, sandal (and) flowers have been prepared.
Perfume, sandal (and) flowers have been prepared;
the stirrings of a cool breeze.
Having realised all delights, the dear loved one got up,
it was dawn in that place.
Dark lover, (you) are full of all virtues
(and are possessed of) dexterity in every limb.
My Kanuya, your beautiful couch is prepared.
My Kanuya, the light of a golden lamp has been lit.
My Kanuya, Vrsabhanu's darling daughter is resplendent.
Radha, Vrsabhanu's darling daughter, has decorated (herself
in all) sixteen (adornments),
(And) has put on the finest clothes (and) ornaments,
(she has) attained greater beauty than the moon.
(One is) steeped in delight (while) watching her there-
the unique beauty of (her) face.
My Kanuya, the light of a golden lamp has been lit.
My Kanuya, disport yourself throughout the ages, Murari.
My Kanuya, (as a) couple (you are) my life (and) soul.
I attain happiness on beholding the couple (which is)
my life (and) soul.
Engage in whatever amusements you please,
I dedicate myself (to you) ten million times.
Kevalajana: desiring the dust of (your) lotus feet,
may I never for a moment be apart.
My Kanuya, disport yourself throughout the ages, Murari.
-3 2 0-
86 (natu)
thadhi hai mamdala jorl navala lala kisori 
• # • «
atise chabi pavata gaura savara tana 
biharata cahu ora sughara catura sakhl
sobha ko sagaru phailyo subhaga brimdabana 
nacata gavata gita tana mana le samgita
tata thel nal nai gati jo sun! sravana 
kevala dekhata rasu bhayo jo mahabilasu
sukha ko samuha dekhi thagori parata mana
1 A/B: mamdhala; A: thadhe he, chavi pavata he; B: he,
atichabi, savara
2 A: cau (for cahu), sagara, vrmdavibana; B: vridabana
3 A: gavati,- thal
k A: rasa,-bilasa, ko samudra desa; B: desata (for dekhi)
' ' • f
87 (purava)
bolata mithi si ban! taturani «
lala samgi radha jiu bana me 
prathama samagamu kino lajili si akhiyS
sakucita kachu ika mana me 
cahata bihara syama rasa lampata
nava vai komala tana me 
kevala amga amga jorl baithe ika thorl
mano lasata damuni ghana me
1 A: tuturani, samga radhe 
3 A/B: komala 
k- B: mano
-321-
The couple is standing (in) the rasa circle,
the youthful Lala (and) the maid, (their) fair (and) dark
bodies attaining great beauty.
(Their) elegant (and) clever companions are wandering 
all around, an ocean of splendour spread out (over)
the blessed Vrindaban.
Dancing, singing songs, measuring the phrasing of the music,
(with) new movements- ' tata thel' which are heard by the ear.
Seeing the rasa (and) the great rejoicing which arose,
seeing the esstflcz. of happiness, Kevala's mind was spellbound.
In the forest Radha is speaking sweet (and) childlike words
with Lala.
(When she) first met (him her) eyes seemed bashful,
(she felt) somewhat timid in (her) heart.
Syama, craving pleasure, desired to sport (with her, being)
so young in age (and) tender of body.
Kevala: the couple sits together in each other's embrace,
like lightning flashing among the clouds.
-3^3-
88 (purava)
e karatala bajavata gavata plya samgi
tata thel thel gati nyari 
sughara rai nata ko nacavata (dikharavata) dulahani
nai nal tana(na) hitakari 
tana mana samgita sikhavata [ dikharavata ]
sughara catura syama pyari 
kevala nir(a)tata lala bilasa bimala bidhi
bhalyi bhalye bhalye giridhari
1 A: samga; B: tata thel thel thel
2 A: disaravati
3 A : tana
k A: vidhi, bhalye bhalye bhalye bhalye giradhari
B: bisala (for bilasa), repeats bhalye four times
89 (puraya)
kumjana mai podhi sukha so nisu
ho pyari mohana lala jagal 
arasa yuta agarani thakurani si radhe
badana joti suhai
cibaku caru gahi plya citavata
bata karata rasa bhai
kevala taba musakani rati man! parasapara
baithe hai ika thai • •
1 Both A and B give the order: mohana lala jagal ho pyari
kumjana mai &c.; A/B: jagal; A: me; B: mohana
2 A: jota
3 A: omits bata
A: paraspara, he
-323-
0, playing cymbals, singing with (her) beloved,
(with) special dance steps- 'tata thei thel',
Making the king of elegance- the strolling player- dance, 
the bride (sings) ever new musical phrases
which inspire affection.
The graceful (and) skilled beloved Syama teaches
(and) demonstrates melodic phrases, rhythm (and) music.
Kevala: Lala dances in a joyful (and) perfect way,
be blessed, blessed, blessed, Giridharl.
Reclining happily at night in the bowers,
Mohana Lala awakened (his) beloved.
With tired eyes the lady Radha stretched herself,
the radiance (of her) face was pleasing. 
hosLtAbf'A
Catching hold of (her)Acheek, the lover made (her) look
(at him), speaking delightful words (to her).
Kevala: then, smiling, becoming aware of (their) mutual passion,
they sat down together.
-324-
90 (kidara)
mero manu mohana teri so tu pyarl 
mathe (ko)jarau besari bhusana sabha
tere samgi sobhita atiduti dhari 
tava mukha sami nahi koti maina ravi sasi
bapure ki kaha hai ujari 
kevala tana mana dhana saravasa tuma
1 
2 
3 
k
91 (kanara)
piu pyari ko nirakhata cahu ori
taha taha navala pravina priya jiu rakhata hai amcara patu jori 
hitu upajavata premu badhavata sugharal ki avadhi kisori 
kevala tihi basi parye savare naina adhina lagi rahi dori
1 A : cahu ora
2 A: jl, amcara kahu jora
3 A: prema kisora; B: premu
4 A: vasa, nagarl (for lagi rahi) dora ; B: savare, dhori
92 (kidara)
murall neku bajai ho pyare plya murall neku bajai
murall teri sakala jagu mohyo ralthl tana sunai
inu basurl mahi kahata kou tono sabha manu leti curai
kevala adhara dhari iala hita rasa bharl - -
l^e tribhuvana murachai
1 A: bajai // ho
2 A: jaga
3 A/B: basurl, tono; A: ina, mana leta
4- A/B: tribhavana; .A: lie
tu nagari jlvani ho hamarl
A: mana; B: mohana 
A: jaraya besara, samga 
A: sama, kota, rava
9 s
A: saravasa, tu nagara jlvana
-325-
Charmer of my heart, I swear that you are dear (to me).
The jewel on (your) brow, the pearl nose ring
(and) all (your other) ornaments are resplendent upon you,
possessed of great brilliance.
Ten million Mainas, suns (and) moons are no match
for your face- poor things 1 what is their brightness
(compared to yours) ?
Kevala: you (are my) body, mind, wealth (and) everything,
you, Nagari, are my very life.
The lover looks all around for (his) beloved.
Here and there the youthful (and) clever beloved
keeps the edge (of her) veil drawn (over her face),
Inspiring affection, increasing love - a maid (who is the)
ultimate in elegance.
Kevala: Savai*e has fallen into her power,
(and) stares (at her) with eyes enthralled.
You played your flute a little, dear beloved,
played your flute a little.
Your flute enchanted the whole world, sounding sweet phrases.
(They) say that there is some magic in this flute,
(that it) steals away every heart.
Kevala: (when) Lala placed it (on his) lip,
full of love (and) delight, (he) caused the three worlds
to swoon.
-326-
93 (kanara)
mohana lala so nehara lagyo
dekhye binu kali na pare catakl si lagi rahi
preraa phamda paryo all mathe ko seharo mero manu jo thagyo 
musakani hiri lino tabahi apuno kino
pari hai thagori siri roma roma hitu jagyo 
kevala bikanl all dasa, disa jani man!
laja tola jani piya so jiyaro pagyo
1 A/B: mohana
2 A: desye bina, laga, prema; B: dekse, na
3 A/B: roma roma; A:'musakana hira, lini, ^puno, 
omits kino, sira; B: lino, kino
A: vikani, disa
(kidara)
kaha kumjana mai pyari kharakatu hai 
jau lalita hama catura tihare samgi
baraha ki parachSI paratu hai 
kaha sudhi pal na janatu nagari
hama nahi dekhi kinu kaha te sunatu hai 
kevala jani hai bata ae hai samketa bhae
teri to mai ceri radhe mo so na duratu hai
1 A : sarakata
2 A: samga, parata
3 A: kaha, janata nagira, kina
^ A: vata, hai,.teri, durata; B: duratu hai
-327-
(I have) fallen in love with Mohana Lala.
No peace of mind comes (to me) without seeing (him),
(I) remain as if spellbound, the snare of love , 
has been sprung, 0 friend, (he is ) the chaplet
on my brow who has stolen my heart.
(He) captivated (me with his) smile, then made (me) his own,
a spell has fallen upon (my) mind, love has woken in every pore.
Kevala: (I am) sold (to him, my) friend, (it is) known 
(and) realised far and wide, (my) honour has been 
weighed out (and) examined, (my) soul is steeped
in (my) beloved.
1 An expression of endearment.
'What, (my) dear (friend), is rustling in the groves ?
For I am with (such) a cunning (person as) you, Lalita,
(yet he has managed to follow us) the shadow of (his)
peacock feather falls.'
'(Ido)not know where (he) obtained awareness (of our 
whereabouts, he has) not seen me - from whom (and)
whence (does he) hear (this)?'^
Kevala: he knew the situation, he came (and) there was
an encounter; 'I am indeed your follower, Radha,
(he) cannot conceal (himself) from me'.
1 Alternatively kahate with the meaning '(as a result 
of) whose saying (this) ?'
-328-
93 (purava)
aju kahe na kahyo lalita mo so ri
mohana rasu banayo 
tuma sudhi pai bihana ki mai janata ho iu
sakucita nahi sunayo •
jamala ujarl atichabi dhari
yahl te lakhi payo 
kevala catura pravina priya (prltama) sagi
hili mili rasu upajayo
1 A: rasa; B: mohana
2 A: viharana (for bihana)
3 A: bimala (for jamala)
k A: samga hila mila rasa
metre: moric
1/2: 22+12; for 16+12 omit mo so ri, janata ho and either 
mai or iu
3A: 16+12
96 (kidara)
banye rasa mamdala pjLya pyarl
lalitadika sagi braja narl 
taisehi brimdabana praphulita
kadama kumja tara chabi nyarl 
sitala mamda sugamdha pavanu bahe
sarada raina taha ujiari 
nacata gavata jhulata hidore
kevala rasu phailyo bharl
1 A/B: mamdhala; A: banyo emended to banye, samga, vraja; 
B: banyo
2 A: taisehi vrmdavana, kadama; B: kusama 
praphulita
3 A: sugamdhu pavana vahe, ujayari
k A: himdhore, phailye; B: hid'hore
metre: moric l6 + 1*f
ka : read jhulata or hidore
-329-
Lalita, why did you not tell me that Mohana .
performed the rasa today ?
I know that you received the information (this) morning,
(but because I was) anxious (you did) riot tell (me).
The radiant couple is possessed of great beauty, ^
from them alone (was I) able to see.
Kevala: the clever (and) skilful
on meeting with (k\'a) b<l#v<A inspires delight.
1 lakhi payo: alternatively 'did I understand' or 
'did I find my goal' (cf. 129-.19)
The lover (and his) beloved look beautiful (in) the rasa circle
with Lalita (and) the women of Braj.
Accordingly, Vrindaban is in bloom,
the trees (of) .th'e kadamba grove (possess) unique beauty.
A cool, gentle (and) fragrant breeze blows,
(it is) a bright autumn night there.
Kevala: (while they were) dancing, singing (and) rocking
in a swing,.delight in abundance spread around.
-330-
97 (kalyana)
baraha kl latakani mai all
atakl (rahi) morl akhiya 
ali (jaise) udi (jo) pari pamkaja mukha upari
kaise rahata nahi rakhlya 
urajhi rahi chabi mai nahi nikasata
bahuri na avata lakhlya 
kevala ika taka lagl lalacanl (lala samgi)
rupa salono cakhiya
1 A : ataka
♦
2 A/B: pamgaja; A: uthi, upara; B: udhi
3 A: nakasata, bahu (+ da in margin ?) for bahuri
k A: samga, salone; B: salono
98 (kidaro)
thadhe kumjana kl chau
bhuja gahi jhulavata parasapara radha mohana nau
rasa bharye amga amga madhura musakani nirakhi nahi aghau
rahi chabi mahu urajhi kevala latikana pari bali jau
1 B: chau
2 B: mohana
3 A: madhurl, nirasa nahi
k A: para; B: lataki
metre: moric 14 + 11 
3 read: nirakhata or nahi
-331-
0 friend, my eyes remain fixed upon the swaying
of (his) peacock crest,
Like bees which have flown up (and) settled
on the face of a lotus, in no way can they be restrained.
(They are) entangled in the beauty, cannot come out
(and) no longer become visible.
Kevala: desirous, (their) gaze fixed upon Lala,
(they are) intoxicated by (his) delicious beauty
Standing in the shade of the groves,
Holding arms _(and) swinging each'other- ^
Radha (and) Mohana (by) name .
Full of delight (in) every limb, smiling sweetly,
I am never sated by the sight (of them).
Remaining engrossed in (their) beauty, I, Kevala,
dedicate myself to (their) swinging
1 nSu: perhaps to be understood as f I bow down to...1.
-332-
99 (kanara)
mohana lala so hasi milu calu mana jina karahu pyari 
kumja bhavana sukhu dije apuno kari lije
benati mano hamari 
uha tero tuma vaki jlvani karahu bihara
banata nahi nyari 
kevala taba musakanl urajhani lala sam’gi
nirakhi (nirakhi) balihari
1 A/B: mohana; A: mila
2 A: susa. kara. venati
3 A: jivana
9- A: urajhani, samga, nirasa nirasa; B: urjhanl
100 (kidara)
baithl hai jharokhe pyari kumja bhavana mo
mahalu na pave plya thadhe darasana ko
ujarl te ujarl mathe maga sohe gamga jaise
janl hari bhae atihetu parasana ko
janl hai bati gura bhal lalita jlu
lyal hai lalu taha nidhi barasana ko
milye hai mohana radha kevala chabi agadha
metyo hai:dou ura kama tarasana ko
1 A/B: he; A: mahala
2 A: jatl emended to janl (?). *maga emended to maga (?);
B: maga, gamga, jatl C? for jaril)-
3 A/B; he» lyal he; A: bata guru; B: jati (for bati) 
lyal he
9- A: dou; B: mohana, dau
-333-
iY\oh*via
Go, meet/Lala with a smile, do not sulk, beloved.
Grant (him) the joy (of the) bower, make (him) yours,
consider my entreaty.
He is your sustenance (and) you are his,
sport (with him), nothing comes (from being) apart.
Then, smiling, she embraced Lala,
seeing (which) Kevala pays tribute.
The beloved is sitting by the lattice-window in the bower, 
the lover does not reach the palace (but) stands
(waiting to catch) sight (of her).
A strand (of jewels) on (her) head, brighter than brightness, 
sparkles like the Ganges, knowing (which) Hari was most
desirous to touch (her).
1
Realising the situation, Lalita acted like a charm
(and) brought Lala there in order to shower down (his) treasure.
K-evala: Radha (and) Mohana met, the beauty (was) profound,
the agitation of passion was erased from both (their) hearts .
1 HSS and BBSK both define gura as meaning a spell or 
charm, equivalent to gurumantra or mulamantra.
Alternatively the interpretation is ’Lalita acted as
a guru in the love affair' or 'Lalita played a valuable/ 
important role'.
2 If this interpretation is correct one would expect ko 
rather than the rhyme ko.
101 (bibhasi-todi)
kahe ko ae ho kanha bhorahi pragatye bhana
rasa basye Uva so aju chanye na rahata 
basana avara kie cihana durai lie
unahu te age tere naina jo kahata 
alasane amga amga bhalye jl bhalyi tribhamga
bolata sithala baca tana ko dahata 
kevala mohana lala hama nahi aisl bala
tahl pai sidharo ja ko cahata cahata
1 A/B: kanha; A: aja; B: begins with aho tuma
2 A : inahu
3 'A: alasane, bhalye jl bhalye tribhamgl, vacana
mana pho dahata
9- A/B: mohana, sidharo; A: pahi, ji., bahuta cahata;
102 (purava)
vaha dekho avata plya samgi mukata man! syama jl pyari 
amga amga duti chabi nyari sukhakarl parasapara
navasata sahaja simgarl 
mano kamcana mani marakata mani urajhe
bhuja bhuja pari dharl 
kevala hamsa gaja gamunl jorl atipramudita
nupara kl jhunakarl
1 A : samga
2 A: amga amga kl chavi
3 A/B: mano; A: kamcana mana
-335-
Kanha, why have you come just at dawn, the sun has risen,
(the fact that) today you have been making love to (her)
cannot be concealed.
(You have) put (your) clothes on all awry,
(and have) concealed the marks (of love-making),
(but) more than them (it is) your eyes which speak.
(You are) weary in every limb, bless you, bless you,
Tribhangi, (you are) speaking sweet words (which)
burn (my) body.
Kevala: Mohana Lala, I am not that kind of girl,
go to her whose love (you) desire.
Look at her, the beloved crest-jewel Syama,
approaching with (her) loved-one,
(With) unique beauty in every limb, delighting each other, 
decorated spontaneously1 (with all) sixteen (adornments),
(With) arms placed on each other's shoulders
like entwined golden (and) emerald jewels.
Kevala: the couple, moving like the swan (and) elephant,
are overjoyed; (hear), the-tinkling of (their) anklets.
1 sahaja is perhaps to be read as saja/saji, as found 
elsewhere with navasata.
-336 -
103 (natu)
(mai ri) savare mohana sagi bridabana rajita navala kisori 
nakha sikha lo chabi uthata jhakore bhuja parasapara jori 
biharata rasa bilasa piya sagi sri radhe tana gorl :
nacata gavata karata kutuhala citavata hai mura raori
bajata tala pakhau eka rasa mukhi murall dhuni thori 
sarada raina kevala sukhu upajo lagi rahi mana dori
1 A: samga vrradavana rajata; i^: savare, vridabana
3 A: sasi (for rasa), piya ke samga; B: rasa (?) emended
to sasa
A: katuhala cativ&t'a he; B: katuhala
5 A: musa, dhuna
6 A: susa, laga; B: dhorl
10^ f (kidara)
piya savare ke samgi ban! biharini atichabi pave 
navasata saje amga subhaga chabi taramga
nirakhata mohini lajave 
badana imdu lajai mohana rahe lubhai
khelata rasa mamdala atihitu upajave 
kevala ban! hai jori navala radha kisori
dekhye ratipati murachave
1 A: samga, biharni, pave; B: savare, biharani
2 A/B: mohani; A: saje, lagSve; B: lagave
3 A/B: mohana, mamdhala; A: -hitar #  #  t
^ A/B: dekse; A. omits k and pati
-337-
0 friend, the youthful maid is resplendent in Vrindaban
with the dark Mohana.
Flurries of beauty rise up from head to toe
(as they) embrace each other.
Radha, of fair complexion, revels in the joy of the rasa
with (her) loved-one.
Dancing, singing, amusing themselves,
turning to look (at each other),
Playing cymbals (and) drum in delightful uniscn,
the gentle sound of the flute on (his) lips.
Kevala: (such) joy arose on that autumn night,
(my) mind was engrossed.
With (her) dark lover the playful woman
looks extremely beautiful,
(Her) body decked (in all) sixteen (adornments)
-waves of delicate beauty- seeing (her) Mohini is put to shame.
(Her) face puts the moon to shame, Mohana remains desirous;
as (they) play in the rasa circle (they) inspire great love.
Kevala: the couple -the youthful maid Radha- look beautiful,
on seeing (them) Ratipa.ti swoons.
-333-
1 0 5.i (kidara)
sumdara subhaga mukhu dekhye te na rahe dukhu
piya pahi citavi cukhu rukhu dhari pyari 
benatl suno kisori manu taji bhai bhori
amjanu nainana kori ban! chabi nyari 
sobha ko sagaru bhama sukha ko samuha dhama
ratipati kaune kama sasi te ujari 
kevala milahu piya sri radhe jivani jlya
kahe ko mauni le kiya cahata bihari
1 A/D: musa, dusa, pai, ciisa*, rusa;. A : dekse, raha, dharo
B: dekse; D: citava. dhara #• # ' *
2 A/D: kisora, mana, bhora, amjana, kora; A/B: bhai;
A: naina; D: venatl, taja, bhayo, duti (for chabi),
gives 3C as nainana amjana kora
3 A: bhama; D: sagara
A/B/D: milo; A: kevalajana, radha jivana, mauna;
B: mauni; D: radhake jivana jlva kahe ku mona leke kiya,
vihari
1 05-ii (ramakali)
dekhye sakhi raha dui sasi cari 1
samgi athadasa kavala sobhita karata jugala bihara 
cahu ori ali kula ai baithe mano gamdha subhai 
bimbaphala satu tahl... k
rama(kari) rage
deva deva apana pati suni avagati natha i
riikhu rakhu kali pakhada te dhari mastaku hatha
triguna rupa dhari mohini pasari teri maya
anikana ko saravasu hiryo tava sarane aya
kala rupa ko dharike amtaru upajave v
nimda karamu ta te badhe sevaku dukhu pave
trahi trahi darapyo adhika hari karo sahai
kevalajanu apuna cito manu anata na jai
1 A/B: dekse; A: duha 2 A: samga athidasa
3 A/B: mano; A: cahu ora, baise, omits kula, subhai
k
1
A: sata taha ra.rama rage; B: satu
i A: apata; B: apana/apata (?)
ii A/B: pasamdha; A : rasa rasa kala
iii ' A/B: mohani; A: pasari te maya
iv A: savavasu, taba; v A: dharake, amtara
vi-viii omitted in A
’-339-
No sorrow reriains after seeing (her) lovely, beautiful face, 
the beloved looked at (her) loved-cne, turning (her) face
(towards him).
Hear (my) plea, ycung maid, abandon (your) sulking,
dawn has broken, the collyrium in the corner of (your) eyes
looks uniquely beautiful.
Woman, an ocean of beauty, an abode of the cxrence of joy,
-what is there for Ratipati to do ?- brighter than the moon.
Kevala, meet (your) beloved; Radha, (you are) his life
(and) soul; why (do you) keep silent ? Bihari desires (you).
0 friend, (I) saw two Rahus (and) four moons
Resplendent with eighteen lotuses,
engaged in (their) joint revelry.
From all four directions a swarm of bees came (and) settled
as if the fragrance had attracted (them).
(There were) six bimba fruits there...
God, God, our master, hear, 0 Lord of the wretched I
Preserve, preserve (me) from the impiety (:of this)
degenerate age, having placed (your) hand on (my) head.
Mohini, having assumed triple form, has spread your magic,
Has stolen the wherewithal of many-
(I have) come to your refuge.
Assuming the form of Time (you)' create discord.
As a result of which misdeeds increase
(and your) servant suffers.
Save (me), save (me), (I am) much afraid, help (me) Hari.
Look upon Kevala as your own,
let not (my) mind go astray.
-3^0-
106 (kidara)
kum’jana mo bait'he piya banye thanye pyari samgi
nainana so naina jori palu na lagatu hai
cahata parasapara ika rasa ika taka
camda ki camdanl nisu hita so jagatu hai • •
citavi citavi musakata bolata bacana
rasu upajata manu rasa mai pagatu hai 
kevala sobha ko sim’dhu pyari raukhu bhayo imdu
lagye hai syama cakora taji na saghatu hai
A: bethe, samga, jora pali, he
A: nisa, jagata he; B: cadanl
A: citava citava, me, he; B: musakata bolata 
baca (?, words are partly obliterated and emended)
A: musa, lagye.he, saghata he; B: saghatu hai
107 (kidara- maru)
neku cito iha ora pyari rasa bharl ladull
hari mathe dhari mora thadhe hai darasana lie•  •  —
hathu taji manu nicori kumja bhavana sukhu dljie 
ai bhai hai bhora musaki calo bali jaie
kumja bhavana niju thora rahasa kela piya so karo 5
bacana kahata kara jora p^iya ko hetu vicarie
citavi naina kl kora amtarapatu taji lala so
pari prema kl dora suni baca dulahani uthi call
taha mili jugala kisora bhSti bhati ilia that!
suni nupara ki ghora kevala manu atakyo taha
'I C/D/E: neka cito piya ora, ramga (for rasa), for ladull
C and D have bhamunl, E has bhamini; A: hari (for iha),
B: ladull
2 A/B: ke (for dhari); B/D/E: he; C/D/E/: llye; E: dhara
3 A/C/D/E: hathi, nicora; C/D/E: mana, bhavana paga dljiy©»
C/E: taja; A: susa; B: hathu, dijle
A- A/E: musaka; A/C/D: bala; C/D/E: jalye; D/E: he;
C: musiki
5 A/C/D/E: nija; C/D/E: rahasya; D/E: piya
6 A/C/D/E: heta; C/D/E: vicarlye; D/E: vacana; C/E: piya
A: ko; C: kari : C, D and E have lines 6 & 7 in reverse order
7 C/D/E: nirsa (for citavi), amtarapata taja; A: citava, 
amtarupata; B: amtarupatu; E: nayana, so
1
2
3
h
-3^1-
The lover is seated in the groves with (his) beautiful
and shapely beloved, (they are staring) without blinking
into each other's eyes,
Desiring each other, (with) one emotion (and) one gaze,
awake with love on a moonlit night,
Looking (at each other), smiling, speaking words, . 
with love arising in the-heart, (they are/he is)
steeped in love.
Kevala: an ocean of beauty, the beloved's face has become 
like the moon, Syama is attracted,(like) a partridge,
(and) cannot tear himself away.
Just look in this direction, dear beloved, full of love.
Hari, wearing a peacock (crest)
stands (waiting) in order to see (you).
Abandon (your) obstinacy, wring out (your) resentment,
bestow happiness upon the bower.
The dawn has already come, go with a smile, offer yourself (to him),
Engage in the secret play with (your) lover in the bower,
(your) own (special) place.
(I am) saying (these) words with hands clasped,
think of (your) lover's affection.
Looking (from) the corner of (your) eye,
remove the veil (which hides you) from Lala.
The bond of love was established
hearing (these) words the bride rose (and) left.
There the youthful couple met (and) performed many kinds of sport.
Hearing the sound of the anklets
Kevala's heart was riveted there.
-3^2-
8 A/C/D/E: vaca; C/D/E: dora suna, dulahana
9 A/C/D/E: mila; B/C/E: taha; C/D/E: bhata bhata;
B: bhati bhati; D: taha
.10 A/D/E: taha; C/D/E: suna, mana; E: nupari 
108 (kidara-maru)
pyari apune badana mo so (jl) kahe na bolata 
bari bari mano hari manunl manu nivari
amtarapatu kahe na kholata 
auguna na gano mere pai[na] parata tere
rasika rasu kahe na jholata 
musaki nihari lije citavi apuno klje
kumjana mahu kahe na dolata 
benatl mano hamari calahu ladeti pyari
nupara paga kahe na colata 
uthi milye bhuja jori kevala lala kisori
khelata rasa naina jo lolata
b a
1 Both A and B have written 1 before 1
2 A: bara bara, hara, mSnunl, amtarapata; B: amtarapatu
3 A : rasa
h A/B: apuno, mo; A: nihara; B: dholata
5 A/B: ladhetl; B: culata
109 (pamcama)
aju anamane ho kahe lala bolle bali jau 
nice naina kara kapola baithe kadama ch§.u 
kedho bolata nahi pyari nyari bhai yahl thau
kevala prabha haso neku begi ani milSu
1 A : kahe
3 A: yahl
A: prabhu, neka vega, ava (fpr ani); B: ani
-3^3-
Beloved, why are you not speaking to me ?
(I have) offered myself repeatedly (and am now) as if defeated, 
drive away (your) resentment, reproachful woman,
why (do you) not lift (your) veil ?
Do not count my misdeeds, (I am) falling at your feet,
why (do you) not plunge into the delight of lovers ?
Look (at me) with a smile, glance (at me), make (me) 
your own; why (do you) not wander in the groves ?
Consider my entreaty, come dear beloved,
why not move the anklets (on your) feet ?
(She) got up (and they) met in an embrace;
Kevala: Lala (and) the maid play, (their) eyes rolling
(with) delight).
1 literally: speaking with your mouth/face
ILala, why are you dejected today, tell me, I beg you.
(You are) seated in the shade of a kadamba
with eyes downcast (and your) cheek (in your) hand.
Or (is it because your) beloved does not speak
(that you) are alone here in this place ?
Laugh a little, (my) Lord, let me quickly bring (her)
to meet (you).
-3V+-
110 (kidara)
pyari mero lalu ragllo ramglll ke basi paryo 
atigabhlra sobha guna sagara pache dolata rasa bharyo 
nirakhi nirakhi catakl si lagl naina neha dharanl dharyo
kevala nit(y)a biharl biharini bala sanehu ridahi dharyo
1 A : lala, vasa
2 Bi dholata
3 A: nirasa nirasa, dhara nira dharyo: B: nirisi nirasi• # ' •  • # •
b A: saneha; B: biharana
111 (dhola)
•
alabela ve namda dya
mora caradika slsi birajita gall asadl Suda
syama sairlra kavala dala locana gopljana mani bhauda
tedhl cala cale manamohanu citu vitu hiri le jauda
benu bajae tone lae madhura madhura suri gauda 3
nacata khelata gopa sakha sagi amgi amgi chabi pauda
kumjana mai radha jiu pyari carane lagi manauda
subhaga salona namda dhatona grha karaja bisarauda
yaha chabi nirakhi nirakhi kevalajanu phulya amgana mauda
A: da
A : camdaka slsa 
0
A/B: syama; A: manu bhSvada
A: -mohana cita, hira; B: -mohanu
A: baina, tone, sura; B: benu, tone
• ' •
A: saga, amga amga 
A: laga; B: manauda
A/B: salona; B: dhatona; A: visarauda 
A: nirasa nirasa, ~jana phula; B: amgina
1
2
3
h
5
6
7
8 
9
Beloved, my joyful Lala has fallen
under the joyful woman's sway.
(She is) such a deep ocean of beauty (and) virtue *;
(that he) follows-after (her), full of love.
Watching (them, I am ) as if spellbound,
(from my eyes) flows a stream of love.
Kevala has placed in (his) heart the young love
of the eternal Bihari (and) Biharini.
0 playful (son) of Nanda,
With peacock feather resplendent on (his) head,
coming down our alley,
(His) dark body (and) lotus petal eyes
pleasing the hearts of the gopis.
Manamohana moves with ambling gait,
stealing (our) hearts (and) consciousness.
(He) sounded (his) flute, cast spells, singing in sweet tones,
Dancing, playing with (his) cowherd friends,
beautiful in every limb.
Appeasing (his) beloved Radha in the groves,
falling at (her) feet.
Graceful (and) handsome, Nanda*s talisman,
causing (tis) to forget (our) household chores.
On seeing this beauty Kevalajana swelled (with emotion)
in (his) limbs.
112 (talimga)
mohi lino mohana mohi lino
lai thagori kini baurl tona koi kino
kavala naina pyare mere nainana ke tare
tedhl cala murall mukhi radha rasa bhino 
•  •
nasa motl jagamaga chabi pita basana hasana mamda
aruna adhara syama rupa bhala tilaku dlno 
amga amga kl nikai mo pe barani na jal
kevala manu lagi rahyo rupa sudha plno
1 A/B: lino mohana, lino, tona, kino; A: moha (bis)
2 A: musa; B: repeats kavala naina in place of tedhl cala, bhlio
3 A/B: syama, dlno; A: omits hasana
^ A/B? plno; A: mana; B: raho
113 (bibhasl-todl)
kahe ko ae ho mohana mere
nal nai rlti prlti uvahl so kini
tiharl so karata cihana durata nahi tere 
nisu ke unlde naina pala so palu railata jata
alasanl bata karata nice nice here 
kevalajana piya rasika siromani
bhora bole tamacara bheje ho kaune ke prere
1 A/B: mohana; A: kaho ko
2 A: rlta prlta, caina (for cihana)
3 A: nisa, pala so pali, alisanl, here; B: alasanl, 
nice nice
4- A: ho, omits ke; B: saromani 7 •
-3^7-
Mohan has enchanted (me), enchanted (me)
has charmed (me),.made (me) crazy, cast some spell.
(His) dear lotus eyes, the"light of my eyes,
(his) ambling gait, the flute (at his) lips, _
steeped in love for Radha.
The sparkling beauty of the pearl ring (in his) nose,
yellow garments, gentle smile, red lips, dark complexion,
the mark (which he has) applied (to his) forehead.
The beauty of (his) every limb cannot be described by me, 
Kevala*s mind remained fixed (on him and) drank
the nectar of (his) beauty.
Why have you come, my Mohana ?
(You have) performed new techniques of love with her,
I swear to you that your marks (of love-making) are not hidden.
Eyes drowsy from the night, eyelids closing upon each other,
speaking wearily, looking (with) downcast (eyes).
Kevalajana: loved-one, paragon of lovers,
the cock crows at daybreak, upon whose instigation
were you sent?
-3^8-
1 1 (dhola)
•
giridharu lalunl mere prema da khilona
barahu suhavana mohanu syamani salona
benu bajae dhenu carae dekhata lae tona
pitambara dhari vanavarl namda ka dhatona 
*  — • . 0 0 0
chabi sohe mera manu mohe ghata kare gaja chauna
kevalajana vari giridhari vasi asade hona
1 A/B: prema;. A: giradhara lalani, khilona
2 A/B: sylunanl salona; A: bahuta (for barahu), mohana;
B: suhavana mohanu 
#
3 A/B: tona; A: bena, dhena; B: benu, dhenu
k A/B: dhatona; A: pitambara
5 A: mohi, kare
6 A: asade; B: hona
113 (kidara)
apuna pe ae lala hitu dhari hie
kumja ke bhavana pyari thadhi manu kie
brimdabana rani radhe avata niharye
sacuri ko kahe baca tabahi nivarye
sunahu sunahu lala thadhe rahu ihahi 5
• •
pasaryo kapatu tero pyari mana mahi 
— \
tabahi bhabhaki boll u& so lalita ,ri
teu pamkhi aura ude marye karatari
tribhuvana jl ko dhyave sura siva dhata
pyari jiu ke kela hiti dhari ae gata 10
tabahi musaki lala thadhe rahe dina
pyari ji so jahi kaho kaha mohi kina
My dear Giridhara, love’s plaything,
(With; charming peacock'crest, dark (and) beautiful Mohana.
Seeing (you) play the flute (and) graze the cows
casts a spell.
Wearing a yellow loincloth, adorned with a forest garland,
Nanda’s talisman.
(His) beauty pleases, enchants my mind ^
puts the young elephant to shame •
Kevalajana is dedicated (to) Giridhari - be within our grasp.
1 ghata kare: literally ’injures/wounds’, but here
meaning 'excels in beauty'. HSS also gives the meaning 
'bewitch'
'Lala has come to you with love in (his) heart'.
(His) beloved stands sulking in the bower,
Radha, the queen of Vrindaban, saw (him) coming,
Said (some) words to (her) companion, then rebuffed (him).
'Listen, listen, Lala, stand here a while.
Your deceit has penetrated (your) beloved's heart1.
Then Lalita spoke to her with angry words.
'He's not the kind of bird that flies away at just a handclap,
He whom the three worlds, the gods, Siva (and) Brahma contemplate 
Has assumed bodily form for the sake of playing with (his) beloved' 
Then, smiling, Lala stood submissively (and said),
'Go and ask (my; beloved what I have done,
manuni na manata jo niranau klje
taisehi manu manavo jaisehl patije
dulahani baca sunye hita lapatani 15
nainana te dhari calyo mano manu pan!
milye hai mohana radha hita rasa mahi
karata bilasa hasa kachu miti nShi
eka rupa eka prana navala sanehi
gaura syama dekhana mai - ujala hai dehi 20
ika mukhi kaha kaho carita agadha
kevala nitya bihara mohana srl radha
1 A: apune, hie
2 A: mana kie; B: manu
3 A/B: rani; A: vrmdabana
A: vacana vahi (for baca tabahi)
5 A: suno suno, rahyo lhahi
6 A: pasara paryo kapatha teryo, mahi
7 A: ui ko lalata ri
8 B : udhe
9 A/B: dhyave; A: tribhabana; B: tribhavana
10 A: hitp. dhara
12 A: jai; B: omits ji
13 A: manani, klje; B: manuni na manu tajo
1^ f A: mana manavo; B: manu manSvo
16 A/B: m^no, pani; A: naina te dhara; B: manu
17 A/B: mohana
18 B : nahi
19 A/B: prana
20 A/B: syama; A: ujala emended to ujjala
21 A: musa, caritra 
. 2 2  A/B: mohana
metre: syllabic 8+6
/
5 requires pronunciation of ihahi as yihi; A perhaps intends 
suno suno lala thadhe / rahyo ihahi
-351-
The reproachful woman does not pay heed to
whatever settlement is offered.
Appease (her; in such a way that you convince her.'.
Hearing these words the bride was embraced by love,'
Streams (of tears) flowed from (her; eyes
like the water of resentment.
Mohana (and) Radha met in the emotion of love,
Sporting (and) laughing without restraint,
Young lovers (with) one form (and; one breath.
Their fair (and; dark bodies are brilliant to look at.
What can I say, with just one mouth,
of (their) unfathomable exploits ?
Kevala: the eternal sporting of Mohana and Sri Radha.
-352-
116 (kidara)
thadhi hai nagari pyari kumja bhavana
sakhi bhesu dharo lala karie gavana
samgi navinl bala karata bilasa
koti imda mano pyari badana prakasa
navasata saje aragi anamdu badhayo 5
sobha ko sagaru mano rupu dhari ayo
kasumbe kl sari dhari slsaphula samga
nisa te pragatu ravi mano aruna ramga
motyana kl maga sohe mohe maina mini
rupa jala jata lagl hoi rahe china 10
sravana tarona hema atichabi dhare
mano juga[la] cakora sasi ko nihare
bimala kamala naina diragha dharare
bhaua bhramara mano tarata na tare
• •
subhaga nasika moti besara so jhule 15
ami hiti tapu kare adharana kule 
dasana campe kl kali ’ atiduti dhari 
adhara tambola rasu phaila paryo bhari
1 A/B: he; A: nagara
2 A : bhesa
9
3 A : samga
k A: kota imdu mano: B: mano
• •
5 A: sajfe amga, anamda; B: amga/amgo (?) emended to amgi
6 A : mano rupa; B : mano
8 A: te pragata; B: mano
9 A: sohe
A: rupa, chata
11 A: tarona; B: tarona hema
12 A: mano; B: mano
13 A: tharare
14 B: mano
15 A: nasaka, jhule
16 A/B: kare A: hita 
18 A: rasa
-353-
'The beloved Nagari is standing in the bower.
Adopt the guise of a companion (of hers), Lala,
(and) go (to her).
(As she) amuses herself with the young maids
The brightness of the beloved’s face is like ten million moons.
(Her) body decked (in the) sixteen (adornments),
heightened the joy,
As if an ocean of beauty had appeared, having adopted a form.
Wearing a saffron-coloured sari, with a forehead jewel,
(It seems) as if the sun has appeared red-coloured in the night.
A strand of pearls (in the parting of her hair) looks beautiful,
enchanting tActivxA.'s 'fi'Sk. ' '
The sparkle of the water of (her) beauty fell
(upon the fish(?) and its own beauty) was diminished.
Golden earrings (in her) ears are possessed of great beauty,
Like a pair of partridges looking at the moon. '
Her clear lotus eyes dispel (all one's) composure,
(Her) eyebrows are like bees (fixed upon the lotus which)
do not move away, even though urged (to do so).
From (her) delicate nostril a pearl dangles from a nose ring
As if performing austerities for the sake of the nectar
(which flows) on the bank (of her) lips.
Teeth like jasmine buds are possessed of great brilliance,
Betel juice has spread abundantly (over her) lips.
1 china here perhaps < ksina- meaning 'worn away'
- 3 5 * -
cibaku dhithona Iona atichabi pave 
• •
kavala kali mo mano bhavaru lubhave 
triball rekha griva mai dularl so raje 
biraha dahana mano pamca bana saje 
amglya sohe bacitra ura pari hara 
dadhi suta uday(a) mano dutiya kl dhara 
amga amga nike sohe bhusana kl jhala
kimkanl kati biraje mata gaja cala
lahago kati biraje nupara jhunakara 
nakha sikha sobha ban! subhaga apara 
dut! baca sunye lala sakhi bhesu lino 
kumja bhavana ae vilambu na.klno 
bhamun! janye pachanye muri musakani 
rasika rai tribhamgi milye radha ran! 
gave sune eh! rasu atisukhu pave 
kevala nirakhi chabi nahina aghave
19 A: pave; B: dhithona Iona
20 A/B: mano; A: bhavara lubhave
21 A: griva, so; B: tribul!
22 A/B: bana; A: daidana (for dahana); B: mano
Zk A/B: mSno
25 A: sohe; B: nike
27 A: kata •
29 A: bhesa •
30 B: vilabu
31 A/B: pachanye, musakani; A: raura; B: bhamun! janye
32 A/B: rani; A: mile
33 A: rasa, rsusa
3*f A : nirasa
20
25
30
-355-
A^black speck {on her) chin attains great beauty,
Like a bee craving (nectar) in the flower of a lotus.
The triple line around her neck is adorned with a
double-stranded necklace,
Destroying the pangs of separation as if (like Kama,it is)
armed (with) five arrows.
A colourful bodice looks beautiful, (and on her) breast
a necklace
(Forms) a crescent-shaped line, like the new mopn.
The radiance of the ornaments (on her) every limb is beautiful,
A band of small bells is resplendent round (her) waist
(as she moves with the) gait of a-rutting elephant.
A skirt is resplendent round (her) waist,
(and her) anklets (make) a jingling sound.
Unlimited elegance (and) loveliness grace (her) from head to toe.*
Hearing these words of the go-between, Lala dressed himself
as a handmaid,
(And,) without delay, came to the bower.
The woman realised, recognised (him), then turned with a smile. 
Tribhangl, the king of lovers, met Queen Radha.
(Whoever) sings (or) hears of this delight obtains great happiness. 
Kevala, seeing this beauty, is not sated.
-35o-
5
10
15
1 A: aia baithe 
•
2 A: jaga sohe
3 A: musa, van!; B: ban! • w '
4 A/B: ladhete, rani 
« '
5 A/B: bhamuni; A: citava citava
6 A: omits samgi; B: syama, mano,
7 A.: kara so kari apano; B: apuno
8 A:~susa B: mano 
0
9 A: rata, jota; B: adhi
10 A/B: apune; A: musa
11 A: bajavo
12 A: raga, sura
13 A: gayo
14 A: susa, lajjita
15 A: nabell
117 (kidara)
aju baithe kumjana me radhika ravana 
ja kl abha jagu sohe sobha ko bhavana 
madhura madhura mukhi bolata hai ban! 
navala ladete lala radhika iiu rani
citavi citavi plya hasata bhamuni
syama ghata samgi mano lasata damunl 
kara so karu ipuno dhari capatSyo 
mano ahi mani lie atisukhu payo
adhi si rati bhai sasi joti kini
apune kara plya ko biri mukhi dini 
nagari kahyo plya pai bamsi ko bajavo 
ragu kidara mo so ika suri gavo 
tabahu bajayo hari gayo hoi samgi 
chabi sukhu dekhi bhae lajita anamgi 
rajita rasa bihara talapa navel! 
radha madho vahi line kevala sahell
metre: syllabic 8+6 
9 read bhai hai ?
-357-
Today the young woman Radhika is seated in the groves,
(She) whose splendour beautifies the world, an abode of beauty.
The queen Radhika, from (her) sweet mouth, speaks words
to the youthful beloved Lala.
Watching (her) beloved, the woman laughs,
Like lightning flashing against a dark mass of cloud.
Placing (her) hand in (his) hand,(she). made (him) embrace (her)
(As when) a serpent entwined around a gem has found ^
great happiness •
Half the night has passed, the moon shone,
With his hand he placed a roll of betel in the beloved's mouth.
Nagari said to (her) lover, 'Play the flute,
Play me something in raga KicLaro'.
Then Hari played (and.his) companion sang.
Ananga was put to shame on seeing the beauty'(and) joy.
(Their) delight (and) revelry were resplendent
(as they reclined on) a fresh couch.
Their companion Kevala led Radha (and) Madho by the arm.
1 This refers to the belief that the cobra jealously 
guards a jewel which it keeps on its head.
-358-
8 (talimga)
loll devS mohana lala ko loll
dekhi dekhi jlva malya jasumati maul I
jhulu pighude ludu kanaiya maidadi jholl
vada thlve te ciru jive bolata mithadi boll
dudhu pivai subhesu racai suputa na gholi 5
namda ko namdanu daita nikamdanu gopa sakha samgi toll
ridhi sidhi tere dvare thadhi lachami goli
amgani ute pera dede mukhada coll
syama salone kavala naina musakani tholi
braja vadhu manu hirana hara khasi plve dudhu doll 10
radha samgi bana bihara kumjana oli
mora pamkha mathe banyo mukata kl kholl
adipurusa bala rupu gati na jave toll
kevala bali jliu gSu tere guna amoll
1 A/B: dev§ mohana
2 A: desa desa jivS , jasumata; B: bhalya (?)
3 A: lada kanhaiya; B: ludu
4 A: cira, mithari; B: bolita
3 A: dudha, subhesa, dyoll (for gholi)
6 A: namdana, nikamdana,. samga
7 A: riddha siddha; B: lachami (?)
8 A: amgana ute
9 A/B: syama; A: salone; B: salone
10 A: mana harana, khasu plve
11 A: samga, kumjani (~ni added in margin)
13 A: rupa, jave; B: -purasu
Lines 10-14 have been deleted in B but are still legible, 
metre:
irregular, ranging from 14-20 syllables per line and 21-29/30 
instants.
-359-
Let me offer Mohana Lala a lullaby, a lullaby.
Seeing (him) gives me life, mother Jasumati flourished .
Rock the cradle, swing Kanhaiya in my lap. ;
'May you grow big and live long’, speaking (these) sweet words
Feeding (him) milk, dressing (him) in fine clothes,
she is devoted to (her) fine son.
Nanda's son, confounder of demons, with (your) band of
of cowherd friends,
Rddhi (and) Siddhi (are) at your door,
LaksmI stands by as (your) servant.
He sets foot in (my) courtyard, has a bite to eat,
Beautiful lotus-eyed £yama smiling slightly,
Captivator of the hearts of the women of Braj,
snatches and drinks' a pot of. milk.
(His) woodland revelry with Radha on the edge of the groves.
On (his) head a peacock feather looks beautiful
in the cap (he wears as his) crown.
The state of the Supreme Person in boyhood form is unfathomable.
Kevala: I dedicate myself (and) sing of your priceless virtues.
1 Assuming maull as a perfective participle of maul- 
(< mukulayati). Alternatively it may be equivalent 
to Sindhi mauli, hence 'Jasumati's diadem'.
-360-
119 (asavarl)
au nihari r! nihari prema magana bhai guari
dadhi (ke) blci syamasumdaru rah! pukari pukari
matakl giri dharana- pari thadhl bhuja pasari .
bhusana basi ulati parye rahl nahi sambhari
• « •
dolata gaja mata jaise loka laja dhari 
kevala plya lala so (ri) lagi naina tari
A: nihara nihara, guara; B: omits prema.. .guari 
,;2 A/B: syama; A: dadhi ko beca , sumdara, pukara (bis) 
3 A: gira, pasara
A: vasa ulata, nahi sambhara
5 A: matta, dara ; B: dholata
' # 9 •
6 A: nainana tara
metre: moric 12+11
v « — — _
1 read: prema magana bhai guari au nihari nihari
120 (kidara)
manuni na chade manu aba kaha klje
saraa dama baca kahe kaise na patije
rasika rasile naina neku na nihare
rakhyo hai karu kapola atichabi dhare
adhara dasana die khodata avani 5
dekhi na suni mai kahu aisi to ravani
sunata na manata na janata na to ko
dekhata acambo ehl lagi rahyo mo ko
adhi si rati gal bhai kat’hanal
sani te ujarl pyari chabi pasarai 10
cubhi rahe naina mere avanu bhulano
ulati hamaro jiu bhayo kanu mano
pheri pheri lino manu jatana na al
ika mukhi kaha kaho chabi kl nikal
-361-
Come and see, 0 see, the cowherd girl is immersed in love.
From the middle of the ocean she keeps calling out
to Syamasundara.
(Her) pot has fallen (and) lies on the ground,
she stands with arms outstretched.
(Her; ornaments (and) clothes in disarray,
unable to take care (of herself),
(She is; wandering about like a rutting elephant
having abandoned all sense of honour.
Kevala: (her) eyes are entranced by (her; beloved Lala.
The reproachful woman does not shake off (her) resentment,
now what is to be done?
-I
Words of reason, persuasion, argument (and) censure
in no way convince (her).
(She does), nbt glance briefly (with her) amorous, passionate eyes.
(She) appears very beautiful (with her) cheek cupped in (her) hand,
Biting (her) lip, scraping the ground (with her toe).
Nowhere (have I) seen (or) heard of such a woman as you,
You do not hear, consider or realise (anything),
(Which) strikes me as such a wonder (when I) see (it).
> Half the night has passed, there has been (such) obstinacy
The beloved, brighter than the moon, radiates beauty,
My eyes are transfixed, forgetting (his) arrival,
My soul is overturned, I have become like Kanha,
My mind spins around, (and there is) no resistance (within me).
What can I, with (just) one mouth, say of the exquisiteness
of (her) beauty ?.
-362-
manu na chade kaise kahi akulani 13
kumja (ke) mamdira paudhi radhika jiu rani 
benati suno hamari ika caturai 
sakhl bhesu dhari railo kevala kanal
1 A: manani, mana; B: manuni, chadhe manu
2 A/B: dama; A: sama, kahe; B: syama
3 A: na
A/B: rakso; A: kara
6 A: kai (for kahu), rabani
7 A/B: raanata, janata
8 A: laga; B: desi
9 A : rata
11 A/B: bhulano; A: cuba, avana; B: avanu
12 A/B: mano; A: ulata, kana; B: kanu
13 A: phera phera, mana; B: lino
14 A: musa, chabi kaha na jai
15 A/B: chadhe, akulani; A: mana , kaise; B: mfinu
16 A/B: rani; A: kumja ke madira ; B: omits ke
17 A: venati; B: benati
18 A: bhesa dhara milye
metre: syllabic 8+6 
9a read gal hai ?
121 (kidara)
ratata plu srl rR&ha 'srl radhS
brimdabana rani thakurani sobha simdhu agadha 
*  • • •
bidhu badani rasa rasa sadani hita radani chabi badha 
kevala tuma binu braja naika j^u nainana mo jalu adha
1 A: plya
2 A/B: rani; A: vrmdabana, omits thakurani, simdha; 
B: thakurani
3 A: vidhi vadani; B: repeats badha
k A: bina, jala
-363-
(She) does not give up (her) sulking
however agitatedly (I) speak.
Queen Radha is reclining in the bower.
Listen to my entreaty- a cunning scheme-
Kevala: adopt the guise of a companion (of hers), Kanhai,
(then go and) meet (her).
1 cf. pada 8; note 2
The loved-one repeats 'Sri Radha, Sri Radha’.
Queen and lady of Vrindaban, unfathomable ocean of beauty,
Moon-faced, abode of delight (and) emotion,
bestowing love, increasing beauty,
Kevala: without you the nayaka of Braj
(has) eyes half-filled with water.
-364-
122 (asa)
mohanu khele radha nali
brimdabana ke kumiana mahi sumdara naina bisala — # # w #
mathe mukatu banye basa adabhuta aga aga bhusana jhala 
mural! baje koilS gaje mohi lai braja bala
nacata gavata nupara baje sumdara sabada rasala 5
adabhuta jorl cita vita cori ura vaijarati mala
amsa amsa dhari bhuja parasapara karata rasili gali • »
kanaka bela srl radha pyari dulaha syama tamala
juga juga jori sahaja vilasi rasikani rasa pratipala
bali jave kevala guna gave cukhu asa do bhali 10
1 A: mohanai nala; B: mohanu
2 A: vrmdabana # #
3 A: mukata; B: bhuksana « #
5 A: baje; B: risala
6 A: baijamti
7 A: gala
8 A/B: kanika, syama; A: dula
9 omitted in B
10 A: give ousa as5 do bhSla
123 (sorathi)
savariyo ramga bhino hamaro savariyo ramga bhino cukhu
• nainana amjanu dino 
mora camdrika sisa birajita koi padi tona kino 
madhura madhura mukhu bena bajavata dhuni suni manu hiri lino 
nasa besara kumdala dulari yaha chabi pavata tino 
jamuna tati biharata kumjana mo dudhu hamaro pino 
kevala ball bhae giridhari grha grha makhanu chino
1 A/B: savariyo (for the second occurrence); A: bhino 
ousa, amjana
2 A: camdraka, tona kino• #
3 A: musa bena bajave, mana hira lino;
4 A/B: kumdhala; A: baisara, tino
5 A: tata, mo, dudha
^ A/B. giradhari; A: masana; B: bhai, griha grha
Mohana plays with Radha.
In the groves of Vrindaban, (with his) beautiful, broad eyes.
A peacock crest looks beautiful on (his) brow,
wonderful clothes, radiance in every limb.
(He) plays the flute, the cuckoo sings,
captivating the girls of Braj.
Dancing, singing, anklets resound
(with) a delightful (and) beautiful noise.
(That) wonderful couple, stealers of (one's) mind
(arid)consciousness,(he, with) a victory garland (on his) chest.
(With) arms placed on each other's shoulders,
(they) engage in amorous chatter.
Beloved Radha (is like) a golden creeper,
the suitor (is) a dark tariiala tree.
(that) couple, performing (their) intrinsic sport
from age to age, (are) protectors of those who savour
the delight.
Kevala dedicates (himself), sings (their) praise-
(may they) look in my direction.
Savariyo is steeped in love, our Savariyo is steeped in love
(he has) applied collyrium (to his) eyes.
A peacock crest resplendent (on his) head,
(he has) cast some kind of spell.
(With his) sweet lips (he) plays the flute,
hearing the sound the heart is captivated.
A pearl ring in (his) nose, earrings, a two-stranded necklace,
these three things attain beauty.
Wandering in the groves on the banks of the Yamuna,
(he) drank my milk.
1
Kevala has dedicated (himself) to Giridharl
(who) stole butter from every house.
1 Alternatively: Giridharl was powerful
-366-
124 (kidara)
navala kisorl radhe hita rasa bharl
sakhl samgi slsi dhari kamcana gagari
ratana khacita tare nanl si Idhurl
dou kara samgi sohe caru caru curi
chabi bharl sadi sari kuvari lajlll 5
calata raslll cala gaja gati dhlll
jaha jaha pagu dhare harita avanl
dekhi na suni mai age aisi to ravani
jehara kl dhuni suni magu taji ae
lala dekhyo laduli ko hita lalacae 10
lagi calye pache plya janye radha rani
atisukumari pyari bahu sakucani
kahu so na bole baina naina nice kie
basanu dasana dino laja ati hie
rukhi bhaua risi bhari muri na nihare 15
dekhi dekhi sobha lalu dhiri nahi dhare
dolata avata pache bolata bacana
hita kl batlya bahu dhare na sravana
aura sakhl lakhi pae kumja oti dlni
dauri ae age syama bati roki llnl 20
tabahl musaki boll premu prlti janl
lagani ika te ika ati pasaranl
ta dina ko paryo premu radhika mohana
kevala dekhyo bilasu javata gohana
2 A: samga slsa
3 A: nare (for tare); B: idhurl•
k A: samga, cara c£ra
7 B: jaha jaha
9 A: jehari, maga
10 B: dekso laduli •
11 A: laga
12 A/B: sakucani; B: -sakumarl
13 A: kahu
14 A: vasana , dino
15 A: risa, mura; B: bhaua
16 A: desa desa, lala dhira; B: dhare • • '
17 A/B»: dholata
-367-
The young maid. Radha, full of love's delight,
Along with (her) companions, has placed a golden pot on (her) head,
Beneath (which is) a dainty pad studded with gems.
Each of (her) hands is adorned by four bangles •
The bashful maid's abundant beauty (is offsfet by) a plain sari-
Moving charmingly (with the) languorous gait of an elephant,
The ground becomes verdant wherever (she) places (her) foot.
Never before have I seen br heard of such a woman as you.
Hearing the sound of (her) anklets, (he) left (his) path
(and) approached.
(When) Lala saw the charming girl he was enamoured.
The lover fqllowed after (her)7 (which) Queen Radha realised,
The tender, young beloved felt very shy,
(She) spoke to no one, kept (her) eyes down .
(And) clenched (her) veil with (her) teeth,
(feeling) great modesty in (her) heart.
(With) frowning eyebrows, full of anger, (she) did not turn to look.
Lala, beholding (this) beauty, could not maintain (his) composure.
Meandering, (he) followed (her), saying (some) words,
(But her) ear did not heed (his) copious sweet talk.
The other companions chanced to see (and) sheltered (her) in a bower, 
(But) Syama ran up ahead (of them and) blocked (their) path.
Then, smiling, she spoke, realising (their) love (and) affection. 
Attraction for one another overflowed,
That (was) the day (on which) Radhika (and) Mohana fell in love. 
Kevala, on seeing the joy, follows after (them).
1 caru caru: the spelling implies 'very fine', but probably 
'two sets of four' was intended, cf. 8^.1.
2 gohana: cf. HSS under gauhana/-i, and BBSK, where the - 
meanings given'are 'path', 'companion' or simply 'with'
(cf. Old Awadhi gohana 'path'< godhana- ). The alternative 
meaning 'concealing' does not seem appropriate here.
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18 A: batiya
19 A: ota«
20 A/B: syama; A: daura, bata
21 A/B: jani; A: musika, prema; B: premu; in A the order
of lines 21 and 22 is reversed
22 A/B: pasarani; A: lagana
23 A/B: ko, mohana;
2k A/B: dekso, gohana; A: bilasa
123 (bilavalu)
dhanyu jasuda bada bhagya tumare 
amgana tere khelata mohana
syama subhaga nainana ke tare 
palane jhulavata godi khilavata
dudhu pivavata atihitu dhare 
chagana magana lalana ko nita prati
mukha cumbata pranana te pyare 
siva brahmadika aru sanakadika
ja ko dhudhata anika prakare 
kevala teu bhae suta tere
ja ko sujasu gai- Sruta care
1 A: dhanya jasoda, bhaga tihare; B: dhanyu
2 A/B: mohana, syama
3 A/B: palane; A: goda, dudha, ~hita
k A/B: lalana; A: te; B: pranana
5 A/B: vrahmadika; A: dhudhata anaka; B: sanikadika
6 A: ja, sujasa, care .
-369-
Blessed Jasoda, you are very fortunate.
Mohana plays in your yard,
dark (and) beautiful, the light of (your) eyes.
Rocking (him) in the cradle, making (him) play in (your; lap,
giving (him) milk to drink, (you) hold (him) in great affection
(You) always kissed the lips ,of the darling little child,
dearer (to you) than life (itself)
He whom Siva, Brahma, Sanaka and the others
search for in many ways,
Kevala: he was your son, whose praise the four Vedas have sung.
-370-
126 (bilavalu)
aju sakhi nirakhata na aghani
bolata lalu totari van! 
phuli nakha sikha jasuda rani
vamcha saphalu apunl janl 
suni suni baca maiya musakani
vari vari pivata hai pan! 
llo uthSi sakala lapatanl
kevala sobha ati pasaranl
A/B: aghani, vanl; A: aja, nirasa, lala 
A/B: rani, janl; A: saphala 
A/B: musakani, pani; A: vara vara 
A/B: lapatanl, pasaranl; A: udhai
127 (malara)
apunl kamariya dehu (ho lala) mo ko apunl kamari.ya dehu 
pavanu lagata kapata tanu mero barasata sitala mehu
t
patana ko chatano apune hiti begi hoi kari lehu 
kevala kumjana mai dou biharata dina dina adhika sanehu
1 A: ko; W: lala me ku apani, deha
2 A/W: pavana, tana; W: lagata, upara varasata 
meha (for 2^)
3 A/W: hita, bega; A: chatana; B: chatano; W: chattana 
apano, leha
k W : saheha
1
2
3
V
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Today, (my) friend, (I) cannot see enough (of him)-
Lala is speaking with childlike words.
Queen Jasoda swelled (with pride) from head to toe,;
knowing that her wishes had been fulfilled.
Hearing (his) words the mother smiled ^
(and) drinks water time and time again .
(She) picked (him) up (and) wrapped herself all around (him),
Kevala: so pervasive (was) the beauty.
1 An action performed (or simply a phrase said) in order
to ward off the evil eye.
Give me your blanket, 0 Lala, give me your blanket.
I feel the wind, my body shivers, cold rain is falling.
Shelter of the fallen, for your own sake,
quickly come and take my hands.
Kevala: the two of them wander in the groves,
(their) love increasing day by day.
-372-
128 (asa)
rasana jugala carana rasi basu
gau gunanuvada ati uttama sadha samga mili hasu
karo abhyasu raina dina tatapara niju visvasa dhari ghasu
pararaa uchau bhau dhari lije bhagati kasoti kasu
lila nita bihara brimdabana sada karo yaha jasu
radha lala bina kachu gave tinu vimukhana te nasu
naraga saraga kali pakhada kala bhaya kinu dara nahina trasu
kevalajana dridha kari upasana sada rakhu ridi rasu
1 C/F/W: jugala carana jasu vasu raerl rasana (C/F: jasa 
vasa); C/F: repeat meri rasana at the end of each line; 
A: carna, vasu; B: yugala (?) obliterated
2 A/C/F/V: mila; A/B/W: utyama; C/F/W: nita (for ati); 
A/B: gunanavada; C/F: gai gunanavada, hasa; F: utama, 
sada; W: g5u gunanavada, hamu (for hasu)
3 A/B/W: karo rl; A/C/F/W: abhyasa, nija; C/F: rena, 
visavasa dhara ghasa; W; W: tatapari, visvasu
k A/C/F: bhagata; C/F: parma, dhara, kasa
5 B/C/F: nitya; B/F: vridabana; C/F: vihara, karo sada
jyahi jasa; A: nisa emended to jisa; C: vrimdabana;
W: lilha, bramdabamana ' «
6 A/C/F: gave; A/C/F/W: tina; C/F: kucha, bimusana te 
tu nasa; W: kachu
7 A/B: pasamdha, dha;ra; A: narga sarga kala, kina;
C/F: sarga narga (C: narka) ara kala pasamda te 
tina dara nahana trasa; W: naraga svaraga aru kala 
pasamdhi te ini dara nahina trasu
8 A/C/F: drida; C/F/W: karo, omit sada; C/F: ride raso
jahi rasa; A: rasa rida; B: dridu; W: ridi raso yaha
jasa
-373-
(With your) tongue engrossed
in the nectar of (their) lotus feet,
Sing (their) highest praises,
smile in the company of the righteous,
(Be) devoted to (religious) discipline night (and) day,
obliterate reliance on yourself (alone).
Adopt the sentiment of supreme eagerness,
rubbing the touchstone of devotion.
Always praise the eternal delight
of the (divine) play in Vrindaban.
Ruin be to those (who are) ill-disposed
(and) never sing anything about Radha (and) Lala.
Why do you not tremble through fear of heaven, hell,
this degenerate age, heresy (and) dread ?
Kevalajana: having worshipped resolutely,
always keep rasa in your heart.
-374-
-375-
APPENDIX I
Four songs in praise of Kevalarama 
(transcribed from manuscripts S and F)
i. (kirttana feri kevalaramaji ke janma ke, raga sarimga)
Ija pragatye phuna lala gusai
kevalarama nama sumdara dhara samta jana susadai
# • v •
purva kaja &esa siddha kine dasa disa kiyo prakasa 
hari rasa magana rahe nisa vasara purave mana ki asa 
bhagyo pai sakala tihi avasara dharani para paga dharye 
varsa bha jana kari atiniramala jaga ke tapa nivarye 
yoga samsya vedamta adi maga siddha kie jaga mahi 
madanamohana piya prema bhaktimaya aha nisa magana rahShl
(S f. 77V)
ii. (kirttana, raga saramga)
pragatye kevalarama svarupa
Irl lalana avatara janaho sabha samtana ko bhupa
amtarayami ramye ramavata . sabha jana ke susadai 
bhajana pravaha jagata vistaryo ika musa kahyo na jal 
caitra masa sita paksa vara guru yarasa titha vara jano 
sumdara yoga nachatra punarvasu janama mahochava mano
deva sadhu dvija bhae anamdita phulye amgana mal
paramanamda patita krtya krta bhae sakala jlva harasai
(S ff. 77v- 78r)
iii. (raga pamcama)
namo kevalarama prabhu mathuresa suta
acala gosvami Iri lala nati 
parma yogi ghurma nayana rasa prema me
bhajana me juda rahe divasa rati 
anika van! kari sevakana tarana hita
kiyo upadesa kila visa gavae 
samka nija kiyo tata simdhu parvata madhya
asura sura jlva carnana lagae
-,376-
iv.
pare jaba bhira kou jora kara priti so
sarkara mana kara nama sore 
hoi sahai taba vilaba lage nahi
kathina he kama tel vega jore 
putra dhana deha sukha bhajana mSge kou
tine vamcha purna kare svami 
lala avatara te asya pragatye rupa
jagata susa heta phuna apa nihakaml 
ista feri sri goplnatha seva vikhe
jama athe nipata citra rage 
amsa apanf jana vrddha kula ki karo
krpa ki drsta prabhudasa mSge
(F ff. 76V- 77r)
(soratha)
kevalarama hamare svami
kevalarama svarupa jagata me pragatye amtarajami
prema bhige amtarha bahya me samadarsi nihakaml
maya jaya krta yoga mukutamani jata kata sva ichatagamx 
sarva samartha prasanna anana nitra gunatita pada vasi 
je tumare caranata patra tara susa pave avinasi 
jaiso kaiso dasa tiharo avaguna mama na vicaro 
prabhudase ko anuga janake krpa katacha niharo
(F f. 77r”V)
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APPEND I X II
Metres used in the Rasa mans ke pada
In the following list of readily identifiable metres found in 
the text moric verse is indicated by (m) and syllabic verse by (s). 
The number of instants or syllables in the first line is given in 
cases where it differs in length from the subsequent lines of a 
poem. The syllables used for the rhyme are listed for all poems 
except those in which the rhyme changes with each couplet or 
triplet, in which case the rhyming scheme is noted (the rhyming 
syllables being a spondee in all such poems apart from number 70 
where they are trochaic and number 12*+ where the last foot is 
variable). Metre names are taken either from R.B..Jagannathaprasada 
or, if he does not describe them, from 3. Misra.
See section V.2 for additional details of some of the metres 
listed, V.3 for a description of the metres used in the chanda 
poems (numbers 1-*+, 55 and 85) and V.*+ for poems with irregular 
metre (numbers 3 7 , ?6 , 77, 7 9, 81 , 8*+, 8 7, 8 9 , 9 3 , 9^, 102, 112,
113, 11*+, 118); For pada' 21 see IV.1,p. 12*+. 
no. of .
pada lines metrical structure first line rhyme name of metre
5 6 (m) 16+16 16 -ar 1 samana savaiya
6 6 ■ (m) 16+12 20 -ave sara
7 6 (m) 1*++10 1*+ -eta rupamala
8 *+ (s) 8+8+8+8 - -abha ghanaksarI
9 1*+ (s) 8+6 - AABBCC payara/lacarl
10 *+ (m) 12+12+12+10 - -or 1 haripriya
11 11 (m) 16+16 - AABBCC caupal ■
12 8 (m) 16+11 16 -ala sarasl
13 6 (m) 16+12 31 -ar 1 sara
1*+ 8 (m) 16+12 17/18 AABBCC sara
13 6 (m) 16+11 16 -ata sarasl
16 6 (m) 16+11 15+11 -aina sarasi
17 *+ (m) 16+11 21/22 -ala sarasl
18 *+ (m) 16+11 16 -a ja sarasi
- 3 7 8 -
no . of
pada lines metrical structure first line rhyme name of metre
19 6 (m) 16+12 22+14 -ave sara
20 <6 (m) 12/13+10 19 -ije kundala ? • •
22 6 (m) 16+16 - AABBCC laghima ?
23 k (m) 16+16 16 -ar 1 samana savaiya
24 5
(m)
.(s)
16+16
8+8+8+5/6 1 5 )
-ani samana savaiya/ 
ghanaksari
23 4 (m) 16+13 20 -a(h)i
26 6 (m) 16+12 15 -R(h)I sara
27 8 (m) 16+12 16 -ar 1 sara
28 6 (m) 16+16 16 -ari samana savaiya
29 4 (e) 8+8+8+6 - -ole ghanaksari
30 6 (m) 16+12 16 -a je sara
31 6 (m) 16+12 21 -a(h)I sara
32 8 (m) 16+12 - AABBCC sara
33 8 (m) 12+10 - AABBCC kundala • «
34 8 (m ) 12+10 27 AABBCC kundala • •
35 8 ■ Cm) 12+10 24 AABBCC kundala4 1
36 4 (s) 8+8+8+7 , - -ae ho ghanaksari
38 8 (m) 12+9 13 -ala
39 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -ane ghanaksari
4o 5 (a) 11+9 6 -ere te
41 4 (m) 16+16 - -ar 1 samana savaiya
k2 4 (a) 16+16 - -are samana savaiya
43 4 (a) 8+8+S+7 - -atu• ghanaksari
44 4 (ra) 16+16 - -III samana savaiya
45 8 (m) 16+12 18-22 -amdai sara
46 4 (m) 12+12+12+10 - AABB haripriya
kl 8 (m) 16+11 - -ala sarasl
48 4 (s) 8+8+8+6/7 - -ar 1 ghanaksari
49 8 (m) 16+12 - -ave sara
50 7 (m) 16+16+12 -are amarsita•
51 4 (m) 16+16 16 -lje samana savaiya
52 8 (m) 16+12 23 — T-ai sara
53 5 (s) 8+8+(8+6) 10+11 -ule ghanaksari
5k 4 (a) 8+8+8+7 - -ahani ghanaksari
- 3 7 9 -
pada
no. of 
lines metrical structure first line rhyme name of metre
36 8 (m) 16+12 19/20 AABBCC sara
57 10 (m) 16+12 22 AABBCC sara
58 8 (m) 16+12 16 -ar 1 sara
59 ■ 4 (m) 16+16+8+11 22 -ama
60 8 (m) 16+16 16 -ari samana savaiya
61 6 (m) 16+16 18 -ari samana savaiya
62 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -arata ghanaksari
63 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -ae ghanaksari
64 4 (s) 8+8+8+7 - -agye ho ghanaksari
65 4 (s) 8+8+8+7 - -ana mai ghanaksari
66 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -avana ghanaksari
67 18 (m) 16+12 18+14 AAABBBCCC sara
68 12 (m) 16+12 13 AABBCC' sara
69 6 (m) 16+11 13+11 -asu sarasi
70 21 (m) 16+11 - AABBCC sarasi
71 15 (m) 16+12 23 AABBCC sara
72 6 (m) 16+12 /16 16 -ine samana savaiya/ 
sara
75 4 (s) 8+8+8+7 - -ana ki ghanaksari
74 4 (m) 16+16 27 -ari samana savaiya
75 4 (s) 16+14 - -ari ghanaksari
78 6 (m) 16+16 17 — T-ai samana savaiya
80 4 (s) 12+11 17 -aje
82 4 (m) 16+16 16 -ave samana savaiya
83 4 (m) 16+16 21
— T-ai samana savaiya
86 4 (s) 8+8+8+7/8 - -ana ghanaksari
88 4 (s) 16+10 - -ari
90 4 (m) 26 13 -ari
91 4 (m) 16+15 19 -or 1 bira
92 4 (m) (l6-20)+11 - -ai
95 4 (m) 16+12 ? - -ayo sarasi ?
96 4 (m) 16+14 - -ari kukubha
97 4 (m) 16+12/13 ? -
wT St-iya
98 4 (m) 14+11 13
ot-au
99 4 (s) 24 21 -ari
00 4 (s) 8+8+(8+7) ? - -ana ko ghanaksari
- ; o O -
pada
no. of 
lines metrical structure first line rhyme name of metre
101 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -ahata ghanaksari
103 4 (m) 16+12 -or 1 sara
104 4 (s) 8+8+C10-16) - -ave
105.i 4 (s) 8+8+8+6 - -ari ghanaksari
105-ii '3+8*
f(ra) (14-16)+10 17 -ari
l(m) 13+C9/10) - AABBCC radhika/avatara
106 4 (s) (8+8)+8+7 - -atu hai ghanaksari
107 10 (m) 11 + 13 - -ora soratha
108 6 8+8+11 8+8 -olata
109 4 (s) 9+7 -
a1-au
110 4 (m) 16+14 - -aryo kukubha ?
111 9 (m) 16+13 13 -auda
115 22 (s) 8+6 - AABBCC payara/lacari
116 34 (s) 8+6 - AABBCC payara/lacari
117 16 (s) 8+6 - AABBCC payara/lacari
119 6 (m) 12+11 13+13 -ari
120 18 (s) 8+6 - AABBCC p ay ar a/ lacarT
121 4 (m) 16+12 18 -adha sara
122 10 (m) 16+11 15 -ala/-ali sarasi
123 6 (m) 16+12 - -Inc sara
124 24 (s) 8+6 - AABBCC payara/lacari
125 6 (m) 16+16 16/17 -are samana savaiya
126 4 (m) 16+16 - -an! caupai
127 4 (m) 16+11 - -ehu sarasi
128 8 (m) 16+10 14 -asu visnupada # •
* cf. IV.1 , pp. 125-8
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APPENDIX IV 
WORD INDEX
The index gives the pada and line number for all occurrences 
of words appearing in the edited text. Cross-references are 
provided to parts IV - VI in cases where a particular form is 
discussed. Root forms are given for verbs and stems for . 
tatsama nouns and adjectives. Extended nouns and adjectives 
are listed under the masculine .direct singular form or, if it 
is lacking, under whichever form occurring in the text comes 
first in alphabetical order. Occurrences of the different 
terminations and pronominal forms are indicated (cf. part VI 
for paradigms and explanations of the various terminations). 
All tatsama words, including those in which anusvara is used 
to indicate a horaorganic nasal, are indicated by the 
abbreviation (S.). The sign = is used to indicate the tatsama 
form of a semi-tatsama word. Etymologies are provided for 
tadbhava words wherever they are traceable, those which are 
found in CDIAL being given without any additional signs or 
abbreviations. Other suggested etymologies are preceded by 
the sign <  , and the sign x  is used to indicate Contaminated 
by1, * a hypothetical form and // a parallel form found in 
modern standard Hindi or one of the dictionaries consulted 
(cf, bibliography section 4 for abbreviations and works 
cited). An asterisk following a pada and line reference 
indicates that the particular occurrence is discussed in 
a fobtnote to the text.
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Abbreviations used in the word index:
absol. absolutive prec. preceding word
adj. adjective pron. pronoun
adv. adverb pronom. pronominal
anal. analogical(ly) q.v. quod vide
Ar. Arabic r. rhyme
caus. causative ref 1. reflexive
cf. confer rel. relative
conj. conjunction rep. repeated
correl. correlative S. Sanskrit
dat. dative case sg. singular
dirain. diminutive t. transitive
dir. direct case v.i. verb, intransitive
emph. emphatic v.t. verb, transitive
ext. extended by
f. feminine
fn. cf. footnote to text
fr. from
gen. genitive
hon. honorific
i. intransitive.
imper. imperative
indef. indefinite
interr. interrogative
loc. locative case
ra. masculine
metr. metrical(ly)
n. noun
n.f . noun, feminine
n.m. noun, masculine
obi. oblique case
onom. omomatopoeia
pass. passive
Pers. Persian
Pk. Prakrit
pi. plural
postp. postposition
pp. past participle (passive)
-3 8 8-
amka
amga
amgara-
amgana
amgiya
amgura
amcara
n.m. (S.) 'breast, body': -d., 1.22; -na, 1.5
n.m. (S.) 'limb, body': 3.11, 68.5, 70.3,. 8 5 .1 6 , 
104.2; -i,-3 8 .2 , 1 16.5 ; amga amga 'every limb',
2.9, 2.27, 12.5, 19.5, 2 2 12, 3475,-47.5, 6 0.4 , >
67.8, 68.11, 72.3, 76.2, 77.2, 78.6, 8 3 .2 , 85.11,
87.4, 98.3, 101.3, 102.2, 112.4, 116.25, 122.3;
-1 -d., 9*13, 11.10, 3 0 .2 , 111.6; -na, 111.9
v.i. (caus. fr. anga-?) 'twist the body, stretch':
-nl, 89.2
n.m. (S.) 'courtyard': 9*1; amgani, 118.8; cf. amgana 
n.f. (angika-) 'bodice*: 84.3, 116.23
n.m. (angiili-) 'finger': -na, 84.2
/
n.m. (ancala-) 'border or end of garment': 91.2
am ana
amtara
amtarajData
ablra
amsa
akasa
akula-
akhiya
agadha
acambo
# — mm
acala 
acav- 
a jahu
n.m. (S.) 'collyrium': 64.2, 76.3, 85-4; -u, 2.19, 9-8,
11.5, 39.2, 105.i.2, 123.1
n.m. (S.) 'difference': -u, 7-4, 105*ii*v
n.m. (S.) 'veil, screen': -u, 107.7, 108.2; .
cf. IV.3-3-1-2, p.
v
n.m. (same as ablra, <Pers. abr, S. abhra-?) 'red (or 
white) powder (used at the HolT festival)': 52.4;
-u, 57*5; cf. V.2.2, p.173 , and Ja'far Sharif pp. 310-11 
for ingredients.
n.m. (S.) 'shoulder': 24.2, 74.1; amsa amsa, 36.4, 46.3,
67.13, 122.7
n.m. (= akasa-) 'sky': -u , 69.2
v-.i. (akula-) 'be confused or restless': -ni, 120.15;
-ne, 14.5
n.f., dir.pl,. (hksi-) 'eyes': 76.1, 87.2, 97.1
v.i. (aghrapayati) 'be full, be sated': -(a)u, 9 8 .3 ;
-ni, 126-1; -vata, 14.8; -ve, 1.15, 116.34
adj. (S., with -a as rhyme) 'unfathomable, deep': 100.4, 
115.21, 121.2 . - ^
n.m. (*acchambha- ) 'wonder': 120.8
adj. (S.) 'immovable, stationary': 55*23, 69.2
v.t. (cf. acamati) 'sip, eat': -ata, 3 1 *6 , 71*10
adv. (adya + emph. suffix ~hu) 'today': 4.10, 2 6 .2 ; 
cf. aiu
- 3 8 9 -
atak- — • 1
atapati
athadasa
ati
atilasa 
atisai 
adabhuta
adhara
adhika
adhikata
adhina
anamga
anamda 
• ■
anata
anamane
anika
anuragi
anupa
apara
aparadha
v.i. (*attakk-) 'stop, stick': -i, 35-4, 67.17, 6 8 .8 , 
77.3; -l', '2.17) ^7.2, 97.1; -^e, 69.3; -£o, '*2.2,
78.6 , 107.10
adj. (Platts: a/t + pat) 'wavering, faltering': 15-5,
2 1 .2 .
adj. (astadasa) 'eighteen': 105-ii-2
adv. & prefix (S.) 'beyond, very': 1.19/24, 32.7, 
5 5 -1 0 , 6 8 .3 , 6 8 .10  ^ 70.14, 124.4, 124.22, 126.4; 
+uttama, 128.2 ; -gabhira, 110.2 ; -chabi, 2 .1 9, 2 .2 2 , 
17-2, 5 0.6 , 79*3, 8 5.1 6, 95-3, 104.1, 1 1 6.1 1, 116.19, 
120.4; ~duti, 9 0 .2 , 116.17; -pramudita, 102.4; ~bhari, 
6 0 .6 ; -rasu, 6 7 -14; -sumdara, 1 2.2 ; -sukumari, 124..2; 
~sukha, I16.3 3 , 117-8 ; -sukhakari, 84.2; -hitu, 104.3, 
1 25-3 ; ~hetu, 100 .2
n.f. (Ar. atlas) 'satin': 84.3
adj. (= atisaya-) 'superior': 55-14; -5, 86.1
adj. (= adbhuta-) 'wonderful': 1.5, 1 -2 2 , 13*4, 16.4,
34.4, 50.3, 60.5, 70.3, 7 0.8 , 122.3, 122 .6
n.m. (S.) 'lower lip': 2.6, 2.22, 35-2, 92.4, 112.3, 
1 16.1 8, 120.5 ; -na, 3 9 -2 , 64.2, 85-4, 116 .16
adj. 8c adv. (S.) 'surpassing(ly), abundant(ly': 55-15,
5 6.3 , 6 8.6 , 79-3, 1 05-ii,vii, 127-4
n.f. (S.) 'excess': 49-5
adj. (S.) 'dependent': 4.1/6, 18.2, 91-4
n.m. (S.) 'bodiless' (epithet of Kama): 3-29, 3-33;
-I (r.), 1 17•14
n.m. (= ananda-) 'joy, happiness': -u, 4.21, 116.5 ; 
cf. anamda
adv. (anyatra) 'elsewhere': 1 05-ii-viii
adj., m.dir.pi. (anyamanas-) 'dejected, troubled':
61.4, 109-1
adj. (=aneka-) 'several': 1 25-5 ; -na, 1 0 5-ii-iv 
adj. (S.) 'impassioned, enraptured': 55-14/15, 67-17 
adj. (<anupama-?) 'matchless': 70 .15  
adj. (S.) 'unequalled, unexcelled': 1.3, 70.20 
n.m. (S.) 'fault': 44.2
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adj. (S.) 'unlimited': -i, 2.29
pronom.adj. (*atmanaka~) 'own': 37*4; -a, 105*ii*i,
105.ii.viii; -T^ 127*1 (rep.); -e, 48.1, 51*1, 65*2, 
85*3, 108,1 . 127*3; " kar-, ~ kari le- 'make one's 
own': ~ kara line, 72.3; -o kije, 108.4; -o king, 93*3; 
-o kari lije, 99*2; cf. apuno
adv. (.anal, formation fr;. jaba, taba ?) 'now': 59*4, 
120.1
n.m. (S.) 'discipline, practice, repeated study*:
-u, 128.3
n.m (<abhra-?) 'cloud': 3 6 .3
n.f. (amrta-) 'nectar': 116 .16• —M i
adj. (<a+maulya-iwlth -I for rhyme ?)'priceless* :'1i8.l4
ar- v.i. (*ad-) 'stick fast, be fixed upon': -i, 74.4;
-ye, 3472, 76.4 ~
arasaparasa adj. (formed from absolutives of verbs aras- + paras- , 
<alasa- + spar&a- ?) 'touching, embracing': 48.2
arasa- v.i. (alasa-) 'be tired': -ta, 15.2; cf. alasa-
ari n.m. (S.) 'enemy': 14.5
aru conj. (aparam) 'and': 1.8, 2 .3 0 , 1 6.3 , 50.6, 6 9 .3 »
125*5 ; cf. avara
aruna adj. (S.) 'red': 50.4, .80.3 , 8 5 .1/6; -n-r, 15*2, 64.1,
. 76.1,:112.3, 116 .8
alakavali n.f. (S.) 'curls, locks': 2.11
alabela adj. ^(HSS: alabhya- +-la-) 'playful, lively, handsome':
111.1; -1 ,, 64.3; -e, . 50.4- -. .
alasa- v.i. (alasa-) 'be tired': -ni, 1 1 3*3 ? -ne, 39*2, 101.3;
cf• arasa-
ali n.m. (S.) »bee»: 1.7/12, 3*3, 55-5, 57*8, 67*4, 69*3,
70.4, 76.4, 8 1 .1 , 97*2, 105*ii*3
ali cf. all
avagati n.f. (S.) 'plight, miserable condition': 105*ii.i
avadhi n.m. (S.) 'period, limit (of time)': 71.3, 71.9,
91.3;(masc. in S. but here w. fern, concord)
a van I n.f. (S. with -I for rhyme) 'ground': 120.5, 124.7
avara adj. (apara-) 'different, other1: 79.4, 101.2;
as conj.: 54.3; cf. aru, aura
avasara n.m. (S.) 'opportunity': -u, 27*7
apuna
aba
abhyasa
abhrava
ami
amoli
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avinasl n.m. (= avinasin-) 'imperishable': 67*9
asS/asa- pron.,obl. (asmad-) 'me, us': 122.10; ~di, 111.2;
~de, 114.6
asva n.m. (= asva-) 'horse': 31-5*
ahi n.m. (S.) 'snake1: 74.2, 117-8
ahi nisu adv. ( <. ahar- + nisa-) 'day and night': 27-2
aho vocative particle: 70.1
a-
amgana
agara
acho
anu
atura
adara
~adika
adipurusa
adha
an-
anamda
apada
apuna
apuno
abha
v.i. (apayati) 'come': 13-5; -i, 67.9, 70.20,105.ii-3, 
107.4; -i, 20.2, 42.3, 55.4, 67-7, 120.13, (a)i (r.)
25.1, 26.1; -u, 71.1, 119.1; (a)uda, 111.2; -e, 1.19/24, 
3-13, 5 .1 8, 3T 3 1 , 3 2 .8 , 3 6 .1 , 39.1, 44.1, 59.1, 6 3.1 ,
71.14, 8 0 .2 , 8 1.1 , 94.4, 101.1, 113.1, 115.1, 115.1 0 , 
116.30, 124.9, 124.20; -£, 2 6.3 ; -ya, 105.ii.iv; -yo,
9.10, 32.5, 40.3, 116.6 ; -vata, 15.1, 16.1 (rep.), 37.1,
59.4, 72.4. 7 8.1 . 97.3, 102.1, 115.3, 124.17; -vahi, 
15.6; -vahi, 3*35; -ve, 1 .1 6, 2.25, 6 .3 , 9.14, 1 9.1 
(rep.), 27.4, 49.5, 7 1.2 , 71.4, 8 2 .1 ; -ve, 71.12;
-vo, 13.15 cf. avana
n.m. (angana-) 'courtyard': 59.2, 125.2 ; cf. amgana 
adj. (agra-, ext. -la) 'foremost': 6 7.11
-i, 55T20721
postp. (agre(na)) 'in front': 83*3, 101.2, 124.8,
124.20
adj. (accha-) 'good, white': 29*3
adv. (adya) 'today': 17.2, 47.1, 52.1, 55.1, 59.1, 6 0 .J,
6 2 .1 , S272, 95.1, 101.1, 109.1, 117.1, 126.1; cf. ajahu
adj. (S.) 'suffering': 4.3, 14.6; -u, 27.8, 40.2
n.m. (S.) 'respect, regard': 26.3
cf. brahmadika, lalitadika, sanakadika
n.m. (S.) 'first man, supreme person': 118.13
adj. & adv. (ardha-) 'half': 121.4; -I, 117.9, 120.9
v.t. (anayati) 'fetch, bring': -i, 109.4
n.m. (S.) 'joy, happiness': 10.4, 2 6.6 , 29.4, 46.4, 72.6 
+ kamda 'root of joy' (epithet of Krsna): 1.21, 45.6;
-u, 1.20, 55-9; cf. anamda
n.f. (S.) 'misfortune, calamity': 13-5
refl. pron., obi. (atman-) *(your)self': 115.1*
pronom. adj. (*atmanaka-) 'own': 117.7;
-1^ 1 26.2 ; -_e, 117-1 0; cf. apuna
n.f. (S.) 'splendour, reflection': 54.3, 68.6, 117.2
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arasa adj. & n.m. (alasya-) 'weary, weariness1: 16.2 , 36.2,
89.2 (+ yuta) „ -
all n.f. (S.) 'a woman's female friend': 19.1, 4-0.2,
49.5 (all), 93.2, 93.4, 97.1 ■
avanu n.m. (apana-) 'arrival': 63-3, 71-8 (rep.), 120.11
~avali ' n.f. (S.) 'row, group1: cf. alakavali, mukatavali,
romavali
asipasi adv. (asri- + parsvatas) 'around, about': 29.1, 46.1,
5 8 .3 , w s
1 U
idhurl
imdu
imdra
imdri
ika
inu
istati
pronom.adv. (£sa-) 'in this way': 4.3, 95.2
n.f. (induva- , cf. vita-) 'roll of grass or cloth to 
put uhder a head burden': 12.4.3
n.m. (S.) 'moon': 104.3, 106.4; -a, 1.4, 6.5, 51-2, 116.4
n.m. (S.) Indra: 80.1
n.m. (indriya-) 'sense organ': 53-4*
adj. & n. (*ekka-) 'one': 3-33, 9-4, 12.2, 31.3, 49.8,
5 2 .6  (bis), 5472, 5 6 .5 ,-6 8 .1 2 , 70.5, 87.2, 87.4, 89.4,
97.4, 106 .2 (bis), 115.2 1 , 117.12, 120.14, 120.17;
-u, 50.2; ~ te ~ 'one by one, increasingly': 10.2,
23.2, 56.3, 50.3,-124.22
cf. yaha
n.f. (= sthiti-) 'state, condition': 50.2 
cf. yaha
ua
ughat-
uchau 
u jala 
ujagara 
u j ar - 
uj(i)ari
uth-
cf. vaha
v.i. (<*udghatati ?) 'call out or indicate the first beat 
(sama) of a rhythmic cycle (tala.)': -ata, 5 8 .6
n.m. (utsaha-) 'eagerness, exertion, joy': 128.4
adj. (uj.jvala-) 'bright, beautiful': 115-20
adj. (*ujjagrat-) 'awake, restless': 65.1
v.t. (*ujjvalayati) 'light, kindle': -I, 8 5.13/19
adj. (*ujjvalaka-) 'bright': 5.2, 22.5, 2 3.3 , 48.2,
58.3,.60.2, 61.5, .66.2, 67.4, 70.18, 81.4, 95.3, 96.3, 
105*i«3, 120.10; n.f. 'brightness': 90.3; ~ te ~
'brighter than brightness': 54.2, 84.4, 100.2
v.i. (*ut-sthati) 'stand up, rise': -ata, 12.6, 30.2,
39.3, 103.2; -i, 13.5, 44.3, 107.8, 108T 6 ; -1 , 54.3; 
-(y)e, 29.4, 5^.4, 85.10
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utha-
ud- 
—  •
uda-
ute
uttama
udaya
udita
una
unide
uPaJ- 
upaja-
upajano 
upama 
upasana 
ubhaya 
umagi
umad-
ura
urajh-
urajha-
urapatirapa
ulat-
ulasu
uva/uva
v.t. (*ut-sthapayati) 'pick up': -i, 126.4
v.i. (uddayate) 'fly up': -i 97*2; -£, 115.8
v.t. (uddapayati) 'throw': -I, 52.4; -vata, 57*5
postp. ( Bahri, p .21:<uttare) 'in, on': 118.8
adj. (S.) 'highest, best' : 85.16, 128.2 (ati +); 
cf. IV.3.4.11
n.m. (S.) 'rising': 116.24 
adj. (S.) 'risen': 9.10 
cf. vaha
adj., m.dir.pi. (unnidra-) 'sleeples, tired': 3-31, 3*35,
3 6 .1 , 6 3 .1 , 64.1, 113.3; -1 , 76.1
v.i. (utpadyate) 'arise, spring up, be produced': -ata,
7 0.1 3, 106.3; -1 , 13.4; -o, 32.2, 3 2 .7 , 58.6, 67.14,
69.4, 103.6
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'produce': -yo, 95.4; -vata,
24.3, 32.2, 37.2, 91.3; -ve, 6 .5 , 104.3, 105-ii.v;
-vo, 5 .6
pp. (pass, fr. upaj-) 'produced': 3 2 .3
n.f. (S.) 'comparison, simile': 11.11, 24.2, 62.2
n.f. (S.) 'worship': 128.8
adj. (S.) 'both': 15.4, 70.6; -o, 1.21
absol. & n.f. (*unmagna-) 'be elated, elation': 1.4,
14.8
v.i. (*unmadd-) 'swell, overflow': -ji, 10.1, 2 8.5 , 46.2
n.m. (uras-) 'breast, chest': 2 .2 3 , 3-39, 11.8, 24.5,
5 0.6 , 100.4, 116.23, 122.6; -i, 2 6.6 , 47.5, 78.5
v.i. (uparudhyate) 'be entangled'; -a, 3*39; -.i, 1.17,
4.14, 672, 53.4, 7 0.6 , 97.3, 98.4; -e, 70.5, 102.3
v.i. (pass. fr. prec.) 'be entangled': -i, 2.1;
-e, 8 1 .2 ; -ni, 2 8.6 , 99-4
n.m. (combination of urap, a kind of dance (<ud-?) and 
tirap,a kind of (trisama/tihai) rhythm used in*dances ?) 
'a kind of dance' : 6o.^ f
v.i. (*ullatyate) 'return, be upset, be overturned':
-i, 43.4, 67.87“ 119.4, 120.12; -^o, 2 8 .3
n.m. (ullasa-) 'merriment': . 55*20
cf. vaha
usvasa cf • sasa
uha. cf . vaha
up ari .postp. (♦uppari) ’above, on': 97.2 !
e vocative particle: 8 0.1 , 88.1 «*-.-■
eka ad.i. & n. (*ekka-) 'one': 1.5, 33.8, 51.2, 56.5, 
103.5, 115.19 (bis); cf. ika
eta oronom.ad.i. (iyattaka- with e- fr. esa- &c.) 'so much*: 
7.1; -I, 37.2; -0 , 25-3, 26.5
ehl cf. yaha
aina n.m. (<ayana- ?) 'abode': 16 .6
aiso pronom.adj. (idrsa-, with a- after tadrsa-, yadrgsa- 
and their later* forms)■'such, like this': 8.5, 43.2; 
-I, 8 1 .5 , 1 0 1.5 , 120.6, 125.8; -e, 25.3, 35.8, 53.5, 
8 1 .1
ota n.f. (*otta-) 'screen, cover, veil': 1.15, 5.5, 7.2, 
25.5; -ii*125.19
odh- — ■ v.t. (*o£dh-) 'put on, wear': -1 , 59.1, 55.2
odhani n.f. (*£ddh-) 'garment covering head, shawl': 55.2
otapota adj. (= otaprota-) 'interwoven, embracing': 6 2 .3
0£- v.i.8c t. (fopp-) 'shine, polish': -I, 55.8/9
obha n.f. (<avabhasa- ?) 'splendour, lustre': 12.5
ora n.f. (avara-) 'side, direction, proximity'-: 73.3. 86.2, 
107.1; -i, 36.5, 77.2, 91.1, 105.ii.3
Oil n.f. or postp. (rhyming form of prec. unless postp. 
avara- or n.f. avali-) '(on the) edge (of)/'towards': 
118.11
auguna n.m. (= avaguna-) 'fault': 108 .3
aura adj. (apara-) 'other, different': 52.5, 115.8, 125.19: 
in constr. with na kachu, 'nothing else': 2.2, 37.3. 
-u, 59.3; -u na kisi 'no-one else', 71.11; cf. avara
kamcana adj. & n.m. (kancana-) 'gold(en)': 6 2 .2 , 65.3. 85.13/18. 
102.3, 125.2
kam ja n.m. (S.) 'lotus': 53-3, 76.5
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kamtha
kamda
MMH 0 I ■ ■ ■
kamp-
kaca
v
kachu
kati
mtmmm « m m
kathanai
kata
kadama
kanaka
kanai
kanaiya
kapata
kapola
kaba
kamariya
kamala
kamana
kar-
n.m. (S .) 
n.m. (S., 
v.i. (S.) 
n.m. (S.)
indef.pron. (kimcid) ’something, anything': 2.9, 59.4,
8 2 .1 , 128.6 ; aura na - 'nothing else', 2 .2 , 3 7-3 ,
49.3; in constr. with miti and na 'to no extent': 5 2.2 , 
5 5-1 6, 5 6.2 , 6 7 -2 , 6 8 .6 , 7 0.2 0, 115-1 8; adv. 'somewhat':
8 .2 , 24.2, 63.3, 8 7 -2 ; kichu: 83-2
n.f. (S.) 'hip, waist': 11.9, 19-3, 34.5, 47.6, 68.10
78.3, 116.2 6 , 116.27
n.f. (formed fr. kathina-) 'difficulty, obstinacy': 120 .9
adv. (<kutah ?) 'where ?': jata ~ 'wherever': 42.2; 
with ~hfl and na 'nowhere at all': 4.17, 3 1 -2 , 5 7-2 ,
67-15
n.m. (= kadamba-) 'the tree Nauclea cadamba': 35-2,
96.2, 109-2
adj. (S.) 'golden': 3-39, 37-2, 122.8
n.m. (<krsna-) Krsna: 120.18 (r.)
n.m. ( dimin. of prec.; Krsna; 118.3? kanaie: 68.1
n.m. (S.) 'deceit' : -u, 115-6; adj. with -1 , 63-4
n.m. (S.) 'cheek': 68.6, 109-2, 120.4
adv. (anal, formation fr. jaba, taba ?) 'when ?': 4.9,
8.4, 13-4, 27-4, 71-4, 7 1-1 2; ~hu, 26.4, 43.2, [43-3]
cf. kamar1
n.m. (S.) 'lotus': 74.3, 116.13; cf. kavala 
n.f. (Pers. kaman) 'bow': 33-6
v.t. (karoti) 'do, make': -a, 7 2.3 ; -ata, 1 .1 1, 1 .13/1 8 , 
2.31, 3-3, 3-12, 4.21, 8.4, 17.3, 21.3, 2 3 -2 , 30.4,38.7,
46.3, 5 5 -17, 5 6 .2 , 5 8 .2 , 59.3, 6 2 .4 , 64.2, 66.4, 6 7 .1 0,
67.14, 67.15, 69.4, 69-5, 70.4, 70.17, 71.13, 79.3,89.3,
103.4, 105.ii.2, 113-2, 113.3, 115.18, 116.3, 122.7;
-ahi, 3.7; -ahu, 6 .3 , 7-1, 7-3, 65-3, 99-1, 99.3; -i
-1 , 14.6, 25.2, 2 8.4 , 2 8.5 , 3 2 .6 , 50.4, 54.2, 54.3, 56.5,
59.4, 6 1 .2 , 70.14, 99-2, 1 28.8 ; -1 , 1.17, 4.22, 10.4, 
13-2 , 40.4, 46.4; -ie, 116.2 ; -e, 114.5, 1 1 6.1 6; -i, 4.15, 
29.2; -o, 4.8, 2 6.5 , 41.2, 44.l7 44.3, 85.19/24, 8 5-2 2 . 
105-ii-vii, 107.5, 128.3; -ogi, 42.3; hie, 1.7/12, 1.20,
55.8, 67.8, 70.11, 85.5, 101.2, 124.13; kie, 1 15.2 ;
kio, 3.32, 3.36, 6.3, 13.1, 16.5, 18.1 , 25.3, 26.4, 41.4,
'throat, neck': 68.9; -.i, 2.23 
with -a for rhyme) cf. anamda 
'tremble, shiver': -ata, 127-2 
'hair': 6 8 .3 , 78.3, 81.1
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k a r a 1
kara^
karatala
karama
karuna
kala
kali1
kali^
kali
kalola
kavana
kavala
kas-
kasumbe
kasotl — — »
kah-
kahS
43.1; ki.jle, 37.4; kije, 14.3, 20.1 , 2 2 .6 , 39-3, 51.1,
108.4, 115.13, 120.1 ; kina, 1 .2 1 , -a, 115-12 (r.); 
kini, 34.8, 41.1, 5 0.273^.4, 5 6.6 , 6 7 .6 , 73.4, 112.1 ,
1 1 3.2 , 117.9; kine, 44.4, 7 2 .2 , 85-2/3; kino, 3 3.2 ,
63.3, 8 7 .2 , 1 12.2 , 116.3 0 , 1 23.2 ; kiya, 105.i.4 :
n.m. (S.) 'hand': 9-3, 16.3, 24.2, 32.4, 34.5, 78.2,
84.1, 107.6 , 1 0 9.2 , 117.10, 124.4; -i, 127.3; -u, 120.4; 
kara so karu 'hand in hand': 15*1 5, 1 1 7 .7
n.m. (S.) 'tax': -jl, 59.2
n.m. (S.) 'clapping of the hands, finger cymbals, a kind 
of percussion instrument consisting of two pieces of 
wood fitted with small cymbals, one held by the fingers 
and the other by the thumb': 1 7*3 , 8 8.1 ; karatari,
1 1 5 .8  (r.); cf. tala
n.m. (= karman-) 'action, deed': -u, 1 0 5-ii-vi
n.f. (S.) 'pity, compassion': 25-2, 61.2
adj. (S.) 'low, soft, melodious': -i, 3.7
n.f. (S.) 'strife, quarrel, the (present) iron age':
105.ii.ii, 128.7
n.f. (kalya-) 'ease, relief': 93 .2  
n.f. (kali-) 'bud': 116.1 7, 116 .20  
n.m. (kallola- ) 'gambol, frolic': 3 -7
interr.pron. (kah punar) 'who, what ?': 2 .3 0 , 6 6.2 , . :
79.4; kaune: 50.3, 105.i.3, 113.4; cf. VI.4, pp. 191-2
n.m. (kamala-) 'lotus': 1 .8 , 11.7, 28.2 , 34.2, 48.3,
6 8 .2 , 6 8 .1 2, 1 05.ii.2 , 1 11.3 , 112.2 , 1 16.2 0 , 118.9 ; 
cf. kamala
v.t. (kasati) 'rub (on a touchstone)': -u, 128.4
n.m. & adj., obi. sg. (= kusumbha-) 'safflower, saffron- 
coloured': 84.3, 116.7
n.f. (kasapattika- ) 'touchstone': 128.4
v.i. & t. (kathayati) 'say, speak': -ata, 1 2.3 , 21.1 (bis),
71.7, 92.3, 1 0 1.2 , 107.6 ; -ami, 70.207^2.1; -ave, 82.4;
-i, 2 .1 0, 7 .6  (rep.), 8 .3 , 7o73, 120.1 5; -1 , 1 1.11, 6 2 .1 ,
6 7 .2 , 6 8 .6 ; -le,. 59.3; -e, 43.4, 115.4, 1 2 0.2 ; -0 , 3 2.6 ,
40.2, 115.12; i-o, 7-4, .35.7, 4 9 .5 , 59.1, 59.4, 8 2.1 ,
1 1 5.2 1 , 120.14; -^o, 7.4 , 4o.4, 4 3 .2 , 9 5 .1 , 117.11
adv. & rel.pron. 'where ?': 1 2.8 , 7 1.3 ; kaha: 94.3*; 
emph. forms: kahu, 6 2.2*, 7 5 .2 , 120.6 , k5hi, 26.4 (r.)
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kaha
kahu
ka
kai
kamti
i ■ +
kahi
, - *
kachani
kaja
kana 
kanana 
kanar o 
kanuya
kan(h)a
kama"'
interr.pron. & adj. (kirn) ’what 3 2.6 , 35-7,49.5,
59.1 , 8 2 .1 , 8 2. 9 0 . 5 ,  94.1, 115.12, 115.21, 120.1 , 
120.14; kaha (metr.), 49.8; obi. kahe 'why ?’, 109.1 ; 
kahe ko, 37.2, 39.2, 65.2, 95.1, 101.1 , 1 0 5 .i.4, 11 
1 13.1 ; kahe na ’why not ?’, 108.1-5; kiha, 18.1
cf. kaha
gen.postp 5 9-2 , 114.4; ko, 1 .^ f, 2 .2 2 , 3 *8 , 3*9, 
if.2 2, 6.5, 11.7, 1 1.1 0, 14.2, 14.3 (bis), 14.5, 16.6 ,
2 0.1 , 2 0.3 , 2 0.6 , 2 2.1, 44.1, 45.1 (rep.), 46.4, 49.7,
49.8, 6 5.1 , 6 8.3 , 6 9.1 , 84.3 (bis), 86.2, 86.4, 90.2,
93.2, 105.i.3 (bis), 105.ii.iv, 106.4, 107.6, 1 16.6 ,
117.2, 118.6 , 1 2 5.6 , 127.3; ki, 1.2, 4.9, 5.3, 5.4, 8.1,
9.2, 9.12, 10.3, 11.2, 11.7, 11.10, 11.11, 12.4, 14.2, 
(15.3), *1*5-6, 16.4, 18.2 , 18.3, 19.3, 27.1, 36.3,39.4,
46.2, 47.5, 48.2, 51.4, 53.1, 54.2, 55.11, 56.7, 60.7, 
62.1, 65.3, 67.7, 67.13, 67.17, 68.10, 70.2, 70.7,
71.9, 73.1-4, 74.3, 75.1, 75.2, 79.2, 8 1 .2 , 84.3, 84.4,
85.17, 90.3, 91.3, 94.2, 95.2, 97.1, 9 8 .1 , 99.3,102.4,
106.2 , 107.7, 107.8, 107.10, 112.4, 116.7, 116.9,
116.17, 116.24, 116.25, 117.12,-118.12, 120.14, 124.9, 
124.18; ke, 2 .2 6 , 2.27, 2.28/29, 5.2, 9.4, 11.2, 11.4,
11.5, UTS, 11.8, 11.9 (bis), 12.8, 14.7, (2 6 .2 ), 3 6.1 ,
3 8 .2 , 39.1, 39.3, 42.4, 45.3, 45.7, 48.1, 49.6, 50.3,
53.2, 53.4, 6 2.4 , 6 3 .1 , 63.4, 64.4, 65.3, 6 5 .4 , 70.17,
71.13, 75.1, 8 0.1 , 84.2, 110.1, 112.2, 113.3, 1-15.2, 
(115.10), (1 19.2 ), (120.1 6), 122.2, 125.2; + mahi, 1.9,
67.13, 70.12; + maddhi, 15.5; +-samga/-i, 3*34, 17*1,
31.5, 104.1
cf. ko/koi/kou
n.f. (S.) ’splendour, beauty*: 1.2, 1.22 
cf. kaha
n.f. (kaksya-)'’garment worn over loincloth, kind of 
skirt’: 2*. 3 0 , 11.9, 19-3, 34.5, 47.6, 50.7, 68.10
n.m. (karya-) ’work, business': kiha - 'for what 
purpose ?', 18.1 ; cf. karaja
n.m. (karna-) 'ear': -i, 11.4; -na, 78.5; cf. kan(h)a
n.m. (S.) 'fprest, grove': 52.7, 55.3, 67.9
n.m. (< kanada- (ragini)) the name of a raga: 24.4
n.m. (var. of kanha< krsna-) Krsna: 85.1/2/6/7/8/12/13/ 
18/19/20/24
n.m. (krsna-) Krsna: 1.15, 63.4, 101.1; -u, 35-6 (rep.),
a  | « a  • • « a  „  - _ — a
120.12; cf. kanai, kanaiya, kanuya
n.m. (S.) Kama, '(the god of) love or desire': 2.23/29, 
44„4, 85.4, 100.4
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kama^ 
kamari 
kara .j a 
karane
MMMMMB • MB
kare
kala
kahe
kahu
kiu
kirakani
■BBM • MMBBBBM
kimnari
kichu
kidara
kinu
kirani
• BM
kisi
kisora
V
kisori
ki
kuara
kumkaraa
MMB • —
kumja
n.m. (karman-) ‘action, task, work1: 59*3, 105*i*3;
-i, 42.1
n.f. (kambala-) ‘woollen cloth or blanket’: 75.3; 
dimin. kamariya,-127.1 (rep.) !
n.m. (karya-) ‘work, business*: grha ♦ 'household 
affairs, chores’, 27*3, 47-7, 111 IB”
postp. (S.) 'on account of': 3*12
adj., m.pl. (kala-) 'black, dark-blue': 63*4, 85.11
n.m. (S.) 'time, fate, death': 105*ii.v, 128.7
>}
.cf. kaha
cf. kaha and ko/koi/kou
interr. particle (kirn) !why . 14.1
n.f. (= kinkini-) 'small bell': 70.12, 116.2 6;
+ jhala, perhaps menaing 'a band of small bells 
or cymbals round the waist or wrist' (cf. Monier- 
Williams, kinkinijalamalin, MBh.), 50.6
n.f. (S^) 'musical instrument' (either a kind of lute, 
cf. the classical kimnari vina, or the percussion 
instrument made from metal which is also called karkari/ 
kirakari/kimgari): 30.3, 45.5, 6 0 .5
cf. kachu
n.m. (= kedara-) the name of a raga: 117-12; -o, 79.2 
interr.particle (,<klm + na ?) 'why not ?': 1 28.7 , cf. 
n.f. (kirana-) 'ray, beam': 5*2, 8 .3 , 74.4, 8 3 .3  
cf. ko/koi/kou
n.m. (ki§orh-) 'boy, youth': 2.25* 3.4, 12.1, 55.6/12/ 
18/24, 57.9, 107.9
n.f. (f. of prec.) 'maiden': 10.2, 77.1, 86.1, 9 1 *3 ,
103.1, 104.4, 105.i*2, 108.6 , 124.1
cf. ka
n.m. (kumara-) 'boy, youth': 3.32; kuara, kuari cf. kuvari
n.m. (= kunkuma-) 'i*ed powder': 52.5, 57.6
n.m. (S.) 'arbour, bower, grove': 1.10, 3.2, 3*9, 3*15,
4.21, 22.5, 35*2, 36.4, 43.1, 48.1, 54.1, 58.4, 96.2, 
124.19; + kela, 41.3; -bihari, an epithet of Krsna, 5*3, 
61.5; + bhavana, 6.2, 11.1, 24.1, 66.1, 99*2, 100.1,
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kumdala
kumtala
kutuhala
kubaja
kula
kulahala
kuvari
kusama
kuhamk- 
kuhu 
ku ku 
kula 
ke
keta
kedho
kel-
keli
kevala
kesa
107.3, 107.5, 115.2, 1 16.1 , 116.3 0 ; + mamdira, 3*38, 
120.1 6; + mahala, 3*31; + lata, 3*11, 4T7/12, 55-5;
-e (r.), 1 .13/1 8, 46.2; -na, 15.1, 3 1 .6 , 62.4, 6 3 .2 ,
65.2, 73.4, 75.4, 76.2, 79.1, 83.3, 89.1, 94.1, 98.1,
106.1 , 108.4, 111.7, 117.1, 118.1 1, 122 .'2 , 123.5,
127.4
n.m. (S.) 'earring': 2.14, 11.4, 50.5, 6 8 .3 , 78.5,
123.4
n.m. (S.) 'hair, lock': 9.11, 6 8 .3
n.m. (S.) 'mirth, enjoyment': 67.14, 85.22, 103.4;
cf. IV.3.3.2.5
n.f. (= kubja-) Kubja ('hunchbacked', a woman of 
Mathura whom Krsna cured): 71-13» f «
n.m. (S.) 'family, community': 33-7, 67.8* 105.ii.3
n.m. (= kolahala-) 'uproar': 8*5 .5 ; -u, 3 -8 , 5 5 .1 0
n.f. (kumari-) 'maiden': 124.5; kuari, 3-34; 
kuara (for kuari), 20 .1
n.m. (= kusuma-) 'flower': 1 .1 1, 48.3, 52.3, 6 7 .2 ,
70.4, 8 1 .1 , 85.5i; -na, 46.2, 55.7, 75.5
v.i. (<kuhumkara-) 'cry (of birds)': -je, 67.4
n.f. (S.) 'new moon': 48.2, 74.3; cf. 62.3 fn.
onom. for bird song: 5 7 .8
n.m. (S.) 'bank': 70.17; -£, 116.16; -is (r.) 53.2
conj. (<kim ?) 'or': 5 6.8 ; cf. ka
pronom.adj. (*kiyatta-) 'how much ?'): 7*6
adv. (related to krta- ?) 'whether, otherwise': 109 .3
v.i. (kelati) 'play, sport': -ahi, 3 -6
n.f. (S.) 'play, amorous sport': 3-21, 4.15, 55-3;
-a, 1 .13/1 8, 1 .2 1, 3.1, 3 .2 8 , 10.4, 1 3.6 , 2 0.6 , 38.7,
41.3, 44.3, 46„4, 52.7, 5 8 .8 (parama-3 , 62.4,-73.4,
107.5, 1 15.1 0; (r.) 50.4
n.m. (S.) 'only, alone', the poet's name occurring in 
the last or penultimate line of each poem and of each 
stanza of the longer poems. The form kevalajana is 
used in padas 15, 1 6, (29), 31, 3 2 , 3^, 35, 47, 49, 5 2, 
53, 55, 56-6 0 , 62-71, 7 8, 8 3 , 8 5 , 113, 114, 1 2 8, and 
kevalajanu in 1 1, 17, 19, 33, 46, 5 0 , 105.ii.11
n.m. (kesa-) 'hair': -na, 9.11
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kesara
kaise
ko
ko/koi/kou
koila
ko
kokila
koti
komala
kori
kosa
kau
kaue
kautaka
kaustubha
kaune
kripa
krisna
krida
n.m. (S.) 'saffron, yellow or red powder1: 52-5
pronom.adv. (kidrsa-) 'of what kind, how ?': 2 6 .2 ,
28.3, 54.4, 6TTiT, 97.2, 120.2 , 120.15; Cf. IV.3.3.5.5
i
gen.postp. cf. ka
indef.pron. (ka&cid) 'some one, anyone1: ko, 5 .1 ,
2 0.3 , 23.%, %9.8; k8f. 1.9, 71.9, 112.1, 123.2; 
kou, 1.23, %.1 7,_3 3 .2 , 92.3; obl.f. kal, 35.3,63.3,
7 1.7 ; obl.m. kahu, 12%.1 3; obi. kisx^ 7 1.1 1;
Cf. v.2 .2 , P ri75
n.m. (kokila-) 'the Indian cuckoo Cuculus indicus':
122.4; cf. kokila
postp. (= Old Hindi kahu < kaksa-) accusative/dative . 
marker: 1 .2 , 3 .1 , 3.2B7”3.35, *9 .6 , 1 1.3 , 2 2 .6 , 2 9 .2 (bis),
32.3,32.5,37.2,39.1,39.2,39.3,40.4,41.3,42.1,
48.2, 49.1, 5 4.2 , 56.7, 5 7.4 , 6 3 .2 , 7 1.2 , 71.3, 7 7.4 ,
80.4, 81.4 (bis), 8 8 .2 , 91.1, 100.1-4*, 101.1 , 101.3,
101.4, 1 05.i.4, 1 0 5.ii.v, 113.1, 115.4, 115.9, 116.1 2,
1 1 7.1 0, 117.11, 1 18.1 , 120.7, 1 20.8 , 124.10, 124.23,
1 25.4 , 125.5, 127.1; kau, 1 2.8 , 15.4, 16.5
n.f. (S.) 'female of the Indian cuckoo': 3*7, 57.8; 
cf. koila
n.f. (S.) 'ten million': 85.22, 90.3, 116.4; -a, 2.13,
3 .2 0 , 3.33, 9.4, 49.2, 51.2,
adj. (S.) 'tender, charming': 87*3
n.f. (koti-) 'edge, corner': 1 05.i.2 ; -a, 107 -7
n.m. (kolisa-) 'pod, seed vessel': 34.2
cf. ko
n.m., obl.sg. (<koSa- ?) 'pot, dish': 7 1 .8
n.m. (= kautuka-) 'festivity, celebration': 3*7, 29.1;
-u, 3 .2 8 , 4.15, 4.21
n.m. (S.) 'jewel' (viz. the one on the breast of Visnu/ 
Krsna which was obtained when the ocean was churned3:
2 l2 8 , 50.6
cf. kavana
n.f. (= krpa-) 'mercy, grace, kindness': 41.2, 44.1
n.m. (= krsna-) Krsna: 1.1/6, 1.22M  • •  •  7
n.f. (S.) 'play, amorous sport': 4.22, 56.5
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khamjana 
khamjarIta
— M  « T I « — .
khaga
khac-
kharak-
khas-
khiji
khir-
khila-
khilona
kheda
khel-
khod-
khobhi
khora
khol-
kholi
garaga 
gamjana 
gamdha 
gambhira 
gagari
n.m. (S.) 'wagtail* (Montacilla alba): 9-8, 11.5,22.2
n.m. (S.) 'wagtail': 1.8
n.m. (S.) 'bird': 70.10 I
v.i. (*khacyate) 'be set, be studded': -ita, 124.3;
-o, 55.2
v.i. (khatakhatayate) 'crackle, rustle': -atu, 94.1 
v.t. (*khass-) 'snatch': -_i, 118 .10
v
n.f. (formed fr. v.i. khij- < ksiyate) 'irritation, 
arrogance': 13*4
v.i. (*khil-) 'be scattered, open out, expand':
-ye, 16.2 ; -yo, 39.2
v.t. (caus. fr. *khel-) 'play with': -vata, 125-3
n.m. (cf. Pk. khilavana <*khil-) 'toy': 114.1
n.m. (S.) 'exhaustion': 8 .3 , [43*3]
v.i. (*khel-) 'play': -ata, 4.19/24, 10.2, 11.1,
19.1 (bis), 2 3 .2 , 31-1 ,“45.1, 46.1, 52.4, 52.6, 53.1, 
55.19, 57-2, 60.4, 67-14, 73.2,- 76.2, 104.3, 1 0 8.6 ,
111.6, 125.2; -ahi, 3-5; -e, 122.1; -e, 21.4;
-o, 40.5; -ye, 3.24
v.t. (*khodd-) 'dig, scrape M,the ground)': -ata, 120.5
n.f. (derived fr. v.i. khub- <*skubhyate ?) 'a kind 
of jewel (stud for the ear)': 2.14
n.f. (related to *khotayati ?) 'horizontal mark on 
the forehead of sandai paste (esp. in which a 
pattern is scratched with the fingernails)': 19-3, 
68.10
v.t. (*kholl-) 'open': -ata, 108.2 ; -i, 33-8;
-e, 71.97^1,. 29.2
n.f. (dimin. of khola-) 'hat, cap': 1 18 .12
n.f. (S.) the Ganges: 100.2; -a, 9.12
adj. (S.) 'contemning, putting to shame': -u, 2.19
n.m. (S.) 'odour, fragrance': 105.ii. 3; -u, 70.11
adj. (S.) 'deep': 31.3, 110.2 (ati~)
n.f. (gargara- ) 'jar, waterpot': 124.2
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are
gada
gati
gan-
Sa.r.a.3-
eal1
gavana
gah-
gaharu
gai
£§-
gaj-
gata
gana
w
gamuni
gali
gir-
giridhara
giridhari
n.m. (S.) 'elephant1: 1.5, 2.8, 3*26, 3.27, 4.2, 12.2,
22.3, 33.4, 47.2, 75.3, 102.4, 114.5, 116.2 6, 119.5,
124.6
»
n.m.,obi.pi. (Platts :<gar jar a«r , 'a wrist-ornament 
(orig.'carrot-shaped')*3'bracelets' (esp. with 
gold or bead work'): 84.2
n.m. (S.) 'spear': -u, 64..4
n.f. (S.) 'movement, gait, condition, salvation': 10.2,
19.2 , 2 3.2 , 34.8, 44.4, 5 6.6 , 5 8.1 , 6 0.3 , 8 6 .3 , 8 8.1 ,
118.13, 124.6
v.t. (ganayati) 'count': -I, 2.9, 2 .30, 24.2; -o, 108.3 
v.i. (garjati) 'thunder, roar..'.: J-ata, 24.4;’cf. gaj- 
n.f. (*gali-) 'street, alley': 111.2
n.m. (gamana-) 'going, coming': 65.4, 116.2
v.t. (*crahati) 'grasp, seize': -anl, 54.3*5 -i, 59.4,
89.3, 9 0 .2 ; -e, 1 8 .2
n.m. (Platts: //gah(a)ri < Pk. gahadio < graha+ra-i-ika) 
•delay': 51.1
n.f. (gavi-) 'cow': 3 1.5 , 75*3; gaiyana; 78.2, cf. gau
v.i. Be t. (gapayati) 'sing': -i, 33.2, 125.6; -le. 56.1, 
70.1; -u, 128.2; -(S)u,118.14; -(a)uda, 111.5; -e, 71.14; 
-£0 , 55-10, 57.10, 117.13; -vata, 3.22, 3.26, 10T1, 17.2, 
23.2 , 24.4 , 30.4 , 31.4 , 37.4738.7, 45.5, 55.16, 57.5,
60.3, 67.10, 79*2, 86.3, 88.1, 96.4, 103.4, 122.5; -ve,
6.2, 19.2, 49.8, 116.33, 122.10, 1 2 8.6 ; -ve, 53.2; -vo, 
1 1 7 .1 2
v.i. (garjati) 'thunder, roar': -e, 8 0 .1 , 122.4; cf. garaj-
n.m. (gatra-) 'body': 115 .1 0
n.m. (S.) 'singing, song': 4.21, 46.3
adj. (= gaminl) 'going, moving': 2.8, 3.26, 4.2, 75-3,
102.4; cf. IV.3-3.2.3
n.f. (S.) 'abusive speech, taunt': *122.7
v.i. (*girati) 'fall': -jl, 12.7 (rep.), 40.4, 119.3;
-I, 75.2
n.m. (S.) 'holding up the[ Govardhana] mountain'
(epithet of Krsna): 4.1/6; -u, 114.1; -£na), 22.4
n.m. (S.) same as prec.: 13*1, 27.8, 61.2, 6 7 .5 , 88.4,
114.6, 123.6
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gita n.m. (S.) 'song': 3-26, 55*1 6, 5 8.6 , 86.3
gum j- v.i. (gunjati) 'hum, buzz': -ata, 5 5.5 ; -ahl, 3 *3 ;
-e, 1.14, 46.2 ;
gum ja n.f. (S.) 'humming, buzzing': 1.15
guthita adj./pp. (formed fr . guth- q.v.fon anal, with
grathita ?): 'plaited': 81.*1
gunanuvada n.m. (S.) 'extolling of virtues, eulogy1: 128.2
guna n.m. (guna-) 'virtue, good quality': 37*3, 37*4,44.2,
5 0.5 , 55IS/9, 8 5 *1 1 , 110.2, 118.14, 122.10
gupala n.m. (= gopala-) 'cowherd' (epithet of Krsna): 3*23,
17*1, 29.1 (+ lala), 33*1 (+ lala), 38.2',*‘84.4
gura adj. or n.m. (= guru- ?): 100.3 *
gulala n.m. (<gundaka- ?) 'red powder (used at the Holi
festival!': 52.4, -u 57«5
guth- v.t. (guphati x gamthai < granthhyati): 'thread, entwine':
-i, 55.8; cf. guthita
grha n.m. (S.) 'house, home': 2 6.3 , 28.4, 35.6, 53-5, 55.4
(rep.), 6 7 .6 (rep.), 68.7, 71.4, 7 1.14 (rep.), 123.6  
(rep.); + karaja 'household affairs, chores', 27*3,
47.7, 111.8; + dhamdha idem , 45.8; -i, 59*4; cf. ghara
gaina n.m. (gagana-) 'sky': 16.4
gokha n.m. (gavaksa-) 'window': 35-3
goda n.m. or f. (*goddi-) 'breast, lap': 73*3; 125.3
gopa n.m. (S.) 'cowherd, herdsman': 111.6, 118.6
gopika n.f. (S.) 'cowherdess, milkmaid': 57*3
gopi n.f. (S.) same as prec.; 55*4, 55*7
gopijana n.f. (S.) same as prec. (esp. collectively as followers
of Krsna): 3*12, 3-16, 40.3, 45.6, 5 8.3 , 67.17, 69-5,
111 S  '
gopinatha. n.m. (S.) 'lord of the cowherdesses' (epithet of Krsna):
29.4
gori cf. gaura
goli n.f. (<gola- ?) 'servant, slave': 1 18 .8
gohana cf. 124.24*
n.f. (*gava~) 'cow': 29-2; cf. gal
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gaura adj. (S.) ’white, fair1: 3*38, 70.3, 86.1, 115-20;
g o r i, 73-2, 103-3
gyana n.m. (= jnana-) 'knowledge1: 27-2 «
i
griha cf. grha
griva n.f. (= griva-) 'nape of the neck': 44.3, 48.2, 116.21
gvala <n.m. (gopala-) 'cowherd, herdsman': 29-2
guari n.f. (f. of prec.): 119-1
gvarani n.f. (= gvarin, or obl.pl. of prec.) same as prec.: 27*7
ghat-
ghata
ghata
ghana
ghara
ghas-
ghata
ghata
ghora^
ghora^
ghol-
v.i. (ghatate ?) 'happen': -i, 4.10 
n.m. (S.) 'pot*: -u, 8.4, 43-3
n.f. (S.) 'mass of cloud': 75-3, 77-1 (+ _si), 82.3,
117-6
n.m. (S.) 'cloud': 2-7, 3-30, 5-3, 15-6, 31-3, 63-2,
70.16, 8 0 .1 , 87-4; -1 (r-)., 24.4
n.m. (grha-) 'house': 55-17*; -jL, 9-10, 2 8.2 ; -£, 7 1-1 ; 
gharo ghari 'from house to house', 27-4; cf. grha, sughara
v.t. (gharsati/*ghrsati) *'rub': -u, 128 .3
n.m. (formed fr. *ghattati ?) 'bad behaviour, shortcoming* 
42*4
n.m. (S.) 'blow, injury': 114.5*
adj. (S.) 'tremendous, menacing': + ghana, 31-3* 70.16,
8 0 .1
\
n.f. (*ghora-< ,ghur ?) 'sound*: 107-10
v.i. (<gholayati ?) 'sacrifice oneself, be devoted to':
-1 , 118-5
cau cf. ca(h)u
camda n.m. (S.) 'moon': 24.5, 54.2, 74-4, 77-3, 79-2, 106.2;
-a (r.), 1.22, 45.2; -u, 71-6, 71-7, 8 2 .2 , 83.1
camdana n.m. (S.) 'sandalwood, paste or powder made from -':
19-3, 52.5, 68.10, 74.2, 85-8/9; -u, 57.6
camdrama n.m. (= candramas-) .'moon*: 2 .1 3
camd(r)ika n.f. (S.) 'moonlight, crescent-shaped jewel worn on the
head, peacock feather': 22.5, 111.2, 123-2
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campa n.m. (S.) 'jasmine1: -£, 116.17
cakora n.m. (S.) 'partridge' (Perdrix rufa, fabled to
subsist on moonbeams): 74.4, 81.3, 83*4, 106.4,116.12
i
cakrita adj. (= cakrita-) 'alarmed, astonished': 5 8 .7
cakhiya (rhyming participial formation fr. cakh- <.*caksati ?)
'tasted': 97*4
catak- v.i. (*cata-) 'crackle': pp.f. -l 'thunderstruck,
amazed', 34.3, 46.3, 47.2, 93.2,“ 110.3
catapati n.f. (cf. *catt-) 'desire to taste': 7 5.1 , 83.4
cadh- v.i. (*cadhati) 'rise, ascend': -i, 70 .19
catura adj. (S.) 'clever, cunning': 1.14, 5.5, 22.1, 26.5
3 0.6 , 3 9 .2 , 53.1, 8 3 .2 , 8 6.2 , 88.3, 9 4.2 , 9 5 .4 ; 
maha~, 4.5
caturata n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'cunning, skill': 5 6 .3
caturai
capat-
capala
capala 
carana
cara-
carita
cal-
cala
calana
cala-
cahata
ca(h)u
n.f. (formed fr. catura-) same as prec.: 6 3.3 , 8 5 .1 1, 
120.17
v.t. (cf. *capp- etc.) 'squeeze, embrace': -I, 70.3
adj. (S.) 'flashing, darting (of eyes)*: 19.2, 33.6,
76.1, 78.4; cf. capala
n.f. (S.) 'lightning': 77.2; -a (for -^a ?), 3 6 .3
n.m. (= carana-) 'foot': 68.12, 1 28.1 ; -e, 111.7;
-o, 85.23
v.t. (caus. fr. car- c carati) 'graze': -e, 114.3, 
-vata, 31.5
n.m. (caritra-) 'exploits': 115.21
v.i. (calati) 'move, go': -ata, 1.5, 2.8, 3.26,3.27,
8.2, 10.3, 17.2, 47.2, 124.57"-ahu, 4.11, 6.6, 7.6,
9.14, 43.1, 108.5; -i, 13.1, 28.3, 8 1 .1 ; -ie,M8.4; 
-1 ,. 3.17, 4.13/18, 14.7, 3 5 .3  ^5 7 .3 , 1 07.8 ; -u, 99.1; 
-e, 111.4; -o, 2.4, 2.5, 4.2, 57-3, 107.4; -^e, 1 .19/ 
24, 3-1, 1 2.8 , 14.8, 124.11; -^o, 2 8.5 , 34.3, 115 .16
adj. (S.) 'moving': 55.23, 69.2; cf. bolicalu 
n.m. (S.) 'motion': 3*8
v.t. (caus. fr. cal-) 'make move, shoot': -vahl, 2.15 
cf. cah-
adj. (cf. caturah) occurring with ora/-i 'on all four 
sides': 73-3, 7712, 86.2, 91.1, 105.ii.2
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cari
caru
cala
cah-
camdanl n.f. (*candrana-) ’moonlight1: 73.1, 79*2, 106.2
catika n.m. (= cataka-) 'the bird Cucculus melanoleucus1
(fabled to subsist on raindrops falling during svati 
naksatra): 3*3, 3*8, 31.**, 57-8, 6 7 .**, 69-3, 70.13; 
cf/lV.3.3.2.2
adj. (catvari) 'four': 4.4, 84.1, 105.ii.1;
-u, 124.4* (rep.); -e (r.) 50.6, 125.6
adj. (S.) 'pleasing, beautiful': 2.27, 24.5, 38.4,
89.3; Cf. 124.4 fn.
n.f. (*calya-) 'motion, gait': 1.5, 3*27, 12.2, 1 5.5,
17.2, 22.3, 33.**, 3 8.1, 47.2, 111.4, 112.2, 124.6;
-a (r.), 116 .26
  v.t. (*cah-) 'desire, look for': -ata, 65-1, 87.3,
101.4 (with -a- for rhyme), 105«i.4, 106.2;-yo, 32.7
caha n.f. (*cah-) 'desire': 27.2
cahata n.f. (<*cah- ?) 'desire, love': 101.4
cikano adj. (cikkana-) 'smooth, oily': 8.4*, 43.3
cit- v.t. (citta-) 'look, pay attention to': -£, 61.2,
105.ii.viii, 107.1
cita n.m. (citta-) 'mind': 2.26, 122.6; -u, 1 3*3, 1 6.6 , 6 5.**,
79.**, 111.4; ~cora 'stealer of the mind*, 55.17 (maha-), 
~corT, f.adj., 70.21; ~ vita cori 'stealing mind and 
wherewithal', 122.6
citav- v.t. (citta-) 'look at': -ata, 4.7/12, 7.5» 3**»7» **1.1,
45.7, 66.1, 71.12, 75.3, 103.**; -i, ****.1, 105.i.1,
106.3 (rep.), 107.7, 108.4, 117.5 (rep.)
citavani n.f. (derived fr. prec.) 'glance': 5 0.2; -a, 60.8,
28.4 (~hi)
citav- v.t. (caus. fr. citav-) 'make some one look at':
-ata, 89.3
citralekhi n.f. (= citralekha-) 'painting': 70.19
cibaku n.m. (= cibuka, metathesis or -u for dir.sg.?) 'chin':
2.22, 89.3, 116.19 
ciru adv. (cira-) 'for long': 118.4
cihana n.m. (= cihna-) 'mark, sign': 1 6.5, 101.2, 113*2
cira n.m. (S.) 'strip of cloth, scarf': -u, 44.3*
cumb- v.t. (cumbati) 'kiss': -ata, 125.**
cukhu n.m. (<caksus- ?) 'eye1: 105-i.1, 122.10, 123.1
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v.i. (*cubhyate) 'be pierced': -i, 120.11
v.t. (caus. fr. cor-) 'steal*: -i, 92.3
v.t. (*cukk-) 'forget': -ie, 2 6 .3
(pp.f. fr. cun- < cinoti with -u- fr. tunna-, guphati 
or *vunati ?). 'threaded, sleeted, choice': 8 1 .3
n.f. (cuda-) 'bracelet, bangle1: 124.4; curlya, 84.1
n.m. (related to cit ?; Platts: n.f.< citra + ka): 
'spell, deception': 68.1
n.f. (*cella-) 'female pupil, follower': 9k.b 
n.m. (< cayana- ?) 'repose, peace of mind': 1.7/12,
1 .2 0, 4.8, 16.5, 24.6, 3 6 .2 , 46.3, 6 1 .3 , 62.3, 6 3 .2
n.m. (ccaturvaya- ?) 'fragrant paste, unguent' (Platts: 
'of four ingredients, viz. sandal, agallochum, saffron, 
and musk; or ambergris, saffron, musk, and the juice of 
the flowers of the Arbor tristis'): 52.5, 57.6,85.8/9 
(coya)
n.m. (related to ksubh ?) 'desire, enthusiasm, 
attraction for': 7 1.1 3; cf. 5 ^ .3 fn.(caupa)
cf. coa
v.t. (corayati) 'steal': -a , 7 9 ; -yo, 1 6.6 ; cf • cita 
n.m. (S.) 'thief': 2.26; cf. cita
v.t. (cf. *cul-/*col—) 'move, agitate': -ata; 1 0 8.5 ; 
-x, 1 18.8 ; ^e7  29l7f7
cf. 5 ^ .3 fn.
chagana magana adj. (<canga- or utsanga- + magna- ?) an
expression of endearment for a young child: 12 5.^
chak- v.i. (*chakka-) 'be astonished, be intoxicated':
-££, 1.16, 9^ .5
chatano n.m. (<*chatt- ?) 'shelter': 127 .3
chabi n.f. (= chavi-) 'beauty': 1 .1/6 , 1.2 , 1 .8 , 1 .9 , 1 .1 5,
2.5, 3.10/20/30/40, 9.13, 1 0.3 , 1 1.1 0, 1 1.11, 1 2.6 ,
1 6.4 , 19.3 , 24.2, 3 0 .2 , Jk.k, 3 6.4 , 3 8 .5 , V?.7 , 48.4, 
^9.3, 53.^, 55.6/12/18/24, 56.3, 58.7, 60.4, 62.2,64.3,
6 7 .17, 6 8 .8 , 70.3, 70.14, 7 0.1 8, 72.5, 73.3, 7^ ,  7 6.1 ,
7 7.2 , 78.5, 7 8.6 , 8 1 .4 , 8 2 .2 , 8 3.2 , 84.3, 8 6 .1 , 9 6 .2 ,
97.3, 9 8.4 , 100.4 , 102.2 , 1 03.2 , 104.2, 105.i.2 , 111.6 ,
111.9, 112.3, 11^.5, 116.3^, 117.1^, 120.10,120*14,
121.3 , 123.4, 124.5; ati~', 2 .19/2 2, 17.2 , 5 0 .6 , 79*3,
8 5 .1 6 , 95.3, 104.1, 1TST11 , 116.19, 120.4; maha~ , 9-7,
1 1.2 , 2 2 .4 ; chabana (r.), 66.1
cubh-
cura-
cuk-
cunl
curi
cetaku
ceri
caina
coa
coya
cor-
cora
col-
caupa
chabili adj.,f. (chavi- ext. -11a- or < chadmika-) 'sprightly,
pretty': 9.2, 44.3, 51-2, 54.1, 66.1
i
chau n.f. (chaya- ) 'shade': 98.1, 109.2
cha j- v.i. or t. (*chadyati) 'look good' or 'spread around'
( cha- x chadayati ?): -£,11.2
chad- v.t. (chardati) 'leave, abandon': -i, 33»7, 35»3i 67.8;
-e, 120.1, 120.15; -o, 20.5
chani adj.,f. (channa-) 'hidden, concealed': 63*3* 101.1
china n.m. (<ksana- ?) 'moment': 8 2 .3  (rep.); adv. -u, 1 .16
chip- v.i. (*chipp-) 'be hidden': -ata, 8.4, 43.3
chimasi adj. (sanmasika- ) 'occurring after six months': 73*1
chirak- v.t. (*chit-) 'sprinkle': -ata, 52.5i 37-6
chij- v.i. (chidyate) 'waste away': -e, 20.3, 32.5
chin- v.t. (chinna-) 'steal, snatch': -a 116.10*; -o, 123*6
chudraghamtika n.f. (= ksudraghantika-) 'girdle of small? bells':
2 .3 0 , 11 .9
chut- v.i. (*ksutyate) 'leave, get loose, be separated':
-e, 42.2*
chaila adj. (chavl- ext. -11a-) 'handsome, elegant': 9-2, 44.3
chor- v.t. (ksotayati) 'abandon, let go': -£, 77*3
chauna n.m. (*chapa- ext. -nn-) 'yourig one': 114.5
jakar- v.t. (yata- ext.-d-) 'clasp': -1., ?4.2
jag- v.i. (jagrati) 'be awake': -ata, 65.1*; -atu, 106.2 ;
-£2» 93-3; cf. jag-
jaga n.m. (S.) 'world': so.7; -u, 12.4, 92.2, 117.2
jagamaga adj. (*jag-) 'glittering, sparkling': 9.7, 11.6, 68.9 ,
112.3
jaga- v.t. (caus. fr. jag-) 'waken': -1, 89.1
jata n.f. (S.) 'matted hair': 9-12; see also 116.10
jadata adj. (pseudo-S. pp. fr. jad-< * jadati) 's t u d d e d 62.2
jata adv. (yatra) where: ~ kata 'wherever', 42.2
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jatana
janaka
janu
jaba
jamala
jamuna
.jar-
j’arau
jala
.jasa
jasumati
jasoda
jaha
ja-
lac-
jan-
n.m. (= yatna-) 'effort, resistance': 8.4, 120.13
n.m. (S.) Janaka (father of Sita): 12.3
conj*. (fr. imper. of jan- ?) 'like, as if': 15-3
adv. (Bloch, p.92: * javva < yavat): when: 54.4;
~hu 'whenever', 49.y; + kaba, 'whenever': 13.4
n.m. (= yamala-) 'twin, pair': 9 5 .3
n.m. (= yamuna-) the Yamuna (Jumna): 3*8, 30.4, 45.3»
5 3.2 , 58.4,- So.2 , 6 7 .2 , 6 9.2 , 7 0.1 7, 123.5
v.i. (jvarati / jvalati) 'be feverish, burn': -i, 2 8 .6  
(maha~)
n.m. (* j’adati) 'a kind of ornament inlaid or studded 
with gems': 90 .2
n.m. (S.) 'water': 4.2/3, 14.3, 14.6, 70.9, 71.2,116.10; 
-u, 39.3, 121.4; srama + 'perspiration', 15*3
n.m. (yasas-) 'splendour, renown': -u, 6 .2 , 2 0.1 , 1 2 8.5 ; 
sujasu, 125.6
n.f. (= yasomatl-) alternative name for Yasoda (Krsna's 
foster mother): 5 9 *3 , 1 1 8 .2
n.f. (= yasoda-) Yasoda (Krsna's foster mother): 71.12; 
jasuda, 125 • 1 , 1 26.2
adv. (fr. iha with rel. j- ?) where: 124.7 (rep.)
v.i. (yati) 'go, approach, come to': -i, 2.8/16/24/32, 
4.5/11/17723, 3 2.6 , 1 0 5.ii.viii; -I, 3^.3, 5 2.2 , 55.16,
6 7.2 , 6 8.6 , 7 0.2 1, 8 3 .2 , 112.4; -le, 5 6 .2 , 59-3, 107.4 
.(-ie); -(a)u, 98.4, 109-1, 118.14; -(a)uda, 111.4;
-ta, 15.47^0.6, 77-3, 8 2 .3 , 113.3; -vata, 24.2, 124.24; 
-vahu, 8 .2 ; -vaho, 40.1; -ve, 2 .9 , 2 .3 0 , 9*13, 11.11  
(bisT, ,1 9 .6 , So74, 118.13, 1 22.1 0; -vo, 40.1; -vo, 57.3, 
61.4*, 65.4, 8 5 .2 2; -hi, 3 -10/20/30/40, 39.4, 40.2,
40.4, 45.8, 55.6/12/13724, 1 15.1 2; jgai, 3.29, 4.10,8.3,
2 8.6 , 35-6, 47.7, 75.2, 76.2, 76.4, 120.9; £ae, 4.4; 
gayo, 2.14, 4.22, 27-3
cf. jo
v.i. (.jagrati) 'be awake, wake up': -aho, 2 9.1 , 2 9-3 ;
-i, 48.4; -1 , 54.1; -£e, 6 3.1 , 64.1, $573
v.i. Set, (yacyate)'beg': -ana, 20.2
v.i & t. (janati) 'know': -ata, 5 6.8 , 9 5 .2 , 120.7 ;
-atu, 94.3; -i_, 1.19/24, 8.1; -ike, 3*11; -io (for -yo), 
4TT4; -I, 40.5, 66.3, 93.4, 94747 100.2, 100.3, 124.21, 
1 26.2 ; -e, 50.7; -£e, 39.2, 64.1, 64.2, 116 .3 1 , 124.11; 
-££, 75.“4
.jama n.f. ( = yama-) ’night*: 2 1 .3
jamuni n.f. ( = yamini-) ’night’: 3-29, 5 5-2 ; cf. IV.3-3*2.3
jiu/jiu conj. (fr. iu, q.v., with rel. j- ?) 'as, like ’: 2.7 ,3.30
3-39, 4.3, 5 .2 , 5-3, 16.4, 71-2 (jiu), 83 .22 •:
jiu hon. particle (jiva-): 1 8.2 , 2 6.3 , 50.1 (rep.), 6 5 -1 .75*1,
(75 -4), (80.4) , 8 5 7 1 /2/6/7/8/12/13/14/18/19/20/24,85.2 ,87.1,
9 1 .2 , 100.3, 111-7, 1 1 5-1 0, 117.4, 120.1 6, 121.4; cf. ji, 
JTu, ju and V.2.2 p.172.
jina particle of prohibition (yatha na): 9 9 -1 ; see also jo
jive adv. (fr. ive < evam eva with rel. j- ?) 'just so': 6 .3
jihi cf. jo
ji hon. particle (jiva-): 1 01.3 , 102.1 , (1 08.1 )t 1 1 5.1 2;cf. jiu
ji- v.i. (jivati) 'live, be pleased': -je, 2 0.5*; -v8 , 1 1 8.2 ;
-ve, 118.4
jiu n.f. ( jivi-) 'life, soul': 51.4, 120.1 2; c f . jtya, j Yyaro t jiu
jit- v.t. (jita- ) 'win, conquer*: -o, 24.6
jip- v.t. (cf. jita-» anal. pres, stem after MIA. type litta ~
lippa'i 'win, conquer': -i, 36.1
jiya n.f. (jiva-) 'life, soul': 5.4, 39.4 (bis), 105-i.4;
cf. jTu, jTyaro
jiyaro n.m. (jiva- + ext.) 'life, soul': 93.4; cf. jiu, jiya
jivani n.f. (= jivani-) 'life, livelihood, sustenance': 5-4, 14.5,
39.4, 8 5 -20/2 1 , 90.4, 99.3, 1 05-i.4; -a, 50.1
ju metr. form of jiu or j_o ?: 12.3
.juga n.m. ( = yuga-) 'age, era': k.k, 12.8; juga .juga 'from age to
age', 58.8, 72.6, 85.19/2^ (i- i-), 122.9
■juga n.m. or adj. (yugma-) 'pair, both': 70.4, 74.2, 76.4
jugama n.m. (= yugma-) 'pair1: 3 8.3 , 53.3
jugala n.m. (= yugala-) 'pair, couple': 3-10/20/30/40,11*10,48.3,
55.5 , 57.9 , 70.15, 105.ii.2 , 107.9, 128.1; jugaE la] , 116.12
juriya adj., f.pl. (fr. v.i. jur-/jur- < Tyutati ?) 'arranged,
assembled' (esp. with reference to a set of bangles): 84.1
jutha n.m. (= yutha-) 'flock, band': 9-4; juthi juthi, 57-3
jeta pronom.adj. (fr. eta with rel. j- ?) 'so much, as much':
7-4
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jehara
jai
jaikara
jaiso
jo-
jotl
jor-
l°rl
jau
jhabhai
jhakore
jharokhe
jhabe 
jhala 
jhala 
j hunakara 
■ihul-
n.f. 'a kind of anklet': 124.9
n.m. (= jaya-) 'victory' (used as interj.): 55 -10 (rep.) 
(rep.), 57-10
i
n.m. (formed fr. prec.) 'praise, rejoicing': -u, 67 .1 5
pronom.adj. (yadrsa-) 'such as, of which sort': 7 *3 ,
8.4, 43.3; -I, 10.3; -e, 51.4, 77.2, (97.2), 100.2 ,
115.14 (-hi), 119.5
rel.pron. (^a-) 'who, which': 24.3, 24.6, 7 5.2 , 76.1 ,
7 6.2 , 7 6.4 , 7 8.6 , 8 1 .2 , 8 6.3 , 86.4, 9 3.2 , (9 7 -2 ),
1 01.2 , 108.6 ; ja/ja, 39.3 (~hu.), 63.4, 101.4, 115-9
115.13, 117.2, 125.5, 125.6 ; jinahu, 2.17, 39.4; 
jihi, 42.3; see also jau
v.i. & t. (dyotate) 'look at, watch': -vata, 6 1 .2
n.f. (jyotis-) 'light, brightness, moonlight': 11.6 ,
68.9, 85.13/13, 89.2, 117.9
v.t. (*yotayati) 'join': -a, 107.6 ; -i, 36.4, 9 1.2 ,
1 06.1 ; -7‘, 1 03.2 , 108.6
n.f. (*yota-) 'pair, couple': 3 -3 8, 4.16, 10.4, 16.6 ,
24.1, 3 0.1 , 55.11, 6 0.2 , 67.17, 6 9 .6 , 7 0.2 1 , 7 3.2 ,
7 9 .4 , 8 5 .2 0, 8 5 .2 1, 8 6 .1 , 8 7 .4 , 102.4 , 104.4, 122.6 ,
122.9
;onj. (yat) 'if': 42.3, 94.2; jo, 59.j
n.f. (formed fr. jabha- < jrmbhate ?) 'yawn': 16.3 , 39»3
n.f.,dir.pi. (*jhakkol-) 'buffet, flurry, shower':
30.2, 85.9, 1 0 3 .2
n.m.,obi.sg. (<jalagavaksa- ?) 'lattice-window':100.1
n.f. (jhamaka-) 'dusty colour, radiance'': 75*2
n.m.,dir.pi. (// jhabba; related to drbh ?)
'tassels': 84.2
n.f. (*jhala-) 'heat, radiance, golden colour': 1.5,
2.17, 12.6, 38.4, 47.4, 70.8, 122.3; -a (r.), 116.25
n.m. or f. (onora. or related to *jhara-/*jhala- ?): 
50.6; cf. kimkani
n.m. (jhanatkara-) 'jingling, tinkling (of anklets)': 
68.11, 116.27; -I, n.f., 67.12, 102.4
v.i. & t. (*jhulyati) 'swing, wave, rock': -ata, 70.7; 
-u, 118.35 cf- jhul-
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i
.ihula- v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'rock, swing1: -vata, 1 25*3 ; 
jhulavata (metr.), 9 8 .2
.jhumaka adj. (*jhumma- ext. -kk-) used to describe a sari de^orat-ed 
decorated with clusters or pendants of gold, pearls e±c. 
etc. on the portion worn over the head: 9 .5
jhul- v.i. & t. (*jhulyati) 'swing, roek': -ata, 8 3 .1 , 96.4; 
-je, 116.15; -5* 33*4
jhel- v.i. (’jhelati) 'splash, plunge': -a, 10.4, 46.4, 
73.4; -ahi, 3 .1 0
jhol- v.t. (*.iholayati) 'stir, shake, splash': -ata, 1 0 8 .3
O’holl n.f. (*jhola-) .'lap': 118 .3
taka n.f. (tarkayati) 'stare, gaze': 97-4, 1 06 .2
tar-# v.i. (talati) 'move aside, be displaced': -ata, 8.1, 
43.4, 116.14
tahak- cf. 70.9 fn.
tar- v.t. (talayati) 'displace, remove, push aside': • 
-1 , 8.1, 13.3, 43.4; -e, 116.14
tedhi •  —  •«— adj.,f. (♦treddha-) 'crooked, slanting1: 111.4, 112.2
teva n.f. (*tev-) 'habit': 8.1, 13.4, 21.2, 73-4
tona• n.m. (*tona-) 'sorcery, spell': 19.5» 112.1, 114.3» 
123.2; -e, 111.5; -0 , 33.2, 92.3
toll n.f. (*tola-) 'band, gang': 118 .6
thakuranl n.f. (thakkura-) 'honoured lady, goddess': 66.3, 
89.2, 121.2
thag- v.t. (*thagg-) 'cheat, rob': -i, 39.4; -yo, 93.2
thagane pp. (pass. fr. prec.) 'robbed': 39.4
thagorl n.f. (related to *thagg- ?) 'trick, charm': 35.1 (rep.), 
53.5 , 79A, 86A, §3.3, 112.1
that- •  • v.t. (formed fr,*thattha-/tasta- ?): establish, 
perform': -1 , 107.9
thatu• n.m. (<*thatta-/tasta- ?) 'scheme, ploy, affectation: 
8.4, 43.2
than- v.t. (= than-< *sthanya-) 'begin, establish': -I, 24.3; 
-ye, cf. banye; -yo, 53.3
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thltu n.f. (sthaman-) 'place1: 109.3
thahi/thai n.f. (rhyming variant of prec.): 3 1 *3 , 89.4
thadho adj. (stabdha-) 'fixed, standing': 44.3^; -l, 9.1,40.3,
6 6 .1 , 6 9 .5 , 77.1, 8 6 .1 , 115.2, 116.1 , 118.7, 119.3;
-e, 31.3, 36.4, 6 1 .2 , 67.5, 98.1, 100.1, 107.2, 115.5, 
115.11
thora/thaura n.f. (sthavara-) 'residence, place': thora, 107-5;
-I (r.), 8 7 .^; -«[ (r.), 8 5.1 0; thaura* 42.4, 55*11
dagaru n.m. or f. (*dag-; usually f. but -u implies m.):
'path, road':*51.3
dara n.m. (dara-) 'fear, alarm': 128 .7
dar-/dal-? cf. dhar- 
de-
dori
dol-
v.t. (dadati) 'give': pera dede 'sets foot', 1 1 8.8 : 
cf. IV.3-4.4
n.f. (davara-) 'string, thread' (used in expressions 
with mana and lag- meaning 'with fixed attention'):
91.4; -a, 55.23, 1 0 7 . 8 -L (r.), 103.6
v.i. (dolayate) 'wander, roam': -ata, 27.6, 3 1.6 , 72.4,
75.1, 108.4, 110.2, 119.5, 124.17; -ahe, 1.10; -e, 29.1; 
-o, 33.7, 35.5, 71.4
dhatona n.m. (fr. v. dith-< drsta-) 'black mark or patch put on
a child's face to avert the evil eye': 111.8, 114.4, 
116.19; cf. IV.3-4.4
dhar- v.i. (*dhalati) 'flow': -yo, 110.3
dharanl n.m. (formed fr. prec. ?) 'flow; flood1: 110.3
dhararl cf. 76.3 fn. 5 -_©, 116.13
dhari n.m. (formed fr. dhar- ?) 'flow': 115.16
dhar- v.t. (*dhalayati) 'cast away, throw down': -ahuge, 77.4;
-i, 11915; -1 , 54.2; -o, 71.8; -£o, 5 9 .2
dhitona cf. dhatona
• • M M  « M M
dhili adj.,f. (*dhilla-) 'slack, loose': 44.4, 124.6
dhudh- v.t. (*dhundh-) 'search for': -ata, 125.5• « 1 ■ — • • MM — mmmm 7
tambola n.m. (tambula-) 'betel leaf': 2.22, 116.18
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taj-
tata
.
tatamka
M B M  0 wmm 0
tata
tatapara
taturanl
tanu
tapati
tapu
taba
tamacara
tamala
tara
tare
taramga
taraki
taraph-
tarasana
taruna
tarona
talapa
tava
v.t, (= tyaj) 'abandon, leave, give up': -ata, 8.2; 
-ahu, 7 -7S 2 6.2 ; -i, 4.1/6, 4.9, 5.4, 12.8, 27.5,
41.2, 41.4, 44.1, £ 1 .6 , 6 5.4 , 69.3, 74.4, 105.i.2 ,
106.4, 107.3, 107.8, 124.9 :
n.m. (S.) 'bank': 67.2; -i, 45.3, 58.4, 123.5
n.m. (= tatanka-) 'a kind of ear ornament1: 11.4
cf.. thal-.
adj. ( = tatpara-) 'devoted, eagerly engaged in': 1 2 8 .3
adj.,f. (//tuturani, onom. based on trut/thut ?): 
'stuttering, burbling, talking like a child': 87.1; 
totarl, 126.1
n.m. (tanu-) 'body': 2.21, 37.3, 127.2; -a, 3.9, 3»1?,
5 .2 , 6 .2 , 9.5, 1 9.6 , 2 7.6 , 47.4, 47.7, 6 1 .3 , 65.3,
6 6 .2 , 6 8 .7 , 74.1, 75.1, 8 6 .1 , 87.3, 90.4, 101.3, 103.3; 
-i, 3 2 .2
n.f.. (= tapt.i-) 'burning, fever, torment': 71.15
n.m. (= tapas-) 'religious austerity': 116 .16
adv. (Bloch, p.92: *tavva < tavat) 'then': 1.17, 89.4, 
99.4; -hi, 93.3, 115.4, 115.7, 115.11, 124.21; .
-hu, 117.13
n.m. (<tamracuda- ?) 'cock': 51.4, 113.4
n.m. (S.) 'the tree Xanthochymus pictorius': 3-39; 
syama + (a rarer variety of tamala with red flowers 
and a dark trunk, hence associated with Krsna):
37.1, 122.8
n.m. (= taru-) 'tree': 70.2, 74.2, 96.2
adv. & postp. (tala-) 'beneath': 35-2, 77*3, 124.3
n.m. (S.) 'wave': 53*4, 104.2; -ani, 12.6*
n.f. (= tarka-) 'reasoning, argument': 40.4
v.i. (*tadapphad-) 'toss about, be anxious':
-ata, 4.2^ 7 1.2 *
n.m. (= trasana-) 'alarm': 73*4, 100.4
adj. (= taruna-) 'young, tender': 1.7/12
n.m. (related to tatamka- ?) 'earring': 116.11
n.m. (= talpa-) 'couch, bed': 2.25, 48.3, 61.5,117*15
cf. tu/tu
taha/taha/taha adv. (<tatsthane ?) 'there1: 1.14, 3-4, 3*34,
“ ¥719/24, 47.2, 52.4, 55.19, 5 5.2 2, 57-3, 58.5, 61.5,
66.3, 67.5, 6 8 .1 2, 70.1 0, 70.15, 77.3, 85.17, 9 1 .2  
(rep.), 96.3, 100.3, 105.ii.4-, 107.9, 107-10; 
tahi (emph. & r.), 4.14, 31-4-, 67.14-; cf. V.2.2 P* 172
ta/ta
tahi
tadl
tana
tara
tari
tala
tiu
tina/tinu
tinu
tipi.
tilaka
correl.pron. ,obl. of so, 'he, that': 14.2, 14-. 5» 39.4-,
42.1, 105.ii»vi, 124.23; ~hi, 63.4, 1 0 1.4-; tina, 1 2.2 ,
~hu, 3 9.3 ; tinu, 1 2.3 , 14.3, 14.4, 14.5, 14.7, 128.6 ; 
tipi (metr. tihi + pa(h)i ?), 42*3; tisi, 14.3;
tiha, 8 5.1 0 ; tihi, 91.4; teu, 16.5, 1 1 5*8 , 125 .6
cf. taha &c.
cf. tari
n.m. (S.) 'musical phrase': 10.2, 19.4, 23.3, 55.15,
6 7 .1 2, 8 6.3 , 8 8 .3 , 9 2.2 ; -(na), 8 8 .2
n.m. (taraka-) 'stair, pupil of eye1: 16.4; -e, 50.3, 
112.2, 125.2
n.f. (related to *taddha- ?) 'meditation, trance':
67.16 (-d-), 7 0.18‘; ia, 70.5; -i, 119.6
n.m. (S.) 'beat, rhythmic cycle, cymhal, a kind of 
percussion instrument (cf. karatala)': 3 *1 9, 3 0.3 ,
3 8 .6 , 45.5, 60.5, 103.5
conj. (fr. iu/kiu with correl. t- ?) 'just as': 8 5 .2 2
•cf. ta/ta • • ■
cf. t(r)inu .
cf. ta/ta
n.m. (S.) 'forehead mark': 68.3; -u» 2.11, 47.4,
78.5, 112.3
tisi,tiha/tihi cf. ta/ta 
tihari/-e cf. tu/tu
tini n.m. & adj. (trini) 'three': 20.3; -e, 72.5; -o, 123-4
tuca (<tvac- ?) 'skin, complexion': 7 0 .8
cf. tu/tutu jhe 
tuma pron. (yusmad- with t-fr .tuvam)'you*: 4.3, .5.2,5.3,5.5
6.5, 1 3.1 ', 2 5 .3 , 26-5, 27.TT3V.3, 39.1, Vi.4, 42.2 
(bis), 42.4, 61.6, 90.4, 95.2, 99.3, 121.4; -hi, 7-3,
8.2, 25-4, 27.8, 37.3 (bis); tumarl, 4.10, 13"T5, 27.2, 
65.3; -e, 42.2, 125.1
t"1y; adj. (S.) 'comparable': 1.9
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tuhi cf. tu/tu
tut-
. ata.teu
te1
teta
tu/tu pron. (tuvam) 'you'(sg.): 5.6, 18.3 , (22.1), 90.1,
90.4, 82.4 (~hl); tava, 18.3, 8 2 .2 , 90.3, 105.ij-.iv;
tiharl, 5-5, STi, 2 1.2 , 113-2; tihare, 2 0.2 , 94.2;
tuhi, 4.7/12, 41.1, 61.4; tuihe, 2.4; tero, 6 .1 , 6 .2 ,
25.1, 37.4, 99.3, 115.6; tertT (22.3),"£573, 81.4,
82.2, 85.7/12, 90.1, 92.27^.^, 105.ii.iii; tere,
13.2, 13.4, 2 2 .2 , 37.4, 40.5, 42.4, 8 1.1, 85.1767
* 9 0.2 , 1 01.2 , 108.3, 113.2, 118.7, 118.14, 125.2,125.6; 
to,„5 .1*, 6.4, 23.4, 8 1 .4 , 82.4, 120.6 , 120.7, 124.8; 
tohi, 2.5, 2 .1 0, 8 .2 , 2 6.1 , 2 6 .2 ; cf. IV.3.3-5.5
v.i. (trutyati) 'be broken1: -1 , 3 6.2 ; -e, 64.2, 85.4
cf. ta/ta
postp. (for uses cf. VI.3)s 3 *8 , 10.2 , 13*2 , 13.4, 14.2,
15.1, 2 3.2 , 2 6.2 , 27.6, 32.3, 32.4, 37.2, 37.3, 40.2-5,
42.2 (bis), 45.8, 49.2, 49.5, 55.4, 55.21, 56.3, 60.3,
6 7 .6 , 6 7 .1 1, 7 6.3 , 7 8.1 , 84.4, 8 5.1 6, 94.3 (bis), 9 5.3 ,
100.2 , 1 0 1.2 , 105.i«1, 105»i«3, 105.ii.ii, 1 0 5.ii.vi,
115.1 6, 1 16.8 , 120.1 0, 124.22, 125.4, 128.6
conj. (= te <  tathapi) 'and': 118.4
pronom.adj. (from eta with correl. jb- ?) 'so much': 7.3
tero/-e/-1 cf. tu/tu 
telu n.m. (taila-) 'oil': 27«3
taise pronom.adv.(tadrsa-) 'thus, in such a way': 5 *3 ; ~hl,
9 6.2 , 115.14
to conj. (tatas) 'if, then, but': 8 1.2 , 94.4
to(hl) cf• tu/tu
tor- v.t. (trotayati) 'break': -i, 23.4, 77.4; -I, 1 0 .3
tol- v.t. (tolayati) 'weigh': -a, 93*4; -I, 118.13
tras- v.i. (S.) 'fear': -u, 128.7
trahi v. imper. (S., trai) 'protect, save': 105-ii.vii (rep.)
triguna adj. (S.) 'threefold'.: 105.ii.iii
t(r)inu n.m. (= trna-) 'blade of grass, straw': 23.4*;
tinu, 77~4*""
tripati n.f. (= trpti-) 'satisfaction': 1 .15
triball adj. (S.) 'threefold': ~ rekha 'three lines (or creases
in the skin round the neck)', 116.21
tribhamg! adj. (S.) 'bent in three places' (epithet of Krsna,
referring to his way of standing with neck, waist and 
ankle bent): 71.1, 1 1 6.3 2 ; -a (r.) 101.3
- 4 1 7 -
tribhuvana n.m. (S.) 'the three worlds': 51*3, 82.4, 92.4, 115-9;
cf. bhuvana
triya n.f. (strl-) 'woman': 6.4
I
trividha adj. (S.) 'threefold': 52.3*, 57*7; cf. IV.3*3.1*11
treta n.f. (S.) 'age of triads'(the second or silver age):
12.8
trailoka n.m. (S.) 'the three worlds': 1.4
thakita adj. (pseudo-S. pp. fr. thak- <*sthakk-) 'motionless':
69.2
thi- v.i. (sthita- or sthiyate) 'be, become*: -ve, 118.4
thori adj.,f. (stoka-) 'small': 10.1, 3 1*3 , 5 0.5 , 103.5 ;
tholl, 1lFl9
v
thal/thei a dance term (bol), used when calling out dance steps;
occurring .(with or without^tata, another bol) in the 
following combinations: tata thai, 5 8 .1 , 6 7 .12w(rep.); 
tata the!, 8 6 .3 ; tata tei the!, 8 8.1 ; thal thal, 3 .2 3 , 
3.27, 4.20/21, 2 3.2 , 30.4, 38.1, 45.6, 46.3, 60.3; 
thai thal tata thai, 10.1; cf. V.2.2. p. 172
damda n.m. (S.) 'stick, punishment': 8.3*, 43.3“
dadhi n.m. (= udadhi-) 'sea, ocean': 119*2 ; + suta,'moon',
14.5, 11^724
dapha n.m. (Ar. daffun) 'tamb^our, a kind of bass tambourine
without cymbals': 3 8 .6
darap- v.i. (formed fr. darpa- ?) 'be afraid': -yo, 105*ii.viii
darapanu n.m. (= darpana-) 'mirror': 9*3
darasa n.m. (= darsa-) 'sight, glimpse': 14.2
darasana n.m. (- darsana-) 'sight, seeing': 6 7 .7 , 7 3.1 , 100.1 ,
107.2
dala n.m. (S.) 'band, detachment, petal': 28.2, 48.3, 68.2,
85.4, 111.3 ; -u, 24.6
dasa n. & adj. (da£a) 'ten': 3 1 .2 , 93*4
dasana n.m. (dasana-) 'tooth': 116.17* 120.5 , 124.14
dah- v.i. (dahati) 'burn': -ata, 101 .3
dahana n.m. (S.) 'fire, burning': 116.22
dahi n.m. (dadhi-) 'curd, thick sour milk': 7 1.10; cf. dahyo
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dahyo n.m. (variant of prec.) same as prec.: 27.4, 29.5
da gen.postp.: 114.1; voc. dya, 111.1
dag- v.t. (Pers. dag.) 'mark, stain1: -ye, 64.2
dana n.m. (S.) 'gift': -u, 4.11, 7-6, 20.2, 61 .6
dama ,n.m. (= daman-) 'gift': 8.3*, 43*3, 120.2
damuni n.f. (= damini-) 'lightning1: 2.7, 3-30, 5.3, 15.6,
24.4, 6 3 .2 , 75.3, 8 0 .2 , 67.4, 117.6; cf. IV.3.3-2.3
dasi n.f. (S.) 'female servant': 29.3
dikha- v.t. (caus. fr. dekh-) 'show': -(a)u, 2 .5 ; .s
-vata, 8 0 .4; -ve, 49.1 , 49.6; -vo, 2.4
dikhara- v.t. (ext. form of prec.) 'show': -vata, (8 8.2 ),[88.4]
dina n.m. (S.) 'day': 124.23, 127.4 (rep.), 128.3
dinakara n.m. (S.) 'sun': 2.13
divasa n.m. (S.) 'day': 71-2
disa n.f. (dis-) 'direction': 48.4, 93*4
dina adj. (S.) 'depressed, miserable, poor': 1.3, 4.13/18,
7.5, 1 8.2 ; -a (r.), 1 .2 , 115.11
dlnata n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'humility, wretchedness ’: 41.1
dlpaka n.m. (S.) 'lamp': 85.13/18
dlragha n.m. (formed fr. adj. dirgha-) 'steadfastness, >
concentration': 7 6.3 , 116 .13
dis- v.i. (dr^yate) 'be seen, appear*: -e, 27.6
dui 
dukha
duti
dutiya
dur-
dura-
dularl
cf. dou
n.m. (duhkha-) 'pain, sorrow': 1 3-3 ; -u, 20.3 , 3 2 .2 ,
71.3, 71*.10, 105.i.1, 1 0 5.ii.vi
n.f. (= dyuti-) 'brightness': 2 .8 , 2 .16, 2.24, 2 .3 2 ,
76.3, 79.3, 81.4, 102.2; ati~, 90.2, 116.17
n.f. (= dvitiya-) '(the crescent moon on the) second 
day of the lunar fortnight': 116.24
v.i. (dura-) 'hide, be hiddenT: -ata, 113.2 ; -atu, 94.4; 
-i, 2.T47“66.1, 82.3; -1 , 3.38; cf. duri
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'hide, conceal': -i, 101 .2
n.f. & adj. (<*du + *lada- ?) 'double strand(ed)':
2.23, 68.9, 85.15, 115721, 123.4
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dulahani
dularo
duh-
duti
dudha
duri
dulaha
drgana
de
dekh-
deva
deha
daita
do
dou
doll
dosa
daur-
djra
n.f, (formed fr. n.m. dulaha, q.v.) ’bride1: 1 .1 7,
3-14, 54.1, 75-4, 8 8.2 , 107.8 , 115.15
n.m. (<dul/dus + *lad(y)a- ?) 'darling child':
57.1; -I, 57T, 23-1,’Si77, 84.4, 8 5.14,: 85.15; -e, 71.11
v.t. (*duhati) 'milk': -o, 29*2
n.f. (S.) 'female messenger, go-between*: 1.14,116.29 
n.m. (dugdha-) 'milk1: 3 1.6 , 7 1.10; -u, 2 9 .2 , 5 9.2 ,
7 1.1 0, 1 18.5 , 1 1 8.1 0, 123.5, 125.5
(cf. IV.3.3.1.11, fn.10) + kar-, 'put away, dispel': 
1 .7/ 1 2, 4.8
n.m. (durlabha-) 'bridegroom': 3*14, 20.4, 71.14,122.8 
cf. driga
v.t. (dadati) 'give': -ta, 16.3, 19.6 , 7 0 .14;
-v&, 118.1 ; -hu, 127.1 Trep.); die, 7.2, 120.5; 
dio, 47.4; di jie, 107.3; dije, 4.11, 7 .6 , 14.4, 20.2 ,
2 2 .6 , 42.1, 5 1.3 , 6 1 .6 , 9 9.2 ; dina, 11.5, 7 1 .3 ; dini,
41.1, 117.10, 124.19; dine, 72T6T~dino, 112.3, 123.1,
124.14
v.i. & t. (*deksati) 'see*: -ata, 10.3 , 1 1.1 0, 3 0.6 ,
69.1, 71.7, 7 1.1 0, 86.4, 114.3, 120.8 ; -ana, 115-2 0;
-i, 2 .1 2, 2.13, 3 .2 8 , 4.22, 23.3, 28.4, 4474, 5 5-10, 
7 0.1 8 , 72.5, 7 5-2 , 84.4,(rep.), 86.4, 117.14, 118 .2  
(rep.), 124.16 (rep.); -1 , 6 2 .2 , 6 7-1 8, 7 6.1 , 8 1.2 ,
94.3, 1 20.6 , 124.8; -o, 102.1; -je, 45.8, 47.1, 71.5, 
105-i-1, 105-ii-l; 9-14, 93-2, 104.4; -£o, 26.4
4 3.2 , -8 3 .1 , 124.10, 124.24
n.m. (S.) 'god': 105-ii-1 (rep.) 
n.m. (S.) 'body': 56.5; -I (r.), 115-20  
n.m. (= daitya-) 'demon': 118.6  
postp. 'towards': 1 22 .10
n. Se adj. (dva-Q *two': 1.17, 1-19/24, 3 .1 , 3.5, 3*13, 
3-37, 4.14,”4719/24, 10.1 , 11.1 , 12.1 , 15-1, 17-2,
36.4, 55-17, 6 0.8 , 6 2 .1 , 69.4, 70.17, 100.4, 124.4, 
127-4; dui, 5 6.5 , 70.10, (74.3), 8 1.3 , 105-ii.1; 
cf. V.2.2 p. 173
n.f. (dimin. fr. *dola- ?) 'pot': 118 .10  
n.m. (S.) 'fault, offence': -u, 44.2
v.i. (dravati) 'run': -ata, 5 2.6 ; -i, 12^.2 0 ; -yo, 3 2 .3  
cf. da
driga
dridha
dristi• I  —
druma
dvara
dhamdha
dhana
dhanusa
dhanya
dhar-
dharani1
dharani2
.dhara-
dhata
dhama
dhar-
dhara
dhlra
dhiraja 
dhuni
dhumari
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n.m. (= drg-) 'eye1: 49-3, 68.8, 74.4; drgana, 74.3 
adj. (= drdha-) 'firm*: 128 .8
n.f. (= drsti-) 'sight': 19.2, 34.1 (rep.) •mmm* • I —• 9
n.m. (S.) 'tree': 3.24, 3.29, 3-39, 17.4, 21.4,
45.4, 57.7, 60.7, 6 7 .1 6, 6 9 .2
” n.m. (S.)-'door1:-20.2; -£, . 118 .7
n.m. (dhandha-) 'business, work, chore': 45.8
n.m. (S.) 'Wealth': 5.2, 90.4
n.m. (S.) 'bow': 2.15, 9-9, 68.4; cf. IV.3 .3-2.5
adj. (S.) used as a blessing 'be fortunate': -u, 125*1
v.t. (dharati) 'hold, support, place': -ata, 46.3,
62.3; -ii-1.13/18, 2.11, 4.7/12, 14.7, 2775, 2 8.3 ,
35.2, 6<7.13, 68.4, 74.3, 105.i.1, 105.ii.ii, 105*ii*iii,
107.2, 115*1, 115*10, 1 1 6.6 , 117.7, 120.1 8, 122.7,
128.3, 128.4; -1 , 3*17, 54.3, 92.4; -e, 124.7; -e, 4^16,
29.2, 46.2, 124.18; -o, 2 8.3 ; -^o, 110.4; cf. dhara-
adj.,f. (= dharani) 'possessing': 1.1/6
n.f. (= dharani-) 'earth, ground1: 1.23; -a, 119*3
v.t. (variant form of dhar-) 'hold, support': -vahi, 
2 .1 6; -ave, 50.3
n.m. (S.) 'founder, supporter' (epithet of Brahma):
115*9
n.m. (S.) 'abode': 53*5, 8 1.3 , 105.i.3
v.t. (dharayati) 'hold, support, maintain, place':
-ata, 1 .9 , 24.2, 59.4; -i, 2 .2 8 , 3*13, 4.19/24, 7*5; 
-ike, 105-ii.v; -1 , 33*3, 5 8.5 , 6 0 .5 , 67*10, 75*4,
7673, 84.3, 90.2, 95.3, 102.3, 114.4, 116.7 , 116.17, 
124.2; -e, 2.22, 9*7, 13*3, 50.4, 120.4, 124.16, 125-3; 
-e, 116.1 1; -o, 65.4, 1 16 .2
n.f. (S.) 'stream, flood, rim, edge': 70.16, 116.24
n.m. (S.) 'resolve, patience, composure': 1.8, 1.9,
1 .1 6, 2 .1 6, 2 .2 5 , 50.3, 124.16
n.m. or f. (dhirya-) 'firmness of mind': 29*2
n.f. (= dhuni-/dhvani-) 'sound': 1.17, 3*7, 1 9.2 , 24.3,
35.4, 47.6, 58.5, 60.5, 67*6, 67.10, 68.7, 70.13, 103.5,
123.3, 124.9
n.f. (dhurara-) 'smoke-coloured, dusky* (name for a cow):
78.2
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dhusara
dhenu
dhori
dhya-
dhyana
na
nal, nae 
namda
namdana
namda
namdini
■MM §
naksatra
nakha
naca-
nata
nab ha 
nayo
adj. (S.) 'dusty': 78.3 
n.f. (S.) 'cow': 114.3
n.f. (dhavala-, rather than n.m. < dhaurbya-) 'white, 
light grey' (name for a cow): 78.2
v.i. & t. (dhyayati/dhiyayati) 'meditate upon':
-ve, 115-9
n.m. (S.) 'meditation, reflection': -u, 4.7/12, 46.3? 
75-3
negative particle (S.) 'not': 2.2, 2.25, 4.10, 5-5, 6.4,
7 .1 , 7.4, 8 .1 , 8 .2  (bis), 9-13, 11.1 1, 13.3, 2 1.2 , 24.2,
2 6 .2 , 2 6.3 , 26.4, 2 6.6 , 34.3, 3 5.3 , 3 5 .5 , 3 7 ,3 , 43.2, 
(bis),49.3, 51.1, 51-2, 51.4, 52.2, 54.3, 54.4, 55.16,
5 6.2 , 59.4, 60.4, (6 1.6 ), 6 2.1 , 62.2, 64.3, 6 5.2 , 6 6 .2 , 
6 7 -2 , 6 8.6 , 6 8 .1 2, 70.2 0 , 71.2, 71.7, 71.9, 71.11, 71.13,
77.3, 8 2.1 , 8 3 .2 , 9 3.2 , 94.3, 94.4, 95-1, 97.3, 1 00.1 ,
1 0 1.1 , 105.i.1, 1 0 5-ii.viii, 106.4, 1 08.1 , 108.3, 108.4,
108.5 , 112.4 , 115.13, 1 1 6.1 4 , 116.3 0 , 1 1 8.1 3 , 120.1 ,
1 2 0.2 , 120.3, 1 20.6 , 120.7 (ter), 120.13, 120.15, 124.8,
124.13, 124.15, 124.18, 1 26.1 ; na, 106.1 , 1 0 8 .3
cf. nayo
n.m. (S.) Nanda (foster father of Krsna):28.2, 71-12, 
111.1 ; used in combination with various terms as an 
epithet for Krsna, viz. + kisora, dhatona, dularo,* • • • i 7 • • ■ 7 ’ 7
•namdana, namda, nagara, lala, 2.25, 3-4, 3 2 .o, 45-1 , 
55*.57T2/1S72¥7 57.1, 57-7f7“59-2, 70.1, 71.11, 72.5, 
111.8 , 114.4, 118.6
n.m.(S.) 'son': 32.8, 57.4, 5 9.2 , 72.5; -a, 70.1;
-u, 118 .6
n.m. (=nandin-, with -a, for rhyme), 'son': 45.1 (rep.) 
n.f. (=nandini-) 'daughter': 8 2 .2
_r^   ^, i
n.m. (S.) heavenly body, stars, asterism: 55.2, 83-3
n.m. (S.) 'toenail', used in combination with sikha 
(=§ikha- .'topknot') to mean 'from head to toe': 1.2 2 ,
1 2.6 , 10 3.2 , 11 6.2 8 , 126 .2
v.t. (caus fr. nac-) 'make dance': -vata, 8 8 .2
n.m. (S.) 'actor, dancer, strolling player': 42.4, 
70.17, 8 8 .2 ; -u, 5-6
n.m. (S.) 'sky': 8 .3 , 11.7, 70.19
adj. (naviva-) 'new': 49.6 (rep.); nal, 7 6 .1 , 8 1 .2 ,
8 6 .3  (rep.), 8 8 .2 (rep.), 113.2 (rep.); nae, 64.3, 
8 0 .2 (rep.)
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nara n.m. (S.) 'man1: 9.6, 12.7
naraga n.m. (= naraka-) 'hell': 128 .8
nava adj. (S.) 'new, fresh': 3-2, 3-32, 12.1, 52-3, 58.1,
58.1, 87.3
navanita n.m. (S.) 'fresh butter': 29-3
navaramgi
navala
navasata
navim
navell
nasu
adj. & n.m. (f r . navaranga- ? * a kind of multicoloured 
garment1) an expression for a dandy or colourful person 
who dresses to make himself attractive to the opposite 
sex: 71.1
adj. ("navalla-) 'new, fresh, youthful': 3*9, 3 .3 2 , 3 *3 8,
20.1, 20.4, 23.1, 48.1, 52.2, 56.1, 61.1, 73.2, 77.1,
79.4, 86.1, 9 1 .2 , 103.1 , 104.4, H5.19, 117.4, 124.1; 
navell (f., r .) 117*15
adj. (< nava + sata < 6apta) 'sixteen* (referring to the 
sixteen kinds of srngara,-viz. sauca, ubatana, snana, 
kesabandhana, angarSga, anjana, javaka, dantaranjana, 
tambula, vasana, bhusana, sugandha, puspahara, kunkuma, 
bhalatilaka, cibukabindu): 3*11, 3.167*3.17, 11.8, 18.4,
30.2, 55.11, 80.3, 85.15. 102.2, 104.2, 116.5
adj. (S., with f. -I) 'new, fresh': 116.3 
cf. navala
n.m. (= nasa-) 'ruin, destruction': 128.6
nahi, nahi, nlhi, nahina, nahina adv. (<nahi) 'not': nahi, 1.8,
1.9, 1.23, 2.10, 3 -2 8 , 5-1, 6.^773.3, 26.4, 27-2, 2 7 .6
2 8.3 , 42.1, 43.3, 44.2, 46.3, 49.4, 5 0.7 , 59.3, 7 0.6 ,
85.23, 90.3, 94.3,.97.2* 97.3, 99.3, 101.4, 109.3,
113.2 , 124.16; nahi/nahi, 1.9, 1.1 6, 2 .1 6, 4.17, 14.8,
25.3, 29.2, 3 1 .2;, 37.2, 46.3, 56.7, 57.2, 57.7, 6 3 .3 ,
67.15, 70.13, 71.5, 95.2, 98.3, 1 1 5.1 8, 119.4; nahina/ 
n|hina, 1 .1 5, 8.4, 2 0.5 , 23.4, 43.4, 50.2, 116.34, 128 .8
na
nslika
naika
n§
nau
nahina
naka
nagara
cf. na
n . m . nay aka-). 'leader,- hero (in .drama): 121.4
n.f. (= nayika-) 'heroine (in drama), noble lady, 
mistress, courtesan': 8 3 .2
acc./dat. postp.: 118.4; cf. VI.17, fn. 13
cf. 98.2 fn.
v
cf. nahi etc.
n.m. (S.) 'heaven': 3-28
adj. & n.m. (S.)‘ 'town-born, urbane, clever': 3-4, 
55.6/12/18/24; 6 7.1 1; -u, 65.1
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¥
nagan
nac-
natha
nana
nani
nama
n a n
nali
nasa
adj. & n.f. (S.) f. of prec.: 30-6, 55*19,72.3,
90.4, 94.3, 116.1 , 117.11
v.i. & t. (nrtyati) 'dance1: -ata, 3 -2 2 , 3 *2 7, 1 0.1 ,
3 8 .2 , 4 5 .6 , 52X~55.1V, 5 8 .1,“5 7 .1 4, 8 6 .3 , 9 6.4 ,
103.4, 1 11.6 , 122.5 ; -e, 53.2
n.m. (S.) 'lord1: 105-ii-i
adj. 8c adv. (S.) 'different(ly), variously) ':
3 .6 , 57.7
adj.,f. (// nanhi/nanni< llaksna-) 'small, tiny, 
delicate': 124.3
n.m. (S.) 'name': -u, 12.3; cf. 98-2 fn. 
n.f. (S.) 'woman': 12.7, 27.1, 57-9, 67*6, 96.1 
postp. 'with': 122.1
n.f. (S.) 'nose': 2.20, 9-7, 11.6, 50.5, 68.9, 112.3, 
123-4
nasika n.f. (S.) 'nostril, nose': 116.15
— u — W
nahi, nahina cf. nahi etc.
nimda adj. (formed fr. ninda-) 'blameworthy': 1 0 5«ii.vi
nikamdana adj. (S.) 'confounding, destroying': -u, 118.6
nikas- v.i. (*niskasati) 'go out, come out': -ata, 8 2.3 ,
97.3; -i,‘35.3
w
nikai n.f. (formed fr. adj. nlka<nikta-) 'clarity, beauty*:
6 2 .1 , 112.4, 120.14
nicor- v.t. (*niscotayati) 'wring, squeeze , press out':
-i, 107.3
ni.ju adj. (= ni.ja-) 'innate, one's own, constant': 1 .2 3,
41.2, 4 5 3 T 5 6 . 5 ,  107-5, 128 .3
nithura adj. (nisthura-) 'hard, cruel': 71-13
M M  • « M M M M
nit(y)a adj. 8e adv. (S.) 'continual(ly)': 70.10, 71.12, 110.4,
115.2 2, 128.5; + prati, 125.4; cf. V.2.5
nidhana n.m. (S.) 'residence, receptacle': 37-3
nidhi n.m. (S.) 'treasure1: 100.3
niber- v.t. (<nirvrta- , or a dialectal form allied to Sindhi
niberanu <*nirvarati) 'settle, put an end to': -I, 22.3
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nirakh
nir(a)t-
niradaya
niranau
nirarl
nivar-
nisamga
nisa
nisu
nihachSvara
nihar-
nihala
nike
nice/nice 
nitina (?) 
nlda 
nlra
nilambara
nupara
v.t. (niriksate) 'look at1: -ata, 3*37, 11.1 1, 12.4, 
19-5, 28.1 T~hi), 5 2 .8 , 70.15, 78.6, 79.4, 91.1.
104.2, 126.1 ; -i, 1 .2 , 1.3, 1 .8 , 1.15, 2.8/1.6/24/32, 
2.14, 13 .6 (repT), 14.8, 34.6, 3 5.8 , 36.4, 38.-8 , 47.7 
(rep.), 53.5, 55-6/12/18/24, 57-4, 5 7 - 1 0 , (rep.),' 5 8.7 ,
6 0 .7 , 6 7 .1 6 , 6 8 .8  (rep.), 70.21 (rep.), 83-4 (rep.), 
85-17 (rep.), 85.21 (rep.), 9 8.3 , 99.4, 110.3 (rep.),
111.9 (rep.), 116-34; -ike, 1.1 0; -ike, 2 .2 , 2 .2 5 ;
-It 2.17; nirikhi, 33-4
v.i. (= nrt) 'dance*: -ata, 53.1, 88.4; cf. V.2.5
adj. (= nirdaya-) ’pitiless, cruel*: 7 1 .7 v
n.m. (= nirnaya-) 'decision, settlement, consideration*: 
115.13
adj.,f. (*niralaya-) /unequalled, separate, unique:
85.17
v.t. (nivarayati) *ward off, restrain*: -^, 108.2 ;
-<i, 60.7; -ye, 115.4
adj. ( = nihsanga-) 'indifferent to worldly attachment, 
carefree •:*6 7 .9
n.f. (ni§a-) *night*: 1 5-2 , 16.5 , 48.2, 54.1, 6 2 .3 ,
6 6 .2 , 3 , 116 .8
n.f. (niga-) »night’: 2 7.2 , 3 6.3 , 3 9.1 , 48.1, 51.4,
63.1, 7572, 8 5 .2 , 89.1, 1 06.2 , 113.3
n.m. (HSS:nyasavartta- ; Platts: niyam + ksaya + vara) 
•offering (made by waving offered object around the head 
of the recipient)*: 19-6  
. /
v.t. (*nibharayati) 'look for, expect': -a, 49.3 ;
-ata. 51.3; -i, 4.23, 72.3, 77.4, 108.4, 119.1 (rep.); 
-e, 9.3, 64.17 7 1.6 ; -e, 116.1 2, 124.15; -£e, 42.4,
115.3, 120.3; -££, 33.5
adj. (Platts: Pk. nehaalo) *sated, exalted': 12.4, 3 8 .8
adv. (obi. of adj. <nikta-) 'well': 1 16.2 5; ~hi, 3 9 .1 «
63.1
adv. (nica-) *below, down*: 109.2 , 113*3 , 124.13 
cf. 14.3 fn.
n.f. (nidra-) 'sleep*: 7 1 .2  
n.m. (S.) *water': 14.6 
n.m. (S.) 'blue garment': 11.3
n.m. (= nupura- ) 'anklet': 2.31, 3 *2 2, 3.27, 10.3, 22.4,
3 8 .1 , 47.6, 50.7, 6 7 .1 2, 6 8.1 1 , 7 0 .1 2, 102.4, 1 07.1 0 ,
108.5, 116.27. 122.5
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neku
nere
neha
nehara
n a m a
nautana
at T
nyai
nyara
adv. (<na + eka ?) fa little, somewhat1: 14.2, 33*5,
6 1.2 , 92.1 (rep.), 107.1, 109-4, 120.3
adv. (nikatam) ’near': 40.3 <
n.m. (sneha-) 'love': 1.2 1 , 14.6, 49.5, 1 10.3 ;
-u, 4.14
n.m. (as prec. with ext.) 'love1: 93-1
n.m. (- nayana-) 'eye': 1.7/12, 2 .1 , 2.4, 2.13, 3-31, 
3.35, 12.3, 1 5.2 , 16.2 , 2 2 .2 , 3 3 -6 , 3 4 .2 , 3 5 .8 , 3 6 .1 ,
38.5, 39.2, 42.2, 47.1, 50.4, 51.3, 57.4, 63.1, 67.13 
(rep.), 68.4, 70.4 (bis), 77.3, 78.4, 8 1.2 , 8 5 .1/6 ,
91.4, 107.7, 1 0 9.2 , 110.3, 112.2 , 113.3, 118.9, 1 1 9.6 ,
120.3, 122.2 , 124.13; -a, 1 0 1.2 , 108.6 , 116.13, 1 2 0.1 1 ; 
-na, 9.8, 11.5, 19.2, 2B.5 , 50.3, 105.i.2 , 1 12.2 ,
1 15.1 6, 121.4, 123.1, 1 25-2 ; nainana so naina, 62.3,
7 9.3 , 106.1
adj. (= nutana-) 'fresh, new': 2 3 .2 , 6 0 .3  
postp.. (jnayate)'like, as if': kl + , 1 1 .7  
adj. (*anyakara-) 'different, special': 6 8 .1 2; -1 , 5.4,
2 2.1 , 2 3.2 , 24.6, 2 7 .6 , 2 8 .2 , 3 7 .2 , 48.4, 5 8.1 , S 0 .3 ,
6 1.6 , 70.14, 7 6 .3 , 8 8.1 , 9 6.2 , 99-3, 102.2 , 1 0 5.i.2 , 
109.3; -e, 50.2, 85.23
pamkaja 
pamkha
pamkhi
pamca
pamtha
pakar-
pakhamda
M
pakhau
n.m. (S.) 'lotus': 12.5, 97.2; cf. IV.3 .4.1 
n.m. (paks a - x punkha- ?) 'wing, feather': 118.1 2;
-u, 78.4
n.m. (paksin-) 'bird': 3 *3 8 , 115-8
adj. (S.) 'five': 116.22
n.m. (phntha-) 'path': -u, 7.5
v.t. (*pakkad-) 'seize, grasp*: -ike, 74.2
n.m. (= pakhanda-/pasanda-) 'heresy, impiety':
105.ii.ii, 1 2 8.7
n.m. (<*paksatodya- ?) 'drum': 3 0 .3 , 45.5, 6 0 .5 , 103 .5  
cf. pag-
PaSa
m s l
pachan-
n.m. (padga- ) 'foot': 47.6, 50.7, 68.11, 10 8.5 ; 
-u, 34.3, 3 5 .5 , 59.4, 124.7
cf. rac- 
cf. paichan-
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pata n.m. (S.) 'cloth, veil': 7.2; -u, 91.2; cf. amtarapata
padi cf. par-
i
patani n.f. (= patni-) 'wife, mistress': 8 0 .3
pati n.m. (S.) 'master, husband': 14.3, 14.4, 35.6, 67.3?
-1 (metr.?), 1 05.ii.ii cf. ratipati, brajapati
patij- v.i. (pratyayati) 'trust, be convinced': -e, 115.14,
1 2 0 .2
patra n.m. (S.) 'leaf': 70.7
par*- ’ v.i. (patati) 'fall':. -ata, 12.5, 12.7* 19.5, 6 2 .1 ,
79.4, 807*108.3; -ati7^.2, 38.4; -atu, 94.2;
-i, 4 3 .2 , 123 .2 (-d-TT-I, 36.3, 40.4, 5 4.3 , 70.11,
73.'t, 75.1, 93.3, §7.2, 107.8 , 119-3; -e, 3 5 .3 , 35-5,
66.2, 93.2; -£, 46.2; -ye, 34.1 (rep.), 45.7, 48.4,
64.4, 91.4, 119.4; -£o, 25.2, 49.4, 55.22, 93-2,
110.1, 1 16.1 8, 124.23
parachai n.f. (praticchaya-) 'reflection, shadow': 94.2
parabasi adj. (= paravasa-) 'subject to another's will,
subservient': 2 .1 8
parama~ adj. used as prefix (S.) 'supreme': + uchau, 128.4;
~kela rati, 5 8.8 ; -bilasl, 55.3; ~'moda, 3»40;
-samaja, 1 8.3 ; -sukhu, 3 2.8 , 70.20; ~hita, 55-9;
-heta, 56.4
parasana n.f. (<sparsana-) 'touch': 73*2, 100.2
parasapara adj. & adv. (= paraspara-) 'mutual(ly), reciprocal(ly)*:
3.12, 17-4, 24.4, 52.7, 6 0.6 , 67.13, 70.10, 89.4, 98.2,
102.2, 103.2, 1 06.2 , 122.7; -i, 15.5
pari postp. (*uppari) 'on': 3.10/20/30/40, 3 .1 3, 3 .1 7, 4.19/24,
24.5, 50.4, 54.3, 74.1, 98.4, 102.3, 116.23; cf. upari
pala n.m., also used as adv.»-.(JS•) 'moment, instant, for a.
moment': -u, 2 8 .3 , 5 0.2 , 68.12., 8 5.2 3; 'eyelid'
(= palaka-7* -u, 106.1 ; pala so palu, 3 9.3 , 64.3, 6 5 .2 , 
‘113.3
palaka n.m. (S.) 'eyelid': + ota 'in the twinkling of an eye',
25.4; -iota, 4.4
palane n.m., obl.sg. (<palyanka- ?) 'in the cradle': 125.3
pallava n.m. (S.) 'bud': 70.7
pavana n.m. (S.) 'wind, breeze': 14.7, 66.4, 67-5, 80.2, 8 5 .9 ;
-u, 96.3, 127-2; trividha ~ (cf.6 7 .5 ), 52.3, 57»7
pasar- v.i. (prasarati) 'stretch, spread': -I, 8 .3 , 1 05.ii.iii;
-££, 1157S
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pai
pata
pasara- v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'spread out, stretch out':
-l, 120.10; -nl, 124.22, 126.4
pasar- v.t. (prasarayati) 'spread out': -i, 119-3
pasu n.m. (= pasu-) 'beast, animal1: 3 8 .8
pahir- v.t. (paridadhati) 'wear, put on': -ye, 7 0.8 , 8 5 .1 6
pa- v.t. (prapayati) 'obtains, finds': -i, 46.4; -1 , 3 5*4 ,
78.5, 94.3, 95*2; -(a)uda, 111.6 ; -e7 63*2, 81.3,
8 5 .1 6, 124.19; -2 0 , 27.7, 3 2.8 , 95.3, 117.8; -vata, 
17*2 , 79*3, 8 6.1 , 123.4; -vahe, 2.195 -ve, 13-3,19.3,
22.4, 49.4, 8 2.2 , 100.1, 10CT, 105.ii.vi, 116.19, 
116.33; -ve, 50.6; -vo, 57.4, 7 1.1 0, 85.21
n.m. (pada-) 'foot': 25.2; paina, 43.2; paina, 8.2,
pai(naTi 108 .3
n.f. (pankti-) 'row': 15.3
v.i. (Smith:,pragahate) 'be steeped in': -1 , 55*15?
-ye, 64.4; variant stem pag-: -atu, 106.3; -yo, 93.4
n.f. (*pagga-) 'turban': 33«3, 7 8 .3
pache adv. & postp. (*pa£ca-) 'behind, after': 33.7, 72.4,
78.2, 83.3, 110.2, 124.11, '124.17
pana n.m. (= pani-) 'hand': 70.6
patana n.m., obl.pl. (<pata-) 'the fallen, downcast': 127-3
pan! n.m. (paniya-) 'water': 115-1 6, 126.3 *
para n.m. (S.) 'the further bank or shore': -u, 49.4
pika n.m. (S.) 'cuckoo' (Cuculus indicus): 3.3, 31-4,
55.5, 67.4, 69.3, 70.13
picakai n.f. (formed fr. v.t. picak- < piccayati ?) 'syringe
(used for squirting coloured water during the Holl 
festival)': 52.5
pichorl n.f. (*pascapata-) 'head-kerchief, shawl or a garment
for children worn round the waist,(cf. Surasagara
464.5): 11.3, 50.5
pighude n.m., obl.sg. (prenkhola-, cf. prenkha-) 'cradle':
118.3
pita n.m. (= pita) 'father': 14.3
u
piya n.m. (priya-) 'beloved, lover': 1.2, 3.17, 4.1/6, 6.1,
6.6, 7.4, 8.1, 11.3-9, 13.1, 14.8, 20.6, 22.1, 23.4,
25.4, 39.4, 40.5, 41.1, 41.3, 47.1, 48.1, 49.3, 54.3,
55.1, 56.1, 5 8.5 , 6 1 .1 , 63.1, 64.1, 65.4, 66.1,(66.3),
— ^TlI 0 —
pila- 
piva-
£ 1-
£ 1 U
pl(ya) pl(ya) onom. for bird song: 70.13
pika n.f. (*pikka-) 'saliva (esp. when stained with betel)*:
39.1, 6472
pita adj. (S.) 'yellow': 2.7, 11.3,,34.7, **7.5, 50.5, 68.5,
50.3, 112.3
pitambara n.m. (S.) 'yellow garment': 33.3, 114.4
plra n.f. (pida-) 'pain, anxiety': 28.6
piri sdj.,f. (pitala-) 'yellow': 49.1
pum.ja n.m. (S.) 'heap, mass': 3*1, 4.21; -e (r.), 1.17, 46.1
pukar- T . i .  & t. (*pukkar-) 'shout, call': -i, 119.2 (rep.)
puravasl 2-dj. (S.) 'town-dwelling*: 12.7
pulika ad.j. (= pulaka- with -ika as, metathesis of -aki, .anal,
absol. formation after musaki ?) 'bristling with 
delight': 50.2 (rep.)
pulina n.m. (S.) 'sandbank': 30.4, 60.2
puch- T.t. (prcchati) 'ask': -a, 27*4; -ati, 71-4; -i, 71.9
puta n.m. (putra-) 'son': 14.6, 118 .5 (su~)
purana adj. (= purna-) 'full': 3 «1 8, 30.2, 44.2, 50.5; -u, 4.4,
-.22, 5074” *
pe : f .  pai etc.
pera n.m. (// pair <c*padada-) 'foot': 118.8
pere i.m., obl.sg. (*padada- or *padadanda-) 'path': 40.4
pel- T.t. (*prelayati) 'penetrate, push into': -ahi, 3*9
69.5, 70.1 , 7 4 .2 , 76.3, 8 1 .4 , 85.3, 8 5 .1 0, 8 8.1 , 89-3,
92.1, 9 3 -4 , 9 6 .1 , 100.1 , 102.1 , 103.3, 104.1, 105.1 .1 ,
105.i.4, 106.1, 107.5, 107.6, 113.4, 117.5, 117.11,
119.6 , 124.11; -a, 117.10; £iu, 71.5, 91.1, 121.1; 
cf. priya •
v.t. (caus. fr. £i-) 'give to drink': -vo, 71.11
v.t. (variant of prec.) 'give to drink': -d., 118.5 ; 
-vata, 125.3
v.t. (pibati) 'drink': -o, 59.2; -je, 20.6; -na,1.21(r.) 
-ne, 72.4; -no, 112.4, 123.5; -vata, 126.3; -ve, 1 18 .10
v
cf. piya
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postp. (< prati ?) 'to towards'(for uses cf. 
VI*3): pai, 2.30, 101.4, 117.11; pahi, ;105-i.1 ; 
pai, 2 6 .1 , 59-3, 6 1 .1 ; £e, 63.4, 112.4, 115-1
paichan- v.t. (pratyabhijanati) 'recognise': -ye, 64.1;
pachanye, 116.31
pais- v.i.&t. (pravisati) 'enter': -ata, 8 2 .3
podh- cf..paudh-
pota n.m. (*potti-) 'glass bead': 2 .2 3
pothi n.f. (*postaka-) 'book': 71-9
paudh- v.i. (pravardhate) 'recline': -I, 89-1 (-£-), 1 2 0.16;
-££, 4871
pyaro adj. & n.m. (priyakara-) 'beloved': 5-1, 37-4, 52.1,
57-1, 65-1, 79.2 (bis); -e, 1.3 , 16.4, 39.4, 44.4,
49.7, 50.1 (rep.), 71-6, S5.11, 92.1, 112.2, 125.4
pyari adj. & n.f. (f. of prec.): 4.5/11/17/23, 5-1, 6.1, 8.1,
9-13, 11.4, 1 1.6-8 , 1 3.1 , 14.8, 16.4, 1 7.1 , 20.5, 2 2 .1 ,
23.4, 24.6, 25.1, 37.2, 37.4, 40.4, 41.1, 43.1, 43.4,
48.1, 54.1, 55.21, 5 8.2 , 6 0.1 , 6 2 .4 , 6 3 .1 , 64.4, 6 5 .1 ,
6 6 .1 , 6 6 .2 , 6 7 .1 1 , 72.2, 74.1, 75-1, 77.4, 79-2, 8 0.4 ,
8 1.4 , 8 3.2 , 84.1, 8 5 .2 , 85-3, 8 8.3 , 8 9 .1 , 90.1, 91.1,
94.1, 96.1, 99.1, 100.1, 102.1, 105-i.1, 1 0 6.1 , 106.4,
107.1, 108.1 , 108.5, 109.3, 110.1, 111.7, 115.2, 115.6,
115.10, 115-12, 1 16.1 , 116.4, 120.10, 122.8, 124.12
pyasl adj. 8e n.f. (= pipasin, cf. pyasa <pipasa- ) '(one who
is) thirsting for': 67-7, 73-1
prakare n.m.,dir.pi. (= prakara-) 'manners, ways': 125-5
prakasa n.m. (= prakaSa-) 'light, brightness': -a (r.),116.4;
-u, 24.5; adj. f. -I, 21.3, 55.2, 55.3
pragat- v.i. (formed fr. pragata-) 'appear, become manifest':
-ye, 101.1; -££, 11.7,*79.2
pragata adj. (= prakata-) 'apparent, manifest': -d.,'1 6.5 , 74.3;
-u, 7 7 . 3 T T T O
prati cf. nit(y)a
pratipala adj. (= pratipalin-) 'protecting': 122.9
prathama adj. (S.) 'first': 8 7 .2
praphul(l)ita adj. (S.) 'blossoming': 3 .6 , 45.4, 52.3, 55.5, 58.4, 
£7.2, 96.2
prabha n.m. (= prabhu-) 'lord': 2 .2 9, 8 .2 , 109.4
pramudita adj. (S.) 'delighted': 102.4 (ati~)
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pravahu
pravina
prasada
praci
prata
prana
prananatha
priya
priya
prltama
prema
prere
n.m, (S.) 'flow, flood, stream': 28,5
adj. (= pravina-) 'skilful, clever': 4.5, 4.16, 10.2,
38.3, 5 2.2 , 83.2, 91.2, 9 5 A ;  -a (r.), 1.5; -i, 5.5,
22.1 (maha-), 26.5, 30.6, 55.22 !
n.m. (S.) 'grace, favour, food received back after 
having been offered to a deity': -u, 46.4
adj.,f. (S.) 'eastern': 48.4
adv. (= pratar) 'early in the morning, at daybreak':
15.1, 39-1 (~hu)
n.m, (= prana-) 'breath of life, soul, being': 2,21,
4.5/11/17723, 5-2, 19-6, 34.6, 37-3, 50.1,-56.5, 69-6,
7 1 .6 , 8 5 .20/2 1, 115.19; -na, 125.4
n.m. (= prana~) 'lord of life': 29*2
n.m. (S.) 'beloved': 14.5; also .1^.1 & 8 1.3 , but 
perhaps intended for priya; cf. plya
n.f. (S.) 'beloved': 1.1/6, 1.9, 1.22, 11.2, 11.9,
26.5, 40.2, 52.2, 69.5, 91.2, 95-4; cf. priya
n.m. (= priyatama-) 'most beloved, lover': 14.4,(95.4)
n.m. (S.) 'love': 1.3, 1.4, 3-18, 3-22, 4.14, 10.1,
15.6, 36.3 (~hu), 44.1, 45.7, 46.4, 52.7, 53.2, 53-4,
70.7, 72.4, 7471, 93.2, 107.8, 114.1, 119.1 ; -u, 4.15,
49.6, 5 5.14, 91.3, 124.21, 124.23; mahaprema, 27*5,
2 8 .5 ; mahapremu, 3•14
n.m., obl.sg. (<prerana- ?) 'instigation, sending':
113.4
phamda n.m. (spasa- X b a ndha-) 'snare, trap': 93.2; -a (r.), 67*8
phab- v.i. (*sparvati) 'be fitting, look good': -£, 68.5
phasi n.f. (spa£a-) 'fetter, noose': 67*8
phir- v.i. (*phirati) 'turn around, return': -ata, 59.3;
-i (absol. as adv.), 3 .2 8, 42.3
phuni adv. (punarx*pbirati) 'again': 59.4, 69-2, 71.7,
77.3 (rSJTT
phulelu n.m. (*phullataila-) 'oil of flowers, scent': 27»3
phul- v.i. (phullati) 'bloom, blossom': -i, 3*2, 46.2;
-1 , 1 26.2 ; -e, 53-3; -ya, 111.9; -ye, 57-7, 76.4;
-yo, 30.5
phula- n.m. (phulla-) 'flower'; 3.6, 70.16, 85.8/9; phula, 70.8
pheri
phaito
phail-
phaila-
phod-
bamda
bamdhana
bamdhana
barasl
baca
bacana
bacitra 
bacha 
a j-
bajamtra 
ba.jitra
baja-
bata
bada
badh-
badha-
batiyl
absol. as adv. (*pherayati) 'turned*: 1 20 .13 (rep.)
n.m, (*phetta-) 'strip of cloth' (used as a turban 
or tied round waist): 78 .2 ;
v.i. (Pk. pahia- ext.-11a-,< prathita-) 'spread':
-a, 55.22, 70.11, 116.78; -^o, 60.6, 86.2, 96.4
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'spread': -yo, 56.6
v.t. (sphotayati) 'split, break’: -yo, 85.4
n.m. (Pers. band) 'belt, fastening, tie': 85.4
n.m. (S., or obl.pl. of bamdha) 'tether1: 29.2
n.m. (S. ?) 'the first beat (sama) of a rhythmic 
cycle (tala)': 23*3
n.f. (vamsi- ) 'flute': 35-1, 5 2.6 , 55-4, 117-11 
n.m. (= vacas-) 'speech, talking': 4.9, 8.3 (v-),
1 3.5 , ^3 .3 , ^3 .^. 6 6 .3 , 1 01.3 , 107.8 , 115.^,
115.1 5, 116.2 9 , 120.2 , 126 .3
n.m. (= vacana-) 'speaking, words': 4.13/18 (v-),
21.1, 106.3, 107.6, 124.17
adj. (= vicitra-) 'colourful': 116.23
n.m. (vatsa-) 'calf': 29-2
v.i. (vadyate) 'sound': -ata, 2 .3 1, 3 8 .6 , 5 5 -1 6,
70.16; cf. baj-
n.m. (< vadyayantra- ?) 'musical instrument': 70.16
n.m. (Smith: < vaditra- with anal, -j- fr. ba j-)
'musical instrument': 4.20, 52.6, 55-13, 57-5,58.5
v.t. (caus. fr. baj-) 'sound, play (music)': -i, 2.6 
33-2, 92.1 (rep.7; -I, 35.2, 52.6, 55-4, 7 8.6 ;
-e, 111.5 , 114.3; -£0, 117-13; -vata, 24.3, 67-10,
79'3, 88.1, 123.3; -vana, 55.13; -vahl, 4.20;
-ve, 50-6; -ve, 53-2, 57-5; -vo, 117-10
n.m. (= vata-) 'banyan' (Ficus indica): 58.4, 67.2
adj. (vadra-) 'great': 125.1; cf. vadabhagi 8c IV.3-4.4
v.i. (vardhate) 'increase': -e, 105.ii.vi; -yo, 1.3(-a-). 
17-4
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'increase': -i, 4.15; -1, 52.7, 
55-3; -yo, 55-9, 116.5 ; -vata, 91.3; -vahl, 3A 0
cf. bata"*
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badana
ban-
bana
banani
banamala
bana-
bapure
bara
baran-
baras-
barasa-
*
baraha 
bala
balabhadra
balarama
bali
ball
n.m. (= vadana-) 'face, mouth1: 1.4, 7.2, 16.2 , 51.2,
75.2, 76.4, 77.3 , 79.3 , 89.2, 104.3, 108.1, 116.4;
-1 , adj• f., 6.5, 121.3; -u, 4.23, 9-3, 11.7; cf. baina
v.i. (vanati) 'be made, be fitting, look beautiful': 
-ata, 25.3, 6 1 .6 , 99.3; -ahi, 7.3; -i, 6.3, 9.1^ -, ^9.5; 
-I, 2.9, 2.29, 24.1, 24.67"5o.1, 68.£, 73.2, 104.1,
104.4 , 105.i.2, 116.28; -£e, 1.22, 2.7, 3-30, 62.1,
70.15, 96.1, 122.3; -ye thanye 'adorned and well set­
up' 72.2, 1 0 6.1 ; -£o, 2.12, 52.1, 53.3, 118.12
n.m. (= vana-) 'forest1: 1.11, 4.13/18, 70.11, 70.16,
71 75.1, 78.1, 87.1, 118.11
n.f. (formed fr. ban-) 'scheme, ploy': 7-3*
n.f. (= vanamala-) 'garland of forest flowers* (esp.
as worn by Krsna): 2.23, 11.8, 50.6 • • •
v.t. (caus. fr. ban-) 'make, make beautiful': -i, 2 .1 5;
-I, 67.1 (rep.)/37”78.3 > 85.8/9;-u, 7.3;-e,11.4" 85.15; 
-ya, 68.2; -£o, 9.9, 45.3 , 95J1 ~  ~
adj.,m.pl. (*bappuda-) 'wretche.d, poor': 90.3
adj. (= vara-) 'choice, fine': 1.4, 38.5, 58.5, 70.7, 
78.3; vari, 84.1
£
v.t. (<varnayati) 'describe1: -i (absol.), 1.23;-_i (pp. 
in« pass, constructions), 9*13, 52.2, 5 5-1 6 , 56.2,"”60.4,
8 3 .2 , 112.4
v.i. (varsati) 'rain, shower down': -ata, 70.16, 127.2; 
-ana, 73-3, 100.3; barasye, 63.2; cf. IV.3-4.2
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'shower down': -e, 36.3
n.m. (= barha-) 'peacock feather'(as worn by Krsna):
2.5, 1 1.2 , 3 4 .5 , 45.3, 47.3, 50.4, 94.2, 97.1; -u, 114.2
n.m. (S.) 'strength, power': -u, 8.2
n.m. (S.) Balabhadra (alternative name for Balarama):
29.4
n.m. (S.) Balarama: 59.2
n.f. (S.) 'sacrificial offering', used with ja- to 
mean 'sacrifice oneself, dedicate oneself': 2.8/16/24/32, 
3.10/20/30/40, 4.5/11/17/23, 11.11, 19-6, 55.6/12/18/24, 
65.^, 70.21, 8 5 .2 2 , 98.4, 107.4, 109.1, 118.14, 122.10; 
~hari 'paying tribute', 13.6, 57.10, 5 8.8 , 61.4, 99.**; 
~hare, 50.7
adj. (S.) 'powerful': 123-6*
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balaiya
bas-
basa
basamta
basana
basi
basile
bah-
bahu
bahutu
bahurl
bahuvidha
bahuvidhi
baki
bamdh-
bavarl
basurl
ba j-
bajubamda 
bat i 
badh-
n.f. ( dimin.fr. Ar. bala ’affliction, evil spirit1.?) 
'the act of drav/ing one's hands over the head of 
another in token of taking his misfortunes upon oneself 
hence 'devote oneself': 29-3
v.i. (vasati) 'dwell, remain': 1.5 (v-), 20.4*;
-e, 2 .3 1 ; -ve, 101.1
n.m. (cvastra- ?) 'dress, clothes, garment': 1 6.2 , 68.5
70.8, 78.3, 85.16, 122.3; -i, 119.4
n.m. (= vasanta-) 'spring': 52.4, 57.2; -u, 57.6
n.m. (= vasana-) 'dress, apparel, garment': 3^*7, 47*5,
101.2, 112.3; -u, 124.14
n.m. 8c postp. (= vasi or vasa- with loc. -jL) 'power, 
control, subjugation, subject to another's will': 20.4*
2 6.6 , 37.4, 39.1, 44.4, 49.6, 51.^, 5^.2, 62.4, 64.4,
71.13, 72.2, 8 5.2 /3  (v-), 91.4, 110.1, 114.6 (v-);
-u (r.), 128.1; cf. IV.3.3-1.3
adj.,ra.pl. (Pers. vasila) 'dependent': 62.4
v.i. (vahati) 'flow, blow': -£, 67.5 (v-), 96.3
adj. 8c adv. (S.) 'much, many': 3*3, 3*24, 4.15, 31.4,
46.2, 55.5, 57.8, 67.15, 69.3, 124.12, 124.18
n.m. 8c adv. (bahutva-) 'much': 1.14
adv. (absol. of bahur- <*vyaghutati ?) 'further, again'
41.1, 97.3
adj. (S.) 'manifold, various': 1.11, 3*19, 4.20, 6.6, 
•14.7, 1 6.5 , 55.13, 57.5; cf. IV.3 .3.1.11
adv. (S., or same as prec.) 'in many ways': 21.3
adj.^f. (vanka-) 'crooked, slanting': 19-2
v.t. (bandhati) 'fasten, tie up': -ogi, 59.4-
adj.,f. (vatula-) 'mad, crazy': 35*5; bauri: 112.1
n.f. ( vams1- ext. -1-) 'flute': 75.2, 92.3;
v.i. (vadyate) 'sound, make a noise': -ata, 45.5, 103-5  
-ahi, 3.23; -ahl, 3.19; -e, 30.3, 47.3,“5o.1, 122.4, 
122.5; -e, 47~%~
n.m. (Pers. bazuband) 'armlet': 84.2 
n.f. (vartman-) 'track, path': 124.20 
cf. badh-
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bata^
bata^
badara
badha
bana
b a m
babhana
bar-
bari
bar!
bala
bala
basa
basu^
basu^
bahu
bioga
bimdula
bimbaphala
bikala
bika-
bigasa
n.f. (vartta-) ’matter, affair, talk': 21.2, 26.5,
41.2, 89.3, 94.4, 113.3; -i, 33-8, 101.3; -e, 39.4;
-£[, 40.5; -ni, 20.5; dimin. batlya, 124.18
n.f. (- vata-) ’wind, breeze’: 1 5 *6 , 70.7; -3.,'36.3
n.m. (vardala-) 'cloud': 8 0 .2
adj. (vardha-) 'increasing, augmenting': 121.3
n.m. (= bana-) 'arrow': 2.15, 33-6, 68.4, 116 .22
n.f. (= vanl-) 'speech, sound': 51.4, 87.1, 117-3,
126.1 (v^T*
n.m. (brahmana-) 'brahmin': 71.9
v.t. (varayate) 'ward off, avert evil, offer, dedicate 
oneself': -a, 12.1; -ata, 51.3, 72.5; vari, 1l4.6; 
vare, 1.4, 9-4, 9-8
n.f. (vara-) 'time, occasion'1: 1 08.2 , 1 2 6 .3 (▼-, rep.); 
-a, 25.2 (rep.), 33.8, 85.22 (v-)
n.f. (bala-) 'girl, daughter': 70.14
n.m. (S.) 'boy, youth': 12.1, 29-2, 110.4, 118.13; 
cf. bala
n.f. (5.) 'girl, maid, young woman': 2.24, 116.3;
-a (r. or metr.)* 10.3, 38.7, 47.8, 53-1, 101.4, 122.4
n.m. or f. (vasa-) 'odour': 70.5; cf. subasa
n.m. (vasas-) 'garment, clothing': 2.7
n.m. (vasa-) 1 abode': 69*3
n.f. (S.) 'arm': 36.4, 46.2; -a, 18 .2; vahi, 117.16 
n.m. (= viyoga-) 'separation': 6 1 .4
n.m. (<.bindu- ext. -1-) 'small round mark on forehead':
9.9
n.m. (S.) 'the bimba fruit' (Momordica monadelpha):
105.ii.4
adj. (= vikala-) 'confused, agitated, weary': 27*2,
74.1, 75.1
v.i. (<*vikrapayati with pass, -a- ?) 'be sold':
-_i, 49.6; -ni, 68.8, 93.4; -ne, 14.6, 39.3
adj. (derived fr. vikas) 'spread out, blossoming':
-i, 45.4
bicha- v.t. (*vicchadayati) 'spread': -1 , 8 5-7 /1 2
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bitita
bidhi
bidhu
binu
bibasi
bibana
bibidha
bimala
bimukha
biraha
birahina
biraj-
bilasata
bilasa
bilasi
bilok-
bisal
bisar-
bisara-
bisar-
adj. («ivyatita- ?) 'elapsed':, 4.4
n.m. ( = vidhi-) 'the Creator (Brahma)': 6.4 (v-),
14.1, 53-35 76.3; 'manner, way': 88.4 *
n.m. (= vidhu-) 'moon': 121.3
postp. (vina) 'without': 4.2, 4.3, 5-3 (bis), 25-4,
27.1, 27TST~29-3, 32.2, 32.6, 40.2, [43.3], 44.2,
68.8, 71-5, 71.11 (v-), 93-2, 121.4; bina, 8.3; 
bina, 4.3, 128.6
adj.,f. ( vivasin-) 'powerless1: 2.21, 28.3, 34.6
n.m. (//H.bewan, Old Awadhi bevanu < vimana-) 'flying 
car of the gods': 70.19
adj. (= vividha-) 'diverse, various': 22.2
adj. (= vimala-) 'clear, pure, white': 22.5, 48.3,
88.4, 1lF7l3
adj. & n.m. (= vimukha-) 'ill-disposed towards, 
not caring for': -na, 56.7, 128.6 (v-)
n.m. (= viraha-) 'separation (esp. of lovers)':
28.6, 33-6, 35.4, 61.4, 116.22
adj. (= virahin-) 'separated, desolate': 71.3;
-ana, 27.1
v.i. (= viraj) 'reign, shine forth, be resplendent': 
-ahi, 3-V34; -ahe, 2.11; -e, .9.11, 11.2, 11.9, 30.4, 
6FT5, 80.4 , 116715, 116.27; -e, 2.27; -ita, 45.2,
55.11, 58.2, 72.6, 111.2, 123T2
adj. (participle fr. vilas ?) 'gleam, shine forth': 
70.20
n.m. (= vilasa-) 'sport, diversion, pleasure, radiance
13.6, 17.3, 30.5, 58.2, 70.10, 72.6, 73-2, 79.3, 
85.19/24, 88.4, 103.3, 115.18; -a (r.), 116.3; .
-u, 16.5, 69.5, 124.24; mahabilasu, 24.5* 86.4
adj. (= vilasin-) 'sportive, playful, wanton': 55.3
(parama~77 122.9 (v-)
v.t. (= vilok) 'look at': -aba, 3-2; -i, 3.15
adj.,f. (from visaya-) 'intently engaged in': 14.1
v.i. (vismarati) 'forget': -i, 27.3, 34.6, 45.8;
- 1 , 7 5 . 2
v.t. (caus. fr.-prec.) 'cause to forget': -(a)uda, 111
v.t. (vismarayati) 'cause to forget': -I, 33.4, 58.7
61.3
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bisala
bihar-
bihana
bihara
biharini
bihari
bihala
bida
blci 
bit­
bit huna 
bida 
bidh-
bin-
biri
budhi
burl
bula-
budi
begi
bedh-
adj. (= visala-) 'broad, spacious': 10.3, 12.5, 38.5 ,
47.1, 70.9, 122.2; -a (r.) 11.8
v.i. (from vihr ) 'roam, wander about for pleasure, 
divert oneself': -ata, 3 -21, 3 -25, 57-9 , 58.3 , 58.5,
60.2, 62.3, 73-3, So74, 86.2 , 103-3, 123-5, 127-4
n.m. (*vibhana-) 'dawn, morning1: 95-2
n.m. (= vihara-) 'amusement, wandering, revelry, 
pleasure': 3-25, 10.2, 10.4, 15-2, 17-3, 22.6, 27-5,
38.7, 55-17, 56-2, 64.2, 66.if, 67-10, 69-4, 70.4,
70.17, 87-3, 99-3, 105-ii.2 , 115-22, 117-15, 118.11,
128.5
n.f. (= viharini-) 'one engaged in bihara'
(referring to Eadha): 104.1, 110.4
n.m. (= viharin-) (one engaged in bihara' q.v. 
(referring to Krsna): 3-21, 3-25, 41.3, 43-1, 45-7,
48.3, 51-4, 53I1\ 105-i-4, 110;4: cf. kumja-
cf. behala
n.m. (< bindu- ?) 'round mark on forehead': 2.12,
15.4 c-r^
postp. (*vicya-) 'in, amid': 9-12; ke +, 119-2
v.i. (vrtta-) 'pass (of time)': -i, 76.2; -I, 51-4,
54.1, 71-3
n.f.,obi.pi. (<vithi-) 'paths, lanes': 71-4
m —
cf. bida
v.i. (viddha- or vibaddha-) 'be pierced' or 'be 
entangled': -I, 27-7; cf. bedh-
v.t. (vicinoti) 'gather, pick': -i, 55-7
n.f. (vita-) 'roll of betel leaf and areca nut':
41.1, ^f2.1,117-10; alternative meaning 'earring*
(// birani 'an ear* ornament with two pearls', cf. HSS): 
9-5
n.f. (= buddhi-) 'intelligence, awareness1: 50.2, 65-3 
adj.,f. (*bura-) 'bad': 42.3
v.t. (caus. fr. bol-) 'call, summon': -1, 78.2;-e,66.3
n.f. (*bundu-) 'drop': 15-3; -a, 31-3
adv. ( < vega-) 'quickly': 4.2, 5-4, 22.6, 27-8, 65.4,
109-4, 127-3
v.t. (formed fr. bidh- viddha-) 'penetrate, pierce': 
-I, 35-7; -ye, 2.10 (v-)
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benati
benu
beri
bell
besari
behala
baith-
baina
bairi
bais-
bor-
bol-
bolicalu
boll 
bauri 
bra ja
brahmadika
brimdabana
n.f. (vijnapti-) 'request, plea1: 13-2 (v-),
21.3 (v-), 99.2, 105.i.2, 108.5, 120.17
n.m. (= venu-) 'flute': 24.3, 50.6 , 53-2  ^ 79-3,
111.5, iTT.3; -a, 1.17, 2.6 , 3.19, 38.6 , 123-3; 
cf. IV.3.3.3, p. 155
n.f. (vela-) 'delay': 4.9
n.f. (velli-) 'creeper': 3-24, 17-4, 21.4* 38.8 , 45.4,
57.7, 60.7, 67.16, 69.2, 70.2; -a, 3-29, 122.8
n.f. 'nose ring (with one or two pearls attached)':
50.5, 90.2; -a, 2.20, 11.6, 81.3, 84.3, 116.15,123-^
adj. (Saksena, p.307: Pers. bihal, but the variant 
bihala suggests either contamination with, or derivation 
fr. vihvala- , cf. Pk. vebbhalo and Beames, I p*359) 
'agitated, out of sorts, swooning': 3*24, 17*4; 
bihala, 12.7, 75«5
v.i. (upavista-) 'sit': -1, 54.1, 100.1; -e, 11.1 , 79*1,
87.4, 89-^,*105.ii.3, 106.1, 109.2, 117.1; cf. bais- 
n.m. (vacana-) 'words, speech': 6.2, 16.3, 124.13; 
alternatively 'face' (<cvadana-), but ambiguous: 16.3,
36.2, 39-2; cf. IV.3.3.3, p. ’’55
n.m. (= vairin-) 'enemy': 32.1
v.i. (upavista-) 'sit': -1, 65*2; cf. baith-
v.t. (*bodayati) 'drown, cause to sink': -yo, 32.4
v.i. & t. (*boll-) 'speak': -ata, 27.6, 31.4, 48.4,
70.12, 72.4,“8771, 101.3, 106.3, 108.1, 109.3, 117.13,
118.4, 124.17, 126.1; -ahe, 1.10; -1, 115-7, 124.21;
-le, 109.1; -e, 54.4, 77T3, 124.13; -e, 29.1, 113.4;
-IT 33.8, 35.S; -££, 23-4
n.m. (farmed fr. *boll- + cal- ?) 'talk, conversation1:
51.2
n.f. (*boll-) 'speech, words': 118.4 
cf .,. bavari
n.m. (= vra.ja-) 'cattle shed', Braj: 2.6, 2.24, 27.1,
31.1, 38.7, 47-8, 53-1, 56.8, 57.9, 67.6, 71-4, 96.1,
118.10, 121.4, 122.4; -i, 27.8; ~pati 'lord of Braj' 
(Krsna), 67.3; ~vasina 'inhabitant of Braj', 67-7, 71.15
n.m. (S.) .^Brahma and the other gods': 125-5
n.m. (= vrndavana-) Vrindaban: 3.1, 3-5, 10.4, 30.5 ,
45.2, 46.1, 52.3, 55.7, 56.4, 57.1, 58.4, 67.1(bis)/3,
80.4, 86.2, 96.2, 103.1, 115.3, 121.1, 122.2, 128.5
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brisabhana
bhaua
bhagata
bhagati
bhaf c] cha
bhabhak-
bhaya
bhar-
bhalo
bhavana 
bhavaru 
bha-
bhai
bhau
bhati
bhagya
bhatu
bhana
bhama
bhamunl
bharl
n.m, (= vrsabhanu-) Vrsabhanu (father of Radha): 5*6,
20.1, 23.1*, 57.4, 6l.l’ 70.1, 82.2 (vr-), 84.4,
85.14/15
cf. bhau[a]
n.m. (= bhakta-) 'devotee': -na, 56.8
n.f. (= bhakti-) 'devotion': 128.4
adj. & n.m. (= bhaksya-) 'eating, food': 14.7, 15-4
v.i. (*bhabh-) 'be angry, flare up': -i., 115.7
n.m. (S.) 'fear': 128.7
v.i. 8c t. (bharati) 'fill, be filled': -i, 2 8.5 , 5 2 .5 ,
73.35'-I, 5.18, 75.4, 76.2, 92.4, 107.1, 124.1, 124.15; 
-£e, 3.18, 3.35, 98.3; -££, 110.2
adj. (bhalla-) 'auspicious, good': 20.2; 71-8 (rep.);
as a blessing with -ye/-ye, 63.1, 88.4, 101.3
n.m. (S.) 'house': 28.2, 65.2, 117-2; -i, 44.1; cf.kumja
n.m. (bhramara-) 'large black bee': 116.20; cf.'bhramara
v.i. (bhati) 'look good, be pleasing': -(a)1 (r.),26.5; 
-(a)uda, 111.3; -.e, 1.20; -yo, 1.21; -vata, 37.3, 85*5; 
-vana, 2.6; -v^, 2.3, 6.1, 19.4, 22.4,“5973, 85.22
n.m. (<bhava- ?) 'love, thought, feeling': 66.3
n.m. (<bhava- ?) 'feeling, sentiment': 128.4
n.f. ( bhakti-) 'sort, way, manner': 1.22, 3*24; 
repeated with the meaning 'manifold, many kinds of': 10.
10.4, 30.3, 38.5, 46.4, 60.5, 67.7, 67.10, 73.4, 85.5, 
107.9
n.m. (S.) 'fortune': 125.1; cf. vadabhagi
n.m. (bhakta-) 'boiled rice': 31.6
n.m. (= bhanu-) 'sun': 74.3, 101.1
n.f. (S.) 'a passionate or seductive woman': 36.3,
105-i-3
n.f. (= bhamini-) 'an angry or passionate woman':
1.13/18, 3.17, 3.21, 3.25, 4.1, 4.6, 6.6, 11.3, 11.5,
18.4, 21.1, 26.2, 38.2, 41.4, 54.4, 55.1, 58.5, 63.2,
64.1, 75-3, 77.2, 81.1, 116.31, 117-5; cf. IV.3.3.2.3
adj. 8c adv. (bharika-) 'heavy, full of': 13.3, 27.7,
41.4, 58.6, 60.6 (ati~), 76.3, 96.4, 116.18, 124.5;
-e, 50.5, 85.11
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bhal-
bhino
bhiri
bhumc- 
—  « —
bhu ja
bhul-
bhula-
bhuvana
bhukye
bhusana
bhei-
bheda
bhedana
bhesu
bhojana 
bhora
bhau[a]
bhramara
bhramti
v.i. (bhalayate) 'open eyes, look': -i, 122.10
adj. (<bhinna- ?) 'steeped in': 112.2 ; -e, 7 2 .1 ,
85.1/6 , 85.17, 123.1 (rep.) ~
n.f. (cbhiru- ?) 'pain, torment': 35.4
v.i. & t. (bhunjate) 'enjoy, eat': -e, 46.4
n.m. or f. (S.) 'arm': 1.13, 48.2, 67.13, 68.10,
74.2, 98.2, 103.2, 108.6 , 119.3, 122.7; repeated in
expressions meaning 'arm in arm': 3*13, 3 *17,
4.19/24, 60.6 , 62.3, 102.3
v.i. 8c t. (*bhull-) 'forget': -i, 35.6, 47.7, 75-2,
76.4; -e, 28747^5, 53-5
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'cause to forget*: -ni, 28.4,
68.7; -no, 120.11
n.m. (S.) 'world': 72.5; cf. tribhuvana
adj. (*bubhuksaka-; -ye termination on anal, with 
absolutive use of pp.? cf. VI.14) 'hungry': 59*3
n.m. (= bhusana-) 'ornament, jewellery': 2.27, 16.2,
22.2 , 47.5,’55.8 , 67.8 , 68.11, 70.8 , 85.16, 90.2 , 
116.25, 119.4, 122.3; cf. IV.3.4.2
v.t. (*bhejj-) 'send': -I, 25.2; -e, 113.4
n.m. (S.)'(winning over by sowing) dissension': 8.3*,
113.4
adj. 8c n.m. (S.) 'breaking, cleaving, destroying': 14.4
n.m. (related to vesa- ?) 'dress, disguise*: 116.2,
116.29, 120.18; subhesu 'fine clothes', 118.5
n.m. (S.) 'food': 71.8
n.m. or f. (bhora-) 'dawn, daybreak': 29.1, 48.4, 54.1,
62.3 (“hi), 7^.4, 85.10, 101.1 (~hi), 107.4, 113.4;
- 1, 105•i•2
n.f. (*bhrumu-) 'eyebrow'; bhau, 33.6 ; bhau[a], 68.4; 
bhaua, 2.15, 116.14; bhaua, 124.15; bhaSa, 9*9; 
bhauana, 124.15 cf. IV.3.3.3. P- 15^
n.m. (= bhramara-) 'large black bee': 46.2; cf. bhavaru
n.f. (S.) 'error, false opinion, pride': 10.3, 22.3,
60.7
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maiya
mamgala
magana
mamdana 
■ 0 • ■■■■■»
mamdala
mam da
cf. maiya
n.m. (S.) 'auspicious song': 71.1*+; -u, 55.10, 57.10 
cf. chagana
adj. (S.) 'adorning, embellishing': 3-16
n.m. (S.) 'circle' (in which the rasa dance is 
performed): 40.3, 86.1, 3-13, 3 *18, 4.16, 10.1, 30.1, 
53«3i 55*11, 60.2, 70.14, 96.1, 104.3; sakha mandali 
'circle of friends', 45.2
adj. & adv. (S.) 'slow(ly), gentle, gently1: 1.5,2.32 
(rep.), 34.7, 45.5 (rep. with -a, r.), 64.3, 67.5,
68.5, 96.3, 112.3
mamdira n.m. (S.) 'dwelling': cf. kumja
makaramda n.m. (S., with -a for rhyme) 'flower': 45-4
makarakrita adj. (= ~krta-) 'shaped like a sea-monster': 68.3
makhatula n.m. (HSS: mahargha- + tula-),.'black silk': 84.2
n.m. (marga-) 'road, path': 27.6 , 35.5; -u, 4-1.3, 44.1.
61.2, 71.12, 124.9
adj. (= magna-) 'immersed, overwhelmed': 79-2, 119.1
v.i. (*matt-) 'twinkle': -ata, 2.4, 78.4
n.f. (mrda- ext. -tk-) 'clay pot': 119.3
n.m. (S.) 'jewel': 50.6, 62.2, 67.11, 102.1, 102.3 
(bis), 117.8; manl (r.) 24.5
adj. (S.) 'ruttish, intoxicated, excited': 12.2 (maha~),
33-4, 72.5, 116.26, 119.5
n.f. (S.) 'devotion, thought, desire': 35*6
v.t. (mathnati) 'churn': -yo, 29«3
n.f. (= manthani -)'vessel for churning': 29.3
adj. (S.) 'ruttish, excited': 1.5, 2.8
n.m. (S.) 'passion, the act of intoxicating' (epithet 
of Kama): 81.4; cf. maina
magana
matak-
matakl
——  • M M
mani
M M M  • M M
mat(t )a
mati
math-
mathani
mada
madana
ma(d)dhi cf. madhya
madhura adj. (S.) 'sweet, mellifluous, pleasant': 1.10, 16.3,
98.3; rep.: 24.3, 111.5, 117-3, 123-3; -i, 60.3
madhurata n.f. (S.) 'sweetness': 34.4
madhupa n.m. (S.) 'large black bee': 1.14, 1.15, 3-6/7, 34.2,
53-4, 68.12, 72.5
madhya
mana
manamatha
manamohana
manasa
mana-
mani
manohara
marakata 
marala
masti
mastaka
mahala
maha~
postp. (S.) 'in': 45.2; derivatives:madtLM,'15 -3(ke+); 
madhi, 9.1, 9.9 , 9.11, 30.1; mahi, 67.12, 67.17,
62.3 , 82.4, 84.2, 92.3; mahu, 11.1,. 15-4, 67.8, 67.9,
70.5, 70.19, 83.11, 98.4, 108.4; mauda (r.),111.9; 
mahi, 1.9 (ke +), 4.13/18, 11.7, 14.7, 25.4, 26.3 , '
31.1, 31.6 , 56.8, 57.1, 67.13 (ke + ), 70.12 (ke +),
71.4, 115.6 , 115.17, 122.2; mai, 3 .38, 10.2, 32.7,
59.2, 65.1-4 , 78.5, 79.2, 81.3 , 89.1, 94.1, 97.1,97.3
106.3, 111.7, 115.20, 116.21, 127.4; me, 19.4, 32.1,
47.5, 75.1, 87.1-4. 117.1; mo, 1.10 (bis), 1.11, 1.16 
(bis), 2.1, 4.7/12, 4.15, 6.2, 7.5, 12.2 , 17.3, 20.4,
24.1, 32.4,[38.3], 43.1, 44.3, 48.1, 49.3, 49.4,50.3,
50.7 (bis), 54.1, 56.4, 60.2 , 70.16, 73.4, 74.3,75.4,
76.2, 77.1, 82.3, 85.3, 100.1, 106.1, 116.20, 121.4,
123.5
n.m. (= manas-) 'mind, heart1: 1.7/12, 1.9, 2.14,4.22
5.2, 7.5T5TT, 11-3, 13.3, 19.6, 20.3, 22.3, 25.4,
26.3, 50.2 , 55.20/21, 55.23 (bis), 60.7, 65.3, 69.6 , 
70.10, 71.15, 85.5, 86.4, 87.2, 90.4, 103.6 , 115.6;
-i, 2.6, 19.4, 111.3; -u, 1.1/6, 2.21, 7.2, 9.6,11.10
22.1, 27.2 , 28.1, 28.3 , 33.1, 35.4 , 36.4 , 37.3, 41.3,
47.8 , 49.4 , 68.4, 68.7, 70.15, 78.6 , 79.4 , 90.1, 92.3,
93.2, 105.ii.viii, 106.3 , 107.10, 112.4, 114.5, 118.10
120.13, 123.3; -hi, 1.20/21
n.m. (= manmatha-) ’the god of love' (Kama): 2.19,
3 .20, 11.10, 15.2, 30.6 , 49.2, 58.7, 64.4, 67.16,
68.4, 69.6 , 70.18, 79.4
n.m. (S.) 'enchanter of the mind* (epithet of Krsna): 
71.11; -u, 111.4
n.f. (S.) 'mind, thought, wish, desire': 10.3
v.t. (caus. fr. man-) 'persuade, placate, soothe': 
-(S)I (r.),26.2; -(a)uda (r.) 111.7; -vana, 25*1, 
-vani, 37.1, 43.1; -vo, 115.14
cf. mani
M W  » ^ W
n.m. (S.) 'stealer of the mind' (epithet of Krsna):
- • • •
26.6
n.m. (S.) 'emerald': 62.2, 102.3
n.m. (S.) 'a kind of duck, goose or flamingo': 12.8,
17.2, 38.3 , 47.6
n.f. (?), used with kar- to mean 'keep silent': 59.4 
n.m. (S.) ’head': -u, 105.ii.ii
n.m. (Ar. mahall) 'place, palace: -u, 105-ii.ii; 
cf. kumja, ramga ~
adj. (S.) 'great', prefixed to catura, citacora, 
chabi, jari, pravini, prema/-u, bilasu, matta, 
manu, mudita, ragamage, satu, hathu and hulasu, q.v.
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mahi/mahu 
mai
mauda
maga
mahi
makhanu
mathe
^  u
madhurl
madho
man-
- 1
mana
- 2mana
mano
manuni
maya
mar-
mara
cf. madhya
n.f. (natr-) ’mother1 (a term used to address a 
female friend): 31.1, 35.7, 52.1, 59.3, 62.1, 69*1,
71.6, 78.1, 83.1 (103.1)
cf. madhya
n.f. (marga-) 'line of red powder or pearls, gems 
etc. worn in the parting of the hair': 9*11, 11.2,
100.2 , 116.9
cf. madhya
n.m. (mraksana-) 'butter': 71.10, 123-6
n.m., obl.(loc.)sg. (masta-) 'on the (fore)head':
2 .11, 19.3, 68.2, 78.3, 90.2, 93*2, 100.2 , 107.2,
118.12, 122.3
n.f. & adj. (S.) 'sweet(ness),,.loveliness': 2.2o, 3*37,
12.5, 19.5, 28.if, 3 8.4 , 98.3
n.m. (= madhava-) 'scion of Madhu' (epithet of Krsna): 
if9.8, 52.8, 117.16
v.i. (manyate) 'consider, be appeased, agree to':
-a, 1.15; -ata, 115.13, 120.7; -i, 1.19/2^, 8 5 .10; 
-1 , 66.3, 89T5 , 9 3 A ;  -e, if3-2 ; -o, 99.2, 108.5,
120.12; cf. mano
n.m. (S.) 'pride, anger, indignation': 13.5, 99*1;
-u, if.8 , if.9, 5 A, 6 .3 , 7.1, 13.1 (maha~), 18.1,20.*5,
25.1, 26.if, 37.1, if 1 • 2 , ifl.if, if3.1, ^ T l ,  61.6 , 6 5 A ,
105.1.11, 107.3, 108.2 , 115.2, 115.A ,  115.16, 120.1 , 
120.15 
n.m. (S.) 'measure' (in music): 10.2 , 17.3, 1 9 A ,
55.15, 67.12, 86.3, 88.3
conj. (imper./subj. form of man-) 'like, just as':
*fA, 9 A ,  9 .8 , 9 .10, 9 .12, 1S 7T, 2ifA, 36.3 , 38.3, ^8 .2 , 
^9.2, '53.2, 53.3, 5 3 A ,  53-5, 62.2 , 7*f.2, (7^-3), 75.3,
76 A ,  8 0.1 , 8 0 .3 , 81.1 , 8 1.3 , 87A ,  102.3 , 105.ii.3,
108.2 , 115.16, 116.if, 116.6, 116.8 , 116.12, 116.A ,
116.20, 116.22, 116.2if, 117.6, 117.8
n.f. (= maninl-) 'an indignant or angered woman':
7.1, A .1 , T5T1, 103.2, 115.13, 120.1; cf.IV.3 .3.2.3
n.f. (S.) 'magic, illusion, deception': 105.ii.iii
v.t. (marayati) 'kill, beat, strike': 55.23,
-1 , 27.5; -ye, 115.8; -yo, 33-6 ; cf. mara
adv. (fr. prec.) 'eagerly, with gusto': 6if.2
mala
mita-
mithadi
miti
mil-
milana
misa
« .moj-
mithi
mina
mumc-
mumdari
mukata
mukata
mukha
mukhada 
mu j he 
mudita
muni
mur-
n.f. (S.) ’garland': 46.2, 78.5; -a (r.), 4?.5, 122.6
v.t. (caus. fr. mit- < mrsta-) 'rub out, dispel1:
-l, 71.15 * * * ’ :
a
adj.,f. (ext. form of mltha mrsta-) 'sweet, smooth, 
soothing'; 118.4
n.f. (S.) 'measure', used in expressions meaning 'to 
no extent': 52.2 , 55-16, (56.2) 57-7, 67.2 , 68.6 , 
70.20, 115.18
v.t. (milati) 'meet': -ata, 32.8 , 113-3 ; - a h u , 5.4,
6 .6 , 1057174; -( D u , 10974; -i, 1.14, 3 .6/77"^-19/24,
11.1 , 13.5, 20 757 21.4 , 29.4 , 31.3 , 31.4 , 4 4 .4 , 6 3.2 ,
70.4, 71.15, 72.2 , 79.2, 95.4, 107.9, 128.2; -1,67.9; 
-u, 5-6 , 22.6 , 65.4, 99*1; 27.8 ; -o, 18.4, 61.4,
120.18; -ye, 1.17, 4.14, 4.15, 26.6, 5^.4, 66.4,
100.4, 10876, 115.17, 116.3 2 ; -^e, 35.8
n.m. (S.) 'meeting': 6.1, 81.1
n.m. (rnrsa-) 'pretext, trick': 59.1
v.t. (*mrnjati) 'rub (the hands)': -ata, 16.3
adj.,f. (mrsta-) 'sweet': 87.1, 92.2
n.m. (S.) 'fish': 1.7/12, 4.2/3, 49.4; -a (r.), 11.5,
71.2, 116.9
v.i. or t. (<muncati, if t. then < mucyate x muncati *?) 
'free, be set free': 46.6
n.f. (mudra-), 'ring': 84.2
n.f. (= mukta- ) 'pearl': 2.21, 81.3; mukatavala (ki) 
pata 'string of pearls', 15-3
n.m. (= mukuta-) 'crown, headdress': 118.12; -u, 19.3,
68.2 , 122.3 ; + mani 'crest jewel', 67.11, 102.1
n.m. (S.) 'face, mouth': 12.6, 13.2, 16.3, 19.2, 29.4,
33.5, 34.2, 38.4, 39.2, 40.2, 47.3, 55.16, 61.4, 62.1,
82.2, 85.17, 90.3, 97.2, 125.4; -i, 49.8, 68.7, 103.5,
112.2, 115.21, 117.3, 117.10, 120.14; -u, 53.3,
105.i.1, 106.4, 123.3
n.f. (fr. prec. ext. -d-) 'face, mouth': 118.8 
cf. mai
adj. (S.) 'delighted, joyful': 1.10, 3.10, 53.2,
55.20 (madia-), 55-21, 57-2, 58.5
cf. mauni
v.i. (mutati) 'be turned, be twisted': -a, 103.4 (cf. 
mori); -1, 4Q.7, 116.31, 124.15
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muracha- v.i. ( murchati) ’swoon1: -1, 92.4; -£, 36.4;
-vahl, A-.8 ; -vahi, 3.36 ; -ve, 104.4
murall n.f. (S.) »flute*: 3.19, 19.2, 33.2, 34.5, 38.6 ,
47.3, 67.6, 68.7, 7-8.6, 92.1 (rep.), 92.2, 103:.5,
112.2, 122.4
murari n.m. (S.) 'enemy of Mura' (epithet of Krsna): 4.20;
-e, 85.19/24
mula n.m,. (mulya-) 'price': 68.8
musak- v.i. (*muss- ext. -kk-) 'smile': -ata, 106.3 ; -ave,
49.7; -aniT 89.4, 99.4, 116.13, 12^73; -i, 14.7,
18.4, 51.2 , 61.4, 72.3, 107.4, 108.4, 115.11, 124.21; 
musika (metathesis of absol.?), 4.15/18
musakani n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'smile': 1.5, 15.5, 47.2,
50.5, 93.3, 98.3, 118.19
murati n.f. (= murti-) 'embodiment, image': 2.3 , 2.26, 3.37,
16.1 (rep. ), 28.4, 71.5
murchita ad j . (S.) 'stupefied, in a swoon': 3*29, 3-37
mula n.m. (S.) 'ground, vicinity': 70.12*
mrga n.m. (S.) 'deer': 1 .7/12, 22.2 ; ~mada 'musk', 47.4,
78.5
mrnala n.m. (s.) 'lotus fibre, stem': 68.10 ’
mrdamga n.m. (S.) 'drum': 3 *19, 38.6 , 80.1
me cf. madhya
met- v.t. (t. with -_e- f r . mit-< mrsta-) 'rub out, dispel':
-yo, 100.4
mera &c. cf. mai
mel- v.t. (melayati) 'bring together': -i., 3.22, 44.3,
. 70.2, TFT1*
mehu n.m. (megha-) 'cloud': 127.2
mai postp., cf. madhya
mai pron. (ma-) 'I»: 94.4, 95-2 , 120.6 , 124.8; mujhe, 2.3 ,
2 . 1 0 ;  mera, 1 1 4 . 5 ;  meri, 34.8, 5 0 . 1 ;  mere, 34.1, 40.2,
59.1, 77-3, 85.1/2/S7778/12/13/14/18/T9720/24, 108.3 ,
112.2 , 113.1, 114.1, 120.11; mero, 19-1, 32.5, 71.10,
90.1, 93*2, 110.1, 127.2; raori, 97.1; maidadi, 118.3; 
mo, 63.3, 71.2 , 94.4, 95.1, 108.1, 112.4, 117.12,
120.8 , 127.1; mohi, 2.9 , (4.9), 8.2 , (20.2), 43.4, 
(61.6), 64.2, 115.12; cf hau
maina
maiya
mo
mo
moti
moda
moni
mor-
mora
mol-
moh-
mohi
mohana
mohita
mohini
mauni
maura
mauli
yaha
n.m (madana-) 'the god of love' (Kama): 1.8, 3-9,
3-36, 3-37, 4.8, 6 .2, 9.4, 10.3, 16.1 (rep.), 24.6,
36.1, 46.3, 61.3, 73-4, 90.3, 116.9; cf. madana
n.f. (matr-) 'mother': 118.2 , maiya: 126.3
cf. mai
cf. madhya
n.m. (mauktika-) 'pearl': 2.20, 9-7, 11 .6 , 68.9 , 112.3, 
116.15; motiana/motyana, obl.pl., 36.2 , 47.5, 78.5,
1 1 6.9 ; mutyana, 84 .3
n.m. (S.) 'joy,- delight,' pleasure': 3.40 (parama-) 
cf. mauni
v.t. (motati) 'turn, twist': -1, 103-4
n.m. (*mora-) 'peacock, peacock crown (as worn by Krsna)': 
3-3, 29-T7T8.4, 55-5, 57-8, 67-4, 69-3, 70.12, 78.4‘, ** 
107-2, 111.2, 118.12, 123-2; maura (mayura-), 3-8, 31-4
v.t. (maulya-) 'buy': -d., 08.8 ; mole, 29.6*
v.t. (mohayati) 'allure, charm, enchant': -i, 1 .1/6, 28.1,
47.2, 112.1 (rep.), 122.4; -e, 9-6, 11.3, 11-5, 11.10,
68.4, 68.11, 114.5, 116.9; -££, 69.6, 79-4, 92.2
cf. mai
n.m. (S.) 'enchanting' (epithet of Krsna): 1.3, 7-5, 13-5,
18.2 , 21.3, 34.2, 37-1, 47-1, 49-4, 53l2, 58.1, 67.1,71.1, 
71-3, 72.1, 89-1, 90-1, 93-1, 95.1, 98.2, 99-1, 100.4,
101.4, 103-1,104.3,112.1,113.1,115-17,115.22,118.1,124.23, 
125.2; -u, 114.2, 122.1; cf. manamohana
adj. (S.) 'enchanted, infatuated, deluded': 12.7
n.f. (S.) 'a fascinating woman, nymph' (Mohini is the name 
given to.V-isnu when'he adopted the form of a beautiful 
woman in order to delude the demons during the churning 
of the ocean): 9.6 , 104.2, 105.ii.iii
(cf. IV.3.3-1-9) '(vow of) silence': 105-i.4; muni, 65.2; 
moni, 51.2
cf. mora
cf. 118.2 fn.
proximate demon..pron. (esa-) ’(s)he, this': 2.5 , 2.8/16/ 
24/32, 2.31, 13.5, 31.2 , 42.1, 44.4, 45-8, 53-5, 56.7,
57.2, 58.7, 59.3, 67.15, 67.18, 70.13, 81.2, 83.4 , 111.9 ,
123.4, 128.5; iha, 107.1; inu, 20.5, 31.1, 50.3, 71.10, 
92.3; ehi, 1.23, 71.7, 116.33, 120.8 ; yahi, 95.3 
yahi, 109.3
yuga
yuta
ramga
ramgilo
rakhiya
ragamage
rac-
racana
raca-
ra.ja
rat-
ratana
rati
radani
rababa
ram-
ramanl
ravani
ravi
ras-
rasa
cf. juga
adj. (S.) 'possessed of, filled with': 89.2
n.m. (S.) 'colour, diversion, mirth, rapture, love':
1.11, 3.12, 54.1, 72.1, 85.10, 123.1 (rep.);
+ mahala 'a chamber set apart for voluptuous 
enjoyment', 85.3
adj. (*rangita- ext. -11-) 'coloured, joyful': 110.1; 
-l, 54.1*, 110.1
c f . rakh- & VI.16
adj.,m.pl. (< rag- < rakta- + maga ^  magna-) 'impassioned, 
bloodshot': 16.2 (maha~)
v.t. (*racyate) 'make, prepare': ^i .+ .paci (absol. of 
pac- •< pacyate) 'made with great effort or skill', 6.4,
53.3, 61.5 (~ke); -I, 6.4, 48.3; -o, 55.1
n.f. (S.) 'creation': 6.4, 76.3
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'make, prepare': -i, 1 1 8 .5  
n.m. (S.) 'dust': 8 5 .2 3
v.i. (*ratyati) 'cry out, repeat': -ata, 13.2 (rep.), 
65-2, 121Ii; -I, 3.7; -e, 3.27
n.m. (= ratna-) 'jewel, gem': 124.3
n.f. (S.) 'pleasure, sexual passion or union': 1.19/24,
49.8, 52.8 , 58.8 , 73.2 , 76.2 , 89.4; ~pati (epithet 
of Kama), 22.3, 60.7, 82.4, 104.4, 105.i.3
adj.,f. (^rad) 'bestowing, dispensing': 121.3
n.m. (Ar. rabab). 'a kind of lute, rebeck' 30.3, 60.5
v.i. (S.) 'rejoice, sport, make love': -ata, 55-22,
67.9
n.f. (= ramani-) 'beautiful young woman, mistress, 
consort'"? 5$.7, 67.15, 70.19
n.f. (<ramani-) same as prec.: 12.2 , 55.23, 120.6 , 
124.8; -a (r. & metr.) 117.1
n.m. (S.) 'sun': 2.12, 9.10* 90.3, 116.8
v.i. (S.) 'relish, be full of rasa': -ye, 3-31
n.m. (S.) 'sap, essence, love, affection, desire, 
charm, delight, flavour, sentiment': 1.16, 1.21, 2.10,
3.1 (bis), 3.5, 3.10 (rep.), 3.12, 3 .16, 3.18, 3 -21, 
3 .28. 3.35, 4 .1 5, (4.22), 10.2 , 10.4, 13.6, 14.6, 2 0.4 ,
_.'i-k 7-
rasana 
rasala 
rasika
rasili
rah-
rahanl
rahasa
rai
rakh-
raga
ragini
raj-
ra.jita
rati
20.6, 22.6, 23.2, 26.5, 27.7, 35.7, 36.2, 38.3, 38.7,
46*1, 46.4, 48.3, 50.4 (bis), 52.4, 54.4, 55.1, 55.15 
55.22 (bis), 56.2, 57-9, 58.2 , 60.6 , 61.3 , 63.2, 64.1,
69.4 , 70.17, 72.4 , 72.5, 75.4 , 76.2, 85.1/6 , 85.5,
85.17, 87.3, 89.3, 92.4, 98.3, 101.1, 103^5, 106.2,
106.3, 107.1, 108.6 , 110.2 , 112.2 , 115.17; 117.15,121.3,
122.9, 124.1; -i, 5.6 , 26.6 , 37.4 , 39-1, 51.4 , 72.2,
128.1; -u, 1.23, 2.22, 5.6 , 17.4, 20.6 , 56.6 , 56.7,
58.6 , 67.14 (ati~), 73.4, 79.2, 95.4, 96.4, 106.3,
108.3, 116.18, 116.33, 128.8
n.f. (S.) ’tongue1: 128.1
adj. (S.) 'tasty, sweet': 2.12, 12.3, 47.3, 122.5
adj. 8e n.m. (S.) 'tasteful, elegant, amorous, one who 
delights in rasa, lover': 1.17, 3.5, 3.21, 3.25, 4.16,
9.1, 11.1, 17.1, 21.4, 25.2, 41.3, 44'.2, 45.7, 46.1,
48.3, 55.1, 57.9, 60.8, 108.3, 113.4, 116.32, 120.3;
-ana, 56.7; -ani, 122.9
adj.,f. (rasin- ext -11-) 'full of rasa, voluptuous':
9.1, 37.4, 44.2, 76.1, 122.7, 124.6; m.dir.pi. -e,
36.2 , 62.4, 120.3
v.i. (*rahati) 'stay, remain': -ata, 18.2 , 65.2 , 70.12,
97.2 , 101.1; -I, 3.2 , 7.6 , 8 .1, 34~3, 43.2 , 46.1, 47.2 , 
55.23, 67.17, 70.18, 71.9, 73.1, 91.4, 93.2, (97.1),
97.3, 98.4, 103.6 , 119.2 , 119-4; -u, 115.5; -e, 2.1,
45.4, 47.8, 49.3, 49.6, 51.3, 52.77 52.8, 68.3, 71.3,
77.3, 84.4, 104.3, 105.i.1, 115.11, 116.10, 120.11;
-ogl, 59.4; -^e, 74.4; -^o, 35.4,- 70.5, 79.2, 112.5,
120.8
n.f. (<*rahana- ?) 'behaviour, practice, love, 
attachment *:’54.4
n.m. (rahasya-) 'secret, mystery': 62.4, 107.5
n.m. (rajan-) 'king': 17.1, 79-1, 88.2, 116.32
v.t. (raksati) 'guard, keep': -ata, 91.2; -u,105.ii.ii 
(rep.), 128.8 ; -ye, 2.15; -yo, 56.7, 120.4; rakhiya 
(cf. VI.16) 97.2
n.m. (S.) 'musical scale or mode': 3*22; -u, 117*12 
n.f. (= ragini-) f. of prec.: 3*22
v.i. (rajyate) 'shine, be adorned, appear splendid':
-ahl, 3 .15; -ahe, 1.22; -e, 9 .12, 11.9, 30.1, 34.5, 68.10,
80.2 , 116.21
adj. (S.) 'resplendent, adorned, brilliant': 2.23, 3-21,
48.3, 52.2, 56.4 , 58.8 , 62.1, 70.10, 77.2 , 85.14,103.1,
117.15
n.f. (ratri-) 'night': 117-9, 120.9
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radha
radhika
rani
rama
rasa
raha
rida
ridhi
ripa
risi
▼n
ri jh-
riti
rukhu
ruc-
ruci
rucira 
runujhunu
n.f. (S.) Radha: 3.2, 3.15, 19.4, 45-7, 46.1, 49.8,
52.8 , 55.21, 57.2, 65.2 , 66.3 , 67.11, 72.2, 87.1,
98.2 , 100.4, 104.4, 111.7, 112.2 , 115.17, 115.22,
117.16, 118.11, 121.1 .(rep.), 122.1, 122.8, 124l.11;
-e, 75.2, 85.15, 89.2, 94.4, 103.3, 105.i.4, 115.3, 
1T6.32, 124.1
n.f. (S.) endearing form of prec.: 10.2, 117.1, 117.4,
120.16, 124.23
n.f. (rli jni-) 'queen': 115*3, 116.32, 117.4, 120.16,
121.2 , 124.11, 126.2
n.m. (S.) Rama: 12.3
n.m. (S.) 'round dance performed by Krsna and the 
gopls, sport, play1: 3.5, 11.1, 13-6,*17.3, 21.4,
22.6, 23.2, 30.5, 56.2, 58.2, 67.1 (rep.)/3, 70.17,
72.6, 73.2, 121.3; -u, 4.19/24, 40.3, 45.3, 53.1,
55*1, 55.19, 69.1, 8£.4, 95*1, 103.3; cf. mamdala
_  —  i.
n.m. (= rahu-) Rahu (a demon said to seize the sun— — \  I /
and moon and thus cause eclipses): 105-ii.1
n.m. (<hrdaya-) 'heart'1: '-hi,' 54i3'(bis>, >110.4;
-i, 2.2T, 3.18 , 50.3 , 55.9 , 56.7 . 67.18 , 75.3, 128.8 ; 
-e, 1.3 , 1.10, 1.16, 2.31
n.f. (= rddhi-) 'prosperity' (name of the wife of 
Kubera/attendant of Ganesa): 118.7
n.m. (= ripu-) 'enemy, adversary': 14.6
n.f. (ris-) 'anger': 37.2,.124.15; -a, 4.8, 4.10,54.3
vocative particle: 32.2*, 35.1, 4o.1, 47.8, 59.1, 69.1,
78.1, 95.1, (103.1), 115.7, 119.1, (119.6)
s
v.i. (rdhyati) 'be pleased': -ata, 23.3; -.i, 10.1 
(rep.)*, 24.4, 46.2 (rep.), 52.7, 60.6 , 73-1 (rep.),
74.1, 84.4; -I, 69.1
n.f. (S.) 'custom, practice, method': 81.2, 113-2
n.m. (Pers. rukh) 'face, aspect': 105-i.1
v.i (rucyate) 'be pleasant, appeal': -ata, 27.2
n.f. (S.) 'lustre, beauty, attractiveness': 12.5,
19.5, 56.7
adj. (S.) 'brilliant, radiant, attractive1: 38.4
n.m. (< rana- + jhan) 'jingling (of anklets): 2.31 , 
3 .23, 22*74; runajhuna, 10.3
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rupa
ruma
re
raina
rok-
roca
rop-
romcK
lampata
lakuta
lakh-
lag-
lagani
lachana
lachami
iaJg-
la.jili 
la.j( .j )ita 
lat-
latak-
latakani 
lataka- 
latapati
lada-
n.m. (S.) 'shape, form, grace, beauty': 1.2, 1.9, 1.16,
2 .1, 5.5, 9.2, 16.6 , 49.4, 53.4, 56.5, 70.5, 75.1,
97.4, 105-ii.iii, 105.ii.v, 112.3, 112.4* 115.19, 
116.10; -u, 116.6 , 118.13
cf. roma
vocative particle: (27-5)
n.f. (rajani-) 'night': 4.10, 8 .3 , 30.5, 36.1, 58.3,
66.2, 67.4, 69.1, 71.2, 73.1, 96.3, 103.6 , 128.3
v.t. (*rokk-) 'stop1: -i, 124.20
n.f. (S.) 'brightness': 4.23, 85-17
v.t. (ropyate) 'plant, sow': -1, 55.9
n.m. (S .)  'h^Ur' C^V- on  tUji 1) r^p^ottcL uiTfa/
Vn ZVCM pert' ; «2-/4 y, 21^ .1- 2$-*6> ( r C\ ^\) ■ 1/ 93-5J YrmcKvnh, fa-h.
adj. (S.) 'desirous, lustful': 56.2, 61.3 , 87-3
n.m. (S.) 'stick': -na, 31.5; f. dimin. -I, 31-5
v.i. & t. (laksati) 'see': -i, 1.2 , 95-3** 124.19; -xy& 
(cf. VI.16), 97-3
v.i. (lagyati) 'adhere to, begin': -ata, 79.2 ;
-atu, 10b .1; -ye, 106.4; -yo, 2.22, 93-1; cf. lag-
n.f. (<*lagni-) 'attachment': 1.23, 124.21; -a, 79.2
n.m. (<laksmana-) Laksmana: 12.3
n.f. (<laksmj-) Laksmi : 118.7
v.t. (lajjapayati) (put to shame': -i, 22.3, 104.3;
-e, 81.4; -ve, 49.2, 82.3 ,’104.2
adj.,f. (<la.j jita- ext.-11-?) 'bashful': 87.2, 124.5
adj. (S.) 'ashamed, abashed': 2.13, 3-33, 47.6, 117.14
v.i. (*latta-) 'dangle': -i gal 'wasted away, became 
exhausted'j 3-29
v.i. (<*latta- ext. -kk-) 'hang down, dangle':
-ata, 274, 3 -26, 11.£"7 33-4, 78.4; -amda (r.), 45.3;
-jL, 2.20, 2 .21; -ye, ■ 70.9 ; cf. lataka-
n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'swaying': 97.1; -a, 98.4
v.i. (variant of latak-) 'dangle': -vahe, 2.20
adj .,f. ( *latta- + £atta- ?) 'loosely tied (with 
regard to a turban)': 33-3 , 78.3
v.t. (caus. fr. lad) 'fondle, caress': -ve, 6 .6 ;
-ve, 57.6 *
ladeti
lata
lapat-
lapata-
lara
larika
lalaca-
lalana
lalita
lava
lahago
las-
la-
lag-
laj-
laja
lada
ladull
lalu
n.f. (<*lada- ?) 'darling': 49.6, 56.1 , (61.6),
65-4, 70.1, 108.5; m. -e, 66.4, 117.4
n.f. (S.) 'creeper1: 1.13/18, 3.11, 3-39, 4.7/12,
37.2, 55.5 :
v.i. (cf. lapata-) 'be wrapped around': -1, 70.3;
74.2 ’ ”
v.t. (*lappett-) 'embrace, clasp': -1, 56.4; -e, 36.2 ;
-ta, 15.5; -ni, 115.15, 126.4; -vahi, 3-39
n.f. (*lada-) 'string, necklace': 36.2 , 64.2; 
cf• dulari
n.m. (*laddikka-) 'boy': 31.2, 59-3
v.t. (formed fr. lalac< lalitya-) 'crave, desire':
-e, 63.4, 124.10;" -ni, 9774
cf. lala
n.f. (S.) Lalita (the^foremost of Radha's companions):
1.11, 66.3, 75.5,-94.2, 95*1, 100.3, 115-7; ~adika,
96.1 ~ ...........
adv. (= lavam) 'a little, slightly': 7-2
n.m. 'skirt': 84.3, 116.27
v.i. (lasati) 'shine, flash': -ata, 87.4, 117-6;
-ana, 64.3
v.t. (labhate x  dadati) 'bring': 35-1 (rep.), 83.4,
112.2; -ve, 111.5, 114-3; -£a, 68.1; -ve, 19.5;
v.i. (lagyati) 'adhere to, begin': -ata, 39-3, 53-5, 
127-2; -i, 34.3, 46.3, 47.2, 51-5, 55-23, 70.5, 70.18,
91.4, 93-2, 103-6 , 111.7, 112.4, 120.8 , 124.11; -1 
-I, 55-15, 64.2, 67.16, 97-4 , 110.3, 116.10, 119.6;
-e, 64.3; 65-2; -£e, 64.3, 85.4; cf. lag-
v.i. (lajjate) 'be modest, be ashamed': -ahi, 3-20; 
-ahe, 2.12; -e, 14.2, 22.2 , 30.6
n.f. (lajja-) 'modesty, honour': 18.2, 33-7 , 93-4, 1 
119-5; -e, (r.), 34.6
n.m. (*ladya-) 'fondling, affection': 6.6
n.f. (*ladya-) 'darling': 3«32, 4.13/18, 5-5, 43.2,
66.4, 107*.1, 124.10; m. -e, 67-3, 72.1
n.m. (lalya-) 'darling infant' (referring to Krsna): 
«t.1/6 ,-19t7 ( p e p .), 26.1, 78.1, 100.3, 110.1, 124.16,
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87.1, 88,4, 89.1, 92.4, 93-1, (97.4), 99.1, 99.4,
101.4, 107.7, 1 08.6 , 109.1, 115.1, 115-5, 115-11,
116.29, 1 17.4 , 118.1 , 1 19.6 , 124.10, (127.1 ),128.6 ; 
la1ana, 8 .1 , 24.6, 48.1, 51.1 (lalana), :6 0.1 , 8 5 .1 0; 
lalana, 125.4; laluni, 114.1
lahago cf. lahago
lie postp. (pp. of le-) 'for, in order to': 107-2
lilata n.m. (lalata-) 'forehead': 47.4
lina adj. (S.) 'merged in, absorbed in': 1.3, 1.21, 70.10
ilia n.f. (S.) 'sport, play': 56.6, 6 7 .18, 107.9, 128.5
lud- v.i. & t. (ludati) 'swing, rock': -u, 118 .3
lubadhu adj. (= lubdha-) 'desirous, eager': 41.3
lubha- v.t. (lubhyati) 'arouse, excite desire': -i, 104.3;
-I, 5 2.8 ; -yo, 53.4; -ve, 116 .20
lut- v.t. (*luttati) 'steal, rob': -yo, 64.4
le- v.t. (labhate x deti and neti) 'take': 2 6.1 , 2 9-3 ,
32.3, 3 2 .4 , 3 2 .5 7 ^ 5 -2 , 7^727 8 6.3 , 1 0 5.i.4, 1 11.4 ; 
-ta, 7.2, 17.3, 59.3, 61.3, 70.15, 78.2; -ti, 92.3; 
-hu, 127.3; lehu, 29.3; lai, 1.17, 2.24, 47.2, 70.2, 
7^ 2 , 12 2.4;~lTe, 1 .1 1, 55.7, 55-13, 75.4, 92.4,
1 01.2 , 117.8 ; lie, 1 5.6 , 5 9 .2 ; lio, 2 8.1 , 126.4; 
lije, 20.4, 32TST 51-2, 77.4, 99.2, 108.4, 128.4;
lina, 1 .1 /6 (r.); lini, 1 .1 5, 2 .1 8, 12.6 , 34.7,
5 0 .2 , 56.5, 6 0.8 , '6573, 6 7.6 , 124.20; line, 72.3,
85.5, 1 17.1 6; line, 29.4; lino, 9.3, 3-31, 49.7,
68.7, 93.3,_112.1 (rep.), TT5729, 1 20.1 3 , 123.3 ;
cf. lie, lyai 
lekh- v.t. (<likh) 'write': - 1 . 67 .18
lo postn. (<lagita- V) 'up to, towards': 12.6, 62.2,
103.2
lo2 vocative particle: 55-1/2/7/8/13/14/19 /2 0
loka , n.m (S.) 'world, society': 20.3, 33*7, 34.6, 6 7 .8 ,
119.5
locana n.m. (S.) 'eye': 28.2, 64.1, 68.2, 111.3
Iona adj. (*lavanya-) 'tasty, charming': 116 .19
lol- v.i. (lodayati) 'roll': -ata, 108 .6
lola adj. (S.) 'rolling, dangling, lustful, desirous,
tremulous': 6 8 .6
loll n.f. (*loda-) 'lullaby': 113.1 (bis)
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lyai v.t., pp. (cf. VI.15) 'brought': 100.3
vamcha n.f. (vaneha-) 'wish, desire': 126.2
vaca(na) cf. baca(na)
vadabhagl n.m. (<vadra- + bhagin-) 'fortunate': 67•^8 ;
cf. IV.3 . 0
vad- v.i. & t. (S.) 'speak, say': -ata, 1.9, 3*23, 4.20,
45.6, 60.3
vada adj. (for vafla <vadra- ?; cf. IV.3-4.4) 'big': 118.4
vadhai n.f. (vardhapayati) 'rejoicing': 71.14
vadhu n.f. (S.) 'young woman': 2.6, 118.10
vanavari n.m. (<vanamalin-) 'wearing a forest garland' (epithet
of Krsna) :' 27.4, 55.22, 60.4, 60.8, 71.12, 114.4
• • •  ' 0 0 9 0
I .
vari cf. bara
vas- cf. bas-
vasi cf. basi
vah- cf. bah-
vaha remote demon.pron. (asau) *(s)he, that': 18.3, 41.4,
102.1; uha, 5.6 , 99.3; una, 14.6, 25.3 , 39.1, 51-3,
61.6 , 65.3, 85.17 ( ~ hi), 4o .5, 64. 4 (~hu), 101.2 ; 
ua, 115.7; uya, 101.1, 113.2 (~hl); uvS, 12.4. 64.4; 
va, 49.5 (~h|7; va, 1 8.3 , 99.3; binu, 54.2*; cf. V.2.2
vamc- v.t. (S.) 'wish for': -ata, 85.23
var- cf. bar-
-  —  >
vahi cf. bahu
vicar- v.t. (<vicarayati) 'think about, consider': -ie, 107.6
vita n.m. or f. (either < vitta- or vitti-) 'possessions,
wherewithal' or 'consciousness1: 2.26, 122.6 ; -u, 111.4
vidha n.m. (S.) 'sort, kind1: 57-7
vidhi cf. bidhi
vimukhana cf. bimukha
vilamba
visrama
vise
n.m. (S.) 'delay': -u, 116.30 
n.m. (S.) 'rest': 21.4 
postp. (visaye) 'in': 3-31
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visesl
vistari
visvasa
vrtha
vrsabhana
ve
vedhye
venatl
vai
vai jamti
vyakula
^rana
sravana
Sri
sruta
srota
satu•  —  0 —
samketa
samgi
samgita
adj.,f. (<visesa-)'special': 62.2
adj. (= vistarin- , unless absol. of verbal derivative) 
'spreading1: 3«14
n.m. (= visvasa-) 'faith, reliance': 128.3 ; -u, 69-6
adv. (S.) 'in vain': 6.3, 32.6, 41.4
brisabhana 
vocative particle: 111.1 
c f. bedh- 
cf. benatl
n.m. (vayas-) 'age, prime of life': 87*3
n.f. (<vaijayantI) + mala (r.),'a kind of garland
prognosticating victory, the necklace of Visnu':
122.6
adj. (S.) 'bewildered, troubled, agitated': 25-4, 28.3
n.m. (S.) 'fatigue, exhaustion': -a (r.), 2.14;
-u, 4.22; + jala 'perspiration': 15-3
n.m. (= Sravana-) 'ear': 2.14, 1’1.4, 21.2 , 66.3, 86.3 ,
1 16.1 1, 12VJifiT; -i, 1 3-3 ; -na, 3 0 .5
n.f. (S.) used as an epithet for Radha or as an
honorific particle: 1.1/6 , 18.4, 19-4, 29.4, 37-1,
45.2, 71.6, 85.14/13, 103.3, 105.i.4, 115.22,
121.1 (rep.), 122.8
n.f. (= sruti-) 'the Vedas': 125.6 
n.m. (S.) 'ear, current, river': 14.4
n. 8e adj. (= sat) 'six': 31.2 , 105.ii.4
n.m. (S.) 'meeting, meeting place': 1.19/24,94.4
postp. (sanga-) 'with': 1.22, 17.1 (ke +), 31.2, 31.5 
(ke +),3&.2~ 46.1, 47.8 (ke +), 52.2 , 55.19, 55.22,
57.2 , 57.9, 58.2, 59.2 , 60.1, 63.1, 72.2 , 73.2 , 74.3,
80.3, 81.2 , 87.1, 88.1 , 90.2 , 94.2, 95.4, 96.1,(97.3),
99.4, 102.1, 103.1, 103.3, 104.1 (ke +), 105.ii.2 ,
106.1, 111.6 , 116.3 , 117.6 , 118.6 , 118.11, 124.2, 
124.4; -a, 1.11, 3.34 (ke +), 70.2, 128.2 ; -a (r.),
116.7; -1 (r.), 117.13
n.m. (S.) 'music': 55.16, 58.6 , 86.3 , 88.3
sampati n.f. (= sampatti-) ’welfare, fortune, fulfilment:
18.3
sambhar- v.t. (sambharayati) ’maintain, take care of':
-i, 119-4
sak- v.i. (saknoti) 'be able': -ati, 7 7-3 ; -_e, 1 -2 3 ;
-o, 2 .1 0
sakala adj. (S.) 'all, entire': 8.3, 55-8/9, 55-14/13, 56-6,
57-9, 8 0.2 , 9 2.2 , 126.4; -I, 4.10
sakuc- v.i. (samkucyate) 'shrink, tremble, be shy':
-ani, 124.12
sakuca adj. (formed fr. prec.) 'confused': 3 9 -3
sakucita. adj. (- samkucita-) 'contracted, cowering': 8 7-2 , 95-2
sakuni n.m. (= sakuni- ,or sakuna- with/m.pi. -i ?) 'omen,
auspicious song, bird (of good'omen)': 48.4, 69«3
sakha n.m. (sakhi-) 'friend': 29-4, 45.2, 5 9-2 , 111.6
118.6
sakhi n.f. (S.) 'woman's confidante': 1.11, 2.3, 2.17,
3 2 .1 , 34.1, 47.1, 57.3, 70.3, 70-9, 78.4, 8 6 .2 ,
105.ii-1, 116.2, 116.29, 120.18, 124.2, 124.19,126.1
sagh- v.i. (saghnoti) 'be able': -ata, 28.3; -atu, 106.4;
saghana adj. (S.) 'dense': 43.1
sajani n.f. (sajjana-) 'good woman': 21.2
sajala adj. (S.) 'containing water': 80.2
sathu n.m. & adj. (= satha-) 'deceitful': 43.4 (maha- )
sata adj. & n.m. (= sata-) 'hundred*: 31 -2
sadana n.m. (S.) 'seat, dwelling, abode': 1.4, 6.5, 48.1,
77.1; f. -1, 121.3
sada adv. (S.) 'always, for ever': 59.3, .128.5, 128.8
sanakadika n.m. (S.) 'Sanaka and the others' (i.e. the four
sons of Branma): 125.5
sanehu n.m. (= sneha- ) 'love, attachment': 110.4, 127.4
sanehi adj. (= snehin-) 'fond of, attached to': 115*19
sapata adj. & n.m. (= sapta) 'seven': 2 3.3, 3 0.4 , 58 .6
sapatCh]a n.m. (= sapatha-) 'vow, oath': 54.5
saphala adj. (S.) 'fruitful': -u, 126.2
sabada n.m.
47-3,
= sabda-) ’words, sound, call': 3 -3 , 2 9 .2 , 
57.6, 122.5
sabha adj. 
8 .1 ,
42.2,
65.3, 
85.5,
sarva-) 'all, whole1: 1 .7/1 2, 1 .2 0, 2 .2 9 , 3 .2 9, 
2.£T‘i4.2, 2 2 .3 , 2 8.6 , 31.4, 37.3; 40.3, ^0.4, 
44.2, 45.4, 50.5, 55.4, 55-21, 57.3, 60.7, 
67.11, 6 7 .1 6, 6 9 .2 , 70.1 1, 73.3, 7 6.2 , 8 5 .2 , 
8 5 .1 0, 8 5.1 1, 90.2, 92.3; -e, 45.6
1
sama adj.
5.1,
S.) 'equal to, even, smooth': 1.4, 2.6, 4.17, 
20.3, 23.4, 50.7, 51.2, 70.19, 8 2.2 ; -i, 90.3
2sama n.m. S.) 'first beat of a rhythmic cycle (tala): 10.2
samajh- v.i. sambudhyate) 'understand': -i, 2 6.3 ; -0 , 44.2
sama- v.i.
-££,
sammati) 'be contained': (S)i (r.), 2 6.6 ;
5 3 .4
samagama n.m. S.) 'union, encounter': -u, 87.2
samaja n.m.
33-7;
S.) 'meeting, assembly, society': 18 .3 (parama-), 
-e, 30.5
samana adj. S.) 'equal to, similar': -i, 22.2
samlra n.m. S.) 'air, breeze, wind': 3 -9
samudra n.m. S.) 'sea, ocean': 60.6; -u, 56 .6
samuha n.m.
105. i
S.) 'heap, multitude, ess.ence': 6.5, 86.4, 
3
samau n.m. = samaya-) '(appointed) time': 40.3
sara n.m. saras-) 'lake': 76.4; -u, 1 2 .8
saraga n.m. = svarga-) 'heaven': 1 28 .7
sarada n.f.
55.2,
96.3,
= §arad-) 'autumn': 21.3, 22.5, 23.3, 24.5, 30.5, 
55.3, 58.3, 6 0 .2 , 61.5, 6 6 .2 , 67.4, 7 0.1 8, 73.1, 
103 .6
sarana n.m. = sarana-) 'refuge': -e, 1 05.ii.iv
saravasa n.m.
90.4;
= sarvasva-) 'entire property, all and everything' 
-u, 37.3, 49.7, 105.ii.iv; cf. IV.3-4.2
sarasa adj . 
70.9;
S.) 'elegant, charming, beautiful': 52.4, 69.4, 
-u, 19.4
sarasl n.f. S.) 'lake, pond': 15.4
sarira n.m. = sarira-) 'body': 2 8 .2 , 6 8.2 , 111 .3
sarupa n.m.
-u, 2
= svarupa-) 'character, image, form': 7 0.1 5; 
31
saroja n.m. S.) 'lotus': 81.2
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sarovara n.m. (S.) 'lake, large pond': 53.3
salona adj. (salavana-) 'having salt, beautiful1: 111.8,
114.2; -e, 2ll, 50.3, 63.2, 77.4, 118.9; -o, 52.1,
65.1, 97.4
savaya adj. (= sarve ?) 'all': 3 1 -2
savar- v.t. (samvarayati) 'prepare, arrange': -1 , 2 2.5 , 6 1 .5
sasi n.m. (= Sasin-) 'moon': 5-2, 9-10, 11.7, 16.4, 49.2,
55.2, 7^.3, 8 1 .2 , 8 5 .1 6. 90^3, ,lQ5ri.3, 105.ii.1,
116.2, 117.9, 120.10 "
sahani adj.,f. (S., with -1 for rhyme) 'powerful, enduring':
54.3
sahaja adj. (S.) 'innate, intrinsic, spontaneous': 1.23,
57.6, 102.2*, 122.9
■sahai, , n.m. (= sahaya-) 'help': 105.ii.vii
sahita adj. (S.) 'with, accompanied by': 3*29
saheli n.f. (sakhi- ext. -11-) 'companion, friend': 117 ,16
sacuri n.f. (<sahacari-Xsamcarati ?) 'companion, follower':
73.3, 83.3 (-a-), 115^
sSvara adj. (syamala-) 'dark-coloured': 3 *3 8 , 86.1; -2., 7 1 -5 ;
-I, 2 .3 ; -lyo, 123.1 (rep.); -e, 1.1 6, ’4.7/12, 19.4,
33.1, 6 3 .2 , 70.3, 91.4, 103.1,” 104.1; -o 22.4; 
cf. IV.3.3.5.3
sakha n.f. (= sakha-) 'branch': ~ so ~ , 70 .6
sagara n.m. (S.) 'sea, ocean': 110.2; -if 55.21, 72.3;
-u, 8 6 .2 , 1 05.i.3 , 1 16.6 ,
saj- v.t. (sajiayati) 'prepare, adorn': -a, 18.4, 55.11;
-ahi, 3 .1b; -i, 3-17; -e, 3.11, 14.1, 2 2.2 , 3 0.2 ,
8 0 .3 , 104.2, " 1 6.5 , 116 .22
saja n.m. (sajya- or Pers. saz) 'equipment, accoutrement,
musical instrument': 3 *1 9, 8 8 .1 5
satha adv. (sarthena) 'with': 1.14, 6 3 .2
sadi adj.,f. (Pers. sadah) 'plain, unadorned, white':
84.3, 124.5
sadha n.m. (= sadhu-) 'righteous person': 128 .2
sama n.m. (S.) 'conciliation, persuasion': 8 .3*, 43-3, 120.2
sarimga . n.m. (= saranga- ) occurs 19 times in pada 32 with
various meanings, including + suta, 'collyrium, 
lampblack
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sari n.f. (sata-) 'garment, sari1: 9 -5 ? 49-1, 6 6 .2 , 84.3,
116.7, 125.5
sasa usvasa n.n.f. (svasa + *ut-svasa-) 'deep or heayy breathing 
in and out, sighing': 6 1.3; cf. V.2.5
simgar-
simgaru
simc-
simdhu
sikha
sikha-
snja
sithala
sidhar-
sidhi
sira
sira-
siromani
siva
si
sitala
-r at
siva
sisa
sisaphula
sumdara
v.t. (*srngarayati) 'decorate, adorn': -l, 102 .2
n.m. (srngara-) 'decoration, toilette': 2 7 .5
v.t. (sincati) 'sprinkle': -_i, 1.11
n.m. 'S.) 'sea, ocean': 5-5, 10.4, 46.7, 49-4, 106.4, 
121.2 ; -a, 1 .1 6
cf. nakha
v.t. (caus. fr. sikh- < siksate) 'teach': -_e, 6 3 -3 5 
-vata, 8 8 .3
n.f. (*seyya-) 'bed, couch': 3 -32/3 6 ; cf. se ja
adj. (= sithila-) 'loose, languorous, unsteady': 1 5-2 ,
16.3, 36”.2 , 66/7, 6 7 .1 6 , 101.3; IV.3 .3 .2 .3
v.i. (s-iddha- with kr) 'move, go': -_o, 63-4, 101.4;
-ye, 42.3
n.f. (= siddhi-) 'success' (name of a female attendant 
of Ganesa)': 118 .7
n.m. (siras-) 'head': -i, (3 3 -3 ), 8 1 .1 , 9 3 -3  
v.t. (sitalayati) 'cool, moisten' : -jE, 3 5 -8  
n.m. (= £iromani-) 'crest jewel': 6 0.8 , 113-4 
n.m. (= siva-J Siva: 9 -1 2, 115-9, 125-5j ~
adjectival suffix, f. (< sama-) 'like, ~ish': 6.4,
34-3, 35-5, 46.3, 7 0.2 , 75-3, 77-1, 82.4, 87.1,87.2, 
89-2, 93-2, 110.3, 117-9, 120-9, 124.3; se, m.obl.sg., 
1 2 .1 ; m.dir.pi. 6 5 .3
adj. (= sitala-) 'cool, cold': 3-9, 66.4, 67-5,
85-9, 96.3, 127 -2
n.f. (siman-) 'limit, edge': 5-5, 9 -2 , 48.2; 
cf. IV.3.3.5.3
n.m. (sirsa-) 'head': 34.5, 47.3, 1 2 3.2 ; -i., 2 .5 ,
1 1.2 , 27-4, 45.3, 50.4, 1 11.2 , 124.2
n.m. (fr. prec. + phula) 'flower-shaped ornament worn 
on the head': 116 .7
adj. (S.) 'beautiful': 2.7, 33-5, 47.1, 47.3, 50.4,70.9,
78.4, 105.i.1, 122.2 , 122.5; -i, 1 2 .2 (ati~), 61.2,77-1, 
85-7/12
sumdarata
sukumarl
sukha
sukhakarl
sukhadai
sugamdha
sughara
sugharai
sujasu 
sujana 
sudhara 
suta
suta
suti
sudhamga
sudhi
sudha
sun-
n.f. (S.) 'beauty': 56.3 , 68.5
adj.,f. (S.) 'young, tender': 124.12 (ati-)
n.m. (S.) 'bliss, joy, happiness': 1.20, 2.28/29,
3-32, 3.36, 6 .5, 48.1, 66.4, 72.5, 79.1, 86.4, 89.1, 
105.i.3; -u, 14.4, 22.6 , 31.2, 32.8 (parama-), 41.4,
44.4, 45.8, 51.3, 53-5, 57.2, 57.4, 5876, 62.4,67.15, 
70.13, 70.20 (parama-), 71-5, 83.4, 85.21, 99.2,
103.6 , 107.3, 116.33 (ati~) , 117.8 (ati~), 117.14
adj. (S.) 'causing happiness, creating joy': 58.4,
84.2 (ati~), 102.2
adj. (= sukhadayin-) ’giving pleasure or delight':
3 ^ ,  52.3, 56.3, 68.5, 76.3, 78.4 , 83.3 
adj. (S.) 'fragrant': 67*5, 96.3; -u, 70.11
adj. (sughata-) 'clever, elegant, well-formed': 55-17,
73.3, 79.1 (-d-), 86.2, 88.2 , 88.3
• t.
n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'elegance, gracefulness': 
55.15, 91.3
I
cf. jasa
adj. (= sujnana-) 'possessing good knowledge': 63-4
adj. ( su + dhar- ?) 'graceful': 10.2
n.m. (S.) 'son': 14.2, 14.3, 14.4, 14.5, 14.?, 28.4, 
116.24, 125.6 ; -i, 14.4; -u, 14.2, 14.3, 14.5 (bis),
32.1, 32.4; -na, 27-5
n.f. (S.) 'daughter': 12.3, 1^.2, 57-^, 70.1
n.m. (= sutin- or suti ?) 'having a son or sons' or 
'one who wishes for a son or treats any one like a 
son': 14.4
adj. (HSS: s u + dhag or sudhi + anga-) 'gracefully': 
3.27
n.f. (= suddhi-) 'awareness, concern, care': 27*3,
33-4, 35.37^7.7, 50.2, 59.3, 65.3, 66.2 , 75-2, 76.4 
9^.3, 95.2
n.f. (S.) 'nectar': 1.4, 1Q11, 5-2, 6.5, 9.2, 16.6 ,
72.4, 112.4
v.i. & t. (srnoti) 'hear': -ata, 56.6 , 120.7; -atu, 
94.3; -ahu, 8.1, 115.5 (rep.); -aho, 47.8; -i, 1.17,
3 .8 , 4.9, 4 .13/18, 13.5 , 35.4 , 4776, 105.ii.i, 107.8 , 
107.10,. 123.3 , 124.9, 126.3 (rep.); -1, 86.3, 120.6 , 
124.8; -lje, 51.4; -e, 13.3, 21.2 , 116.33; -o, 41.2,
105.i.2 , 120.17; -£e, 66.3 , 115-15, 116.29; -30 , 2^-/f
43.2
_ Z f 5 9 -
suna- 
subasa 
sub ha 
subhaga
subha-
subhesu
sumera
1sura
2sura
surajh- 
surati
surapati
suha-
sudhe
se
se ja
sevaka
seharo
saina
~1so
v.t. (caus. fr. prec.) 'tell, make sound': -i, 92.2;
-e, 1.23; -££, 95.2; -hi, 57.8
n.m. & adj. (= suvasa- ) 'fragrance, fragrant': 2 .7,
70.5, 70.11
adj. (= subha-) 'bright, beautiful, fitting, ausoicious'
(^9.1), 7 0.a
adj. (S.) 'fortunate, lovely, pretty, delicate': 33-5,
36.3, 43.4, 47.4, 50.7, 67.9, 70.2, 70.8 , 86.2,104.2,
105.1.1, 111.8 , 116.15, 116.28, 125.2
v.t. (*subhyati 'make beautiful, make attractive':
-i, 105.ii.2
cf. bhesu
n.m. (= surneru-) mount Sumeru: 49.2
n.m. (S.) 'god': 55.23, 58.7, 67.15, 70.19, 80.2,
115*9 ; -\i, 9.6 ; cf. surapati
n.m. (= svara-) 'soumd, musical note': 23*3 ; -.i, 1.10,
2.6 , 10.1, 24.3, 30.3, 30.4, 45.5, 58.6, 60.3, 111.5, 
117.1 2.
v.i. (formed fr. urajh ?) 'be entangled': -i, 70.6
n.f. (<smrti- ?) 'memory, recollection': 5 8 .7 , 6 1 .3 , 
68.7; cf.*Beames, I p. 165
n.m. (S.) 'lord of the gods' (epithet of Indra): 3.28
v.i. (subhayate) 'be pleasing':, -i, 2.2; 89.2;
-e, 11.4; -vana, 114.2; -vana, 2.5; -ve, 6.4
adj., m.obl.sg. (suddha- ) 'true, straight': 27.6 , 35.5
cf. si
n.f. (*seyya-) 'bed, couch'.: 8 5 .7/1 2 ; cf. si ja
n.m. (S.) 'servant, worshipper': -u, .105«ii.vi
n.m. (sekhara-) 'chaplet, garland of flowers on the 
head or hanging over the face': 95*2
n.m. (= sayana-) 'repose, rest, sleep': 3-32/36, 3.35
postp. (sama- or sahita-?) 'with, by means of': 1.13/18, 
3 .22, 4.1/6, 5.4, 7.4, 14.5’ , 15.5, 20.4, 20.6 , 25.3,
27.5, 29.1, 29.4, 32.4, 39.3, 39.4, 40.5, 42.1, 42.3,
46.2, 48.1 (bis), 50.2 , 51.1, 51.4, 54.1, 60.6 , 61.6 ,
62.3 (bis), 63.3, 64.1, 64.2, 64.3, 64.4, 65.2 , 66.4,
68.4, 70.4 , 70.6 , 70.9, 74.1 , 76.3, 79.1, 79.3, 89.1,
93.1, 93.4, 94.4 , 95-1, 99.1, 101.1, 106.1, 106.2,
107.5, 107.7, 108.1, 113.2, 113.3, 115.7, 115.12,116.15,
116.21, 117.7, 117.12, 119.6, 124.13
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~2so
soca
sodha
sosa
sone
sobha
sobhita
soh-
syama
syama
n.f. (sapatha-) 'oath, vow': 81.4, 8 2 .2 , 9 0.1 , 1 1 3-2 ; 
cf. sosa
n.m. (or v.i. absol. < socyate) 'anxiety, worry': 2 6 .3
n.m. (sugamdha- ) 'perfume': 2 7 .3
~2
n.f. (variant of £30 ) 'oath, vow': 65-3; cf. RSK sus
n.m.,obi. Osanvarna-) 'gold': 70.2
n.f. (= Sobha-) 'beauty': 2 .2 , 2 .9 , 2.13, 2.25, 2.29, 
3-33, 5-3, 5 .4 , 1 2.4 , 18.3 , 2 2 .1 , 24.6, 2 8 .2 , 30.3,
50.7, 55-21, 70.14, 72.3, 8 6 .2 , 105-i-3, 106.4, 110.2 ,
1 1 6.6 , 116.2 8, 117.2 , 121.2 , 124.16, 126.4
adj. (= Sobhita-) 'splendid, beautiful, adorned with':
24.5, 38.5, 70.11, 90.2, 105-ii- 2
v.i. (Sobhate)''shine, look beautiful': -e, 2.23, 9.5,
11.3, 11.8, 1 1-10, 33.3, 64.3, 68.3, 6 8 .1 1, 81.4,
1 00.2 , 114.5, 116.9, 116.2 3 , 116.25, 117.2 , 124.4
adj. 8c n.m. (= Syama-) 'dark, dark-blue' (epithet of 
Krsna): 2 .1 ,  2 .27, ^ -3 ,  7 .2 ,  9 -5 ,  22.6, 24.2 , 28.2, 
3 3 l5 ,  34.1 (rep.), 35.2 , 36.3 ,  37.1 , 47.4 , 48 .4 ,  49.1 ,
50.3, 52.1, 55.1/2/7/8/13/14/19/20, 55-4, 59.4, 64.4,
6 5 . 1 , 6 6 . 2 , 67.11, 6 8 . 2 , 7 0 . 2 , 7 4 . 1 , 74 . 4 , 75-1, 75-3,
76.4, 83.4, 87.3, 106.4, 111.3, 112.3, 115.20, 117.6,
1 1 8.9 , 122.8 , 124.20, 125.2 ; -ni, 114.2; -sumdaru 
(epithet of Krsna), 119.2
n.f. (= Syama-) an epithet of Radha: 24.2, 41.1, 48.4,
49 .1 ,  88.3 , 102.1
hamsa n.m. (S.) 'goose, swan': 15.4, 22.3, 75«3, 102.4
hat- v.i. (*hatt-) 'move out of the way': -1, 3-8 , 4.10;MM t M MM • • W M 9
-e, 3.28
hatha n.m. (S.) 'obstinacy': -u, 4.1/6, 6.3, 8.2, 20.5,25-3,
26.2, 43.2 (mafia-), 107.3
hathlli n.f. (formed fr. prec.) 'obstinate woman': 4.9, 6 .3 ,
41.2, 44.1
hama pron. (asmad- ) 'I, we': 4.9, 40.2, 42.2 (bis), 42.4,
71.1 (-hi), 94.2, 94.3, 101.4; hamara, 71*5; hamari,
41.2, 71.13, 85.20/21, 90.4, 99-2, 108.5, 120.17; 
hamare, 2.21, 42.1, 50.1, 71-6 ; hamaro, 32.1, 33.1,
120.12, 123.1 (hamaro), 123.5
harani cf. hirana
hari
haras-
harasu
harita
has-
hasana
hatha
har-
hara
has a 
himdole
M M  • • M W
hita
hir-
hirata
hirana
hil-
hie
hulasu
heta
n.m. (S.) Hari (epithet of Krsna): 28.1, 47.8,
50.1 (rep.), 67.7, 69.1, 7 1 . 6 j ' i 0 0 . 2 ,  1 05-ii.vii,
107-2, 117.13
v.i. (= hrs-) rejoice’: -ata (perhaps
for harsita), 71 .15
n.m. (= harsa-) 'bristling, rejoicing': 55*10
adj. (S.) 'green': 80.3, 124.7
v.i. (hasati) 'laugh': -ata, 19.1 (rep.), 24.6,
117.5; -i, 33.5, 99.1; -u, 1 28.2 ; -e, 2 .3 2; -o,109.4
adj. & n.m. (S.) 'laughing, laughter': 2.32, 34.7,
64.3, 112.3; -i, 68.5; -I, 24.6
n.m. (hasta-) 'hand*: 29.4, 105.ii.ii; -d, 31.5 
v.i. (harayati) 'lose, be defeated, be exhausted':
-i, 108.2 ; -l, 8.4, 1 3.2 , 21.1 (rep.), 27-3
n.m. (S.) 'necklace': 11.8; -a (r.), 116.23;
-u, 24.5, 84.3
n.m. (S.) 'laughter': 79-3, 115-18 
n.m.jloc.sg. (S.) 'in a swing': 8.3.1, 96.4 (-r-)
n.m. 'benefit, affection, love': 3*15, 27.5, 63*4,
64.3, 66.3, 70.9, 76.3, 9 2 .4 , 106.2 , 115.15, 115.17,
121.3, 124.1, 124.10, 124.18; -i, 1.4, 22.5, 52.7,
1 1 5.10, 1 16.1 6, 127.3; -u, 1 .19724, 3 .1 1, 4 .1 4,4 .1 6 ,
24.3, 42.1, 42.3, 75.4, 91.3, 93-3, 104.3 (ati~),
1 15.1 , 125 .3 (ati~); ~kari, 8 8 .2 ; cf. heta
v.t. (= har-) 'steal, rob, seize': -i., 2 .1 8, 2.24,
7 .2 , 12.^T34.7, 49.7, 5 0.2 , 6 0.8 , 65.3, 6 7 .6 , 6 8.7 ,
70.15, 93-3, 111.4, 123-3; -z®, 2.28/29; -££, 2 .2 1 , 
9 *6 , i0 5.ii.iv
cf. her-
adj. (= harana-) 'seizing, stealing': 2 2 .1 ; -i, 1 .1/6 ; 
~hara, 1 18 .10
v.i. (*hilati) .'become accustomed to', used with mil- 
to mean 'united with': hili mili, ■ 72.2, 7 9 *2 , 9 5.^
n.m., obi. (loc. )sg.. (hrdaya-) 'heart': 1 .8 , 55.14,
124.14; hie (r.), 115.1; ext.-r-, hi y are, 3 7 .2 ; cf .ride.
n.m. (ullasa-) 'excitement, mirth': 69.4 (maha-)
n.m. (metr.’ for hita rather than = hetu-) 'love, 
affection': 7.5; -u, 56.4 (parama-), 1 0 0 .2 (ati-),
107.6
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hema n.m. (S.) 'gold': 116.11
her-
ho
ho-
hoda hodi
hau
v.i. & t. (*herati) 'look, look at, watch': -ata, 41.3,
66.2 (hirata); -i, 82.3; -e, 113-3
hairl (?) cf. 32.2 fn.
vocative particle: 31-1, 74.1, 76.1, 89.1, 91-1,
(127-1)alternatively as imper. of v.i. ho- , 67-3 ,
71.1
v.i. (bhavati) 'be, become': imper. ho (cf. ho ), 5*5,
26.5, 3&.1-4, 63-1 (rep.), 63-4, 64.1-4, 90.4”  101.1, 
109-1, 113-1, 113-4; ho, 20.2 , 43.2, 95-2; hoi, 2.13, 
3 .33, 68.12, 116.10, 117-13, 127.3; -I, 1.10, 28.5, 
70.19; hoe, 1.3; hota, 39.2 , 62.3, 77-3; hona, 114.6; 
hovo, 85.23; hai,“77f, 8.4, 9-1, 10.3, 12.3, (16.5), 
TT774), 18.3 , T 24.4), 24.5, 24.6, 25.3 , (28.6), 29-4 , 
32.2’', 36.3, 38.3, 38.4, 38.6 , 39-2, 40.4, 41.1 (bis),
41.4, 43.1, (44.1), [46.1] , 47.4, 51-4, 54.1, 54.4 
(bis), 55.20, 66.2, 66.3, 73.1 (bis), 73-2, 73.4,82.4,
84.4, 86.1, 90.3, 91-2, 93-3 ,'94.1-4, 100.1, 100.3, 
100.4 (bis), 103-4, 104.4, 106.1-4,107.2,107.4,115.17, 
115-20, 116.1, 117-3, 120.4, 126.3; hai, 1.13/18, 1.16, 
1.17, 1.20, 2.26, 3-21, 11.1,.12.8 , 5871, 50.4, 71-13, 
77-2, 94.4, 100.3, 106.4; bhai, 2.18, 4.9, (22.5),
27-2, 28.3 , 45.4 , 48.2, 487*7]“ 55.5, 60.7, 67-16, 69-2,
71.14, 73-1, 76.1, 81.2 , 100.3, 105.i.2, 107-4 , 109.3,
117.9, 119-1, 120.9; bhae, 1.2/3, 3-37, 4.3, 12.4,
12.7, 15-2, 34.6, 53.77T“71-13, 85.10, 94.4, 100.2 ,
117.14, 123.6, 125.6; bhayo, 1.20, 4.21, 24.5, 29.3,
41.3, 42.1, 42.3, 55.10, 55.20, 74.3, 86.4, 106.4, 
120.12; cf. IV.3-3-5-9
n.f. (<*hodda- ?) 'a kind of competitive dance': 53*2 
pron. (aham) 'I': 2.18, 13*2, 21.1 (rep.); cf. mai
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
1. Descriptive list of Eighth Gaddi manuscripts
The following list includes all manuscripts consulted which 
were found to contain works attributable to Kevalarama or to provide 
information on the authors or history of the Eighth Gaddi. Those 
manuscripts which have not been donated to the Vrindaban Research 
Institute are in the possession of either Goswami Ratan Lai or Goswami 
Shyam Lai of Sri Gopinathaji ka Mandira, Vrindaban, apart from one 
manuscript (T) which is now only available on microfilm at the K. Munshi 
Institute, Agra University, and another (w) which is in the Houghton 
Library, Harvard University, and was consulted on a microfilm acquired 
by the Library of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University 
of London.
The following abbreviations and symbols are used in the list:
Go. Goswami
(inc.) incomplete
(s ) text in Sanskrit (all other texts are in
Braj unless stated otherwise)
V.R.I. acc. no. Vrindaban Research Institute accession
number
[ ] title, name, omitted or missing letters etc.
supplied
[...] letters missing due to loss of part of a folio
[?] . illegible or indecipherable character
/ or // use of one or two dandas to punctuate a
colophon
repetition of formulae (such as sri. sri krsna)
Colophons are transcribed verbatim but titles have been somewhat 
standardized (e.g. pustimargi for pustamargi. -kh- where it is denoted 
by the graph < s>). Use of parentheses for an author's name against a 
title indicates a form occurring in the text as a chapa and is given 
either in cases where a name is not provided in the colophon or where 
the colophon and chapa forms differ. Colophons which merely state the
r-^64-
title and author of the work with such words as atha/iti and 
likhyate/likhitam are given only in cases where a spelling or 
accompanying invocation is of particular significance or helps to 
identify the manuscript. Since the foliation of some manuscripts is 
irregular, and sometimes different sections of a manuscript are 
foliated separately, raised commas are used to denote numbers written
j i  2*
by a scribe, thus 59/'l1 -69/'H *  indicates that the folios counted
r  p
from the beginning as 59 -69 are foliated 'l-ll*.
A ANTHOLOGY ('GOSVAMI Bl\KE BIHARLJI KE GRAMTHA')
Collection_of Go. Ratan Lai, dated VS 1876 (= AD l8l9).
Scribe: Mulacanda Josi (at Leiah, Distt. Muzaffargarh ?).
Ff. 182 (bound). Foliation fl-175f, first seven ff. unnumbered.
16.5 x 25,5 cm. 18 lines.
The first seven folios contain a sucipatra and miscellaneous 
verses by Kevalarama, Madanamohana, Krsnadasa, Gadadhara and
others in a different hand from the rest of the volume.
(a) •lr-lfVf Dvidalatmakasvarupa by Hariraya
(b) •2fv-6v* Sri thakura.ii sri svamini.ii ki svarupa ki
bhavana by Hariraya
(c) 16v-7r 1 Garbhitastotra (s )
(d) «7v-9 v i Brahmasvarupavyakhyana by Hariraya
(e) »9v-30r ' Svarupanirnaya [by Hariraya ?]
(f) '30v-55v ' Vrndavanara.iamahatmya satika
(g) ,35V-^5r * Pustimargi vaisnavS ke nityakrtya
[by Hariraya ?]
(h) Vanayatraparikrama
(i) »6lr-6ifv « Vra.iamandala ke vana. upavana. sthala
(by Jagatananda)
(j) f65r-71Vf Premapariksa (by Balakrsna)
(k) »72r-73r» Tjogililal (by Kevalajana)
(1) *73r-75r ' Danalila by Hariraya
(m) t 75v_77r t Danalila (by Madhodasa)
(n) *77r-8oV| Manalila by Kevalarama
(Kevala)
(0) »80v-8ifr| Danalila by Kevalarama
(Kevala)
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(p) '8/fr-119r ' Rasa mana ke pada by Kevalarama 
(Kevala/^jana)
(q) ,119V-137V| ManamaSijari namamala by Nandadasa
(r) ,137v-lif3r * Sri Gopinathaji ki varta
(s) Sri Lalaji ko janma caritra by Paramananda
(t) »151V-175V| Kirtsina samuha
Miscellaneous verse by Tulasidasa, the Astachapa 
and other_poets, including Sri Lalaji ki stuti 
by Bhagavandasa.
Ends (»175V,)s kavitta //
srimadgosvami bake bihariji ke gramtha lisye // 
lae grama madhya mulacamda josi anake // 
samvat ritu dadhi vasu dhara magjha vadi bija 
ravi ghasra pusya risa priti yoga janake 
vanja karna pamca amka pustaka sodhye nisamka 
lisye ke rupaie linB sidhe pae dana ke // 
to IB ciram jivB jo IB gamga gotra gaya gaya
dasa nija ki asisa suno tuma kana ke // 1 // 
sri krsna // sri krsnaya namah // sri gopalaya 
namah // sri gopijanavallabhaya namah // sri 
govimdaya namah // sri gopale namah // sri 
narayana namah // sri ramaya namah
The scribefs kavitta. written in the syllabic ghanaksari metre 
(here with a 16 + 15 structure and requiring vanja karna for vanija 
karana) states that this anthology compiled by or for Gosvami Bake 
Biharl was written in VS 1876 (ritu dadhi vasu dhara) in lae grama, 
presumably the town of Leiah just over a hundred miles upstream from 
Dera Ghazi Khan. The scribe says that he received a fee in cash as 
well as a gift of sidha (uncooked lentils, grain etc.).
B ANTHOLOGY
V.E.I. acc^no. 11337 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai). Contains works 
by Kevalarama with a few pieces by other Eighth Gaddi poets copied
by different scribes on various kinds of paper. Ff.171 (bound out
of sequence with some folios missing or blank, cf. IV.1, Table l). 
lh-5 x 14 cm. 12-lJf lines.
v n r
Ff# 1 -15 contain verse by various poets including one
poem by Kevalarama (f.ll ).
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(a) l6r-19r Priya-pritama vivaha by Kevalajana
(b) 19r-71v,
v v r t v v r
74-79, 91 , 92 , 1 1 5 -117, 119 -
[Rasa mana ke padal
■119V, 120r-123r 
(by Kevala/^jana)
79v-80v, 91v, 97V-99V, 102r-115v, 117r- H 9 r, 119V-120r, 123V-136V
Miscellaneous verse by Kevalarama including didactic
verse and poems dealing with holi and the story of
Draupadi. A recipe appears on f.123 .
(c) 72r-74r Rasamahjari (by Kevalajana)
(d) 8ir-88v Untitled poem (inc., dohas 17-94)
(by Kevala)
(e) 89v-90v Narayanastotra
(f) 92v-97r Mathuranatha.ji ki stuti by Kevalajana
(g) 99v-l02r Sara pacisi (by Kevalajana)
(h) I37r-139v Baraha maha (inc.) by Kevalarama 
(Kevalajana)
Iif0r-lif8r Miscellaneous verse by Kevalarama and others.
(i) 1/*8V-150V Manakeli ke savaie by Kevalarama 
(Kevala)
An incomplete sequence of savaiya and kavitta.
(j) 151v-152r Sakhi by Kevalarama 
(Kevalajana)
(k) 153V-l6lr Aniruddhaji ki stuti (by Dulaharama)
(1) I63r-I65v Dharanidharaji ki stuti (by Caturbhuja)
I6lv-l62v, l66r-171V -
Miscellaneous verse by various poets.
C ANTHOLOGY
V.R. I. acc.no. 9600 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai), dated VS 1854 
(= AD 1797). Contains miscellaneous verses, mainly by Eighth
Gaddi poets, and some short texts in Sanskrit.
Scribe: Rupacanda, at Lakki (Distt. Bannu).
Ff.210. The ms. was originally bound but the folios have been 
separated during repair on account of their brittleness. Several 
folios had become detached from the binding, some are missing 
and others have broken into fragments resulting in loss of 
portions of the text and most of the original foliation.
16 x 17.5* cm. 18 lines (between margins ruled in red ink).
Circular designs in black, red, yellow and green on four folios.
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(a) 1 r-67v Collection of verse by various authors
Begins: sri prabhu gopinathaji // atha prastava kavitta //
savaiya // dohara // chapa // chamda // lisyate //
(circular diagram in centre of folio)
Ends (after verse numbered 410)•
iti [sa]muha kavita savaiye dohada chamda chapa 
gu[...]dadi sammaptam // sammat // 1854 // bhadra[va] 
pratipadayam // budhavasaranvitayam // [sri] madgosvama 
ranachodarajaji // sri srima[dgosva]maji haradevaji 
pathanartham // lippikrta[m rajmacamda atmajena 
rupacamdena puskarna JHa[ti]ye paniya // laki nagare // 
gambila tate //
yadrsam pustakam drstva tadrsam lisatam may[a]
[yad v]a suddhamasuddham va mama doso na [diyate]
(b) 68r-l47r Collection of kavittas etc. by various authors
Begins: sri prabhu gopinathaji // atha kirtana prastava
lisyate //
Ends on f.lk'/*' after a pada numbered 238. F.147v_has_a coloured 
circular design with names of the sevakas of Sri Lalaji written 
around it.
(c) l48r-155r Vidhi prakara
Contains six short texts: Sri Lala surataru
catuhsloki ( s ), Guru kesarasnana vidhi (partly in 
Sanskrit), Arati, Patra ka vidhi. Acara aparsata 
and Navagrahavidhi (S).
(d) 155v Satpadi (s ) by Vitthala
Written by a different scribe.
(e) 156r-l87v Collection of slokas (S)
A sequence of slokas from dharmasastra etc.
numbered '1-320^  with additional verses describing 
the sixteen srngaras.
(f) l88r-193r Vinaya pacasa by Navanitaraya
Begins: sri krsnaya namah // atha stotra lisyate //
atha vinaya // atha vinaya pacasaka lisyate //
Ends: samvat astadasa sataka sapta tisa adhakasa
pusa vadi titha saptami purana vinaya pacasa // 
iti srimadgosvami navanitaraya viracitam 
vinaya pacasa sampurnam // samaptam //
(g) 193r -194v Bhavanyastaka (s )
(h) 194v -195r Untitled stava in praise of Krsna (s )
(i) 19!?-199r Svapnadhyaya (s ) of Brhaspati
(j) 199t’,-206v Gangamahatmya (S)
Ends (20{?, colophon written around a circular design with 
a seal in the centre reading: sri krsna sarane
ranachodaraya):
iti sri astadasa pu[ra]nokta gangamahatmyam 
sam[aptam] //
yadrsam pustakam [drstva] tadrsam li[satam] maya
[yad] va su[ddhamaj suddham [va] mama [do]so na di[yate] //
1854 [bha]drava sudi catu[rthi] sanivasa[ranvita]yam //
sri srimadgosvama ra[na]chodarajaji sri srimad-
gosvsuna haradevaji [pa]thanartham lippikrtam
ramacamda atmajena [ru]pacamdena jflatiye paniya //
laki nagare // gam[bi]la nadyopatire // sri krsnaya
namah //
Ff.207-210: four folios of Braj verse which belong to the volume
but, due to absence of other folios, cannot be placed in their 
original sequence.
ANTHOLOGY
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai. Written by various scribes. Ff.l85 
(with 3 preceeding and 6 following blank leaves unnumbered).
15 x 25 cm. 18-24 lines.*
lr • Verse with the chapa *Harijana*
(a) ly-l6v Virahabhedavivarana (inc.) by Harideva
Begins: sri ganesaya namah sri viprayogatmanena namah //
atha sri gosvami haridevaji krta virahabheda- 
vivarna likhyate //
(b) W/'lP-lOk/'SS'*
Collection of verse (mainly kavitta and savaiya) 
by the Eighth Gaddi poets Sundara, Giridhara, 
Tara, Khema and others_on such themes as sneha, 
naitra guna. samasya purta. types of nayaka and 
nayika. the seasons, festivals and the sixteen 
srngaras.
(c) 105/,89,r-112r Collection of verse by the Astachapa and other
poets.
(d) 112v-135r Neha sata by KuHjabihari
Begins: sri gopijanavallabho jayati //atha neha sata sri
gusai kumjabihariji krta likhyate //
Ff.l28V and 129r are blank and partly stuck 
together. _This text is followed_by a few verses 
with the chapas 'Lala' and 'Laladasa'.
(e) 13?-14!? Mana ke kirtana
Verses_by Madanamohana, Hita Harivamsa, the 
Astachapa and other poets.
(f) 144r-l60r Collection of verse by Kevalarama, Kesodasa,
Nandadasa, Suradasa and others. F.156r contains 
the Eighth Gaddi's ardas hymn and f.l56v a list of 
the various branches of sastra. These folios may 
be considered to constitute one section of the ms. 
though_on f.144r there appears the heading atha 
pada mana ke likhyate and on f,151r the heading:
• atha pada rasa de likhyate.
(g) 16lr -177r Adesa ko anga by Sundara
A sequence of 107 savaiyas and kavittas.
(h) 1 7 ? -l83r Dinata ke pada
Verse by Tulasidasa and others.
(i) l83V -185v Dohe by KuJljabihari
ANTHOLOGY
V.R.I. acc.no.10849 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai). Written by 
various scribes on different kinds of paper.
Ff.67 (bound).
16.3 x 26 cm. 18-23 lines.
Begins (1V) sri gopinathaya namah // atha kirttana mana ke
suklapaksa ki caturdasi ratra ko gana karane 
sasi //
manina chabi deso prathama // kara pe diyo kapola 
prabhudas§ jana kamala para // soyo camda adola //l//
Contains verses by Eighth Gaddi poets (including Kevalarama and 
Prabhudasa), the Astachapa, Suradasa Madanamohana and others, and 
a poem in 119 couplets entitled Vyahakhela.
-4-70-
ANTH0L0GY
i
V.R.I. acc.no. 11316 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai). Written by 
various scribes with two folios dated VS 1845 (= AD 1788, f.9r) 
and VS I85O (= AD 1793, f.l28v).
Ff.126 (bound). Foliated up to '143' with two folios numbered 
'21' and ff.’35-38, 67-69, 120-127, 130-132’ missing.
15 x 16 cm. 10-15 lines.
The volume contains_verse by Eighth Gaddi poets (including 
Kevalarama), Nandadasa, Rasakhana, Suradasa, Suradasa Madana­
mohana and others interspersed with Sanskrit slokas (from 
dharmasastra etc.) and Persian gazals and rekhtas (in Nagari 
script). The contents include!
2r A list of items belonging to [the deity] Sri
Gopinathaji and a seal reading: srigopijana-
val[l]abhaya.
9r (begins) sri gopinathaya namah // samvat 1845 miti asvina
di 29 pustaka prastave da jodya //
(followed by some slokas and gazals)
11. o c-z^  ccv » Verses in praise of Gopinathaji (by Prabhudasa) 
Acara asparsata ko
Some regulations for maintenance of ritual purity.
Two verses in praise of Kevalarama (by Prabhudasa)
Vinaya pacasa by Navanitaraya
Miscellaneous texts including verse in praise of 
Sri Lalaji and his lineage (ff.IOZ? f. and 129V f.), 
some padas of Kevalarama (ff.lOZf1*, 10o and 114V- 
116 ) and a Sanskrit text entitled 
Srigurukesarasnanavidhi (106V-107V). On f,128V 
the birth of Gosvami Harideva is recorded as follows
sri ganesaya namah salavahana saka 1715
samvat I85O miti magha di 16 tithi magha vadi 9
sanivara visakha naksatra dvitiya pada gamda
yoga / karana kaulava subhadine ciramjiva
srimadgosvami haridevaji k[a] janmabhut
sa sri prabhu gopinatha prasadadayusman bhuyat //
janma lagna makara pratah samaye //
Bhavanyastakam padmapuspanjali (S)
Recipes for remedies.
The back cover of the ms. has been made by pasting together folios 
containing padas of Kabir.
,7? - 74^ ,
»76v-77v»
'90r-96v ’
»96v -137r
'137 v-138v' 
'142v -143r'
-^71-
G ANTHOLOGY .
Collection_of Go. Ratan_Lal, Verse in praise_of Sri Lalaji 
by Anantadasa, Kalyanadasa, Krsnadasa, Kevalarama, Kesodasa, 
Khemadasa, Gangadhara, Trilokinatha, Paramananda, Pradyumna, 
Prabhudasa, PremadasaA Mathuranatha, Madanamohana, Madhodasa, 
Rasajagadisa, Rasikadasa, Vanavari, Viru, Santadasa and 
Navanita. The padas in sections (a) and (b) are numbered 
consecutively '1-125’ and are linked with sakhis by Prabhudasa. 
Ff.86 (bound). Foliation from 'V begins on f.lv. The last 
four folios seem to have been added when the ms. was rebound. 
lif.5 x 19 cm. 15 lines.
(a) l/'Zf'r -12/,15fr
Sri Lalaji janmotsava vadhay3 
Begins: sri prabhu gopinathaji // atha janmotsava sri
lalaji dya vadhaya // chappa sasi //
(b) ' 15r-757 1 iSrngari tatha dinata ke pada
Begins: atha sri lalaji ke pada srmgari tatha
dinata ke samuha lisyate // sasi //
Concludes with an arati poem which ends: 
iti arati paramanamda bhatye krta samaptam
(c) 171fr-80r ' iSri Lala janmapujanavidhi
Eleven padas of which the last two (by Madho- 
jana and Prabhudasa, ff.'79r-80r1) have been 
added in a different hand.
Ff.80V-86r contain miscellaneous verses written by a later 
hand with blue-black fountain pen ink.
H ANTHOLOGY
V.R.I. acc.no. 11327 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai). A collection 
of kavittas and savaiyas with a few sakhis in Braj and 
Panjabi copied by various scribes.
Ff.133 (bound) with irregular foliation, the anthology proper 
beginning on f.lf/'10'r after three folios written by a later 
hand. Some blank or partially filled folios towards the end. 
Two kinds of paper have been used, one with margins ruled in 
red and black inks with five horizontal red lines along which 
the text has been written, the other with eight lines of text 
written on a smoother paper with a thicker nib and in a more 
cursive hand.
16 x 12 .5 cm. 5-8 lines.
Poets include Kevalarama (f,8r) and Prabhudasa from the Eighth 
Gaddi, along with poems by Kabir, Kumbhanadasa and Suradasa and 
others.
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I ANTHOLOGY
Collection of Go. Shyam Lai. Written by various scribes.
Ff .48 from a bound volume with first, last and some other 
folios missing. The first 24 folios sire numbered '18-41'.
17.5  x 13 cm. 8 lines.
(a) l/fl8 'r-3/'2 0»r
Sri Lalaji ko .janma caritra by Paramananda
Contains only the last 16 couplets beginning: 
ksunala prati sri visnu kahS sumdara musa vani 
mera ehi svarupa jana tfi satya pramani
(b) 3/ 12 0'V-9/ '2 6'P
Dinata [ki] sakhya by Kevalarama
(Kevala)
Begins: sri gopinathaji // sri lalaji sahai // atha sasya
dinata dya sri gusai kevalaramaji krta
(c) 9/'261V-24/'41,v
Sare sri bhagavata ki sucsina
A work by an Eighth Gaddi poet (Sri Lalaji 
is mentioned in verse 33) in two sections, the 
first containing 33 couplets, the second ending 
half way through the 66th quatrain.
(d) 25r-26V Yamunastaka (S) by Vallabha
First two and a half slokas missing.
(e) 26V-27V Siddhanta catuhsloki (S)
Followed by other slokas in praise of 'Vallabha- 
nandana' [VitthalanathaJ.
(f) 28r-30V Balalila astapadi (S) by Sankaracairya
(g) 31 Miscellaneous pieces by various scribes
including verse_by Hita Jagadisa (some in
praise of Sri Lalaji), Gadadhara, Psiramananda,
Vrnda, Tulasidasa and others. Ff.38r-39r give
a list of Eighth Gaddi gosvamis from Sri Lalaji
to Ranachora which ends:• •
sri ranachodaji sahai sri satraghanaji sahai 
sri duarakadasa ratada sevaka sri lalaji da 
Ff.471,-4 8r contain Sanskrit slokas giving the
twelve names of Sarasvati and a stotra in praise 
of her. Ff.37V , 42V-43 P are blank.
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ANTHOLOGY
Collection of Go. Shyam Lai.
Ff.128, some blank, from a volume which was once bound.
16.5 x 24 cm. 10-13 lines between margins drawn in yellow.
(a) lr-4r Sri Lala pacisi by Kevalarama (Kevala/~jana)
Begins: sri gopinathaji sri lala pacisi sri kevalaramaji
krta
J* — —
F.7 contains four dohas with the chapa 'Kevala' which also 
appear on f.97 as dohas numbered 52-55.
(b) 7/'l'V-21r Sakhis by Kevalarama (Kevala)
Begins: sri gopinathaya namah sasya prabodhi
A collection of sakhis with the headings: 
prabodhi. mana. kaliyuga. nimdaka. jogi. 
samnyasa laksana. vairagya. prabodhi (with 
the chapa 'Laladasa'), samta bhava. sadha 
laksana. atmajnani and siksa. Foliation from 
'1-1 4', ff. 21v and 22 are blank.
(c) 23/'1'r-42/'2d'r
A collection of 144 numbered dohas with the 
chapa 'Kevala' arranged under the headings: 
prabodhi. bhakti. jogi samnyasi vairagi. 
namasmarana. prabodhi (with the chapa 'Laladasa'), 
mana. samta bhava. surma, guru bhava. stri and kaml,
(d) 43r-48V Prabodhi_ke dohare by Kevalarama
Begins: dohade prabodhi sri kevalarama de
(e) 49/ 118 'r -88/'4 0'v
Kavitta samgraha
Three headings occur, viz. kavita likhyate 
(49/'1 ' ). atha kavita samgraha likhyate 
(61/'13' ' and kavita kara ki upama ke (67/'19'r), 
though the couplets of the kavittas are numbered 
consecutively '1-200'._ One kavitta (52/'4'r ) is 
in praise of Sri Lalaji and two (62/'14', 64/ ll6 'r) 
are in praise of Vallabha with the chapa 'Rasika- 
dasa' (= Hariraya ?). Other kavittas have the 
chapas of Kesavadasa, Raghuraya, Tulasi,
Kasirama, Jana, Rasakhana, Senapati, Deva,
Ganga, Alam and others.
(f) 89/'1 'V-1 0 0 /'12 'V
Miscellaneous verses 
Begins: sri gopinatho vijayatetaram atha sri lalaji di
aradasa likhyate
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This hymn is followed by savaiyas and other 
verses numbered '1-75' with the chapas of ! 
Kevalarama, Laladasa (= Sri Lalaji), Kesavadasa 
Alam and others. F.101 contains a verse copied 
by Go. Shyam Lai.
(g) 102/'1 'r -127/' 26'v
Bait, .gazal and rubaci
Persian verses numbered '1-91' written in Nagari 
script with space left in between for Hindi 
translations which have been supplied only for the 
first few verses.
K RATNASAGARA
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai.
Ff.100 (bound out of sequence). _Contains padas grouped into 
three sections according to the raga in which they are intended 
to be sung (viz. Bilavala, Saranga and Soratha). Each section 
must have originally contained 101 padas but nos.30-32 are missing 
from the first section (due to loss of folios), and those in the 
last section are numbered 2-95 (last folios missing). The first 
section has been copied by a single scribe, the rest of the text 
by two alternating scribes with less refined and consistent 
handwriting.
13.5 x 20 cm. 16-18 lines.
Begins: sri gopinathaji sahai // sri lala mathuranathaji
sahai atha ratanasagara lisyate pada kevalarama 
krta //
L SNEHASAGARA by KEVALARAMA (KEVALA)
V.R.I. acc.no. 11341 (donated by Go. Shyam Lai who copied the 
text himself while at Dera Ghazi Khan from a ms. dated AD 1904).
Pp.295. Written with a fountain pen in a lined exercise book, 
the text beginning on f.6 where pagination '1-295* begins.
Several blank pages at the end.
16.5 x 19.5 cm. 17 lines.
Begins: sri krsnaya namah // atha snehasagara sri
kevalaramaji krta likhyate //
Ends ('295'): iti sri gosvami kevalara[ma]ji krta nehasagara
sampurnam // atha subhaksa 1961 prathama jyestha 
sudi pausobhayam ravivasare krsnadasa gurura 
dera gaji kha vasinena pustakamidam likhatam //
by KEVALARAMA 
(KEVALA/-JANA)
-V?5-
M SNEHASAGARA (by KEVALA)
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai.
Ff.58 (bound). Irregularly foliated '43-69, 73, 70-72, 77-78, 
73-76, 79, 74, 80-82, 93-95, 83-92, 96-98', plus two loose folios 
unnumbered. Despite the foliation the text on the bound and 
numbered folios runs in sequence from dohas 650-1775. The two 
loose folios contain dohas 1887-1934. There is a hole in the 
centre of the first nine folios and some letters are missing from 
the last two folios due to broken margins.
22 x 30 cm. 20-23 lines.
N jfl/tNADIPAKA (by KEVALA)
Collection of Go. Shyam Lai, dated VS 1923 (= AD 1866).
Ff.190 (bound). Foliated '3-191* with one loose folio '211'.
Ff. *1-2' and '192-210’ are missing. Brittle blue-tinted paper 
for ff. '3-99*, the rest on white paper.
19 x 14.5 cm. 10 lines.
Ends (’211,v) iti sri jHanadlpaka samaptam sloka samkhya 19
sau me pothi lekhu rama tarneje apane vaste
lijgavai saipvat 1923 miti sab an bada 13.
0 JTTANADIPAKA by KEVALARAMA (KEVALA)
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai, dated VS 1952 (= AD 1895).
Ff.208 (bound). Ff.lr-2V contain a sucipatram giving an index 
of titles of the first 44 angas of the text. Foliation from 
fl*-208' begins on f.4v (f.3 is blank), with simultaneous 
pagination from '1-277' added to ff.'1-141'. Some missing 
portions of the text have been replaced by a different scribe 
on folios inserted into the volume (ff.5 and 36).
1 7 x 13 cm. 10 lines.
. Begins: sri krf^aya namah // atha jHanadipaka amga
kevalaramaji krta likhyate //
Ends ('208'r) iti sri jSanadipaka sri kevaliji krta amgam
samaptam // subham samvatsara 1952 phalguna sudi 
/ 4 / sri 1,000 srimat sumdara lalaji ke [a]valok- 
emartham bhavatu / sri kjsnah //
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EKADASIVRATAVIDHIKATHA (and other works) by SRI LALAJI (LALADASA)
Collection of Go. Shyam Lai, dated VS 1851 (= AD 1794).
Ff.79 (bound). Foliation from '1-551 on ff.4-58 and from 
•1-21' on ff.59-79.
24.5 x 32.5 cm. 30 lines.
First 6 ff. mainly blank but with some odd verses and 
notes in a different hand from the rest of the ms.
7/ * 4  ^  Sucipatra
(a) 8/f5ir-38/,35,r
Ekadasivratavidhikatha
Also deals with Janmastami, Vamana dvadasi,
M  M  • • 7 - *  »
Rama navami and Nrsiraha caturdasi.
(b) 43/' ifO,r -50/' 1(7'T
Bhagavadgitamahatmya 
Ends: samvata sae varakha upara athatisa
raco gramtha vaisakha masa m3 yatha manisa 34 
yiha gita kcS kachu mahatama mohi sunayo 
laladasa yaduvam&a ke tU hari ko jasa gayo 33 
iti Iri brahmapurane gitamahatmya sri gusai 
lalaji krta a§£adasodhyayah 18 samaptam 
gitamahatmyam // samvat 1851 pausa vadi 6 
likhitam srimadgosvami raiiachorarajaji 
pathartham lubhamastu srirastu
(c) 51/' 48 'r-58/155'r
Namamahatmya ................
(d) 59/tl,r-69/,ll|r
Bhagavatamahatmya
(e) 69/'11,V -75/'171r
Sahasranama
The ms. ends with a verse in praise of Srinathaji added by 
a different scribe and continued on f.75V. Ff.76-79 are 
blank.
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£  EKADASA CATUSPADI by SRI LALAJI (LALADASA)
V.R. I. acc.no. 11328 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai).
Ff.9, with two blank folios preceeding.
19 x 28 cm. 18 lines.
Begins: sri gopinatho jayati atha ista catuspadi
likhyate
Ends: iti sri gusaa lalaji krta srngara catuspadi
samapta
Ff.8v-9r contain three padas by Govindaprabhu, Suradasa 
and Jandadasa.
R SAPTAGRANTHI (and other works) by SRI LALAJI (LALADASA)
V.R.I. acc.no. 9602 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai), dated VS 1983 
(= AD 1926).
Ff.33, with foliation up to '26'. Written with a fountain 
pen and blue-black ink in a lined exercise book.
16 x 20 cm. l8 lines.
(a) 1V-18V
(b) 19r-24r
(c) 2lfv-26r 
Ends:
(d) 26v-31v
Ff.32-33 contain miscellaneous padas by Suradasa. Hits
HarivEunsa and Kabir.#
S UTSAVARATNAMALA (also called VARSOTSAVARATNAMALS)
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai, dated VS 1944 (= AD 188?).
Ff.IO5 (bound and foliated).
17.5 X 27 cm. 20 lines.
Saptagranthi by Sri Lalaji (Laladasa)
Contains Namaratna. Krsnastotra. Dasamaskandha,
^  ’ ■ ■ ' jjj.........* mmmm 9 9 g|, 1 1 1 in ■■ ■ 1 - ■ ?
Saptaslokigita. Laghupacisi. Vinayachanda and 
AvatSranibandha (by Mathuranatha).
Dharmasamvada by Sri Lalaji (Laladasa)
Harinamamala by Nandadasa
iti sri harinamamala sri namdadasaji krta
sampurnam sam 1983 cetra sudi 6 brhaspatavara
likhi svapathanartham.
Sahasranama (inc.) by Sri Lalaji (Laladasa) 
First 147 verses only.
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sri prabhu gopinatho jayati atha sri lajaji 
[for ’lalaji’] krta varsotsava sarvasva 
anukramani sri madanamohanaji krta likhyate 
kavitta 1
utsava svahu k3 nirnaya vidhi citravara
sagi ora kiratana sucana su kari he 1
sri gosvami lalaji sri gopita kevalarama
madanamohanaji ne sarada uccari he 2
srimadgosvami ranachorarajaji ne saravae
kathora kara apa vani vica dhari he 3
sucanadi krama thana sampradaya rita mana
utsavaratanamala kari prema bhari hai 4
kavitta f
prana bhuta vasahu imdu samvata asadha masa *  •  •  •  •  •
mithuna samkramta krsnapaksa vara peksie 1
• • • • • * • A •
harideva tithi vara camda bharani nachatra
sukarma yoga karna taitala su de§ie 2
srimadgosvami ranachorarajaji ki ajha pai
utsavaratanamala sabha s3 visesie 3
simdhu desa daksina su dera me mukumdadasa 
• • • •
bhisma su girisa jati yatha mati lesie 4
iti, varsotsavaratnamala samapta subhasamvat 1944 
karttika vadi 8
The two kavittas which the_scribe has copied from an earlier ms. 
are in the manaharana ghanaksari metre (having lines of 16+13 or 
8+8+8+7 syllables), which seem to require the following modifi­
cations: two syllable pronunciation for nirnay(a) and vas(ah)u
three svllable pronunciation for samvat(a)' and for either 
sukar(a)ma or kar(a)na. and sri for srimad in both occurrences.
In the first kavitta the first line is two syllables short in the 
second car ana and the third line is one syllable short in the _ 
third carana. The first kavitta states tiiat Gosvami Ranachoraraya
revised a work originally compiled by Madanamohana, who (as it 
also appears from the beginning of the ms. and the text itself) 
incorporated verse by his grandfather Sri Lalaji and father 
Kevalarama. The second kavitta. written by the earlier scribe 
Mukundadasa, gives the date of his copying_the ms., along with 
astrological detail, as VS 1855 (prana. bhuta. vasu. indu =
AD 1798), and says^that it was copied at Dera [Ghazi Khan] on 
the orders of Gosvami Ranachoraraya.
Begins (lr ):
Ends (105v):
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T LAGHU PACISI VIVARANA by MADHAVOTTARANANDA
SRI LALA BHAKTAVARA DVADASA KATHA by PREMADASA
Both works are contained in a volume dated VS 1953 (= AD 1896) 
from the collection of Go. Ratan Lai. The ms. was mislaid some 
years ago but was photographed on microfilm in connection with 
an M.Litt. thesis prepared by R.C.Mehrotra. The microfilm is 
now stored at the K. Munshi Institute, Agra University. A total 
of ff.49 from the ms. appear on the microfilm and are foliated 
(a) '1-16* and (b) •1-32*. 21-22 lines.
. V V  *  »  »  *
(a) '1 -16 * Laghu pacisi vivarana by Madhavottarananda
Begins: srisojayatitarama // doha //
pratima sevana isa ke // sanubhava tatkala //
hoe kahate hai veda yaha samso budata vala //l//
Ends: iti srimajjetrramatmaja madhavottaranamda
krta laghu pacisi vivaranam samaptam //
subham astu 1953 vaisakhe purnama //
The rest of the folio is filled up with verse 
written in a different hand praising Krsna and 
Vitithalanatha. The^text gives the mula of sri 
Lalaji's Laghu pacisi (written in red ink) with
a prose commentary in Braj.
r* v — — — _
(b) *1 -32 * £ri Lala bhaktavara dvadasa katha
Begins: sri ganesaya namah // sri lalaya namah // a atha
sri lala bhaktavara dvadasa katha premadasa
krta likhyate //
Ends: iti sri premadasa kathita sri lala dvadasa
bhaktavara katha samapta subhasamvat 1953
purusottama mase navamyam budhavasaranvitayam
om namah sri gopi [ j'anavallabhaya namah idam
pustakam jivana lalasya pathanarthe]
The portion of the final colophon given in square brackets does 
not appear on the microfilm and was presumably continued on 
f.'33r'. The ms. was consulted by P.Mital who_gives the full 
colophon on p. 16 of his article in Bra.ja Bharati. varsa 19 
anka 3.
—He 0 —
SRI LALA CARITAM and DVADASA BHAKTA KATHA by D.C.SARMA
Collection of Go. Ratan Lai. An account in Khariboli Hindi of 
the life of Sri Lalaji and stories of his twelve disciples written 
by a sevaka from Leiah of Go. Sundar Lai.
Ff.66 (bound). Foliated '2-5' and '1-621, with most verso sides 
blank.
20 x 32.5 cm. 24-28 lines.
l/»2,-2/*3l Prose introduction.
3/'Vv Genealogy naming the ancestors of Sri Lalaji
and the gosvamis descended from him.
Begins: ab sri lala vamsa ka likhta hu jo kuch mujhe
dera gaji kha sri gopinathaji ke mamdira sri
gosvamiji ke dvara prapta hua hai
Followed by invocatory verses and, at the foot 
of f.Jf/'5,V:
nivedaka ha[staksara] dayalu candra sarma 
kastapala jyo[tisi] mahala mamdira sri lalaji 
jilla majaphargad
(a) 5/'lir-23/,19l r
Sri Lala caritam 
Cb) 2if/ ,20,r-66/l62,r
Dvadasa bhakta katha
GOSVAMI RANACHORARAYAJI KI VARTA / SUKHA BAG by GOVARDHANA BHATTA
(ANANDA)
V.R.I. acc. no. 9603 (donated by Go. Ratan Lai). An account in 
prose interspersed with verse of the seva. travels and encounters 
of Gosvami Ranachoraraya, with particular emphasis on a chappan 
bhoga feast he organised.
Ff.197 (bound). Foliation from *Zf-12V and then from ,71“75* 
(remaining folios unnumbered) but with text running continuously. 
First three and last folios missing, f.f93,V blank.
20 x 33 cm. 26 lines.
I*
A colophon appears on f.*139* •
samvata hai unisa sai sataisa pramana
miti caitra sudi dvadasi chappana bhoga hi jana
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iti pamca nadi govarddhana bhataji chapa nama
kavi anamda krta susa bag nama gramtha sampurnam
The text then continues the account of the deeds of Gosvami 
Ranachoraraya.
ANTHOLOGY
Houghton_Library, Harvard University, ms. Indie 1754,. Contains 
the Caurasi pada of Hita Harivamsa followed by Namamala of 
NandadSsa copied in VS i860 (= AD 1803) and_a collection of verse 
by various poets, some from the Eighth Gaddi. The three texts 
are foliated separately, the latter two having been copied by a 
different scribe who gives his name as Harirama Raval, an Udicya 
brahmin.
7-8 lines.
(a) 'lr-47r 1 Caurasi pada (by Hita Harivamsa)
Begins: sri radhakrsnaji // atha srimacaurasi ara[m]bha //
The text is followed by two additional padas.
(b) ''lr-49V| Namamala (by Nandadasa)
Ends: iti sri namamala sampurnam // samvat i860 na
jye§tha vidi 2 gujarati harirama ravale // 
brahmana udicya likhitam ga[?] ramacamdraya 
namam subhyam // 6ri hariharaya namah //
(c) 'lr-87r ' A collectipn of verses beginning simply with the
invocation sri ramacamdraya namah and containing 
verse_with the chlpas of Kevalarama, Sri Lalaji, 
Suradasa Madanamohana, Tulasidasa, Kabir, Mira, 
Bhagavan Ramaraya, Ugradasa, Vyasa, Gadadhara, 
Kevalarama Vrndavana Jivana, the Astachapa poets 
and others. Some verse in Panjabi is included 
as_well as some poems in praise of Vallabha_and 
Sri Lalaji and one (ff. 4 -10 ) with the_chapa _ 
Madanamohana1 in praise of Krsna as Gopinathaji. 
On f.73 there is a list of some of the ancestors 
of Sri Lalaji and his descendants up to Ranachora­
raya. No colophon at the end.
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2. Texts published by the Eighth Gaddi Gosvamis
Some gosvamis have from time to time edited texts for 
publication. Apart from the two editions of Jnanadipaka they are 
in the form of small pamphlets intended primarily for circulation 
among devotees.
Kevalarama
Sri Lalaji
Prabhudasa
Jnanadipaka (lithographed edition in GurumukhI 
script published in the time of Gosvami Kunjalala. 
Title page missing).
Jnanadipaka, published in two parts by Go. Braj 
Ratan Lai Das, Faridabad (no date).
Dharmasamvada, published by Sri^Lala Satsamga 
Mandala,*Mandira Sri Gopinathaji, New Delhi,
VS*£021 (= AD 196^).
Dharmasamvada tatha vinayachanda, published by Go. 
Shyam Lai, Dera Ghazi Khan, VS 2000 (= AD 19^3). 
Introduction gives a brief account of the life of 
Sri Lalaji.
Dharmasamvada tatha vinayachanda, published by Go. 
Shyam Lai and Go. Dhanwesh Lai, Vrindaban, 1977* 
Introduction gives a brief account of the life of 
Sri Lalaji and the transfer of the deity Gopinathaji 
from Dera Ghazi Khan to Vrindaban.
EkadasacatuspadI, published by Go. Bankey Lai and 
Go. Ratan Lai, Vrindaban, VS 2013 (= AD 1956).
SaptagramthI (lithographed edition; place and date 
of publication not given). Contains Gurustuti, 
Bhagavatstuti , Istabhava, Namaratna, Kr's’n'astotra, 
Dasamaskandha, Saptasloki gita, Laghu pacisi, 
Avataranibandha (by Mathurlnatha) and a kavitta 
entitled Saptam grantha pathaphala by Pandita 
Bodha Raja Sarma. Probably’published in the time 
of Gosvami Kunjalala.
Saptagranthi, published with Hindi tlka by Go. Braj 
Ratan Lai Das, Faridabad, VS 2028 (= AD 1971). 
Contains Vinayachanda, Bhagavatstuti, Istabhava, 
Purusottama astottara satanama, Gurustuti, Laghu 
pacisi, 6iksa pacisi and a brief account of the life 
of Sri Lalaji.
Sri Lala granthamala, published by Go. Bankey Lai, 
Vrindaban, 1955* Contains Bhagavan stuti, Istabhava, 
Gurustuti, Vinayachanda, Purusottama astottara sata­
nama, Krsnastotra, Laghu pacisi, Siksa paci-si, Sri 
Lala ke ghar ki paddhati and a vamsavali of the main 
gosvamis of Dera Ghazi Khan.
Sri Lala callsa, published together with Vinaya 
pacasaka of Navanltaraya.by Go. Ratan Lai, Vrindaban, 
VS 2030 (= AD 1973).
Periodicals
Pharmajyoti, varsa 3 anka 1, published by Go. Ratan Lai, 
Vrindaban, 1957- Contents include an article by Baba 
Kanhaiya Das entitled Sri LaladasajI ka jlvana evam 
sahitya, a ^ada by Harideva and an extract from Madana- 
mohana's Dasamaskandha.
Sri Lala Samdesa, varsa 1 ankas 1 - 4, published monthly 
from February to May 1971 by Go. Braj Ratan Lai, Faridabad. 
Besides various articles each issue contains extracts from 
Jnanadipaka and Snehasagara by Kevalarama. The first issue 
contains Sri Lalaji*s Vinayachanda and Bhagavatstuti.
Unpublished theses
Jain Ramesa Candra, Sri Kevalaramajl krta 1Jnanadipaka*
ka vai.jnanika pathanusamdhana, M. Litt. thesis,
Agra University, 195#•
Mehrotra Ramesa Candra, Sri Laladasa ke gramtho ka vaijnanika
pathanusamdhana, M. Litt. thesis, Agra University,1958.
Sarma Surendra, Vallabha sampradaya ke astama plthastha 
sahityakaro ka adhyayana, Ph. D. thesis, Agra 
University, 1971.
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Published sources
The following abbreviations have been used to refer to certain 
titles (see under author’s name for further details):
KKI Kamkaroli ka itihasa, Sastri ’Visarada', Kanthamani■ •  ■■■■■■■■■ ■ • # « 0
SK Sampradayakalpadruma, Vitthalanatha Bhatta
SPV Sri Govardhananathaji ke prakatya ki varta, Hariraya
VKP Vallabha kula ko pragatya, anon. (cf. Caturbhujadasa)
8kV Caurasi vaisnavan ki varta, Hariraya
252V Do sau bavan vaisnavan ki varta, Hariraya
BBSK Brajabhasa Sura-kosa, Gupta, D. and.P. Tandan
HSS Hindi sabdasagara Syamasundaradasa
RSK Rajasthani sabad kos, Lalas, Sitarama
CDIAL A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Languages, 
Turner, R.L.
1. Published texts and general secondary sources 
Ailawadi Jaswant Ram, Hamara Derah Ismacil Khan (Taswir-i- 
ashyanah), Dehra Dun 1952.
[ Karsendas Mulji] , History of the Sect of the
Maharajas, London (Trubner & Co.) 1 §£>5.
Hardev, Lahndi Phonetics (with special reference to 
Awankari T j Allahabad (Bharati Press Prakashan)19^5-
Pitambaradatta, Kho^a me ujjalabdha hastalikhita himdi 
gramtho ka pamdrahava traivarsika vivarana (San. 1952- 
J>k), Kasi (Nagari PracarinT Sabha) 195^«
Richard, The Bhakti Sect of Vallabhacarya, Faridabad
(Thompson Press, India Ltd.) 197^•
John, A Comparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan 
Languages of India, Delhi (Munshiram Manoharlal, reprint) 
196b.
Jules, Indo-Aryan from the Vedas to Modern Times 
(English edition, largely revised by the author and 
translated by Alfred Masters ), Paris (Adrien- 
Maisonneuve) 1965- (References are to the pagination 
of the original French edn. as indicated in the margin)
Brajabhusana Gosvami, Sri Dvarakadhisa ki prakatya-varta,
Kankaroli (Vidya Vibhaga) 195^.
Brent Peter, Godmen of India, Harmondsworth (Penguin Press)
1972.
Anon
Bahri
Barthval
Barz
Beames
Bloch
-^85-
Brown John P., The Darvishes, or Oriental Spiritualism,
ed. H.A. Rose, London (Frank Cass and Co.; 
reprint of 2nd. edn. 1927) 1968.
Burton Richard,
1851 Sindh, and the Races that Inhabit the Valley of the
Indus, London (Wm. Allen & Co.) 1851.
1877 Sind revisited, 2 vols., London .(Richard Bentley &
Son) 1877-
Callewaert Winand M., The Sarvangi of the DadupanthI Ra.jab, 
(Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta *f) , Leuven 
(Departement Orientalistiek, Katholieke Universiteit 
Leuven) 1978.
/
Caturbhujadasa , Khata rtu varta and anon. Srlmad
vallabhakula * ko * pragatya, ed. Dvarakadasa Parikh, 
Mathura (Sri Govardhana Granthamala Karyalaya) 1968.
Caturvedi Scarya Parasurama, Uttari Bharat ki samta-parampara, 
Allahabad (Bharat1 Bhandara) 3rd. edn. 1972.
Caturvedi Visnu, Gosvami Harirapaji aur unka braja bha§a 
sahitya, Mathura (Javahar Pustakalaya) 1976.
Cunningham Joseph Davey, A History of the Sikhs, London (John 
Murray) 184-9.
Chaudhuri Muhammed Ali, The Emergence of Pakistan, New York 
(Columbia University Press) 19^7«
Dadudayala Gramthavali, ed. Parafeurama Caturvedi, Varanasi 
(Nagari Pracarini Sabha) VS 2023*
Dhruvadasa Bhaktanamavall, ed. Radhakrsnadasa, Kashi (Nagari 
PracarinI Sabha) 1928.
Dube Lalataprasada, Hindi bhakta varta sahitya, Dehra Dun
(Sahitya Sadana) 19^8. '
Dvarakefeaji Maharaja, Mula purusa, ed. Haridasa, Mathura (Sri 
Pustimargiya Sahitya Prakafeana Pranyasa) 1978.
•Dvijendra* cf. Mi6ra, Gaurifeamkar.
Elphinstone M., An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul, Karachi 
(Oxford University Press, reprint of 1815 edn.) 1972.
The Encyclopaedia of Islam (New edn.) (vol. 1), ed. H.A.R. Cribb, 
J.H. Kramers, E. L&vi-Provencal, J. Schacht, Leiden 
(E.J. Brill) 1960.
— ‘rbfc) —
Gokulanatha Gosvani [attributed to] , Caurasi baithak caritra, 
ed. Niranjanadeva Sarma, Mathura (Sri Govardhana 
Granthamala Karyalaya) 1967.
Vasudeva, Bhakta-kavi Vyasa ji, Mathura (Agraval Press) 
VS 2009 1952 .
G.A.
The Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta 
(special number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal 1888, Part I) 1889.
'Spontaneous Nasalization in the Indo-Aryan Languages', 
J.R.A.S. 1922, pp. 381-388.
Linguistic Survey of India, vol. VIII part I (Indo-Aryan 
Family, North Western Group - Specimens of Sindi. and 
Lahnda), vol. IX part I (Indo-Aryan Family, Central 
Group - Western Hindi and Panjabi ), Delhi (Motilal 
Banarsidass, reprint of 1916/ 19^ 9 edn.)
F.S., Mathura - a District Memoir. 2nd. edn., Allahabad 
(North-Western Provinces and Oudh Government Press) 188O.
Jethmal Parsram, Sind and Its Sufis, Madras 
(Theosophical Publishing House) 1924.
Dinadayalu, Astachapa anr Vallabha-sampradaya, 2 vols., 
2nd. edn., Prayag (Hindi Sahitya Sammelana) 1970.
Kisorilala, Saro.ja sarveksana, Allahabad (Hindustani 
Academy) 1967*
Harirama Vyasa cf. Gosvami, Vasudeva.
Hariraya Gosvami,
Astachapa ki varta, ed. Kanthamani Sastri, Kankaroli 
Tvidya Vibhaga) 1952.
Bade £iksapatra (with tika of Gopesvara), Bombay (&eth 
Narayanadasa aur Jethanamda Asanmal Trust Fund) 193&.
Caurasi vaisnavanki varta, ed. Dvarakadasa Parikh,
Mathura (&rl Govardhana Granthamala Karyalaya) 1970.
Do sau bavan vaisnavan ki varta, eds. Brajabhusana 
Sarma and Dvirakadasa Parikh, 3 vols., Kankaroli 
(Suddhadvaita Academy) 1951-3*
Do sau bavan vaisnavan ki varta, ed. Niranjanadeva Sarma, 
Mathura (Sri Govardhana Granthamala Karyalaya) 1972.
Nijavarta and Gharu varta, ed. Dvarakadasa Parikh,
Mathura (Sri Govardhana Granthamala Karyalaya) 1976.
Gosvami
Grierson
1889
1922
Growse 
Gulraj 
Gupta 
Gupta
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Hariraya
Jacobi
1918
Gosvami contd.
1921
Sri Govardhananathaji ke prakatya ki varta, ed.
Pandya Mohanalala Visnulala Sarma, Bombay 
(Venkatesvara Yantralaya) 1905.
Hermann (ed.)
Bhavisatta Kaha von Dhanavala, Eine Jaina Legende in 
Apabhramisa, Munchen (Abhandlungen der KBniglich 
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, XXIX Band,
4. Abhandlung) 1918.
Sanatkumaracaritam, ein Abschnitt aus Haribhadras 
Neminathacaritam,Munchen (Abhandlungen der 
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, XXXI. Band,
2. Abhandlung) 1921.
Ja’far Sharif, Islam, in India or the Qanun-i-Islam, transl.
G.A. Herklots, London (Curzon Press, reprint of 1921 
edn.) 1972.
Jagannathaprasada Ray Bahadur ('Bhanu-kavi'), Chandah
prabhakara, 8th. edn., Bilaspur (Jagannatha Press) 
1935.
Jhaveri K.M., Imperial Farmans (AD 1577 to AD 1805)
granted to the ancestors of His Holiness the 
Tilakayat Maharaj, B o m b a y  (The News Printing Press) 
1928.
Jindel Rajendra, Culture of a Sacred Town : a Sociological
Study of Nathdwara, Bombay (Popular Prakashan) 1976.
Jones Kenneth W., Arya Dharm, Hindu Consciousness in
Nineteenth Century Punjab,(University of California 
Press) 1976.
Kabir gramthavali, ed. Syamasumdaradasa, 14th. edn., Varanasi
(Nagari Pracarini Sabha) VS 2034.
Kanhaiyadasa Baba, 'Braja sahitya ke eka navina bhandara ka
paricaya', Braja Bharati, varsa 14, anka 4^ VS
2013, pp. 57-59.
Ki&ori&arana 'Ali•, Sahitya ratnavali, Bombay ('Katipaya 
*Radhavallabhiya Vaisnava1) VS 2007 (printed at 
Premadhama Press, Vrindaban).
Kohli Surindar Singh, A Critical Study of Adi Granth,
New Delhi (The Punjabi Writers' Cooperative Industrial 
Society Ltd.) 1961.
Krsnananda Vyasadeva 'Ragasagara'., Ragakalpadruma, ed.
Nagendra Nath Vasu, 3 vols., Calcutta (Bangiya 
Sahitya Parisada) 1914-16.
'Khoj Reports' 1941-43, cf. Misra V.P.; 1932-34, cf. Barthval, P.
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McGregor R.S., The Language of Indrajit of Orcha, Cambridge
(University Press) i960.
McLeod W.II., Guru Nanak and the Sikh Religion, Oxford
(Clarendon Press) 1968.
Menariya Motilala, Rajasthani bhasa aur sahitya, 4th. edn.,
Prayag (Hindi Sahitya Sammelana)1978.
Misra Ganesavihari, Mananiya Syamavihari, and Sukadevavihari,
Misrabandhu-vinoda athava hindi sahitya ka itihasa 
tatha kayi-kirtana, 2 vols.,Lucknow (Ganga- 
Pustakamala-Karyalaya) VS 1983-84.
Misra
Misra
Mltal
1949
19621
19622
1965
1966 
1968
Gaurisamkar ('Dvijendra'), Chandodarpana, Patna 
(Anupama prakasana) 1977*
Visvanatha Prasada (ed.), -Khoja me ujcalabdha 
hastalikhita himdi gramtho ka atharava traivarsika 
vivarana (san 1941-3), _ part I, Kashi (Nagari 
Pracarini.Sabha) 195$.
Prabhudayala,
Astachapa paricaya. Mathura (Agravala Press-) -1949.
Caitanyamata aur bnaja sahitya, Mathura (Sahitya 
Samsthana) 1962.
Gosvami Harirayaji ka pada-sahitya, Mathura (Sahitya 
Samsthana) 19^2 .
'Vallabha sampradaya ki athavi gaddi aur uska sahitya1, 
in Braja Bharat!, varsa 19, amka 3, 1965, pp. 9-35;
Braja ka samskrtika itihasa, Delhi (Rajakamala 
Prakasana) 1965.
Braja ke dharmasampradayo ka itihasa, Delhi (National 
Publishing House) 1968.
Mukherjee Tarapada and J.C. Wright, 'An early testamentary
document in Sanskrit', B.S.O.A.S. XLII,2, pp. 298-320.
Mul ji Karsendas cf. Anon.
Muralidhara Kavibhusana, Chamdohrdayaprakasa, ed. Visvanatha 
Prasada, Agra ( Ki Munsi Hindi tatha Bhasavijnana 
Vidyapitha) 1959.
Mohan Lai Munshi, Travels in the Panjab, Afghanistan and 
Turkistan" London (W.H. Allen & Co.) 1846.
Nabhaji [ NabhadasaJ , £ribhaktamala (with Bhaktirasabodhinitika 
of Priyadasa), ed. Sitaramasarana Bhagavan Prasada 
'Rupakala', Lucknow (Tejakumara*Press) 1962.
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Pallas
Parikh
Pocock
Postans
Paul Simon, Travels through the Southern Provinces 
of the Russian Empire in the Years 1795 and 1794,
2 vols., London l802.
Dvarakadasa, Sri Vitthalesa caritamrta, Mathura 
(Sri Govardhana Granthamala Karyalaya) 1954.
D.F., Mind,Body and Wealth : a study of belief and 
practice in an Indian village, Oxford (Basil 
Blackwell) 1973.
T., Personal Observations on Sindh, Karachi (Indus 
Publications, reprint of 1843 edn.) 1973-
Raghavadasa , Bhaktamala (Caturadasa krta tika sahita), ed. 
Agaracanda Nahata,Jodhpur (Rajasthana 
Pracyavidya Pratisthana) 1965*
Rendu Louis and Jean Filliozat, L 1 Inde classique :
manuel des etudes indiennes, Tome II, Hanoi (ficole 
Frangaise d' Extreme-Orient) 1953*
Rose H.A., A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes of the
Punjab and North-West Frontier Provinces, 3 vols., 
Lahore (Superintendent, Government Printing; 1911-19.
Saksena Baburam, Evolution of Awadhi (A Branch of Hindi),
2nd. edn., Delhi (Motilal Banarsidass; 1971•
Sastri Kanthamani ('Visai*ada'), Kamkaroli ka itihasa,
Kankaroli (Vidya Vibhaga) 1§39«
Satyendra Dr., Braja-sahitya ka. itihasa, Allahabad
(Bharat! Bhandara) 1967*
Semgar
Shackle
1976
1980
Simha
! *■
Smith 
Snell,
&ivasimha, §ivasimha saroja, ed. T.N. Diksita, 
Lucknow (Tejakumara Book Depot) 1966.
C. , • - - -'a
The Siraiki Language of Central Pakistan, London 
(School of Oriental and African Studies) 1976.
'Hindko in Kohat and Peshawar1, B.S.O.A.S. XLIII,3, 
1980, pp. 482-510. .
B.P., Ramabhakti me rasika sampradaya, Balrampur - 
Gonda ( Avadha Sahitya Mandira) 1957.
John D •, The Visaladevarasa, A Restoration of the 
Text, Cambridge (University Press; 1976.
Rupert, 'Metrical Forms in Braj bhasa verse : the 
Caurasi pada in performance'. (paper presented at 
the: Second Conference on Early Devotional Literature 
in New Indo-Aryan Languages, Bonn, March 1982 -
publication of proceedings forthcoming).
Suradasa
Syamadasa
Suras agar a , ed, Naridadulare Vajapeyi, 2 vols., 5th 
edn., Kashi (Nagdri Pracarini Sabha) VS 2033“35«
Sri Nitai camd, Vrindaban (Sri Harinama Samkirtana 
Mandala) 197^7
Tacker H.St.G. and Rai Bahadur Ciranjit Lai, Qismat Derah
Jat, Lahore (Central Jail Press) 1882.
Tandan Hariharanatha, Varta sahitya, Aligarh (Bharata
Prakasana Mandira) 19£>1•
Tandan Premanarayana, Sura ki bhasa, Lucknow (Hindi
Sahitya Bhandara) 1957«
Tessitori L.P., 'Notes on the Grammar of the Old Western
Rajasthani with Special Reference to the Apabhramga 
and to Gujarati and Marwari', The Indian Antiquary, 
vols. XLIII-XLIV, 1914-16..........................
Thakur U.T., Sindhi Culture, University of Bombay
Publications!Sociology Series, No. 9» 1959«
Thoothi N.A., The Vaisnavas of Gujarat, Bombay (Longmans,
Green & Co.7 7§35-
'Lieut.-Col. James, Annals and Antiquities of 
Rajasthan',,' ed.' W. Crooke, 3 vols., Delhi 
(reprint of 1920 edn*, Motilal Banarsidass) 1971*
Tikamasimha, Hind? virakavya, Allahabad (Hindustani 
Academy)* 1954.
Ernest, The Adi Granth or The Holy Scriptures of the 
Sikhs, London (Wm. H. Allen & Co. / N. Trubner &
Co.) 1887.
Tod
Tomar
Trumpp
Sri Nathadvara ka samskrtika itihasa, Aligarh (Bharata Prakasana 
" ' ' Mandira) 19^7.
Vajapeyi Krsnadatta, Braja ka itihasa (dvitiya khanda),
Mathura (Akhila Bharatiya Braja Sahitya Mamdala)
, 1958.
Vallabha Siddhantarahasya (with eleven commentaries), ed.
M.T. Telivala and D.V. Samkaliya, Bombay 1924.
Sodasagrantha, Mathura (Sri Govardhana Granthamala 
Karyalaya) 1972.
Vaudeville Charlotte,
1980 'The Govardhan Myth in Northern India', Indo Iranian
Journal 22, 1980, pp. 1-45.
1968 Kabir, Oxford (Clarendon Press) 1968.
Vitthalanatha
Venkat
Bhatta, Sampradayakalpadruma, Bombay (Sri 
esvara Press)
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2. Gazetteers 
Bahawalpur
Bannu
Dera Ghazi Khan
Dera Ismail Khan
Kohat
Mianwali
Multan
Muzaffargarh
Sind
Punjab State Gazetteers, vol. XXXVI A, 
Bahawalpur State 190^ Lahore (Govt. Press)
T 908 .
Punjab State Gazetteers, vol. XXXVI B, 
Bahawalpur State, Statistical Tables 1904, 
Lahore (Govt. Press) 1908.
Gazetteer of the Bannu District 1883-84,
Lahore (Govt. Press)
Gazetteer of the Dera Ghazi Khan District,
2nd. edn.,Lahore (Govt. Press) 1898.
Punjab District Gazetteers, vol. XXIX Part B, 
Dera Ghazi Khan Statistical Tables 1935*
Lahore (Govt. Press) 193^.
Gazetteer of the Dera Ismail Khan District 
1883-84" Lahore (Govt. Press) 1384.
Gazetteer of the Kohat District 1883-84,
Lahore (Govt. Press) 1884.
Punjab District Gazetteers, vol. XXX A,
Mianwali District, Lahore (Govt. Press) 1915*
Gazetteer of Multan District 1901-2, Lahore 
(Govt, Press) 1902.
Gazetteer of the Muzaffargarh District 1883-4, 
Lahore (Govt. Press) 1884.
Punjab District Gazetteers, vol. XXXIV A, 
Muzaffargarh District 1929, Lahore (Govt. 
Press) 1930*
Gazetteer of the Province of Sind, compiled 
by E.H. Aitken, Karachi 1907»
Gazetteer of the Province of Sind, 'Bf Volume
III, Sukkur District, compiled by J.W. Smyth, 
Bombay 1919-
Gazetteer of the Province of Sind, ' B' Volume
IV, Larkana District, compiled by J,W. Smyth, 
Bombay 1919-
Gazetteer of the Province of Sind, fB' Volume 
VI, Thar and Parkar District, compiled by J.W. 
Smyth, Bombay 1919-
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3. Dictionaries
Gupta Dinadayalu and Premanarayana Tandan, Brajabhasa
Sura-kosa, 2 vols., 2nd edn., Lucknow 
Visvavidyalaya Hindi Prakasana) VS 2031
Kalika Prasada, Rajavallabha Sahaya, Mukundilala Srlvastava, 
Brhat hind! kosa, Varanasi (Jnanamandala Ltd.),
^th edn., VS 2030.
Lalas Sitarama, Rajasthani sabad kos, 4 parts, 9 vols.,
Jodhpur (Caupasani Siksa Samiti) 1962-79.
Monier-Williams M . , A Sanskrit-English Dictionary,
Oxford (University Press, reprint of 1st edn., 1899) 
1974.
Platts John T., A Dictionary of Urdu, Classical Hindi and
English, Oxford (University Press, reprint of 5th 
impression, 1930) 1974.
Syamasundara (ed.), Hindi sabdasagara, 11 vols., Varanasi 
(Nagari Pracarini Sabha), revised edn. 1965-75*
Turner R.L., A Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan
Languages, London (Oxford University Press) 1973•
